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Early maps.
Maps.
Sowers, Margaret.
Norwich, I.
Africa

Call No: Africa 0004

Africae, described, the manners of their Habits and buildings newly done into English by J. S. ...1676 -- London : Thomas Bassett and Richard Chiswell

Speed, John, 1552?-1629

Physical Description: Colored ; 39.5 cm. x 51.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: Jones, R.L., bequest

Note

Source: Prospect

Note

Descriptive Notes: English text; 8 city views in top panel; Watermark; 10 costumed figures in side panels.

Note

Local Notes: Carte à figures

Note

RID: MOA 0340

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: Africa 0014

The West Part of Barbary containing Fez Marocco Algiers and Tunis -- The East Part containing Tripoli Barca and the North Part of Egypt. 1732 -- London : Moll, Herman, d. 1732

Moll, Herman, d. 1732

Physical Description: Outline color ; 20.5 cm. x 27 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: Jones, R. L., bequest

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Part of Oran. 2 maps on 1 sheet.

Note

RID: MOA 0341

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 0019a

_Africæ Tabula Nova._1570 -- Antwerp: Diest Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598

Physical Description: Colored; 37.5 cm. x 50 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Latin text, p. 4; Watermark

Note
References: Koeman: Ort 1A, 1570, map 4; Phillips 374; Tooley Africa (p. 88, 1570)
Note
RID: MOA 0342
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: Africa 0037a

_Barbariae et Biledulgerid Nova Descriptio._1598 -- Antwerp: Plantin Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598

Physical Description: Colored; 33 cm. x 50.5 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: French text, p. 115; Watermark.

Note
References: Koeman: Ort 32, 1598, map 53 - Plate first published in Ort 1, 1570; Phillips 406

Note
RID: MOA 0343
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- north -- 16th c.
Barbariae et Biledulgerid Nova Descriptio. (?) 1609 -- Antwerp : (?) Vrients Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598

Physical Description: Colored ; 33 cm. x 50 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Latin text, p. 127; Watermark
Note
References: Koeman: (?) Ort 39, 1609, map 53. Plate first published in Ort 1, 1570
Note
RID: MOA 0344
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.


Physical Description: Colored ; 39 cm. x 50.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: (12 x 14.5 cm.) Congi Regni Christiani, in Africa, Nova Descriptio Auctore Philippe Pigafetta; Latin text, p. 128; Watermark.
Note
References: Koeman: (?) Ort 39, 1609, map 135. Plate first published in Ort 28, 1595, Add. IV
Note
RID: MOA 0345
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.
**Call No:** Africa 0081

*Africa.1737-45 -- Nuremberg : Homann Heirs*Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742

- Physical Description: Colored ; 46.5 x 56 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance:
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Watermark.
- Note
- References: Tooley Africa (p. 51, 1737)
- Note
- RID: MOA 0346
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Africa 0082

*Africa.1787 -- London : Harrison*

- Physical Description: Uncolored ; 34 cm. x 39 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance:
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Subdivisions identified.
- Note
- RID: MOA 0347
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 0181

Africa Vetus ... cum privilegio.ca. 1650 -- Paris : Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667

Physical Description: Outline color ; 39.5 cm. x 55.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark.

Note

References: Phillips (?) 4260

Note

Local Notes: Poor condition, part of lower border missing

Note

RID: MOA 0348

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa --

Call No: Africa 0273

Totius Africæ Accuratissima Tabula, Authore Frederico de Wit, Amstelodami.ca. 1680 -- Amsterdam : Wit, Frederik deWit, Frederik de

Physical Description: Outline color ; 50 cm. x 59 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark

Note

References: Koeman: Vol. II, p.212, map 7

Note

RID: MOA 0349

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: Africa 0280

*Nova Barbariae descriptio*. 1647 -- Amsterdam : Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664

Physical Description: Outline color; 36 cm. x 52.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source: Novus Atlas

Note

Descriptive Notes: Latin text, Bb

Note

References: Koeman: Me 59, 1647, map 573. Plate first published in Me 70 A, 1637, map 573

Note

RID: MOA 0350

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: Africa 0410

*Afrique - Publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d'Orleans*. 1749 -- Paris : Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782

Physical Description: Colored; 99.5 cm. x 98 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Acores; Informational notes in relevant areas.

Note

RID: MOA 0351

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 0416

Africae Propriae Tabulae in qua Punica regnae ides; Tyrios, et Agenoris urbsm Ex conatibus Geographicus Abrahani Ortelii cum privilegio Imperiale Regio, et Belgico ad decennium 1590. 1608 -- Antwerp : Vrients, Jan Baptista, 1552-1612

Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598

Physical Description: Colored ; 33.5 cm. x 48 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Sinus Carthaginensis; Italian text.

Note

References: Koeman: Ort 38, 1608, Map 14P - Plate first published in Ort 25, 1590, Add. IV

Note

RID: MOA 0352

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: Africa 0418

Africæ 1725? -- London : Senex, J. (John), d. 1740

Senex, J. (John), d. 1740

Physical Description: Outline color ; 69 cm. x 77 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Many notes concerning inhabitants, activities & products; Dedication to Sir Isaac Newton.

Note

RID: MOA 0353

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 0419a

Africa ...1772 -- London : Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782

Physical Description: Outline color ; 52 cm. x 122 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 4 sheets including 2 similar maps. Sheet 1: northern Africa - Inset: Azores; Sheet 2: southern Africa - Inset: Gold Coast; Extensive English text, statistics.

Note

RID: MOA 0354

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 0419b

Africa ...1787 -- London : Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Boulton, S., ed.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 52 cm. x 122 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 4 sheets including 2 similar maps. Sheet 1: northern Africa - Inset: Azores; Sheet 2: southern Africa - Inset: Gold Coast; Extensive English text, statistics.

Note

RID: MOA 0372

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 0469

_Africa ...1680 -- London?_Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708

Physical Description: Outline color ; 56 cm. x 88 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Dedication to Charles II.

Note

Local Notes: Poor condition

Note

RID: MOA 0355

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Africa 0481

Portion of Egypt: East Part of the Delta of the Nile, incl. Cairo, Red Sea, Port Said, Suez.1855-60? -- Unknown

Physical Description: Manuscript : Colored ; 55 cm. x 45 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Projected route of Suez Canal.

Note

RID: MOA 0356

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1053

   Physical Description: Uncolored ; 21 cm. x 14.5 cm.
   Note
   Program:
   Custodial History
   Provenance: CMC
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes: Pl. 151, No. 88, vol.2, p.358
   Note
   RID: MOA 0357
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Africa -- Gambia -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1163

[Nile delta and Sinai peninsula]No date -- Unknown
   Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19 cm. x 28.5 cm.
   Note
   Program:
   Custodial History
   Provenance:
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes: Inset: View of village; Illustration of water-lifting device; W.H. II Th. N X.
   Note
   RID: MOA 0358
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1164

Das vor Alters so-gennente Eigentliche Africa.No date -- Unknown
   Physical Description: Uncolored ; 20.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.
   Note
   Program:
   Custodial History
   Provenance:
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes: A. W. Th. X
   Note
   RID: MOA 0359
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity
**Call No:** Africa 1165

*A Map of Africa from Cape Blanco, to the Coast of Angola. No date -- London?*

- Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19 cm. x 25 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Kofoid
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Inset: A Map of the Gold Coast on latger scale; Gift of Prof. Charles A. & Mrs. Prudence W. Kofoid.
- Note
- RID: MOA 0360
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Africa 1177

*L'Afrique dressée, sur les relations les plus recentes, et assujettie aux observations astronomiques. 1756 -- Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766*

- Physical Description: Outline color ; 40.5 cm. x 59 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: purchase, 1991
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Watermark
- Note
- Local Notes: Grand Lac Marawi is shown extending ca. 4i - 11i
- Note
- RID: MOA 0361
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1541


Physical Description: Outline color ; 38 cm. x 52 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Dedication to Mr. Doviat

Note

References: ? Koeman: Mor 4, 1705, Map 81

Note

RID: MOA 0362

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1860

*Carte de l'Egypte sous les Pharaons*. 19th c. ? -- Paris

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 21.5 cm. x 31 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Hist. des Hom., Tom IX, p.73

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0363

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Africa 1877</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transitus Israelitarum per Mare Rubreum seconund Tabulam Pere Sicard.</strong> No date -- Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Uncolored ; 19.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodial History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive Notes:</td>
<td>Page 155.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Notes:</td>
<td>See Mid E 1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RID:</td>
<td>MOA 0364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Africa 1878</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mauretanien, Gaetulien, Melanogaetulien, Garamantien und Nigritien.</strong> 19th c.? -- Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Uncolored ; 21.5 cm. x 34.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodial History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
<td>Welt Hist. Th. XVI E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive Notes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RID:</td>
<td>MOA 0365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Africa 1879

*Das eigentliche Africa und Numidien in gleichen Mauretania, Caesariensis ... Dr. Shaw.*

No date -- Unknown

Physical Description: Uncolored; 21 cm. x 34.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Welt Hist. Th.XVI D

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0366

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1880

*Karte, welche die ehemaligen Stoetten von Carthago, Utica, Tunes, und den alten Zustand des Carthaginenschen Meerbusens vorstellet.*

No date -- Unknown

Physical Description: Uncolored; 20 cm. x 26 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Welt Hist., Th. XV B

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0367

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1881

*Karte von den Eigentlichen Africa und von Numidien.*

No date -- Unknown

Physical Description: Uncolored; 20.5 cm. x 27 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: A. W. Th. X K

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0368

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 1882

Die Syrtische Gegend. No date -- Unknown
Physical Description: Uncolored; 20.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: A. W. Th. XVI G
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0369
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1883

Libyen, Marmarica und Cyrenaica. No date -- Unknown
Physical Description: Uncolored; 21 cm. x 31.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: A. W. Th. XVI
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0370
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1884

Egypten nach dem Zustand der alten Zeit vorgestellt. No date -- Unknown
Physical Description: Uncolored; 38.5 cm. x 21.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: Gubernaculum Orientale; Explan. tables; VIII.
Note
RID: MOA 0371
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 1885

*Aegyptus et Cyrenaica.* No date -- London?

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 20.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: MS note in left margin Tab. XXX

Note

RID: MOA 0373

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1886

*Aegypti Delta et Nili Ostia.* No date -- London?

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 20.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Tab. XXIX.

Note

RID: MOA 0374

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1887

*Egypte divisée en ses Douze Cassilifs ou Gouvernemens ...Tirée de Sanut ...* No date -- Paris

Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 28 cm. x 20 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0375

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 17th c.
Call No: Africa 1888

*A New Map of Egypt from the best Authorities.* No date -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 23.5 cm. x 18 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: MS note: "Illustrating expedition in 1798".

Note

RID: MOA 0376

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1889

*Aegyptus et Cyrene.* No date -- Unknown

Cluver, Philipp, 1580-1622

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 13.5 cm. x 22 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Tab. 44.

Note

RID: MOA 0377

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1890

*Carte von dem Alten Egypten ...* No date -- Unknown

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 18.5 cm. x 14.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: T. 1 pag 580 VII.

Note

RID: MOA 0378

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 1891

_Africæ inTabula Geographica Delineatio._ No date -- Amsterdam : Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742

Physical Description: Colored; 50 cm. x 58 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Cartouche contains a fat-tail sheep, tail supported by a wheeled platform.

Note

References: Koeman: See Vol. II, C & M, page 81, Map 72

Bed:

RID: MOA 0379

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1892

_A New Map of Africa from the latest Observations, Most humbly inscribed ... Marquis of Annandale, Kt of the most Noble & Ancient Order of the Thistle._ No date -- London

Senex, J. (John), d. 1740

Physical Description: Outline color; 48.5 cm. x 56 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark.

Note

RID: MOA 0380

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Regna Congo et Angola. No date -- Venice
Zatta, Antonio, fl. 1757-1797

Physical Description: Outline color ; 28.5 cm. x 34.5 cm.

Aethiopia inferior vel exterior Partes magis Septentrionales ...Aethiopia Superioris. 1700, ca? -- Amsterdam : Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726; Valk, Leonard, 1675-1755; Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9

Physical Description: Colored ; 38 cm. x 49.5 cm.

Local Notes: An interior area (modern Zambia-Zaire) is missing doubtless due to the copper in the coloring used.

Subject and Indexing Terms
Africa -- west -- 18th c.
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1895

*A New and Accurate Map of Nubia & Abissinia, Together with all the Kingdoms Tributary Thereto and bordering upon them ...*1750 - 60 ? -- London : Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 35 cm. x 42.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark; Many notes.

Note

RID: MOA 0383

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1896a

*Aegyptus Antiqua Mandato serenissimi Delphini publici juris facta.*1765 -- Paris : Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 49 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 53 references

Note

RID: MOA 0384

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1896b

*Aegyptus Antiqua Mandato serenissimi Delphini publici juris facta*. 1812 -- London:
Robert Laurie and James Whittle Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782

Physical Description: Outline color; 49 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0351

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1896c

*Aegyptus Antiqua Mandato serenissimi Delphini publici juris facta*. 1814 -- London:
Davis, J. Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782

Physical Description: Colored; 49 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0352

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1896d

*Aegyptus Antiqua Mandato serenissimi Delphini publici juris facta*. 1821 -- London:
Laurie, Richard Holmes Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782

Physical Description: Outline color; 49 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0353

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 1897a
Physical Description: Outline color; 44 cm. x 31 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0385
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1897b
Antient and Modern Egypt. 1786 -- London: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794
Physical Description: Outline color; 44 cm. x 31 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463
Note
RID: MOA 0348
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 1897c
*Antient and Modern Egypt*. 1794 -- London : Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794

Physical Description: Outline color ; 44 cm. x 31 cm.

Note

Program: Custodial History

Provenance: Note

Source: Note

Descriptive Notes: Note

RID: MOA 0349

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1898

*Egypte nommé dans le pays Missir*. 1765 -- Paris : Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 67.5 cm. x 41.5 cm.

Note

Program: Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Note

Descriptive Notes: P. 218. 1.; Watermark.

Note

RID: MOA 0386

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Africa 1908

* (1) *A Map of the River Gambia from its Mouth to Eropina by Capt. John Leach in 1732*

**John Leach, John**

- Physical Description: Uncolored; 21 cm. x 32.5 cm.
- Note

**Program:**

- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note

**Descriptive Notes:** 2 sheets. 4 insets: 2 insects (large unusual winged), 1 ant of natural bigness, 1 anthill or Pismires nest; Pl. 149, No. 87, vol. 2, p. 356.
- Note

**RID:** MOA 0387

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Africa 1909

* Karte von Aethioepien und Garamantien.*

**No date -- Unknown**

- Physical Description: Uncolored; 23 cm. x 35.5 cm.
- Note

**Program:**

- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note

**Descriptive Notes:** A. W. Th. XVI H.
- Note

**RID:** MOA 0388

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Eastern African --

---

**Call No:** Africa 1910

*Africa.*

**No date -- Unknown**

- Physical Description: Uncolored; 18.5 cm. x 24.5 cm.
- Note

**Program:**

- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note

**Descriptive Notes:**

**RID:** MOA 0389

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Africa --
Call No: Africa 1911

*Africa Interior* No date -- Unknown

Physical Description: Uncolored; 26.5 cm. x 31 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Tab. XXXIII

Note

RID: MOA 0390

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 18th c.

---

Call No: Africa 1912

*Carte de la Coste Orientale d'Afrique depuis le Cap de Bonne Esperance jusqu'au Cap de Gada ... 1740 ... Maurepas ... 1740 -- Unknown*

Physical Description: Uncolored; 26 cm. x 22.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: References and notes

Note

RID: MOA 0391

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 18th c.

---

Call No: Africa 1913

*Carte de l'Afrique a l'Epoque de l'origine des Empires.* No date -- Unknown

Physical Description: Uncolored; 22 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Hist. des Hom. Part Anc. Tom IX page 15

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0392

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 1914

A Map of the Kingdoms of Koto, Popo, Fida or Whidnah, and Ardra, being a continuation of the former by Mr d’Anville, 1727-1727 -- London

Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 15 cm. x 23 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: French fort at Whidnah; Plate 184, No. 105, Vol. 2, P. 394.

Note

RID: MOA 0393

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Volta -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1915

A Map and Chart of the Cape of Good Hope with the Soundings in Table Bay, False Bay and Saldanila Bay. 1781 -- London : Bew, John, d. 1793

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 38 cm x 27.5 cm

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Political Magazine, April 1781

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0394

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1916

*A Map, shewing the Progress of Discovery & Improvement in the Geography of North Africa.* 1798 -- London

Rennell, James, 1742-1830

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 42.5 cm. x 72.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Compiled by J. Rennell 1798.

Note

RID: MOA 0395

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1917

*A New Map of the North Part of Antient Africa Shewing the Chief People ...* 1700? -- Oxford?

Wells, Edward, 1667-1727

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 37 cm. x 49 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark; Dedication to William Duke of Gloucester.

Note

RID: MOA 0396

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1918a

*A Map of Barbary containing the Kingdoms of Marocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis and Tripoli.* 1774 -- London

Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 33 cm. x 44 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark.

Note

RID: MOA 0397

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1918b

A Map of Barbary containing the Kingdoms of Marocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis and Tripoli. 1786 -- London : Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 33 cm. x 44 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Watermark.
Note
RID: MOA 0354
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1918c

A Map of Barbary containing the Kingdoms of Marocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis and Tripoli. 1794 -- London : Robert Laurie and James Whittle Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 33 cm. x 44 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0355
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1919

[De l'Afrique] No date -- Unknown

Physical Description: Colored ; 31.5 cm. x 34 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Overall size 31.5 x 55 cm. 2 panels of text; Some MS place-names.
Note
RID: MOA 0398
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1920a


Physical Description: Outline color ; 30.5 cm. x 39.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark.

Note

RID: MOA 0399

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1920b


Physical Description: Outline color ; 30.5 cm. x 39.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark.

Note

RID: MOA 0364

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1920c


Physical Description: Outline color ; 39.5 cm. x 39.5 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0365
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1921

Bowles's New One-sheet Map of Africa divided into its Empires, Kingdoms & States ...1784-87, ca. -- London : Bowles & Carver

Physical Description: Colored ; 48.5 cm. x 56.5 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Tables of Divisions.
Note
RID: MOA 0402
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1922

A Map of the Cape of Good Hope & the Country adjacent, 1752. 1755 -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19.5 cm. x 12 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Gentleman's Magazine, Nov. 1755
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0400
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1923

*Cape of Good Hope*. 1812 -- London: Gold

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 15.5 cm. x 12 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0401

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1924

*Colony of Good Hope etc.*. 1817? -- London?

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19 cm. x 24.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0403

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1925

*A Correct Chart of the Southern Coasts of Africa from the Equator, to the Cape of Good Hope*. 1801 -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19.5 cm. x 24 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Malham's The naval gazetteer

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0404

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1926

Northern and Central Africa. 1815 -- London : Constable
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; 20 cm. x 24.5 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes:
  Note
  RID: MOA 0405

Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- Northern, Central Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1927

Africa, South Part. No date -- London
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19.5 cm. x 26 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes:
  Note
  RID: MOA 0406

Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1928a


Baker, Samuel White, Sir, 1821-1893

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 33 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

Local Notes: (a) cloth=backed; See Africa 4706 a, b, c

Note

RID: MOA 0407

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Central Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1928b


Baker, Samuel White, Sir, 1821-1893

Physical Description: Manuscript : Colored ; 49 cm. x 33 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Penciled note: "Lt Col Long says L Victoria only 15 m broad Goud Koro is 2400 ft above the Sea" MS Routes of Baker, Speke & Grant.

Note

Local Notes: (a) cloth=backed; See Africa 4706 a, b, c

Note

RID: MOA 0369

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- central -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1929

South Africa. 1834 -- London: Baldwin & Cradock

Physical Description: Outline color; 32 cm. x 39.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge Greig's Almanac

Note

Descriptive Notes: Compiled from MS maps in the Colonial Office, Capt. Owen's Survey, etc. Four insets: Environs of Graham Town, Environs of the Cape, District of George, Cape-town

Note

RID: MOA 0408

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1930

Africa. 1839 -- London

Physical Description: Outline color; 32.5 cm. x 40 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0409

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1931


Physical Description: Colored; 42 cm. x 53.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Peninsula of the Cape.

Note

RID: MOA 0410

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1932

Partie Occidentale de la Turquie d’Afrique -- Partie Orientale de la Turquie d’Afrique 1748 -- Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766

Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 16 cm. x 16 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0411

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1933

Africa. No date -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19.5 cm. x 33 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0412

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1934

A Map of Africa 1793 -- London : Trusler

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 17.5 cm. x 20 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0413

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1935

*Africa from the best Authorities.* No date -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 18.5 cm. x 24 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0414

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1936

*Africa.* 1796 -- London : Wilkes

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 23.5 cm. x 19 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Chart of Sierra Leona and Sherbro Rivers.

Note

RID: MOA 0415

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1937

*Africa including the Mediterranean.* 1799? -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 27 cm. x 26 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0416

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1938

*Le Pays des Hottentots aux Environs du Cap de Bonne Esperance.* No date -- Paris

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 25 cm. x 35 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Tome V in 4* No. 5; Tome 3 in 8* page 391.

Note

RID: MOA 0417

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1939

*Carte des Royaumes de Congo, Angola, et Benguela Avec des Pays Voisins Tiré de l'Anglois.* No date -- Paris

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 24 cm. x 31.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Tome V in 4* No. 15; Tome 3 in 8* page 238.

Note

RID: MOA 0418

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1940

*Africa.* No date -- Unknown

Anderson, Adam ?Anderson, Adam ?

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 26 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0419

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1941

*Chart of the Lines of the Magnetic Variation in the Seas around Africa.* 1798 -- London: Rennell, James, 1742-1830

Physical Description: Uncolored; 22.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0420

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1942

*Africa* 19th c. -- London: Tallis, John, 1815 or 6-1876: Rapkin, J.

Physical Description: Outline color; 25.5 cm. x 32.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 5 vignettes.

Note

RID: MOA 0421

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1943a

*A New and Accurate Map of Africa.* 1777 -- London: Middleton, Charles

Theodore Bowen, Thomas, d. 1790

Physical Description: Uncolored; 33.5 cm. x 41 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: A new and complete system of geography (1777)

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0422

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1943b

_A New and Accurate Map of Africa._ No date -- London
Bowen, Thomas, d. 1790

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 33.5 cm. x 41 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Duplicate map.

Note

RID: MOA 0356

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent --

Call No: Africa 1944

_Africa Antiqua._ 18th c. -- London?

Physical Description: Colored ; 36.5 cm. x 36.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0423

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1945

(1e) _Carte d’Afrique, 1754_ -- (2e) _Carte d’Afrique, 1754_ --

Physical Description: Colored ; 48.5 cm. x 57 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 2 sheets.

Note

RID: MOA 0424

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1950

A General Map of the River Sanaga or Senegal from the Falls of Govina to the Ocean, Taken from a French Engineer in 1718. post 1718? -- : LabatAnville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 23.5 cm. x 39 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Orientation: East at top on 2 insets; Insets: Entrance of Sanaga or Senegal, Island of Sanaga ... St. Louis, Fort St. Joseph plan & area.

Note

RID: MOA 0425

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Senegal River -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1951

Topographical Map of the Valley of Biran Ell Malook, in which the Tombs of the Kings are situated. 1820 -- London : John Murray (Firm) Belzoni, Giovanni Battista, 1778-1823

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 49 cm. x 37.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 8 keyed references.

Note

Local Notes: Giovanni Belzoni, a circus performer and weight lifter, was sent to Egypt by the British Museum to scavenge for antiquities.

Note

RID: MOA 0426

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1952

[Tract of Solomon's Fleet in their three Years Voyage from the Elanitic Gulf to Ophir & Tarshish]18th c. -- London

Bruce, James, 1730-1794

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 69 cm. x 31 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Dedicated to John Lord Bishop of Carlisle.

Note

RID: MOA 0427

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1955

A Map of Africa agreeable to the latest Authorities.No date -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 22.5 cm. x 18 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0428

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1956

Africa from the latest Authorities1806 -- Bungay, Suffolk : Brightly & Kimersley

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19 cm. x 21.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0429

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1957

**Africa No date -- Unknown**

- Physical Description: Outline color ; 18 cm. x 21.5 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes:
- Note
- RID: MOA 0430

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1958

**Africa No date -- Unknown**

- Physical Description: Uncolored ; 24.5 cm. x 29 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes:
- Note
- RID: MOA 0431

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1959

**Africa. 1809 -- London : StratfordRussell, John, fl. 1733-1795**

- Physical Description: Colored ; 18.5 cm. x 22 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes:
- Note
- RID: MOA 0432

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1960

Africa
No date -- London : Kelly, Thomas, publisher
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; 25 cm. x 29.5 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes:
  Note
  RID: MOA 0433
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1961

A Plain Map of Africa According to the Method of the Abbé Gaultier by Mr Wauthur his pupil.1802 -- London
  Physical Description: Outline color ; 32 cm. x 38 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes:
  Note
  RID: MOA 0434
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1962

Africa and its several Regions and Islands according to the most recent Descriptions.1800 -- London : Robert Laurie and James Whittle
  Physical Description: Colored ; 45.5 cm. x 55 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes:
  Note
  RID: MOA 0435
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1963

Physical Description: Colored ; 46.5 cm. x 52 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0436
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1964a

Africa.1835 -- London : Wyld, James, 1812-1887 Wyld, J., 1790-1836 or Wyld, James, 1812-1887 Wyld, J., 1790-1836 or Wyld, James, 1812-1887
Physical Description: Outline color ; 52 cm. x 57.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: Azores or Western Islands. Second edition
Note
RID: MOA 0437
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1964b

Map of Africa with the latest discoveries. 1841 -- London: Wyld, James, 1812-1887
Wyld, J., 1790-1836 or Wyld, James, 1812-1887

Physical Description: Outline color; 52 cm. x 57.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar map to Africa 1964a. Inset: Azores or Western Islands.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463

Note

RID: MOA 0357

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1987

Egypt with part of Arabia and Palestine, Compiled from the Draughts of the Scientific Institute established at Cairo 1800. 1801 -- London: Robert Laurie and James Whittle Enouy, Josh [Joseph]

Physical Description: Colored; 64.5 cm. x 45.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source: A New and Elegant Imperial Sheet Atlas?

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0438

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Africa 1988

*Lower Egypt and the adjacent deserts, with a part of Palestine; to which has been added the Nomenclature of the Roman age.* 1835 -- London : Wyld, James, 1812-1887

Delarochette, L.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 54.5 cm. x 74 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: A New General Atlas?

Note

Descriptive Notes: Numerous notes.

Note

RID: MOA 0439

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Africa 1989

*Chart of the Arabian Gulf with the Egyptian, Ethiopian & Arabian coasts from Suez to Bab El Mandeb -- A Journey through Abyssinia & Gondar ... Source of the Nile ... --* 1842

London

Bruce, James, 1730-1794

Bruce, James, 1730-1794

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 63 cm. x 50 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note


Note

RID: MOA 0440

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1990

*Plan of the Operations of the British & Ottoman Forces in Egypt ... March - Sept., 1801 ... French finally expelled.* 1802 -- London : Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823

Physical Description: Colored ; 89 cm. x 42 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Enlarged scale inset of north coast (east at top).

Note

RID: MOA 0441

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1991

*Carte de la Basse Egypte ... Armée de l'Orient -- Carte de la Haute Egypte.* No date -- Paris?Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 ; (Haute E.); Nouet Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 ; (Haute E.); Nouet

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 58.5 cm. x 57.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 2 maps.

Note

RID: MOA 0442

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 1992

_Egypt -- Abyssinia.1817 -- Edinburgh : Thomson, John 1835- pub._

Physical Description: Colored ; 50.5 cm. x 25.5 cm.

Note

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: 2 maps. Egypt 50.5 x 25.5 cm. Abyssinia 50.5 x 33.5 cm.
Note
RID: MOA 0443
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 1993

_A New Map of Egypt ...1805 -- London : Cary, John, ca. 1754-1835Cary, John, ca. 1754-1835_

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 54 cm.

Note

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: The Delta and Adjacent Parts upon an Enlarged Scale.
Note
RID: MOA 0444
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.
Africa

**Call No:** Africa 1994

*Het Noordelykste Deel van Afrika behelzende Barbarie, Egypyte enz Als mede de geheede Middellandsche Zee ... d.Anville, MDCCCLXII.1762 -- Amsterdam : Tirion, IsaakTirion, Isaak*

  Physical Description: Colored ; 32.5 cm. x 63 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: Watermark.
  Note
  References: Koeman: Vol. III, page 131, Map 92
  Note
  RID: MOA 0446

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Africa 1995

*Antiquorum Africæ Episcopatum ...18th c. -- Amsterdam : Covens, Jean; Mortier, CorneilleSanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667*

  Physical Description: Colored ; 36 cm. x 48.5 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: 35
  Note
  RID: MOA 0445

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- North Coast -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 1996

Patriarchatus Alexandrini Geographica descriptio. 18th c. --

Physical Description: Uncolored; 31 cm. x 41 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Watermark.

Note

RID: MOA 0447

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1997

Mauretania et Numidia. No date -- London?

Physical Description: Uncolored; 20.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Tab. XXXII.

Note

RID: MOA 0448

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northwest Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 1998

Map of Egypt ... Engraved for the Modern Traveller. 1827 -- London: Duncan, James Hall, Sydney, fl. 1818-60

Physical Description: Uncolored; 20 cm. x 16.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0449

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 1999a

Africa ex Bello Africano -- C. I. Caesaris. --

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 16 cm. x 23 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Aegiptus ex bello Alexandrino C. I. C.
Note
RID: MOA 0450

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 1999b

Africa ex Bello Africano -- C. I. Caesaris --

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 16 cm. x 23 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Duplicate map. Inset: Aegiptus ex bello Alexandrino C. I. C.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463
Note
RID: MOA 0366

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 2000

Lybia according to Herodotus. -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 16.5 cm. x 23 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: 18
Note
RID: MOA 0451

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 2001a

Africa Proprio. No date -- London?
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; 21 cm. x 31 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: Tab. XXX.
  Note
  RID: MOA 0452
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 2001b

Africa Proper. No date -- London?
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; 21 cm. x 31 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance:
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: Duplicate map. Vol. 12, p. 177.
  Note
  References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463
  Note
  RID: MOA 0358
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 2002

Afrique Ancienne. No date -- Paris? Giraldon
  Physical Description: Outline color ; 22 cm. x 31.5 cm.
  Note
  Program:
  Custodial History
  Provenance: CMC
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes:
  Note
  RID: MOA 0453
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 2004a

_In Notitiam Ecclesiasticum Africae Tabula Geographica._ -- Amsterdam : Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765; L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

Physical Description: Colored; 47.5 cm. x 62 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0454
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2004b

_In Notitiam Ecclesiasticum Africae Tabula Geographica._ 1730 -- Amsterdam : Covens, Jean; Mortier, Corneille; L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

Physical Description: Outline color; 39 cm. x 52 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Watermark.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463
Note
RID: MOA 0367
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 2004c

_In Notitiam Ecclesiasticum Africæ Tabula Geographica._ No date -- London : Senex, J. (John), d. 1740 L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

- Physical Description: Outline color ; 47.5 cm. x 62 cm.
- Note
  - Program:
  - Custodial History
  - Provenance:
  - Note
  - Source:
  - Note
  - Descriptive Notes: 47.5 x 62 cm., outline color, engraved by J. Senex, London (?)
  - Note
  - References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463
  - Note
  - RID: MOA 0368
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2006

_Nouvelle Carte du Royaume d'Alger divisée en toutes ses Provinces ..._ No date -- Amsterdam : Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

- Physical Description: Outline color ; 43.5 cm. x 56 cm.
- Note
  - Program:
  - Custodial History
  - Provenance: CMC
  - Note
  - Source:
  - Note
  - Descriptive Notes: Inset: Baye d'Alger (panoramic view).
  - Note
  - References: Koeman: Vol. III, page 89, Map 248
  - Note
  - RID: MOA 0455
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Algeria -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 2007

Territoire d'Alger. No date -- Paris?
Physical Description: Uncolored ; 15 cm. x 26.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0456
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2009

Physical Description: Colored ; 23 cm. x 28.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: Libya
Note
RID: MOA 0457
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2010

Algeria (L'Algerie). No date -- Edinburgh : A. Fullarton & Co.
Physical Description: Colored ; 42 cm. x 51.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Insets: Oran & Environs ; Algiers & Environs ; Constantine & Environs.
Note
RID: MOA 0458
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Algeria -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 2011

Africa North Part. --
Physical Description: Uncolored; 19.5 cm. x 27 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Duplicate Plate IV.
Note
RID: MOA 0459
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2012

Numidia et Africa. No date -- Paris after d'Anville
Physical Description: Uncolored; 20.5 cm. x 27.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0460
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2013

Morocco. 19th c. -- London
Weller, Edward, d. 1884
Physical Description: Outline color; 30.5 cm. x 42.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Weekly Despatch Atlas
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: Strait of Gibraltar.
Note
RID: MOA 0461
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Africa 2015  
*A Map of Upper Egypt ... Desaix ... Expedition of Bonaparte ... Citizen Denon.* No date  
-- London : Longman et al.  
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; 41.5 cm. x 73.5 cm.  
  Note  
  Program:  
  Custodial History  
  Provenance: CMC  
  Note  
  Source:  
  Note  
  Descriptive Notes: Pl LXII.  
  Note  
  RID: MOA 0462  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Africa 2016  
*Map of Lower Egypt.* No date -- London : Longman et al.  
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; 26 cm x 29.5 cm  
  Note  
  Program:  
  Custodial History  
  Provenance: CMC  
  Note  
  Source:  
  Note  
  Descriptive Notes: Keyed references & astronomical information; Pl. II.  
  Note  
  RID: MOA 0463  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Africa 2017  
  Physical Description: Outline color ; 37 cm. x 31.5 cm.  
  Note  
  Program:  
  Custodial History  
  Provenance: CMC  
  Note  
  Source: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)  
  Note  
  Descriptive Notes:  
  Note  
  RID: MOA 0464  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 2018

Egypt.1831 -- London : Baldwin & Cradock
Long, G. [George]
Long, G. [George]

Physical Description: Outline color ; 37.5 cm. x 30.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0465

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2019


Physical Description: Colored ; 29 cm. x 22.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0466

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 2020

Egypt No date -- London : Kelly, Thomas, publisher

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 24.5 cm. x 18.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0467

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 2025

A New and Accurate Map of Egypt from the latest Authorities. No date -- Edinburgh: Tho. Brown

Physical Description: Uncolored; 34.5 x 30.5 cm. x 34.5 x 30.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0468

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2026

Egypt. No date -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored; 38 cm. x 26 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Pl. CCVIII.

Note

RID: MOA 0469

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2027

Egypt. --

Physical Description: Colored; 50 cm. x 22.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0470

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 2028
Carte Générale de la Basse Egypte. --
   Physical Description: Uncolored ; 22 cm. x 27 cm.
   Note
   Program:
   Custodial History
   Provenance: CMC
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes: Carte No. 12
   Note
   RID: MOA 0471
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2029
...Plan of two Attempts to Arrive at the Source of the Nile ... -- London
Bruce, James, 1730-1794
   Physical Description: Uncolored ; 52 cm. x 30.5 cm.
   Note
   Program:
   Custodial History
   Provenance: CMC
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes: Dedication to The Honourable Daines Barrington.
   Note
   RID: MOA 0472
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Africa -- Central Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 2030
A Map of the Gold Coast from Issini to Alampi by Mr d'Amville April 1729.1729 -- London
Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782
   Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19.5 cm. x 34 cm.
   Note
   Program:
   Custodial History
   Provenance: CMC
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes: Plate 74, No. 100, Vol.2, p. 262.
   Note
   RID: MOA 0473
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 2031
*A New and Accurate Map of the European Settlements on the Coast of Africa, from the River Senegal to that of Benin, Comprehending the Gum, Grain, Ivory & Slave Coasts. 1781 -- London : Bew, John, d. 1793*

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 28.5 cm. x 37 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Political Magazine, 1781
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0474
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2032a
*A New and Correct Map of the Coast of Africa from Cape Blanco, to the Coast of Angola. Exhibiting all the European Forts & Settlements. 1757 -- London : Hinton*

Physical Description: Colored ; 28 cm x 34 cm

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Universal Magazine, 1757
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: Map of Gold Coast on a larger scale.
Note
RID: MOA 0475
Subjects and Indexing Terms:
Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Africa 2032b

*A New and Correct Map of the Coast of Africa from Cape Blanco, to the Coast of Angola. Exhibiting all the European Forts & Settlements. 1757 -- London : Knapton*

- Physical Description: Uncolored ; 39 cm x 48 cm
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source: Postlethwayt's U. Dict of Trade & Commerce
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Includes explanatory notes.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463
- Note
- RID: MOA 0359

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Africa 2033

*[Guinea coast]*

* --

- Physical Description: Uncolored ; 25.5 cm. x 34 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source: 
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Orientation: West at top; Inset: Bay of Sierra Liona; Vol. V, Plate D, page 98.
- Note
- RID: MOA 0476

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 2034

*Carte por l’expédition de l’Amiral Hannon (Hanno ca 500 B.C.) --*

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 19 cm. x 23 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Hist. des Hommes Part. Anc.
Note
Descriptive Notes: Orientation: West at top; Tom. XII pag 51.
Note
RID: MOA 0477

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northwest coast -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 2035

*A Map of the Coast and Country about Sierra Leone and Sherbro River. --*

LondonSmith

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 22 cm. x 15 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Hist. des Hommes Part. Anc.
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: Map of River Sierra Lione; Plate 177, No. 101, Vol. 2, p. 386.
Note
RID: MOA 0478

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2036

*Bay of Sierra Leone -- View of the Road in Sierra Leone Bay. -- London*

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 15.5 cm. x 22.5 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Hist. des Hommes Part. Anc.
Note
Descriptive Notes: Plate 166, No. 95, Vol.2, p.363.
Note
RID: MOA 0479

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.
Africa, Performed by the Sr Danville under the Patronage of the Duke of Orleans, Revised and Improved by Mr Bolton. -- London: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', d1697-1782; Bolton

Physical Description: 3 sheets of 4 (NE, NW, SW; SE lacking) : Uncolored ; see below x see below

Note

Program

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Asores; (1) Northeast 53 x 50 cm.; (2) Northwest 52.5 x 46.5 cm.; (3) Southwest 48.5 x 47 cm.

Note

RID: MOA 0480

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2038

An accurate Copy of d'Anville's Map of the Coast of Guinea Between Sierra Leona and the crossing of the Line. 1788 -- London: Harrison

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 22 cm x 46.5 cm

Note

Program

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Gold Coast.

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 2042 (larger scale)

Note

RID: MOA 0481

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- west -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 2040

Carte Particulière de la Côte Occidentale de l’Afrique depuis le Cap Blanco jusqu’au Cap de Verga et du Cours des Rivières de Sénéga et de Gambie ... dressé pour la Compagnie des Indes ... MDCCLI. 1751 -- Paris : Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782

Physical Description: 2 sheets : Uncolored ; 57.5 cm. x 70 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Watermark (sheet 2).

Note

RID: MOA 0482

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- West coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2041

A Chart of the Western coast of Africa from the twelfth degree of Latitude North to the eleventh degree South. Drawn from the French Chart of the Western Ocean ... 1738 by order of the Count de Maurepas. -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 20.5 cm. x 25 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note


Note

RID: MOA 0483

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- West coast -- 18th c.
Call No: Africa 2042

Guinée Entre Serre - Lione et le passage de la Ligne, MDCCLXXV. 1775 -- Paris
Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 30.5 cm. x 66.5 cm.

Note

Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Cote d'Or.

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 2039 (smaller scale)

Note

RID: MOA 0484

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Africa 2043

Carta Esferica de la Costa de Africa desde Cabo Espartel a Cabo Bojador ... 1787
(incl. Yslas Canarias) 1787 -- Ulloa, Joseph Varelay
Ulloa, Joseph Varelay

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 56.5 cm. x 86 cm.

Note

Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Many silhouettes of northwest coast; Dedication to Antonio Valdes.

Note

RID: MOA 0485

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- northwest coast -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Africa 3242

*Map of Part of West Africa including Gold Coast, Northern and Southern Nigeria. 1904-07 -- London : Topog. Soc. Gen. Staff*

- Physical Description: Outline color; 28 cm. x 38.5 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Keyed references.
- Note
- RID: MOA 0486

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
-Africa -- west -- 19th-20th c.

**Call No:** Africa 3686

*Part of Abyssinia as laid down by Ludolf. 1809 -- London : Miller, W.*

- Physical Description: Uncolored; 23.5 cm. x 38 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes:
- Note
- RID: MOA 0487

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
-Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Africa 3687

*Plan of the Ruins of Axum with a Sketch of the Adjoining Country. 1809 -- London : Miller, W. Salt, H.*

- Physical Description: Uncolored; 23.5 cm. x 38 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Inset: Diagram
- Note
- RID: MOA 0488

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
-Africa -- east (Ethiopia) -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 3818

AEgypt as Described in the Second Book of Herodotus. -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored; 23 cm. x 16 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0489

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 3819

AEgyptus sicut in Libro Herodoti secundo descriptur. 1739? --

Physical Description: Uncolored; 22.5 cm. x 15.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Nile delta (enlarged); Pencilled date.

Note

RID: MOA 0490

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 3820

Africa Minor (northern coast) -- Mauretania. -- CMC

Physical Description: Uncolored; 15.5 cm. x 20 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Two maps on one sheet.

Note

RID: MOA 0491

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- antiquity
Call No: Africa 4668

A Map of Egypt and Sinai. -- London: Virtue

Physical Description: Uncolored; 25.5 cm. x 41 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Modern, Biblical and classical names shown by different typefaces.
Note
RID: MOA 0492

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4669

Stanley Reaches West Africa Coast. 1877 -- New York: N. Y. Herald

Physical Description: Uncolored; 15 cm. x 23.5 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: New York Herald, Sept. 17, 1877, page 5; 6 columns of text; Sheet 53 x 36 cm.
Note
Local Notes: See Africa 4670 & 4671
Note
RID: MOA 0493

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Coast -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4670

Mr. H. M. Stanley's Exploration in the Dark Continent -- Map of the Route and a Portrait Group of the Officers of his Expedition -- Sketch Map to illustrate H. M. Stanley's Route in the Emin Relief Expedition. -- Edinburgh

Physical Description: Colored; 31 cm. x 51.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map size 15.5 x 51 cm.; 9 portraits; Text.

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 4671, Emin Pasha's Province, & 4669

Note

RID: MOA 0494

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4671

A Map of Emin Pasha's Province. 1877? -- London: Sampson Low...

Physical Description: Colored; 22.5 cm. x 22.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Stanford's Geogl Estabt

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 4670 & 4669, Stanley Expedition

Note

RID: MOA 0495

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Central Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4672

*West Africa I.1839* -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

- Physical Description: Outline color; 31.5 cm. x 39 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes:
- Note
- RID: MOA 0496
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4673

*West Africa II (eastern part).1839* -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

- Physical Description: Outline color; 31.5 cm. x 39 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes:
- Note
- RID: MOA 0497
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4674

*Ancient Africa or Libya, Part I (western section).1840* -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

- Physical Description: Outline color; 31.5 cm. x 40 cm.
- Note
- Program:
- Custodial History
- Provenance: CMC
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes:
- Note
- RID: MOA 0498
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4675

_Ancient Africa or Libya, Part II (eastern section)._1840 -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Physical Description: Outline color ; 32 cm. x 39.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0499

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4676

_North Africa or Barbary I: Marocco._1836 -- London : Baldwin & Cradock

Physical Description: Outline color ; 33 cm. x 39 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Plan of the City of Marocco; Keyed references.

Note

RID: MOA 0500

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4677

_North Africa or Barbary II: Algier._1834 -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Physical Description: Outline color ; 32 cm. x 39.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Continuation of Algier.

Note

RID: MOA 0501

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4678
North Africa or Barbary III: Tunis and part of Tripoli. 1836 -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Physical Description: Outline color ; 33.5 cm. x 39 cm.

Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0502

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4679
North Africa or Barbary IV: Tripoli. 1837 -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Physical Description: Outline color ; 32 cm. x 39 cm.

Note
Program:

Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0503

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4680

North Africa or Barbary V: Tripoli and Egypt. 1837 -- London: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Physical Description: Outline color; 32.5 cm. x 39 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0504
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4681

Carte Physique et Politique de l'Algérie Septentrionale Dressée par L. Dussieux, 1847, d'après les Cartes du dépôt de la guerre du Capitaine Carette et de Dufour. 1847 -- Paris

Physical Description: Outline color; 29.5 cm. x 39.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Atlas Général
Note
Descriptive Notes: Insets: Carte de l'Algérie extraite, Territoire d'Alger.
Note
RID: MOA 0505
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- north -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4682

Africa Septentrionalis. 1844? -- London: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873

Physical Description: Colored; 20 cm. x 24 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0506
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4683
*Mauritania, Numidia et Africa Propria.*1829 -- London : Longman ...Hall, Sidney

Physical Description: Outline color ; 19 cm. x 25 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0507
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4684
*Mapa General de Marruecos Septentrional (N. Morocco).*No date -- Madrid?

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 16 cm. x 29.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance:
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0508
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4685
*Cape Colony, Natal &c.*No date -- Edinburgh : Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920

Physical Description: Colored ; 32 cm. x 43 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: XXth Century Citizen's Atlas
Note
Descriptive Notes: Insets: Environs of Cape Town, Environs of Pretoria, Environs of Port Elizabeth.
Note
RID: MOA 0509
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4686

Map of North Eastern Abyssinia and the Bogos Country to show Mr. Jesse's Route and Collecting Stations. No date -- London : Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873

Exploration

Physical Description: Uncolored; 23.5 cm. x 29 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note


Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0510

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northeast Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4687

Africa. 1841-54 -- London : Cruchley, G. F.

Physical Description: Colored; 37 cm. x 44 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0511

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4689

*Dr. W. Junker’s Route from Victoria-Nyanza by Tabóra to Bagamoyo, August to November, 1886. 1887? -- London? Hassenstein, Dr. W. B.*

**Exploration**

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 43.5 cm. x 52 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 4 maps: Sketch of Dr. Junker's Travels in North East and Central Africa, 1879-1886.

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 4692

Note

RID: MOA 0512

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Central Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4690

*The Lower Niger. -- London : Virtue, George, 1793?-1868*

Physical Description: Colored ; 20.5 cm. x 43 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0513

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4691

A Part of the Rivers Niger & Chadda Surveyed in 1832 - 33 by Commander Wm. Allen, R.N. 1833? -- London

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 36.5 cm. x 36 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0514
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4692


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 21 cm. x 31 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Stanford's Geogl Estabt
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
Local Notes: See Africa 4689; Dr. Junker's Route ...
Note
RID: MOA 0515
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Central Africa -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Africa 4693</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map of the South African Republic or Trans-Vaal Showing the newly discovered Gold Diggings &amp; the Diamond Fields in the Orange River Free State (adjoining). 1872 --</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>London : Purcell, Matthew A.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Outline color ; 29 cm. x 38 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodial History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance: CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive Notes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RID: MOA 0516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa -- south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Africa 4694</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map of the Transvaal Colony Compiled from the Official Records in the Surveyor General's Office Pretoria, 1902-05.1902-05 -- Pretoria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Colored ; 40 cm. x 49 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodial History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance: CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive Notes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RID: MOA 0517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa -- Southern Africa -- 20th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Africa 4695

Africa from Cape Correntes to Juba Islands including Madagascar, Comoro, Zanzibar Isds &c. by Order of the Right Honble the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty under the direction of Capt. W. F. W. Owens from 1822 - 1826 ... 1826? -- London : Hydrographical Office

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 86 cm. x 66.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Sheet V.

Note

Local Notes: map is folded

Note

RID: MOA 0518

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- east -- 19th c.

---

Call No: Africa 4696

Africa.1852 -- Liverpool : George Philip & Son

Physical Description: Outline color ; 50 cm. x 60.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Steam Packet Routes shown.

Note

Local Notes: "before many impt discoveries"

Note

RID: MOA 0519

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4697

Africa. 19th c. -- London : George Philip & Son Weller, Edward, d. 1884

Physical Description: Colored; 52 cm. x 60.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Shows Victoria Nyanza, etc.

Note

RID: MOA 0520

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4698

[Central Ghana, area south from Kumasi] 1874 -- London

Physical Description: Colored; 35.5 cm. x 20 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Stanford's Geogl Estabt London Times, Feb, 17, 1874

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

Local Notes: Newsprint

Note

RID: MOA 0521

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- central -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4700

Provincia de Angola. -- Lisbon?

Physical Description: Uncolored; 18 cm. x 15 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Verso: Portuguese text and statistics

Note

RID: MOA 0522

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4701
Guiné (Guinea) No date -- Lisbon
Physical Description: Uncolored; 14.5 cm. x 22.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0523
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- west -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4702
Sierra Leone. -- London: Waterlow and Sons
Physical Description: Outline color; 24 cm. x 19 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0524
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4703
Map of the Colony of Natal. 1907? -- London
Physical Description: Colored; 26 cm. x 22.5 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source: Stanford's Geogl Estabt
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0525
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th-20th c.
Call No: Africa 4704


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 42 cm. x 54 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Sketch map: Part of East and Central Africa shewing then probable position & extent of Lake Uniamesi; (across bottom) Section of the Country between Ocean and the Lakes.
Note
RID: MOA 0526
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4705

South Eastern Africa -- Map of the River Shire, the Lakes Nyassa & Shirwa, the Lower Courses of the Rivers Zambesi, & Rovuma, Based on the Astronomical Observations & Sketches of Dr Livingstone ... Constructed by John Arrowsmith, 1865. 1865 --

London : Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873?Livingstone, David, 1813-1873

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 37.5 cm. x 60 cm.
Note
Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
RID: MOA 0527
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4706a

London

Physical Description: 3 sheets including 1 facsimile of Speke sketches; 4 maps on 1 sheet: Unicolored; 32 cm. x 65 cm.

Note

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Facsimile of Speke sketches.

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 1928 a, b

Note

RID: MOA 0528

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Central Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4706b

London

Physical Description: 3 sheets including 1 facsimile of Speke sketches; 4 maps on 1 sheet: Colored; 20 cm. x 40 cm.

Note

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Copy of Africa 4706a, reduced size, at different stages.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 1928 a, b

Note

RID: MOA 0360

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- central -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4706c


Physical Description: 3 sheets including 1 facsimile of Speke sketches; 4 maps on 1 sheet: Colored; 19.5 cm. x 44 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Another copy of Africa 4706a, reduced size.

Note

Local Notes: See Africa 1928 a, b

Note

RID: MOA 0361

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- central -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4707a


Physical Description: Uncolored; 50 cm. x 35.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0529

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northeast Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4707b


Physical Description: Uncolored; 21 cm. x 15 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Reduced copy of Africa 4707a.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463

Note

RID: MOA 0362

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northeast Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4708a


Physical Description: Uncolored; 50 cm. x 35.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map divided into three panels.

Note

RID: MOA 0531

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt & Nubia -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4708b


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 21 cm. x 15 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Reduced copy of Africa 4708a.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463

Note

RID: MOA 0363

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt & Nubia -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4709

Egypt and Part of Arabia. -- London : Longman

Physical Description: Colored ; 23 cm. x 15.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Sinai Peninsula.

Note

RID: MOA 0530

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4710

Aegyptus.1840 -- London : Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873

Physical Description: Outline color ; 24 cm. x 20 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0532

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4711

**Egypt. 1841-53 -- London : Cruchley, G. F.**

Physical Description: Colored ; 46.5 cm. x 35.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0533

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4712

**Isthme de Suez avec Tracé de Canaux Concédés par S. A. le Vice-Roi d'Egypte pour la Jonction du Nil au Lac Timsah tel qu'il a été arrêté par le Commission Internationale 1857. 1862 -- Paris**

Physical Description: Colored ; 35 cm. x 28.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Vue Panoramique de l'Isthme de Suez et du Canal Projeté des deux Mers; MS additions.

Note

RID: MOA 0534

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt: Suez -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4713

Lower Egypt, Including Alexandria, Cairo, Port Said and the Suez Canal. 1882 -- London

Dower, John, fl. 1838-1846?

Physical Description: Uncolored; 21.5 cm. x 33 cm.

Note

Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Army & Navy Gazette, Aug. 19, 1882

Note

Descriptive Notes: Shows railways, canals, etc.

Note

RID: MOA 0535

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt: Suez -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4714

Enlarged Map of Lower Egypt Shewing Suez Canal. -- London?

Physical Description: Colored; 21.5 cm. x 24 cm.

Note

Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Canal statistics; Inset: Map Shewing Routes to India via Cape and Suez Canal. Map 14 x 23 cm.; Sheet 21.5 x 24 cm.

Note

RID: MOA 0536

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt: Suez -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4715

[Cairo & Nile to Suez; proposed Railway surveyed in 1834 by Galloway Bey] -- London?

Physical Description: Uncolored; 21 cm. x 33 cm.

Note

Program:
Custodial History
Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Various roads shown; Section of Railway.

Note

RID: MOA 0537

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Egypt: Suez -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4719

*Cape Colony.* -- London : Waterlow and Sons

Physical Description: Colored ; 34 cm. x 37.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0538

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- south -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4720

*Eastern Frontier of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, (and part of Kafirland) from Algoa Bay to the Great Kei River. Chiefly from M.S. Surveys & Sketches communicated by Lt. Col. Michell Surv. Genl. of the Colony ... Compiled by John Arrowsmith.* 1847 -- London : Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873

Physical Description: Colored ; 48.5 cm. x 62 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: South Africa.

Note

RID: MOA 0539

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- south -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4721

Northern Africa, including Morocco, Tunis, Tripoli, & Algeria -- Southern Africa, including the Cape Colony, Transvaal and Natal. No date -- London : George Philip and Son; Weller, Edward, d. 1884

Physical Description: Colored ; 30.5 cm. x 50 cm.

Custodial History

Provenance:

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: 2 maps on 1 sheet.

Note

RID: MOA 0540

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4736

Skeleton Map -- South & Central Africa showing Dr. Livingstone's Discoveries. 1872? -- London

Physical Description: Colored ; 17.5 cm. x 22.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0541

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- central -- 19th c.
Call No: Africa 4737

*Dr. Livingstone's Routes, 1866 - 1872.1872 -- London : Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871*

Physical Description: Outline color ; 28 cm. x 21 cm.

Note  
Program:  
Custodial History  
Provenance: CMC  
Note  
Source: Ocean Highways, July 1872  
Note  
Descriptive Notes:  
Note  
RID: MOA 0542  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Africa -- Central Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4738

*Map of South Africa Showing the Routes of the Revd Dr Livingstone between the years 1849 & 1857.1857 -- London : John Murray (Firm) Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873*

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 24 cm. x 24 cm.

Note  
Program:  
Custodial History  
Provenance: CMC  
Note  
Source:  
Note  
Descriptive Notes:  
Note  
RID: MOA 0543  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Africa -- south -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4953

*Upper Nubia and Abyssinia.19th c.? -- London?*

Physical Description: Colored ; 44 cm. x 57.5 cm.

Note  
Program:  
Custodial History  
Provenance: CMC  
Note  
Source: Keith Johnston's General Atlas  
Note  
Descriptive Notes:  
Note  
RID: MOA 0544  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 19th c.
Africa

Call No: Africa 4954

Abyssinia Nubia etc.1814 -- London : Cadell & Davies

Physical Description: Colored ; 50 cm. x 69.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: Pinkerton'a Modern Atlas

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

RID: MOA 0545

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4955

North-East Africa.19th c. -- Edinburgh : Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920

Physical Description: Colored ; 32 cm. x 42.5 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source: XXth Century Citizen's Atlas

Note

Descriptive Notes: Insets: Straits of Bab-El-Mandeb; Socotra.

Note

RID: MOA 0546

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- North East Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: Africa 4956

Carta Dimostrativa della regione compresa fra Massua, Keren, Aksum, e Adigrat.1887 -- Rome? : Instituto Geografico Militar

Physical Description: Colored ; 48 cm. x 61 cm.

Note

Program:

Custodial History

Provenance: CMC

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

Local Notes: fragile

Note

RID: MOA 0547

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eritrea -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0001
Quarta Africe Tabula. = Map of Africa. 1486 -- Ulm : Leinhart Holle, Ulm (1482 edition); Johann Roger, Ulm (1486 edition) Germanus, Nicolaus

Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 31 cm. x 47 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Cosmographia (1482) (second edition)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Atlas based on Ptolemy’s Geographike Hyphegesis. Trapezoidal in projection. Based on Ptolemy’s Geographike (about 120-150 AD), printed in Vicenza, Bologna, Florence, Rome and Ulm between 1475 and 1486. These Ptolomaic maps appeared after fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks in 1453.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0001, p. 2
Note
Norwich number: 0001
Note
RID: MOA 0003
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 15th c.

Call No: NOR 0002
Africa, Libya, Morland, mit allen Kunigreichen so zu unsern zeiten darin gefunden werden. = Africa, Libya, Morland with their kingdoms to date. 1544-1545 -- Basel : Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 26 cm. x 34 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Cosmographia (second edition)
Note
Descriptive Notes: German edition. Map detailed with mountain ranges, rivers, and depictions of animals, a cyclops and crowns.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0002, p. 4
Note
Norwich number: 0002
Note
RID: MOA 0004
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0003

_Totius Africæ tabula et descriptio universalis etiam ultra Ptolemaei limites extensa._ = Map of the whole of Africa based on Ptolemaic sources. 1542 -- Basel : Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

Physical Description: Woodcut : Colored ; 26 cm. x 34 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Geographia Universalis (1540-1542) (Latin edition)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Latin edition of Munster's map, see NOR 0002. Includes three places printed upside down: Quiloa, Mantes and Regnu[m].

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0003, p. 6

Note

Norwich number: 0003

Note

RID: MOA 0005

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0004

_Figura del Mondo Universale._ = World map. 1550 -- Basel : Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

Kandel, David, 1524-1596

Physical Description: Colored ; 25 cm. x 37 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Cosmographia (1550)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Latin edition of Munster's map. Round-shaped world map surrounded by the heads of wind gods, blowing their winds towards the earth. Several sea monsters occupy the waters.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0004, p. 7

Note

Norwich number: 0004

Note

RID: MOA 0006

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
La description d'Affricque selon les divers pais, animaux et monstres horribles. = A description of Africa showing the different countries, animals and monsters. 1550 -- Basel : Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

Physical Description: Woodcut : Colored ; 12.4 cm. x 15.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Cosmographia (1550) (French edition)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Top of map: Universelle, livre VI Le Sixiesme Livre de la Cosmographie, recueilli par Sebastian Munstere des bons autheurs tant anciens que moderuer, & assemble.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0005, p. 8
Note
Norwich number: 0005
Note
RID: MOA 0007
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.


Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 27 cm. x 38 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: The original version of this map was executed as a woodcut in Delle Navigatone et Viaggi nel qual si contiene les descrittione dele Africa. South at top of map. Sea is engraved in horizontal wavy lines with several ships and sea monsters.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0006, p. 9
Note
Norwich number: 0006
Note
RID: MOA 0008
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Il disegno della geografia moderna de tutta la parte dell'Africa ... 1564 -- Venice: Gastaldi, Giacomo, c. 1500-1565

Physical Description: Copperplate ; Uncolored ; 53 cm. x 142 cm.

Descriptive Notes: Rare separate map printed on eight copperplates. The sea is stippled with many ships and sea monsters.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0008, p. 11

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Africa a veteribus. 1562 -- Venice: Forlani, Paolo

Physical Description: Uncolored ; x

Descriptive Notes: There are sea monsters and ships in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and, to the North of the island of Madagascar, Noah’s Ark is depicted, showing the dove returning with an olive branch in its beak.

References: Not in Norwich Page number: PROBLEM 3/14/02

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0011


Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 37 cm. x 43 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map often referred to as the Prester John map, first issued in Additamentum. Dedicated to biblical David. An Arab dhow appears off the west coast. In the seas, two dolphins and on land four elephants; Map depicts Africa from the Mediterranean to the Mountains of the Moon.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0011, p. 16

Note

Norwich number: 0011

Note

RID: MOA 0013

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0012

Table d'Afrique. = Map of Africa. 1575 -- Paris : Thevet, Andre, 1502-1590

Thevet, Andre, 1502-1590

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 35 cm. x 44 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Cosmographie Universelle (1575)

Note

Descriptive Notes: The sea is engraved in horizontal wavy lines which almost overpowers the outline of the continent. The seas contain numerous sailing vessels and sea monsters.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0012, p. 18

Note

Norwich number: 0012

Note

RID: MOA 0014

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0014

*Africæ Tabula Nova. = New map of Africa.* 1580 -- Basel

*Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552*

**Physical Description:** Colored; 31 cm. x 36 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**

**Source:**

**Note**

Descriptive Notes: Based on Abraham Ortelius' maps. The coastline is jagged, and the geography is slightly fictitious. The seas contain two small sailing vessels and one sea monster. The top reads: Africa, Libya, Dozenlandt mit allen koinigreichen ...

**Note**

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0014, p. 20

**Note**

Norwich number: 0014

**Note**

RID: MOA 0016

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0016

*[Depicts Africa from the Mediterranean to The Cape, excluding West Africa]* 1591 -- Rome

*Rome : Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604*

*Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604*

*Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604*

**Physical Description:** Uncolored; 62 cm. x 43 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**

Source: Relatione del reame di Congo et delle circonvicine contrade (1591)

**Note**

Descriptive Notes: Pigafetta's depiction of the origin of the Nile is an important landmark in the historical cartography of the Nile water basin, completely changing the traditional Ptolemaic concept. Dedicated to Antonio Miglioni Vescovo S. Marco.

**Note**

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0016, p. 23

**Note**

Norwich number: 0016

**Note**

RID: MOA 0018

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Africa Tertia Pars Terrae. = Africa the third continent. 1592 -- Hanover : Bunting, Heinrich, 1545-1606

Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 26 cm. x 34 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Appeared in the first edition of Itinerarum Saccrae Scripturae (1581). This map has an unusual shape, tapering to a narrow angle in the south. The sea is engraved in vertical, wavy lines, with a galleon, a merman and a sea-bird.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0017, p. 25
Note
Norwich number: 0017
Note
RID: MOA 0019

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Die eigentliche und warhafftige gestalt der Erden und des Meers: Cosmographia Universalis. = The true shape of the world and the oceans. 1592 -- Hanover : Bunting, Heinrich, 1545-1606

Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 27 cm. x 36 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Itinerarum Saccrae Scripturae
Note

Descriptive Notes: "Jerusalem is sited in the centre of the map since it was regarded then as the centre of the world." Portion of America appears, Die Newe Wellt. The sea contains four sea monsters. Top left: 8. Top right: 9.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0018, p. 26
Note
Norwich number: 0018
Note
RID: MOA 0020

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Africae Vera Forma, et Situs. = The true shape and situation of Africa. 1593 -- Antwerp : Jode, Cornelis de, 1568-1600; Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591; Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591

Physical Description: Uncolored; 32 cm. x 45 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Speculum Orbis Terrarum (second edition)
Note
Descriptive Notes: The seas contain sea monsters and sailing ships. Natives are seen on and around the map.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0019, p. 27
Note
Norwich number: 0019
Note
RID: MOA 0021
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Aphrica. = Africa. 1600 -- Cologne : Bussemacher, Johann, fl. 1580-1613; Bussemacher, Johann, fl. 1580-1613

Physical Description: Colored; 21 cm. x 29 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Matthias Quad's Geographisch handbuch ... (1600)
Note
Descriptive Notes: German text on verso mentions the work of Leo Africanus. Also states of Da Gama's voyage and the fact that the inhabitants are black.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0020, p. 28
Note
Norwich number: 0020
Note
RID: MOA 0022
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0021

Africa. Ex magna orbis terre descriptione Geraridis Mercatoris desumpta. = Africa. Taken from the world atlas of ... 1595 -- Duisburg : Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594

Physical Description: Colored; 38 cm. x 46 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlas sive, Cosmographicae meditationes de fabrica mundi et fabricati figura (1595)

Descriptive Notes: Atlas first published in 1569. Map issued in several editions and in many languages. Includes Latin text on back of map. The cartouche is circular, surrounded by decorative scrolls and two satyrs.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0021, p. 29

Note
Norwich number: 0021

Note
RID: MOA 0046

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0023


Physical Description: Uncolored; 62 cm. x 43 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: English edition, copied from the original Italian edition of 1591 (see map NOR 0016). Also appeared in Linschoten's His Discours of Voyages to the East and West Indies (1598). The sea is stippled and contains several ships and sea monsters.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0023, p. 31

Note
Norwich number: 0023

Note
RID: MOA 0047

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0024

Africa.1598 -- Venice : Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604

Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604

Physical Description: Colored; 12.5 cm. x 17 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: Based on Abraham Ortelius. Various editions of this map appeared between 1596 to 1620. Includes bulge of eastern Brazil down to the mouth of Rio de la Plata.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0024, p. 32

Note

Norwich number: 0024

Note

RID: MOA 0048

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0025

Africa.1598 -- Spain : Solis, Hernando de

Solis, Hernando de

Physical Description: Uncolored; 36.5 cm. x 50 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Abraham Ortelius map of Africa. Includes a scroll-type cartouche, with a lion's head on the lower border. Sea monsters and sailing vessels occupy the stippled sea.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0025, p. 33

Note

Norwich number: 0025

Note

RID: MOA 0024

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 16th c.
Africa

Africa.1600 -- Siena : Arnoldi, Arnoldo de, d. 1602

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 37 cm. x 48 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Another map that resembles the shape of Orlelius. The outline of the oval-shaped cartouche is scrollwork with floral ornamentation. The sea is stippled and contains three ships and two sea monsters.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0026, p. 34

Note

Norwich number: 0026

Note

RID: MOA 0025

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0026

Nova Africæ Tabula. = New map of Africa.1606 -- Amsterdam : Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 37 cm. x 50 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Mercator's Atlas (1606)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Mercator based map with corrections and additions by Hondius. Four sailing vessels and three sea monsters decorate the seas.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0027, p. 36

Note

Norwich number: 0027

Note

RID: MOA 0049

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0028

*Tabula Geograph in qua Europe, Africae, Asia et circu ...* = *Map of Europe, Africa and Asia.*

1611 -- Amsterdam

Pontanus, Johannes Isacius, 1571-1639

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 27 cm. x 42 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Rerum et Urbis Amstelodamensium Historia ...

Note

Descriptive Notes: The map includes the Middle East, India, and China. Inset illustrates natives in traditional dress.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0028, p. 38

Note

Norwich number: 0028

Note

RID: MOA 0026

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0029

*Africæ nova Tabula.* = *New map of Africa.*

1623 -- Amsterdam: Hondius, Jodocus

Physical Description: Colored ; 45.5 cm. x 56.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Border illustrates views of towns and natives in traditional dress. Two Dutch ships are shown in the Atlantic Ocean, with flying fish and sea monsters.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0029, p. 39

Note

Norwich number: 0029

Note

RID: MOA 0050

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0030

_Africæ, described, the manners of their Habits, and buildinge:_ ...1626 -- London: Humble, George, d. 1640 Speed, John, 1552?-1629 Speed, John, 1552?-1629

Physical Description: Colored; 38 cm. x 50 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: The borders show natives in traditional dress and views of towns. The seas contain flying fish and spouting whales. Elephants, lions, camels, monkeys and ostriches are shown on the mainland. The interior contains rivers, mountains, and lakes, many of which are fictitious. Description of Africa on verso.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0030, p. 40
Note
Norwich number: 0030
Note
RID: MOA 0051
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0032

_Africæ novo descripțio._ = New map of Africa. 1630 -- Amsterdam: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638

Physical Description: Outline color; 40 cm. x 55 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Due to its popularity, this map was reprinted many times between 1631 to 1667. Similar features are found on Speed's map (see NOR 0030) and Hondius' map (see NOR 0029).

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0032, p. 42
Note
Norwich number: 0032
Note
RID: MOA 0053
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0033

**Nova descriptio Africae. = New map of Africa.** 1637 -- Frankfurt : Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 26 cm. x 36 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Smaller version of Blaeu's map (see NOR 0032), but lacking borders.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0033, p. 42

Note

Norwich number: 0033

Note

RID: MOA 0027

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0034

**Africæ nova tabula. = New map of Africa.** 1641 -- Amsterdam : Jansonium, Joannem Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651

Physical Description: Colored ; 38 cm. x 50 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Latin text on verso. Re-issue of Jodocus Hondius' map (see NOR 0029), without the borders. Ships, Flying fish, sea monsters and a mermaid riding the waves decorate the seas. "The very full geographical description of Africa is typical of the seventeenth century, and is similar to that of Speed and Bleau."

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0034, p. 44

Note

Norwich number: 0034

Note

RID: MOA 0055

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0035

*Africa vetus.* = *Africa in antiquity* ...1650 -- Paris : Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667

*Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667*

Physical Description: Outline color ; 39 cm. x 55 cm.

*Note*

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

*Note*

Source:

*Note*

Descriptive Notes: The cartouche is composed of two eagles. The lower part consists of leaves and fruit. Southern part of Africa indicates that the "inhabitants are 'Anthropophagi Aethiopes' or cannibals."

*Note*

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0035, p. 45

*Note*

Norwich number: 0035

*Note*

RID: MOA 0056

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0036


Physical Description: Colored ; 34 cm. x 43 cm.

*Note*

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

*Note*

Source:

*Note*

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Chetwind's map (see NOR 0039). The ocean is decorated with ships, flying fish and sea monsters. Elephants, lions, ostriches, and giraffes are illustrated on the mainland. "The River Niger is erroneously mapped and there are many ficticious lakes in Central Africa."

*Note*

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0036, p. 46

*Note*

Norwich number: 0036

*Note*

RID: MOA 0057

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0038


Physical Description: Outline color ; 40 cm. x 53 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: Re-issued in 1684. “The general shape of Africa is squat because it has been drawn somewhat wider from east to west than usual.” Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0038, p. 48

Note

Norwich number: 0038

Note

RID: MOA 0059

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0039

*Africæ Deseriptio Nova Impensis. = Latest description of Africa.1666 -- : Chetwind, PhilipChetwind, Philip

Physical Description: Colored ; 33 cm. x 43 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Seile's map (see NOR 0036). Several present day names of bays can be identified.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0039, p. 49

Note

Norwich number: 0039

Note

RID: MOA 0060

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0040

A new and most exact map of Africa described by N.I. Vischer and don into English; Enlarged and Corrected according to J. Blaeu and Others, With the Habits of ye people, and ye manner of ye Cheife sitties ye like never before. 1666 -- London : Overton, John, 1640-1708? Overton, John, 1640-1708? Overton, John, 1640-1708?

Physical Description: Colored ; 42 cm. x 51 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Similar to Blaeu's map (see NOR 0030). The sea is decorated with more ships than usual for "maps of this period and the sea monsters are fewer and smaller."

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0040, p. 50

Note
Norwich number: 0040

Note
RID: MOA 0061

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0041

Africa Vetus, Nicolai Sanson Christianis Galliar Regis Geographi Recognita Emendata et Multis in locis Mutata, Conatibus Geographicis Guilielmi Sanson N. Filii. = Africa in antiquity. 1667 -- Paris : Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667

Physical Description: Colored ; 40 cm. x 56 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: The continent is misshaped, containing numerous coastal inlets. "All the inhabitants of southern Africa are labeled 'Anthropophagi Aethiopes' or cannibals."

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0041, p. 51

Note
Norwich number: 0041

Note
RID: MOA 0062

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
A new Map of Africa Designed by Mounsir Sanson, Geographer to the French King. Rendered into English and Illustrated with Figures by ... by the Kings Especiall Command. 1669 -- London : Blome, Richard, d. 1705 Blome, Richard, d. 1705 Blome, Richard, d. 1705

Physical Description: Outline color ; 39 cm. x 54 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Sanson's map (see NOR 0035). Blome added ships, sea monsters and the dedication to the Right Honourable Charles Howard.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0042, p. 52

Note
Norwich number: 0042
Note
RID: MOA 0063

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Africæ Accurata Tabula. = Accurate map of Africa. 1670 -- Amsterdam : Meurs, Jacob van, 1619-1680 Meurs, Jacob van, 1619-1680

Physical Description: Colored ; 43 cm. x 54 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Visscher's map (see NOR 0055). Map was issued several times, in Dutch, French and German in Dapper's Africa. Blank shield in cartouche at lower left of map. Prime meridian through Tenerif.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0043, p. 53

Note
Norwich number: 0043
Note
RID: MOA 0064

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
**A Mapp of the Higher and Lower Aethiopia. Comprehending Ye Several Kingdomes &c. in Each, to Witt, in the Empire of the Abissines, the Coast of Zanguebar, Abex, and Aian, with the Kingdomes of Nubia, and Biafra &c. In the Lower Aethiopia the Kingdome of Congo, Ye Empire of Monomotapa and Monoemugy, Ye Coast and Lands of Cafres and of this Side Cape Negres with the Isles Madagascar &c. No date -- Unknown**

Sanson, Nicholas, 1600-1667

---

**Call No:** NOR 0044

Physical Description: Colored ; 30 cm. x 40 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The cartouche is almost identical to another Sanson's map (see NOR 0158). Dedicated to Sir William Glynne.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0044, p. 54

Note

Norwich number: 0044

Note

RID: MOA 0065

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

---

**Africa ... sic describente. = Africa described.1671 -- Rome : Nicolosio, Joanne Baptista, 1610-1670**

Nicolosio, Joanne Baptista, 1610-1670

---

**Call No:** NOR 0045

Physical Description: Colored ; 38 cm. x 44 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Hercules siculus sive studium Geographicum (second edition)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Four-sheet folio map. Atlas first issued in 1660. "The map appears upside down, as was the custom with other Italian cartographers."

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0045, p. 55

Note

Norwich number: 0045

Note

RID: MOA 0066

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0046

L’Afrique divisée suivant l’estendue de ses principales parties ou sont distingues les uns des autres, les Empires, Monarchies, Royaumes, Estats et Peuples qui partagent aujourd’hui l’Afrique sur les Relations les plus Nouvelles par le Sanson. = Africa divided into its principal parts ... 1674 -- Paris : Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712

Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712

Physical Description: Colored ; 54 cm. x 88 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: First edition of map.Title across top, L'Afrique distinguee en ses principales parties scavoir la Barbarie, le Biledulgerid, l'Egypte, le Saara ou le Desert, le Pays des Negres, la Guinee, La Nubie, L'Abissinie, le Zanguebar; le Congo, le Monomotapa, Les Cafres, Les Isles de Canaries, du Cap-Verd, de S. Thomas, L'sle Dauphine autrement Madagascar ... Tire sur les Relations les plus novelles Par le Sanson. Dedicated to monseigneur le Dauphin.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0046, p. 56

Note

Norwich number: 0046

Note

RID: MOA 0067

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0047

*Africa divided according to the extent of its Principall Parts in which are distinguished one from the other Empires, Monarchies, Kingdoms, States and Peoples which at this time inhabite Africa.* 1680 -- London : Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708

Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708

Physical Description: Colored ; 54 cm. x 89 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Based on Jaillot's map, (see NOR 0046). Title across top, Africa distinguished in its principal parts viz. Barbary, Biledulgerid, Egypt, Zaara or The Desert, the Country of the Negros, Guinea, Abissinea, Zanguebar; Congo, Monomotapa, Caffrares, the Islands of the Canaries, Cape Verd, St. Thomas, Madagascar or St. Lawrence ... Described by Sanson. Corrected and amended by William Berry. Dedicated to Charles II; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0047, p. 58

Norwich number: 0047

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0049

_L’Afrique divisee suivant l’estendue de ses principales parties, ou sont distinque’s les uns des autres, les Empires, Monarchies, Royaumes, Estats et Peuples qui partagent aujourd’hui L’Afrique sur les relations les plus nouvelles ..._ = Africa divided into parts which are further divided into empires etc.

Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726. Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726.

Physical Description: Colored ; 46 cm. x 57 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: A lion, elephant, leopard, camel and crocodile surround the scales which are in Italian, French and Spanish. Title across top, also appeared in Jaillot's map (see NOR 0046). L’Afrique distinguee en ses principales parties scavo la Barbarie, le Biledulgerid, L’Egypte, le Saara ou le Desert, le Pays des Negres, la Guinee, La Nubie, L'Abissinie, le Zanguebar; le Congo, le Monomotapa, Les Cafres, Les Isles de Canaries, du Cap-Verd, de S. Thomas, L'sle Dauphine autrement Madagascar ...

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0049, p. 60
Note

Norwich number: 0049
Note
RID: MOA 0070
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0050

_Africae Accurata Tabula. = Detailed map of Africa._

1680-1690 -- Amsterdam : De Ram, Joan (Johannes) 1648-1693

De Ram, Joan (Johannes) 1648-1693

Physical Description: Colored ; 44 cm. x 56 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Similar to Danckerts' map (see NOR 0057); Prime meridian through Tenerif.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0050, p. 62
Note

Norwich number: 0050
Note
RID: MOA 0071
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Route maritime de Brest a Siam, et de Siam a Brest, faite en 1685 et 1686 selon les remarques des six Peres Jesuites, envoiez par le Roy de France en qualite de ses Mathematiens dans les Indes, et la Chine. Dresse par le Pere Coronelli ... = Sea route from Brest to Siam and back taken by the six Jesuit fathers in 1685 and 1686 ...

1687 -- Paris : J. B. Nolin

Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718

Exploration

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 44 cm. x 73 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: 

Note

Descriptive Notes: Folio map extends eastward to include the Middle and Far East. Map traces the sea routes of Jesuit Fathers. Inset: Elevation of Table Mountain, Plan of Table Bay, Plans of Siam, Louvo and Batavia; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0051, p. 63

Note

Norwich number: 0051

Note

RID: MOA 0072

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0052

Africa.1688 -- Venice : Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718

Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718

Exploration

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 91 cm. x 75 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlante Veneto

Note

Descriptive Notes: Six gores assembled to form one map. One of the most detailed of early maps of Africa. Coronelli stated "besides outlining the Monomotapa and Abyssinia Countries we have been the first to describe correctly the source of Nile River, correcting by many degrees the errors of the Ancients." (E.L. Stevenson, Terrestrial and Celestial Globes, vol. 2, p. 102).

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0052, p. 64

Note

Norwich number: 0052

Note

RID: MOA 0073

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Africa

Call No: NOR 0055

_Africæ Accurata Tabula. = Detailed map of Africa._ 1690 -- Amsterdam : Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702

_Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702_

Physical Description: Colored ; 43 cm. x 54 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The oval cartouche is surrounded by two angels and two natives. Several ships, a whale, and flying fish are scattered throughout the seas. Dedication to D. Gerado Schaep; Prime meridian through Tenerif.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0055, p. 55

Note

Norwich number: 0055

Note

RID: MOA 0076

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0056

_L’Africa divisa neele sue Parti secondo le piu moderne, relationi colle scoperte dell’origine e corso del Nilo ... = Africa divided into its several parts according to recent information with the discoveries of the source of the Nile._ 1691 -- Venice : Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718

Physical Description: Colored ; 59 cm. x 44 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: First issued in Coronelli's atlas, Atlante Veneto. Double-sheet map includes a cartouche surrounded by various animals such as, an ostrich, crocodile, leopard, lion, camel, and an elephant. On the mainland a large piece of drapery with information about the Nile is encircled by two angels and Father Nile. Dedicated to Eccelenza del signor Gran Contestabile Colonna; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0056, p. 69

Note

Norwich number: 0056

Note

RID: MOA 0229

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0057

*Totius Africae Accuratissima Tabula.* = Detailed map of the whole of Africa. No date -- Amsterdam: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 or Danckerts, Cornelis, 1664-1717 or Danckerts, Theodore

Physical Description: Colored; 49 cm. x 57 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: The cartouche which is identical to De Ram's map (see NOR 0050), includes people in varied costume, Moors, Africans, children and an elephant. The title appears on the masonry, with two lions; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0057, p. 71

Note

Norwich number: 0057

Note

RID: MOA 0194

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0058

*Africæ tabula.* = Map of Africa. No date -- Unknown: Anonymous

Physical Description: Colored; 27 cm. x 34 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: "Below the equator, is a colour chart indicating whether areas on the map itself are Christian, Jewish, Mohammedan or heathen"; Prime meridian through Paris.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0058, p. 71

Note

Norwich number: 0058

Note

RID: MOA 0243

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- Unknown
Call No: NOR 0059

*L’Afrique dressee sur les observations de Ms. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences, et quelques autres, et sur les memoires les plus recens.* = *Africa according to the observations made by the Royal Academy of Science ...* 1700 -- Paris : L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

- Physical Description: Colored ; 45 cm. x 58 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Issued a revised edition in 1722. L'Isle was the first to give the correct longitude, 42 degrees, to the Mediterranean and the first to discard Lakes Zaire and Zaflan; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0059, p. 72
- Note
- Norwich number: 0059
- Note
- RID: MOA 0224

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0060

*A New map of Libya or old Africk showing its general divisions, most remarkable countries or people, cities, townes, rivers, mountains &c.* 1700 -- London : Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 Wells, Edward, 1667-1727

- Physical Description: Colored ; 37 cm. x 49 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Southern part of Africa has been left blank, stating, "Unknown to the Antients." Dedicated to William Duke of Gloucester.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0060, p. 74
- Note
- Norwich number: 0060
- Note
- RID: MOA 0200

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Accuratissima Totius Africæ Tabula in Lucem producta ... = Exact map of the whole of Africa. 1700 -- Nurnberg : Sandrart, Jakob von, 1630-1708 Sandrart, Jakob von, 1630-1708 Sandrart, Jakob von, 1630-1708

Physical Description: Outline color ; 48 cm. x 56 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Cartouche depicts an elaborate scene with nine figures, a fat-tailed sheep, a lion, snakes and a lizard. " ... relies on Ptolemy for its description of the Nile basin." Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0061, p. 75

Note

Norwich number: 0061

Note

RID: MOA 0274

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0062

Africa ab Auctore Naturæ Suis Dotibus Instructa Geographice Exhibita an MDCC. = Africa geographically represented in 1700. 1700 -- Munich : Scherer, Heinrich, 1628-1704 Scherer, Heinrich, 1628-1704 Scherer, Heinrich, 1628-1704

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 22 cm. x 35 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Novus (1710)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes Arabia, India, the Middle East, and the bulge of Brazil. Includes islands, sea monsters (one of which has a human face), and flying fish. Animals and birds of Africa featured surrounding the cartouche; This map appeared in parts variously entitled: Geographica Naturalis, Atlas Marianne (1702), Geographica Politica, Geographica Artificialis, Tabellae Geographicae (1703), Critica Quadruportita (1710).

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0062, p. 76

Note

Norwich number: 0062

Note

RID: MOA 0028

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0065

*Africæ. 1709 -- Antwerp* : Fernandez de Medrano, Sebastian, 1646-1705

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 15 cm x 18 cm.

Note:

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note:

Source: *Geographia O Moderno Descripcion Del Mundo ...* (1709)

Note:

Descriptive Notes: A group of native Africans and Moors are illustrated. Several fictitious cities are named.

Note:

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0065, p. 79

Note:

Norwich number: 0065

Note:

RID: MOA 0029

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0067

*To the Rt. Honourable Charles Earl of Peterborow and Monmouth. This Map of Africa. According to ye newest and most exact observations is most humbly dedicated ... 1710 -- London*

Moll, Herman, d. 1732

Physical Description: Colored ; 58 cm. x 97 cm.

Note:

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note:

Source:

Note:

Descriptive Notes: "This is a popular map of Africa and has been reissued many time with variations..." Dedication: 'To the T. Honourable Charles Earl of Peterborow and Monmouth.' Inset: A prospect of the Cape of Good Hope, Cape Coast Castle, Guinea, James Fort, St. Helena, Fort of Good Hope; Prime meridian through London and Ferro Island.

Note:

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0067, p. 81

Note:

Norwich number: 0067

Note:

RID: MOA 0281

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0068

*Representatio Totius Africae ... = Representing the whole of Africa ...* 1710 -- Munich: Scherer, Heinrich, 1628-1704

Physical Description: Uncolored; 22 cm. x 34 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Similar but less detailed than Scherer's map (see NOR 0062). An angel carrying a scroll with an extract from the Bible. Below the angel are five figures in native African and oriental dress. In the opposite corner are four figures kneeling and praying.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0068, p. 83
Note
Norwich number: 0068
Note
RID: MOA 0123

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

**Call No:** NOR 0069


Physical Description: Colored; 69 cm. x 97 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Similar cartouche to Price's map of 1711, see NOR 0077. Shape of continent is fairly accurate, though fictitious place exist on the mainland; Prime meridian though London. Dedicated to Sir Issac Newton.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0069, p. 84
Note
Norwich number: 0069
Note
RID: MOA 0308

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0070

*L’Afrique selon les nouvelles observations de Messieurs de l’Academie de Sciences etc.* = *Africa according to the latest observations made by the Academy of Science.*

1713 -- Leiden : Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 (1713 edition)

Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733

Physical Description: Colored ; 47 cm. x 65 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Reissued in 1729. Cartouche includes a nude woman sitting on a rectangle of masonry located in a rural scene with elephants, a lion and a snake. Legend states, "I would rather show this part of Africa as unknown and uninhabited than rely on my imagination." Title across top, Africa in praecipuas ipsius partes distributa ...

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0070, p. 85

Note

Norwich number: 0070

Note

RID: MOA 0151

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0071

*Africa Antiqua et Nova.* = *Africa ancient and modern.*

1714 -- London : Moll, Herman, d. 1732

Moll, Herman, d. 1732

Physical Description: Colored ; 21 cm. x 26 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Geographus: or a Complete System of Geography (1714)

Note

Descriptive Notes: "Map has the usual features of eighteenth-century maps, particularly in its large lakes and rivers." Top right: pag. 623.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0071, p. 86

Note

Norwich number: 0071

Note

RID: MOA 0180

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0072

*Totius Africa Nova Representatio qua practer diversos in ea Status et Regiones, etiam Origo Nili et veris RRPP Missionariorum Relationibus ostenditur ... = The whole of Africa divided into states and regions ... 1715 -- Nurnberg : Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724*

Physical Description: Colored ; 47 cm. x 56 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Cartouche provides an elaborate scene depicting natives on the Nile bank. Nearby are monkeys, a sheep and a tortoise. Cherubs floating above complete the picture. Even though the map includes a note declaring the accuracy for the source of the Nile, it proves to be inaccurate; Prime meridian through Tenerif.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0072, p. 87

Note

Norwich number: 0072

Note

RID: MOA 0256

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0073

Nouvelle Carte d’Afrique avec des remarques et des tables pour trouver sans peine les différents peuples de cette partie du monde par les renvois alphabétiques suivant les plus nouvelles observations de messieurs de l’Academie des sciences. = New map of Africa with observations and index ... 1718 -- Amsterdam

Chatelain, Henri Abraham

Physical Description: Colored; 46 cm. x 58 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Historique (1718)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Collaborative effort by Chatelain and Guederville. Map is based on the 1700 edition of de l'Isle's map (see NOR 0059). Inset shows alphabetical index of kingdoms, provinces, towns, islands, capes, rivers and lakes. Top right: No. D; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0073, p. 88

Note

Norwich number: 0073

Note

RID: MOA 0120

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0074

*L'Afrique Dressee sur les Observations de Ms. de l'Academie Royale des Sciences et quelques autres sur les Memoires les plus recens.* = Africa according to the observations made by the Royal Academy of Science. 1730 -- Amsterdam : Covens, Jean; Mortier, Corneille
L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

Physical Description: Colored ; 46 cm. x 57 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Retains the geographical features of L'Isle's map of 1700 (see NOR 0059). Title across top: Africa Accurate in Imperia, Regna, Status and Populos Divisa, ad Usum Serenissimi Bourgundiae Ducis. Dedicated to the Duke to Burgundy; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0074, p. 89

Note

Norwich number: 0074

Note

RID: MOA 0225

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0075

*Africa Mauro Percussa Oceano, Niloque admota tepenti ... Cum Privilegio Ordinum Hollandia et Westfrisia.*c. 1720 -- Amsterdam : Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726; Valk, Leonard, 1675-1755

Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726; Valk, Leonard, 1675-1755

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 59 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Typical features of eighteenth-century Dutch maps of Africa; Prime meridian through Tenerif.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map. 0075, p. 90

Note

Norwich number: 0075

Note

RID: MOA 0214

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0076

A New map of Africa from the latest observations. 1721 -- London : Senex, J. (John), d. 1740 Senex, J. (John), d. 1740

Physical Description: Outline color; 48 cm. x 55 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: The cartouche includes a shield, which is surrounded by a dragon, two pyramids, two male figures, a lion and a snake. Dedicated to the Marquis of Annandale; Prime meridian through London.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0076, p. 91

Note

Norwich number: 0076

Note

RID: MOA 0211

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0077


Physical Description: Colored; 56 cm. x 95 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Parts of the cartouche appear in other maps. Left side of the cartouche is similar to Pieter van der Aa's map, see NOR 0070. While the figure on the right side is identical to Senex's map, see NOR 0069. Inset: Instruments used in map making. Scenes of cannibalism.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0077, p. 92

Note

Norwich number: 0077

Note

RID: MOA 0287

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0078

**Carte D'Afrique Dressee pour l'usage du Roy ... = Map of Africa for the King ... 1722 -- Amsterdam : Covens, Jean; Mortier, CorneilleL'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726**

- Physical Description: Colored ; 48 cm. x 62 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: "... one of the series of revised maps that L'Isle's first issued in 1722". Title across top: Africa Accurate in Imperia, Regna Status e Populus Divisa ad Usum Lodovici XV Galliarum Regis; Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Paris. Dedicated to Louis XV.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0078, p. 93
- Note
- Norwich number: 0078
- Note
- RID: MOA 0302
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0079

**To Her Most Sacred Majesty Caroline, Queen of Great Britain, France and Ireland this Mapp of Africa, after the latest and best Observations is most humbly dedicated ... c. 1727 -- London : Overton, Henry, fl. 1706-1764Overton, John, 1640-1708?**

- Physical Description: Colored ; 57 cm. x 97 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Borders illustrate thirteen scenes of African life and African forts.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0079, p. 94
- Note
- Norwich number: 0079
- Note
- RID: MOA 0286
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Africa Juxta Navigationes et Observationes Recentissimas Aucta, Correcta et in Sua Regna et Status Divisa in Lucem Edita ... = Africa according to the latest voyages and observations. 1728 -- Vienna : Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 49 cm. x 57 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlas Novus (1728)

Note
Descriptive Notes: Cartouche includes natives, pyramids, animals, lighthouses and ships. "Enormous lakes are shown in Central Africa and the information about the southern extremity of the continent is largely fictitious."

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0080, p. 0095
Note
Norwich number: 0080
Note
RID: MOA 0212

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0081

Old Map of the Continent according to the greatest diametrical Length from the Point of East Tartary to the Cape of Good Hope. 1731 -- London : Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771

Gibson, J. (John) Gibson, J. (John)

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 21.5 cm. x 18 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note

Note
Descriptive Notes: Map includes Europe, Asia and the Far East. The oval-shaped cartouche contains a floral border with a female face wearing a wide-brimmed hat.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0081, p. 96
Note
Norwich number: 0081
Note
RID: MOA 0030

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa, Europe and Asia -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0082

Carte Generale de L'Afrique Contenant les Principaux Etats qui y sont Contenue Dressee sur les Nouvelles Observations. = General map of Africa showing the principal states according to the latest observations. 1735 -- Paris : Crepy, Jean, 1660-ca. 1730 Inslin, Charles (fl. 1699-1735)

Physical Description: Outline color ; 51 cm. x 64 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Twenty-nine coats of arms, representing the major cities of Europe, surround the cartouche. Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Paris.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0082, p. 97
Note
Norwich number: 0082
Note
RID: MOA 0304

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0083

Africa Secundum legitimas Projectionis Stereographicae regulas et juxta recentissimas relationes et observationes in subsidium vocatis quoque veterum Leonis Africani Nubiensis Geographi et aliorum monumentis et eleminatis fabulosis aliorum designationibus pro praesenti statu ejus aptius exhibita. = Africa according to the most recent reports and observations. 1737? -- Nuremberg : Homann Heirs Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742

Physical Description: Colored ; 45 cm. x 54 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: The title consists of a panel surrounded by elephant's tusks resting on a piece of masonry. On the left are four Africans and on the right an interview between Europeans and Africans. The African chief is sitting on the back on another who is crouching on a mat; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0083, p. 98
Note
Norwich number: 0083
Note
RID: MOA 0231

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0084

*Carta Generale Dell' Africa.* = *General map of Africa.* 1740-1750 -- Italy

*L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726*

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 33 cm. x 42 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Italian edition. The cartouche illustrates a youth spearing a crocodile, another person riding a horse, nearby an elephant and a ostrich. An accurate geographical outline of the continent.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0084, p. 100

Note

Norwich number: 0084

Note

RID: MOA 0031

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0085

*Afrique selon les Relations les plus Nouvelles Dressee sur les Memoires du ... Divisee en tousses Royaumes et grands Etats avec un discours sur la nouvelle decouverte de la situation des sources du Nil.* = *Africa according to recent findings ... with a note about the latest discovery regarding the sources of the Nile.* 1742 -- Paris : J. B. Nolin

*Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699; Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1686-1762*

Physical Description: Colored ; 45 cm. x 58 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0085, p. 101

Note

Norwich number: 0085

Note

RID: MOA 0235

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0087

*L’Afrique Suivant les Derniers Observations de Mr. Hass et des RRPP Jesuites.* = *Africa according to recent observations made by Mr. Hass and the Jesuits.* 1747 --

*Paris : Le Rouge, Georges-Louis Le Rouge, Georges-Louis*

Physical Description: Outline color; 49 cm. x 63 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar title cartouche to Homann's map, see NOR 0083. Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0087, p. 103

Note

Norwich number: 0087

Note

RID: MOA 0280

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0088

*Lacs, Fleuves, Rivieres et Principales Montagnes de L’Afrique.* = *Lakes, rivers and principal mountains of Africa.* No date -- *Paris : Clouet, Jean Baptiste Louis,* 1730-Clouet, Jean Baptiste Louis, 1730-

Physical Description: Outline color; 41 cm. x 39 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes French text in margins. An accurate outline of the continent with minimum geographical detail. Similar features to d’Anville's map of 1727 (see NOR 0091); Prime meridian through Ferro Island. Top right corner: No. 14. Top left corner: Introduction.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0088, p. 104

Note

Norwich number: 0088

Note

RID: MOA 0192

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0088a

*Lacs, Fleuves, Rivieres et Principales Montagnes de L'Afrique. = Lakes, rivers and principal mountains of Africa.* No date -- Paris : Clouet, Jean Baptiste Louis, 1730-Clouet, Jean Baptiste Louis, 1730-

1730-Clouet, Jean Baptiste Louis, 1730-

Physical Description: Outline color ; 41 cm. x 39 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Duplicate map. Includes French text in margins. An accurate outline of the continent with minimum geographical detail. Similar features to d'Anville's map of 1727 (see NOR 0091); Prime meridian through Ferro Island. Top right corner: No. 14. Top left corner: Introduction.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0088, p. 104

Note

Norwich number: 0088a

Note

RID: MOA 0257

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0089

*A new and correct map of Africa. Drawn from the most approved modern maps and charts, and adjusted by astronomical observations representing also the course of the Trade Winds, Monsoons &c.* 1748 -- London : Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767-

1748-Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 37 cm. x 45 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Collection of Voyages (1748)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Illustrates the various winds, and is almost free of decoration except for the cartouche. Gold and silver mines appear in Zimbabwe. Top right: Vol. 1. Page 717; Prime meridian through London.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0089, p. 105

Note

Norwich number: 0089

Note

RID: MOA 0106

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0090

*L’Afrique divisee en ses principales parties.* = *Africa divided into its principal parts.* 1748 -- Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, the family of Robert de Vaugondy, the family of Robert de Vaugondy, the family of

Physical Description: Colored ; 15.5 cm. x 19.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Top right: 171.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0090, p. 106

Note

Norwich number: 0090

Note

RID: MOA 0182

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0091


Physical Description: Colored ; 97 cm. x 97 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar features to Clouet’s map (see NOR 0088). Large wall map of two double-folding sheets. Inset of Azores; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0091, p. 107

Note

Norwich number: 0091

Note

RID: MOA 0237

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0092

L'Afrique divisée selon le tendue de tous ses états assujetti aux observations astronomiques avec des nottes historiques et géographiques touchant les naturels de ce continent. = Africa divided into regions according to astronomical observations ...
1752 -- Lyon : Daudet-Bailieul, Gaspard, 1703-1781

Physical Description: Colored ; 47 cm. x 61 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes the Mediterranean, Turkey, Arabia and the Middle East. "Borders consist of columns of historical and geographical descriptions." Dedication: Dediee et presentee a Messire Bertrand Rene Pallu; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0092, p. 109

Note

Norwich number: 0092

Note

RID: MOA 0087

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0093

Africa arreglada a las mejores relacion[e]s ... = Africa agreeable to the best descriptions.1752 -- Spain : Murillo Velarde, Pedro, 1696-1753

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 16 cm. x 23 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Geographia Historica Africa Arreglada a las Mejores Relaciones (1752)

Note

Descriptive Notes: "Shape of the south is unusual, with a bulge on the western coast."

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0093, p. 110

Note

Norwich number: 0093

Note

RID: MOA 0032

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0094

_L’Afrique dressee sur les relations le plus recentes, et assujettie aux observations astronomique par ... Geog. du Roy, de Sa M. Polon, Due de Lorraine et de Bar et Associe de l’Academie Royale des Sciences et B. Lettres de Nancy, avec privilege._ = Africa drawn according to recent reports. 1756 -- Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766; Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766; Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766; Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786

Physical Description: Colored ; 46 cm. x 59 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Cartouche illustrates a native woman reclining between two palms. Interior of southern Africa is fairly blank other than tribal names; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0094, p. 111
Note
Norwich number: 0094
Note
RID: MOA 0238
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0096

_Kaart van Afrika door den Heer d’Anville ... = Map of Africa after d’Anville.1763 -- Amsterdam : Tirion, IsaakTirion, Isaak

Physical Description: Colored ; 35 cm. x 35 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Hedendaagsche Historie of Tegenwoordige Staat van Afrika ... (1763)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Based on d’Anville’s map (see NOR 0091). Inset of Vlaamsche Eilanden; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0096, p. 113
Note
Norwich number: 0096
Note
RID: MOA 0164
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0097

*L’Afrique Dressee pour l’etude de la Geographie.* 1766 -- Paris : Brion de la Tour, Louis; Desnos, L.C.

Physical Description: Colored; 23 cm. x 26 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: French text within the decorative borders provide detailed description of Africa; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0097, p. 114

Note

Norwich number: 0097

Note

RID: MOA 0111

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0098

*Africa Drawn from the latest and best Authorities.* 1770 -- London : Kitchin, Thomas, d. 1784 Kitchin, Thomas, d. 1784

Physical Description: Colored; 34 cm. x 37 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: New Geographical Grammar (1770)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Gold mines are indicated south of Zimbabwe. Title across top, Engraved for Guthrie’s new Geographical Grammar; Prime meridian through London.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0098, p. 115

Note

Norwich number: 0098

Note

RID: MOA 0177

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0099

L’Africa divisa ne’suoi Principali Stati Di Nuova Projezione. = Africa divided into its principal states. 1776 -- Venice : Zatta, Antonio, fl. 1757-1797

Physical Description: Outline color ; 30 cm. x 39 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note
Source: Atlante Novissiomo (1775-1785)

Note
Descriptive Notes: Based on Janvier’s map (see NOR 0104). "Fairly accurate geographically and unknown parts of the country are marked as such instead of being dotted with fictitious places"; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0099, p. 116

Note
Norwich number: 0099

Note
RID: MOA 0165

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0100

L’Afrique divesee en ses principaux etats. = Africa divided into its principal states. 1778 -- Paris : Lattre, JeanBonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794

Physical Description: Colored ; 70 cm. x 98 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Map correctly describes known geography of the east and west coast. The cartouche illustrates a person in oriental turban and dress, reclining on a lion. Two insets: Isle Bourbon and Isle de France; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0100, p. 117

Note
Norwich number: 0100

Note
RID: MOA 0101

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0102

Africa, agreeable to the most approved maps and charts. 1779 -- London : Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 7-1831 Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 7-1831

- Physical Description: Outline color ; 33 cm. x 37 cm.
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Source:

Descriptive Notes: Above the square shaped cartouche, sits a native surrounded by a lion, a bird and a camel. Title across the top: Engraved for Moore's New and Compleat Collection of Voyages and Travels; Prime meridian through London and Ferro Island.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0102, p. 119

Norwich number: 0102

RID: MOA 0167

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0103

Afrique. 1782 -- Unknown Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794

- Physical Description: Colored ; 21 cm. x 32 cm.
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Source:

Descriptive Notes: "Arrows in the oceans probably indicate the monsoons because those depicted at the top right are named by months"; Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Paris.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0103, p. 120

Norwich number: 0103

RID: MOA 0102

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0104


Physical Description: Outline color ; 30 cm. x 43.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The cartouche depicts a forest-like setting with a leopard, a bird and a crocodile. Top right: 28.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0104, p. 121

Note

Norwich number: 0104
Note

RID: MOA 0159

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0105

*Africa with all its States, Kingdoms, Republics, Regions, Islands, etc, Improved and Inlarged from d'Anville's Map; to which have been Added A Particular Chart of the Gold Coast, wherein are Distinguished all the European Forts and Factories.* 1787 -- London : Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Boulton, S.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 51 cm. x 123 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: This two-sheet map was first issued by Boulton under J.B.B. d'Anville's name in 1772 and reissued in 1787, (see map 0091). Insets include, Azores; A Particular Chart of the Gold Coast; A summary description relative to the trade and natural produce, manner and customs of the African continent and islands; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0105, p. 122

Note

Norwich number: 0105
Note

RID: MOA 0103

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
L'Africa divisa nelle sue principali parti. = Africa divided into its principal parts. 1788
-- Siena : Carli, Pazzini, fl. late 18th c. Carli, Pazzini, fl. late 18th c.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 22.5 cm. x 31 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: The cartouche includes a floral wreath with a face; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0106, p. 124

Note

Norwich number: 0106

Note

RID: MOA 0117

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0107

Africa with all its States, Regions, Islands &ca. from the most Approved Authorities. 1789 -- London : Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Kitchin, Thomas, d. 1784 Kitchin, Thomas, d. 1784

Physical Description: Colored ; 44 cm. x 53 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0107, p. 125

Note

Norwich number: 0107

Note

RID: MOA 0199

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0108

*Carte de L'Afrique. = Map of Africa.* 1790 -- Augsberg : Walch, Jean (fl. Late 18th c.)

**Physical Description:** Colored ; 46 cm. x 55 cm.

**Note**
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**
Descriptive Notes: Depicts an accurate outline of the continent. The cartouche includes a native surrounded by foliage. Nearby are a monkey, a crocodile and two elephant's tusks.

**Note**
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0108, p. 126

**Note**
Norwich number: 0108

**Note**
RID: MOA 0201

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0109


**Physical Description:** Colored ; 45 cm. x 59 cm.

**Note**
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**
Descriptive Notes: Identical to Jaillot's map (see NOR 0046), except for the scale; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

**Note**
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0109, p. 127

**Note**
Norwich number: 0109

**Note**
RID: MOA 0248

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0111

Africa nach Robert Vaugondy, Rennell's und Solzmann's Skizze des nordlichen Theils von Africa ... = Africa according to ... 1794 -- Nurnberg : Schneider, Adam Gottlieb, 1745-1815; Weigel, Johann Christoph, d. 1746Schneider, Adam Gottlieb, 1745-1815; Weigel, Johann Christoph, d. 1746

Physical Description: Colored ; 52 cm. x 58.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlas der Geographie von der bekannten ganzen welt (1794-1805)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Color index identifies countries holding power in Africa, however historically incorrect. Inset: Die Azorischen Inseln; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0111, p. 129
Note
Norwich number: 0111
Note
RID: MOA 0316
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0112

Charte von Africa nach astronomischen Beobachtungen, auch alten und neuen Nachrichten, in gleichen den Charten von Sayer, Rennel, Arrowsmit ... = Map of Africa according to astronomical observations and information found on the maps of Sayer, Rennel and Arrowsmith. 1797 -- Nurnberg : Homann HeirsGussefeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807

Physical Description: Colored ; 46 cm. x 15.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Note states "accurate geographical knowledge of the interior will only be available after further exploration"; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0112, p. 130
Note
Norwich number: 0112
Note
RID: MOA 0196
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0113

*Afrique avec ses principales Divisions et leurs Capitales.* = *Africa with its principal regions and their capitals.* No date -- Unknown : Anonymous

Physical Description: Colored ; 22.5 cm. x 28 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Paris. Top right: 4.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0113, p. 131

Note

Norwich number: 0113

Note

RID: MOA 0244

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- Unknown

Call No: NOR 0114


Unknown: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 23 cm. x 23 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: World map of the eastern hemisphere includes the Arctic Circle. Two insets: Effet de la pesanteur and Sphere oblique; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0114, p. 132

Note

Norwich number: 0114

Note

RID: MOA 0033

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- World map, eastern hemispher -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0115

_An Accurate Map of Africa Drawn from the best Authorities._ -- London: Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767.

Physical Description: Uncolored; 18 cm. x 22 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Includes a portion of the bulge of Brazil; Prime meridian through London.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0115, p. 133
Note
Norwich number: 0115
Note
RID: MOA 0034
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0116

_Afrique._ No date -- Paris: Chamouin, Jean-Baptiste-Marie, b. 1768.

Physical Description: Outline color; 22 cm. x 30 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: The cartouche illustrates a "sphinx-like animal sitting on a rectangular masonry block with the title 'Afrique' on it"; Prime meridian through Paris.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0116, p. 134
Note
Norwich number: 0116
Note
RID: MOA 0118
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

  Physical Description: Colored ; 28 cm. x 22 cm.
  Note
  Program: Jacobson Africana Program
  Custodial History
  Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
  Note
  Source: General Atlas of the World
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: Reduced from a four-sheet map. Fairly accurate except for the narrow, tapered southern tip; Prime meridian through Greenwich.
  Note
  References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0117, p. 135
  Note
  Norwich number: 0117
  Note
  RID: MOA 0173
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Africa, and its Several Regions and Islands according to the most recent Descriptions. 1800 -- London : Robert Laurie and James Whittle Laurie, Robert, 1755-1836; Whittle, James

  Physical Description: Colored ; 45.5 cm. x 57 cm.
  Note
  Program: Jacobson Africana Program
  Custodial History
  Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: Even though the map depicts extensive knowledge of the interior, “the great rivers are inaccurately placed and the Nile erroneously appears to originate in two adjacent lakes in Central Africa”; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
  Note
  References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0118, p. 136
  Note
  Norwich number: 0118
  Note
  RID: MOA 0206
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0120


Physical Description: Outline color ; 43 cm. x 42 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlas Ganzen Erdkreises (1803)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Extends to include the Mediterranean, the Middle East, Arabia and part of Asia and India.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0120, p. 139
Note
Norwich number: 0120
Note
RID: MOA 0204
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

**Call No:** NOR 0121

*Africa. No date -- London : Smith, Charles, map publisherSmith, Charles, map publisher*

Physical Description: Colored ; 35 cm. x 26 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Includes the Mediterranean and part of Arabia. "The west coast of Africa illustrates the Guinea, Ivory and Grain Coasts". Top right: 42; Prime meridian through Greenwich.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0121, p. 140
Note
Norwich number: 0121
Note
RID: MOA 0171
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0122

Africa. No date -- Philadelphia : Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 Herbert, J.

Physical Description: Colored ; 69 cm. x 50 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Modern Atlas (1815)

Note
Descriptive Notes: Much of the geography proves to be inaccurate due to the fact it was based on antiquarian maps. "Large tracts of the interior of Africa are marked unknown". Across the top: Pinkerton's Modern Atlas.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0122, p. 141

Note
Norwich number: 0122

Note
RID: MOA 0317

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0123


Exploration

Physical Description: Colored ; 27 cm. x 51 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: New General Atlas (1814)

Note

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0123, p. 142

Note
Norwich number: 0123

Note
RID: MOA 0276

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0125

Carte de L'Afrique Divisee en ses principaux Etats pour servir a l'instruction de la Jeunesse. = Map of Africa divided into states ... 1821 -- Paris : BassetHerisson, Eustache, 1759-

Physical Description: Colored ; 50 cm. x 54 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Illustrates "routes of Cook's voyages of 1771, 1775 and 1780 around the Cape of Good Hope to Australia". Borders describe African states; Prime meridian through Paris and Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0125, p. 144
Note
Norwich number: 0125
Note
RID: MOA 0319
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0126


Physical Description: Colored ; 20 cm. x 26 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: The central part of Africa is referred to as "Ethiopia an unexplored region"; Prime meridian through Greenwich.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0126, p. 145
Note
Norwich number: 0126
Note
RID: MOA 0191
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0127

Carte Physique et Politique de L'Afrique. = Physical and political map of Africa. 1822
-- Paris : Brue, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 Brue, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832

Physical Description: Outline color ; 57 cm. x 85 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: The shape appears to be accurate, including the geographical detail, with the exception of the center blank space. "The areas belonging to different native tribes are shown more accurately than in many other maps at this time"; Prime meridian through Paris.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0127, p. 146
Note
Norwich number: 0127
Note
RID: MOA 0114
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0128

Africa. 1825 -- London : Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823; Arrowsmith, Samuel, d. 1839 Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823; Arrowsmith, Samuel, d. 1839

Physical Description: Outline color ; 22.5 cm. x 30 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Outlines of the World (1825)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Bottom right: 33; Prime meridian through Greenwich.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0128, p. 147
Note
Norwich number: 0128
Note
RID: MOA 0084
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0129

Africa.1828 -- London : Arrowsmith, Samuel, d. 1839

Physical Description: Outline color ; 24 cm. x 27 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The southeast coast is marked 'Sterile Coast.' The Portuguese settlements on the eastern coast are noted. Top right: 4; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0129, p. 148

Note

Norwich number: 0129

Note

RID: MOA 0085

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0130

Africa According to the best Authorities.No date -- Philadelphia : Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839

1760-1839 Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839

Physical Description: Outline color ; 33.5 cm. x 33.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map was issued in Carey's General Atlas and also in Gunthrie's Geography Improved. Geographically the map is not accurate, states fictitious tribal names and inaccurate naming of bays and rivers. Title across top: Engraved for Carey's American edition of Gunthrie's Geography Improved; Prime meridian through Philadelphia.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0130, p. 149

Note

Norwich number: 0130

Note

RID: MOA 0116

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0131

**Carte Generale de L'Afrique. = General map of Africa.** 1829 -- Paris : Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815  
Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815

Physical Description: Outline color ; 31 cm. x 42 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program  
Custodial History  
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Paris. Top left: No. 150.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0131, p. 150

Note

Norwich number: 0131

Note

RID: MOA 0271

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0132

**Eastern Hemisphere.** 1828 -- London : Arrowsmith, Samuel, d. 1839 Arrowsmith, Samuel, d. 1839

Physical Description: Outline color ; 22.5 cm. x 22.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program  
Custodial History  
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Eastern hemisphere of the world map, on a typical Mercator projection. Top left: 1.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0132, p. 151

Note

Norwich number: 0132

Note

RID: MOA 0086

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Africa -- Eastern Hemisphere -- 19th c.
Africa

Call No: NOR 0133

Africa.1831 -- London : Teesdale, Henry

Physical Description: Colored ; 41 cm. x 33 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source: General Atlas (1831)

Descriptive Notes: Illustrates an accurate map of the continent of Africa. Top right: 33 ; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0133, p. 152

Norwich number: 0133

RID: MOA 0189

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0134

Carta dell’ Africa che serve d’illustrazione al nuovo Dizionario Geographico Universale ... = Map of Africa forming part of a new gazetteer ...

Antonelli, Giuseppe, 1793-1861 Antonelli, Giuseppe, 1793-1861

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 34 cm. x 46 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Map includes the Mediterranean, Arabia and the bulge of Brazil; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0134, p. 153

Norwich number: 0134

RID: MOA 0156

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0135

**Africa.1834 -- Philadelphia : Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858**

- Physical Description: Colored; 29 cm. x 36 cm.
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Source:

  Descriptive Notes: Colored legend illustrates the various European powers. Title across top: Tanner's Universal Atlas. Insets of Liberia and Monrovia. Bottom right: 61; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0135, p. 154
- Norwich number: 0135
- RID: MOA 0179

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0136

**Africa.1835 -- London : Wyld, James, 1812-1887 Delarochette, L. Delarochette, L.**

- Physical Description: Outline color; 51 cm. x 57 cm.
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Source:

  Descriptive Notes: First published in 1803, later re-issued in 1835, 1838 and 1840. Inset: Azores or Western Islands; Prime meridian through London.

- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0136, p. 155
- Norwich number: 0136
- RID: MOA 0294

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0137

Africa. 1836-1839 -- London : Virtue, George, 1793?-1868

Virtue, George, 1793?-1868
Physical Description: Outline color ; 24 cm. x 19 cm.
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Source:
Descriptive Notes: Accurate outline of the continent; Prime meridian through Greenwich.
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0137, p. 156
Norwich number: 0137
RID: MOA 0190
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0138

Africa. 1839 -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
Physical Description: Colored ; 31 cm. x 39 cm.
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Source:
Descriptive Notes: This map was highly influential due to the accuracy of information; Prime meridian through Greenwich.
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0138, p. 157
Norwich number: 0138
RID: MOA 0166
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Africa

Call No: NOR 0139

Africa.1841 -- London : Cruchley, G. F.Cruchley, G. F.Cruchley, G. F.

Physical Description: Colored ; 34.5 cm. x 44.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Title across top: Cruchley's Improved Atlas for Schools and Families. Top right: 27; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0139, p. 158

Note

Norwich number: 0139

Note

RID: MOA 0181

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0140


Physical Description: Outline color ; 29 cm. x 43 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: “Framework consists of landscape, fruit, foliage and animals, with descriptive text and statistical information on towns and islands.” Three insets include Alexandria, Cairo and Algiers. Top left: Atlas Universel Illustre. Top right: Ancien continent.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0140, p. 159

Note

Norwich number: 0140

Note

RID: MOA 0184

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0141

Carte d'Afrique. = Map of Africa. 1851 -- Paris
Lapie, Alexandre Emile; Lapie, M. (Pierre), 1779-1850
Lapie, Alexandre Emile; Lapie, M. (Pierre), 1779-1850

Physical Description: Colored; 39 cm. x 54 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Surrounding islands are similar to Brue's 1822 map (see NOR 0127);
Prime meridian through Paris.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0141, p. 160
Note
Norwich number: 0141
Note
RID: MOA 0269
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0142

Africa. Unknown -- Barcelona : Anonymous
Anonymous

Physical Description: Colored; 34.5 cm. x 42 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Madrid.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0142, p. 161
Note
Norwich number: 0142
Note
RID: MOA 0174
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Africa with the discoveries to May 1858 of Livingstone, Barth, Vogel and the Chadda expedition from documents in possession of the Royal Geographical Society. 1860 -- Edinburgh : A. Fullarton & Co.

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 38 cm.

Descriptive Notes: Map based on exploration of Livingstone and Barth. Insets include Cape Verde Islands, Delta of the Niger, Cape Colony and Mauritius. Right hand side (top and bottom): 64; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0143, p. 162

Norwich number: 0143

RID: MOA 0213

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Africa. 1880 -- London : Tallis, John, 1815 or 6-1876

Physical Description: Steel : Outline color ; 24 cm. x 32 cm.

Descriptive Notes: Five engraved vignettes are seen, an Arab family of Algeria, Bosjeman Hottentots, a view of St. Helena, a Bedouin Arabs' encampment and Korranna Hottentots. Illustrations drawn by J. Marchant and engraved by J.H. Kernot; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0144, p. 163

Norwich number: 0144

RID: MOA 0188

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0145


Physical Description: Outline color ; 58.5 cm. x 49 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Bottom right: National Atlas 34; Prime meridian through Greenwich.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0145, p. 164
Note
Norwich number: 0145
Note
RID: MOA 0268
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0146

Map of Africa Showing its most Recent Discoveries. 1881 -- Philadelphia : Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868

Physical Description: Colored ; 27 cm. x 34 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: "First appeared in Mitchell's New General Atlas in 1867". Map shows expedition routes of Stanley and Livingstone. Inset: Island of St. Helena (place where Napoleon was buried). Top right: 120; Prime meridian through Washington.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0146, p. 165
Note
Norwich number: 0146
Note
RID: MOA 0175
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0147

Physical Description: Colored ; 53 cm. x 64 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Due to the discoveries on the map, it was probably published between 1867-1881. Top right: 55; Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Paris.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0147, p. 166
Note
Norwich number: 0147
Note
RID: MOA 0297
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0148

Physical Description: Colored ; 31 cm. x 42 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Insets: Engraving of diamond fields by Fillatreau and Soudain. Heights of peaks and depths of lakes in Africa.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0148, p. 167
Note
Norwich number: 0148
Note
RID: MOA 0176
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0149

*Tabula Moderna Secunde Porcionis Aphriee.* = *Modern map of second half of Africa.* 1513 -- Strasbourg : Schott, Johann, 1477-1548 Waldseemuller, Martin, 1470-1521?

- Physical Description: Woodcut : Colored ; 35 cm. x 50 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source: Waldseemuller's Ptolemy atlas (1513)
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Companion map to NOR 0286. Waldseemuller compiled an atlas which included Ptolemy based maps. This map was reissued in "Strasbourg in 1520, 1522 and 1525; in Lyons in 1535, and Vienna in 1541".
  - Note
  - References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0149, p. 169
  - Note
  - Norwich number: 0149
  - Note
  - RID: MOA 0328

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0150

*Tabu. Nova Partis Aphri.* = *New map of part of Africa.* 1535 -- Lyons : Trechsel, Melchior, fl. 1529-1549; Trechsel, Gaspard, fl. 1529-1549 Waldseemuller, Martin, 1470-1521?

- Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 30 cm. x 42 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
  - Note
  - Descriptive Notes: Based on Waldseemuller's map (see NOR 0149). Border and ornament are by Hans Holbein and Graf. The reissued map includes three kings on their thrones, an elephant, a cockatrice and two serpents, while the King of Portugal rides a bridled sea monster.
    - Note
    - References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0150, p. 170
    - Note
    - Norwich number: 0150
    - Note
    - RID: MOA 0124

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0151

Africa Nuova Tavola. = New map of Africa. 1561-1562 -- Venice : Valgrisi, Vincenzo, fl. 1540-1572, Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565.

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 18 cm. x 24 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: La Geograpfia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino, Nouvamente tradatta di Greco in Italiano ... (1561)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Typical Italian engraved stippled seas and anthill mountain ranges. Later editions appeared in 1598 and 1599.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0151, p. 171

Note

Norwich number: 0151

Note

RID: MOA 0149

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0153


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 8.5 cm. x 12 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Barent Langene's Caert Thressor (1606)

Note

Descriptive Notes: "... issued originally in 1598, then at six different periods until 1618." Includes a sea monster in the Aethiopicus Oceanus. Highly detailed coastline. Bottom right: Cgs. Title across top: La Pointe d'Afrique. Top right: 105.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0153, p. 173

Note

Norwich number: 0153

Note

RID: MOA 0035

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.
Aethiopia Inferior vel Exterior. Partes magis Septentrionales, quae hic desiderantur, vide in tabula Aethiopiae Superioris. = Southern Africa ... 1635 -- Amsterdam : Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638

Physical Description: Outline color ; 38 cm. x 50 cm.

Descriptive Notes: Title of cartouche is on an ox skin being held up by natives. Monkeys and tortoises surround the base. Various types of animals decorate the mainland, while the sea contain sailing ships.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0154, p. 174

Norwich number: 0154

RID: MOA 0096

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.

Polus Antarticus. = Antarctic Circle.1637 -- Amsterdam : Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664

Physical Description: Colored ; 43 cm. x 49 cm.

Descriptive Notes: View of the Antarctic Circle includes Africa, South America and part of the Australian coastline.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0155, p. 176

Norwich number: 0155

RID: MOA 0209

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Antarctic circle -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0156

Chorographia originis Nili juxta observationem Odoardi Lopez. Fol. 55. Chorographia Originis Nili ... ex Arabum Geographia deprompta. Fol. 53. Vera et Genuina Fontium Nili Topographia facta a P. Petro Pais ... 1618. Fol. 56. = Three maps of the origins of the Nile according to Duarte Lopez, to Arab geography and Peter Pais. 1652 -- Amsterdam : Kircher, Athanasius, 1602-1680 Kircher, Athanasius, 1602-1680

Exploration

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 46 cm. x 36 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Oedipus Aegyptiacus (1652)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes three maps on one sheet. "Kircher is reputed to be the first to have described the finding of the Nile ... " Title across top: I Conismas II Tom. I Fol. 53. Upper right: Tomus I.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0156, p. 177

Note

Norwich number: 0156

Note

RID: MOA 0141

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0157

Hydrophylacium Africae precipuum, in Montibus Lunae Situm, Lacus et Flumina praecipua fundens ubi et nova inventio Originis Nili describitur. = Map of southern Africa showing sources of the Nile in a cavern beneath the Mountains of the Moon. 1665 -- Amsterdam : Kircher, Athanasius, 1602-1680 Kircher, Athanasius, 1602-1680

Physical Description: Colored ; 34 cm. x 41 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Illustrates Kircher's view on the source of the Nile. Oval-shaped cartouche is surrounded by cherubs and angels. Upper right: Tomus 1.72.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0157, p. 178

Note

Norwich number: 0157

Note

RID: MOA 0250

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.

Physical Description: Colored ; 42 cm. x 56 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Source:

Descriptive Notes: "The fictitious states are given fictious boundaries and the interior is marked with large cities .. "

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0158, p. 180
Norwich number: 0158
RID: MOA 0203

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.

Aethiopia Inferior vel Exterior. = Southern Africa. 1670 -- London : Ogilby, John, 1600-1676

Physical Description: Outline color ; 28 cm. x 36 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Source: Africa, being an Accurate Description of the Regions of Egypt, Barbary, Lybia and Billedulgerid ... (1670)

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Bleau's map (see NOR 0154). Map also appeared in Dutch, French and German editions. Probably engraved by Jacob van Meurs.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0159, p. 181
Norwich number: 0159
RID: MOA 0251

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0160

Physical Description: Copperplate : Colored ; 14 cm. x 10 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Description de L'Univers
Note
Descriptive Notes: Reprinted in 1686 with German text. Across the top: De L'Afrique. Figure XLIV. 115.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0160, p. 182
Note
Norwich number: 0160
Note
RID: MOA 0329
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0162

Lo credero nato dalle della Luna i Geografi a si moderni Riportarono ghesi la gloriosa distinnotitia, che mi ferui per regolare l'Abissinia, guista le relationi accreditate del P. Baldassar Tellez, e del Ladolfo. = Born of the most recent geographical findings. 1688 -- Venice : Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718
Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718
Physical Description: Colored ; 45 cm. x 25 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Gore of Africa from Coronelli's globe map (see map 0052).
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0162, p. 184
Note
Norwich number: 0162
Note
RID: MOA 0252
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0163

*Nieuwe Caarte van Kaap de Goede Hoop en't Zuyderdeel van Africa.* = *New map of Cape of Good Hope and southern part of Africa.* 1700 -- Amsterdam : Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

*Call No: NOR 0164

*Africæ Pars Australis.* = *Southern Africa.* 1702 -- Munich : Scherer, Heinrich, 1628-1704

---

**Physical Description:** Colored ; 44 cm. x 56 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: De Hollandsche vesting aan het voorgebergte de Goede Hoop and Tafel-Bay aan het voorgebergte de Goede Hoop; Top right: Pag. 48.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0163, p. 185

Note

Norwich number: 0163

Note

RID: MOA 0253

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 17th c.

---

**Physical Description:** Colored ; 23 cm. x 35 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Identical style to Scherer's earlier map (see NOR 0062). Includes a cartouche with animals, flying fish, sailing vessel and a sea serpent.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0164, p. 187

Note

Norwich number: 0164

Note

RID: MOA 0170

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0165

*Carte du Royaume de Congo, du Monomotapa et de la Cafrierie, Dressee sur les Memoires les plus exacts et les observations les plus Nouvelles.* = Map of the kingdom of the Congo, Monomotapa and Kaffraria based on recent observations. 1719 -- Amsterdam : Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721

Chatelain, Henri Abraham

Physical Description: Colored ; 39 cm. x 52 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Historique et Methodique

Note

Descriptive Notes: Based on L'Isles maps. Includes note describing the Congo, Monomotapa and Kaffraria. Contains references to gold, in the form of 'Mines d'Or.' Top right: Tom. VI, No. 15, Pag: 59.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0165, p. 188

Note

Norwich number: 0165

Note

RID: MOA 0122

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.

---

Call No: NOR 0166

*Coutumes, Moeurs et Habillemens des Peuples qui Habient aux Environs du Cap de Bonne Esperance avec une Description des Animaux et Reptiles qui se Trouvent dans ce Pais.* = Dress and customs of the inhabitants of the Cape of Good Hope. 1719 -- Amsterdam : Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721

Chatelain, Henri Abraham

Claudius, Heinrich, ca. 1655-ca. 1697

Physical Description: Colored ; 36 cm. x 44 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Historique

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes ten engravings of natives and animals and Tachard's map (see NOR 0161). Title of map: Carte des Pays et des Peuples de Bonne Esperance. Nouvellement decouverts par les Hollands. Top right, Tom. VI. No. 18. Pag. 74.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0166, p. 189

Note

Norwich number: 0166

Note

RID: MOA 0228

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0167

Partie Meridionale D'Afrique ou se trouvent La Basse Guinee, La Cafrière, Le Monomotapa, Le Monoemugi, Le Zanguebar et L'Isle de Madagascar. = Southern part of Africa ... 1715 -- Paris : Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720; Nicolas de, 1646-1720

Physical Description: Colored ; 21 cm. x 31 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Legend states the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope by Bartholomew Diaz in 1486. Cartouche includes a galleon and a whale.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0167, p. 190
Note
Norwich number: 0167
Note
RID: MOA 0254
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0169

La Basse Ethiopie en Afrique avec les Royaumes qui en dependant, ses Bayes et Rivieres, suivant les Memoires les plus recens des Voyageurs, nouvellement mise en lumiere par ... = Southern Ethiopia and dependent kingdoms ... 1729 -- Leiden : Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733;

Physical Description: Colored ; 28 cm. x 36 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Natives, river gods, sailing vessels, sailors and an elephant are illustrated on the cartouche.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0169, p. 192
Note
Norwich number: 0169
Note
RID: MOA 0255
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
A new and accurate map of the southern parts of Africa Containing Lower Guinea, Monoemugi, Zanguebar, the Empire of Monomotapa, Country of the Cafres &c. and the Island of Madagascar. Drawn from the best Authorities, assisted by the most approved Charts and Maps and adjusted by Astron. Observations. 1747 -- London: Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767

Physical Description: Colored; 35 cm. x 43 cm.

Descriptive Notes: Geographical features similar to L'Isle's map. Compass rose in the Indian Ocean; Prime meridian through London. Bottom left: No. 56.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0170, p. 193

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0171


*Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786*

Physical Description: Colored ; 16 cm. x 23 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes mountain ranges and tribal kingdoms; Top right: 178.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0171, p. 194

Note

Norwich number: 0171

Note

RID: MOA 0183

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.

---

Call No: NOR 0172

**Congo Cafrefrie par ... Corrige par Lamarche son successr. = Congo, Caffraria.1762-1795 -- Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766; Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766; Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766; Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786**

Physical Description: Outline color ; 24 cm. x 28 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: First issued in 1762. Includes inset of Cote d'Ajan.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0172, p. 195

Note

Norwich number: 0172

Note

RID: MOA 0169

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0173

*Carte du Canal de Mosambique, contenant L’Isle de Madagascar les Cotes d’Afrique, depuis le Cap de Bonne Esperance jusqu’a Melinde. = Map of the Mozambique Channel, Madagascar and the coast of Africa from the Cape of Good Hope to Melindi.*

1762 -- Paris : Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794

Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794

Physical Description: Colored ; 21 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset of the Cape coast from St. Helena Bay to False Bay; Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Paris. Top left: Livre I, II, III, IV. Top right: No. 11.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0173, p. 196

Note

Norwich number: 0173

Note

RID: MOA 0100

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Mozambique Channel -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0175

*Partie de L’Afrique audela de L’Equateur, Comprenant Le Congo, La Cafreie &c. = Africa south of the Equator comprising the Congo, Cafraria, etc.*

1766 -- Paris : Desnos, L. C. Brion de la Tour, Louis Brion de la Tour, Louis

Desnos, L. C. Brion de la Tour, Louis Brion de la Tour, Louis

Physical Description: Colored ; 22 cm. x 25 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map surrounded by a decorative frame with information on the Congo, Monomotapa, Zanibar, Cape of Good Hope and the islands.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0175, p. 198

Note

Norwich number: 0175

Note

RID: MOA 0113

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0176

_Nieuwe en Naauwkerige Kaart van het Zuidlyk Gedeelte van Africa ... verbeeterd door W.A. Bachiene._ = _A new and accurate map of the southern parts of Africa, improved by W.A. Bachiene._ 1782 -- Unknown : Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767 Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 34 cm. x 42 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: This is a Dutch version of the 1747 English edition of Bowen's map (see NOR 0170); Prime meridian through London.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0176, p. 199

Note

Norwich number: 0176

Note

RID: MOA 0108

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0177

_Africæ Pars Meridionalis cum Promontorio Bonae Spei Accuratissime Delineato Opera ... = Southern part of Africa with Cape of Good Hope. 1778 -- Vienna : Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777

Physical Description: Colored ; 46 cm. x 55 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Coastline provides inaccurate information. Hottentot tribes are illustrated throughout the mainland. Inset: Cape Fort, Saldanha Bay and the Cape of Good Hope. Dedicated to Domino Wilhelmo.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0177, p. 200

Note

Norwich number: 0177

Note

RID: MOA 0270

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0179

Africa. No date -- Edinburgh
Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812

Physical Description: Colored ; 39 cm. x 86 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source: The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas (c. 1826-31)

Descriptive Notes: First issued by Daniel Lizars Sr. in A New and Elegant General Atlas of the World ... (1808-12). Later the plates were reissued by Daniel Lizars Jr. (c. 1826-31). Across the top: Part of Africa. Top right: LVI; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0179, p. 202

Norwich number: 0179

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0180

Carte de L'Afrique Meridionale ou Pays Entre la ligne & le cap de Bonne Esperance et L'Isle de Madagascar. = Map of southern Africa or countries between the equator and the Cape of Good Hope and Madagascar. No date -- Amsterdam : Leth, Hendrick de

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 57.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Originally issued by the Visscher family in 1710. Hendrik de Leth, married into the Visscher family took over the business and imprinted this map with his name. Also issued by Jan Barend Elwe (see NOR 0180a). Two insets are shown, Cape Peninsula and Plan and elevation of Table Bay.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0180, p. 203

Norwich number: 0180

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0180a

Carte de L'Afrique Meridionale ou Pays Entre la ligne & le cap de Bonne Esperance et L'Isle de Madagascar. = Map of southern Africa or countries between the equator and the Cape of Good Hope and Madagascar. 1792 -- Amsterdam : Elwe, Jan Barend

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 57.5 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Duplicate map. Originally issued by the Visscher family in 1710. Hendrik de Leth, married into the Visscher family took over the business and imprinted this map with his name. Two insets are shown, Cape Peninsula and Plan and elevation of Table Bay.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0180a, p. 203

Note

Norwich number: 0180a

Note

RID: MOA 0247

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0183

Carta geografica de Africa del Capo de bon Esperanze sino al Regno et Imperio Monamotapo e Ria de la Goa. Scoperto dell' Citadino e Commandante ... = Map of Africa from Cape of Good Hope to the kingdom of Monomotapa ... 1793 -- Unknown :

Pisani, Almoro Alvise, 1754-1808 Pisani, Almoro Alvise, 1754-1808

Physical Description: manuscript map : Colored ; 36 cm. x 61 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Across the bottom reads, Landtogt gedaan door de Zuid-Kust van Africa in den Jaare 1781 tot 1793 door Louis Almaro Pisani Burger Commandant en Ingzeetenen der Colonie Zwellendam; Inset of Port Natal.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0183, p. 207

Note

Norwich number: 0183

Note

RID: MOA 0205

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0184


Lapie, M. (Pierre), 1779-1850

Physical Description: Outline color ; 21.5 cm. x 29 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Pellicier (script engraver). Across top: Longitude du Meridien de Paris; Prime meridian through Paris.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0184, p. 209

Note

Norwich number: 0184

Note

RID: MOA 0325

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0186

*Southern Africa.* 1809 -- London : Cadell and Davies, Strand, and Longman, Hurst, Rees and Orme

Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826

Herbert, L.

Physical Description: Colored ; 50 cm. x 69 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: (British edition)

Note

Descriptive Notes: An American edition was issued by Inskeep and Bradford in 1815 (see NOR 0186a).

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0186, p. 211

Note

Norwich number: 0186

Note

RID: MOA 0314

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0186a

Southern Africa.1815 -- Philadelphia : Inskeep and Bradford
Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826
Herbert, L.

Physical Description: Colored ; 50 cm. x 69 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich


Note
Descriptive Notes: A British edition was issued by Cadell and Davies, Strand, and Longman, Hurst, Rees and Orme in 1809 (see NOR 0186) . Title across top: Pinkerton's Modern Atlas.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0186, p. 211

Note
Norwich number: 0186a

Note
RID: MOA 0315

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0187

Vicariati Apostolici nel Congo, Capo di Buona Speranza, Natal, e S. Ma. Mayotta, Nossibe Madagascar Prelazia di Mozambico. No date -- Unknown :
Anonymous

Physical Description: Colored ; 47 cm. x 62 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: "... probably originated from the Vatican in Rome. Shows southern Africa divided into its various states and colonies." Top left: TAV. CXII.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0187, p. 212

Note
Norwich number: 0187

Note
RID: MOA 0307

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- No date
Call No: NOR 0188

*Afrique Meridionale. = Southern Africa.* 1828 -- Paris : Brue, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832

- Brue, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832

  - Physical Description: Colored ; 36 cm. x 51 cm.
  - Note
  - Program: Jacobson Africana Program
  - Custodial History
  - Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
  - Note
  - Source:
  - Note

  - Descriptive Notes: Insets, enlargement of southern tip of Africa, islands northeast of Madagascar, Mascareignes islands, Kerguelen island. Prime meridian through London; Top right: 'Atlas, en 65 feuilles, No. 53'.
  - Note
  - References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0188, p. 213
  - Note
  - Norwich number: 0188
  - Note
  - RID: MOA 0115

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms

    - Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0193

*South Africa Compiled from the M.S. Maps in the Colonial Office.* 1834 -- London : Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)Owen, W. F. W., 1774-1857

- Owen, W. F. W., 1774-1857

  - Physical Description: Colored ; 31 cm. x 39 cm.
  - Note
  - Program: Jacobson Africana Program
  - Custodial History
  - Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
  - Note
  - Source:
  - Note

  - Descriptive Notes: Insets of Environs of the Cape district, District of George, Environs of Graham-Town and Cape-Town.
  - Note
  - References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0193, p. 218
  - Note
  - Norwich number: 0193
  - Note
  - RID: MOA 0178

  - Subjects and Indexing Terms

    - Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0194

Neueste Karte von Sud Africa Nach den besten Quellen entworf und gezeichn von ...

= Latest map of Africa drawn from reliable information by ... 1846 -- : Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856

Radefeld, Carl Christian Franz, 1788-1874

Physical Description: Steel : Outline color ; 29 cm. x 36 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Meyer's Neuste Universal Handatlas
Note
Descriptive Notes: "An accurate and detailed map, especially of the Cape Colony and Kafferland." Insets of, the Eastern Cap Coast, District of George, Cape Peninsula and Cape Town; Prime meridian through Paris and Ferro Island. Top left: Meyers Handatlas. Top right: No. 93.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0194, p. 219

Note
Norwich number: 0194
Note
RID: MOA 0163

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0195


Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893

Physical Description: Colored ; 28.5 cm. x 35.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: World Atlas
Note
Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Washington; Bottom right: No. 36.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0195, p. 220

Note
Norwich number: 0195
Note
RID: MOA 0260

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0196

_map of south africa illustrating dr. livingstone's discoveries_. 1858 -- london : pepper, w.

physical description: manuscript : outline color ; 35 cm. x 47 cm.

note:

program: jacobson africana program

custodial history

provenance: dr. oscar l. norwich

note:

source:

note:

descriptive notes: dr. livingstone "was the first european to cross the african continent ... ". map illustrates exploration routes of livingston's journeys.

note:

references: norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 page number: map 0196, p. 221

note:

norwich number: 0196

note:

RID: MOA 0210

subjects and indexing terms

africa -- southern africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0197

_southern africa comprising cape colony, natal &c. with orange river free states_. 1862 -- edinburgh : william blackwood and sons johnston, alexander keith, 1804-1871 johnston, alexander keith, 1804-1871

physical description: colored ; 28 cm. x 44 cm.

note:

program: jacobson africana program

custodial history

provenance: dr. oscar l. norwich

note:

source: general atlas

note:

descriptive notes: this map is in two parts, northwest africa, shows mountain ranges, river and coastal inlets. the southern portion illustrates greater detail than johnston's earlier map (see nor 0145). top right: keith johnston's general atlas; bottom right: 38.

note:

references: norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 page number: map 0197, p. 222

note:

norwich number: 0197

note:

RID: MOA 0198

subjects and indexing terms

africa -- southern africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0198

**South Africa by Jas Wyld, Geographer to the Queen and H.R. H. Prince Albert. 1844 -- London**

Wyld, James, 1812-1887

Physical Description: Outline color; 52 cm. x 82 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Part of a series of South African maps, (see NOR 0199, NOR 0200, NOR 0201) illustrating the growing settlements in colored outline. Verso: 32.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0198, p. 223

Note

Norwich number: 0198

Note

RID: MOA 0290

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- South Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0199

**South Africa by Jas Wyld, Geographer to the Queen and H.R. H. Prince Albert. 1854-1861 -- London**

Wyld, James, 1812-1887

Physical Description: Outline color; 52 cm. x 82 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Part of a series of South African maps, (see NOR 0198, NOR 0200, NOR 0201). Verso: 56.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0199, p. 225

Note

Norwich number: 0199

Note

RID: MOA 0291

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0200

*South Africa by Jas Wyld, Geographer to the Queen and H.R.H. Prince Albert.* 1855 -- London

Wyld, James, 1812-1887

Physical Description: Outline color; 53 cm. x 83.5 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich


References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0200, p. 226

Norwich number: 0200

RID: MOA 0292

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0201

*South Africa by Jas Wyld, Geographer to the Queen.* 1886 -- London

Wyld, James, 1812-1887

Physical Description: Outline color; 52 cm. x 82 cm

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich


References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0210, p. 227

Norwich number: 0210

RID: MOA 0293

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0202

*Cape of Good Hope, Natal &c. 1858* -- London : Weller, Edward, d. 1884 Weller, Edward, d. 1884 Weller, Edward, d. 1884

Physical Description: Outline color ; 43.5 cm. x 63.4 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Borders of subdivisions are shown in printed colors; Prime meridian through Greenwich. Bottom left: Weekly Despatch Atlas. 139 Fleet Street.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0202, p. 228

Note

Norwich number: 0202

Note

RID: MOA 0249

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0203

*South Africa, From Official and other authentic Authorities. 1870-72* -- Edinburgh : A. Fullarton & Co. Fullarton, Archibald Fullarton, Archibald

Physical Description: Colored ; 40 cm. x 52 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Peninsula of the Cape; Prime meridian through Greenwich. Top left and right: No. 65.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0203, p. 229

Note

Norwich number: 0203

Note

RID: MOA 0230

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0204


Physical Description: Colored ; 48.5 cm. x 66.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Historic sites are illustrated, such as the diamond fields of Griqualand West. Title across top: Rand, McNally & Company's Indexed Atlas of the World. Top left: 138. Top right: 139; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0204, p. 230

Note
Norwich number: 0204
Note
RID: MOA 0311

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0205

Delineatio Promontorii, Quod Cabo de bona Esperanca vulgo vocatur. = Map of the promontory known as Cape of Good Hope. 1598 -- Frankfurt : Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 14 cm. x 17 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Petits Voyages (1598)

Note
Descriptive Notes: The seas contain sea monsters, sailing ships, natives paddling a canoe and two compass roses. Part of folio map with Latin text on bottom. "The map also appears in Indiae Orientalis Pars, IX (Verhoefs voyage to the Moluccas, 1607-1609), by de Bry, published in Frankfurt in 1612, with a Latin edition 1607-1612." Top right: III. Bottom right: GK.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0205, p. 232

Note
Norwich number: 0205
Note
RID: MOA 0036

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 16th c.
Nieuwe Naukeurige Land-en Zee-Kaart, van het voornaamste Gedeelte der Kaïfersche Kust, Begrypende de Sardanje-Bay en de Caap de Bonne Esperanca met alle des Zelfs Plantazien. = New and accurate map and sea chart of the Cape coast from Saldanha Bay to the Cape of Good Hope. 1688-1702 -- Amsterdam

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 57 cm. x 48 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: 

Note

Descriptive Notes: Title across top: Nova et Accurata Tabula Promontorii Bonae Spei vulgo Cabo de Bona Esperanca; Prime meridian through Tenerife. Compiled by Ottens, Joachim, 1663-1719.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0207, p. 234

Note

Norwich number: 0207

Note

RID: MOA 0125

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0209

A Map of the Cape of Good Hope with its true Situation. 1703 -- London

Nieuhof, Johannes, 1618-1672

Exploration

Physical Description: Colored ; 27 cm. x 35 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: 

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map shows "early routes of one of the early exploring expeditions." Mainland is decorated with various animals, elephants, lion, snakes, ostriches, cows and sheep. The seas contain several sailing vessels and a compass rose. Inset: View of Table Mountain. Top left: Vol. 2 p. 141.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0209, p. 236

Note

Norwich number: 0209

Note

RID: MOA 0152

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0210

**Vue et Description du Cap de Bonne Esperance.** = View and description of the Cape of Good Hope. 1705-1720 -- Paris : Chatelain, Henri Abraham; Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721. Chatelain, Henri Abraham

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 35.5 cm. x 21 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Historique et Methodique (1705-20)

Note


Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0210, p. 237

Note

Norwich number: 0210

Note

RID: MOA 0037

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.

---

Call No: NOR 0211

**Cap de Bonne Esperance.** = Cape of Good Hope. 1705 -- Paris : Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 24.5 cm. x 35 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Curieux

Note

Descriptive Notes: Insets: Table Bay and a whaling station, the other a ground-plan of the Fort. Top right: 327.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0211, p. 238

Note

Norwich number: 0211

Note

RID: MOA 0128

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0212

*Le Cap de Bonne Esperance Suivant les Nouvelles Observations de Messrs. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences ... = Cape of Good Hope according to the observations made by the Royal Academy of Science.* 1713 -- Leiden : Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1773

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 22.5 cm. x 29.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Cartouche is "on a stone pediment surmounted by a lion and lioness, with a view of Table Bay in the background and the Governor’s garden and homestead." Map includes a note describing the Cape of Good Hope and a legend explaining the contents of the mainland.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0212, p. 239

Note

Norwich number: 0212

Note

RID: MOA 0142

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0214

*Niuewe Kaart van Caap der Goode Hoop in hare rechte jegenwoordige staat vertoond door ... = New map of the Cape of Good Hope.* 1724-1726 -- Amsterdam : van Braam, J. and onder de Linden, G. Valentijn, Francois, 1656-1727

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 44 cm. x 56 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Valentijn's Oud en Nieuw Oost Indien, vol. 5 (1724-1726)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Detail of the Cape Peninsula with names of farms and their owners. Top right: No. 43. This map "served as a source for other map makers over a number of years."

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0214, p. 241

Note

Norwich number: 0214

Note

RID: MOA 0134

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0215

*Gezicht van Kaap der Goede Hope, als men op de Reede legt.* = *View of the Cape of Good Hope ...* 1726 -- Amsterdam : van Braam, J. and onder de Linden, G. Valentijn, Francois, 1656-1727

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 27 cm. x 36 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Pieter van de Aa's map (see NOR 0216). Each mountain is numbered with an accompanying legend. Border: 1. 't Vlek. 2. de Tafel-berg. 3. de Wind-berg. 4. de Leeuwen-bert. Top right: No. 38. C.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0215, p. 242

Note

Norwich number: 0215

Note

RID: MOA 0153

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0216

*Le Cape de Bonne Esperance comme il a ete ci-devant.* = *The Cape of God Hope ...* 1727 -- Leiden : Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 28.5 cm. x 34 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Valentijn' s map (see NOR 0215). The mountains are numbered and named in the border. 1. Le chateau. 2. Le Petit-Fort. 3. Montagne du lion. 4. Montagne de la Table. 5. Montagne du Vent. 6. Endroit ou tous les Bataeux Viennent.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0216, p. 243

Note

Norwich number: 0216

Note

RID: MOA 0154

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0218

Carta Geographica del Capo de Buona Speranza. = Map of the Cape of Good Hope. 1740-1756 -- Venice : L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

Physical Description: Colored ; 32 cm. x 42 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlante Novissimo Che Contiene tutti le parti del Mondo (1740-1756)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Example of a popular L'Isle map, which others copied. Map "shows the routes from the Cape inland to the kraals of the various tribes, sweet water wells, salt pans, woods, rivers, and many of the early farming settlements." Inset: Spiegazione.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0218, p. 245
Note
Norwich number: 0218
Note
RID: MOA 0168
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0221

Nieuwe Kaart van de Kaap der Goede Hoope en der na by gelegen Landen volgens de Afmeetingen van den Abt. de la Caille in 1752. = New map of the Cape of Good Hope and surrounding country ... 1763 -- Amsterdam : Tirion, IsaaKTirion, Isaak

Physical Description: Colored ; 31.5 cm. x 21.5 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Nieuwe en Beknopte Handatlas (1744-69)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Paris and Tenerife.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0221, p. 248
Note
Norwich number: 0221
Note
RID: MOA 0172
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
Il Paese Degli ottentotti ne' Contorni del Capo di Buona Speranza. = The land of the Hottentots ... the Cape of Good Hope. 1781 -- Paris : Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 24.5 cm. x 34.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Teatro della Guerra Maritime (1781)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0222, p. 249
Note
Norwich number: 0222
Note
RID: MOA 0093

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.

The Dutch Colony of the Cape of Good Hope. 1795 -- London : Faden, William Delarochette, L. Delarochette, L.

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 50 cm. x 33 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: William Faden's Atlas (1795)
Note
Descriptive Notes: The title of the cartouche is on a cliff, nearby are palms, natives on horseback and an elephant; Prime meridian through London.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0225, p. 252
Note
Norwich number: 0225
Note
RID: MOA 0126

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0227

*Southern coast of Africa.* 1803 -- London : Cadell & Davies Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823

**Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823**

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 25.5 cm. x 41 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Untitled atlas containing maps of Africa (1803)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Part of a series of four double-paged linen backed coastal map. Inset: Table Bay and False Bay.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0227, p. 254

Note

Norwich number: 0227

Note

RID: MOA 0081

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- South Coast of Africa -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0230

*A New Chart of False Bay.* 1808 -- Unknown

**Cruger, S.**

Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 35 cm. x 30.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Marine Atlas or Seamen's Complete Pilot (1808)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes numerous soundings and rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0230, p. 257

Note

Norwich number: 0230

Note

RID: MOA 0135

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- False Bay -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0232

_A Military Sketch of that part of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, Bordering on the Caffres and most exposed to their Depredations with the different Military Posts, Roads, Rivers &c._ 1818 -- London : Faden, William, 1750?-1836.

**Faden, William, 1750?-1836.**
**Wily, Lieut.**

_Military_

**Physical Description:** Uncolored ; 60 cm. x 48 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: "A legend refers in detail to military posts, posts with farms, troops' quarters, villages." Inset: Note on the Great Fish River.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0232, p. 259

Note

Norwich number: 0232

Note

RID: MOA 0279

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0234

_Survey of the Cape of Good Hope by Lieut. A.T.E. Vidal of HMS Leven assisted by Capt. Lechmere, Lt. T. Boteler and Mr. M.H.A. Gibbons under the direction of ... 1882._ 1828 -- London : Hydrographical Office of Admiralty.

_Owen, W. F. W., 1774-1857.**

**Owen, W. F. W., 1774-1857.**

**Wily, Lieut.**

_Military_

**Physical Description:** Uncolored ; 59 cm. x 43 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source: Narrative of Voyages to Explore the Shores of Africa, Arabia and Madagascar (vol. 2, 1883)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset : Dias Rock and Cape Hangklip. Bottom right: 636.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0234, p. 261

Note

Norwich number: 0234

Note

RID: MOA 0133

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0235

*Map of the Eastern Frontier of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope.* 1838 -- London: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823
Chase, John Centlivres

Physical Description: Colored; 50.5 cm. x 58 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: First published in 1836 by John Arrowsmith of London. "This map provides a great deal of historical and geographical information regarding the important part of the Cape Colony which was the scene of nine frontier wars between the Cape government and the Xhosa tribe." Inset shows 'Statistical notes 1833'. Dedicated to Sir Benjamin D'Urban.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0235, p. 262

Note

Norwich number: 0235

Note

RID: MOA 0119

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Eastern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0236

*Cape District, Cape of Good Hope.* 1838 -- London: Wyld, James, 1812-1887

Delarochette, L

Physical Description: Uncolored; 50.5 cm. x 33 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: First published by Delarochette in 1782. Second edition in 1795 (see NOR 0225).

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0236, p. 264

Note

Norwich number: 0236

Note

RID: MOA 0139

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape District -- 19th c.
Africa

Call No: NOR 0237

_Cape Colony, 1851 -- London : Tallis, John, 1815 or 6-1876_ Tallas, John, 1815 or 6-1876_Warren, H.

Physical Description: Steel : Outline color ; 24 cm. x 32 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World (1851)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Cape Town, entrance to Knysna and Graham's Town. Illustrations engraved by Bond, H. W., fl. 1827-1849; Prime meridian through Greenwich.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0237, p. 265

Note

Norwich number: 0237

Note

RID: MOA 0187

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape Colony -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0239a

_Typus orarum maritimarum Guinae, Manicongo & Angloae ultra promontorium Bonae Spei ... = Marine map of Guinea, Manicongo and Angola to the Cape of Good Hope ..._ 1596 -- Amsterdam : Langren, Arnold Florent van, 1580-1644_Langren, Arnold Florent van, 1580-1644_Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 38 cm. x 53 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Companion map to NOR 0239b, which form a map of Africa and the surrounding seas. This map is from the Dutch edition published in 1596. The sea contains two compass roses. Inset: Views of Ascension and St. Helena.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0239a, p. 274

Note

Norwich number: 0239a

Note

RID: MOA 0146

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Islands -- 16th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0239b

*Delineatio Orarum maritimarum Terrae vulgo indigitatae Terra do Natal item Sofala Mozambicae & Melindae ...* = Marine map of Natal, Sofala, Mozambique and Melinde ... 1598 -- London : Wolfe, John, d. 1601 Langren, Arnold Florent van, 1580-1644

**Langren, Arnold Florent van, 1580-1644**

*Sea chart*

**Physical Description:** Uncolored ; 38 cm. x 53 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Companion map to NOR 0239a. This map is from the Dutch edition, published in 1596. Seas contain several compass roses with radiating rhumb lines, ships, whales and dolphins.

**Note**

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0239, p. 275

**Note**

Norwich number: 0239b

**Note**

RID: MOA 0145

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Oceans -- Islands -- 16th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0240

*Mar di Aethiopia vulgo Oceanus Aethiopicus.* = Sea chart of the Atlantic Ocean.1650

-- Amsterdam : Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664

**Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664**

*Sea chart*

**Physical Description:** Colored ; 43 cm. x 56 cm.

**Note**

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**

Source: Atlantis Majoris (1650)

Descriptive Notes: Extends eastward to include South America. The compass rose radiates numerous rhumb lines. "An elongated land mass along the lower border is labelled Terra Australis Incognita probably one of the earliest representations of Australia."

**Note**

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0240, p. 276

**Note**

Norwich number: 0240

**Note**

RID: MOA 0155

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0241

Oost Indien van Cabo de Bona Esperanca tot Ceilon. = East Indies from Cape of Good Hope to Ceylon. 1654 -- Amsterdam: Colom, Arnold

Colom, Arnold

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored; 63 cm. x 54 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Zee Atlas (1654)

Note

Descriptive Notes: "The top of the cartouche shows a large open-mouthed animal with its fangs overlapping the top edge." The Indian Ocean contain two compass roses with radiating rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0241, p. 277

Note

Norwich number: 0241

Note

RID: MOA 0193

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0242

Tabula transitus Gibraltaris cum Portibus Hispanicis usq. Malagam. = Map of the Straits of Gibraltar, Spanish and Barbary coasts. No date -- Frankfurt: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650

Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored; 26 cm. x 36 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: A sailing ship is illustrated alongside a compass rose.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0242, p. 278

Note

Norwich number: 0242

Note

RID: MOA 0160

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0243

*Pas-karte van de Zuyd-west-kust van Africa; van Cabo Negro tot beoosten Cabo de Bona Esperanca.* = *Map of the south-west coast of Africa from Cape Negro to Cape of Good Hope.* No date -- Amsterdam : Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 Sea chart

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 29 cm. x 52 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Identical sea chart by Jodocus Hondius appeared in Klare Besgryving van Cabo de Bona Esperanca of 1652. The sea contains a north-pointing compass rose. Inset: Vlees Bay and Cape of Good Hope.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0243, p. 279

Note

Norwich number: 0243

Note

RID: MOA 0127

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Cape of Good Hope -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0244

*Pascaerte van't Westelycke Deel van Oost Indien, van Cabo de Bona Esperanca tot C. Comorin.* = *Map of the western part of the East Indies from the Cape of Good Hope to Cape Comorin.* 1654 -- Amsterdam : Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 Sea chart

Physical Description: Outline color ; 44 cm. x 54 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The sea is decorated with two sailing vessels and one compass rose with rhumb lines that extend over southern Arabia and the west coast of India. Cartouche includes two Africans in oriental costume and four children.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0244, p. 280

Note

Norwich number: 0244

Note

RID: MOA 0266

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Sea chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0245

Carta particolare che comincia con il Capo Degortam e con il capo Buona Speranza e finisce in Gradi 27 di Latitudine Australe. = Map of South Africa from Cape Degortam round the Cape of Good Hope to lat. 27 degrees S. 1646-7 -- Florence : Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649 Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649 Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649 Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649 Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 46 cm. x 73 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Arcano del Mare (1646-7, Book VI)
Note
Descriptive Notes: The interior remains almost blank with the exception of three mountain ranges. The bays and capes are marked.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0245, p. 282
Note
Norwich number: 0245
Note
RID: MOA 0295
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0246


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 45 cm. x 72 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Second version of Dudley's southern Africa. Extends from Ethiopia to Quiloa. Inset: Somaliland.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0246, p. 283
Note
Norwich number: 0246
Note
RID: MOA 0296
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Southern Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0247

Carta particolareche mostra il Capo buona Speranza con il Mare Verso Ponte e con L'isole di Tristan D'Acunha e di Martin Vaz. = Map showing the Cape of Good Hope and islands of Tristan da Cunha and Martin Vaz. 1646-7 -- Florence : Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 47 cm. x 74 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Calligraphy covers much of the South Atlantic. A compass rose and two sailing vessels decorate the sea.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0247, p. 284
Note
Norwich number: 0247
Note
RID: MOA 0324

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea Chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0248


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 47 cm. x 75 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Portuguese settlements and rivers and bays are indicated on the coastlines. The sea contains a compass rose and one sailing vessel.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0248, p. 285
Note
Norwich number: 0248
Note
RID: MOA 0323

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea Chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0249

Carta particolare della parte Tramontana dell'Isola di San Lorenza con la costa diripetto sin. a Monbazza con l'Isole e Seccagne Int. = East coast of Africa including the northern part of Madagascar. 1646-7 -- Florence : Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Sea chart

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 45 cm. x 73 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The sea is decorated with one sailing vessel and a compass rose.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0249, p. 287

Note

Norwich number: 0249

Note

RID: MOA 0322

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0250

Carta particolare che comincia con il fiume Juntas nella Guinea e finisce con il capo di S. Dara e con l'Isola d'S. Thomaso. = West coast of Africa from the river Juntas to Cape St. Dara. 1646-7 -- Florence : Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 46 cm. x 74 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Island of St. Thomas.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0250, p. 287

Note

Norwich number: 0250

Note

RID: MOA 0321

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0251

*Carta particolare dell mare Oceano fra l'Ierlandia e l'Isole di Asores.* = *Chart of the western ocean with the Azores.*

1646-7 -- Florence : Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 46 cm. x 36 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Arcano del Mare

Note

Descriptive Notes: A compass rose and sailing vessel decorate the sea.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0251, p. 288

Note

Norwich number: 0251

Note

RID: MOA 0320

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0252

*Barbariae et Guineae Maritimi a Freto Gibralta ad Fluvium Gambiae cum Insulis Salsis Flandricis et Canaricis.* = *Sea chart of the Barbary and Guinea coasts from the Straits of Gibralta to Cape Verde.*

No date -- Amsterdam : Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 48 cm. x 56 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map includes coast of Spain and Portugal. The sea shows several ships engaged in battle. Two compass roses radiate numerous rhumb lines. The cartouche illustrates a scene of a Moor holding a decapitated head. Similar cartouche to van Keulen map (see NOR 0267).

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0252, p. 289

Note

Norwich number: 0252

Note

RID: MOA 0222

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0253

*Tractus Littorales Guineae a Promontorio Verde usque ad Sinum Catenbelae.* = *Map of coast of Guinea from Cape Verde to Catenbela Bay.* No date -- Amsterdam: Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765; Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 56 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Sea contain three ships and two compass roses with rhumb lines.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0253, p. 290

Norwich number: 0253

RID: MOA 0221

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Guinea -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0254

*Cimbebas et Caffariae Littora a Catenbela ad Promontorium Bonae Spei. Pascaerte van Cimbebas en Caffrares Streckende van Catembela tot Cabo de Bona Esperanca.* = *Map of Cimbebas and Caffaria from Catembela to Cape of Good Hope.* 1715 -- Amsterdam: Renard, Louis

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 43 cm. x 53 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Similar to Ottens map (see NOR 0255). Surrounding the cartouche is a group of lions, a leopard, goat and a snake. Lower corner, a group led by Neptune. Battling ships and two compass roses with rhumb lines decorate the Atlantic.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0254, p. 291

Norwich number: 0254

RID: MOA 0215

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Cimbebas et Caffariae Littora a Catenbela ad Promontorium Bonae Spei. Pascaert van Cimbebas en Caffrares Streckende van Catembela tot Cabo de Bona Esperanca. = Map of Cimbebas and Caffraria from Catembela to Cape of Good Hope. 1680-1745 -- Amsterdam : Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 42 cm. x 53 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Almost identical to the Renard's map (see NOR 0254). Inset: De Ommelanden van de Caap de Goede Hoop met de Saldanha, Tafel en Falso Baien in Groot Bestek.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0255, p. 292

Note

Norwich number: 0255

Note

RID: MOA 0218

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0255a

Cimbebas et Caffariae Littora a Catenbela ad Promontorium Bonae Spei. Pascaert van Cimbebas en Caffrares Streckende van Catembela tot Cabo de Bona Esperanca. = Map of Cimbebas and Caffraria from Catembela to Cape of Good Hope. 1680-1745 -- Amsterdam : Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 42 cm. x 53 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Duplicate map. Almost identical to the Renard's map (see NOR 0254). Inset: De Ommelanden van de Caap de Goede Hoop met de Saldanha, Tafel en Falso Baien in Groot Bestek.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0255a, p. 292

Note

Norwich number: 0255a

Note

RID: MOA 0220

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea Chart -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0256
Occidentalior Tractus Indiarum Orientalium a Promontorio Bonae Spei ad C. Comorin. = The Indian Ocean from Cape of Good Hope to Cape Comorin. 1680 -- Amsterdam: Wit, Frederik de
Wit, Frederik de
Sea chart
Physical Description: Outline color; 44 cm. x 54 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: "One of four charts of the coast of Africa, that first appeared in Wit's Zee Atlas of 1675. Both Ottens and Renard appear to have adapted some of the plates for their own use." Cartouche includes several animals, a tiger, snake, lion, ostrich, and a cow. A group of figures stand on top of the title. Two compass roses radiate rhumb lines.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0256, p. 293
Note
Norwich number: 0256
Note
RID: MOA 0223
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0257
Occidentalior Tractus Indiarum Orientalium a Promontorio Bonae Spei ad C. Comorin. = The Indian Ocean from Cape of Good Hope to Cape Comorin. 1680-1745 -- Amsterdam: Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765Ottens, R. (Reinier), 1698-1750; Ottens, J. (Josua), 1704-1765Sea chart
Physical Description: Colored; 44 cm. x 54 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: This map is identical to the Frederick de Wit's map (see NOR 0256).
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0257, p. 294
Note
Norwich number: 0257
Note
RID: MOA 0216
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0258

A Chart of Guinea Describing the Seacoast from Cape de Verde to Cape Bona Esperanca. 1675 -- London: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698

Physical Description: Outline color; 43 cm. x 53 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:


References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0258, p. 295

Norwich number: 0258

RID: MOA 0239

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0259

A Chart of Guinea. 1679 -- London: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698

Physical Description: Outline color; 11 cm. x 14 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Includes a large compass rose with radiating rhumb lines. Inlets and bays are named.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0259, p. 296

Norwich number: 0259

RID: MOA 0186

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea Chart -- 17th c.
**The Western Ocean.** No date -- London : Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698

**Sea chart**

Physical Description: Outline color; 43 cm. x 53 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map extends to include part of North and South America, western Europe and southern England. The cartouche, placed in the central Africa, contains two figures blowing horns. Another cartouche appears in South America with two natives and two animals surround the scale. The compass rose radiates rhumb lines to all four continents.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0260, p. 297

Note

Norwich number: 0260

Note

RID: MOA 0234

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

---

**Carte particuliere des Costes de l'Afrique depuis C. del Gado jusques Rio Mocambo, et les Isles aux Environs. Levee Par Ordre Expres de Roys de Portugal sous qui on en a Fait la Decouverte. = Specific map of the African coast from Cape del Gado to Rio Mocambo and the adjacent islands. 1700 -- Amsterdam : Mortier, Pierre Mortier,**

**Pierre Sea chart**

Physical Description: Colored; 40 cm. x 58 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Mortier's Atlas Suite de Neptune Francais or the Atlas Nouveau des Cartes Marines (1700)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: L'Isle Anjoane ou Anjuanny. Sixteen-point compass rose radiates rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0261, p. 298

Note

Norwich number: 0261

Note

RID: MOA 0272

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Sea chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0262

_Carte Particuliere de la Mer Rouge &c. Levee Par Ordre Expres des Roys de Portugal, sous qui on en a Fait la Decouverte._ = _Specific map of the Red Sea._ 1700 -- Amsterdam : Mortier, Pierre Mortier, Pierre Sea chart

- Physical Description: Outline color ; 52.5 cm. x 76 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source: Atlas Suite de Neptune Francais (1700)
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: The sea contains two compass roses with rhumb lines. Inset: Island of Zocatora, island and fort of Mombasa.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0262, p. 299
- Note
- Norwich number: 0262
- Note
- RID: MOA 0282
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0263

_Carte Particuliere des Costes de L'Afrique qui Comprend le Pays de Cafres &c. Levee par Ordre Expres des Roys de Portugal sous qui on en a Fait la Decouverte._ = _Specific map of the African coast including Caffraria._ 1700 -- Amsterdam : Mortier, Pierre Mortier, Pierre Sea chart

- Physical Description: Uncolored ; 57 cm. x 82 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Indicates many rivers and settlements discovered by the Portuguese. The sea contains a sixteen-point compass rose with rhumb lines. Inset: Island of Inhancato and the fortress of Sofala.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0263, p. 300
- Note
- Norwich number: 0263
- Note
- RID: MOA 0283
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0264

Carte Particuliere des Costes de l'Afrique depuis Cabo Ledo jusques au Cap de Bone Esperance. Levee par Ordre Expres des Roys de Portugal sous qui on en a fait la Decouvert. = Specific map of the African coast from Cape Ledo to the Cape of Good Hope. 1700 -- Amsterdam : Mortier, Pierre Mortier, Pierre Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 58 cm. x 43 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: The compass rose radiate rhumb lines. Inset: map of Saldanha Bay.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0264, p. 301

Note
Norwich number: 0264

Note
RID: MOA 0207

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0265

Carte des Costes de L'Afrique depuis Cap de Lopo jusques a l'Isle Mazira. Levee par Ordre Expres des Roys de Portugal sous qui on en a Fait la Decouverte. = Map of the coast of Africa from Cape Lopo to the island of Mazira. 1700 -- Amsterdam : Mortier, Pierre Mortier, Pierre Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 59 cm. x 48 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Includes portion of Arabia. Inset: Fortresse de Mozambique. Sea contain two compass roses with rhumb lines.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0265, p. 302

Note
Norwich number: 0265

Note
RID: MOA 0232

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0266

Carte Particuliere des Costes du Cap de Bone Esperance &c. Levee Par Ordre Expres des Roys de Portugal sous qui on en a Fait la Decouverte. = Map of the coast of the Cape of Good Hope ... 1700 -- Amsterdam : Mortier, Pierre Mortier, Pierre Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 56 cm. x 80 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlas Suite de Neptune Francais (1700)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: View of the Cape of Good Hope. Plan of the Cape of Good Hope.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0266, p. 303
Note
Norwich number: 0266
Note
RID: MOA 0284
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0267

Nieuwe Pascaert van Oost Indien Verthoonende hen van C. de Bona Esperanca tot aan het Landt van Eso. Geleyt op Wassende Graeden en van Veel Fouten Verbeteret. = New map of East Indies from Cape of Good Hope to Japan and Australia. 1680 -- Amsterdam : Keulen, Johannes vanKeulen, Johannes vanKeulen, Johannes vanSea chart

Physical Description: Outline color ; 51 cm. x 58 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Zee Atlas (1680)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Two cartouches are shown on this map. The cartouche at the top is similar to Otten's map (see NOR 0252). The second cartouche provides the name and address of the author and is surrounded by dolphins and European traders. Two compass roses radiate rhumb lines.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0267, p. 304
Note
Norwich number: 0267
Note
RID: MOA 0236
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Pascaarte van de Bocht van Gabon tuschen C. Formosa and C. de Lopo. = Map of the coast of Gabon from Cape Formosa to Cape de Lopo. 1680 -- Amsterdam : Keulen, Johannes van Keulen, Johannes van

Physical Description: Colored ; 50.5 cm. x 58.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source: Zee Atlas (1680)

Descriptive Notes: Includes title on a piece of masonry, on each side are natives and apes. "The scale is illustrated on another rectangular stone block with the head and shoulders of a male and female leaning on the masonry." A ship, sea monster and a compass rose with numerous rhumb lines decorate the seas. Lower right: 6.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0268, p. 305

Norwich number: 0268

RID: MOA 0202

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0269

A Plan of Table Bay with the Road of the Cape of Good Hope, from the Dutch Survey, Published by Johannes van Keulen.1778 -- London : Robert Sayer and John Bennett

(Firm)Keulen, Johannes van

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 48 cm. x 55 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Descriptive Notes: Also published in 1794, by Laurie and Whittle. A compass rose radiates numerous rhumb lines. Inset: South View of the Cape engraved by Abbe de la Caille. Top right: No. 3.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0269, p. 306

Norwich number: 0269

RID: MOA 0298

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Table Bay -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0269a

_A Plan of Table Bay, with the Road of the Cape of Good Hope, from the Dutch Survey, Published by Johannes van Keulen._London -- 1778 : Robert Laurie and James Whittle

Keulen, Johannes van

_Sea chart_

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 48 cm. x 55 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Almost identical map to NOR 0269, slightly larger and cartouche. Also published in 1794, by Laurie and Whittle. A compass rose radiates numerous rhumb lines. Inset: South View of the Cape engraved by Abbe de la Caille. Top right: No. 3.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0269, p. 306

Note

Norwich number: 0269a

Note

RID: MOA 0299

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Table Bay --

Call No: NOR 0270

_Wassende-Grade-Kaart van de Aetiopische Ocean beslooten met de kusten van Guinea, Angola, de Caffers en Brasilia._ = Sea chart of the Atlantic Ocean with the coasts of Guinea, Angola, Caffraria and Brazil. 1753? -- Amsterdam : Joannes van Keulen, over de Nieubrug in de Gekroonde Lootsman

Keulen, Johannes van

_Keulen, Johannes van_ Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 51 cm. x 59 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: “The west coast of Africa is accurately depicted with its numerous Portuguese-named harbours.” The compass rose radiates numerous rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0270, p. 308

Note

Norwich number: 0270

Note

RID: MOA 0288

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
A chart of the coast of Africa from Mozambique to the Straits of Babelmandel and the adjoyning Ocean. 1728 -- London : Knapton, James, d. 1738; Knapton, John, 1696-1770

Knapton, James, d. 1738; Knapton, John, 1696-1770 Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 48 cm. x 58 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlas Maritimus et Commercialis (1728)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Chart includes the Horn of Africa and numerous islands in the Indian Ocean. The compass roses radiate numerous rhumb lines.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0271, p. 309
Note
Norwich number: 0271
Note
RID: MOA 0038
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Eastern Africa -- 18th c.

Carte Reduite de la Cote Meridionale d'Afrique, depuis la Baye de Saldagne jusqu'au Cap des Courans ... = Map of southern coast of Africa from Saldanha Bay to Cape Courans ... 1775 -- Amsterdam : Mortier, Pierre; Jaillot, Jean Baptiste Michel, 1710?-1780

Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 48 cm. x 66.5 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Atlas Neptune Oriental (1775)
Note
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0272, p. 310
Note
Norwich number: 0272
Note
RID: MOA 0285
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0273

A Generall Chart from England to Cape Bona Espranca with the Coast of Brasile. No date -- London : R. Mount & T. Page (Firm) Mount, William; Page, Thomas

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 53 cm. x 43.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: The compass rose radiates numerous rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0273, p. 311

Note

Norwich number: 0273

Note

RID: MOA 0233

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0274

The Bay of Algoa on the South Coast of Africa; Plan of Mossel Bay on the South Coast of Africa; Plan of Flesh Bay or Bay St. Bras on the South Coast of Africa; from van Keulen. 1778 -- London : Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm)

Keulen, Johannes van

Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 58 cm. x 26 cm

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: Three sea charts includes soundings and rhumb lines of the South Coast of Africa. Bottom right: No. 4.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0274, p. 312

Note

Norwich number: 0274

Note

RID: MOA 0289

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0275

_Pascaert van de Costa de Caffres Tusschen Cabo Negro en Cabo de bonae Esperanca._

= _Map of the coast of Kaffraria between Cape Negro and the Cape of Good Hope._

1716 -- Amsterdam : R. Mount & T. Page (Firm) Mount, William; Page, Thomas

Physical Description: Colored ; 50 cm. x 58 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The sea contains two compass roses with numerous rhumb lines extending over the mainland, one sailing vessel and one sea monster. Inset: Saldanha Bay. Bottom right: 9.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0275, p. 313

Note

Norwich number: 0275

Note

RID: MOA 0273

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Sea chart -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0276

_Plan du Cap de Bonne-Esperance et de ses Environs._

= _Map of the Cape of Good Hope and its surroundings._

1752 -- Paris : Haye, G. de la

_Apres de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis, 1707-1780_ Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 48 cm. x 33 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Near the coastline, soundings in French fathoms. Top right: 8.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0276, p. 314

Note

Norwich number: 0276

Note

RID: MOA 0077

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0277

A Chart of the Coast of Africa from Cape Virde to Cape to Cape Bona Esperance. 1708
-- London: R. Mount & T. Page (Firm)

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored; 44 cm. x 55 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: "The coastal placenames are numerous and based on Portuguese discoveries and exploration." The sea contains a compass rose with rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0277, p. 315

Note

Norwich number: 0277

Note

RID: MOA 0275

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0278

A chart of the Western part of the East Indies with all the Adjacent Islands from Cape Bona Esperance to the Island of Ceylon. 1708 -- London: R. Mount & T. Page (Firm)

Mount, William; Page, Thomas

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored; 44 cm. x 56 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Maritimus

Note

Descriptive Notes: Companion chart (see NOR 0277). Originally published by John Seller. Two compass roses radiate rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0278, p. 316

Note

Norwich number: 0278

Note

RID: MOA 0208

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0279

Carte Reduite d'une partie des costes occidentales et meridionales de l'afrique depuis Cabo Frio ou Cap Froid par les 19 degres de latitude merid. jusqu'a la baye S. Blaise pour servir aux vaissaux de la francai ... par ordre de M. Rouille ... = Map of southwest coast of Africa from Cap Froid to the Bay of St. Blaise. 1754 -- Paris :
Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 89 cm. x 55 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Five editions of this chart were printed. Inset: Views of Cape of Good Hope, Cape Agulhas and False Bay headland; Prime meridian through Paris, Ferro Island, Tenerife, Cap Lezard and London. Top right: 90.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0279, p. 317

Note
Norwich number: 0279

Note
RID: MOA 0090

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Southwest coast of Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0280

Carte reduite de l'ocean oriental ou mer des indes ... par ordre de M. de Machault ... = Map of the Indian Ocean.1757 -- Paris : Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772

Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 55 cm. x 86 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: The large cartouche is illustrated with trees, foliage, an elephant and a crocodile. Numerous rhumb lines radiate over the mainland; Prime meridian through Ferro Island and Tenerife.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0280, p. 318

Note
Norwich number: 0280

Note
RID: MOA 0091

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Indian Ocean -- 18th c.
Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 47 cm. x 33 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Source:

Descriptive Notes: Five silhouettes (Cape Agulhas, Cape of Hottentots, Cape of Good Hope, and two views of False Bay) on one sheet. Top right: 8.2d.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0281, p. 319
Norwich number: 0281

RID: MOA 0078

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- False Bay and Simon's Bay -- 18th c.

Plan de la Baye Simon, Situe au Cap de Bonne Esperance, suivant les Observations faites en Aout et Septembre 1775, par Mr. Dalrymple. = Plan of Simon's Bay at the Cape of Good Hope. 1775 -- Paris : Apres de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis d', 1707-1780
Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored ; 45 cm. x 33 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Apres de Mannevillette "was the first to determine longitude by measuring the distances of the sun and moon." Soundings are in French fathoms. Top right: 8.d.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0282, p. 320
Norwich number: 0282

RID: MOA 0079

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Simon's Bay -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0283

A map and chart of the Cape of Good Hope, with the Sounding in Table Bay, False Bay, and Saldanha Bay. 1781 -- London: Bew, John, d. 1793 Bew, John, d. 1793 Bew, John, d. 1793 Sea chart

Physical Description: Colored; 37.5 cm. x 27.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Published by Bew in 1781 as the English edition of Apres de Mannevillette's map in 1775. The sea contains a single compass rose.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0283, p. 321

Note

Norwich number: 0283

Note

RID: MOA 0095

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 18th c.

---

Call No: NOR 0284

A Plan of Cape Bona Esperance with False Bay. 1794 -- London: Robert Laurie and James Whittle Huddart, Joseph, 1741-1816 Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored; 66 cm. x 46 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: This chart also appeared in editions of Sayer and Bennett's Oriental Pilot. Inset: Silhouettes of mountain ranges from Table Mountain to Seamen'sberg. The bay contains a compass rose radiating rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0284, p. 322

Note

Norwich number: 0284

Note

RID: MOA 0303

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0286

*Tabula Moderna Prime Partis Aphricae.* = Modern map of first part of Africa.1513 -- Strasbourg : Schott, Johann, 1477-1548 Waldseemuller, Martin, 1470-1521?

Physical Description: Colored ; 41 cm. x 57 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Waldseemuller's Ptolemy atlas (1513)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Companion map to NOR 0149. Many kingdoms and coastal names are stated.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0286, p. 325
Note
Norwich number: 0286
Note
RID: MOA 0330

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0287


Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 29 cm. x 44 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Clavdii Ptolemaei Alexandrini Geographicae Enarrationis Libri Octo.
Note
Descriptive Notes: Map shaped irregular. Volume edited by Michael Servetus or Villanovanus.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0287, p. 326
Note
Norwich number: 0287
Note
RID: MOA 0039

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0289

*Aphriciae Tabula II. = Map of North Africa.* 1544 -- Basel: Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

- Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 25 cm. x 33 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0289, p. 328
- Note
- Norwich number: 0289
- Note
- RID: MOA 0040
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.

**Call No:** NOR 0290

*Altera Generalis Tab. Secundum Ptol. = Another map according to Ptolemy.* 1550 -- Basel: Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552

- Physical Description: Woodcut : Colored ; 25 cm. x 34 cm.
- Note
- Program: Jacobson Africana Program
- Custodial History
- Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- Note
- Source:
- Note
- Descriptive Notes: Smaller German edition of this map in Munster's Cosmographia (1550). Surrounding the earth are "billowing clouds and numerous wind gods". Another Latin title on verso.
- Note
- References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0290, p. 329
- Note
- Norwich number: 0290
- Note
- RID: MOA 0161
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0291

*Africae Tabula III.* = *Map of North Africa.* 1571 -- Basel: Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579

_Ptolemy, 2nd cent._

Physical Description: Woodcut: Colored; 25 cm. x 34 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: "This map is identified as a Ptolemy edition of 1571, probably by Munster." Trapezoidal projection. Title on verso: Quarta Africae Tabula, continent interiorem Libyam et Aethiopiam quae sub Aegypto ...

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0291, p. 330

Note

Norwich number: 0291

Note

RID: MOA 0185

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0292

*Tabula Africae III.* = *Map of Africa.* 1561 -- Venice: Valgrisi, Vincenzo, fl. 1540-1572 (printer)

_Ptolemy, 2nd cent._

Physical Description: Copperplate: Uncolored; 18 cm. x 24 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: La Geograpfia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino, Nouvamente tradatta di Greco in Italiano ... (1561)

Note


Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0292, p. 331

Note

Norwich number: 0292

Note

RID: MOA 0041

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 16th c.
The Kingedome of Congo. 1598 -- London: Wolfe, John, d. 1601 Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 8.5 cm. x 12 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: The Second Booke. The true and perfect description of the whole of Guinea, Manicongo, Angola, Monomotapa ... (1598) (English edition)
Note
Descriptive Notes: This map is an English translation of Johan Huygen van Linschoten's Relatione de Reame di Congo.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0293, p. 333
Note
Norwich number: 0293
Note
RID: MOA 0148

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Congo -- 16th c.

Medius meridianus 16, reliqui ad hunc inclinati sunt pro ratione parallelorum 29 & 34 ad circulum maximum. = Coast of North-West Africa and part of Spain. 1618 --

Unknown: Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 Ptolemy, 2nd cent.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 32 cm. x 46 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: This map and NOR 0295 are marked Africae I Tab and II Tab at the top. "First appeared in the 1584 edition of Ptolemy published by Gerard Mercator". Again later in Gerard's 1778 edition.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0294, p. 334
Note
Norwich number: 0294
Note
RID: MOA 0241

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern coast of Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0295

*Medius meridianus 37, reliqui ad hunc inclinantur ratione 28 & 33 parallellorum.* = *Mediterranean Sea and north coast of Africa from latitude 37 degrees.* 1618 --

Unknown : Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 Ptolemy, 2nd cent.

Physical Description: Outline color ; 33 cm. x 46 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:

Note
Descriptive Notes: Includes southern part of Sardina and Sicily. The stippled sea contains two sea monsters. Mainland is decorated with a lion and a leopard. Similar map appears in *Tabulae Geographicae Orbis Terrarum* ... by Jan van Vianen (1704). Title across top: *Afri II Tab.*

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0295, p. 335

Note
Norwich number: 0295
Note
RID: MOA 0242

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern coast of Africa -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0296

*Barbaria.*1663 -- Amsterdam : Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638

Physical Description: Outline color ; 21 cm. x 57 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: *Le Grand Atlas* (1663)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Two parallel maps on one sheet, 21 x 57 cm. and 26 x 57 cm. The upper map shows North Africa. The lower map illustrates an enlarged area of Barbaria. Top right: 150.

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0296, p. 336

Note
Norwich number: 0296
Note
RID: MOA 0098

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0297


L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

Physical Description: Outline color; 48.5 cm. x 64 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Carte d'Afrique dreeee (1722)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Map includes "countries bordering the Mediterranean to the north, as far as Greece."
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0297, p. 337
Note
Norwich number: 0297
Note
RID: MOA 0278
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- North Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0298

Carte de l'Egypte, de la Nubie, de l'Abissinie. = Map of Egypt, Nubia and Abyssinia. No date -- Amsterdam : Covens, Jean; Mortier, Corneille

L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

Physical Description: Colored; 49 cm. x 57 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Companion map, see NOR 0297. Includes Horn of Africa, Arabia and a portion of Persia. Top right: 22.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0298, p. 338
Note
Norwich number: 0298
Note
RID: MOA 0227
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0299

Deserta Aegypti, Thebaidis, Arabia, Syriae, etc. = Desert regions of Egypt, Sudan, Arabia, Syria, etc. 1725 -- Augsburg : Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756

Matthaeus, 1678-1756 Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756

Physical Description: Colored ; 49.5 cm. x 57 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes places of biblical interest. Also illustrated are Palestine "and places such as Jerusalem, Jericho, Ashkalond and Gaza."

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0299, p. 339

Note

Norwich number: 0299

Note

RID: MOA 0240

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Egypt -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0300

Stauum Maroccanorum, Regnorum nempe Fessani, Maroccani, Tafiletani et Segelomessani Secundum suas Provincias accurate divisorum typus Generalis Novus ... = Morocco. 1728 -- Nurnberg : Homann, Johann Christoph, 1701-1730 Homann, Johann Christoph, 1701-1730

Johann Christoph, 1701-1730

Physical Description: Colored ; 48 cm. x 55 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Surrounding the title of the cartouche are four Moorish figures. Nearby a serpent, a lion and an ostrich are illustrated. Inset: Marocco and Mequinetz; Prime meridian through Tenerife.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0300, p. 340

Note

Norwich number: 0300

Note

RID: MOA 0197

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Morocco -- 18th c.

Physical Description: Colored ; 23 cm. x 25.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Tenerife.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0301, p. 341

Note

Norwich number: 0301

Note

RID: MOA 0112

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0302

Egypt with part of Arabia and Palestine. Compiled from the draughts of the Scientific Institute established at Cairo 1800.1801 -- London : Robert Laurie and James Whittle

Enouy, Josh [Joseph]

Physical Description: Colored ; 65 cm. x 46 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Shows the routes of several generals, such as General Bonaparte in the years 1798 and 1799; Prime meridian through London.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0302, p. 342

Note

Norwich number: 0302

Note

RID: MOA 0158

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Northern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0305

_Dayanges_ de sua Magestade. = East Indies navigational chart or 'carreira'. 1649 --
Lisbon : Teixeira, Joao (fl. 1620-1650) Teixeira, Joao (fl. 1620-1650)

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 74 cm. x 51 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Inset: Plans of Mombassa, Mozambique, Sofala and the Island of
Sacatora.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0305, p. 346
Note
Norwich number: 0305
Note
RID: MOA 0309
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Sea chart -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 0306

_Carte de la Coste Orientale d'Afrique, Depuis le Cap de Bonne Esperance, Jusqu'au Cap del Gada ... Publiee par ordre de Mgr. le Comte de Maurepas. = East coast of Africa from the Cape of Good Hope to Cape Delgada. 1740 -- Paris : Hondt , Pieter deBellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772_

Physical Description: Outline color ; 25 cm. x 23 cm.
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Histoire Generale des voyages of A.F. Prevost d'Exiles and in Bellin's atlas
Note
Descriptive Notes: Prime meridian through Ferro Island. The interior of the map contains
few details.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0306, p. 347
Note
Norwich number: 0306
Note
RID: MOA 0042
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern Africa -- 18th c.
Impero del Monomotapa e Stati Vicini. = Kingdom of Monomotapa and neighboring states. 1781 -- Venice
Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 20 cm. x 26 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: The coastline illustrates many Portuguese settlements. Silver and gold mines are shown.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0307, p. 348.
Note
Norwich number: 0307
Note
RID: MOA 0094

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southeast Africa -- 18th c.

A chart of the Indian Ocean improved from the chart of M. d'Apres de Mannevillette; with the addition of a part of the Pacific Ocean, as well as of the original tracks of the principal discoverers or other navigators to India and China; and in which it has been attempted to give a chronological indication of the successive discoveries. 1803 -- London
Faden, W.Delarochette, L. Delarochette, L. Sea chart

Physical Description: Outline color ; 60 cm. x 102 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Chart shows the east coast of Africa and extends eastward to include New Zealand. Inset: Anemo-hydrography of the monsoons.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0308, p. 350
Note
Norwich number: 0308
Note
RID: MOA 0305

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceans -- Indian Ocean -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0309

To the King's most Excellent Majesty George the Third; This chart, with the comparative Tracks of Ships in the different Monsoons; showing the Connection distances by sea between the principle harbours and settlements in the East Indies; is with permission most humbly dedicated by ... 1808 -- London : Robert Laurie and James Whittle

Lacam, Benjamin
Lacam, Benjamin

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 49 cm. x 59 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Dedicated to George III. Inset: A supplemental sketch exhibiting the sea engagements in the Bay of Bengal between the English and the French from 1758-1783; Prime meridian through Madras.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0309, p. 351

Note

Norwich number: 0309

Note

RID: MOA 0312

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Eastern Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0313

Mauritania nuova tavola. = New map of Mauritania.1561-62 -- Venice : Valgrisi, Vincenzo, fl. 1540-1572 (printer)Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565

Physical Description: Copperplate : Uncolored ; 18 cm. x 24.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: La Geograpfia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino, Nouvamente tradatta di Greco in Italiano ... (1561)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes engraved stippled seas and anthill mountain ranges. Italian text on verso.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0313, p. 357

Note

Norwich number: 0313

Note

RID: MOA 0043

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0314

Parte del Africa. = Part of Africa. 1550-1559 -- Venice : Gastaldi, Giacomo, ca. 1500-ca. 1565
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557

Physical Description: Woodcut : Uncolored ; 27 cm. x 37 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note
Source: Ramusio's Delle Navigationi et Viaggi nel qual si Contiene les Descrittione dele
Africa.

Note
Descriptive Notes: Interior includes mountains, trees, natives, Castel de la Mina
(Portuguese fort known for exporting gold), an elephant, camel, monkey and a lion. The
seas are engraved in horizontal wavy lines and are decorated with paddling canoes, sea

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0314, p. 358

Note
Norwich number: 0314

Note
RID: MOA 0137
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0315

Guinea. 1663 -- Amsterdam : Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638

Physical Description: Outline color ; 38 cm. x 52 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note
Source: Grand Atlas (1663)

Note
Descriptive Notes: Interior is illustrated with animals, rivers, lakes and mountains. Sea
contains five ships and two compass roses with rhumb lines. Dedicated to D. Nicolao
Tulp. "Tulp is the Dutch doctor who appears in Rembrandt's painting, The Anatomy
Lesson."

Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0315, p. 359

Note
Norwich number: 0315

Note
RID: MOA 0097
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 0316

**Guinae nova descriptio.** = New map of Guinea. 1606 -- Amsterdam: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612

Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612

Physical Description: Uncolored; 34 cm. x 49 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Mercator's Atlas (1606)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Island of St. Thomas.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0316, p. 360

Note

Norwich number: 0316

Note

RID: MOA 0267

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Guinea -- 17th c.

---

Call No: NOR 0317

**Carte de la Barbarie, le la Nigritie et de la Guinee.** = Map of Barbary, Nigeria and Guinea. 1700-1712 -- Paris: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

Physical Description: Colored; 49 cm. x 57 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas de Geographie (1700-1712)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Interior contains large amount of geographical information; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0317, p. 362

Note

Norwich number: 0317

Note

RID: MOA 0226

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0318

**Guinea. 1671 -- London : Ogilby, John, 1600-1676**

*Ogilby, John, 1600-1676*

Physical Description: Colored; 26 cm. x 36 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: The cartouche contains an oval-shaped title surrounded by angels. Interior contains small animals and towns. A partial compass rose radiates rhumb lines. Calligraphy appears similar to Blaeu.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0318, p. 363

Note

Norwich number: 0318

Note

RID: MOA 0162

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 17th c.

---

Call No: NOR 0320

**Carte Nouvelle de la Mer du Sud, Dressee par ordre des principaux Directeurs et tiree des Memoires les plus recents ... = Map of the Southern Oceans. 1730 -- Amsterdam : Leth, Andries de, 1662-1731; Leth, Hendrik de**

*Leth, Andries de, 1662-1731; Leth, Hendrik de*

Physical Description: Copperplate: Colored; 57 cm. x 94 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: "Extends from the western half of Africa in the east to the East Indies in the west." California is shown as an island. Title across top: Nova mona Pacific tabula ... Inset: Straits of Gibraltar. Cape of Good Hope. Mexico City. Panama. Bay of Porto Bello. Scenes from the French Islands. Bay of Rio de Janeiro. Vera Cruz and Havana; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0320, p. 366

Note

Norwich number: 0320

Note

RID: MOA 0277

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0321

Coste Occidentale d’Afrique depuis le XIe degre de Latitude Meridionale, jusqu’au cap de Bonne Esperance ... Publiee par ordre de Mgr. le Comte de Maurepas. = West coast of Africa from 11 degrees to the Cape of Good Hope. 1739 -- Paris : Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772

Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772

Physical Description: Outline color ; 25 cm. x 26.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Histoire Generale des voyages of A.F. Prevost d’Exiles

Note

Descriptive Notes: A map illustrating the southeastern counterpart, see NOR 0306. Top right: Afrique Occidentale No. 3.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0321, p. 368

Note

Norwich number: 0321

Note

RID: MOA 0088

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0322

A new and accurate map of Negroland and the Adjacent Countries; also Upper Guinea showing the principal European Settlements, and distinguishing those belonging to England, Denmark and Holland. The Sea Coast and some of the Rivers being drawn from Surveys and the best modern Maps and Charts ... 1747 -- London : Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767

Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767

Physical Description: Colored ; 24 cm. x 42 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: "Includes the Gold, Tooth, Grain and Slave Coasts of West Africa."

Prime meridian through London. Bottom left: No. 56.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0322, p. 369

Note

Norwich number: 0322

Note

RID: MOA 0105

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.
Bowles's New Pocket map of the Coast of Africa, from Sta. Cruz ... to Angola ... with explanatory notes and a correct chart of the Gold Coast. 1752 -- London : Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793

Physical Description: Colored ; 49 cm. x 57 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: A descriptive panel states historic and topographic details. Inset: A Correct Chart of the Gold Coast according to the Sr. Danville on a larger scale (scale in British and French sea leagues).
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0323, p. 370
Note
Norwich number: 0323
Note
RID: MOA 0109
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.

Carte Reduite de L'ocean Meridional ... = Map of the southern ocean.1753 -- Paris : Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 54 cm. x 86 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Neptune Francais (1753)
Note
Descriptive Notes: Numerous rhumb lines extend over the southwest coast of Africa and South America. Prime meridian through Paris, Tenerife, Cap Lezard, London and Ferro Island.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0324, p. 371
Note
Norwich number: 0324
Note
RID: MOA 0089
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Southern oceans -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0325

An Accurate Map of the Coast of Cape de Verde. 1765 -- London : Kitchin, Thomas, d. 1784

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 22 cm. x 14 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Inset: Cape Emanuel and Goree Island. Bottom left: No. 49. Bottom right: Plate XXVII. Vol. 2 p. 245.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0325, p. 372

Note

Norwich number: 0325

Note

RID: MOA 0129

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape Verde -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 0326

The Western Coast of Africa from Cape Blanco to Cape Virga, Exhibiting Senigambia Proper. 1789 -- London : Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771

Physical Description: Colored ; 71 cm. x 52 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Note: "This map is copied from an original drawn by Mons. d'Anville at the expense of the French East India Company and published at Paris in 1751. But since the Peace of 1762 that Map has been supressed. The Country through which the R. Senegal runs has been improved & corrected from a large & curious survey of the river found in the fort of Senegal"; Prime meridian through Ferro Island.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0326, p. 373

Note

Norwich number: 0326

Note

RID: MOA 0313

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Africa -- 18th c.
Coast of Africa from the Straits of Gibraltar to Cabo Verde ... 1803 -- London : Cadell & Davies, Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 112 cm. x 25.5 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source: Untitled atlas containing maps of Africa (1803)

Descriptive Notes: Part of a series of four double-page coastal maps, (see NOR 227, NOR 0329, NOR 0330, NOR 0331). Coastline contains soundings; Prime meridian through Greenwich. Top right: Chart 1.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0328, p. 375
Norwich number: 0328
RID: MOA 0080

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- West Coast of Africa -- 19th c.

Coast of Africa from Cabo Verde to Cabo Formosa ... 1803 -- London : Cadell & Davies, Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 25.5 cm. x 40.5 cm.

Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Source: Untitled atlas containing maps of Africa (1803)

Descriptive Notes: Insets: Kingdom of Kayor (scale of marine leagues) and Coastline from Rio Nuno to Illia dos Idolos (with a scale of marine leagues); Prime meridian through Greenwich. Top right: Chart 2.

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0329, p. 376
Norwich number: 0329
RID: MOA 0082

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- West Coast of Africa -- 19th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0330

*Calabar and Bonny Rivers. From an Original Survey by Capt. William Newton, Late of the Port of Bristol, communicated by Mr Pocock. 1803 -- London : Cadell & Davies*

*Newton, William*

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 26 cm. x 20.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Untitled atlas containing maps of Africa (1803)

Note

Descriptive Notes: Guide to the west coast estuaries.” Numerous soundings, bars and breakers are stated. The interior indicates places such as, Rough Corner, Yam Town and an English burial-place. Title across the top: Western Coast of Africa. Illustrative Chart 1.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0330, p. 377

Note

Norwich number: 0330

Note

RID: MOA 0130

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Western Coast of Africa -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0331

*Coast of Africa from Cabo Formosa to the Cabo de Boa Esperaca.1803 -- London : Cadell & Davies Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823*

*Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823*

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 41 cm. x 25.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Untitled atlas containing maps of Africa (1803)

Note

Descriptive Notes:Inset: Cabo de Santa Catherina and St. Elena Bay (scale in one league); Prime meridian through Greenwich. Top right: Chart 3.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0331, p. 378

Note

Norwich number: 0331

Note

RID: MOA 0083

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- West Coast of Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 0332

[Aden, Mombaza, Quiloa, Cefala]. 1572 -- Cologne: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1-1622; Hogenberg, Franz d. 1590? Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1-1622; Hogenberg, Franz d. 1590?

Physical Description: Copperplate: Colored; 47 cm. x 32 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Map illustrates four views of ports and harbours of the east coast of Africa.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0332, p. 380
Note
Norwich number: 0332
Note
RID: MOA 0110
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- East coast of Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0333


Physical Description: Uncolored; 22 cm. x 14 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: L'Isole Piu Famose del Mondo (1590) (2nd edition)
Note
Descriptive Notes: "First appeared in 1572, and various editions appeared up to 1686." The seas contain a compass rose and two sea monsters. Italian text below map. Title across the top: Descrittione dell'Isola di S. Lorenzo. Top left: 178.
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number: map 0333, p. 381
Note
Norwich number: 0333
Note
RID: MOA 0044
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Madagascar -- 16th c.
Call No: NOR 0334


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 14 cm. x 20 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source: Petits Voyages
Note
Descriptive Notes: Map also appeared in "Pieter Willemisz's and Verhoefs Voyage to the Moluccas 1607-1609, first published in Frankfurt-am-Main in 1612 entitled Indiae Orientalis, part IX."
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3671463 Page number:map 0334, p. 382
Note
Norwich number: 0334
Note
RID: MOA 0045

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Madagascar -- 16th c.

Call No: NOR 0335


Physical Description: Outline color ; 37 cm. x 56 cm.

Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Illustrates "sea routes from the west coast of Africa to Mozambique and from Fort Dauphin on the southeast coast of Madagascar to the north, south, and to the east, to India, Surate and Malacca."
Note
References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0335, p. 384
Note
Norwich number: 0335
Note
RID: MOA 0195

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Madagascar -- 17th c.
**Call No:** NOR 0336

*Insula S. Lavrentii, vulgo Madagascar. = The Island of Madagascar.* 1666 -- Amsterdam : Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673

Physical Description: Colored ; 42 cm. x 55 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Grand Atlas

Note

Descriptive Notes: The rectangular-shaped title of the cartouche is surrounded by natives, birds, sheep and a chameleon. Map includes islands near Madagascar. The sea is decorated with several ships and two compass roses with rhumb lines.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0336, p. 385

Note

Norwich number: 0336

Note

RID: MOA 0099

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Madagascar -- 17th c.

---

**Call No:** NOR 0337

*Carte de l'Ile de Madagascar dite aujourd'hui l'Ile Daufine. = Map of the island of Madagascar called Dauphine Island.* 1719 -- Amsterdam : Chatelain, Henri Abraham

Physical Description: Colored ; 36 cm. x 43.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source: Atlas Historique

Note

Descriptive Notes: “The margins are illustrated in color with eleven descriptive vignettes of the dress, the events and the life of the inhabitants.” French text below map describes the people of Madagascar and the topography. Title across top: Carte de l'Ile de Madagascar contenent sa description et diverses particularitez curieuses de ses habitans tant blanc que negres. Top right: Tom. VI No. 34 Pag. 142.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0337, p. 386

Note

Norwich number: 0337

Note

RID: MOA 0121

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Madagascar -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0338

**Particular draughts of some of the chief African Islands in the Mediterranean, as also in the Atlantic and Ethiopic Oceans. 1752 -- London : Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767**

**Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767**

**Physical Description:** Uncolored ; 34.5 cm. x 43 cm.

**Note**

**Program:** Jacobson Africana Program

**Custodial History**

**Provenance:** Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**

**Source:** Complete System of Geography (1752)

**Note**

**Descriptive Notes:** This map also appeared in Complete Atlas (1752). Consists of seven maps. 'An accurate map of the islands of Malta, Goza and Cuming'; An accurate chart of of Cape Verde Islands'; 'The Bay of Agoa de Saldanha'; 'Island of Teneriffe'; Plan of the Dutch Fort at the Cape of Good Hope'; 'A draught of Table Bay'; Island of Madera'; A correct map of the Island of St. Hellenia, belonging to the English East Company.'

**Note**

**References:** Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0338, p. 387

**Note**

**Norwich number:** 0338

**Note**

**RID:** MOA 0107

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- African islands -- 18th c.

---

Call No: NOR 0339

**Carte Reduite du Canal de Mozambique et des Isles de Madagascar, de France, de Bourbon, de Rodrigues et autres. = Sea chart of the Mozambique channel and the Islands of Madagascar, France, Bourbon and Rodrigues. 1767 -- Paris : Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772**

**Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772**

**Sea chart**

**Physical Description:** Colored ; 59 cm. x 87 cm.

**Note**

**Program:** Jacobson Africana Program

**Custodial History**

**Provenance:** Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

**Note**

**Source:**

**Note**

**Descriptive Notes:** Includes the Islands of Madagascar, France, Bourbon (Reunion) and Rodrigues. Inset: two plans of the port of Seychelles and the Island of Assumption. Sea contains numerous rhumb lines; Prime meridian through Paris.

**Note**

**References:** Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number: map 0339, p. 388

**Note**

**Norwich number:** 0339

**Note**

**RID:** MOA 0092

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- Mozambique channel -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 0340

*Plan de la Forteresse et Bourg, de l'Isle de Ste. Helene. = Plan of the fort and town on St. Helena.* No date -- Unknown : Anonymous

Physical Description: Outline color ; 22 cm. x 17 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Top right: Tome 3. No. 124.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0340, p. 389

Note

Norwich number: 0340

Note

RID: MOA 0245

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- St. Helene -- Unknown

Call No: NOR 0343

*Plan of Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope.* 1854 -- London : Day & Son

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 31.5 cm. x 39.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Map also appears in A. H. Honikman's book: Cape Town, City of Good Hope (1966). Includes "forty-four numbered references to places existing at that time in the town and its surroundings."

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463 Page number:map 0343, p. 392

Note

Norwich number: 0343

Note

RID: MOA 0136

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape Town -- 19th c.

Physical Description: Uncolored ; 65.5 cm. x 48.4 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Descriptive Notes: First published in 1869, revised editions appeared in 1889, 1898, 1901 and 1912. Landmarks around the harbour are illustrated with a relief map. Insets: East London harbour and Elevation of coastline.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463

Page number: map 0344, p. 393

Note

Norwich number: 0344

Note

RID: MOA 0306

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceans -- Sea chart -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 0345


Physical Description: Uncolored ; 12 cm. x 23.5 cm.

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Photocopy. "This diagram is of great historical importance, as it is believed to be the first diagram depicting the location of the village of Johannesburg on government ground, and the first diagram showing the location of Mynpachts, mining right leases on Witwatersrand gold fields ... ". Inset: Lyst van Mynpachten Toegestaan.

Note

References: Norwich (2nd ed.), ckey = 3871463

Page number: map 0345, p. 394

Note

Norwich number: 0345

Note

RID: MOA 0310

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Surveyor's plan -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 1000

Cape of Good Hope. -- : Millar & Hogg
  Physical Description: ; x
  Note
  Program: Jacobson Africana Program
  Custodial History
  Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: Dutch and English legends.
  Note
  References: Not in Norwich
  Note
  Norwich number: 1000
  Note
  RID: MOA 0147

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Cape of Good Hope --

Call No: NOR 1001

Allegorical source of Nile. Tzana or Lake of Dembea. No date -- Scherer, Heinrich, 1628-1704
  Physical Description: Uncolored ; x
  Note
  Program: Jacobson Africana Program
  Custodial History
  Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
  Note
  Source:
  Note
  Descriptive Notes: Dedication from Baines Barrington to James Bruce.
  Note
  References: Not in Norwich
  Note
  Norwich number: 1001
  Note
  RID: MOA 0138

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa --
Call No: NOR 1002

Physical Description: ; x
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
References: Not in Norwich
Note
Norwich number: 1002
Note
RID: MOA 0157
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa --

Call No: NOR 1003

Insula and Arx Mozambique. 1618 -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629
Physical Description: Colored ; x
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
References: Not in Norwich
Note
Norwich number: 1003
Note
RID: MOA 0001
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Mozambique -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 1004

*Map of Libya.* No date -- Basire (printer) Pors, Felicio

Physical Description: Uncolored ; x

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes: Includes interior of North Egypt and Arabia.

Note

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1004

Note

RID: MOA 0002

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa --

Call No: NOR 1005

*Sea chart of Simon's Bay.* No date -- Belcher, Edward, Sir, 1799-1877 Sea chart

Physical Description: Uncolored ; x

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1005

Note

RID: MOA 0132

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Simon's Bay --
Call No: NOR 1006

**England to Cape of Good Hope. -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698**

*Sea chart*

- **Physical Description:** ; x
- **Note**
- **Program:** Jacobson Africana Program
- **Custodial History**
- **Provenance:** Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- **Source:**
- **Note**
- **Descriptive Notes:** East India emblem.
- **Note**
- **References:** Not in Norwich
- **Note**
- **Norwich number:** 1006
- **Note**
- **RID:** MOA 0150
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - Oceans -- Sea chart --

Call No: NOR 1007

**Carte des Isle de Cap-Verd. Plan de la Rade de la Praye. 1774 -- Paris**

*Apráes de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis d', 1707-1780*

- **Physical Description:** Uncolored ; x
- **Note**
- **Program:** Jacobson Africana Program
- **Custodial History**
- **Provenance:** Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
- **Source:**
- **Note**
- **Descriptive Notes:**
- **Note**
- **References:** Not in Norwich
- **Note**
- **Norwich number:** 1007
- **Note**
- **RID:** MOA 0131
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - Africa -- Cape Verde -- 18th c.
Call No: NOR 1008
Africa. 1853 -- Stabilimento, Civelli Guiseppe
   Physical Description: ; x
   Note
   Program: Jacobson Africana Program
   Custodial History
   Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes:
   Note
   References: Not in Norwich
   Note
   Norwich number: 1008
   Note
   RID: MOA 0261
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 1009
Azores. 1606 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
   Physical Description: Colored ; x
   Note
   Program: Jacobson Africana Program
   Custodial History
   Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
   Note
   Source:
   Note
   Descriptive Notes:
   Note
   References: Not in Norwich
   Note
   Norwich number: 1009
   Note
   RID: MOA 0262
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- --
Call No: NOR 1010

Carte Generale de l'Afrique. 1832 -- Paris
Beaupre, Charles Francois, 1766-1854

Physical Description: ; x
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
References: Not in Norwich
Note
Norwich number: 1010
Note
RID: MOA 0263
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 19th c.

Call No: NOR 1011

Suid-Afrika. = South Africa. -- Amsterdam
De Bussey

Physical Description: ; x
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
References: Not in Norwich
Note
Norwich number: 1011
Note
RID: MOA 0264
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- --
Call No: NOR 1012

Madagascar. 1775 -- Apráes de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis d', 1707-1780

Physical Description: ; x
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes:
Note
References: Not in Norwich
Note
Norwich number: 1012
Note
RID: MOA 0331
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: NOR 1013

Aethiopia. 1666 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638

Physical Description: ; x
Note
Program: Jacobson Africana Program
Custodial History
Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich
Note
Source:
Note
Descriptive Notes: Pres Joannis Imperium.
Note
References: Not in Norwich
Note
Norwich number: 1013
Note
RID: MOA 0332
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Africa -- Africa -- 17th c.
Call No: NOR 1014

Lake Tzana. -- Bruce, John
Physical Description: ; x

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Descriptive Notes:

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1014

Note

RID: MOA 0333

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa --

Call No: NOR 1015

Carta particolare che comincia con il capo Dofar in Arabia e'finisce con il Capo Cincapora nell India. -- Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649
Physical Description: ; x

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Descriptive Notes:

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1015

Note

RID: MOA 0334

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa --
Call No: NOR 1016

Carta particolare che comma con il Capo Baduis e finisce con il Capo Cumana. --
Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Physical Description: ; x

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1016

Note

RID: MOA 0335

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Africa --

Call No: NOR 1017

South Africa and Southern Indian Ocean.1831 -- Norie, J.R.

Physical Description: ; x

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1017

Note

RID: MOA 0336

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Southern Africa -- 19th c.
Call No: NOR 1018

*Engraving of Cape*. 1670 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676

Physical Description: ; x

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1018

Note

RID: MOA 0338

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Africa -- Cape of Good Hope -- 17th c.

Call No: NOR 1019

*Islands in Atlantic and North African coast*. -- Tallis, John, 1815 or 6-1876

Physical Description: ; x

Note

Program: Jacobson Africana Program

Custodial History

Provenance: Dr. Oscar I. Norwich

Note

Source:

Note

Descriptive Notes:

Note

References: Not in Norwich

Note

Norwich number: 1019

Note

RID: MOA 0339

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- --

British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 1026

*Colony of Iskerbane: Colony of Castlesampson*. 1825

Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 19 x 11.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2764
A New Map of Aberdeen Shire / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1764
  Physical Description: 17.5 x 22 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Aberdeen -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0215
Britanniae Insulae in quibus Albion seu Britannia Major, et Ivernia seu Britannica Minor ... / Robert de Vaugondy fils (Didier), 1723-86, cartographer / 1778
  Physical Description: Watermark ; 48 x 55 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- ancient Britain -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 0292
Britanniae Insulae in quibus Albium sive Britannia Maior Ivernia sive Britannia Minor tum et Orcades, Ebudes; Cassiterid / Sanson, N., cartographer / 1641
  Physical Description: Watermark (elaborate) ; 39.5 x 52.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- ancient Britain -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2646
Mona, now called Anglesey Island / [E. Bowen?], cartographer / 1719?
  Physical Description: 11.5 x 11.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Anglesey -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2647
An Improved Map of Anglesey Isle ... Principal Roads ... / Cowley, J., fl. 1733-44, cartographer / 1744
  Physical Description: 14 x 16 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Anglesey -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2648
Bowles's Reduced Map of Anglesey Isle 1785
  Physical Description: 13 x 15.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Anglesey -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2649
Isle of Anglesey and Carnarvon Shire
  Physical Description: 19.5 x 15.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Anglesey -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2650

A New Map of the Island of Anglesey / Jotchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1755

Physical Description: 17.5 x 22 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Anglesey -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2645

Island of Anglesey / CMC, artist ; / 1755

Physical Description: 6.5 x 11.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Anglesey -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4596

Anglesey and Carnarvan 51 / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.

Physical Description: Verso text ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Anglesey & C. -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2797

Bedfordshire1792

Physical Description: Verso: Berkshire ; 15 x 9.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Bedford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2807

An Accurate Map of the County of Bedford / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: Notes of information and explanation ; 50 x 41 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Bedford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2798

Bedfordshire / Cooper, artist ; / Cooper, engraver1808

Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2799

BedfordshireArcher, engraver19th c.

Physical Description: 23 x 16.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2800
Bedfordshire
Neele, engraver
19th c.
Physical Description: 25.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2801
Bedfordshire
1847
Physical Description: 23 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2802
Bedfordshire
Archer, engraver
19th c.
Physical Description: 23.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2803
Bedfordshire
1833
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2804
Bedfordshire
1830, ca.
Physical Description: Inset: Luton Church ; 36 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2805
Bedfordshire
19th c.
Physical Description: 42 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2806
A Map of Bedfordshire / Noble, artist ; / Noble, engraver
1805?
Physical Description: 50 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Bedford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2067

Bedford Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.

- Physical Description: 32 x 40 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Bedfordshire -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2068

An Accurate Map of the County of Bedford Divided into its Hundreds Also Historical extracts relating to its Produce, Manufactures, Trade, etc. by Eman Bowen ... / Bowen. Eman., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755, ca.

- Physical Description: Index Villaris: Over 150 places named with Chief Person of each; Many notes with information; DedicationTo the Most Noble John Russel Duke of Bedford Lord Lieutenant ... of the County of Bedford; His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the South Province; and Knight of the Garter ; 69.5 x 52 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Bedfordshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2620

A New Map of Bedford Shire -- A New Map of Hartford Shire1784

- Physical Description: 2 maps ; 21.5 x 32.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Bedfordshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2811

Bark Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / Sutton Nichols, engraver1695

- Physical Description: 36 x 42 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Berkshire -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0509

A Map of Berkshire, Engraved from an actual Survey with ImprovementsSudlow, engraver1787

- Physical Description: 34 x 46 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Berkshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2621

A New and Correct Map of Berk-shire ... -- A New and Correct Map of Somerset Shire / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1784

- Physical Description: 2 maps ; 33 x 20.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Berkshire -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2808 a, b

**Berkshire**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Orientation: West at top; 13 x 11 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Berkshire -- 19th c.

---

Call No: Br Isl 2809

**Berkshire / Cooper, artist ; / Cooper, engraver 1808**

Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Berkshire -- 19th c.

---

Call No: Br Isl 2810

**Berkshire 1847**

Physical Description: 16.5 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Berkshire -- 19th c.

---

Call No: Br Isl 2812

**Berkshire 19th c.**

Physical Description: 34 x 44.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Berkshire -- 19th c.

---

Call No: Br Isl 2662

**Brecknockshire and Glamorganshire 1850, ca.**

Physical Description: 21.5 x 17.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.

---

Call No: Br Isl 2665 a, b, c

(a) Breknoke Shire -- (b) Brecknock Shire / Seller, J., cartographer / (a) 1595 (b & c) 1777-87

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (a) Map only; (b & c) Map and text, different editions; map 12 x 15 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Brecknock -- 17th-18th c.

---

Call No: Br Isl 2653

**Brecknockshire**

Physical Description: 10.5 x 7 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2655

A Map of Brecknock Shire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720
  Physical Description: 13 x 11.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2656

An Improved Map of Brecknock Shire ... / Cowley, J., fl. 1734-44, cartographer / 1744
  Physical Description: 16 x 14 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2657

Brecknock Shire / [Kitchin, T. ?], cartographer / 1769?
  Physical Description: 13 x 15 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2658

A Correct Map of Brecknock Shire in South Wales / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748
  Physical Description: 15 x 17.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2659

Brecknock Shire by Robt Morden / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1680
  Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2660

A Map of the County of Brecknock drawn from an actual Survey / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1755
  Physical Description: Inset: The Arms of Brecknock ; 17 x 21.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2666

A New Map of Brecknock Shire ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1750, ca.
  Physical Description: 20 x 26 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2667
An Accurate Map of Brecknock Shire divided into its Hundreds / Rollos, G., fl. 1759-79, cartographer / 1760, ca.
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2651
Brecknockshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1803
   Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2652
Brecknock Shire
   Physical Description: 6.5 x 11.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2654
BrecknockshireHall, engraver1820
   Physical Description: 12.5 x 7 cm.,
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2661
Brecknockshire19th c.
   Physical Description: 9 x 16 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2663
BrecknockshireArcher, engraver1825, ca.?
   Physical Description: 23 x 18.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2668
Brecknockshire1831-48
   Physical Description: 23.5 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2669
Brecknockshire / Dawson, R. L., Lt. R. E., cartographer / 1832
   Physical Description: 23 x 22 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Brecknock -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0294
Angliae, Scotiae, et Hiberniae, sive Britannicar Insularum descriptio / Ortelius, A.,
1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
   Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text; Watermark; 34.5 x 50 cm.; Scale: 1: 2,500,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0290
Novissima et Accuratissima totius Angliae Scotiae et Hiberniae Tabula auctore Iustus
Danckerts Amstelodami / Danckerts, J., 1635-1701, cartographer / 1680?
   Physical Description: 50 x 57.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 2.1 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0291
Nova Totius Angliae, Scotiae, et Hiberniae Tab. Auctore Frederick de Wit / De Wit, F.,
1616-98, cartographer / 1680
   Physical Description: 48 x 56.6 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0293
Les Isles Britanniques; qui contiennent les Royaumes, d'Angleterre, Ecosse, et
Irlande ... Tiré de Cambdene, Saxton, Speede, Pont, Gordon, et Boazius -- Les Isles
Britanniques ou sont les Royaumes ... / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1692
   Physical Description: folded map; Inset: Shetland, Orkney & Fero Isl.; Dedication to
   Monseigneur le Dauphin; 57.5 x 90 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0295
Anglia Scotia et Hibernia / Mercator, G., cartographer / 1613?
   Physical Description: Latin text; 33 x 41 cm.; Scale: 1: 4 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0297
Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae Nova Descriptio / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson,
cartographer / post 1633
   Physical Description: Inset: Orcades Ins.; German text; 43 x 53.5 cm.; Scale: 1; 3.5 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 17th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0289
Les Iles Britanniques ou sont le Rme d'Angleterre tiré de Sped celuy d'Ecosse tiré de Pont etc et celuy d'Irlande tiré de Petti Le tout rectifié par diverses Observations / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / J. B. Liebaux, engraver 1702

Physical Description: Watermark ; 47 x 61.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0298
A Compleat Map of the British Isles, or Great Britain and Ireland with their respective Roads and Divisions 1788

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 61 x 48 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0392
A New Map of England, Scotland and Ireland Sudlow, engraver 1790, ca.

Physical Description: Engd for Harrison's edition of Rapins History of England; See Molls Atlas of England Scotland and Ireland for a more particular account of the Counties: to be had of R Wilkinson ; 38.5 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2075
Les Isles Britanniques qui comprennent les Royaumes d'Angleterre, s'Ecosse et d'Irlande / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles 1688-1766, cartographer / 1754

Physical Description: Inset: Supplément pour les Isles Orcades Schetland et Fero ; 48 x 59 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2076
Carte des Grandes Routes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et d'Irlande par le Sr Robert, Géog ordinaire du Roy, Avec Privilege / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles 1688-1766, cartographer / 1757

Physical Description: 47.5 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3146
Les Iles Britanniques (after Speed) -- Revu et Corrigé, 1800 An 8 / Delisle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1800

Physical Description: 47.5 x 61.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0300

A New Map of the British Isles / Cary, J., cartographer / 1807

Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isles; 46.5 x 52 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2602

The British Isles 1850, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: Shetland I.; Vignettes: London, Dublin, Edinburgh; 35.5 x 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2640

Railway Map of the British Isles exhibiting all the Railways & Canals in England, Scotland & Ireland completed or in progress with their respective stations / J. Bartholomew Junr, cartographer / J. Bartholomew, engraver / 19th c.

Physical Description: Insets: Glasgow, Railways around London, Edinburgh, South Yorkshire & Lancashire, Manchester, districts, Birmingham; Enlarged section; 100 keyed references; 51 x 41 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2641

Map of England, Scotland and Ireland, indicating the Places rendered Celebrated by Battles or Sieges: Intended for the Elucidation of Lavoisne's Historical Atlas -- (outer title): Geographical and Historical Map of the British Empire / Gros, C., cartographer / 1821

Physical Description: Extensive notes; Inset: Shetland Isles; map 36 x 30.5 cm.; Overall size 42 x 52.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2642

Geographical Map of the British Islands calculated for the study and application of their History / Benjn Davies, engraver

Physical Description: Extensive text; map 35 x 31.5 cm.; Overall size 46 x 67.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2982 a, b

British Isles (a) 1808 (b) 1824

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) published by Whittaker; 21.5 x 18 c.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3126
British Isles / Dower, J., fl. 1838, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Is. ; 26 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3128
British Islands 1835?
   Physical Description: 104 references ; 25 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3129
Great Britain and Ireland / Arrowsmith, cartographer / 1828
   Physical Description: 117 references ; 30 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3131
Great Britain & Ireland: Exhibiting the Bounds of Saxon Heptarchy and Britons of England, Highlands and Lowlands of Scotland, Provinces of Ireland
   Physical Description: 35 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3133
United Kingdom of England, Scotland and Ireland / Darton, W., fl. 1810-37, cartographer / 1812
   Physical Description: 27 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3134
Great Britain and Ireland [Sharpe's Corresponding Maps 5] 1847
   Physical Description: 41 x 31.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3135 a, b
The British Isles, & C. Walker, engraver(a) 1842
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) colored, published by Stanford, London, n.d. ; each 40 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3136
Nieuwe Kaart van Groot Brittanje en Ireland / Pinkerton, cartographer / 1807
Physical Description: Inset: Hitlandsche Eilenden ; 48 x 38 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3137 a, b
Map of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland / Wyld, cartographer / 2007
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Inset: Shetland Is.; (b) outline color ; 48.5 x 36 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3140
The British Isles / Davies, B. R., fl. 1845, cartographer / 1863
Physical Description: 64.5 x 45 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3144
British Isles1812
Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isles ; 70 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3145
British Isles1815?
Physical Description: 61 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3130
Insularum Britannicarum Facies AntiquaNeele, engraver19th c.?
Physical Description: Inset: Thule Orcades Insulae ; 21 x 30.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 4597
Insulae Albion et Hibernia cum minoribus adjacentibus18th c.
Physical Description: Verso: MS notes ; 12 x 14.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- British Isles -- antiquity
Call No: Br Isl 2664
**Langley’s New Map of Brecknockshire 1818**
Physical Description: Vignette: Brecon ; 26 x 7.5 cm.
cmc
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Brecknockshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2634
**A New Map of Buckinghamshire**
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham

Call No: Br Isl 2069
**Buckingham Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695**
Physical Description: 42 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2816
**Buckingham - shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / 1777-87**
Physical Description: Text ; map 11.5 x 14.5 cm.; Overall size 27 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2814
**Buckingham Shire ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1758**
Physical Description: 21 x 17.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2815
**A Map of Buckinghamshire / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784; Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1749**
Physical Description: Text ; map 13.5 x 13.5 cm.; overall size 18.5 x 13.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2610
**Plot of the Farms around Hartwell. Basire, engraver**
Physical Description: 24.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2813
Buckingham 1808
Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2817
Buckingham Shire 1847
Physical Description: 23 x 16.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2818
Buckinghamshire Neele, engraver 1801
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2819
Buckinghamshire Wallis, engraver 1812
Physical Description: 27 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2820
Buckinghamshire 19th c.
Physical Description: 43 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Buckingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2633
A New Map of the Counties of Orkney, Caithness, Sutherland, Ross & Cromarty ...
Drawn from the Best Authorities (Orkney missing) 1784
Physical Description: 2/3 of map only; 20.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Caithness -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4590
Cathanes and Orknay Ins: 50 / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Verso text; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Caithness & Orknay -- 17th c.
A New Map of Cambridge Shire
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge

Cambridgeshire described with the devisorion of the hundreeds, the Townes Situation with the Armes of the Colleges of that famous Universitie. And also the Armes of all such Princes and noble-men as have heertofore borne the honorable tytles & dignities of the Earldome of Cambridge Performed by John Speed 1610 / Speed, John, 1552-1629, cartographer / 1676
Physical Description: Inset: Plan of town of Cambridge; Coats of arms of 18 colleges & 9 nobility; 4 figures in academic dress; Heraldry; Keyed references; English text on verso; 38.5 x 52.5 cm.
Jones, R. L., bequest
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 17th c.

Cambridge Shire / [Ogilvie, Ralph?], cartographer / 1680, ca.?
Physical Description: Map on 11 x 17 cm. sheet with text on verso and a separate sheet of the same size with text recto and verso.; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 17th c.

A Map of Cambridgeshire, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements1790
Physical Description: Keyed references; 46 x 32 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 18th c.

Cambridge Shire drawn from ye best Surveys & Maps corrected from astronl observns by T. Kitchin g. / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1750
Physical Description: 22 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 18th c.

Cambridgeshire / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787
Physical Description: 28 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 18th c.
An Accurate Map of Cambridgeshire ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: Inset: S. E. Prospect of Ely; Dedication to Henry Clinton, Earl of Lincoln; 70 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 18th c.

Cambridgeshire1808
Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 19th c.

CambridgeshireArcher, engraver19th c.
Physical Description: 24 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 19th c.

CambridgeshireNeele, engraver1802
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 19th c.

Cambridgeshire19th c.
Physical Description: 23 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 19th c.

Cambridgeshire19th c.
Physical Description: 42.5 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 19th c.

Cambridgeshire ... / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805
Physical Description: Keyed references to the Hundreds; 52.5 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cambridge -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Br Isl 2392

**A General Plan of the several Canals given in the Course of this Magazine**

T. Bowen, engraver 1773

Physical Description: 18.5 x 20.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Canals -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2393

**Map of the Canal from Manchester to Runcorn**

1795

Physical Description: 27.5 x 21.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Canals -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2792

**An Accurate Map of Cardigan Shire -- An Accurate Map of Pembroke Shire**

Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / Kitchin, engraver 1780, ca.?

Physical Description: 2 maps on one sheet: Inset: E. View of Haverford-West; Extensive notes & information; Dedication to Sir William Owen Bart. County of Pembroke; each 35 x 53 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cardigan -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2686

**Cardigan Shire and Brecknock Shire**

Physical Description: 15.5 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cardiganshire -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2670

**Caermarthen**

19th c.

Physical Description: 16 x 21 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Carmarthen -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2671

**Caermarthenshire** / Archer, artist ; / Archer, engraver 1848

Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Carmarthen -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2672

**Caermarthenshire**

J. & C. Walker, engraver 1831-48

Physical Description: 19 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Carmarthen -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2680 a, b, c
(a) Carnarvon Shire -- (b & c) Caernarvon Shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / (a) 1695 (b&c) 1777-87
Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (a) Map only; (b & c) Map and text, different editions. ; map 12 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2681
Caernarvon Shire by Robt Morden / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1680
Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2673
Carnarvonsh.
Physical Description: 7 x 10.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2677
Carnarvon Shire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720
Physical Description: 12 x 11.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2678
A Correct Map of Caernarvon Shire in North Wales / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748
Physical Description: 15 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2679
An Improved Map of Carnarvon Shire ... / Cowley, J., fl. 1734-44, cartographer / 1744
Physical Description: 16.5 x 14 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2682 a, b
Bowles's Reduced Map of Carnarvonshire / [Kitchin, T.?], cartographer / (a) 1785 (b) 1769?
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 18.5 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2683 a, b

A New Map of Carnarvan Shire / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / (a) 1755 (b) ?
Physical Description: 17 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2674

Carnarvon Shire
Physical Description: 6.5 x 11.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2675

Carnarvonshire
Hall, engraver1820
Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2676

Carnarvonshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1805
Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2684

Caernarvonshire
Archer, engraver1848
Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2685

Carnarvonshire / Dawson, R. K., Lt. R. E., cartographer / 1831
Physical Description: 20 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Carnarvon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2622

A New and Correct Map of Cheshire Drawn from the Best Authorities -- A New and Correct Map of Durham Drawn from the Best Authorities1784
Physical Description: 2 maps ; 35 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cheshire -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Cheshire / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 21.5 x 26.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CMC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- Cheshire -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Cheshire(b) 1848</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 2 similar maps ; 18.5 x 23.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CMC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- Cheshire -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Cheshire1808</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 11 x 18 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CMC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- Cheshire -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Cheshire1847</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 16.5 x 23 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CMC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- Cheshire -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Cheshire19th c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 34 x 46.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CMC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- Cheshire -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>A Map of Cheshire / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 39.5 x 52 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CMC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- Cheshire -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>The County Palatine of Chester / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 35 x 42 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CMC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- Chester -- 17th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Br Isl 1450

A Mapp of the county of Cornwal; with its hundreds, by Ric. Blome by his Matys comand / Blome, R., d. 1705, cartographer / 1673, ca.

Physical Description: Dedication to the Earle of Bath ... ; 24.5 x 31.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2834

Cornwall / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1680

Physical Description: 16.5 x 21.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2623

A Modern Map of Cornwall -- A Modern Map of Devon Shire1784

Physical Description: 2 maps : Inset: A Supplement for the Isles of Scilly ; 35 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2835

Cornwall from the Best Surveys1748

Physical Description: 19 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2838

Cornwall1787

Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles ; 22 x 26.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2840

A Map of Cornwall / Heywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver1790

Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles ; 34 x 46 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2843

A Map of Cornwall by Willm Tunnicliff Land Surveyor 1791 / Tunnicliff, W., fl. 1787-91, cartographer / 1791

Physical Description: Inset: Islands of Scilly ; 50 x 55 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0323
Cornwall / Weller, E., fl. 1861, cartographer / 1863
    Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Islands ; 30.5 x 42 cm.
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2832
Cornwall1810
    Physical Description: 13.5 x 9.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2833
Cornwall / Cooper, artist ; / Cooper, engraver1808
    Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles ; 11 x 18 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2836
Cornwall1847
    Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles ; 16.5 x 23 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2837
Cornwall / Archer, engraver1848
    Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles ; 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2839
Cornwall19th c.
    Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles ; 35.5 x 41 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2841
A Map of Cornwall ... / Noble, artist ; / Cary, J., cartographer / Noble, engraver1805
    Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles ; 41.5 x 53 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.
A Map of the County of Cornwall from an Actual Survey made in the Years 1826 & 1827 by C. & J. Greenwood ... Published by the Proprietors Greenwood & Co., July 4th 1829 Corrected to the present period. / Greenwood, C. & J., fl. 1821-40, cartographer / Dower, engraver

Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Isles; Vignette: St. Michael's Mount ; 60 x 69 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cornwall -- 19th c.

New Map of Cumberland

British Isles -- Cumberland

Cumberland Divided into Wards, the City, Buro & Market Towns ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1762

Physical Description: 20 x 17.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cumberland -- 18th c.

Cumberland and Westmoreland Divided into their respective Wards Exhibiting the City, Burough & Market Towns, etc. ... Describing also the Church Livings with Improvements not inserted in any other Set of Half Sheet County Maps Extant By Eman: Bowen Geogr & Thos Bowen / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1767

Physical Description: Extensive notes of information ; 32.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cumberland -- 18th c.

Cumberland ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1750, ca.

Physical Description: Arms of Carlile ; 19 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cumberland -- 18th c.

Cumberland / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787

Physical Description: 27 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Cumberland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2845 a, b

Cumberland / Cary, J., cartographer / (a) 1792 (b) 1810

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) verso, Derbyshire ; 14.5 x 9.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cumberland -- 18th-19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2844

Cumberland1810

Physical Description: 13.5 x 10 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2846

Cumberland / Cooper, artist ; / Cooper, engraver1808

Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2848

Cumberland / Archer, engraver19th c.

Physical Description: 23.5 x 18 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2849

Cumberland1847

Physical Description: 22 x 16.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2852

Cumberland / Pigot, J., 19th c., cartographer / 1829

Physical Description: View of Carlisle Cathedral ; 35.5 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2853

Cumberland19th c.

Physical Description: 44 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Cumberland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3111
A Map of Cumberland / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805
   Physical Description: Keyed references to the Wards ; 40.5 x 51.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Cumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0329
A Map of Cumberland and Westmoreland ... Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements / Haywood, artist / Sudlow, engraver1790
   Physical Description: 46 x 33 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Cumberland, Westmoreland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2624
A New Map of Cumberland and Westmoreland Drawn from the Latest Authorities -- A New Map of Northumberland Drawn from the Latest Authorities1784
   Physical Description: 2 maps ; 21.5 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Cumbria -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2699
Denbigh Shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / 1777 - 87
   Physical Description: Text ; map 12 x 15 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Denbigh -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2687
Denbighshire
   Physical Description: 7 x 10 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Denbigh -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2690
Denbigh Shire / Seller, J., fl. 1658, cartographer / 1695
   Physical Description: 12 x 15 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Denbigh -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2692
A Map of the County of Denbigh / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1756
   Physical Description: 17 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Denbigh -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2688

Denbighshire

Hall, engraver

1820

Physical Description: 12.5 x 7 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Denbigh -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2689

Denbighshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1805

Physical Description: Text ; circle , 6 cm. diam.

CMMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Denbigh -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2691

Denbighshire

19th c.

Physical Description: 19 x 17.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Denbigh -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2693

Denbighshire

Archer, engraver

1848

Physical Description: 17.5 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Denbigh -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2694

Denbighshire

J. & C. Walker, engraver

1831-48

Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Denbigh -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2695

Langley's New Map of Denbighshire

1818

Physical Description: Vignette: Vale of Llangollen ; 19.5 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Denbigh -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2696


Physical Description: 21 x 21 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Denbigh -- 19th c.
British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 4591
Denbigh and Flint described 40 / van den Keere, P. 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.

Physical Description: Verso text; Watermark ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Denbigh & Flint -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2698
Denbigh and Flint Shire / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1724

Physical Description: Panels display antiquities. ; 19.5 x 25.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Denbigh & Flint -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2697
Denbigh and Flint Shire

Physical Description: 16 x 19.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Denbigh&Flint -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2632
A New Map of Derby Shire

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby

Call No: Br Isl 1431
An Accurate Map of the County of Derby Divided into its Hundreds and drawn from the best Authorities Illustrated with Historical Extracts relative to its Natural Curiosities, Mines, Minerals, Trade and Manufactories ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755 ca.

Physical Description: Extensive notes; Dedication to William Cavendish Duke of Devonshire ... ; 69 x 53.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2860
... Survey of Derbyshire ... 1762-71 (north central) This Survey of Derbyshire, Begun in the Year 1762 and finished in the Year 1767 Is Humbly Dedicated By their much obliged Servant R. P. Burdett / Burdett; [Kitchin, T.?], cartographer / 1791

Physical Description: sheet 1 of 6 : Dedication To the Right Honourable the President, Vice-President and rest of the Members of the Society, for the Encouragement of Arts, etc. ; 50.5 x 70 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 18th c.
British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 3112
Derbyshire / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787
Physical Description: 27 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2376
[Derbyshire]
Physical Description: a section of a larger map: Explanation of symbols and roads, etc., in detail.; 50 x 70 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2854
Derbyshire1808
Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2855
DerbyshireArcher, engraver19th c.
Physical Description: 23.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2856
Derbyshire1833
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2857
Derbyshire1802
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2858
Derbyshire1847
Physical Description: 23 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Derby -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2859

**Derbyshire** 19th c.

Physical Description: 41.5 x 33.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Derby -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2623

**A Modern Map of Devonshire**

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Devon

Call No: Br Isl 0331

**A Map of Devonshire, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements** / Haywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver1789

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 33 x 46 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Devon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2862

**A Map of Devon-Shire 1749**

Physical Description: 18 x 19.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Devon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2863

**Devonshire drawn from the best surveys, maps, charts, etc. and regulated by astronml observatns by T Kitchin geogr / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1750**

Physical Description: 21.5 x 18.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Devon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2869

**A New Map of Devonshire by Willm Tunnicliff, Land Surveyor / Tunnicliff, W., fl. 1787-91, cartographer / 1791**

Physical Description: 59.5 x 56.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Devon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3113

**Devonshire / Cary, J, cartographer / 1787**

Physical Description: 21.5 x 26.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Devon -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3153 O S

An Accurate Map of Devon Shire ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755?
  Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Town & Citadel of Plymouth; Dedication to John, Duke of Bedford; 54 x 69 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Devon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2600

Devonshire19th c.
  Physical Description: 20 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2612

  Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; 36 x 40 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2861

Devonshire1808
  Physical Description: 11.5 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2864

DevonshireArcher, engraver19th c.
  Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2865

Devonshire1833
  Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2866

Langley's New Map of Devonshire1820
  Physical Description: Vignette: Exeter Cathedral; 10.5 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2867

Devonshire1847

Physical Description: 16.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2868

A Map of the County of Devonshire; Divided into Hundreds Containing the District Divisions and other local Arrangements effected by the Reform Bill1833

Physical Description: 35.5 x 43.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2870

Map of the County of Devon from an Actual Survey made in the years 1825-26, by C. & J. Greenwood1829

Physical Description: Inset: Lundy Island; Vignette: Exeter Cathedral ; 62 x 70 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3114

A Map of Devonshire ... / Noble, artist ; / Cary, J, cartographer / Noble, engraver1805

Physical Description: 43.5 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Devon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2628

A New Map of Dorset Shire

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Dorset

Call No: Br Isl 2876

Dorset Shire / Morden, R., d.1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.

Physical Description: 36.5 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Dorset -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0330

A Map of Dorsetshire, Engraved from an Actual Survey with Improvements / Haywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver1789

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 33 x 46 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Dorset -- 18th c.
British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 3115
Dorsetshire / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: 22 x 26.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Dorset -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1448
Dorsetshire / Walker, J. & C., cartographer / 1800, ca.
   Physical Description: Keyed references to Divisions, Hundreds & Liberties as established at the Quarter Sessions ; 32.5 x 39 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2619
Map of that part of the Island of Portland in which the principal Stone Quarries are situated (Part 2) / C. H. Smith, artist ; /
   Physical Description: 25.5 x 18.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2871
Dorsetshire1810
   Physical Description: 13.5 x 9.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2872
Dorsetshire1808
   Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2873
Dorsetshire1847
   Physical Description: 16.5 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2874
DorsetshireArcher, engraver1848?
   Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.
Dorsetshire 1833
Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

Dorset 19th c.
Physical Description: 35 x 42 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

A Map of Dorset / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805
Physical Description: 37.5 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

A New Map of the Countyn of Dorset Divided into Hundreds 1801
Physical Description: 44.5 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Dorset -- 19th c.

A New and Correct Map of Durham
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Durham

The Bishoprick and Citie of Durham / Speed, J., 1552-1629, cartographer / 1676
Physical Description: Inset: Bird's eye view of city of Durham; English text; Watermark; 38 x 50.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Durham -- 17th c.

A Map of Durham, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements / Haywood, artist; / Sudlow, engraver 1789
Physical Description: 33 x 46 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Durham -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2880
Durham -- Essex (verso) / Cary, cartographer / 1792
   Physical Description: 15 x 9.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Durham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3116
Durham / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 26.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Durham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2881
Durham1808
   Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Durham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2882
Durham1833
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Durham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2883
DurhamArcher, engraver1848
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Durham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2884
Durham1847
   Physical Description: 16 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Durham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2885
Durham1840, ca.
   Physical Description: 33.5 x 41 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Durham -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3117
A Map of Durham ... / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805?
  Physical Description: 39.5 x 51 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Durham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2765
A Map of the Shire of Edinburgh Survey'd by Mr Adair (1745 ca.) / Adair, J., 1650 ca.-1718; Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / Kitchin, engraverpost 1745
  Physical Description: 15.5 x 17 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Edinburgh -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2766
A New Map of Edinburgh Shire ... Drawn from an actual Survey by Thos Kitchin / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1763
  Physical Description: 17.5 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Edinburgh -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0220
Angliae Regni florentissimi nova descriptio auctore Humfredo Lhuyd Denbygiense (1572 removed) / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below
  Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 38 x 47 cm..Scale: 1: 150,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2072
England / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695
  Physical Description: 36.5 x 42.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1538
  Physical Description: 32.5 x 21.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2413
England1710, ca. ?
  Physical Description: 18 x 20 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2419

A New and Accurate Map of England / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1750, ca.

Physical Description: Keyed references to 52 counties5 ; 31.5 x 22 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- England -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4827

Royaume d'Angleterre

Physical Description: 15.5 x 11.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- England -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1498 1, 2

England: 1. Northern Part; 2. Southern Part / Hebert, artist ; / Neele, engraver1811

Physical Description: each 51 x 72 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- England -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2517


Physical Description: Insets: Ramsgate, Folkstone, Falmouth, Southampton, Exmouth, Dover, Penzance, Poole, Dartmouth, Margate ; 46.5 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- England -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2523


Physical Description: Insets: Holyhead Harbour, Fleetwood, Silloth, Whitehaven, Lancaster ; 46.5 x 29.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- England -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1442 a,b

(a) Carte de l'Angleterre sous les Romains -- (b) Britannia Romana19th c.?

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; (a) 45 x 28.5 cm.; (b) 39.5 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- England -- antiquity
Call No: Br Isl 2073
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divisé selon les sept Royaumes ou Heptarchie des Saxons avec la Principauté de Galles: et subdivisé en Shires ou Comtés par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy, Geog. ord. du Roi, avec Privilege / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles 1688-1766, cartographer / 1753
  Physical Description: Undrained fens shown ; 47.5 x 51 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2410
A Map of Britain as Divided by the Romans Describing theit Military Ways, etc. / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1745?
  Physical Description: 37 x 21 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2433 a, b
Britannia Romana19th c.?
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; (a) 32 x 21.5 cm.; (b) 37.5 x 27 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2434
Britannia Romana19th c.?
  Physical Description: 36 x 43 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2435 a, b
(a) Britannia Saxonia -- (b) Carte d'Angleterre sous les Saxons Dressée sur les Memoirs d'Edmond Gibson (Tome I)19th c.?
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 38 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 3127
England and Wales1805
  Physical Description: 28.5 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England and Wales -- 19th c.
British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 2405
Map of the Coasts and Country opposite the Edystone Rocks 1789
	Physical Description: No. 2 ; 40 x 35.5 cm.
	CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England, coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2406
A General Plan of the Edystone Rocks as seen at the low Water of a spring Tyde Comprehending every Thing lyable to damage a Ship 1785
	Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; No. 3 ; 44 x 34 cm.
	CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England, coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2074
A General Map of Great Britain and Ireland with Part of Germany, Holland, Flanders, France etc Agreeable to Modern History / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1727-31
	Physical Description: Inset: Shetland and Orkney Is.; 20 x 26 cm.
	CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2077
A Compleat Map of the British Isles or Great Britain and Ireland; with their respective Roads & Divisions / Sayer, R., fl. 1780-1810, cartographer / 1772
	Physical Description: Keyed references to counties of England, Wales, Ireland & Shires of Scotland ; 61 x 48 cm.
	CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2442
The Invasions of England and Ireland with all their civil Wars since the Conquest / Enouwy, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1797
	Physical Description: Attacks by sea are cleverly depicted by groups of ships and explanatory notes. Keyed references to 62 battles in England & Wales, 14 in Ireland, including dates and forces involved, foreign & domestic. ; 42.5 x 56.5 cm.
	CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Ireland -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Br Isl 2424

**Carte Particuliere d'une Partie d'Angleterre (south east corner) / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1745**

- Physical Description: 42.5 x 55.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England (SE) -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2417 a, b

**England and Wales (a) 1810, (b) 1801**

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; each 25 x 20 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & W -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3147

**A Map of England, Wales & Scotland describing all the Direct and Principal Cross Roads in Great Britain ... Rivers ... Railways 1823?**

- Physical Description: 73.5 x 61 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms

**Call No:** Br Isl 0007

**A Map of England and Wales from the latest and best observations / Seale, artist ; / Seale, R. W., cartographer / Seale, engraver 1744-47**

- Physical Description: Explanation of symbols includes Rout of ye Rebels from Edinburg to Darby 1745 : 47 x 38 cm.
- Jones, R. L., bequest
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England, Wales -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 1433 a, b

**A New and Compendious Map of England and Wales wherein all the Great Direct and Cross Roads are carefully inserted: Compiled from the Modern Surveys, by Thomas Jefferys, Geographer to the King and Revised, Corrected and Improved, by Samuel Dunn, Mathematician / Jefferys, T., 1695 (?)-1771; Dunn, S. d. 1794, cartographer / (a) 1794**

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) no date ; each 54.5 x 44.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England, Wales -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 1434

**England and Wales, Drawn from the most accurate Surveys, Containing all the Cities Boroughs Market Towns & Villages. In which are included all the Improvements and Observations both Astronomical and Topographical which have been made by Members of the Royal Society and others Down to the present year. By John Rocque Geographer to his Majesty / Rocque, John, d. 1762, cartographer / 1750, ca.**

- Physical Description: folded : Inset: Scilly Isles; Cloth-backed ; 116.5 x 98.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England, Wales -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 1449
A New and Accurate Map of all the Direct and Principal Cross-Roads in England and Wales as they have been Settled and adjusted to the present year 1751?

Physical Description: Keyed references to 52 counties; 35.5 x 35.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England, Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2378
An Accurate Map of England and Wales with the Principal Roads ... / Guthrie, Wm., 1708-70, cartographer / 1785

Physical Description: Keyed references to 50 counties; 35.5 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2379
A Map of England and Wales from the latest and best Observations For Mr Tindal's Continuation of Mr Rapin's History of England / Seale, artist / Seale, engraver1785, ca.?

Physical Description: 47 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2380
A New and very Accurate Map of South Britain, or England and Wales Drawn from a Great Number of Particular Surveys, assisted by some of the most approved Maps & Charts. Containing all the Cities, Boroughs Market Towns etc. With the principal Direct Cross Roads. Also Exhibiting the distance between the Towns situated upon each Road together with the Post Stages etc. The whole being regulated by Astronomical Observations / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / T. Kitchin, engraver1752

Physical Description: No. 7; 34.5 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2382
New Map of England; From the latest Observations / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / 1721

Physical Description: Dedication to William Duke of Devonshire; 51 x 61 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2383
Les Iles Britanniques ou sont le Rme d'Angleterre tiré de Sped celuy d'Ecosse tiré de Th. Pont et celuy d'Irline tiré de Petti le tout rectifié par diverses Observations / Delisle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1702, ca.
Physical Description: This map is a copy of Delisle's original map published in Paris, 1702 ; 47 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2384
Carte d'Angleterre1759
Physical Description: 52.5 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2412
England and Wales Divided into their respective Counties / Bowen, E., d. 1767 & T., d., 1790, cartographer / 1750, ca.
Physical Description: 33 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2414
A New Map of England & Wales ... Divided into Counties ... Drawn from the best AuthoritiesG. Rollos, engraver
Physical Description: 20 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2416 a, b
England and Wales
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Keyed references to 52 counties ; each 18.5 x 21.5.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2420
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 33 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2421

A Pocket Companion of ye Roads of the South Part of Great Britain called England & Wales ...1770, ca.

Physical Description: 27.5 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2428

Englnd and Wales with the Islands of Garnsey, Jersey &c. By H.M. / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1724

Physical Description: 27.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2436

A New nd Accurate Map of that District of Great Britain called England and Wales from the latest and most Correct Surveys by T. Kitchin ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: 38 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2437

England and Wales / Russell, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1799

Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Islands ; 46.5 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2440

A Map of England and Wales with the latest improvements / Haywood, artist ; / Neele, engraver1787

Physical Description: 42 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2441

An Index Map to the Antiquities of England and Wales Shewing the Situation of Every Building Described in this WorkT. Vivaress, engraver1787

Physical Description: 53.5 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.
The South Part of Great Britain called England and Wales Containing all ye Cities ...
with ye Computed Miles from Town to Town and all ye Post Towns as they are at
present regulated by the Postmasters Gen'l of the General Post House ...

Herman Moll Geographer A.D. 1710 / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1710

Physical Description: Dedication: To the Right Honourable Lord Viscount Rialton Son
and Heir apparent of the Right Honble Sidney Earl of Godolphin &c Lord High Treasurer of
Great Britain; Explanations, alphabetical tables, keyed location of hundreds of towns with
county and distance from London, post roads and crossroads, etc. ; 61 x 98 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2444 O S

An Accurate Map of England and Wales from the best authorities / Cary, J.,
cartographer / (a) 1805

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 48.5 x 42.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Call No: Br Isl 0362 a, b

Cary's Reduction of his large Map of England and Wales, with part of Scotland;
Comprehending the whole of the Turnpike Roads, with the Great Rivers and the
course of the different Navigable Canals ... Market Towns ... distances / Cary, J.,
1754-1835, cartographer / 1805

Physical Description: Mileage from General Post Office indicated for each market &
borough town; Dedication to Postmasters General ; 75 x 68 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Call No: Br Isl 1432

England and Wales / Thomson, cartographer / Hewitt, engraver1820, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: St. Pauls & Blackfriars Bridge ; 30.5 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2411

A New and Accurate Map of England & Wales ...

Physical Description: 27 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2415
Call No: Br Isl 2512
Ports & Harbours - Bristol, S.W. England & Wales, Bristol Channel, Milford Haven 1840, ca.
  Physical Description: Insets: Swansea, Cardiff, Newport Dock, Fishguard Bay, Pembroke Dock; 46 x 31 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2599
England & Wales / Archer, artist; / Archer, engraver 1848, ca.
  Physical Description: References; 24 x 19 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2601
England and Wales 1819
  Physical Description: 14 x 9.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2603
England and Wales 1850, ca.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2639
Map of England & Wales Divided into Counties Shewing the Principal Roads, Railways, Canals & the Rivers as far as they are Navigable / R. Creighton, artist; / Thos. Starling, engraver 1831-48
  Physical Description: 47 x 36.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2643
A Map shewing the places in England and Wales sending members to Parliament together with the alterations proposed in the Bill to amend the representation of the People (Reform Bill) 1831
  Physical Description: Population tables; 43.5 x 35 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Br Isl 2644

**New Map of England and Wales showing the County Representation as effected by the Reform Bill (Reform Bill) 1831, ca.**

- Physical Description: 43.5 x 35 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3124

**England and Wales 1821**

- Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Is. ; 25 x 19.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3125

**England, including Wales 1804**

- Physical Description: 25 x 19.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3132

**A New Map of England and Wales**

- Physical Description: 29.5 x 25.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3138

**England and Wales with the southern portion of Scotland 19th c.**

- Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Islands ; 48 x 33.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3139

**England and Wales / Dower, J., fl. 1838, cartographer / Dower, engraver**

- Physical Description: Inset: Scilly Ids ; 41.5 x 33.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3141

**Map of England & Wales with part of Scotland / Pigot, J., cartographer / 1825**

- Physical Description: 68 x 52 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- England & Wales -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Br Isl 2381</th>
<th>Britanniae Antiquae ... Aevi Romani Monumentis ... / Horsley, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1794</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Roman roads shown ; 53.5 x 49.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- England &amp; Wales -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Br Isl 2418</th>
<th>Britannicarum Insularum Typus / van den Keere, P., 1571-c. 1646, cartographer / 1626, ca.?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 15.5 x 29.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Isles -- England &amp; Wales -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Br Isl 1444</th>
<th>Isle of Wight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 16 x 22.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Br Isl 1445</th>
<th>Isle of Wight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Inset: Channel Islands ; 18 x 22 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Br Isl 1446</th>
<th>Isle of Wight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Coastal soundings shown ; 17.5 x 22.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Br Isl 1447</th>
<th>A New and Correct Map of the Isle of Wight designed in a manner Peculiarly Calculated to Assist Pleasure Visitors in their Excursions thro' the Island ... List:A few of the most Remarkable Objects in the Island ... East &amp; West Medine, by G. Brannon Engraver and Publisher of the Vectis Scenery and other Works of the Island, Above thirty years a local Resident / Brannon, G., cartographer / 1847</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Inset: (bottom panel) Outline of the Southern Coast of England as far East and West as is visible from the Isle of Wight ; 27 x 32 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Call No:** Br Isl 2426 OS

**A Military, Marine & Topographical Survey of the Isle of Wight / Clarke, James, 19th c., cartographer / 1812**

Physical Description: keyed references to Parishes ; 55.5 x 70 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms


**Call No:** Br Isl 2627

**A New Map of the County of Essex**

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Essex

**Call No:** Br Isl 2071

**An Accurate Map of the County of Essex divided into its Hundreds Drawn from late Surveys and Illustrated with various additional Improvements: Also Historical Extracts relating to its Trade, Manufactures, Natural History etc not Extant in any other Map of this County by Eman. Bowen Geogr to His Majesty / Bowen, Eman., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755, ca.**

Physical Description: Dedication to Benjamin Mildmay, Earl Fitzwalter ; 53 x 71 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2890

**A New Map of Essex ... / [Conder?], cartographer / 1780, ca.**

Physical Description: 11.5 x 22.5.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2891

**Essex / Toms, W. H., fl. 1723-58, cartographer / 1742**

Physical Description: 15 x 15 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2892

**A Correct Map of the County of Essex / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1848**

Physical Description: 15 x 17 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2897

**Essex / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787**

Physical Description: 21.5 x 26.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2898
**A New Map of Essex from the best Authorities**
1788
Physical Description: 27 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2903
**A New and accurate Map of Essex Engraved from an actual Survey with other Improvements**
E. Sudlow, engraver
1787
Physical Description: 35.5 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2904
**A Map of Essex**
1797
Physical Description: 43 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Essex -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2886
**Essex**
1831
Physical Description: 8.5 x 13.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2887
**Essex**
19th c.
Physical Description: 11 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2888
**Essex / Cobbett, W., 1762-1835, cartographer / 1832**
Physical Description: 18 x 10 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2889
**Essex**
1808
Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.
British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 2893
**Essex1833**
- Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2894
**EssexArcher, engraver1848**
- Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2895 a, b
**Essex(a) 1803**
- Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) 18.5 x 23 cm.; (a) 20.5 x 23 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2896
**Essex**
- Physical Description: 16 x 22.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2899
**Essex / Pigot, J., 19th c., cartographer / 1829-42**
- Physical Description: Vignette: Saffron Walden Church; 23 x 35 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2900
**Essex19th c.**
- Physical Description: 33.5 x 43.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2901
**EssexJ. & C. Walker, engraver1837**
- Physical Description: 32 x 39.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2902</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Essex1832</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 35.5 x 45 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 4584</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Essex1803</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: circle 6 cm. diam.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Essex -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2708</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flint Shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / 1777-87</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Text ; map 11 x 14 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Flintshire -- 17th &amp; 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flintshire</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 7 x 10 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Flintshire -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2702</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flint Shire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Text ; 11 x 11.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Flintshire -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2703</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Correct Map of Flint Shire / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 14.5 x 17.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Flintshire -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2704</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flintshire Drawn from the Best Authorities / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1756</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 17.5 x 21.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Flintshire -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Br Isl 2701
Flintshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1803
   Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.  
       CMC  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
       British Isles -- Flintshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2705
Flintshire19th c.  
   Physical Description: Inset: Continuation of Part of Flint (SE of Wrexham) ; 16 x 19 cm.  
       CMC  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
       British Isles -- Flintshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2706
FlintshireArcher, engraver1848  
   Physical Description: 19 x 22 cm.  
       CMC  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
       British Isles -- Flintshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2707
FlintshireJ. & C. Walker, engraver1831-48  
   Physical Description: Inset: Part of Flintshire locally in the County of Salop ; 18.5 x 23 cm.  
       CMC  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
       British Isles -- Flintshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2709
Langley's New Map of Flintshire1818  
   Physical Description: Vignette: Flint Castle ; 18.5 x 25.5 cm.  
       CMC  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
       British Isles -- Flintshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2710
Flintshire / Dawson, R. K., Lt. R. E., cartographer / 1831?  
   Physical Description: 28 x 27 cm.  
       CMC  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
       British Isles -- Flintshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2079
The British Isles, Comprehending Great Britain and Ireland with the Adjacent Islands / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1794  
   Physical Description: 44 x 31.5 cm.  
       CMC  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
       British Isles -- G. B. & Ireland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2377

A Plain Map or Emblematic Chart for the Geographical Game of the British Islands according to the Method of Abbe Gaultier, by Mr. Wauthier his Pupil 1797

A. E. C., L’Abbé 1746?-1818, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1797

Physical Description: 14 symbols explained; Watermark ; 41 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- G. B. & Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2427

British Islands

Physical Description: Keyed references to counties ; 25.5 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- G. B. & Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2430

Isole Britanniche 19th c.?

Physical Description: Tav. IX; Keyed references ; 31.5 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- G. B. & Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2431

Iles Britanniques

Physical Description: 44 x 29.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- G. B. & Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2432

A New Map of England and Scotland and Ireland

Physical Description: Rapin Folio; Vol. I P. 162 ; 39.5 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- G. B. & Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2429

Veteris et Novae Britanniae Descriptio 19th c.?

Physical Description: Inset: Orcades Ins. ; 21.5 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- G. B. & Irelans -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2717

Glamorgan Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1680

Physical Description: 35 references ; 16.5 x 21 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 17th c.
British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 4599

Glamorgan Shire 47 / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.

Physical Description: Verso text ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2713 a, b

Glamorgan Shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / (a) 1695 (b) 1777-87

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Map only; (b) Map and text, map re-worked; 5-mile grid ; map 12 x 15 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2712

A Map of Glamorgan Shire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720

Physical Description: Text ; 11.5 x 11.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2714

Bowles's Reduced Map of Glamorganshire1785

Physical Description: 13.5 x 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2715

An Improved Map of Glamorgan Shire / Cowley, J., fl. 1734-44, cartographer / 1744

Physical Description: 14 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2716

A New and Correct Map of Glamorgan Shire / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748

Physical Description: 15 x 17 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2718

An Accurate Map of the County of Glamorgan ... Drawn from an accurate Survey by T. Kitchin / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1755

Physical Description: Arms of Cardiff ; 17 x 21.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2720

Glamorgan Shire / [Kitchin, T.?), cartographer / 1769?

Physical Description: Verso: Extensive MS notes ; 13.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2721

A New Map of Glamorgan Shire / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1749?

Physical Description: 21 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2790

An Accurate Map of Glamorgan Shire Drawn from an Actual Survey, with various Improvements. Illustrated with Historical Extracts relative to its Natural Produce, Air, Soil, Trade, Manufactures, etc. by Thos Kitchin Geogr / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1760, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: N W View of Cardiff; Dedication to Charles Pawlet, Duke of Bolton, Knight of the Garter; Extensive informational notes ; 36 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2711

Glamorganshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1805

Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2719 a, b

Glamorganshire(a) 1848

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2722

Langley's new Map of Glamorganshire1818

Physical Description: Vignette: Caerphilly Castle ; 20 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2723

Glamorganshire1831-48

Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Glamorgan -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0332
A New and Correct Map of the Counties of Glocester and Monmouth ... Engraved from an actual Survey / Haywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver 1786
   Physical Description: Keyed references ; 35 x 42.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Gloucester -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2625
A New Map of Glocester Shire -- A New Map of Hamp Shire -- A New Map of Isle of Man -- A New Map of Isles of Guernsey, Jersey, etc. 1784
   Physical Description: 4 maps ; 23.5 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Gloucester -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2911
Glocester Shire / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1724
   Physical Description: Border of 14 ancient British coins ; 19 x 31 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Gloucester -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2912
Glocester-shire 1769?
   Physical Description: 16 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Gloucester -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2913
Glocestershire / Cary, cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: 27 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Gloucester -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2905
Gloucestershire
   Physical Description: 14.5 x 10.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2906
Gloucetershire 1808
   Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2907

Gloucestershire
Archer, engraver
19th c.

Physical Description: 23.5 x 18 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2908

Gloucestershire
1847

Physical Description: 22.5 x 16 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2909

Gloucestershire
1806

Physical Description: 23 x 18.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2910

Gloucestershire
1833

Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2914

Gloucestershire
J. & C. Walker, engraver
1835

Physical Description: Inset: Parts of Gloucestershire locally situated in Warwickshire; 39.5 x 34 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2915

Gloucestershire
19th c.

Physical Description: 41.5 x 36 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3724 1, 2

Map of British Isles known as the Gough Map c. 1360 Facsimile preserved in the Bodleian Library, Oxford
1958

Physical Description: 2 sheets plus 4 transparent overlays; Each sheet has: Overlay 1 - shows place names transcribed and conjectured; Overlay 2 - shows modern place names and modern outline; each 50 x 65 cm.

Bodleian Library & R.G.S. gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Great Britain -- 14th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0296
A New Map of Great Britain / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1717
Physical Description: folded : Inset: The Islands of Schetland and Part of the Orkney Islands; Note regarding Parliament representatives ; 101.5 x 63 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Great Britain -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0299
Regnorum Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae Mappa Geographica -- (outer title): A General Map of Great Britain and Ireland with part of Holland, Flanders, France, etc. Agreeable to Modern History / Mayer, T., 1723-1762, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: Inset: Insulae Schetlandicae ; 47.5 x 54 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Great Britain -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0395
Regnorum Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae Mappa Geographica -- (outer title): A General Map of Great Britain with part of Holland, Flanders, France, etc. ... Agreeable to Modern History / Mayer, T., 1723-1762, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: Inset: Insulae Schetlandicae; Watermark ; 47.5 x 54 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Great Britain -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2438
A New and Correct Map of Great Britain from the most accurate Surveys / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1750, ca.
Physical Description: 42 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Great Britain -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3824
Britannia SaxonicaM. Burghers, engraver18th c.
Physical Description: Insets: Saxon alphabet; Costumed figures ; 18.5 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Great Britain -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2625
A New Map of Guernsey, Jersey, etc.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Guernsey & J.

Call No: Br Isl 2767
A Map of the Shire of Haddington Survey’d by Mr Adair / Adair, J., , 1650 ca.-1718, cartographer / [Kitchin?], engraver1745, ca.
Physical Description: 15 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Haddington -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2625
A New Map of Hampshire
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire

Call No: Br Isl 2922
Hampshire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / S. Nicholls, engraver 1680
Physical Description: 21 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2443
An Index Map of the New Forest shewing the Connection of the respective sheets in the Large Survey 1789
Physical Description: reduced to a scal of 1/3 ; 55.5 x 57.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2918
A Map of Hampshire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720
Physical Description: 12 x 12 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2921
A Map of Hampshire / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784; Jefferys, T., 1695(?) -1721, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: 18 x 13 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2927
Hampshire / Cary, cartographer / 1787
Physical Description: 27 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2929
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight ... with concise Historical Extracts ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1767
Physical Description: Informative notes ; 22 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2917
Hampshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1805
Physical Description: Text ; circle 6 cm. diam.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2919
Hampshire
Physical Description: 14 x 11 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2920
HampshireCooper, engraver1808
Physical Description: 18.5 x 10 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2923
Hampshire1810?
Physical Description: 18 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2924
Hampshire or Southampton1833
Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2925
Hampshire / Moule, T., 1784-1851, cartographer / Dower, engraver1836
Physical Description: Vignette: Southampton; Arms: Duke of Wellington; Shields: Southampton, Southwick, Winchester, Portsmouth, Petersfield ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2926
Hampshire1847
Physical Description: 16 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2930

**Hampshire 19th c.**

Physical Description: 41 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Hampshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4592

**The Iles of Hebrides wth ther borderer's / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.**

Physical Description: Verso text; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Hebrides -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2629

**A New Map of Herefordshire**

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Hereford

Call No: Br Isl 2937 a, b

**Hereford Shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / (a) 1695 (b) 1777-87**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (a) Map only; (b) Map with text; map 12.5 x 14.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Hereford -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4586

**Hereford Shire 24 / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.**

Physical Description: Verso: Text; Watermark; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Hereford -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4588

**Hereford-shire with some confining Townes (incl. distance tables) / [van Langeren?], cartographer / 1635 ?**

Physical Description: Text (gazeteer Blackmere-Byford); Sheet 18 x 13 cm.; Map 10.5 x 10.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Hereford -- 17th c.
**Call No:** Br Isl 2063

**An Accurate Map of Hereford Shire Divided in to its Hundreds Drawn from the best Maps and Surveys Illustrated with Historical Extracts relative to its Air, Soil, Natural produce, Trade, Manufactures present State of the City of Hereford and other principal Towns by Eman Bowen Geogr to His Majesty / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 1755, ca.**

Physical Description: Dedication: To the Right Honble John Viscount Bateman Lord Lieutenant and Custos Rotulorum for the County of Hereford; Original linen backing with Sayer label, folding to 19 x 28 cm. ; 52.5 x 70.5 cm. .

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2933

**Herefordshire1833**

Physical Description: 16.5 x 8 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2938

**A Correct Map of Hereford Shire / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748**

Physical Description: 15 x 17 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2940

**Hereford ShireBaker, engraver1750**

Physical Description: 19 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2941

**Hereford Shire / Read, T., cartographer /**

Physical Description: Dedication to Lord Carpenter ; 16.5 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2942

**Herefordshire ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1760**

Physical Description: 18 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.
Guide to the Antiquarian Maps
Collection, 1493 - 1962

Call No: Br Isl 2952

Herefordshire / Cary, cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: 27 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2953

A Map of Herefordshire, from the best AuthoritiesLodge, engraver1766
   Physical Description: 33.5 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2957

A Map of Herefordshire Engraved from an actual survey with Improvements / Haywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver1789
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 33 x 55.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4587

Hereford Shire18th c.
   Physical Description: MS notes in margin and on verso ; 12 x 14.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl

Herefordshire / Cary, cartographer / 1814
   Physical Description: 15 x 9.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2931

Herefordshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1803
   Physical Description: circle 6 cm. diam.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2934

Hereford1808
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2935
Herefordshire / Cobbett, W., 1762 -1835, cartographer / 1832
   Physical Description: 17.5 x 10 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2936
Herefordshire
   Physical Description: 14.5 x 11 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2939
Comté d'Hereford
   Physical Description: 15.5 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2943 a, b
Herefordshire(a & b) Archer, engraver(a) 1848
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; (a & b) 24 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2944
Herefordshire and Monmouthshire
   Physical Description: 24 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2945
Hereford
   Physical Description: Vignettes: Goodrich Castle, Garnstone House, Hereford; 3 Coats of Arms; Heraldry ; 27 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2946
Herefordshire1833
   Physical Description: 24.5 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2947
Herefordshire1815
  Physical Description: 25.5 x 20 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2948
Herefordshire
  Physical Description: Railways ; 24 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2949
Herefordshire1831
  Physical Description: 25 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2950
Herefordshire1843?
  Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2951
Herefordshire / Dawson, R. K., Lt. R. E., cartographer / 1831?
  Physical Description: 26 x 20 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2954
Herefordshire19th c.
  Physical Description: A separate sheet of text about the county. ; 42 x 34 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2955
Herefordshire1832
  Physical Description: 45.5 x 35.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2956
Map of the County of Herefordshire Divided into Hundreds Containing the District Divisions and other Local Arrangements effected by the Reform Bill 1831?
   Physical Description: 44.5 x 34.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2958
Map of the County of Hereford ... Actual Survey made in the Year 1831... Corrected to the Present Period / Greenwood, C. & J., fl. 1821-40, cartographer / J. & C.Walker, engraver 1834
   Physical Description: Vignette: Hereford Cathedral ; 58 x 70 c.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2959
A New Map of the County of Hereford ... 1801
   Physical Description: 51 x 46 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3118
A Map of Herefordshire ... / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805?
   Physical Description: 53 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4585
A Map of Hereford Shire / Bowen, E. & Owen, cartographer / 1720
   Physical Description: Verso: Text and portion of strip map (Bristol, Chepstow) ; 12 x 12 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hereford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2620
A New Map of Hartford
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hertford

Call No: Br Isl 2962
Hertfordshire / Cary, cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 26.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Hertford -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2964
A Map of Hartfordshire 1798
  Physical Description: 39.5 x 49.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hertford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2960
Hertfordshire 1824
  Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hertford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2961
Hertfordshire 1833
  Physical Description: 20 x 24.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hertford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2963
Hertfordshire 19th c.
  Physical Description: 34 x 42 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Hertford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2970
An Accurate Map of the County of Huntingdon Divided into its Hundreds ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755, ca.
  Physical Description: Dedication to Robert Montagu, Duke of Manchester ... ; 70.5 x 52.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Huntingdon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3119
Huntingdonshire / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787
  Physical Description: 27 x 21.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Huntingdon -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2965
Huntingdon 1824
  Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Huntingdon -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2966

Huntingdon Shire 1833

Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Huntingdon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2967

Huntingdonshire J. & C. Walker, engraver 1835?

Physical Description: 39.5 x 33.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Huntingdon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2968

Huntingdonshire 19th c.

Physical Description: 42.5 x 34 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Huntingdon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2969

A Map of Huntingdonshire ... / Cary, cartographer / Cary, engraver 1805?

Physical Description: 52.5 x 40 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Huntingdon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0157

Huntington Both Shire and Shire Towne with the ancient citie of Ely described / Speed, J., 1552-1629, cartographer / J. Hondius, engraver 1676

Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Huntington, Plan of Ely; English text; Watermark; Heraldry; 38.5 x 51.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Huntington -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0322

Huntington, both shire and shiretowne with the ancient citie of Ely described ... Performed by John Speed / Speed, John, 1552-1629, cartographer / J. Hondius, 1662, engraver 1676

Physical Description: Insets: Plans of Huntington and Ely; Keyed references; Heraldry; 10 coats of arms; English text on verso ; 36.5 x 51 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Huntington -- 17th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0003
Eryn Hiberniae, Britannicae Insulae, Nova Descriptio ... Irlandt / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584
   Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Latin text; Watermark ; 35.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 1 mill.
   Jones, R.L., bequest
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0274
Eryn Hiberniae, Britannicae Insulae Nova Descriptio Irlan dt / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
   Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text; Watermark ; 35.5 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0288
Irelande / Boazio, B., fl. 1588-1606, cartographer / ca 1600
   Physical Description: modern reproduction ; 53 x 63 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3227
A New Map of the Kingdom of Ireland Divided into its Several Provinces etc. ... Drawn from Several Surveys of Sir Wm Petty as also from all the Surveys of the Counties made since his time / Petty, Sir Wm., 1623-1687, cartographer / J. Bayly, engraver 1760?
   Physical Description: 56 x 48.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3318 a, b
A New Map of Ireland(a) 1799 (b) 1824
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 46.5 x 51.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th & 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0510
A New Map of Ireland into Provinces and Counties1787
   Physical Description: 41.5 x 36.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1099
A Correct Map of Ireland Divided into its Provinces, Counties, and Places in Computed miles by Inspection, where Barraques are Erected etc. / Price-Senex-Maxwell, cartographer / 1711
   Physical Description: Dedication to Sir William Robinson ; 99 x 67 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 1100 1, 2
A Map of the Kingdom of Ireland Divided into Provinces Counties and Baronies ... / Rocque, John, d. 1762, cartographer / 1750, ca.
Physical Description: 2 folded sheets : Inset: Sea Coasts of Great Britain & Ireland; Explanation of symbols ; (1) 60 x 97 cm.; (2) 62.5 x 98 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3201
Ireland ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer /
Physical Description: 18.5 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3202
A New Map of Ireland ...
Physical Description: 27.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3203
A New nd Correct Map of Ireland ...
Physical Description: 30.5 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3204 a,b
A New and Accurate Map of Ireland / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1778
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; each 30 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3205
Ireland ...
Physical Description: Plate IX ; 18.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3210
A New Map of Ireland1794
Physical Description: 29 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3216
A Pocket Companion of Ireland / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1700
   Physical Description: Dedication to His Grace Charles Duke of Grafton ... ; 30 x 27.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3217
Ireland divided in Provinces and Counties ...1785
   Physical Description: 37 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3218
A New Map of the Kingdom of Ireland divided into its Provinces and Counties ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1764
   Physical Description: 36.5 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3219
Ireland ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1784, ca.
   Physical Description: 38.5 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3220
A New Map of Ireland with the Roads
   Physical Description: 36 x 33.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3222
Ireland Divided into its Four Provinces / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: 36.5 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3223
A Map of the Kingdom of Ireland from ye latest & best Observations, For Mr Tindal's Continuation of Mr Rapin's HistorySeale, engraver1744-47
   Physical Description: 48.5 x 38.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3226
Royaume d'Irlande / [Robert de Vaugondy, D. or G.?], cartographer / Delahaye, engraver 1750
  Physical Description: 48.5 x 54.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3228
A New Map of Ireland / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1786
  Physical Description: 64 x 56.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3236
A New and Correct Chart of the Harbour of Corke 1782
  Physical Description: Watermark ; 31.5 x 28.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3237
A New Hydrographical Survey of the West Coast of Ireland from the Shannon Mouth to Urris Head; with part of the North Coast from Urris Head to Milk Haven being a Continuation of the Marine Surveys made by Capt Joseph Huddart / Huddart, Capt. J., cartographer / 1794
  Physical Description: 76.5 x 52 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3200
Ireland Bell, engraver
  Physical Description: 18 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3206 1, 2 , 2a
Ireland: North -- South 1808
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 3 sheets : Sheet 2a colored ; each 18.5 x 21.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3207
Ireland
   Physical Description: 22 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3208
IrelandHewitt, engraver
   Physical Description: Inset: View of Giants Causeway ; 30 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3209
Ireland1850, ca.
   Physical Description: Vignettes: St. Patrick's (Dublin), Limerick Castle, The Holy Well, Round Tower (Wicklow), Ross Castle (Lake of Killarney) ; 35 x 24 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3211
Ireland1833
   Physical Description: 36.5 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3213
Armagh1831
   Physical Description: 24.5 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3214
Donegal1831
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3215
Map of the Parish of Errigalkeroge in the County of Tyrone
   Physical Description: 17 x 20.5 cm.
   VCMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3221
Map of Ireland
   Physical Description: 41 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3224
[To His Majesty's Postmasters General This Map is Most Respectfully Dedicated by
the author] / Rowe, Robert, ca. 1775-1843, cartographer / 1809
   Physical Description: 65 x 52 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3224
The Lakes of Killarney and Glengariff
   Physical Description: Insets: Ireland with its Railways, Proposed Central Hotel near
   Upper Lake ; 31 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3225
Ireland1829
   Physical Description: 64.5 x 51.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3229
A Map of Ireland divided into Provinces and Counties, shewing the Great and Cross
Roads with the distances of the principal Towns from Dublin ... Also the Steam
Communications from the Out Ports, and the average Time of Passage1851
   Physical Description: Railways completed & in Progress indicated ; 71 x 54.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3230
Ireland1813
   Physical Description: 71 x 50 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3231
Ireland1815
   Physical Description: 60.5 x 50.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3232
Ireland with all the Railways
  Physical Description: 42 x 52 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3233
Southern Part of Ireland
  Hewitt, engraver
  1817
  Physical Description: 50.5 x 59 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4722
Ireland
  19th c.
  Physical Description: 46 x 34.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3212
Map of Ireland Showing the Lines of Railways recommended by the Railway Commissioners and those proposed by Private Companies
  Physical Description: 39 x 26.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ireland Railr'd -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2625
A New Map of the Isle of Man
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Isle of Man

Call No: Br Isl 0008
The Isle of Man Exactly described, and into several Parishes divided, with every Towne, Village, Baye, Creke, and River therein conteyned. The bordringe Coasts werewhith it is circulated in their situations sett, and by the Compase accordingly shewed, with their true distance from every place unto this Island by a severall scale observed ... Described by Tho. Durham Ano 1595, Performed by John Speed Anno 1610 / Durham, T.; Speed, John, 1552-1629, cartographer / 1676
  Physical Description: Heraldry; English text on verso ; 38.5 x 52.5 cm.
  Jones, R. L., bequest
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Isle of Man -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2636
Isle of Man
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Isle of Man -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2637
Isle of Mann 1817, ca.?
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; 22 x 28 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Isle of Man -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2638
The Isle of Man / Weller, E., cartographer / Weller, engraver 1863
Physical Description: 43.5 x 30 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Isle of Man -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4594
Isle of Wight S. Hall, engraver 1820
Physical Description: 7 x 12.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Isle of Wight -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4595
Isle of Wight Wallis, engraver 1810
Physical Description: 5.5 x 8.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Isle of Wight -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2627
A New Map of the County of Kent
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Kent

Call No: Br Isl 2972
A Mapp of Kent with its Lathes and Hundreds / Blome, R., d. 1705, cartographer / 1693
Physical Description: Dedication to Lord Viscount Sidney of Shepey; 18.5 x 24 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Kent -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2976
A Map of Kent 1797
Physical Description: 35 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Kent -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3120
Kent / Cary, J., cartographer / 1787
  Physical Description: 22 x 26.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Kent -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2604
Romney Marsh, as it was certainly in the Time of the Saxons, and probably in the
Time of the Romans, and perhaps in the Time of the Britons
  Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Vol. XL ; 24 x 19.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Kent -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2971
Kent1824
  Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Kent -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2973
Kent1833
  Physical Description: 19 x 24 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Kent -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2974 a, b
KentArcher+, engraver(b) 1848
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) B & W ; 18 x 23 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Kent -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2975
Kent19th c.
  Physical Description: 33.5 x 42.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Kent -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4826
Kent
  Physical Description: 10 x 14 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Kent -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 1006
A. Plan of the District between Oldbury Camp and Plaxtol -- B. Plan of Excavations in Ash Plantation on Allan's Farm, Plaxtol
   Physical Description: 20.5 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Kent -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2613
The Lakes of Cumberland, Westmoreland, etc.1850, ca.
   Physical Description: Vignettes: 7 landscapes ; 36 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Lakes: Cumbria -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0333
A Map of Lancashire, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements / Haywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver1789
   Physical Description: Keyed references ; 46 x 33 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Lancashire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2515
A New Map of Lancashire by William Tunnicliff Land Surveyor 1787 / Tunnicliff, W., fl. 1787-91, cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 37.5 x 32 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Lancashire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2626
A New Map of Lancashire -- A New Map of Lincolnshire1784
   Physical Description: 2 maps ; 21 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Lancashire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2509
Lancashire1824
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Lancashire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2510
LancashireS. Hall, engraver1833
   Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Lancashire -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2511
Lancashire. Archer, engraver19th c.
  Physical Description: 24.5 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Lancashire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2513
Lancashire. & C. Walker, engraver1831
  Physical Description: 36.5 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Lancashire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2606
A Map of Furness / Dawson, R. K., Lt., R.E., cartographer / R. Hixon, engraver1831, ca.?
  Physical Description: 17.5 x 11 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Lancashire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4568 1, 2
Lancashire: North Sheet -- South Sheet19th c.
  Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 34.5 x 42 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Lancashire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2514
Map of Lancashire A. D. 1086 According to the Doomsday Survey in the Orthography and Character of that Document1831
  Physical Description: 36.5 x 23 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Lancashire -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2064
The County Palatine of Lancaster / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.
  Physical Description: 41.5 x 36.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Lancaster -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1474
Map of the County Palatine of Lancaster with the latest improvements1824
  Physical Description: Inset: View of Liverpool from Rock Ferry; Engraved for "Raines' Lancashire" 1824 by J. H. Franks Wilson Surveyor ; 52.5 x 40.4 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Lancaster -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2627
A New Map of the Counties of Leicester & Rutland -- A New Map of the County of Essex -- A New Map of the County of Kent 1784
   Physical Description: 3 maps ; 36 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Leicester -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2165
Roman Leicester
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Leicester -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 0508
A New and correct Map of Leicester & Rutland .. Engraved from an actual Survey with other improvements 1787
   Physical Description: 36 x 44 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Leicester, Rutl'd -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4569
Leicestershire and Rutlandshire 19th c.
   Physical Description: 34 x 41 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Leicestershire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2065
Leicestershire Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.
   Physical Description: 36 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Leicestershire -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2516 a, b
Leicestershire(a) 1833
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; (a) Chapman & Hall London; (b) Dugdale's England & Wales Delineated London ; 19 x 24 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Leicestershire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3143
A Chart exhibiting the Lighthouses, and Light Vessels on the Coasts of Great Britain & Ireland and also those on the Coasts of Europe situated between Late 47° and 59° N and Longitude 6° West to 17° E 1845
   Physical Description: Insets: Firth of Forth & Tay Liverpool Bay, Mouth of the Thames; Published by order of Trinity House ... ; Ordered by the House of Commons to be Printed 1st August 1845 ; 71.5 x 125 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Lighthouses -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2626

A New Map of Lincolnshire

British Isles -- Lincoln

Call No: Br Isl 0275

The County and City of Lyncolne with the Arms of them that hath bene earles thereof since the Conquest / Speed, J., 1552-1629, cartographer / J. Hondius, 1610, engraver 1676

Physical Description: Inset: Plan of city of Lincoln; Keyed references; English text; Heraldry; Watermark; 38.5 x 51 cm.

British Isles -- Lincoln -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2066 a, b

Lincolnshire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / (a) 1695, ca. (b) MS 1762

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 37 x 42 cm.

CMC

British Isles -- Lincoln -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2521

[Lincolnshire] / [Kitchin, T.?], cartographer / 1769?

Physical Description: 28 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

British Isles -- Lincoln -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2522

A New Map of Lincolnshire from the best Authorities 1789

Physical Description: 33 x 27 cm.

CMC

British Isles -- Lincoln -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2518

Lincolnshire 1808

Physical Description: Pl. XXI; 18.5 x 10 cm.

CMC

British Isles -- Lincoln -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2519

Lincolnshire 1833

Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.

CMC

British Isles -- Lincoln -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2520
**Lincolnshire 19th c.**
Physical Description: 24 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Lincoln -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2751
**Lincolnshire 19th c.**
Physical Description: 42 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Lincoln -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3121
**A Map of Lincolnshire ... / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805?**
Physical Description: 53.5 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Lincoln -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3123
**Plan of the Holme Hill as proposed to be let for building ground in the hamlet of Wellow Weelsby adjoining Grimsby**
Physical Description: Part of the Estate of G. F. Heneage, Esq. ; 38 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Lincoln -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4600
**Man : I / [Morden?], cartographer /**
Physical Description: inset on a larger map : Mona - Caesar -- Menavia - Orosius et Bede -- Monoeda - Ptol. -- Menaw et Eubonia - Ninius -- Monabia - Plin. -- Menow - Britans; Watermark ; 13.5 x 12 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Man (island) -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4601
**The isle of Man**
Physical Description: inset on a larger map : Watermark ; 19.5 x 12.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Man (island) -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2609
**Map of the Parish of Marshwood (? Somerset ) 1825, ca.**
Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top ; 23.5 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- (Marshwood) -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2727</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merioneth Shire</strong> / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 16.5 x 20.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Merioneth -- 17th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2725</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merionethsh.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 7 x 10 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Merioneth -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2728</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>An Accurate Map of Merioneth Shire Drawn from the best Authorities, by Tho. Kitchin Geogr.</strong> / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 17 x 21.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Merioneth -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2726</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merionethshire</strong> / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Merioneth -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2051</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middlesex ... Drawn from Surveys and most approved Maps by Eman Bowen Geographer to His Majesty</strong> / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 18.5 x 20 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Middlesex -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2508</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Map of Middlesex1798</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Watermark (1809) ; 40.5 x 51.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Middlesex -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Br Isl 2628</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A New Map of Middlesex -- A New Map of Surrey -- A New Map of Dorsetshire -- A New Map of Sussex1784</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 4 maps ; 23 x 35.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles -- Middlesex -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Br Isl 2506 a,b,c
Middlesex: (a) Dugdale's England and Wales Delineated -- (b) Chapman & Hall 1833 --
(c) Lewis' Topographical Dictionary 19th c.
    Physical Description: 3 similar maps ; 19 x 24 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Middlesex -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2507
Middlesex
    Physical Description: Inset views: Buckingham Palace, Westminster Bridge & New
    Houses of Parliament; Railroads, Hundreds shown ; 20 x 26 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Middlesex -- 19th c.

Call No: Map Group F BOX 1
[55 maps of counties of England and Wales with Canals, Navigable Rivers, Railroads,
etc.]1804 - 09
    Physical Description: 20 x 26 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Miscellaneous -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2527
A New Map of Monmouthshire1789
    Physical Description: 2 Watermarks ; 33 x 26.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Monmouth -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2629
A New Map of Monmouth Shire -- A New Map of Hereford Shire1784
    Physical Description: 2 maps ; 21.5 x 32 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Monmouth -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2524
Monmouthshire / Cooper, artist ; / Cooper, engraver1808
    Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Monmouth -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2525
Monmouthshire19th c.
    Physical Description: 24 x 18 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Monmouth -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2526
Monmouthshire
James Bingley, engraver 1838, ca.
Physical Description: Inset views: Tintern Abbey, Chepstone Castle, Monmouth Town Hall; 27 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Monmouth -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2528
A Map of Monmouthshire
J. Cary, engraver 19th c.
Physical Description: 45.5 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Monmouth -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2732
Montgomerie & Merionidh Shires 49 / van den Keere, P., 1571-(?) 1546, cartographer / 1646
Physical Description: Verso: Text for Monmouth-Shire; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2737 a, b
Montgomery Shire / Seller, J, d. 1697, cartographer / (a)1695 (b) 1777-87
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) Text; map 12 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2733
A Map of Montgomery Shire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720
Physical Description: Text; 11.5 x 12 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2734
A Map of Montgomery Shire in North Wales / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748
Physical Description: 14.5 x 17 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2735
A New Map of the County of Montgomery / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1760
Physical Description: 17.5 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2736
Bowles's Reduced Map of Montgomeryshire
1765
Physical Description: 16 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2729
Montgomery Shire
Physical Description: Text ; 6.5 x 11.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2730
Montgomeryshire
Hall, engraver
1820
Physical Description: 12.5 x 7 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2731
Montgomeryshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1805
Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2738
Montgomery
19th c.
Physical Description: 19.5 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2739 a, b
Montgomeryshire
Archer, engraver(a) 1848
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 18 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2740
Montgomeryshire
1831-48
Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Montgomery -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2630
A New Map of Norfolk -- A New Map of Suffolk 1784
Physical Description: 2 maps ; 35 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Norfolk -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2530
Routes from the City of Norfolk through the County of Norfolk 1836
Physical Description: 16 routes delineated (panoramic) ; 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Norfolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2532
Norfolk / Cooper, artist ; / Cooper, engraver 1808
Physical Description: Plate XXIV ; 11 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Norfolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2533 a, b
Norfolk 19th c.
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Keyed references ; 19 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Norfolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2534
Norfolk S. Hall, engraver 1833
Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Norfolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2404
[Norfolk shore at Blakeney ; To Sr Clodsley Shouel Rear Adml of the Blew this is most humbly Dedicated and Presented by Capt. G. Collins] / Collins, Capt. Greenville, fl. 1669-96, cartographer / Harris, engraver 1693?
Physical Description: Orientation: South at top ; 28 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Norfolk coast -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2531
Norfolk -- Monmouthshire (verso) / Cary, J., cartographer / 1792
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 15 x 9.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Norfolk & Mon. -- 18th c.
Survey of the Road from Kings Lynn in Norfolk ... Yarmouth Norfolk -- Survey of the Road from Monmouth to Llandbeder / [Ogilby?], cartographer /
   Physical Description: Plate XXXII ; 29.5 x 34.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Norfolk / Wales -- 17th-18th c.

Northampton Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 36 x 42 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Northampton -- 17th c.

A Map of Northamptonshire, Engraved from an actual Survey with ImprovementsSudlow, engraver1788
   Physical Description: Keyed references ; 46.5 x 33.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Northampton -- 18th c.

Northampton Shire / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1724
   Physical Description: Margins contain engravings of archaeological remains including fossils & Roman pavement. ; 19.5 x 31.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Northampton -- 18th c.

Plan of the Castles on Mr. Wallers Estate (Northamptonshire), May 17981798?
   Physical Description: P. 103 ; 25.5 x 19 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Northampton -- 18th c.

A New Map of Northampton Shire -- A New Map of Cambridge Shire1784
   Physical Description: 2 maps ; 22.5 x 35 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Northampton -- 18th c.

A Map of Northamptonshire from the best Authorities / Cary J., cartographer / 1805?
   Physical Description: 43.5 x 48 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Northampton -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2977
Northamptonshire 1808
Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northampton -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2978
Northamptonshire 1833
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northampton -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2979
Northamptonshire 1848
Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northampton -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2980
Northamptonshire J. & C. Walker, engraver 1835?
Physical Description: 33 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northampton -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2981
Northamptonshire 19th c.
Physical Description: 33.5 x 41.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northampton -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2624
A New Map of Northumberland
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland

Call No: Br Isl 0507
A Map of Northumberland, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements
Sudlow, engraver 1789
Physical Description: 46.5 x 33 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2060
A New Improved Map of Northumberland from the Best Surveys & Intelligences ... Divided into its Wards: Shewing the several Roads and True Measured Distances between Town and Town; also the Rectories and Vicarages, the Parks and Seats of the Nobility & Gentry, with other useful Particulars Regulated by Astronomical Observations ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1750
Physical Description: Dedication To the Noble and Right Honorable Charles Bennet Earl of Tankerville Knight of the Noble Order of St. Andrew Keeper of the Rolls and Lord Lieutenant of Northumberland; Historical notes and key to symbols ; 69 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2536
Map of Norhamshire PH, Islandshire, Holy Island (A triangular area from Coldstream & Corn Hill Chapelry to Berwick on Tweed to Holy Island & across to Coldstream; an area designated in 1809 as part of Durham)18th c.?
Physical Description: 24.5 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2983
Northumberland1808
Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2984 a, b
Northumberland(a) 1831 (b) 1833
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; each 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2985
Northumberland1848
Physical Description: 23.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2986
Northumberland1831
Physical Description: 31.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Northumberland -- 19th c.
British Isles

Call No: Br Isl 2987
Northumberland 19th c.
   Physical Description: 42.5 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Northumberland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2062
Nottinghamshire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.
   Physical Description: 35 x 42 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Nottingham -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2061
Nottinghamshire / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1724
   Physical Description: Margins contain 12 engravings of Roman coins. ; 31.5 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Nottingham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2632
A New Map of Nottinghamshire Drawn from the Latest Authorities -- A New Map of Derbyshire Drawn from the Latest Authorities 1784
   Physical Description: 2 maps ; 22.5 x 35 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Nottingham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2989
Nottinghamshire
   Physical Description: 15 x 8 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Nottingham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2994
A New, accurate & correct Map of Nottinghamshire Engraved from an actual Survey ... 1787
   Physical Description: 44.5 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Nottingham -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2990
Nottinghamshire 1808
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Nottingham -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2991
Nottinghamshire 1848
Archer, engraver

Physical Description: 23.5 x 18.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Nottingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2992
Nottinghamshire 1833

Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Nottingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2993
Nottinghamshire 19th c.

Physical Description: 41.5 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Nottingham -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3165
Orkney Islands 1847

Physical Description: 24 x 18.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Orkney -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3166
Orkney Islands Caldwell Brothers, engraver

Physical Description: Insets: Shetland, Fair Isle ; 28 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Orkney -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2999
Oxford Shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / 1777-87

Physical Description: Text ; 12 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2634
A New Map of Oxfordshire -- A New Map of Buckinghamshire 1784

Physical Description: 2 maps ; 22 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 18th c.
A Map of Oxfordshire engraved from an actual Survey / Heywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver 1787

Physical Description: 44 x 31 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2995
Oxfordshire 1808

Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2996
Oxfordshire 1847

Physical Description: 23 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2997
Oxfordshire 1833

Physical Description: 25 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2998
Oxfordshire 1830

Physical Description: Vignettes: Blenheim House, Radcliffe Library ; 26.5 x 19.5.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3000
Oxfordshire 18297

Physical Description: 42 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3001
Oxfordshire 19th c.

Physical Description: 43.5 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Oxford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2741
Pembrokesh.
Physical Description: 7 x 10 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Pembroke -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2742
Pembrokeshire Hall, engraver 1820
Physical Description: 12.5 x 7 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Pembroke -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2743
Pembrokeshire and Camarthenshire
Physical Description: 16.5 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Pembroke -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4570
Chart of Milford Haven (Pembrokeshire)
Physical Description: Navigation information on St Anns Light and other features ; 17 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Pembrokeshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2391
An Accurate Chart of the Harbour of Portsmouth: of the Anchoring Ground at Spit Head with the Place where the Royal George sunk; of the Road of St. Hellens and the Whole of the Isle of Wight being the Coast from Christ Church to Chichester from an Actual Survey. Lodge, engraver 1782
Physical Description: 29 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Portsmouth -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1731
Radnor / [Speed, J.], cartographer / 1676?
Physical Description: small piece of larger map : English text on verso ; 12 x 13.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2755
Radnor Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1680
Physical Description: 16.5 x 20.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 17th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2762 a, b
Radnorshire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / 1777-87
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Text ; 12 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2744
Radnorsh.
Physical Description: 7 x 10 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2748
A Map of Radnor Shire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720
Physical Description: Text ; 12 x 12 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2749
An Improved Map of Radnor Shire containing the Voroughs and Market Towns, with those Adjoyning; also its Principal Roads and Rivers by J. Cowley Geogr to his Majesty / Cowley, J., fl. 1734-44, cartographer / 1744
Physical Description: 16 x 14 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2750 a, b
(a) Radnor Shire -- (b) Bowles's Reduced Map of Radnorshire[Kitchin?], engraver(a) 1769? (b) 1785
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) MS notes on verso ; 12 x 14 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2752
A Correct Map of Radnor Shire in South Wales / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748
Physical Description: 14.5 x 17.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2757
An Accurate Map of the County of Radnor / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1755
- Physical Description: The Arms of Radnor ; 17 x 21.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2758
A New Map of Radnor Shire ... Geogr., Engraver to H. R. H. the Duke of York / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1755, ca.?
- Physical Description: 19.5 x 26 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2759
A New and Accurate Map of Radnor Shire1766
- Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2791
An Accurate Map of Radnor Shire -- An Accurate Map of Brecknock Shire / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / Kitchin, engraver1780, ca.?
- Physical Description: 2 maps on one sheet : Extensive notes & information; Dedication to Thos Morgan, Esqur ... County of Drecon ; each 35 x 52.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Radnor -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2745
Radnor Shire
- Physical Description: Text ; 6.5 x 11.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2746
RadnorshireHall, engraver1820
- Physical Description: 12.5 x 7 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2747
Radnorshire / Luffman, J., fl. 1776-1820, cartographer / 1803
- Physical Description: Text ; circle, 6 cm. diam.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2753
Radnor Shire
Physical Description: 12 x 14.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2754
Radnor Shire
Physical Description: Inset: Holy Island, Fairn Island, Staiples ; 20 x 15.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2756
Radnorshire 19th c.
Physical Description: 18 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2760
Radnorshire Archer, engraver 1848
Physical Description: 18.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2761
Radnorshire J. & C. Walker, engraver 1831-48
Physical Description: 18 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Radnor -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4828 a, b
(a) The Road from London to Bristol -- (b) Portion only; shown is the section from London to Chelmsford with relevant descriptive notes / after Ogilby, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Watermark on (b) ; 10 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- roads -- 10th c.
Call No: Br Isl 5005
The Road from London ... Barnet to Oakham / Ogilby, J, 1600-1676, cartographer / 1675
  Physical Description: Watermark; Orientation clearly indicated on each strip as well as uphill and downhill. ; 35 x 45 cm.
  Margaret C. Sowers gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Roads -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4830
[Completion of Roads to Greenock ...Roads measured from Hicks's Hill]19th c.
  Physical Description: Area covered: Campbeltown to Glasgow and Mull of Galloway to Dumfries ; 29.5 x 25 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- roads, Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2403
A Map of the Principal Roman Camps, Forts, Walls, etc. between the River Tyne in England and Tay in Scotlandj. Cary, engraver
  Physical Description: 39.5 x 46 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rom. wall area -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2633
A New Map of Ross & Cromarty
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Ross & Cromarty

Call No: Br Isl 2627
A New Map of the County of Rutland
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutland

Call No: Br Isl 2049
To the Nobility, Gentry And all the Subscribers for the County of Rutland this Map is most Humbly Inscribed by their most Obedient Humble Servant Capt Andw Armstrong / Armstrong, Andrew, fl. 1768-81, cartographer / J. Luffman, engraver1781
  Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Oakham; Keyed references ; 53 x 64 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3003
A Map of Rutland Shire / Bowen, E., d. 1767; Owen, cartographer / 1720
  Physical Description: 12 x 12 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3005
Rutland 1808
  Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3004
Rutlandsh. 1810
  Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 13.5 x 9.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3006
Rutlandshire 1819?
  Physical Description: 26 x 18 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3007
Rutlandshire 1833
  Physical Description: 25 x 19.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3008
Rutlandshire Archer, engraver 1848?
  Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3009
Rutlandshire J. & C. Walker, engraver 1835?
  Physical Description: 33 x 38 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3010
Rutland 1829?
  Physical Description: 34.5 x 41.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3011
A Map of Rutlandshire from the best Authorities / Cary, cartographer / 1805?
   Physical Description: 42.5 x 47.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Rutlandshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3169
General Map of the Caledonian Canal or Inland Navigation ...1817
   Physical Description: 23.5 x 42.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 10th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3173
Scotland in the Tenth Century1847
   Physical Description: 39 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 10th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0221
Scotiae Tabula / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
   Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text; Watermark ; 35.5 x 47.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 150,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3316
Table Alphabetique des Noms de Villes, Villages, etc Qui Sont sur la Carte d'Ecosse par le Sr. Sanson (No map)
   Physical Description: Text only, over 800 entries ; 42 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1457
A Mapp of the Kingdom of Scotland by Ric. Blome by his Matys comand / Blome, R., d. 1705, cartographer / 1673, ca.
   Physical Description: 37 x 40.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3178
Scotland / Seller, J., fl. 1658-1701, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 12 x 15 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 17th c.
The Southren parte of Scotland, wherin is ye strange Lake Lomund 54 / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.
   Physical Description: Verso text; Watermark ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 17th c.

Map of Scotland from the latest Discoveries1787
   Physical Description: Inset: Orkney & Shetland Islands ; 34.5 x 20 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

A New and Correct Map of Scotland or North Britain with all the Post and Military Roads, Divisions etc. / Campbell, Lt., cartographer / 1790
   Physical Description: 2 folded sheets : Insets: Islands of Shetland or Zetland; Distance table ; each 62 x 106 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

A Map of the Kingdom of Scotland from the latest and best Observations / Seale, artist ; / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver 1785, ca.
   Physical Description: Inset: The Islands of Shetland ; 49 x 39.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Scotland with the Principal Roads from the best Authorities1785
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isles ; 36.5 x 33.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

A Map of Scotland with the Roads from the Best Authorities1784
   Physical Description: 36.5 x 31.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

A New Map of the Southern Part of Scotland Containing the Counties of Stirling, Lanerk, Renfrew, Linlithgow, Edinburgh, Peebles, Haddingtoun, Berwick, Selkirk, Roxburgh, Dumfries, Wigtoun, Kirkcudbright & AirConder, engraver1785, ca.
   Physical Description: 23 x 32 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.
Le Royaume d'Ecosse divisé en Shires et Comtés, Par le Sr Robert Geographe ordinaire du Roi Avec Privilege 1761 / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer / 1761

Physical Description: A pencilled grid covers the lower 2/3 of map and 10 place names are heavily underlined in ink. ; 48.5 x 57 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2045
Scotland / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1700, ca.

Physical Description: 44 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2046
An Accurate Map of Scotland ... Drawn from all the Particular Surveys hitherto Published with many Additional Improvements, by James Dorret, Land Surveyor / Dorret, J., fl. 1750-61, cartographer / 1760, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: The Shire of Orkney is the Island of Orkney and those of Shetland, Famous for the Herring Fishery ; 56 x 52 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2047
North Britain or Scotland, Divided into its Counties ... Corrected from the best Surveys & Astronomical Observations by Thos Kitchin Hydrographer to his Majesty / Kitchin, T., , 1718-1784, cartographer / 1778

Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isles ; 66.5 x 53.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2048
A Commercial Map of Scotland; with the Roads, Stages and Distances brought down to the present time / Knox, J., cartographer / 1784

Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Islands; Extensive notes on natural resources, navigation, etc. ; 72.5 x 55.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2763
A Map of the Counties of North Britain

Physical Description: 20.5 x 15.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2768

A Map of Inverness Sh. with Badenoch & Lochabher / Adair, J., 1650 ca-1718, cartographer / [Kitchin?], engraver

Physical Description: 15.5 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2769

A Map of Kyle & Carrick being the South Part of Aire Shire / Adair, J., 1650 ca-1718, cartographer / [Kitchin?], engraver

Physical Description: 15.5 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2770

A Map of the Shire of Linlithgow / Adair, J., 1650 ca-1718, cartographer / [Kitchin?], engraver

Physical Description: 15.5 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2771

A Map of Perth Shire containing Perth Gourie Athol Bradalbin Monteith Wth Sterling & Clackmanan Shires / Adair, J., 1650 ca-1718, cartographer / [Kitchin?], engraver

Physical Description: 15.5 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2772

A New Map of the Counties of Ross and Cromarty ... Drawn from the best Authorities by Thos Kitchin Geogr / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1765

Physical Description: 17.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2773

A Map of the Counties of Stirling and Clackmannan / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1776

Physical Description: 18 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2774

A New Map of Sutherland Shire ... Drawn from the best Authorities by Thos Kitchin
Geogr / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1764

Physical Description: 17.5 x 22 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2775

Ye Orcade (Orkney)

Physical Description: portion of larger map ; 12.5 x 6.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2776

The Orkney Isles Conder, engraver

Physical Description: upper right corner of larger map ; 9 x 9.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2778

Royaume d'Écosse

Physical Description: Verso: (French text) Fero, Schetland, Orknay; Figure IX; (signature) B i j ; 15 x 11.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2779

Scotland ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Islands ; 19.5 x 14.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3162

A New and Accurate Map of Scotland 1794

Physical Description: 29 x 22 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3174

Highlands of Scotland A.D. 1715 - 451847

Physical Description: 26 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3180

A New and Accurate Map of Scotland from the latest Surveys

Physical Description: 27.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3181

A New Map of the Middle Part of Scotland containing the Counties of Inverness, Murray, Narn, Banff, Aberdeen, Mearns, Angus, Fife, Kinross, Perth & Clackmannan ...1784?

Physical Description: 22 x 333.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3182

The North Part of Great Britain / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1725, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: Islands of Shetland & Orkney ; 18 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3183

The Shire of Renfrew with Cuningham -- The North Part of the Shire of Air / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1725, ca.

Physical Description: 20 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3184

The Isle of Jura etc. ... Part of Argyle Shire / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1725, ca.

Physical Description: 20 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3185

Argyle, Lorn, Knapdale and Cowal ... All parts of Argyle Shire / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1725, ca.

Physical Description: 26.5 x 20.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3186
A New and Accurate Map of Scotland ...
   Physical Description: Inset: Islands of Orkney & Shetland ; 34.5 x 30.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3187
Scotland Divided into its Counties ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland l. ; 38 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3188
Scotland with the Principal Roads ...1785
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland l. ; 37 x 33.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3189
A New Map of Scotland / Haywood, artist ; / Neele, engraver1787
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland l. ; 42 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3190
A New and Accurate Map of Scotland or North Britain ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755?
   Physical Description: Inset: Islands of Shetland ; 43 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3192
An Index Map, to the Antiquities; of Scotland. Shewing the Situation of Every Building Described in this Work1791
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland ls. ; 45 x 37.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3193
A New and Correct Map of the North Part of Scotland ... / Cary J., cartographer /
   Physical Description: Inset: Isles of Shetland ; 42 x 53.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3194
Scotland, and its Islands; or the North Part of Great Britain, Divided into Shires by Samuel Dunn / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1774
   Physical Description: 49 x 34.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3199
The North Part of Great Britain Called Scotland ... / Moll. H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1714
   Physical Description: Dedication to the Right Honourable John Earl of Marr One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State ; 60.5 x 63 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1437
Shetland Isles1815?
   Physical Description: portion of larger map sheet ; 31 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1438
The Orkney Islands / Weller E., cartographer / Weller, engraver1863
   Physical Description: 31.5 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1439
Orkney IslandsCaldwell Brothers, engraver19th c.?
   Physical Description: Insets: Shetland, Fair Isle ; 28 x 17 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1452
Edinburghshire / Weller, e., cartographer / Weller, engraver1863
   Physical Description: 31 x 43.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1454
[Ayrshire, Dumfriesshire, Kirkcudbrightshire, etc.]1845, ca.
   Physical Description: sheet 3; upper left corner only of larger map ; 49 x 69.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 1455
Scotland ... Engraved for Dr. Garnetts Tour
Neele, engraver 1800
Physical Description: Route marked in red ; 47.5 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1458 a, b
[Completion of the Roads to Greenock, Irvine and Ayr, with the Roads to Castle
Douglas, Kirkcudbright, Newton Stewart, Wigton & Port Patrick; Roads measured
from Hick's Hall](b) West, engraver
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Laurie & Whittle, London, 1809;
Note: The Packet sails from Port Patrick to Donaghadee every evening, so soon as the
Mail arrives, Distance 21 Miles ; each 30 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1459
Selkirk -- Ettrick Forest (now a name for the County) extended 15 miles by 7 over the
South of the Shire (This County was Anciently the Hunting field of the Scottish
Princes) 1835
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1460
General Map of Scotland except part of the three Northern Counties (southern
Scotland) Neele, engraver 1801
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top ; 18.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1461
A New and Correct Map of Scotland ... Drawn from the Latest Surveys of that Part of
Great Britain 19th c.
Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Islands [Note these Islands are placed here
because they are in a higher Latitude than what the Scale of this Map will admit off] ; 31
x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1462 1,2
Scotland: North Part -- South Part 1834
Physical Description: 2 sheets : Inset on sheet 1: Shetland Isld. ; each 20 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 1465 1, 2
Scotland: Northern half Pl. XLIII -- Southern half Pl. XLII1824
    Physical Description: 2 sheets : Inset on sheet 1: Shetland Islands ; each 18.5 x 21.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1648
Dunbar -- Plan of Proposed Harbour of Refuge (south shore of Firth of Forth entrance)1842
    Physical Description: 19 x 24 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2777
The Shetland Isles
    Physical Description: 11.5 x 9.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3148
[South-east Scotland; No. 6 Part 4th; from Solway Firth north to include Applegarth & Langholm]1828
    Physical Description: 50.5 x 63 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3155 1, 2
Scotland: 1. Southern Part -- Northern Part
    Physical Description: 2 sheets : Inset: Shetland Islands ; each 26 x 37 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3156
Scotland1808
    Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isles ; 35.5 x 26 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3157
Scotland III: Orkneys, Shetlands & Hebrides]. & C. Walker, engraver1834
    Physical Description: Insets: North Rona, St. Kilda, Rockall ; 38.5 x 32.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3158
Scotland 19th c.
  Physical Description: Insets: Edinburgh, Brig of Doon & Burns' Monument, Holyrood House, Scott's Monument, Deer Stalking, Shinty; 35.5 x 25 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3159
Scotland / Wyld, artist; / Hewitt, engraver
  Physical Description: Vignette: View of Isle of Staffa; 30 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3160
Scotland 1814
  Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isl.; Historical notes; 30 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3161 a, b
A New Map of Scotland (b) 1811?
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Inset: The Islands of Orkney and Shetland which compose the Shire of Orkney; each 29 x 34 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3163
Scotland or North Britain Jones & Smith, engraver 1801
  Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isl.; 25.5 x 20 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3164
Scotland from the best Authorities
  Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Isles; 33 references to Shires; 19.5 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3167 1, 2
Scotland: South -- North 1808
  Physical Description: 2 sheets: Inset: Shetland Islands; each 19.5 x 21 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3168
The River Clyde
   Physical Description: 20.5 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3177
Map of the Scenery of the Grampian Mountains (Perth & parts of Argyle, Inverness, Banff, Aberdeen, Angus, Dumbarton & Stirling) 19th c.
   Physical Description: 41 x 39.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3179
Scotland, Wallis, engraver
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland Is.; 25 x 18.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3195
Scotland, Swanston, cartographer / 1840, ca.
   Physical Description: Inset: United County of the Orkney and Shetland Islands; 50.5 x 40.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3196
Scotland 1815
   Physical Description: Inset: Shetland & Orkney Islands; 60.5 x 50.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3197 1, 2 O S
A New Map of Scotland: North -- South / Cary, cartographer / 1801
   Physical Description: 2 sheets: Inset: Shetland Islands; each 45.5 x 120 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3198
Scotland with its Islands ... 1840, ca.
   Physical Description: Railroads completed and in progress are shown; Inset: Shetland Islands with the continuation of Orkney Islands ... ; 76 x 54 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Scotland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0016

**View of Roman Military Way Between the Camp of Battle Dykes & Haerfauds, in the Muir of Lour / Jean Jamieson, artist ; / 18th c.**

Physical Description: Vol. III Pl XXX p.408 ; 22.5 x 18 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Scotland -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 3170

**Ptolemy's Map of Scotland, Constructed A.D. 140 -- Richard of Cirencester's Map of Scotland, A.D. 13361847**

Physical Description: 19.5 x 25.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Scotland -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 3171

**Scotland under the Romans A.D. 80 - 4461847**

Physical Description: 39 x 26 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Scotland -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 3172

**Scotland under the Picts, A.D. 446 - 845 -- Scotland under union of Picts & Scots, A.D. 845 - 10871847**

Physical Description: 19 x 26 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Scotland -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 3175

**A General Map of the Roman or Pict Walls ...**

Physical Description: Roads & Stations ; 42 x 25.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Scotland -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 4884

**Chart showing the relative situation of the Bell Point Light House / J. Steedman, artist ; / W. H. Lizars, engraver19th c.?**

Physical Description: 29 x 44 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Scotland, N. Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2385 a, b

**The Isles of Zetland and its extent and division into parishes**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Vol. III; (b) Vol. IV ; each 19 x 32.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Shetland I. -- 18th c.
Shropshire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / 1777-87
  Physical Description: 12.5 x 15 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 17th-18th c.

A New Map of Shropshire -- A New Map of Staffordshire1784
  Physical Description: 2 maps ; 22.5 x 35 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 18th c.

Shropshire; Divided into its Hundreds ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1760
  Physical Description: 17.5 x 18.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 18th c.

A New Map of Shropshire, from the latest AuthoritiesLodge, engraver1790
  Physical Description: 33.5 x 26 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 18th c.

A Map of Shropshire ... / Heywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver1788
  Physical Description: 33.5 x 46 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 18th c.

An Accurate Map of Shropshire ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755?
  Physical Description: Dedication to Henry Arthur Herbert, Earl of Powis ; 53 x 70 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 18th c.

Salop (Shropshire)1808
  Physical Description: 18 x 10.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3015
Shropshire1830
  Physical Description: Vignettes Ludlow Castle, Bridgenorth, Grammar School Shrewsbury; 26.5 x 20.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3016
Shropshire1833
  Physical Description: 24 x 19.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3017
Shropshire1829
  Physical Description: Inset: Part of Shropshire; Vignette: St. Lawrence's Church Ludlow; 36 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3019
Shropshire1832
  Physical Description: Inset: Part of Shropshire; 46 x 35.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3020
Shropshire19th c.
  Physical Description: 43 x 34 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3021
New Map of the County of Shropshire ... Reform Bill1833
  Physical Description: 44.5 x 35 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Shropshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3142
Chart Showing the Situation of the Skerryvore Lighthouse
  Physical Description: 29 x 20 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Skerryvore L. -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2621
A New and Correct Map of Somerset Shire
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset

Call No: Br Isl 2054
Somerset Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.
Physical Description: 36.5 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0505
A Map of Somersetshire, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements
Sudlow, engraver
1790
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 32.5 x 46.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2394
Road from London to Bath (Bath to Bristol section)
Neele, engraver
Physical Description: 17 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3023
Somersetsh. / CMC, artist ; /
Physical Description: 14 x 9.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3033
A Map of the County of Somerset
1792
Physical Description: 48 x 62 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2608
A Plan of the Hundreds of Norton Ferrers, Bruton, Horethorne & Catsash
Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top ; 24 x 27.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3024
Somerset
1808
Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3025
Somersetshire 1833
Physical Description: 19.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3026
Somersetshire 1831
Physical Description: 24.5 x 31 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3027
Somersetshire / Dawson, R. K., Lt. R. E., cartographer / 1831?
Physical Description: 27 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3028
Somersetshire / Weller, cartographer / 1835
Physical Description: 33 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3029
Somersetshire / Weller, cartographer / 1863
Physical Description: 31.5 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3030
Somersetshire 1829
Physical Description: 34.5 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3031
New Map of the County of Somersetshire: Divided into Hundreds, Containing the District Divisions and other Local Arrangements effected by the Reform Bill 1833
Physical Description: 36 x 43.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3032
Map of Somersetshire / Cary, cartographer / 1805?
   Physical Description: 38.5 x 51 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Somerset -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0276
South Wales / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695
   Physical Description: 36 x 43.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- South Wales -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2635
Staffordshire
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Stafford

Call No: Br Isl 3037 a, b
Stafford Shire / Seller, J., d. 1697, cartographer / (a) 1695 (b) 1777-87
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Map only; (b) Map and text ; 12 x 15 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Stafford -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2056
Stafford Shire / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / Sutton Nichols, engraver 1695, ca.
   Physical Description: 44 x 37.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Stafford -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2055
Stafford Shire / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1724
   Physical Description: Margins contain engravings of archaeological remains. ; 32 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Stafford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3036 a, b
A Map of Staffordshire(a) 1741 (b) 1742
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) contains additional entries ; each 15.5 x 14.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Stafford -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3038

**A Correct Map of Staffordshire** / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748

Physical Description: 14.5 x 17.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Stafford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3042

**Staffordshire** / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: 22 x 16.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Stafford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3043

**Staffordshire 1794**

Physical Description: 27 x 21 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Stafford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3046

**Staffordshire Divided into Hundreds ...** / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1767

Physical Description: 33 x 22.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Stafford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3050

**A Map of Staffordshire engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements 1788**

Physical Description: 40.5 x 33 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Stafford -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3034

**Staffordshire 1808**

Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3035

**Staffordshire 1832**

Physical Description: 18 x 10 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3039  
**Staffordshire** Archer, engraver 1848  
Physical Description: 24 x 18.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3040  
**Staffordshire** 1833  
Physical Description: 25.5 x 19 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3041  
**Staffordshire** 1830  
Physical Description: Vignettes: Stafford Castle, Lichfield Cathedral, Ingestre House (Seat of Earl Talbot); 26.5 x 20 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3044  
**Staffordshire** 1831  
Physical Description: 24 x 18 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3045  
**Staffordshire** 1840, ca.  
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3047  
**Staffordshire Railways** 19th c.  
Physical Description: 23.5 x 17 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3048  
**Staffordshire J. & C. Walker, engraver** 1836  
Physical Description: 39.5 x 32.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3051
Staffordshire19th c.
   Physical Description: 41.5 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Stafford -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4589
Staffordshir 34 / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.
   Physical Description: Verso text ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Staffordshire -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3235
A Correct Chart of St. George's Channel and the Irish Sea, Including all the Coast of Ireland, and ye West Coast of Great Britain from Cantire to Portland Isle: From the latest & best Observations.Seale, engraver1744-47
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 47.5 x 37.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- StGeorgeChannel -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 4829
Grundriss aller Theile des Stonehenge19th c.
   Physical Description: 20 x 18.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Stonehenge -- antiquity

Call No: Br Isl 2630
A New Map of Suffolk
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk

Call No: Br Isl 0506
A Map of Suffolk, Engraved from an actual Survey with ImprovementsSudlow, engraver1790
   Physical Description: Keyed references ; 33 x 46 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3053 a, b
A Map of Suffolk / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784; Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / (a) 1749 (b) 174--?
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Each with different text.; Size of sheet, (a) 18.5 x 15.5 cm., (b) 23.5 x 18 cm. ; each 12 x 13.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3151
An Accurate Map of the County of Suffolk ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755?
   Physical Description: Dedication to Charles Duke of Grafton ; 53 x 71 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2607
Southwold
   Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3052
Suffolk1808
   Physical Description: Plate XXXIII ; 11 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3054
SuffolkArcher, engraver1848?
   Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3055
Suffolk1833
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3056
SuffolkJ. & C. Walker, engraver
   Physical Description: 32.5 x 39 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3057
Suffolk19th c.
   Physical Description: 33 x 41 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Suffolk -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Br Isl 3058

**SuffolkDower, engraver** 1863

Physical Description: 32 x 43 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Suffolk -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Br Isl 2628

**A New Map of Surrey**

Physical Description: 36 x 42 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Surrey

---

**Call No:** Br Isl 2057

**Surrey / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.**

Physical Description: 36 x 42 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Surrey -- 17th c.

---

**Call No:** Br Isl 3060

**A Correct Map of the County of Surrey / Osborne, T., fl. 1748, cartographer / 1748**

Physical Description: 14.5 x 17.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Surrey -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Br Isl 3061

**Surrey ... / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1750, ca.**

Physical Description: 16.5 x 20.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Surrey -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Br Isl 3063

**Surrey, Divided into its Hundreds ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1767**

Physical Description: 23 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Surrey -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Br Isl 3064 a, b

(a) **A Modern Map of Surrey** -- (b) **A New Map of Surrey / (a) Ellis, J., fl. 1750-96, cartographer / (a) 1766**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 26 x 32 cm., no date or publisher ; (a) 20 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Surrey -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3067
A Map of Surrey 1798
   Physical Description: 40 x 47.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Surrey -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3059
Surrey 1808
   Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Surrey -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3062
Surrey 1833
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Surrey -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3065
Surrey 1863
   Physical Description: 30.5 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Surrey -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3066
Surrey 19th c.
   Physical Description: 34 x 41.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Surrey -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2628
A New Map of Sussex
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Sussex

Call No: Br Isl 3068
Sussex S. Hall, engraver 1833
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Sussex -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Br Isl 3069

**Map of the Walks and Drives round Hastings & St. Leonards / Laing, J., Borough Surveyor, cartographer /**

Physical Description: 30 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Sussex -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 3070

**Sussex 19th c.**

Physical Description: 33.5 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Sussex -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2633

**A New Map of Sutherland**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Sutherland

**Call No:** Br Isl 2388

**A Correct Draught of the River Thames from its Spring in Glocester Shire to its Influx into the Sea with a Table of all the Bridges, Locks, Wears &c. thereupon, The Tolls payable at each and their distance by Water from each other. Exhibiting also the Countries adjacent &c. The whole carefully Compiled from modern Surveys & Authentic Intelligence, by Thos Bowen, 1775 / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1775**

Physical Description: Keyed references and information tables ; 18.5 x 61 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Thames -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2389

**Map of the River Thames** Neele, engraver 1796

Physical Description: 23.5 x 85 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Thames -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2390

**The East Part of the River Thames -- The West Part of the River Thames** Harris, engraver 18th c.

Physical Description: 22.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Thames -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 2617

**A Plan of the Canal from Huddersfield to Aston under Lyne** 1795

Physical Description: 25 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- transportation -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2618
Lancaster Canal 1795
Physical Description: 26.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- transportation -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2605
Inland Communication S E July 1, 1831
Physical Description: Pl. 4; Canals, southeast England & area east from Lichfield & Derby in the north and from Poole in the south; 24.5 x 18.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- transportation -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2614
Plan of the Line of the London and Greenwich Rail-Way as Projected by Geo Landmann Esqre Engineer to the Company Reduced from the one laid before Parliament -- (proposed) Line of Railway from London to Greenwich with Branches to Brighton, Maidstone, Dover and Paris (verso) 19th c.
Physical Description: (London - Greenwich) Present Road 5 1/2 miles, Railway 3 3/4 miles, Saving to Traveller 1 3/4 miles; Elevation of Arches shown on each .; 19 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- transportation -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2615
Railway Map of the Lake District -- Extensive information about tickets and travel (verso) 1875
Physical Description: 19 x 12 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- transportation -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2616
Railway Communication with Ireland
Physical Description: 6 areas shown, various orientations; Pl. XVIII ; 26 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- transportation -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2724 1, 2
Physical Description: 2 sheets only ; 25.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- transportation -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0156
*Cambriae typus Auctore Humfredo Lhuydo Denbigiensis Cambrobritaño / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598*

Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 37 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 750,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Wales -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 1007
*Swansea, Neath, Aberaeron and the Mumble Flats; Bay, Bars and Harbours by William Morris1800*

Physical Description: 18 x 26.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2784
*North Wales containing the Burough and Market Towns, Rivers, Roads, Distances etc by Eman: Bowen Geogr to his late Majesty / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1762*

Physical Description: 17.5 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2785
*South Wales ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1762*

Physical Description: 17.5 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2787
*A New and Correct Map of North WalesConder, engraver1784*

Physical Description: Arms of Carnarvon, Montgomery, Merioneth, Anglesey, Denbigh, Flint; Heraldry ; 22.5 x 34.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2788
*A New Map of South WalesConder, engraver1784*

Physical Description: Arms of Pembroke, Cardigan, Brecknock, Radnor, Carmarthen, Glamorgan; Heraldry ; 21 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Wales -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2782
*North Wales*

Physical Description: 12 x 20.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2783

Map of North & South Wales

Physical Description: Pl. 48 P. 412 ; 18 x 13.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2786

Wales / Cooper, artist ; / Cooper, engraver1808

Physical Description: 22 x 18 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2789

WalesHall, engraver1833

Physical Description: 38 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2793 1, 2

A Two Sheet Map of the Principality of Wales Divided into Counties: North Wales -- South Wales1804

Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 44 x 54 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2794 a, b

A Map of North WalesCary, engraver(a) 1805 (b) n d

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Verso MS note "early use of water lining" ; 40 x 47 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2795

A Map of South WalesCary, engraver1805

Physical Description: 39.5 x 52 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2796

Pigot & Co's New Map of Wales from the Latest Survey1830, ca.

Physical Description: 67 x 53.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

British Isles -- Wales -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 2058

**Warwick Shire / Moeden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.**

Physical Description: 36.5 x 43 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Warwick -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0511

**A Map of Warwickshire, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements / Haywood, artist ; / Sudlow, engraver 1788**

Physical Description: 46 x 33 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Warwick -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3150

**A New and Accurate Map of Warwickshire Drawn from the best Surveys and Intelligence Divided into its Hundreds Shewing the several Roads and true Measured Distances between Town and Town also the Rectories and Vicarages; the Parks & Seats of the Nobility and Gentry with other useful Particulars, by Thos Kitchin Geographer / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1755?**

Physical Description: Insets: A Prospect of Tamworth, View of Warwick Castle, A Prospect of Guys Cliff, Plan of Kenilworth; Dedication to the Right Honble Francis Brook, Earl Brook, Lord Lieutenant ... ; 67 x 52 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Warwick -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3071

**Warwickshire1824**

Physical Description: 18 x 10.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Warwick -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3072

**Warwickshire1816**

Physical Description: 23.5 x 16 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Warwick -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3075

**Warwickshire19th c.**

Physical Description: 41.5 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Warwick -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3074
A New Map of Warwick Shire -- A New Map of Worcester Shire -- A New Map of Wiltshire -- A New Map of Huntingdon Shire 1784
   Physical Description: 34.5 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Warwickshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3073
Warwickshire 1833
   Physical Description: 25 x 19.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Warwickshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2624
A New Map of Westmoreland
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Westmoreland

Call No: Br Isl 3077 a,b,c
Westmoreland / Cary, J., cartographer / (a) 1792; (b) 1810; (c) 1817
   Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (a) Wiltshire on verso ; each 15 x 9.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Westmoreland -- 18th & 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3078
Westmoreland 1762
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 17.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Westmoreland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3079
Westmoreland Baker, engraver 1791?
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Westmoreland -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3076
Westmoreland 1810
   Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 13.5 x 9.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Westmoreland -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3080
**Westmoreland1847**
  Physical Description: 16.5 x 23 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Westmoreland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3081
**Westmoreland19th C.**
  Physical Description: 34.5 x 41 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Westmoreland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3082
**A New Map of the County of Westmoreland Divided into Wards** / Smith, C., fl. 1800-52, cartographer / Jones & Smith, engraver 1801
  Physical Description: 45.5 x 57 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Westmoreland -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2059
**Wilt Shire** / Morden, R., d. 1703, cartographer / 1695, ca.
  Physical Description: 34.5 x 40.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Wiltshire -- 17th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0512
**A Map of Wiltshire, Engraved from an actual Survey with Improvements** Sudlow, engraver 1788
  Physical Description: Keyed references ; 43.5 x 33 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Wiltshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3084
**Wiltshire Drawn from the best Authorities and Regulated by Astronomical Observations** / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1756?
  Physical Description: 21.5 x 16.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Wiltshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3086
**Wiltshire Divided into its Hundreds ...** / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1767
  Physical Description: 32 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  British Isles -- Wiltshire -- 18th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3083
Wiltshire 1808
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 10.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Wiltshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3085
Wiltshire 1833
   Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Wiltshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3087
Wiltshire & C. Walker, engraver 1835?
   Physical Description: Inset: Detached parts of Wiltshire locally situated in Berkshire ;
   39 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Wiltshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3089
Worcestershire 1833
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Worcester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3090
Worcestershire 19th c.
   Physical Description: 35 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Worcester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3091
A Panoramic Sketch of the Country as seen from the Worcestershire Beacon, Malvern
   / Hullman, artist ; /
   Physical Description: 47.5 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Worcester -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2050
The West Riding of Yorkshire / Morden, Robert, d. 1703, cartographer / 1680, ca.
   Physical Description: 17 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 17th c.
Call No: Br Isl 0393
An Accurate Map of the East Riding of Yorkshire Divided into its Wapentakes etc. ...
To the Noble and Right Honble Arthur Ingram, Viscount Irwin Lord Lieutenant of the
East Riding of Yorkshire / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1755 ca.
   Physical Description: Insets: View of Kingston upon Hull, Epitomized map of East
   Riding; Extensive informational notes ; 52.5 x 66 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2407
A Map of the Coasts and Country near the Spurn Point1786
   Physical Description: no. 19 ; 48.5 x 31.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2408
Plan of the Spurn Point, as in 1786 Also its Variations, during the preceding 20
   Years1790
   Physical Description: No. 20 ; 49 x 35 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3092
A New Map of Yorkshire1784
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0006
Yorkshire / Pigot, James, cartographer / 1829-42
   Physical Description: Inset: York Cathedral ; 32.5 x 35.5 cm.
   Jones, R. L., bequest
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3093 a, b
Yorkshire / (a) Cooper, artist ; / (a) Cooper, engraver(a) 1808
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Whittaker, London, 1824 ; each
   18.5 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.
Call No: Br Isl 3094  
A General Map of Yorkshire 1806  
Physical Description: 18.5 x 21.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.  

Call No: Br Isl 3095  
Part of the West Riding of Yorkshire (North part) Baker, engraver 1806  
Physical Description: 18.5 x 22.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.  

Call No: Br Isl 3096  
Part of the West Riding of Yorkshire (South part) 1806  
Physical Description: 18.5 x 22.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.  

Call No: Br Isl 3097  
Yorkshire 1833  
Physical Description: 25.5 x 37 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.  

Call No: Br Isl 3098  
Post Office Map of Yorkshire North Riding / B. R. Davies, artist ; / B. R. Davies, engraver 1860  
Physical Description: 25 x 32 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.  

Call No: Br Isl 3099  
Post Office Map of Yorkshire East Riding 1860  
Physical Description: 25.5 x 32.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.  

Call No: Br Isl 3100  
Post Office Map of Yorkshire West Riding 1860  
Physical Description: 24.5 x 32 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.  
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Call No: Br Isl 3101
Yorkshire 19th c.
Physical Description: North East Sheet; 33.5 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3102
Yorkshire 19th c.
Physical Description: North West Sheet; 34 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3103
Yorkshire 19th c.
Physical Description: South East Sheet; 34 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3104
Yorkshire 19th c.
Physical Description: South West Sheet; 34 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3105
Yorkshire 1831
Physical Description: 40 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3122
A Map of the North Riding of Yorkshire ... / Cary, J., cartographer / 1805
Physical Description: Keyed references to Wapontakes; 41 x 73 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
British Isles -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

Cities & Towns
Call No: C & T 0310
Aquisgranum (Aix la Chapelle) 1577?
Physical Description: Latin text; 32.5 x 39 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Aachen -- 16th c.
Call No: C & T 2163
Aachen (Aix la Chapelle)
   Physical Description: 30 x 20.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aachen -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0381
Aerdenburgh -- Ysendijck -- Philippine (verso) / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; each ca 23 x 37 cm..Scale: 1:7,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aardenburg, et al. -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2296
Abeville
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 18 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Abbeville -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3049
Aberdeen
   Physical Description: Vignettes: Infirmary, Gordon's Hospital, Union Bridge, Marischal, College; 48 keyed references ; 35 x 48 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aberdeen -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1948
Bataille d'Aboukir, 27 Juillet 1797
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aboukir -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3995
Plan of the Town & Fortifications & Bay of Acre
   Physical Description: 20.5 x 27.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Acre -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4625
Aeth a Strong Frontier Town in Brabant, taken by the Duke of Marlborough in 1706
   Basire, engraver1744-47
   Physical Description: Keyed references; Watermark ; 36 x 47.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aeth -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2363
Plan of the Town and Mole of Agde with the Fort de Brescou
   Physical Description: 20.5 x 27.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Agde -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3682
Plan de la Ville d'Aire et du Fort St. François / Fricx, E. H., d.1733, cartographe / 1710
   Physical Description: 17 keyed references ; 35.5 x 47 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aire -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4623
Aire A very Strong City and Castle in the Low Countries, in the Earldom of Artois, taken by the Allies in 1710, but restor'd to the French by the Treaty of Utrecht -- (outer title): Plan of the City of Aire and of Fort St. Francis with a View of St. VenantBasire, engraver1744-47
   Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Inset: St. Venant; Keyed references; Watemark ; 37.5 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aire -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1575
Aix la ChapelleT. Jeffery, engraver
   Physical Description: 20 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Aix la Chapelle

Call No: Mil 1486
Albuera
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Albuera

Call No: Mil 3626
Alexandrie
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Alessandria

Call No: Mil 3596
Plan d'Alexandrie (Egypt)
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Alexandria

Call No: Mil 3596
Plan d'Alexandrie
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Alexandria
Call No: Mil 3626
Plan d'Alexandrie
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alexandria

Call No: Mil 3626
Plan de la Ville et de la Citadelle d'Alexandrie (Italy) d'après les projets du Gal Chasseloup de Laurat, 1822
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alexandria

Call No: C & T 0079
Alexandria1575
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II, Pl. 56; Latin text verso ; 36.5 x 48.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alexandria -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 1899
A Plan of Alexandria, To the Right Honble William Earl of Harrington Lord President of the Council
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Orientation: South at top; Inset: The Patriarchial Chair, II p.2 ; 19 x 39 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alexandria -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1905
Plan of the Towers at Alexandria and a Plan and Section of a Cistern
Physical Description: III, p.3 ; 29 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alexandria -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2014
Carte de la Plage d'Alexandrie
Physical Description: Insets: Plan du Champ de Bataille de Canope, Plan particulier de la Rade d'Aboukir; Carte No. 18 ; 21 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alexandria -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2021
Catacombs of Necropolis at Alexandria as Surveyed by the French / Wilkins, artist ; / Neele, engraver
Physical Description: 24 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alexandria -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 0321
Algerii / Salamanca, A., ca. 1541, artist ; / 1575
  Physical Description: C.O.T., VolIII, Pl.59; Latin text verso ; 35 x 49.5 cm.
  de Lemos, Pedro, gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Algeria -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 1946
A Plan of the City of Algier, 1771
  J. Andrews, engraver1771
  Physical Description: 12 keyed references; XXXVIII ; 15.5 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Algeria -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2005
Le Port d'Alger / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer /
  Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 15 x 31 cm..Scale: B & W
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Algeria -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2008
Plan d'Alger
  Physical Description: 40 keyed references ; 15 x 19 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Algeria -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3616
Algesiras 1802
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Algesiras

Call No: C & T 1478
Plan de la Casa Real, en la Fortaleza de la Alhambra[ca 1840]
  Physical Description: Measured by Jules Goury & Owen Jones ; 34 x 44.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Alhambra -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1479
Plano General de la Fortaleza de la Alhambra1842
  Physical Description: 39 x 55 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Alhambra -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 1480
General Plan of Alhambra
Neele, engraver 1808
Physical Description: 32 keyed references; Pl. XX; 20.5 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Alhambra -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2349
Amberg
Physical Description: 15 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Amberg

Call No: Mil 3566
Amberg 1796
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Amberg

Call No: C & T 2297
Amiens
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 18 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Amiens -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3560 OS roll
Carte des environs d'Amsterdam ... Sept. 1787 ... Troupes Prussiens ... Duc de Brunswick / Tchaikowsky, C. G.de, cartographer / 1787
Physical Description: 62.5 x 94.5 cm.
Greenwood gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Amsterdam -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4856
A New Map of the City of Amsterdam ... Most Humbly Inscribed to John Hedworth Esqr, 1720 / [Senex, John(?), d. 1740], cartographer / S. Parker, engraver 1720
Physical Description: Orientation: South at top; Extensive explanation (identification) of streets and lanes; 49.5 x 58 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Amsterdam -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2351
Anceny -- Hanebon
Physical Description: Fortifications only; 12 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Anceny, et al.
**Anfa [Africa] -- Diu [India] -- Goa [India]**

*1572*

**Physical Description:** C.O.T. Vol. 1, Pl. 57; Text verso; 34 x 47 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Anfa, Diu, Goa -- 16th c.

**Call No:** Mil 2192

**Battle of Anrati**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Anrati

**Call No:** C & T 4060

**Plans and Uprights of a Gate of Antinoopolis and of a Portico of a Temple at Archemounain**

*18th c.*

**Physical Description:** Watermark; XXIV p. 73; 30 x 18.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Antinoopolis (Boli) -- antiquity

**Call No:** C & T 3991

**A Plan of Ancient Antioch To illustrate the Life and Epistles of St Paul**

*Hughes, engraver* *19th c.*

**Physical Description:** Plan after Müller.; 15 x 20 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Antioch -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mil 3623

**Anvers**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Antwerp

**Call No:** Mil 3623

**Plan de la Ville et de la Citadelle d'Anvers 1805**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Antwerp

**Call No:** C & T 0538

**Plan van Antwerpen en de Citadel**

**Physical Description:** 35 x 26.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Antwerp -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0827

**Plan de la Ville et Citadelle d'Anvers / Frinx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / Harrewyn, engraver**

*1711*

**Physical Description:** Inset: Marquisat de St. Empire d'Anvers; Key to 7 stages of development, 1200 - 1703; 38.5 x 53 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Antwerp -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 4611

Antwerp A Strong, large, and Beautiful City on ye River Scheld, in the Ducthy of Brabant Subject to ye Queen of Hungary -- (outer title): Plan of the City and Citadel of Antwerp

Basire, engraver 1744-47

Physical Description: Inset: Marquisat of Antwerp Part of the H. Roman Empire; Orientation: East at top; Watermark; Keyed references; 40 x 49.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Antwerp -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0539

Carte des Environs d'Anvers

Physical Description: 31.5 x 26.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Antwerp -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1614

Arcot Fort -- Chillambarum / Call, John, Chief Engineer, cartographer / J. Cheevers, engraver

Physical Description: Watermark; each 11 x 16 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Arcot Fort -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2298

Ardres

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 18 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ardres -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2342

Plan de la Ville d'Arona -- Plan de la Ville de Come

Physical Description: Fortifications only; 9 keyed references to Arona (L. Maggiore); 17 keyed references to Como but few entered; each 21 x 15 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Arona & Como -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3789

Aronches -- Estremos -- Villa Viciosa -- St. Julien ou St Giaõ / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / 1700 ca.

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; each 12.5 x 17.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Aronches -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2196

Arras

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Arras
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>C &amp; T 0199</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arras (Atrebatum)</strong></td>
<td>van Deventer, J., artist / 1581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>C.O.T ,Vol III, Pl. 22; German text verso ; 34 x 47 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Arras -- 16th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>C &amp; T 1586</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ath</strong></td>
<td>Harrewyn, J., cartographer /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Fortifications only; 22 keyed references ; 14.5 x 18.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Ath -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>C &amp; T 4572</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plan d’Athènes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Keyed references : Monuments anciens 16, Edifices modernes 15; Accompanied by a page of geographical, political and population statistics. ; 29 x 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Athens -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Mil 3656</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auerstedt 1806-7</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Auerstedt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>C &amp; T 0936</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Plan of the City of Augsburg</strong></td>
<td>Andrews, J., fl. 1766-1809, cartographer / Andrews, engraver1771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>88 keyed references; XXIV ; 17 x 22.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Augsburg -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>C &amp; T 1572</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Augsburg</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Fortifications only; Watermark ; 22.5 x 29 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Augsburg -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>C &amp; T 2187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plan of Ausburg &amp; the adjacent country</strong></td>
<td>C. Du Bosc, cartographer /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>Fortifications only; Vol. 1 ; 29 x 36.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Augsburg -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Mil 3645</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Austerlitz 1805</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Austerlitz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Call No:** C & T 2299  
**Autun**  
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 18 x 30 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Autun -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 2300  
**Axone**  
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 18 x 30 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Axone -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0570  
**Pianta del Cratere (Baia) / Morghen, Filippo, cartographer / 1766**  
Physical Description: No, 1 ; 28 x 37.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Baia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 1902  
**Plans of the Pyramids of Baiamut, Views of them, the Obelisk Bijige, the lake Moeris and of the Temple of the Labyrinth**  
Physical Description: XXII P. 57 ; 27 x 17.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Baiamut -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Mil 2268  
**Balaklava**  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Balaklava

**Call No:** C & T 4574  
**Plan of Bangkok and District 1917**  
Physical Description: More than 81 keyed references. ; 98 x 73 cm..Scale: 1:2,500,0  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bangkok -- 19th-20th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0069  
**Bar le Duc**  
Physical Description: 27.5 x 19 cm.  
Ratner, L. & l., gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bar le Duc -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2173
Plan of the Town of Barcelona / C. Du Bosc, cartographer / Physical Description: Watermark ; 31 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Barcelona -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2362
Plan de la Ville et Port de Barcelone du Fort de Mont Jouy et l'Etat ou ils Etoeint en 1697 / Michelot et Bremond, cartographer / P. Starck-man, engraver1727
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Orientation: Northwest at top; Soundings shown ; 18 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Barcelona -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4603
Plan of the City of BarcelonaBasire, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: Keyed references; Watermark ; 38 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Barcelona -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1811
A Plan of the City and Castle of Batavia
Physical Description: 21 keyed references; Vol. 1, Page 169 ; 21.5 x 27.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Batavia -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3918
Batavia, Java
Physical Description: 31 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Batavia -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0986
The South East Prospect of the City of BathBuck, Samuel, fl. 1721-79, engraver1734
Physical Description: 21 keyed references; Descriptive text ; 30.5 x 79 cm.
purchase, 1951
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bath -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1150
The City of Bath
Physical Description: 16.5 x 17.7 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bath -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 1151

Bathe F. H. Van Hove, engraver

Physical Description: Insets: New Bath, Cross Bath, Hot Bath, Kings Bath, Lazours Bath; Keyed references; 15.5 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bath -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1010

Bath

Physical Description: 26.5 x 34.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bath -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2346

Aqua Solis / Stukeley, artist; / Parker, engraver 1723, July

Physical Description: 16 keyed references; 70; 17.5 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bath -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2541

Roman City of Bath 19th c.

Physical Description: Pl. 35; 20 x 12.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bath -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 1360

Bayonne (Plan 2)

Physical Description: Fortifications only; 15.5 x 8 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bayonne -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2301

Bayonne

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 18 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bayonne -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2302

Beaulne

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Beaulne -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 3238
Environ of Belfast
  Physical Description: 24 x 14 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Belfast -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1361
Bellisle (Plan 3) -- Boulogne (Plan 4)
  Physical Description: Fortifications only; 15 x 8 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Belle Ile, Boulogne -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2332
The Engagement off Belle-Isle, Nov. 20, 1759. Cary, engraver
  Physical Description: 16.5 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Belle-Isle -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0189
Bellingwolder Schans Bourtang / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
  Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 41 x 52 cm. Scale: 1:3000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Bellingwolde -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 1986
Scite of the Ruins of Berenice Throglodytica on the Red Sea visited by G. Belzoni
1818 / Belzoni, G., cartographer / 1820
  Physical Description: 10 keyed references; 25 x 39 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Berenice -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 0218
Bergen op Zoom / van Deventer, J., artist / 1581
  Physical Description: C.O.T Vol. III, Pl. 14; German text verso; 33.5 x 38 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Bergen op Zoom -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0219
Berghen op Zoom / Blaeu, J. 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
  Physical Description: Latin text; 33 keyed references; 41.5 x 52.5 cm. Scale: 1:2,500
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Bergen op Zoom -- 17th c.
Call No: C & T 1568

A New and Exact Plan of the Town and Fortifications of Bergen op Zoom with the adjacent Forts. J. Cary, engraver

Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 17 x 22 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bergen op Zoom -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2369

The Marquisat and Plan of Bergen op Zoom with the French Camp and Attacks, by an Engineer, 1747

Physical Description: 14 keyed references ; 26 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bergen op Zoom -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2303

Bergerac

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bergerac -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3670

Bergfried 1807

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bergfried

Call No: C & T 1646

Berga Sti. Winoci ... / Iacobo de la Fontaine, cartographer /

Physical Description: 37 keyed references ; 38.5 x 48 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bergues -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0942 a, b

A Plan of the City of Berlin / (a) Andrews, cartographer / 1771

Physical Description: 2 similar plans : Orientation: Northwest at top; (b) published by Stockdale, London, 1800 ; 18 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Berlin -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2159


Physical Description: 22 x 31.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Berlin -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 0941

Berlin

Physical Description: 53 keyed references ; 17 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Berlin -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0944

Berlin 1833

Physical Description: Profiles of 10 principal Berlin buildings across lower edge. ; 31 x 37.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Berlin -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0945

Berlin and Environs / T. Etting, artist ; / T. Etting, engraver Aug. 22, 1858

Physical Description: 31 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Berlin -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0307

Vesontio Sequanorum Gallis Besanson Germanis Byzantz 1575

Physical Description: Latin text ; 35.5 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Besançon -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 4618

Bethune A Strong Town in the Earldom of Artois in the Low Countries, Subject to the French -- (outer title): Plan of Bethune Basire, engraver 1744-47

Physical Description: Watermark ; 38 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bethune -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3568

Biberach 1796

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Biberach

Call No: C & T 0161

Bilvao / Muflin, 1544, artist ; / 1575

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II, Pl.8; Latin text verso ; 25.5 x 49 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bilbao -- 16th c.
Call No: C & T 2543
Physical Description: Table of houses and inhabitants. ; 20.5 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Birmingham -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2544
Birmingham
Physical Description: 42 keyed references ; 21.5 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Birmingham -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2304
Blauet
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Blauet -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2305
Blaye
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Blaye -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2194
Blenheim Confederate Armies
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Blenheim

Call No: Mil 929 a,b,c
Blenheim
Physical Description: 3 similar maps
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Blenheim

Call No: Mil 2193
Blenheim -- Hochstadt:
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Blenheim / Hochstadt

Call No: C & T 0107
Bononia alma studior mater / Duchetti, 1582, artist / 1588
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV, Pl. 49; German text verso ; 33 x 49.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bologna -- 16th c.
**Call No:** C & T 0764  
**Plan de Bologne**  
Physical Description: Tome II, Pl. 1; Key to 60 buildings; 24 x 37 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bologna -- 19th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0226  
**Bolzwardia (Bolswaard) -- Harlinga (Harlingen) -- Hindelopia (Hindeloopen) -- Stavria (Stavoren)** / van Deventer, J., artist ; / 1588  
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV, Pl. 17; German text verso; 36 x 44 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bolswaard, et al. -- 16th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1982  
**Bombay Harbour**  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bombay

**Call No:** Indies 4091  
**Island of Bombay**  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bombay

**Call No:** C & T 4064  
**Facsimile of the Sketch Map of the Island and Harbour of Bombay appended to David Davies' Journal in the Discovery 13, 14, 15 Oct 16261890**  
Physical Description: 24 x 22 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bombay -- 17th c.

**Call No:** C & T 4063  
**A Plan of Bombay1786**  
Physical Description: 23 keyed references; ca 20 x 30 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bombay -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 4097  
**Bombay and Environs**  
Physical Description: 21 x 19 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bombay -- 19th c.

**Call No:** C & T 1362  
**Bourdeaux (Plan 5) -- Brest (Plan 6)**  
Physical Description: Fortifications only; 16.5 x 8 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bordeaux -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 4651

Bird's Eye View of Boston Harbour

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Boston

Call No: C & T 0074

Plan of Town of Boston -- Chart of Harbour of Boston 1775

Physical Description: 26.5 x 33.5 cm.
De Voto, Bernard collection
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1069

A Chart of the Coast of New England, from Beverly to Scituate Harbour, including the Port of Boston & Salem. J. Lodge, engraver 1735 ca.

Physical Description: Inset: A Plan of the Town of Boston; 24.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1070

A New and Accurate Chart of the Harbour of Boston, in New England in North America. J. Lodge, engraver 1782

Physical Description: 23 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1089

A Plan of the Town and Chart of the Harbour of Boston. Exhibiting a View of the Islands Castle Fort and Entrances into the said Harbour 1775

Physical Description: 27 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4223

Bonner Map of Boston 19th c.

Physical Description: reproduction; 16.5 x 10.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4652

Boston in 1814: From "A Map of Boston in the State of Massachusetts, surveyed by I. G. Hales "1880?

Physical Description: Faint lines show streets of 1880; 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 4654
Boston with its environsKemble, engraver
   Physical Description: 14 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4656
New Map of Boston giving all points of interest; with every Railway and Steamboat
terminal, prominent hotels, theatres & public buildings1893-94
   Physical Description: 47.5 x 43.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4657
Boston with Charlestown and RoxburyB. R. Davies, engraver1842
   Physical Description: 37.5 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Boston -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4619
Plan of the City of Bouchain situated upon the Rivers Sensette and Scheld in the
County of Hainault1744-47
   Physical Description: Keyed references; Watermark ; 36 x 47 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Bouchain -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4850
Plan de Bouchain et de ses Environs / de Fer, N., 1646-1700, cartographer / 1711
   Physical Description: 34 x 37.5 cm.
   Conrad
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Bouchain -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 442
Boulogne
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Boulogne

Call No: C & T 2306
Boulogne
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Boulogne -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2354

Brauna -- Rain
Physical Description: Fortifications only; 14.5 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Brauna

Call No: Mil 3674

Braunsberg 1807
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Braunsberg

Call No: C & T 0369

Brefurtum ... Breevoort / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 43 x 53.5 cm. Scale: 1:2,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Bredevoort -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 859

Breslaw
Physical Description: small plan (Germany 859)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Breslau

Call No: Germany 900

Breslaw
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Breslau

Call No: Mil 3666

Plan du Siège de Breslau
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Breslau

Call No: C & T 0931

Plan of the City of Breslau Capital of Silesia 1758
Physical Description: Keyed references; 11.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Breslau -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 442

Brest
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Brest

Call No: C & T 4066

Brighton -- Cabul 1878
Physical Description: Verso has text concerning Khyber Pass; 16 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Brighton -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 2175
A new and most exact Plan of Old and new Brisach, two Fortified Towns Situated upon the Rhine ... / Du Bosc, C., cartographer /  
Physical Description: Inset: New Brisach; Vol. I ; 35 x 44.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Brisach -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2512
Bristol  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bristol

Call No: C & T 2399
A Plan of the City of Bristol ... / Donne, B., cartographer / Donne, engraver1791  
Physical Description: 82 keyed references ; 31 x 43 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bristol -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1051
A Map of the Country eleven miles round the City of Bristol  
Physical Description: 22.2 x 21 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bristol -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1363
Brouage (Plan 7) -- Dieppe (Plan 10)  
Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 16.5 x 7.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Brouage -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1643
Broucburgus vulgo Broucburch R. Blokhuy, engraver  
Physical Description: Insets: Profile view, Area map ; 41.5 x 51.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Broucburgus -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 4610
Bruges one of the Principal Cities of Flanders Basire, engraver1744-47  
Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top; Keyed references; Watermark ; 37.5 x 47.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Bruges -- 18th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 0820
Bruxella / [Jansson?], cartographer / 1698
   Physical Description: 72 keyed references ; 42.5 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Brussels -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 4604
Brussels a large and beautiful City in the Dutchy of Brabant, Subject to the Queen of Hungary, and ye Seat of her Chief Governor for these Parts / CMC, artist ; / Basire, engraver1744-47
   Physical Description: 82 keyed references; Watermark ; 39.5 x 48 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Brussels -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0477
Brussels / J. Watkins, artist ; / Rapkin, J., cartographer /
   Physical Description: Inset illustrations: Palace, Avenue in the Park, Brussels near the Porte d'Austerlitz, Hotel de Ville, Church of St Gudule ; 26 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Brussels -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0824
Plan Indicateur de Bruxelles1830
   Physical Description: Key to structures in the 8 sections of city ; 23 x 18.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Brussels -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 2345
Burgos
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Burgos

Call No: C & T 0197
Burick -- Orsoy / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; each 35 x 24 cm..Scale: 1:25,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Burick & Orsoy -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2361
Plan du Port de Cadequié en Catalogne / Michelot & Bremond, cartographer / Starck-man, engraver1727
   Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top; Soundings shown ; 17.5 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Cadequés -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 3498
A Plan of the Bay and Roads of Cadiz, Surveyed by Michelot & Bremond / Michelot & Bremond, cartographer / Cary, engraver
Physical Description: 12 x 17.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cadiz -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3500
Plan of the Bay and Roads of Cadiz1783
Physical Description: Inset: View of Cadiz in Spain from the West ; 23 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cadiz -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3502
Isle, Ville et Port de Cadis ...
Physical Description: 21 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cadiz -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3503
Plan of the Harbour of Cadiz: Surveyed by Brigadier Don Vincent Tofino di San Miguel Director of the Naval Academies for Cadets, 1789 / Tofino di San Miguel, Vicente, 1732?-1795, cartographer / 1803
Physical Description: 91 keyed references ; 56 x 86 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cadiz -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3497
CadizLuffman, engraver1810
Physical Description: 19 ; 13 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cadiz -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0763
Plan de Caen et de ses Environs / Morel, artist ; / A. Tardieu, engraver
Physical Description: Key to 31 buildings ; 17 x 20.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Caen -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1984
... Investment of Grand Cairo ...(Britain & Turkey vs. France)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cairo
Guide to the Antiquarian Maps Collection, 1493 - 1962

- **Call No:** Mil 3595
  - **Kaire et environs**
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo

- **Call No:** Mil 3595
  - **Plan de Kaire et de ses Environs 1800**
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo

- **Call No:** C & T 0304
  - **Cairus qua olim Babylon, Aegypti maxima urbs 1572**
    - Physical Description: 33 x 48.5 cm.
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo -- 15th c.

- **Call No:** C & T 1023
  - **Plan du Kaire**
    - Physical Description: No. 13; 21 x 15.5 cm.
    - CMC
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo -- 19th c.

- **Call No:** C & T 2023
  - **Plan de Kaire et des Environs by Cooke, engraver**
    - Physical Description: Pl. LVIII; Inset: Chateau de Kaire; 25.5 x 32 cm.
    - CMC
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo -- 19th c.

- **Call No:** C & T 4716
  - **Umgebung von Cairo (Environs of Cairo)**
    - Physical Description: 15 x 20 cm. Scale: 1: 250,000
    - CMC
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo -- 19th c.

- **Call No:** C & T 4717
  - **Ubersichtkarte der Umgebung von Cairo**
    - Physical Description: 20.5 x 15 cm. Scale: 1: 250,000
    - CMC
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo -- 19th c.

- **Call No:** C & T 4718
  - **Cairo (Masr El Kâhira)**
    - Physical Description: Verso: MS notes & sketch; 38 x 32 cm. Scale: 1: 12,300
    - CMC
    - Subjects and Indexing Terms: Cities & Towns -- Cairo -- 19th c.
**Plan der Pyramiden zu Gize bey Cairo**

Call No: C & T 1901

Plan der Pyramiden zu Gize bey Cairo  
Physical Description: Th. 1, pag 593 ; 20.5 x 35 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Cairo, Pyramids -- 18th c.

**Calais Plan 8**

Call No: C & T 1364

Calais Plan 8  
Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 15 x 18 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Calais -- 18th c.

**Calais**

Call No: C & T 2307

Calais  
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Calais -- 18th c.

**Plan for the intelligence of the Military Operations at Calcutta, when attacked and taken by Seerajah Dowlet 1756**

Call No: C & T 1618

Plan for the intelligence of the Military Operations at Calcutta, when attacked and taken by Seerajah Dowlet 1756  
Physical Description: Watermark ; 26 x 41 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Calcutta -- 18th c.

**Territory of Calcutta, MDCCLVIIT. Kitchin, engraver**

Call No: C & T 1619

Territory of Calcutta, MDCCLVIIT. Kitchin, engraver  
Physical Description: 23.5 x 40.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Calcutta -- 18th c.

**Calcutta**

Call No: C & T 1017

Calcutta  
Physical Description: 32.5 x 40 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Calcutta -- 19th c.

**Calcutta1842**

Call No: C & T 4062

Calcutta1842  
Physical Description: Inset views: Writers Buildings, Government House, Esplanade Row ; 32 x 40.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Calcutta -- 19th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: Mil 3634
Caldiero 1805
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Caldiero

Call No: Mil 2196
Cambray
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cambrai

Call No: C & T 2365
La Ville de Cambrai
Physical Description: 14.5 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cambrai -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0987
The South-west Prospect of the City of Canterbury Buck, Samuel, fl. 1721-79, engraver
Physical Description: 35 keyed references and descriptive text ; 20 x 79.5 cm.
purchase 1951
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Canterbury -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2538
Canterbury Cathedral
Physical Description: 29 keyed references ; 18 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Canterbury -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2539
Canterbury 1806
Physical Description: Vignette: Cathedral & St. Augustine Gate ; 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Canterbury -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1633
Carangoly / Call, John, cartographer / J. Cheevers, engraver
Physical Description: 28.5 x 36 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Carangoly -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1900
Platter Grund der ehemaligen Stoette des alten Carthago
Physical Description: 19.5 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Carthage -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2176
Plan of the Town and Citadel of Cazal / Du Bosc, C., cartographer
   Physical Description: Vol. 1 Page 27 ; 32.5 x 41.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Casal -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3551
A View of Casal ... Italy ... Duke of Savoy in December 1706 / Basire, engraver
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 38 x 48 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Casal -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3636
Castel-Franco
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Castelfranco

Call No: C & T 2308
Chalons sur Saone
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Chalons sur Saone -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 504
Charles Town 1776
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Charlestown

Call No: C & T 1011
Chasteau Valeri
   Physical Description: 19 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Chasteau Valeri -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2341
Plan du Chateau de Seravalle -- Plan de Forte de Fuentes
   Physical Description: 11 keyed references (Seravalle); 17 keyed references (Fuentes);
   Watermark ; each 14 x 20.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Chateau de Seravalle Como -- 18th c.
Chaumont en Bassigny

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Chaumont eb Bassigny -- 18th c.

Cherbourg -- Le Havre

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cherbourg

Plan of Cherbourg with the Forts and Batteries, when taken by ye English in August 1758

Physical Description: 2 similar plans; 19 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cherbourg -- 18th c.

Cherbourg Plan 9

Physical Description: Fortifications only; 15.5 x 8 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cherbourg -- 18th c.

Battle of Chiari (1701)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Chiari

Chinglapet

Physical Description: Fortifications only; 22 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Chinglapet -- 18th c.

Chittapat / Call, John, cartographer / Cheevers, engraver

Physical Description: Fortifications only; 28.5 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Chittapat -- 18th c.

Kart over Christiania af B. Hielm Lieutenant, 1848

Physical Description: 22.5 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Christiania -- 19th c.
Great Breach of Ciudad Rodrigo ... Bridge at Almaraz ...1827

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ciudad Rodrigo -- 19th c.

Civita-Vecchia ... / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / H. van Loon, engraver

Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 19 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Civitavecchia -- 18th c.

Plan Général de la Ville de Cluny / Verdier, artist ; / Pinel, engraver

Physical Description: Key to structures of XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XVI centuries ; 19.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cluny -- 19th c.

Coeverden / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 41 x 52.5 cm..Scale: 1:3,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Coevorden -- 17th c.

Coevordia Obsessa et Capta ... 1592 / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Military deployment shown.; Latin text verso ; 37 x 47.5 cm..Scale: 1:12,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Coevorden -- 17th c.

ColchesterStarling, engraver

Physical Description: 8 keyed references ; 16 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Colchester -- 19th c.

Plan de la Ville et Port de Colioure / Michelot et Bremond, cartographer / [P. Starck-man?], engraver

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Orientation: South east at top ; 18 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Colioure -- 18th c.

Colo

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Colo
Call No: C & T 0934
A Plan of the City of Cologn XXI / Andrews, cartographer / J. Andrews, engraver 1771
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; 51 keyed references; 16.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cologne -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4069
Harbour of Columbo 1803
Physical Description: 26 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Colombo -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4096
Colombo
Physical Description: Published by Colombo Commercial Co. stores and engineering shops.; Another plan on verso.; 14 x 18.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Colombo -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0519 O S
Map of the Town of Concord Middlesex County Mass., Surveyed by Authority of the Town, Boston 1852 / Walling, H.F., Civ. Engr., cartographer / 1862?
Physical Description: Insets: Map of Concord Village; Monument at the "Old North Bridge"; White and Walden Pond surveys by H. D. Thoreau; 61.5 x 77.5 cm.
Bestor, Arthur E., Jr., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Concord -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1585
La Ville de Condé. Harrewyn, engraver
Physical Description: Fortifications only; 14.5 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Condé -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 3839
Constantinople
Physical Description: small plan
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Constantinople

Call No: Mid E 3869
Constantinople
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Constantinople
Call No: C & T 2160
A Plan of Constantinople
   Physical Description: Inset: Palace of Prince Demetrius Cantemir; 157 keyed references ; 33.5 x 44 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Constantinople -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1293
Constantinople and the Bosphorus / Alex. Findlay & Son, cartographer / Findlay, engraver
   Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Mosque of St. Sophia, The Princes Island ; 26 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Constantinople -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4571
The City of Constantinople and the Thracian Bosphorus (Istanbul)19th c.
   Physical Description: Inset: Continuation of the Coast with the Princes Islands On Half the Scale of the Map ; 29 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Constantinople -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4815
Grundriss des Tempels der heiliger Sophiae zu Constantinopel19th c.
   Physical Description: Keyed references ; 19.5 x 15 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Constantinople -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1022
Carte du Sund
   Physical Description: Inset: Plan de Copenhague ; 22 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Copenhagen

Call No: Europe 2246
Copenhagen
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Copenhagen

Call No: Mil 3608
Plan de la Ville et de la Rade de Copen - Hague
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Copenhagen

Call No: Mil 3608
Plan de la Ville et de la Rade de Copen-Hague 1801
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Copenhagen
Call No: C & T 0146
Hafnia Metropolis et Portus Celeberrimus Daniae Coppenhagen
  Physical Description: 6 keyed references; 19.5 x 34 cm.
  de Lemos, Pedro, gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Copenhagen -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2236
A Plan of the City of Copenhagen, 17711771
  Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; XXVII; 18 x 19.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Copenhagen -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2310
Corbie / Johan Peeters, artist ; /
  Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; Profile view 10 x 29 cm.; 16 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Corbie -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0313
Candia -- La Cita de Corphu1575
  Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II, Pl. 53; Latin text verso; 37.5 x 49.5 cm.
  de Lemos, Pedro, gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Corfu & Crete -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3236
... Chart of Harbour of Corke 1782
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Cork

Call No: C & T 3239
Plan de Corcke Ville d'Irlande
  Physical Description: reproduction of early plan; 45 x 62.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Cork -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2337
Plan de Cremona
  Physical Description: 17 keyed references; 21 x 31 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Cremona -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 2336
Cronstadt: Gulf of Finland
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cronstadt

Call No: C & T 0386
(a) Antrum Sibyllae Cumanae (west at top) -- Vera delineatio lacus Aniani (east at top) / Georg Hoefnagel, artist ; / 11581
Physical Description: Medallions of Latin text with views; Watermark; Ortelius and Hoefnagel on their 1578 Italian tour. ; Keyed references ; (a) 16.5 x 46.5 cm.; (b) 15.6 x 46.6 cm. (sheet 33 x 48 cm.).
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cumae, Cave of Sibyl -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 3483
Plan of Cony
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cuneo

Call No: Italy 415
A New and Accurate Map of Savoy, Piemont and Monferrat
Physical Description: inset plan of Cony : 22 keyed references
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cuneo

Call No: C & T 0118
Cony, a strong City of Piedmont in the State of SavoyBasire, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: Important areas keyed and identified. ; 37 x 47 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Cuneo -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3259
Curaçao: See Islands 3259
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Curaçao

Call No: C & T 0320
Damascus1575
Physical Description: C.O.T Vol.II, Pl. 55; Latin text verso ; 32 x 36 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Damascus -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 196
Damvillers 1687
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Damvillers

Call No: C & T 0378
Damvillers -- Theonville / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 36.5 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Damvillers, Theonville -- 17th c.
Call No: Mil 3675
Plan du Siège de Dantzick en 1807
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Danzig (Gdansk)

Call No: Mil 3676
Plan du Siège de Dantzick en 1807
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Danzig (Gdansk)

Call No: C & T 0256
Delfsill / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 40 x 52 cm..Scale: 1:2,500
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Delfzijl -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 4548
Plan of the Settlements at Detroit 1796 Facsimile in collotype of original manuscript
in Clements Library with note by F. Clever Bald Typography by Carl Purington Rollins
/ McNiff, Patrick, fl. 1796, cartographer / 1946
Physical Description: 5 sheets; reproduction : Scales:River Rouge to Point au Ginglet on Lake St. Clair, 1 : 21,600; Point au Ginglet to Lake Huron and River Rouge to Lake Erie, 1 : 285,120 or 300 chains to 1 inch ; each 46 x 55 cm.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles McDonald gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Detroit, Michigan -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1146
Divenaw -- Forte preso ... Agosto 1659Marcus Boschinius Venetus, engraver
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 17.5 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Divenaw -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0248
Doesburg / Blaeu, Joannes, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text versof ; 42 x 52 cm..Scale: 1:4,200
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Doesburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 2183
Battle of Donanvert 1704
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Donanvert

Call No: C & T 1190
Dordrecht Dordracum / Blaeu, Joannes, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Latin text; Dedication to Scabini ; 41.5 x 52.5 cm..Scale: 1 : 3,900
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Dordrecht -- 17th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: Mil 2196

Douay
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Douai

Call No: C & T 4607

Doway A Strong City in the Earldom of Flanders in the Low Countries, Subject to the French -- (outer title): Plan of the City of Doway 1744-47
Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top; 38.5 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Douai -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2311

Doullans
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Doullens -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0946

A Plan of Dresden Capital of Saxony 1759
Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; 12 x 17.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Dresden -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0947

A Plan of the City of Dresden / Andrews, cartographer / J. Andrews, engraver 1771
Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; 48 keyed references; 18.5 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Dresden -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3240

New Map of the City of Dublin 1829
Physical Description: 27.5 x 34.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Dublin -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3241

Map of the City of Dublin and its Environs
Physical Description: 20 wards outlined; 73.5 x 81 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Dublin -- 19th c.
**Call No:** C & T 3088  
**Dunfermline**  
Physical Description: 26 x 32 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Dunfermline -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Low C 1049  
**Duynkercke**  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Dunkirk

**Call No:** C & T 1577  
**A Plan of Dunkirk with the New Works made since the Treaty of Utrecht 1714-1758**  
Physical Description: 12.5 x 18.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Dunkirk -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 2330  
**Plan of Dunkirk, and the Canal of Mardick, as they were in 1757**  
Physical Description: Watermark; 19 x 29 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Dunkirk -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 4626  
**Dunkirk A Strong Seaport Town in the Earldom of Flanders, in the Low Countries subject to the French -- (outer title): Plan of the City and Citadel of Dunkirk1744-47**  
Physical Description: Inset: Side view of Great & Little Camp; Watermark; Many keyed references ; 37 x 48.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Dunkirk -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0283  
(a) Duynkercke (profile) -- (b) Gravelinge (Gravelines) (bird's eye view) -- (c) Borborch (bird's eye view)1575  
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; ; (a) 12.5 x 49 cm.; (b) 16.5 x 24 cm.; (c) 16.5 x 24 cm. (sheet 35 x 48.5 cm.).  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Dunkirk, et al. -- 16th c.

**Call No:** C & T 4112  
**Vue du Palais d'Holyrood en Ecosse**  
Physical Description: 26 x 40 cm.  
Foster, Prof. Frank, gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Edinburgh -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2157
Abbey, Sanctuary & Environs of Holyrood
   Physical Description: 14.5 x 17 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Edinburgh -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2780
Edinburgh
   Physical Description: 16 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Edinburgh -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3154
Hamilton's Plan of the City of Edinburgh and its Vicinity 1827
   Physical Description: Inset: Plan of the Environs of Edinburgh ; 29 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Edinburgh -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1538
Ehrenbreitstein
   Physical Description: 6 x 11.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Ehrenbreitstein -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2312
Embrun
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Embrun -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1582
Plan of Emden 1758
   Physical Description: 19 x 11 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Emden -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3569
Emmendingen 1796
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Emmendingen
Call No: C & T 0143 a.b
Emmerick / Blaeu, J, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: 2 similar plans: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 38.5 x 51.5 cm. Scale: 1:4,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Emmerich -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 1763
Plan of the Ruins of Ephesus with the Temple of Diana / 19th c.
Physical Description: 20 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ephesus -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 3789
Aronches -- Villa Viciosa -- St Julien ou St. Giaî -- Estremos
Physical Description: Fortifications only; 13 x 17.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Estremos

Call No: Mil 3672
Eylau 1807
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Eylau

Call No: Mil 3592
Feldkirch 1800
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Feldkirch

Call No: Mil 2329
Fellinghausen
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Fellinghausen

Call No: C & T 1021
Florence / W. B. Clarke, artist; / E. Turrell, engraver / 1835
Physical Description: 31 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Florence -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 2370
Fontenoy Battle, 1745
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Fontenoy

Call No: C & T 1405
Fort Royal in Martinico
Physical Description: No. 105; 9 x 13 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Fort Royal, Martinique -- 18th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 1406
A Map of Fort Royal Bay in the Island of Martinico 1758
Physical Description: 12 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Fort Royal, Martinique -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1628
Fort St. David with the French attack, May 1758 1758
Physical Description: 36.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Fort St. David -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0375
't Fort van Griet-Zyl in Oost Vrieslant / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 33.5 x 25.5 cm..Scale: 1:6,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Fort van Griet-Zyl -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0396
Forum Vulcani (Solfatara) / Georg Hoefnagel, artist ; / 1581
Physical Description: Latin text; Ortelius and Hoefnagel on their 1578 Italian tour ; 30.5 x 41 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Forum Vulcani -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0243
Franeker / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: 42 keyed references; Dutch text verso ; 41.5 x 52 cm..Scale: 1:2,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Franeker -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2164
Frankfort (Frankfurt am Mayn) 1837
Physical Description: 30.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Frankfort -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1141
La Ville de Frascati avec les lieux circonvoisins
Physical Description: 15 keyed references; p. 417 ; 12.5 x 16 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Frascati -- 18th c.
A New Plan of the Town of Friburg wth it's Fortifications & Places Adjacent / Du Bosc, C., cartographer /  
Physical Description: 12 keyed references; Watermark ; 34 x 45.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Fribourg -- 18th c.

Friedland 1807  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Friedland

Plan of Fort & Bay of Frontenac  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Frontenac

Fontarabie -- Port de Mer sur l'ocean et Ville-forte d'Espagne de la Province de Biscaye ... / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer /  
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 17 x 22.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Fuenterrabia -- 18th c.

Plan du Siège de Gaëte en 1806  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Gaeta

A Plan of the City of GenevaJ. Andrews, engraver  
Physical Description: XIII ; 18.5 x 24 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Geneva -- 18th c.

Gènes 1800  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Genoa

Plan Topographique et Militaire de Gènes  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Genoa
Call No: C & T 0557
Plan de la Ville de Genes
Physical Description: 29 keyed references; T. VIII, Pl. 6, No. 23 ; 25 x 36 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1504
Nuova Pianta della Citta di Genova, e sue Fortificationi con le Valli convicini
Physical Description: 35.5 x 48 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2343
Plan de la Ville de Genes et de ses Environs
Physical Description: 10 keyed references ; 21.5 x 29.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4819
A Plan of the Port of Genoa Survey'd by Michelot & Bremond / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / T. Kitchin, engraver1759
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top ; 17.5 x 11.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4820
Genova
Physical Description: cartouche from a larger map ; 9 x 11 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1020
Genoa1836
Physical Description: Inset: Sketch of outworks ; 30 x 37 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0308
Genua -- Florentia1572
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; (a) 15.8 x 48 cm.; (b) 15.6 x 48 cm. (sheet 33.5 x 48.5 cm.).
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa, Florence -- 16th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 1644
Genua -- Florentia / (G) Camocio, ca 1560 (F) Cock, 1557?, artist / 1572
Physical Description: C.O.T Vol. I, Pl. 45; Latin text ; 33.5 x 48.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Genoa & Florence -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 1041
Naval Property at George Town Ascension Island, 1838 - 47 / E. J. Powell & Bedford, cartographer / 1859
Physical Description: 35 x 50.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- George Town -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4617
Ghent a large City and Castle in Flanders, twice taken by ye Duke of Marlborough, Viz. in ye Year 1706 & 17081744-47
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Watermark ; 36 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ghent -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4545
Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Gand en 1913 ... Plan General ... Vue Panoramique20th c.
Physical Description: Text in French & Dutch ; 19 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ghent -- 20th c.

Call No: C & T 2359
Plan de la Baye de Gibraltar / Michelot et Bremond, cartographer / P. Starck-man, engraver1727
Physical Description: Soundings shown ; 18 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3505
A Plan of the Town and Fortifications of Gibraltar
Physical Description: 14.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3506
A New and Exact Plan of Gibraltar, etc. with all its Fortifications ... / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1726
Physical Description: Dedicated to the Earl of Portmore ; 23.5 x 61 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 3507

The Straits of Gibraltar and Part of Spain including the Port of Cadiz 1781

Physical Description: 24.5 x 17.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3508

A Chart of the Straits of Gibraltar with the adjacent Ocean and Coasts of Spain & Portugal ... Adm. Rodney ... Adm. Don Juan de Langara / Kitchin, T., 1718-84, cartographer / 1780

Physical Description: 18.5 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3509

Nieuwe Zeekaart van de Straat van Gibraltar ... Lissabon ... Cadix / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer / 1759

Physical Description: 39 x 42 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1046

Gibraltar

Physical Description: 31 keyed references ; 26 x 54.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1047

Gibraltar

Physical Description: 50 x 18.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4648

Rough Hunting Map of Country near Gibraltar 1905 (Fox hunting)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar -- 19th-20th c.

Call No: C & T 3504

Le Detroit de Gibraltar ... -- Cadis Ville ... / de Fer, N., cartographer /

Physical Description: 21.5 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Gibraltar: Cadiz -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 1632
Gingee Kitchin, Thos., engraver
    Physical Description: 29 x 39 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Gingee -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2347
Gloucester / Cole, cartographer / Roper, engraver 1805
    Physical Description: Vignette of cathedral; 7 keyed references; 24 x 18 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Gloucester -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2400
Antient Gloucester 19th c.
    Physical Description: From Speed's 1610 map; 19 x 23 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Gloucester -- antiquity

Call No: Isl 1596
Island & Fortifications of Goree
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Goree

Call No: C & T 0225
Gouda / van Deventer, J., artist / 1588
    Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV, Pl. 14; German text verso; 33 x 48.5 cm.
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Gouda -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0160
Granada / Hoefnagel, J., artist / 1572
    Physical Description: C.O.T Vol. I, Pl. 4; Latin text verso; 33 x 51 cm.
    de Lemos, Pedro, gift
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Granada -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 1147
Il Forte de Greiffenhagen ... preso ... Agosto 1659 / Iacob Von Holst Obrister, artist / 1659
    Physical Description: Fortifications only; 17.5 x 20.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Greiffenhagen -- 17th c.
Call No: C & T 0201

Grenoble (Romans) / Munster, S., 1575, artist ; / 1581

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. Ill, Pl. 9; German text verso ; 32.5 x 43.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Grenoble - Romans -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0260

Grolla Obsessa et Capta ab Ordinibus Foederatis, 1597 / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Verso: fortification diagrams; 3 forts ; Latin text verso ; 42.5 x 53.5 cm..Scale: 1:2,600

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Groenlo -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0372

Steenbergen --Lillo --T Fort van Ordam by Sevenbergen --T Fort San Ambrosius ofte Stoofgad -- T Fort van Hoogerwerf -- Kruys-Schants Fort de la Croix -- De Situatie van de Forten S. Jacob, Stabroeck en Peckgat / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 19x30 cm. & varied.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Groningen, et al. -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2313

Guize

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Guize -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3354

A Plan of the Town and Harbour of Halifax in Nova Scotia1760

Physical Description: 17.5 x 11 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Halifax -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0280

Hala1575

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II, Pl. 37; Latin text verso ; 32.5 x 48 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro - gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Hall, Schwabia -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 3657

Halle et ses Environ

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Halle


**Call No:** C & T 0955

**A Plan of the City of Hamburg / Andrews, cartographer / J. Andrews, engraver** 1771

- Physical Description: 56 keyed references; XX ; 17.5 x 23.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Hamburg -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0956

**Hambourg, Fameuse ville Imperiale Anseatieque et marchande très riche ...**

- Physical Description: 53 keyed references; Profile of city at bottom. ; 49 x 57.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Hamburg -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 2314

**Han**

- Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Han -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Germany 890

**Hanau**

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Hanau

**Call No:** C & T 0948

**A Plan of the City of Hanover / Andrews, cartographer / 1771**

- Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Herenhausen Castle; 33 keyed references; Watermark ; 17 x 24 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Hannover -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0949

**A New and Correct Plan of Hanover ... Capital of the King of Great Britain's German DominionsLodge, engraver**

- Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top ; 20.5 x 29 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Hanover -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0228

**Harleumum / van Liefrinck ?, artist / 1575**

- Physical Description: C.O.T Vol. II, Pl. 26; Latin text verso ; 34 x 47 cm.
- de Lemos, Pedro, gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Harlem -- 16th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 1407</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Plan of the City and Harbour of Havanna, Capital of the Island of Cuba</strong> 1762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 18.5 x 11.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Havana, Cuba -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 1408</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Plan of the Late Siege of the Havanna and Moor’s Castle and their Environs</strong> 1763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 11.5 x 18.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Havana, Cuba -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3678</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heilsberg 1807</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Heilsberg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 929 a-b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hochstet / Blenheim</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Hochstadt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3671</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hoff 1807</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Hoff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 2402</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geometrical Plan of the Garden, Park and Plantation of Houghton / J. Boydell excudit, 1784, artist ; / P. Foudrinier, engraver</strong> 1784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 43 x 51 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Houghton -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 0377</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hulst -- Axel -- Lieffens Hoeck -- Ter Neuse / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 20.5 x 25 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Hulst, et al. -- 17th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3572</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Huningue 1797</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Huningue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Husemum -- Haderslebia / Rantzau (both views), artist ; / 1588
   Physical Description: C.O.T Vol. IV, Pl. 33; German text verso ; 35 x 46 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Husum -- 16th c.

Huy 1703
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Huy

Plan of the Ruins of Hyde Abbey (nr. Winchester)
   Physical Description: Pl. XXIII, Vol. XIII, p. 310 ; 25.5 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Hyde Abbey -- 18th c.

Iametz -- Marsal
   Physical Description: Fortifications only ; each 12.5 x 16.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Iametz,: Marsal

Ilchester / Stukeley, cartographer / V. der Gucht, engraver
   Physical Description: 72 ; 28 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Ilchester -- 19th c.

Plans of the Towns, Forts and Harbours in Ireland, ca. 1750
   Physical Description: Drogheda & Londonerry, Waterford, Royal Fort of Battle of the
   Boyne, Corke, Duncannon,Dublin, Carickfergus, Kinsaile Harbour, Charliamont Fort,
   Kilkenny, Belfast, City of Corke, Gallway, Athlone, Limerick ; 40 x 49.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Irish Towns & Harbours -- 19th c.

A Plan of the City of Jedo
   Physical Description: XXXVI ; 17.5 x 16.7 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Jedo -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C &amp; T 1738</td>
<td>Plan de Jedo Capitale du Japon ... copié sur l'originale ... dans le Cabinet du Chevalier Hans Sloane / Scheuchzer, J. G., cartographer /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Insets: Armes de l'Empire, Armes des Princes Japonnois, Marques d'Honneur; Tab. X ; 34 x 39 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CM C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jedo -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mil 3654</td>
<td>Iena 1806-1807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jena</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mil 3655</td>
<td>Iena 1806-1807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jena</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mil 4022</td>
<td>Jerusalem, Ancient &amp; Modern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C &amp; T 0314</td>
<td>Novae Ierosolymae et Locorum Circumiacentium Accurata Imago / Verbiest, Père F., 1623-88, cartographer /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 115 keyed references; Orientation: West at top ; 28 x 40 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jerusalem -- 17th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C &amp; T 0990</td>
<td>Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 29.5 x 82 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jerusalem -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C &amp; T 0999</td>
<td>Plan of Jerusalem, Ancient &amp; Modern / J. J. Scoles, cartographer /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 40 keyed references ; 22 x 17.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CM C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C &amp; T 1521</td>
<td>Plan of Jerusalem ... to illustrate recent discoveries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 45 x 34 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CM C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: C & T 3990
Jerusalem or the City of the Lord. Nimmo, engraver
Physical Description: Steel engraving by D. Nimmo ; 14 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3992
Plan of Jerusalem (ancient?)
Physical Description: Vol. XLI, Pl. 1, p.118 ; 25 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3993
Plan of Jerusalem / after Schultz & Kiepert, cartographer / 1849
Physical Description: 25 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3994
Modern Jerusalem
Physical Description: 26 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3997
Plan of Modern Jerusalem
Physical Description: 49 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3998
Haram - Es - Sherif
Physical Description: 49 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0416
Ierusalem como estava quand Christo N. S. Murio en ella con Todos los Santuarios ...
/ Antonio del Castillo, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: East at top; Dedicado a la Reyna Na Sa Doña Mariana de Austria ; 35.5 x 46.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- antiquity
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 3996
Plan of Ancient Jerusalem 19th c.
Physical Description: 48 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 4823
Grundriss des Tempels zu Jerusalem durch den König Solomon erbaut, nach Anzeige der Bücher derer Könige und der Chroniken.
Physical Description: Keyed references; T III p. 365; 20 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Jerusalem -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 0217
Gulich / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 35 x 23.5 cm. Scale: 1:3,500
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Julich -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0261
Iuliaci Obsidio ... / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: 30 keyed references; Military deployment shown; Latin text verso; 42 x 53 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Julich -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 1765
Plan of the City of Kabool and its Environs
Physical Description: MS; 41 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kabul -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4066
Cabul 1878
Physical Description: 16 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kabul -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1613
Karical / Call, John, Chief Engineer, cartographer / Cheevers, John, engraver
Physical Description: Watermark; 22 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Karical -- 18th c.
Call No: Mid E 1766

Plan of Temple at Carnac
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Karnak

Call No: C & T 0938 a, b

A Plan of the City of Cassel / Andrews, J., cartographer / J. Andrews, engraver 1800
Physical Description: 2 similar plans: (a & b) Orientation: Northwest at top, keyed references; (b) published in 1771; XXV ; 17.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kassel -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1874

Plan der Hochfürstl Residenz und Haubt-Stadt Cassel ..., 1742
Physical Description: Inset: Die Gegend von Cassel; Across bottom (bird's eye view) Prospect der Stadt Cassel von Osten ; 50 x 56 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kassel -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3571
Kehl 1796
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kehl

Call No: C & T 1645

Le Fort de la KenocKeyser, Jacob, engraver
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Watermark ; 32 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kenoc -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1056

Plan de Karak / Mauss, cartographer /
Physical Description: 24.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kerak -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1057

Plan de la Forteresse de Karak / Mauss, cartographer /
Physical Description: Pl. 14 ; 34 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kerak -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 0933

Wahrer Grundrik der Königgrätz in Böhmen ... 1640 / Cuppi, Carlo, Ingenieur, artist ; / 1640

Physical Description: Insets: 4 forts; Watermark; 20.5 x 32 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Königgrätz -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 3680

Königsberg 1807

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Königsberg

Call No: C & T 0121

Constantia -- St. Galli / (St. Gall) Stumpf, 1548, artist ; / 1575

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II Pl. 41; Latin text verso; 36 x 41 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Konstanz: St. Gall -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0301

Crempa -- Reinholdsburga / Rantzau, artist ; / 1588

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV, Pl. 35; German text verso; 34.5 x 49 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Krempe, Rendsburg -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0223

Kundera / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 21.5 x 27.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Kundera -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2315

La Fere

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- La Fere -- 18th c.

Call No: France 746

La Rochelle

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- La Rochelle

Call No: Mil 2177

Landaw 1704

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Landau
Call No: C & T 1579
Plan de la Ville de Landreci / Harrewyn, J., artist ; / 
   Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 14.5 x 18.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Landrecies

Call No: C & T 0379
Langackerschans -- Winschoten / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; each 20.5 x 26 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Langakkerschans -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2316
Langres
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Langres -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 442
Le Havre Cherbourg
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Le Havre

Call No: C & T 1571 a, b, c
A Plan of the Town, Harbour and Citadel of Havre de Grace1759
   Physical Description: 3 similar plans : Copy (c) shows E. Channel to Portsmouth ; 18 x
    25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Le Havre -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0561
Livorne ou Ligourne
   Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 18 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Leghorn -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2165
Roman Leicester19th c.
   Physical Description: Pl. XXXIII ; 19 x 12.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Leicester -- antiquity
Call No: C & T 1132

Leyda Batavorum Lugdunum / van Liefrinc, 1574, artist ; / 1574

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II, Pl. 25; Latin text; Watermark ; 34 x 47.5 cm.
Jones, R. L., bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Leyden -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 2317

Leytoure

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Leytoure -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2353

Libourne -- Navarrins

Physical Description: Fortifications only ; each 12.5 x 16.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Libourne: Navarrins

Call No: C & T 0374

Lieroort / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1596

Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 38 x 23 cm..Scale: 1:1,200

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lieroort -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0203

Lierre / van Deventer, artist ; / 1588

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV, Pl. 11; German text verso ; 32 x 40 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lierre -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 749

Lille

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lille

Call No: C & T 4605

Plan of the City and Citadel of LisleBasire, engraver1744-47

Physical Description: Watermark ; 38 x 47.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lille -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0195

Lingae Obsidio / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Military deployment shown; Latin text verso ; 37 x 48.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lingen -- 17th c.
Call No: C & T 0371
Linghen / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 38 x 24 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lingen -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 1013
Lisbon1833
Physical Description: Inset: Environs of Lisbon, Bird's eye view ; 32 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lisbon -- 19th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2523
Liverpool
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Liverpool

Call No: C & T 2545
A New Map of Liverpool
Physical Description: 26.5 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Liverpool -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2546
Liverpool1836
Physical Description: Insets: View of Liverpool in 1650, Plan of Liverpool in 1729, Black Rock Lighthouse; Building elevations across bottom. ; 29.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Liverpool -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0560
Plan de la Ville de Lodi -- Plan de la Ville de Lecco -- Plan de la Ville de Sabioneda
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 21 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lodi, et al. -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2487
London and Westminster in the Reign of QueenElizabeth, Anno Dom. 1563
Neele, engraver
Physical Description: 20.5 x 53.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 16th c.
Call No: C & T 3840
London, Westminster in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, Anno Domini 1563-1780
   Physical Description: Framed ; 38 x 103 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 4565 1, 2
Civitas Londinum ... Ano Dm circiter MDLX / Agas, R., 1540(?) -1621, cartographer / 1865
   Physical Description: reproduction : London in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth; Names of
   Modern Sites of Places etc. Engraved in distinctive type ; each sheet 45 x 62 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0396
An Exact Surveigh of the Streets, Lanes and Churches Comprehendd within the Ruins
of the City of London first described in six Plats, 10 Decemr Ao Dom 1666 ... Reduced
into 1 Plat / Leake, J. & Vertue, G., cartographer / 1723
   Physical Description: [Copies 1 & 2] : Copied from the map engraved by Hollar for Sir
   John Leake in 1667,, Insets: A Plan of the City of London, and Westminster, and separate
   views of Guildhall, R. Exchange, Cheapside, St. Paul's, Baynard's Castle; Keyed
   references; Dedicated to G. Vertue, 1723 ; 55 x 122 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0513: 1-8
An Exact Delineation of the Cities of London and Westminster and Facsimile the
Suburbs Thereof, Together with ye Burrough of Southwark and all ye Through-fares
Highwaies StreetesLanes and Common Allies within ye same (cont'd below) /
Newcourt, Richard, cartographer / Faithorne, William, engraver1905
   Physical Description: 8 sheets and title strip; facsimilie : (title cont'd) Composed by a
   scale and Ichnographically described by Richard Newcourt of Somerton in the Countie of
   Somersett Gentleman, 1658. William Faithorne Insets of St. Paul's , historical note and
   keyed references to 130 churches. Heraldry. ; each 40 x 50 cm. or less.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0992 1 - 4
View of London 1616 / Visscher, C. J., 1587-1637, cartographer / 1883-4
   Physical Description: 4 sheets; reproduction : Sheet 1: Whitehall - Blackfriars; sheet 2:
   Bayards Castle - Guildhall; sheet 3: St. Anthonies - Billingsgate; sheet 4: Alhallowes
   Berking - St. Katerins ; each ca 45 x 55 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 1472
Plan of Buildings in the Neighborhood of Whitehall showing thereon in red colour the
Cockpit and Ancient Buildings in the neighborhood thereof as they stood in
16801900
   Physical Description: 62.5 x 52.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 17th c.
**Call No:** C & T 4224 0 S

*Reproduction of Visscher's London, 1616 view* / Visscher, artist ; Visscher, cartographer

- Physical Description: reproduction, reduced from original size; 17 x 88 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Cities & Towns -- London -- 17th c.

**Call No:** C & T 4566 1-12

*London & c. Actually Survey'd by Wm Morgan his Maties Cosmogr Reproduction* -- *across bottom* *A Prospect of London and Westminster Taken at Several Stations to the Southward thereof by Robt Morden & Phil: Lea 1682* / Morgan, W. and Ogilby, J., cartographer / 1904

- Physical Description: 12 sheets; Size: 9 some sheets 51 x 70 cm. and others 51 x 33 cm.; see below.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Cities & Towns -- London -- 17th c.

**Call No:** C & T 2488 a, b

*A Plan of the City and Environs of London as Fortified by Order of Parliament in the Years 1642 and 1643(b)* / G. Vertue, 1738, engraver

- Physical Description: 2 similar plans; Explanation of Forts on line of Communication; 23 keyed references; 21 x 35 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Cities & Towns -- London -- 17th-18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0989 1 - 5

*London (from the Thames)* / Buck, Samuel, engraver

- Physical Description: 5 sheets; Westminster - Treasury 11 keyed references; St. Lawrence Jewry - Tower 19 keyed references; Whitehall - Somerset House 48 keyed references; Somerset House - St. Bride's 18 keyed references; Fleet Ditch - St. Michael's B. 33 keyed references; each 31 x 80 cm.
- Purchase, 1951
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 1176

*London, Westmunster u: Soudwark* / [Bodenehr, G., 1664(?)-1758?], cartographer / 1704?

- Physical Description: Many references in 11 columns of text.; 16 x 38.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 1183 a,b

(a) A Plan of Hyde Park Taken on the Fourth of June 1799 when Sixty-six Corps paraded ..., London 1799 -- (b) A Plan of the Review of the Volunteers of Middlesex on the 4th of June 1799 . . . 1799

Physical Description: 2 similar plans: (a) Dedication To the Volunteer Associations of London & its Environs; References & explanations of uniforms; (b) 65 references to Companies; Order of Review (text only) ; each ca 35 x 45 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

---

Call No: C & T 1440

Plan of the City's of London, Westminster and Borough of Southwark; with the new Additional Buildings A ... / Parker, S., artist ; / Senex, John, cartographer / Parker, S., engraver 1720

Physical Description: 109 keyed references to London, Westminster and Southwark; Dedication to Sir Peter Delme ... 1720 ; 50 x 58.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

---

Call No: C & T 1441

A Plan of London and Westminster Shewing the Forts erected by Order of the Parliament in 1643 & the Desolation by the Fire in 16661749

Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

---

Call No: C & T 1467

A New and Exact Plan of ye City of London and Suburbs thereof With the addition of the New Buildings, Churches etc, to this present Year 1734 (Not extant in any other,) Laid down in such a method that in an Instant, may easily be found any Place contained therein.1734

Physical Description: Listed: Fares of Hackney coaches and Watermen (oars & scullers); Heraldry ; 59.5 x 122 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

---

Call No: C & T 1481

The London Directory or a New and Improved Plan of London, Westminster, Southwark; with the adjacent Country, the New Roads and additions by Opening of New Streets & Widening of others, 17741774

Physical Description: A Table of References to the Churches and other Public Buildings shewing their; Situation in the above Plan: 103 churches, 54 Public Buildings, Geometrical Explanation ; 40.5 x 50.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2154
Ely Houseca 1787
Physical Description: 23 x 14 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2166
Guildhall Manor ... original Town of Southwark
Physical Description: MS reproduction ; 39 x 56.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2398
A New and Accurate Plan of the City of Westminster, The Dutchy of Lancaster and Places AdjacentCole, B., engraver
Physical Description: 23.5 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2425
A Plan of the Parish of Lewisham and the Hamlet of Penge with parts of all the surrounding parishes, 1741 - 17451877
Physical Description: reproduction ; 85 x 82 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2449
An Accurate Map of the Country Sixteen Miles round London ...
Physical Description: upper half only ; 21 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2454
No. 1: Plan of ye old Streets around London Bridge -- No. 2: Plan of New Street propos’d to be built from the Royal Exchange to London Bridge1760
Physical Description: ca 20 x 10 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2458
Plan of Part of Kensington Gardens, from a survey made in 17291838
Physical Description: Vol. X Pl. II ; 15 x 8.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2483
A Map of the Surrey Side of the Thames from Westminster Bridge ... Plan ... Roads & Blackfriars Bridge 1766, ca
- Physical Description: 26.5 x 20 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2484
A Plan & Elevation of a New Bridge to be Built at Black Fryars Dowbiggin inv. 1756, engraver 1756
- Physical Description: 16.5 x 32 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2485 a, b
(a) A Plan of the Streets, Roads, etc between Black Fryers Bridge, London Bridge, Westminster Bridge, Lambeth, Newington Butts, & St. Margaret's Hill, they now are, Together with the new Intended Streets, Roads & Communication in strong Black Lines -- (b Title repeats that of (a) ... as proposed in the year 1768, but the dotted Lines shew these now Intended in ye Year 1769 1769
- Physical Description: 2 similar plans: (a) Inset view of New Bridge at Blackfryers ; 23.5 x 33.5 cm. ; 26 x 36.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2493
A Correct Plan of the Cities of London & Westminster & Borough of Southwark, including the bills of mortality, with the additional buildings, etc. 1761
- Physical Description: 23 x 40.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2494
The City Guide or Pocket Plan of London Westminster and Southwark with the New Buildings to this Present Year 1763 1763
- Physical Description: 27.5 x 51 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2495
A New and Accurate Plan of the Cities of London and Westminster ... (1763 - 1764)
- Physical Description: 49 x 66 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.
Vue de l'Hôtel du Lord Maire à Londres
Physical Description: 26 x 40 cm.
Foster, Prof. Frank, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

Untitled plan of fortified positions
Physical Description: Watermark ; 21 x 27.5 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

13 A Bulwark and half on the Hill at the end of Gravel Lane
Physical Description: Watermark ; 20 x 34 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

14 A Homwork near the Church of Whitechapel Street
Physical Description: Watermark ; 22 x 33 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

16. A Redoubt at the Hackney Corner of Shoreditch -- 17. A Redoubt at the corner of the Road to Edmonton at Shoreditch
Physical Description: Watermark ; 21 x 34 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

19 A Battery and Breastwork at the end of St. Johns Street
Physical Description: Watermark ; 21 x 34 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.

22 Two Batteries at Southampton House
Physical Description: Watermark ; 20.5 x 33 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 18th c.
Cities & Towns Guide to the Antiquarian Maps Collection, 1493 - 1962

Call No: C & T 0407

Philip's Tape Indicator Map of London -- Alphabetical list of Streets, Public Buildings, Railways, etc. to accompany Smith's Tape Indicator Map of London
19th c.

Physical Description: Linen-backed, folded to 18 x 12 cm. covers and bound with 79-page street directory.; Underground, electric railway, bus and tram routes shown. ; 63 x 89 cm. (folded). Scale: 3.5 " = 1 mile

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1451

Crystal Palace, Upper Sydenham, Penge, Dulwich ...

Physical Description: 21.5 x 25.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1466 1, 2 OS

London

Physical Description: 2 sheets of several : North sheet & South West sheet ; each 48 x 66 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1468

London

Physical Description: 67 x 89.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1470

Plan for the Hippodrome and surrounding Lands and Roads (Porto Bello Road - Notting Hill)

Physical Description: 56 x 77 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1471

New Houses of Parliament -- Copy of the Plan annex'd to the Report of the Select Committee, 9th May 1836, With the alterations Suggested by the Commissioners in order to Make the PLAN PRACTICABLE
1836

Physical Description: 7 keyed references ; 55 x 38 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2153

St. James Palace and Park le Palais et Park de St. James

Physical Description: 34.5 x 48 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 2446

Map of the Country surrounding London to the extent of Thirty Miles1808
   Physical Description: 36 x 40 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2447

An Accurate Map of the Countries Twenty-five Miles Round London ... Drawn from the Latest and Best Surveys
   Physical Description: 37.5 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2448 a, b, c

A New and Correct Map of the Countries Twenty Miles Round London
   Physical Description: 3 similar plans: (a) Thos. Bowen; (b) ... Thornton's History of London; (c) Bowen ... Drawn from Actual Survey Describing ... ; 35 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2451

Copy of Map showing the Toll-gates and Principal Bars within Six Miles of Charing Cross, exhibited to Lord Palmerston by the Toll Reform CommitteeJune 6, 1857
   Physical Description: 35 x 52.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2452

The Environs of London (Ordnance Survey)1833
   Physical Description: 34 x 51 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2453

The above curious Plan of Bankside ... from an antient survey on vellum made in the reign of Qu. Elizabeth1809
   Physical Description: 19 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 2455
Plan of Roads ... Tunnel under the Thames projected by M. I. Brunel 1827
Physical Description: illustrations on verso: Cross-section of Tunnel; Entrances to Tunnel; Compartments of shield; 12 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2456
Thames Embankment Westminster Bridge to Blackfriars Bridge
Physical Description: Pl. VI; 19.5 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2457
[Covent Garden to Leadenhall Street]
Physical Description: 9 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2459
Plan of the Regent's Park 1827
Physical Description: 26 keyed references; 20.5 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2460
Plan of the London Botanic Garden 1810
Physical Description: 17 keyed references; Explanatory text, 2pp.; Pl. II, p.113; 15.5 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2462
Royal Institute of British Architects, 1862 - 63 -- Proposed purchase of International Exhibition Bldg with plan and estimates of costs of this and other public bldgs & remodelling. 1862 - 63
Physical Description: Manuscript; structure along Cromwell Road; 30.5 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 2463  
Report of House of Commons Buildings ... Present House ... Proposed alterations ...1833  
  Physical Description: References & transverse section ; 57 x 42 cm.  
  CMC  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2464  
St. Olave’s Grammar School ... Plan of Principal Story  
  Physical Description: 16 x 27 cm.  
  CMC  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2465  
Improvements of the Legal Quays -- Improvements of St. Catherine's --  
Improvements of the Site of Ground on the South Side of the Thames (Steelyard wharf to Smithfield)R. Metcalf, engraver  
  Physical Description: 54 x 60 cm.  
  CMC  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2498  
London, extending from the Head of Paddington Canal, to the West Indian Docks East ... proposed Improvements ... Royal Exchange and Finsbury Square / Russell, J., cartographer / 1806  
  Physical Description: Keyed references: 115 Churches, 128 Bldgs, 36 Squares ; 31.5 x 54 cm.  
  CMC  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2499  
A Plan of London with its Modern Improvements1808  
  Physical Description: Many docks, stairs, etc. identified. ; 23.5 x 58.5 cm.  
  CMC  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2500  
The Environs of London  
  Physical Description: 33.5 x 40.5 cm.  
  CMC  
  Subjects and Indexing Terms  
  Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 2501
London -- Plan of the Survey, Plate V1814
Physical Description: References without key ; 19.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2502
A Plan of Cheapside Intended to shew the precise sites of the Antient Cross and Conduit
Physical Description: 12 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2503
[Richmond to Hampton Court]1842
Physical Description: 12 s 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2505 - 1, 2
Walks 14 & 15: (14) Piccadilly - Park Lane - Oxford St. - Leicester Square - proposed new street, Regents Street, (15) Oxford St. - Edgware Road - New Road - Tottenham Court Road / Craig, artist ; / Craig, engraver1817
Physical Description: (14) Vignette: Pulteney Hotel; (15) Vignette: Cavendish Square ; each 14 x 9 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3797
Plan of the General Record Repository about to be erected on the Rolls Estate1850
Physical Description: MS ; 55 x 64.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4564
A Plan of London and its Environs / R. Creighton, artist ; / J. & C. Walker, engraver1831-48
Physical Description: 39 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 4846
Topographical Map of London and its environs / Robert W. Mylne, cartographer / 1855

Physical Description: Robert W. Mylne Civ Engr Fel Inst Br Arch FGS FSA; Map comprises an area of 135 square miles; Sewer lines shown; 39 x 64 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2450 a, b
A New Map of the Countries Ten Miles round the Cities of London, Westminster & Borough of Southwark / Kitchin, cartographer / ca 1750

Physical Description: 2 similar plans: (a) Drawn from Surveys by Tho. Kitchin, Geog.; (b) Drawn from Surveys by Tho. Kitchin, Geog.; 27 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- (a)18th c. (b)19th c.

Call No: C & T 2486
The City of London in the time of the Saxons (about the Year 1000), compiled from the most authentic Documents1817

Physical Description: 41 5 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 2489
A Plan of the City and Liberties of London after the Dreadful Conflagration in the Year 1666 ... The Blank Part ... Ruins and Extent of the Fire ...18th c.

Physical Description: 139 keyed references; 32 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London -- fire -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2490
Sir Christopher Wren's Plan for Rebuilding the City of London after the Great Fire in 166618th c.

Physical Description: 19.5 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: fire -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2491 a, b
(a) Sir John Evelyn's Plan for Rebuilding the City of London after the Great Fire in 1666 -- (b) ... Rebuilding that Antient Metropolis after the Fire in 1666 / (b) Sr John Evelyn, artist; / (b) B. Cole, engraver18th c.

Physical Description: 2 similar plans: (a & b) 38 keyed references; (b) View of Chapel of the Rolls; View of St. Trinity in the Minories; 17.5 x 29 cm.; 20.5 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: fire -- 17th c.
Call No: C & T 2492-1, 2

**London Redivivum ... Another Projection by John Evelyn : A Plan of London**
1748

Physical Description: 2 sheets; 2 plans [(upper) Evelyn; (lower) Wren] : (1) 38 keyed references; (2) 82 keyed references ; each 48 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- London: fire -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2497 a, b

(a) **A Plan of all the Houses destroyed and damaged by the Great Fire which began in Bishopsgate Street on Thursday Nov. 7, 1765** This great Devastation by Fire began in the House (A) of Mr. Rutland, Peruke Maker & Consumed 49 Houses and Damaged about 15 -- (b) **Plan of ye great fire in Bishopsgate ...1765**

Physical Description: 2 similar plans ; 27 x 23 cm.; 16.5 x 11 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- London fire of 1765 -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2476

**A Mapp of the Parish of St. Martins in the Fields ...1755**

Physical Description: Inset: Hanover Sq. area belonging to St. M's parish.; 107 keyed References ; 35.5 x 29.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- London: parish -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2477

**A Mapp of the Parish of St. Pauls Covent Garden ...1755**

Physical Description: 19 keyed references ; 31 x 18 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- London: parish -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2478

**A Map of St. Sepulchers without Charterhouse Liberty and Clerkenwell Parish**
1755

Physical Description: 86 keyed references ; 29.5 x 36 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- London: parish -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2479

**A Map of St. Giles Cripple Gate Without ...1755**

Physical Description: 71 keyed references ; 28 x 35.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- London: parish -- 18th c.
Shoreditch, Norton Folgate and Crepplegate Without ... 
Physical Description: 83 keyed references; V. 2 P. 4 p 50 ; 28.5 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: parish -- 18th c.

Parish of St. Margaret, Westminster
Physical Description: 20 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: parish -- 18th c.

Specimen of the Style of Mapping & Engraving -- Plan of the Parish of St. John Hackney, Surveyed by Mr. AshpitelStarling, engraver
Physical Description: 23 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: parish -- 18th c.

The Parish of St. Giles in the Fields, London North West Suburbs of London
Physical Description: 2 sheets plus a history of the 1570 parochial churches :
Vignettes: St. Giles Church, 1631; St. Giles Church, 1734; Seal of the Antient Hospital ; 21 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London parish -- 19th c.

Plan of the Tower of London from a Drawing made between1681 and 1689, by Order of Ld. Dartmouth Mar Genl of the Ordnance
Basire, J., engraver
Physical Description: 41 keyed references; Pl. XXXIX ; 33.5 x 35.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London Tower -- 17th c.

Plan of the Tower of London from a Drawing made in the Year MDCCXXVI / C.
Lampriere delr., 1726, artist ; / J. Basire, engraver
Physical Description: 28 keyed references Pl. XL ; 32.5 x 41.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London Tower -- 18th c.

Baynard's Castle Ward and Faringdon Ward Within with their divisions into Parishes ... 1755
Physical Description: Vignettes: St. Bennets Pauls Wharf, St. Martin's Ludgate, St. Andrew's Wardrobe, Puddle Dock Hill ; 36 x 46.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London ward -- 18th c.
Billingsgate Ward and Bridge Ward Within...

Physical Description: Vignettes: St. Mary at Hill, St. Botolph; 17 x 23 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

Candlewick and Langborn Wards, with their Divisions into Parishes1772

Physical Description: ca 19.5 x 18.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

Cheap Ward ...1755

Physical Description: Vignettes: Grocer's Hall, Blackwell Hall, Guild Hall Chapel, St. Mildred's in the Poultry; Watermark; 37 x 48 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

(a) The Wards of Coleman Street and Bassishaw, 1754 -- (b) Coleman Street Ward and Bassishaw Ward, 17541754

Physical Description: 2 similar plans: Vignettes: St. Michael Bassishaw, St. Stephen Coleman Street; 60 keyed references; 37 x 25 cm.; 35 x 29 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

Cow Cross Being St. Sepulcher's Parish Without and the Charter House1755

Physical Description: 29 keyed references; 17 x 30 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

(a) Cripplegate Ward, 1755 -- (b) Cripplegate Ward1755

Physical Description: 2 similar plans: Vignettes: St. Luke's Hospital for Lunatics; 160 keyed references within the Freedoms; 36 x 24 cm.; 30 x 35 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

A Mapp of Limestreet Ward Taken from the last Surveys and corrected1754

Physical Description: 11 keyed references; 31 x 17.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.
Queen Hith Ward and Vintry Ward(a) T. Bowen, engraver 1754

Physical Description: 2 similar plans: (a) Vignette: St. Michael's Queenhith; Arms of B. Trecothic Esq. & R. Peers Esq.; (b) 33 Refferences; 17 x 22.5 cm.; 31 x 18 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

Walbrook Ward and Dowgate Ward ...

Physical Description: Vignettes: St. Stephen in Walbrook Church; St. Michael Royal College Hill Church, Arms of M. Glyn; Arms of W. Nash Lord Mayor; 18 x 25.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 18th c.

Portsoken Ward with its Divisions into Parishes ...1755

Physical Description: 2 similar plans: (a) displays T. Harley arms; (b) displays W. Calvert arms; 17x22.5 & 37x22 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- London: ward -- 19th c.

Louisbourg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Louisburg

A Plan of the City & Fortifications of Louisburg 1758

Physical Description: Inset: Profile & references; 23 keyed references; 11 x 18 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Louisburg -- 18th c.

A Map of the Harbour of Louisburg and parts adjacent 1758

Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Louisburg -- 18th c.

Pianta da cidade de Lourenço Marques Capital da Provincia de Moçambique 1908

Physical Description: Watermark; 14.5 x 23 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Lourenço Marques -- 19th-20th c.
Call No: Mil 3658

Lubeck 1806 - 7
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Lubeck

Call No: C & T 3790

[Lubeck]1847
   Physical Description: 21 x 29 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Lubeck -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2158 1, 2

[Lucknow environs & Gen. Havelock's route]
   Physical Description: MS; 2 ink sketches ; 13 x 20.5 cm.; 42 x 33.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Lucknow -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0302

Luneborch / Rantzau, artist ; / 1598
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. V Pl. 42; Latin text verso; Orientation: South at top ;
   35 x 46.5 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Lüneburg -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0353

Nouveau Plan de la Ville de Luxembourg, 1742 / Mallet, St. H., cartographer / 1743
   Physical Description: 67 keyed references to areas and buildings. ; 43 x 65.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Luxembourg -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1766

Plan of Temple at Luxor
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Luxor

Call No: C & T 1058 a, b

Plan du Temple de Louqssor / (a) Denon, artist ; / (a) R. Pellard, engraver19th c.
   Physical Description: 2 similar plans : Pl. XXIII ; 20 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Luxor -- antiquity

Call No: Mil 2181

Battle of Luzzara
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Luzzara
Maestrich fortifié comme elle est en { ? } / Nolin, J., 1648-1705 or 1686-1762, cartographer

Physical Description: 23 keyed references and historical notes; 22.5 x 21.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Maastricht -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2542

A Plan of the City and Fortifications of Maestricht -- A Map of the Island of Corsica 1748

Physical Description: each 10 x 11.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Maastricht -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1947

A Plan of the City and Harbour of Macao, A Colony of the Portugueze situated at the southern extremity of the Chinese Empire / Staunton, cartographer / B. Baker, engraver 1796

Physical Description: 37 keyed references to buildings & locations.; Incl. Twee-Lien-Shan usually called Patera & Islands & 1 mouth of Typa Harbour; 70.5 x 53 cm.; Scale: ca. 6" = 1 mile

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Macao -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1511

Madras, Part of the Black Town, and the adjacent ground to the S. and W. with the French Attack from Dec 12 1758 to Feb 17 1759T. Millar, engraver 1778

Physical Description: 34 x 48.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Madras -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1612

Plan of the Fronts of Fort St. George attacked by Mr. Lally from the 14th of December 1758 to the 16th of February 1759 with part of the British TownT. Miller, engraver 1778

Physical Description: Watermark; 37 x 41 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Madras -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4065

A Plan of Fort St. George and the City of Madras

Physical Description: V. I P. 231; 20.5 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Madras -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 4094
Madras & Environs -- Calcutta / Bartholomew, cartographer /
Physical Description: 21 x 13 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Madras -- Calcutta -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0001
Plano Geométrico de Madrid / Lopez, Don Tomas, cartographer / 1785
Physical Description: Dedication to Carlos III; Inset: small area enlarged; Key to about 400 streets ; 55.5 x 93 cm.
purchase 1991
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Madrid -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1616
Maharajpoor, 18431844
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Maharajpoor -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3499
A New Plan of the Town and Harbour of Mahon with St. Philip's Castle and Fortifications1756
Physical Description: References ; 17.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mahon, Minorca -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4627
Plan of the Town and Harbour of Mahon, St. Philip's Castle, and its FortificationsBasire, engraver
Physical Description: Orientation: Southwest at top ; 36.5 x 62.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mahon: (Minorca) -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4609
Mechlin, or Malines the Capital of one of the ten Provinces of the Netherlands in Brabant an Archbishoprick, situated upon ye Dyle1744-47
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Watermark ; 38 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Malines -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2191
Malplaquet
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Malplaquet
Call No: C & T 2423
Manchester and its Environs 1824
Physical Description: Inset: Manchester & Salford, ca 1650; Vignettes; Manchester from Ordrall, Cheetham arms, Manchester arms, Manchester from Royal Hotel; Keyed references; 42.5 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Manchester -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 1320
Bay of Manila
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Manila

Call No: C & T 1967
Manila Bay
Physical Description: Vessels at anchor; 15 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Manila -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3917
Plan of Manila and Suburbs (19th c.)
Physical Description: 21 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Manila -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0935
A Plan of the City of Manheim
Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; 44 keyed references; XXII; 18.5 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mannheim -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0556
Mantua
Physical Description: 9 keyed references; 16 x 12.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mantua -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0641
A new and exact Plan of ye Town and Citadel of Mantua with the Adjacent Places Taken on the Spot by a Skilful Ingenier / DuBosc, artist / DuBosc, engraver
Physical Description: Vol. 1 p. 77; 35 v 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mantua -- 18th c.
Mantoue

Physical Description: Watermark ; 21 x 29.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Mantua -- 18th c.

Mantoue 18th c.

Physical Description: 11.5 x 15 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Mantua -- 18th c.

Plan du Fort Mardick et de ses attacques, en l'an 1646 par S.A.R. Mons. le Duc d'Orleans, Generalissime des Armees de sa Maieste tres Chrestienne, Par le Sr de Beaulieu, Ingenieur et Geographe ordre du Roy / Blaeu, J., 1598-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Ships of the Estates General under Admiral Tromp ; 42 x 53 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Mardyck -- 17th c.

Marengo 1800

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Marengo

Plan de Marseille

Physical Description: 14 keyed references to buildings ; 15.5 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Marseille -- 18th c.

Plan of the City and Harbour of Marseille

Physical Description: 20 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Marseille -- 18th c.

Pour la Mer Mediterranee

Physical Description: View: Marseille -- Plans: St. Tropez, St. Toulon, St. Ville Franche ; each 10 x 15 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Marseille -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 442
Marseilles
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Marseilles

Call No: Mil 2179
Battle of Marsaille 1693
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Marseilles

Call No: C & T 4863
A Plan of Maastricht with Adjacent Villages where the Battle was fought June 21
[1708] / Jefferys, T., 1695?-1771, cartographer / 1747
Physical Description: By T. Jefferys, Geographer to his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales ; 20 x 24.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Maastricht -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4864
Nieuwe Afterkening von de Stad Maastricht, met alle des zelfs Nieuwe Werken
getekend door een Voornam Ingenieur, te Amsterdam by R & I Ottens18th c.
Physical Description: Orientation: East aat top ; 33.5 x 46 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Maastricht -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1590
Masulipatam ... Taken by Storm the 17th of April 1759 ... Lt. Col. Forde
Physical Description: 22 keyed references ; 17.5 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Masulipatam -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1580
La Ville de Maubeuge / J. Harrewyn, artist ; /
Physical Description: 14.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Maubeuge

Call No: C & T 2366
Mechelen
Physical Description: 11 x 12.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mechelen -- 18th c.
**Call No:** C & T 2318

**Melun**

**Physical Description:** Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Melun -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** C & T 2367

**Memmingen**

**Physical Description:** Bird's eye views of 3 churches & Rathaus ; 17 x 22.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Memmingen -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** C & T 2368

**Memmingen**

**Physical Description:** 13 keyed references ; 14.5 x 20 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Memmingen -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** C & T 4621

**Men in a very Strong Town in the Earldom of Flanders Taken by ye Allies in the Year 1706 and retaken by ye French in 1744Basire, engraver**

**Physical Description:** Orientation: Northeast at top; Watermark ; 37 x 48 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Menin -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** C & T 3550

**Plan of the Works of the City of Messina ...Basire, engraver**

**Physical Description:** Orientation: West at top; Watermark ; 38 x 47.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Messina, Sicily -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Mil 752

**Metz**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Metz

---

**Call No:** C & T 4215

**Description & Vue de la Ville de Mexique, les deux Lacs sur lesquelles elle est batie, du Grande Temple de cette Ville, des Sacrifices d'Hommes ... [Tom: VI No 28. Pag: 110]18th c.**

**Physical Description:** 4 views, 2 small maps : Views: Bird's eye view of city, Mitole dancers, Idol, Temple ; 37 x 43.5 cm.

**Sowers, Margaret C., gift**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Cities & Towns -- Mexico City -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 3300
Plan de Mexico et de ses environs -- Esquisse de l’itinéraire de la Vera-Cruz à Mexico -- Profile de la route de la Vera-Cruz à Mexico / Malte-Brun, V. A., cartographer /
Physical Description: Inscribed by author, V. A. Malte-Brun, to Mr E. Charton ; 43 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mexico: D.F. -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2319
Mezieres
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mezieres -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0115
Mediolanum / Lafreri, ca 1560, artist ; / 1572
Physical Description: C. O. T. Vol. I, Pl. 42; Latin text verso ; 33.5 x 48 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Milan -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 2340
Pianta del Castello di Milano e suoi attacchi cominciati le 15 bre del Anno 1733 dalle Truppe delle M Sarda, e Christianissima
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 20 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Milan -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4821
Milan18th c.
Physical Description: 11.5 x 14.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Milan -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0545
Panorama Orografico e Pittoreesco della Città e Contorni di Milano Preso dalla della Cattedrale
Physical Description: 360° view of identified peaks, named towns and sketched city buildings; Floor plan nd vignette of Duomo; Dedicata al Sigr Conte Ambrogio Nava by Editore Gaetano Pirola Leone Zucoli ; 42 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Milan -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 1014

**Milan**

**1832**
Physical Description: 33 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Milan -- 19th c.

---

Call No: C & T 1500

**[Milano]**

**M. Bonatti, engraver**

19th c.

Physical Description: 32.5 x 34.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Milan -- 19th c.

---

Call No: Br Isl 2512

**Milford Haven**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Milford Haven

---

Call No: C & T 1182

**Urbs et Arx Mitovia ... 1659 -- Dobleena Arx Celciss Curlandiae ... 1659**

18th c.

Physical Description: Fortifications only; N. 93 ; 25.5 x 31.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mitovia -- 17th c.

---

Call No: C & T 0194

**Meursae Obsidio ... Mauritio Nassovio ... / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649**

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Military deployment shown; Text verso ; 37.5 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1:4,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Moers -- 17th c.

---

Call No: C & T 0220

**Meurs / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649**

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 36 x 24 cm..Scale: 1:2,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Moers -- 17th c.

---

Call No: C & T 0377

**Mola / Georg Hoefnagel, artist ; / 1581**

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; Ortelius and Hoefnagel on their 1578 Italian tour. ; 29.5 x 43 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mola -- 16th c.

---

Call No: Mil 2195

**Siege de Mons**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mons
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 0202
Mons / van Deventer, artist ; / 1581
Physical Description: C. O. T. Vol. III Pl. 24; German text verso ; 35 x 46.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mons -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 4606
Mons the Capital City of Hainault in ye Low Countries, taken by ye French in 1691, Restor'd by ye Spaniards by ye Peace of Ryswick in 1697, retaken by ye Allies in 1709, and left to ye Emperor by ye Treaty of Utrecht Basire, engraver 1744-47
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Watermark ; 39 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mons -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2320
Monstreuil
Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Monstreuil -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3398
Map ... Gen. Amherst's Expedition to Montreal ...
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Montreal

Call No: C & T 3355
A Plan & View of the Town and Fortifications of Montreal in Canada
Physical Description: Inset: View of Montreal ; 20 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Montreal -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3356
Plan of the Town and Fortifications of Montreal or Ville Marie in Canada
Physical Description: 24 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Montreal -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1042
View of Montrose in Angus-shire -- View of Channery, the Borough Town of Ross-shire / Hogg, Alexr., cartographer /
Physical Description: 32.5 x 20.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Montrose & Channery -- 18th c.
Call No: Misc 2240

[Small plan of Moscow with references]
Physical Description: 14 x 14 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Moscow

Call No: C & T 2129

A Plan of the City of Moscow, 1771
P. Andrews, engraver 1771
Physical Description: XXX ; 16 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Moscow -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1018

Moscow1836
Physical Description: 33 x 35.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Moscow -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3989

A Plan of the Convent and Church of Mt. Sinai ... Archbishop of Canterbury
Physical Description: LVI p.150 ; 39.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Mt. Sinai -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0950

A Plan of the City of Munich1771
Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; 52 keyed references ; 17 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Munich -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0951

Munich1832
Physical Description: Profile view across bottom. ; 32 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Munich -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0110

Monacum, Oenipons, Frisingensis, Nordlinga, Ratispons, Straubinga (Munich, Innsbruck, Freising, Nordlingen, Regensburg, Straubing) / various, ca 1560, artist ; / 1572
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. 1, Pl. 40; Text verso ; 30.5 x 46.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Munich, et al. -- 16th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 2355

Munchen -- Ingolstadt
Physical Description: 15 keyed references to Munchen; 22 keyed references to Ingolstadt; 15 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Munich: Ingolstadt

Call No: C & T 0305

Namurcum1575
Physical Description: Latin text; 37 x 50.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Namur -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0367

The City of Namur with the Castle and other FortificationsBasire, engraver
Physical Description: 40 x 49 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Namur -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0198

Plan et Siège de Nancy / Tavernier, Melchior, 1544-1641, cartographer / ca 1634
Physical Description: Insets: Profille des Fortd et Redouttes des Circonvalation; 41.5 x 48 cm.
Ratner, L. & I., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Nancy -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0398

Ancien Plan de la Ville de Nancy en 1611
Physical Description: 34 x 47.5 cm.
Ratner, L. & I., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Nancy -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0991

Nancy au dix-septième siècle sous le duc Charles IV
Physical Description: Lithog. Thorelle d'après Israel Silvestre from the Lorraine Collection of Mr. le Président Beaupré; 24 keyed references; 19 x 78.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Nancy -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0366

Plan General de Nancy Levé en 1758 ... Edifices dont le Roy de Pologne a orné les deux Villes
Physical Description: Many keyed references; 40 x 35 cm.
Ratner, L. & I., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Nancy -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 4130
Nancy et ses Environs -- Porte de la Citadelle, Vue Extérieure
   Physical Description: 14 x 19 cm.
   SUL
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nancy -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0114
Neapolis / Lafreri, 1566, artist ; / 1572
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. I Pl. 47; Latin text verso ; 34 x 48 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Naples -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0571 a, b
Pianta Topografica della Città di Napoli in Campagna Felice(a) 1770
   Physical Description: 2 similar plans ; 32.5 x 42 cm.; 43 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Naples -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1140
Pianta della Città di Napoli
   Physical Description: 17 keyed references ; 16 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Naples -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0393
Campaniae Felicis Deliciae / Georg Hoefnagel, artist ; / 1581
   Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; Keyed references to 21 areas and
   structures; Ortelius and Hoefnagel on their 1578 Italian tour ; 33.5 x 49 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- (Naples ares) -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0486
Civitas Neritonensis vulgo Nardo / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1663
   Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; Keyed references; Latin text verso;
   Dedication to D. Geronimo Acquaviva d'Aragona ; 41.5 x 52.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nardo -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 3565
Neresheim 1796
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Neresheim

Call No: C & T 0297
Neuss1588
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV Pl.23; German text verso ; 33 x 43.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Neuss -- 16th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 1043
Milford, 1646 -- New Haven, 1641 / Honey, F. R., cartographer / 1880
   Physical Description: 19 x 19 cm.; 20 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- New Haven -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3734
A New Map of the River Mississippi from the Sea to Bayagoulas
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- New Orleans

Call No: C & T 3735
Plan of New Orleans the capital of Louisiana / R. Benning, engraver / 1761
   Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; 18 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- New Orleans -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3736
Plan de la Nouvelle Orleans / [Bellin, N. ?], cartographer / 1761
   Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; 18 keyed references; Watermark; Tom XIV No. 19 ; 20 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- New Orleans -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3730
New York & Harbour
   Physical Description: 12 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- New York -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3732
City of Manhattan or New York 1764 / Bellin, cartographer / 1861
   Physical Description: reproduction : 12 keyed references ; 16.5 x 16.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- New York -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3725
3 residences in New York City associated with Thomas Paine, 1809 - , 1827 - , 1861
   Physical Description: 17 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- New York -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 3731

New York
Physical Description: Insets: City Hall, Broadway from the Park; 40 keyed references; 31 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- New York -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3733

Bay and Port of New York, Capital of New York / Bellin, cartographer /
Physical Description: reproduction; 22 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- New York -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4649

Map of New York & (inset) Plan of the Northern Portion of the City of New York (recto) -- Map of New York City ("Greater New York" - includes Manhattan, Richmond, Queens, Brooklyn, Yonkers & Paterson & Newark, N.J.) (verso)1897
Physical Description: 44 x 38.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- New York -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4650

Map of New York City Prepared by the "Committee of '92"1892
Physical Description: Detailed directions for reaching Madison Square Garden and extensive keyed references to hotels, churches, rail depots, ferries, steamer lines, public buildings, museums, colleges, libraries, etc.; 73.5 x 46.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- New York -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0360

Newport en Rhode Island: Plan de la Ville1780
Physical Description: MS: Fortifications, disposition of French forces; 54.5 x 43 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Newport -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0753

Projet de la Ville et Forteresse de Nice / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer /
Physical Description: 13.5 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Nice -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0783

Nice, Antibes & Fort de Brigançon
Physical Description: Plan of Nice, plan of Antibes; View of Nice, view of Fort de Brigançon; each 10 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Nice, et al. -- 18th c.

Guide to the Antiquarian Maps
Collection, 1493 - 1962
Call No: C & T 1583
NieuportHarrewyn, engraver
   Physical Description: 15 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nieuwpoort -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4608
Newport a Strong Sea-port Town in Flanders, restored to the Empire by ye Treaty of Utrecht1744-47
   Physical Description: Profile view of town across top of plate.; Orientation: Southwest at top; Watermark ; 38 x 48 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nieuwpoort -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0224
Nymmegen / van Deventer, artist ; / 1581
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. III Pl. 18; German text verso ; 33 x 39 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nijmegen -- 16th c.

Call No: France 713
Nimes
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nîmes

Call No: C & T 0111
Nocera -- Castel Novo / Hoefnagel, J., 1577, artist ; / 1598
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. V Pl. 64; Text verso ; 35.5 x 48 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nocera & Castel Novo -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 2540
A Plan of Nottingham Castle taken in 1617
   Physical Description: 15 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nottingham Castle -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1574
Nova Palma
   Physical Description: Watermark; Medallion: Lion of St. Mark, Pascale Ciconia Duce Venet... 1593 ; 28.5 x 31.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Nova Palma -- 16th c.
Call No: C & T 2338
Plan de la Ville de Novara
  Physical Description: Fortifications only; 26 keyed references; Watermark; 20.5 x 30.5 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Novara -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0278
Nurnberg / Caymox, artist; / 1575
  Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II Pl. 43; Latin text verso; 30.5 x 48.5 cm.
  Bailey, Prof. Margery, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Nuremberg -- 16th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2049
Plan of Oakham
  Physical Description: Inset on Rutland map
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Oakham

Call No: C & T 3788
Olivença -- Setuval / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / ca 1700
  Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; each 25 x 17 cm.
  Conrad collection
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Olivença, Setuval -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0068
Plan de la Ville d'Orleans / de Fer, N., 1626-1720, cartographer / 1704
  Physical Description: 24 x 34 cm.
  Ratner, L. & I., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Orleans -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0200
Orleans: Bourges / Hoefnagel, J., both views, artist; / 1575
  Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II Pl. 10; Latin text verso; 37.5 x 47.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Orleans: Bourges -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 2189
Siege of Ostend, 1706
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ostend
Plan de la Ville D'Ostend / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1706

Physical Description: Positions of regiments, ships, etc.; 115 keyed references; Watermark (FRICX); 51.5 x 72 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ostend -- 18th c.

Ostia / 1557, artist ; / 1557

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV Pl. 53; German text verso; 29.5 x 49.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ostia -- antiquity

Ostrolenka 1807

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ostrolenka

Oudenarde

Physical Description: 15 x 18.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Oudenarde -- 18th c.

The South West Prospect of the University and City of Oxford

Physical Description: 54 keyed references; Descriptive text; 29.5 x 78.5 cm. purchase, 1951

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Oxford -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 1148
Plan de la Ville d'Oxford / after Hollar?, artist ; /  
Physical Description: Orientation: South at top; 51 keyed references; p. 579 ; 13 x 16 cm. 
CMC 
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Cities & Towns -- Oxford -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0981
Pictorial Key to View from Roof of the Bodleian Library ... (360 degrees) / F. Madan & E. H. New, artist ; / 1917 
Physical Description: 24.5 x 24 cm. 
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Cities & Towns -- Oxford -- 20th c.

Call No: C & T 0759
A Plan of the Town and Citadel of Palais -- A Map of the Bell'Isle divided into Parishes1761 
Physical Description: each 14 x 17 cm. 
CMC 
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Cities & Towns -- Palais: Bell'Isle -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2331 a, b  
(a) Plan of the Town and Citadel of Palais, the Capital of Bell'Isle -- (b) Bell'Isle1761 
Physical Description: 2 similar plans ; 15.5 x 23 cm.; 13 x 18 cm. 
CMC 
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Cities & Towns -- Palais: Bell'Isle -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1630
Palam - Cotah near Tinivelly / Call, John, cartographer / Cheevers, engraver 
Physical Description: 29.5 x 41.5 cm. 
CMC 
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Cities & Towns -- Palam-Cotah -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0135
Palermo -- Panormus Corona ... / Duchetti, 1580, artist ; / 1588 
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV Pl.56; German text verso ; 32.5 x 50 cm. 
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Cities & Towns -- Palermo, Sicily -- 16th c.

Call No: MIL 2198
Bataille de St. Antoine 
Subjects and Indexing Terms 
Cities & Towns -- Paris
Call No: C & T 0188
Lutetia (Paris) / Munster, 1569, artist ; / 1572
  Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. 1 Pl. 7; Text verso ; 34 x 48.5 cm.
  Bailey, Prof. Margery, gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0724
Paris1620
  Physical Description: Sub-title in Dutch ; 11 x 28 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0727
Paris
  Physical Description: small ; 19 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0141
Paris & Quartiers: 7 plans of Paris at different stages Louis VII to Louis XVI, 26 plans covering 20 quartiers
  Physical Description: 33 sheets : Fine engravings with extensive and clear references ; 21 x 31 cm. average.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0462
Plan du Champ de Mars ... le XIV juillet 1790 / Féscourt, artist ; / P. F. Déniszard, engraver1791
  Physical Description: Dédié et présenté ... la ville de Reims par le Sr Féscourt Géometre et Déniszard Graveur; Orientation: Northeast at top; Watermark ; 66.5 x 152.5 cm.
  Ratner, L. & I., gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0723
Description des environs de Paris
  Physical Description: small ; 10.5 x 15 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0725
Paris
  Physical Description: small : 12 keyed references ; 11 x 28 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 0726

Paris
Physical Description: small ; 10.5 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0737

A Plan of the City of Paris
J. Andrews, engraver
Physical Description: Key to 78 structures ; 23.5 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0741

A Plan of the City and Suburbs of Paris, 1792
Kitchin, T., engraver
1792
Physical Description: 17 keyed references ; 41 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4117

Vue de la Colonnade du Louvre
Physical Description: 27 x 40 cm.
Ratner, L. & I. (gift)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4119

La Malmaison près Paris
Physical Description: 26 x 32 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4120

Vue de l'Ecole Militaire
Physical Description: 26.5 x 39 cm.
Ratner, L. & I. (gift)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4121

Vue des Invalides prise de l'Allée de Breteuil
Physical Description: 26 x 40 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 18th c.
French Ports & Harbours -- Paris & its surrounding fortifications / Bartholomew, cartographer

Physical Description: Upper half of sheet devoted to Boulogne, Brest, Cherbourg, Le Havre, Marseilles, Toulon Harbour; 46.5 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

---

Western Division of Paris -- Eastern Division of Paris / W. B. Clarke, Archt., artist; / J. Shury, engraver 1834

Physical Description: 2 sheets: Elevations of 24 important buildings; each 39.5 x 29 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

---

Nouvelles Vues de Paris, par Ph. Benoist et J. Jacottet

Physical Description: 23 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

---

Environs de Paris / Dufour, A.H., 1798-1865, artist; /

Physical Description: 34.5 x 48 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

---

Environs de Paris

Physical Description: 20 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

---

Paris Fortifié -- Enceinte - Forts extérieurs et environs -- Nouveau plan de Paris (2e edition) avec les nouveaux ouvrages de defense. Prix 40 cen.1870, ca

Physical Description: 34 x 50 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 0742
Plan Géométrique de la Ville de Paris / Ch. Picquet, cartographer / Hall, Sidy, engraver
Physical Description: 38 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0743
Plan of Paris and the Surrounding Communes Shewing the Fortifications and all Modern Improvements / B. R. Davies, artist / B. R. Davies, engraver 1870 ca
Physical Description: Blvd Malesherbes, etc., only a projection; 42 x 62.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1254
Perspective View of Paris and its Environs ... Shewing all the Fortifications amd Redoubts together with the Lines of Defence recently thrown up. / Alfred Concanen, artist / Sept. 1, 1870
Physical Description: 58.5 x 68.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1252
Exposition Universelle de 1878 -- Panorama des Palais et Parcs du Champ de Mars et du Trocadéro 1878
Physical Description: 38 x 76.5 cm.
Sowers, Roy Vernon, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1253
Plan Général de l'Exposition Universelle Internationale de 1878, Extrait du Guide ...(souvenir type) 1878
Physical Description: 21 x 45.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4118
Vue du Château de St Cloud près de Paris
Physical Description: 27 x 39.5 cm.
Ratner, L. & I. (gift)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4122
Fête du 15 Aout. Esplanade des Invalides 1858
Physical Description: 23.5 x 32.5 cm.
Sowers, Roy Vernon, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Paris -- 19th c.
**Call No:** C & T 4116  
**Vue de l'Hôtel des Monnaies prise du Pont Neuf**  
Physical Description: 26 x 40 cm.  
Ratner, L. & I. (gift)  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Paris: building -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 2439  
**Cette Maison de Plaisance bastie avant le regne de François premier n'a pas toujours esté si magnifique qu'elle est à present, Monsieur le Prince qui s'y plaist la fait de beaucoup augmenter et les Jardinages sont tout autrement beaux qu'ils n'estoient tesmoing ce parterre de l'invention de Mr le Nautre**  
Physical Description: 19.5 x 29 cm.  
SUL  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Paris: Chantilly -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 3410  
**Nieuwe Kaart van de Buitenstreeken van Parys Meetkundig opgenomen in 1792 en 1793 met alle de Nieuwe Sterkten, verschansingen en Versperringen tuschen de Rivieren de Seine en de Marne. / Allart, Jehannes, cartographer / 1792-93**  
Physical Description: 45.5 x 60 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Paris: environs -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 4114  
**Explosion d'une Machine Infernale ... Premier Consul ... explosion terrible ... De 31 Nivose An 9 (Dec.3, 1800-01)**  
Physical Description: French explanatory text. (English translation supplied); 28 x 37 cm.  
SUL  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Paris: violence -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Italy 3558  
**Parma**  
Physical Description: small plan  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Parma

**Call No:** C & T 2162  
**Parma**  
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 107 keyed references; Tome I Pl. 5; 23 x 34 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Cities & Towns -- Parma -- 18th c.
Parma 1840

Physical Description: 32 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Parma -- 19th c.

(a) Parma -- (b) Sena (Siena) -- (c) Palermo -- (d) Drapanum (Trapani) 1572

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; Sheet 36.5 x 47.5 cm. (a) 12.5 x 23 cm.; (b) 12.5 x 23 cm.; (c) 12.5 x 48 cm.; (d) 8.5 x 48 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Parma, Siena, et al. -- 16th c.

Plan de la Ville de Pavie

Physical Description: Fortifications only; 21 x 30.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pavia

A Plan of the Town of Payta in the Kingdom of Santa Fee Lying in the Latitude of 5d 12m So.

Physical Description: 22.5 x 38.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Payta: Peru -- 18th c.

Plan de la Ville de Peking, Capital de l'Empire de la Chine située par les 39d 54m de Lat. Septle -- Plans of Ville Tartare & Ville Chinoise

Physical Description: Tome V No. 18; 22 x 17 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Peking -- 19th c.

Penobscot 1779

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Penobscot

Permacoil / Call, John, cartographer / Cheevers, engraver

Physical Description: 27 x 43 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Permacoil -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 2321
Peronne
  Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Peronne -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0376
Pisaurum vulgo Pezaro / Georg Hoefnagel, artist; / 1581
  Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; Ortelius and Hoefnagel on their 1578 Italian tour; 28 x 40 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pesaro -- 16th c.

Call No: MIl 3601
Peschiera 1801
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Peschiera

Call No: C & T 1769
[Site of Petra--Ground Plan of Petra]
  Physical Description: 22 x 13 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Petra -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3694
A Map of Philadel [phia] and Parts A [djacent]1753?
  Physical Description: By N. Scull & G. Heap; Table of Distances; Watermark; 34.5 x 29.5 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Philadelphia -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3692
Plan of the City of Philadelphia1807
  Physical Description: 20 x 25 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Philadelphia -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3693
Philadelphia1840
  Physical Description: Inset views: United States Bank Exchange; References; 38 x 30 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Philadelphia -- 19th c.
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia
  Physical Description: 60 x 40.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Philadelphia -- 19th-20th c.

Philippe Ville Harrewyn, engraver
  Physical Description: 14 x 19 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Philippeville -- 18th c.

A Plan of the Isle and Temples of Philoe
  Physical Description: XLIX p. 120 ; 61 x 18.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Philo -- antiquity

Plan des Temples de Philée / Denon, artist ; / Pollard, engraver
  Physical Description: Pl. XXXVIII ; 20.5 x 34 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Philo -- antiquity

Placentia
  Physical Description: small plan
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Piacenza

Plaisance
  Physical Description: Tom 4 ; 11.5 x 14.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Piacenza -- 18th c.

Plan de la Ville de Plaisance
  Physical Description: 116 keyed references to buildings; Pl. IV ; 23.5 x 38.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Piacenza -- 18th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 1549
Pianta delle Città di Pisa, Fatta nell’anno 1797
  Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; 58 keyed references; 22 x 35 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Pisa -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 337
Plattsburg 1814
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Plattsburg

Call No: Mil 2517
Plymouth
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Plymouth

Call No: C & T 1145
Cooke’s Plymouth Breakwater / Cooke, cartographer / 1823
  Physical Description: Plan & transverse section of finished part of the Breakwater (started in 1812); Tide tables, etc.; 21 x 34 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Plymouth -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4013
Plan of the Temple of Fortune, Pl. XIX / Sir W. Gell, artist; Schmollinger, engraver1831
  Physical Description: sheet 22 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Pompeii -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 4811
Plan of the latest excavations at Pompeii, 1826 General Plan Pl. II1832
  Physical Description: sheet 22 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Pompeii -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 4812
Plan and elevation of the House of the Dioscuri / Sir W. Gell, artist; Schmollinger, engraver1831?
  Physical Description: sheet 22 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Pompeii -- antiquity

Guide to the Antiquarian Maps
Collection, 1493 - 1962
Call No: C & T 1626
Pondicherry 1778
Physical Description: 23 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pondicherry -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1790
A Plan of Pondicherry in the East Indies 1759
Physical Description: 21 keyed references; 18 x 12 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pondicherry -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1276
Port Antonio (Jamaica)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Port Antonio

Call No: C & T 1410
A Plan of the Harbour Town and Forts of Porto Bello when taken by Admiral Vernon on Nov. 22d 1739 with 6 ships only
Physical Description: Orientation: S E at top; 8.5 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Porto Bello -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1409
The Town and Harbour of Porto Bello as besieged and taken by the English in 1739
Physical Description: Orientation: S E at top; 12 x 15.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Porto Bello: Panama -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 2517
Portsmouth
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Portsmouth

Call No: C & T 1142
View of Potosi in the Kingdom of Peru in South America
Physical Description: 13 x 17.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Potosi -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0387
Puteoli -- Baiae 1575
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 29.5 x 49.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pozzuoli, et al. -- 16th c.
Praga -- Egra / (P) Caper & Petrle, 1562 (E) Munster, 1550, artist ; / 1572
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol.1 Pl. 29; Latin text verso ; 33. 5 x 47.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Prague -- 16th c.

Pultusk 1807
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pultusk

Bataille des Pyramides
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pyramids

Plan des Pyramides de Ghizé -- Elévation et Coupe de la Grande Pyramide dite de Chéops / Grobert, artist ; /
Physical Description: Ghizé, 24 x 27 cm.; Chéops, 13.5 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Pyramids -- 19th c.

Quebec
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Quebec

A Plan of Quebec, Metropolis of Canada in North America
Physical Description: 17 keyed references ; 11.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Quebec -- 18th c.

A Plan of Quebec
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Inset: Port & Environs of Quebec as it was when attacked by the English ; 19 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Quebec -- 18th c.

Plan of ye Town of Quebec1750
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 24 keyed references ; 19.5 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Quebec -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 3361
Plan de la Ville de Quebec
   Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 25 keyed references; Tom XIV No. 16; 20 x 28.5 cm.
   CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Quebec -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3362
Quebek De Hoofstad van Kanada ... 1759
   Physical Description: Inset: River at Quebec; 33 x 43.5 cm.
   CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Quebec -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2354
Rain Brauna
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rain

Call No: M11 2190
Battle of Ramelies 1706
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ramelies

Call No: C & T 4059
Victoria Square and Terrace, Reading / John Billing, Archt, artist; / 1845
   Physical Description: 49.5 x 67.5 cm.
   CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Reading, England -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0230 a, b
Rhees (Reesa) / Blaeu, J., 1595-1673, cartographer / 1649
   Physical Description: 2 similar plans: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 42 x 53.5 cm.; Scale: 1:5,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rees -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2356
A Plan of Ratisbon
   Andrews, J., engraver
   Physical Description: 37 keyed references; XXIII; 17 x 23 cm.
   CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Regensburg

Call No: C & T 0231
Rheo Berka / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; 36.5 x 52 cm.; Scale: 1:3,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rheinberg -- 17th c.
Call No: C & T 1181
Afbeelding der Oude Stad Rhodus -- Platte gront der Stad Rhodus -- De Hedendaegsche stad en Haven van Rhodus
   Physical Description: Pag. 7 ; 27.5 x 35 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Rhodes -- 18th c.

Call No: France 746
Rochefort
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Rochefort

Call No: C & T 3549
Nouveau Plan de la Ville de Rome tiré par ordre du Pape par Matteo Gregoria de Romans tres utille pour les voiageurs18th c.
   Physical Description: 312 keyed references; Inset: Environds de Rome; Vignettes: 3 important buildings, 7 important churches ; 33 x42.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Rome

Call No: C & T 0373
Roma1493
   Physical Description: Woodcut
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Rome -- 15th c.

Call No: C & T 0309
Roma (medieval)1572
   Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 120 keyed references ; 30 x 44 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Rome -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0286
Roma / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1704
   Physical Description: Inset: Insignia of the 14 regions of Rome; Some 400 keyed references indicated; Dedication to Cardinal Chigi by J. Blaeu
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Rome -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0554
Rome / J. Dower, artist ; / J. Dower, engraver
   Physical Description: Inset: Bridge of St. Angelo; 71 keyed references ; 21.5 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Rome -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 3317

A New Mapp of Rome Shewing its Antient and Present Scitution / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / Harris, engraver 1721

Physical Description: Insets: Amphitheatre, Trajan's Pillar, St. Peters, Sepulcher of Caijus Cestus; 252 keyed references ; 49 x 58 cm.

Carnochan, Prof. Bliss, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Rome -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0559

Plan of Modern Rome / Clarke, W. B., cartographer / 1830

Physical Description: Key to principal buildings in each of 14 regions; Elevations of modern buildings ; 31.5 x 40 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Rome -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0020

Romae Veteris ac Novae, Collatio Topographica 1720 - 60

Physical Description: 34.5 x 41 cm.

Jones, R. L., bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Rome -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 3547

Roma Vetus -- Plan des antiquitez de Rome representees et distinguées suivant la situation de chacun de ses anciens monuments 18th c.

Physical Description: 152 keyed references to monuments, very clearly depicted; Inset: Rome's 7 hills plus Janiculum; Watermark ; 33.5 x 44 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Rome -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 4542

Anteiquae Urbis Imago Accuratissimo ex Vetusteis Monumenteis Formata 19th c.

Physical Description: photographic reproduction : Orientation: Northeast at top; Many buildings, aqueducts, etc. are identified.; Cloth-backed, dissected to fold to 4 1/2 x 6 inches. ; 58 x 69 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Rome -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 3548

Rome Ancienne et Moderne 18th c.

Physical Description: 378 keyed references ; 33.5 x 31 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Cities & Towns -- Rome -- antiquity & modern
Vue prise audessus de la Rocca di Papa dans le lieu où a campé Annibal a 5 lieus de Rome 1818

Physical Description: 21 x 29 cm.
Ratner, L. & I. (gift)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rome: area -- 19th c.

Piano Generale [Castel Sant'Angelo] 1911

Physical Description: 45.5 x 61 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rome: C. Sant'Angelo -- 20th c.

Le Latran -- Plan Ancien Restauré d'apres l'Etat Actuel et les Documents / Rohault de Fleur, cartographer /

Physical Description: 40 x 53.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rome: Lateran -- 19th c.

Plan de la Ville de Rotterdam, 1815 / Immorzeel Jr, cartographer / Hendk Roosing, engraver 1815

Physical Description: 55 keyed references ; 30 x 36 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rotterdam -- 19th c.

Plan du Port vendre en Roussillon en l'Etat ou il ètoit en l'Année 1704 / Michelot & Bremond, cartographer / P. Starck-man, engraver 1727

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Orientation: South at top; Soundings shown ; 18.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Roussillon -- 18th c.

Rue

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Rue -- 18th c.

Roeroordt / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 37 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ruhort -- 17th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 0173

Sant Juan de Foratche Jerenna / Hoefnagel, J., 1565, artist ; / 1598
Physical Description: Inset: Giralda; C.O.T. Vol. V, Pl. 8; Latin text verso ; 37.5 x 50 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- S. Juan del Foratche -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 3653

Saalfeld 1806-7
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Saalfeld

Call No: C & T 0754

Saar - Louis / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / Gournay, engraver
Physical Description: 19.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Saarlouis -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3919

Plan de la Ville de Saigon19th c.
Physical Description: 22 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Saigon -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1061

Ile de la Réunion -- Plan de Saint Denis, Sept. 18521852
Physical Description: 19 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Saint Denis: Réunion Is. -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0089

DeWitt's Indexed Map of the City of San Francisco 1899, Corrected and revised to 1904 / DeWitt, cartographer /
Physical Description: 51 x 63.5 cm..Scale: 1 inch - 2000 ft.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- San Francisco -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3787

Survey of Payson Ranch -- Islais Creek -- San Francisco City
Physical Description: MS : Verso: H. R. Payson; Payson Farm; Mossville, Ill ; 40.5 x 71 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- San Francisco -- 19th c.
Official Map of San Francisco, [1849] / Eddy, cartographer / 1849
   Physical Description: photographic reproduction ; 27 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- San Francisco -- 19th c.

   Physical Description: MS copy of original : Original filed in Recorder's office, San Francisco County August 1853 ; 62 x 94 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- San Francisco -- 19th c.

U. S. Coast Survey A. D. Bache Superintendent City of San Francisco and its Vicinity
California Published in 18531853
   Physical Description: reproduction : From a Trigonometrical Survey by R. D. Cutts, Assistant; Topography by A. F. Rodgers, Sub-assistant; Hydrography by the Party under the command of Lieut. James Alden. USN Assistant; Keyed references to public buildings and reservoirs ; 65 x 45.5 cm..Scale: 1:10,000
   Calhoun, Zachary, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- San Francisco -- 19th c.

Rovine de Sann, l'antica Tanis -- Rovine d'un Tempio d'Iside (near Beibeth) / Cav. de Baillou dresse, cartographer / 19th c.
   Physical Description: T. 9; ruins ; 45 .5 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Sann (Egypt) -- antiquity

Santander1575
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II Pl. 9; Latin text verso ; 32 x 35.5 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Santander -- 16th c.

Camp on Schellenberg, July 2, 1704
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Schellenberg

Schellenberg 1704
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Schellenberg
Call No: C & T 0233
Schenkenschans / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; 42 x 53 cm..Scale: 1:1,400
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Schenckenschans -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0262
Schiedam / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
   Physical Description: 24 references; Dutch text verso. ; 19 x 50 cm..Scale: 1:5,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Schiedam -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 3652
Schleitz 1806-7
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Schleiz

Call No: C & T 0932
The Plan of Schweidnitz1758
   Physical Description: 14 keyed references ; 20.5 x 14.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Schweidnitz -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0318
Sibinium (Sebenico, Dalmatia) -- Parens (Parenzo, Istria) -- Modon (Modoni, Greece) / (see below), artist ; / 1575
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II Pl. 52; Artists: ( Parens & Modon), Reuwich and von Breydenbach 1486; Latin text verso ; 35.5 x 49.5 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Sebenico -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 2269
Sebastopol
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Sevastopol

Call No: C & T 0178
Sevilla -- Cadiz -- Malaga1572
   Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. 1 Pl.2; Latin text verso ; 34 x 47.5 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Seville, Cadiz, Malaga -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 1810
A Plan of the City of Siam or Juthia
   Physical Description: XXXV ; 14.5 x 23.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Siam -- 18th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 1501
Sena

Physical Description: 24.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Siena -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 3920
Plan of Singapore

Physical Description: 21.5 x 49.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Singapore -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0229
Sluys1581

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. III Pl. 21; German text verso ; 29.5 x 41 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Sluis -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 1762
Carte du Golfe et de la Ville de Smyrne -- Levée par un Pilote de Roi et verifiée par l'AuteurJ. Perrier, engraver

Physical Description: Pl. 126; Watermark ; 36 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Smyrna -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0227
Sneecha (Sneek) -- Doccum (Dokkum) -- Sloten -- Ylstae (Ylst) / van Deventer (each), artist ; / 1588

Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV Pl. 18; German text verso ; 35 x 41.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Sneek et al -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0191
Andreani Castelli Obsidio Castellum Vornanum / J. Blaeu, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso ; each 22 x 27 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- St Andries -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0037
Plan of the Town of St. AugustineJefferys, T., engraver

Physical Description: 21.5 x 29 cm.
Hopkins, Timothy, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- St. Augustine -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 2988</th>
<th>Plan of the Town and Harbour of St. Augustin, in East Florida. Lodge, engraver 1783</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 17.5 x 24.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Augustine -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 2323</th>
<th>St Jean Dangely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Jean Dangely -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 2324</th>
<th>St. Jean de Lone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Jean de Lone -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 3789</th>
<th>Arones -- Estremos -- Villa Viciosa -- St. Julien ou St Giaõ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Fortifications only; 13 x 17.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Julien ou St. Giaõ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 2178</th>
<th>St. Leeuw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Leeuw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Russia 4620</th>
<th>Ingermanlandiae seu Ingriae 1734</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 1016</th>
<th>St. Petersburg 1834</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Inset: City skyline &amp; Isakiefskoi Bridge; 33 x 38 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Petersburg -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: C &amp; T 2325</th>
<th>St Quentin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark; 19 x 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cities &amp; Towns -- St. Quentin -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
St. Tropez

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- St. Tropez -- 18th c.

Plan of the Berrisford Hall Estate in the County of Stafford with 40 acres of meadowland adjoining.

Physical Description: 19 keyed references ; 60 x 93 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Staffordshire -- 19th c.

Stenovicum Obsessa ab Ordinibus Belgicae Foederata / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Military deployment shown; Latin text verso ; 42 x 53 cm..Scale: 1:2,500

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Steenwijk -- 17th c.

Stephanowerta ab Hispanis munita 1633 / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649

Physical Description: Inset:Fortalitium Stephanowertae Primarium; Fortifications only; Orientation: South at top; Military deployment shown; Latin text verso ; 39 x 52.5 cm..Scale: 1:12,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Stevensweert -- 17th c.

A Chart of the Port of Stockholm, capital of the kingdom of Sweden1760

Physical Description: 10.5 x 18 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Stockholm -- 18th c.

Stoke Rochford, Lincolnshire, The Seat of Christopher Turner, Esq.

Physical Description: (lithog.) ; 22 x 36 cm.
SUL

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Stoke Rochford, Lincolnshire -- 19th c.

Lines of Stolhofen in Alsacia, 1703

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Stollhofen
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 0376

*Straelen -- Erkelensa / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649*

Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text verso; each 16 x 23.5 cm. Scale: 1:4,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Straelen, Erkelenz -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 3667

*Stralsund 1807*

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Stralsund

Call No: C & T 1009

*Plan of Stralsund with the Trenches lines & Batteries, that the Swedes made to defend it when besieged by the Danes & Prussians in 17151758*

Physical Description: 19 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Stralsund -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4131

*Vue de l'Eglise Cathedrale et du grand Clocher de Strasbourg*

Physical Description: Watermark; 29.5 x 19.5 cm.

SUL

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Strasburg -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0958

*Map of Strasburg and its Fortifications*

Physical Description: 22 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Strasburg -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2156

*Sunderland Docks*

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; 25 x 43 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Sunderland -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0517

*Plan de la Ville de Syracuse Assiegée par les Atheniens18th c.*

Physical Description: Ouvrages des Atheniens & des Syracusains; 8 keyed areas identified; Watermark; Tome III page 683; 20 x 15 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Syracuse, Sicily -- antiquity
Call No: C & T 0562
A Map of the Ancient City of Syracuse -- Syracuse Besieged by the Athenians.
Blundell, engraver 18th c.
  Physical Description: Vol. VIII p. 516; 27.5 x 18 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Syracuse, Sicily -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 0380
't Sas van Gent / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
  Physical Description: 36 x 25 cm. Scale: 1:6,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- 't Sas van Gent -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 2161
Tanjore, reduced from an exact Survey
  Physical Description: 37.5 x 34 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Tanjore -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0271
Vetustiss. ad Mare Thyrrhenum Terracinae Oppidum / Georg Hoefnagel, artist / 1581
  Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 7 keyed references; Figures gathering nuts or fruits; 33 x 42 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Terracina -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 4894
Platte Grond van 'S Gravenhage met het Plan der Riolen C. S. 19th c.
  Physical Description: Southwest at top; 90 x 116 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- The Hague -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4061
Plans of two Subterraneous Grottos of Thebes
  Physical Description: XXIV p. 100; Watermark; 31 x 19 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Thebes -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1903
Plans of two Temples and of some Ruins of Thebes, on ye west 18th c.
  Physical Description: XXXV p. 101; 30 x 18 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Thebes -- antiquity
Call No: C & T 1904
Plans of the Temple and other Buildings of the Labyrinth 18th c.
    Physical Description: XXIII p. 61 ; 30.5 x 18.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Thebes -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 1906
Plan of the Temple and Sepulchre of Osymundus at Luxcrein, or Lacor of Old Thebes 18th c.
    Physical Description: XL p. 107 ; 61 x 18 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Thebes -- antiquity

Call No: C & T 1620
Thiagur [fort] / John Call, Chief Engineer, cartographer / J. Cheevers, engraver
    Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top ; 28 x 43 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Thiagur -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0385
Platte Grondt van de Stad Miasco ... (from an original plan belonging to Sir Hans Sloane) / Scheuchser, J. G., cartographer / 1732
    Physical Description: Probably from Kaempfer's Histoire naturelle, civile ... Japon, Amsterdam, 1732; Watermark ; 42 x 30.5 cm.
    Spiegelberg gift
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Tokyo -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0368
Plan de la Ville de Toul
    Physical Description: 59 keyed references to buildings & areas ; 30.5 x 43.5 cm.
    Ratner, L. & I., gift
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Toul -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0414
Toul
    Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 18 x 28.5 cm.
    Ratner, L. & I., gift
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Cities & Towns -- Toul -- 18th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 442

Toulon
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Toulon

Call No: C & T 0204

Tournay / van Deventer, artist ; / 1588
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV Pl. 9; German text verso ; 36.5 x 43.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tournai -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 4622

Tournay A Strong City and Castle in the Earldom of Flanders, taken by the Confederates, July 7, 1709 and left as a Barrier Town to the Dutch by the Treaty of Utrecht -- (outer title): Plan of the Siege of TournayBasire, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Watermark ; 37.5 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tournai -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3637

Trafalgar 1805
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Trafalgar

Call No: C & T 0284

Treveris (Trier) (bird's eye view) -- Coblenz (bird's eye view) -- Rotenburg (bird's eye view)1575
Physical Description: (a) French text ; (a) 16.5 x 47 cm.; (b) 12 x 47 cm.; (c) 10.2 x 47 cm. (Sheet 39 x 47 cm.).
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Trier, Coblenz, et al. -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 1634

Trincomalee / Call, John, cartographer / J. Cheevers, engraver
Physical Description: 32 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Trincomalee -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2003

Plan de Tripoly en Barbarie
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; 29 keyed references ; 24.5 x 35.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tripoli: Africa -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 1623
A Map of the Country extending Ten Miles to the West, and Eighteen to the East of Tritchinapoly
Kitchin, T., engraver
Physical Description: 24.5 x 48.4 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tritchinapoly -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1624
Tritchinapoly
Kitchin, T., engraver
Physical Description: 28.5 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tritchinapoly -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1625
A Plan of the Country near Tritchinapoly for the Explanation of the principal Operations During the War
Kitchin, T., engraver
Physical Description: 48.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tritchinapoly -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0080
Tunes: Africa olim Aphrodisium Peñon de Veles / (T) Vermeyer 1536 (P) Camocio or Bertelli?, artist ; / 1575
Physical Description: C O T Vol. II Pl. 57; Text verso ; 33 x 47.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tunis ... -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0319
Tunes Urbs / 1573?, artist ; / 1575
Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II Pl. 58; Latin text verso ; 32.5 x 42 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Tunis -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 3552 a, b
(a) Plan of Turin as Besieged in 1706 -- (b) Ville et Citadelle ... 3e Juin 1706
(a) Basire, engraver1706
Physical Description: 2 similar plans ; 38.5 x 47.5 cm.; 46 x 58.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Turin -- 18th c.
Call No: C & T 3553
Plan of the City and Citadel of Turin Besieged by the French and Relieved by the Duke of Savoy and P. Eugene in 1706
by du Bosc, engraver
Physical Description: Watermark; 33.5 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Turin -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0575
Pianta Regolare della Città e Borghi di Torino ...1831
Physical Description: 60 x 76.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Turin -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3591
Ulm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ulm

Call No: C & T 0917
Carte des Environs d’Ulm
Physical Description: Carte No. 7; 21 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ulm -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3556
Annmerking Wegens de Stad Utrecht (environ)1786-87
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at tp[; 40 keyed references ; 36.5 x 48.5 cm.
Greenwood, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Utrecht -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2371
Huy -- Ville de la Seigneurie de l’Eveché de Lyege / [Nolin?], cartographer / John Call, Chief Engineer, cartographer / John Cheevers, engraver
Physical Description: Fortifications only; 20 keyed references ; 23 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- uy -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1615
Valdore -- Vandiwash / John Call, Chief Engineer, cartographer / John Cheevers, engraver
Physical Description: Watermark; each 11 x 15 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Valdore: Vandiwash -- 18th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 2327
Valence
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Valence -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 2357
Valenciennes
   Physical Description: Fortifications only; 14.5 x 18.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Valenciennes

Call No: C & T 4814
Ground Plan of Valetta -- Bird's eye View of Valetta 19th c.
   Physical Description: 18 x 12.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Valetta -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3510
Valetta
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Valetta

Call No: C & T 2372
Plans des Vieilles et Nouvelles Fortif de Malthe ..., 1694 / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / 1694
   Physical Description: 11 keyed references ; 15.5 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Valetta -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0553
Plan of Valletta / Muir, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Inset: Square with Palace, P.O., Muir's Library; 37 keyed references ; 20 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Valletta -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0558
A Plan of the City of Malta 1800
   Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; 72 keyed references ; 18 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Cities & Towns -- Valletta -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 1476

Valetta, the Capital of the Island of Malta
  Physical Description: 17 x 19.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Valletta -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2373

Plan of Valetta and its Harbours / F. de Brocktorff, artist ; /
  Physical Description: 38 keyed references ; 39 x 46.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Valletta -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0177

Vegel Velis Malaga / (Vegel) Hoefnagel, artist ; / 1575
  Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. II Pl. 2; Latin text verso ; 33 x 49 cm.
  de Lemos, Pedro, gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Vegel -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0375

Velitrae, vulgo Blitri / Georg Hoefnagel, artist ; / 1581
  Physical Description: German text ; Watermark; Ortelius and Hoefnagel on their 1578
  Italian tour. ; 31 x 40 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Velletri -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T

Venezia1493
  Physical Description: Woodcut
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venice -- 15th c.

Call No: C & T 0565

Venice
  Physical Description: 42 keyed references ; 21 x 26.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venice -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0564

A Plan of the City of Venice1800
  Physical Description: 133 keyed references ; 18 x 24.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venice -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 0566
Plan de Venise
  Physical Description: 168 keyed references; T. VIII Pl. 1 ; 26.5 x 37 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venice -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0567
Pianta della Regia Città di Venezia Rinnovati l'An: 18311831
  Physical Description: 31.5 x 42 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venice -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0568 1, 2
Venice1838
  Physical Description: 2 sheets : Insets: Mint, S. Marco, Doge's Pal., Environs of Venice; Elevations of important buildings ; each 39.5 x 29.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venice -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 0637
Nuova Pianta Iconografica dell'Inclita Città di Venezia1822
  Physical Description: 47.5 x 54.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venice -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 2374
Venloo / Nolin, J.1648-1707 or 1686-1762?, cartographer /
  Physical Description: Profile across top of plan.; Watermark ; 28.5 x 39.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Venlo -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3253
Plano Puerto Vera Cruz
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Vera Cruz

Call No: C & T 1411
La Vera Cruz or St. Juan de Ulua1762
  Physical Description: Inset - A View of the Town & Port of La Verra Cruz, from the Sea; Inset - A View of the Town & Castle of La Verra Cruz, from the Town; Explanation and keyed references ; 18 x 11.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Vera Cruz -- 18th c.
**Call No:** C & T 1412

**A Plan of the City and Harbour of La Vera Cruz and the Castle of San Juan de Ulua Being the Key of Traffick and the principal Port of New Spain ...1740**

*Physical Description:* 14 x 17 cm.

*CMC*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Cities & Towns -- Vera Cruz -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 2328

**Verdun**

*Physical Description:* Fortifications only; Watermark ; 19 x 30 cm.

*CMC*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Cities & Towns -- Verdun -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0555

**Plan de Verone**

*Physical Description:* 25 keyed references; T. VIII Pl. III No. 20 ; 13 x 17 cm.

*CMC*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Cities & Towns -- Verona -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0744

**Plan de la Maison Royalle de Versailles / Isr. Silvestre, artist ; / Isr. Silvestre, engraver1674**

*Physical Description:* Key to buildings, gardens, etc. ; 40.5 x 54 cm.

*CMC*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Cities & Towns -- Versailles -- 17th c.

**Call No:** C & T 3683

**Versailles ... Jardins ... Bosquets / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / 1700**

*Physical Description:* 31 keyed references ; 33.5 x 22/5 cm.

*CMC*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Cities & Towns -- Versailles -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 1642

**Furna (Veurne) R. Blokhuy, engraver**

*Physical Description:* Inset: profile view ; 42 x 50.5 cm.

*CMC*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Cities & Towns -- Veurne -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Mil 1822

**Plan de la Ville et des Environs de Vienne 1822**

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Cities & Towns -- Vienna
Call No: Mil 3642
Plan de la Ville et Environs de Vienne
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Vienna

Call No: C & T 0940
A Plan of the City of Vienna / Andrews, cartographer / 1771
  Physical Description: 45 keyed references; Watermark; XV ; 18 x 25 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Vienna -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0923
Plan des Environs de Vienne
  Physical Description: Carte No. 48 ; 21.5 x 26.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Vienna -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 3789
Aronches -- Estremos -- Villa Viciosa -- St. Julien ou St Giaõ
  Physical Description: Fortifications only ; 13 x 17.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Villa Viciosa

Call No: C & T 1589
Vizagapatam in MDCCLVIII. Miller, engraver
  Physical Description: 13.5 x 21.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Vizagapatam -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0370
Plan du Fort de Watten / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
  Physical Description: Insets: Map of area, Profile view, Waettene; Latin text verso ;
  42.5 x 53 cm..Scale: 1:100,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Waddenzee -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0222
Wageningen / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
  Physical Description: Fortifications only; Latin text ; 20.5 x 29 cm..Scale: 1:4,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Wageningen -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 1015
Warsaw1831
  Physical Description: 30.5 x 37 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Cities & Towns -- Warsaw -- 19th c.
Call No: C & T 2140
Warsaw 1821
- Physical Description: Elevation of principal buildings across bottom. ; 30.5 x 37.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Warsaw -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 1657
Plan of the City of Washington in the Territory of Columbia ceded by the States of Virginia and Maryland to the United States of America and by them established as the Seat of Government after the Year 1800
- Rollinson, N.Y., engraver 1795
- Physical Description: Printed Remarks concern available water supply and its use.; MS notes designate future building projects such as Marine Hospital Reservoir Buildings for Foreign Ministries, etc. ; 39.5 x 51 cm.
- Assoc. of S. Libraries - gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Washington -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1196
Plan of the Battle of Waterloo, 8 p.m., Sunday, 18 June, 1815
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Waterloo

Call No: Mil 2188
Waterloo
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Waterloo

Call No: Mil 3554
Waterloo
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Waterloo

Call No: C & T 0293
Wesel 1588
- Physical Description: C.O.T. Vol. IV Pl. 19; German text verso ; 34.5 x 47.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Wesel -- 16th c.

Call No: C & T 0382
Vesalia / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
- Physical Description: Fortifications only; Dutch text plus an additional sheet of text ; 41.5 x 52.5 cm..Scale: 1:1,800
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Wesel -- 17th c.

Call No: C & T 0957
Plan der Stadt Wiesbaden
- Physical Description: 13 views of buildings; Key to areas ; 39 x 57.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Cities & Towns -- Wiesbaden -- 19th c.
Cities & Towns

Call No: C & T 1054
Winchester
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Winchester

Call No: C & T 2504
The Neighborhood of Windsor
Physical Description: 22 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Windsor -- 19th c.

Call No: C & T 4602
Blenheim House Built at the Expence of the Publick, and Settled on the Duke of Malborough and His PosterityMynde, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: 23.5 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Woodstock (Blenheim) -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 1149
A Plan of the City of Worcester / V. Green, artist ; / R. Hancock, engraver
Physical Description: 15.5 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Worcester -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0939
A Plan of the City of Wurtzburg1771
Physical Description: 44 keyed references; XXVI ; 18.5 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Wurtzburg -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3567
Wurzburg 1796
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Wurzburg

Call No: C & T 1581
Ylsta
Physical Description: 16 x 18.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ylst -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 0988
The South-east Prospect of the City of YorkBuck, Samuel, engraver1745
Physical Description: 44 keyed references; Descriptive text ; 31 x 81 cm.
purchase, 1951
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- York -- 18th c.
**Call No:** C & T 2397

**A Plan of the City of York**

Physical Description: Keyed references; 20 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- York -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Mil 339

**York**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- York (Virginia)

**Call No:** C & T 2611

**Beverley**

Physical Description: 12 x 18.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Yorkshire -- 19th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0190

**Ypres**

Basire, engraver

Physical Description: 36 x 47 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Ypres -- 18th c.

**Call No:** C & T 0240

**Bommelia Obsessa ab Hispanis ... Francisco de Mendoza ... 1599 / Blaeu, J. 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649**

Physical Description: Military deployment shown.; Latin text verso; 42 x 53 cm.; Scale: 1:12,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Zaltbommel -- 16th c.

**Call No:** C & T 1570

**A Plan of Zell1758**

Physical Description: 33 keyed references; 18 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Zell -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Mil 2174

**Zenta**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Cities & Towns -- Zenta

**East Asia**

**Call No:** Nor Am 4776

**Chart of the Northern Passage between Asia and America**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia
Call No: E Asia 1774
A Map of Great Tibet drawn from that made by Lama Mathematicians in 1717. Child, engraver 18th c.
   Physical Description: Plate 53 No. 20; 16 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1782
A Map of Western Tartary ... Drawn from the Survey of the Jesuits and Mr. Kyrillow's map of the Russian Empire. Kitchin, engraver 18th c.
   Physical Description: Plate 47 No. 17 p. 41; 16.5 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- central -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 0090
China / Mercator, G., 1563-1611, cartographer / 1613
   Physical Description: Latin text; 34 x 46 cm. Scale: 1: 15 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- China -- 17th c.

Call No: E Asia 1871
Sketch of a journey from Zhe-Hol in Tartary by Land to Pekin and from thence by water to Hang-Tchoo-Foo in China / Staunton; Barrow, cartographer / 1796
   Physical Description: Many descriptive notes; 64.5 x 45.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- China -- 17th c.

Call No: E Asia 3814
China / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646 ca., cartographer /
   Physical Description: 18 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- China -- 17th c.

Call No: E Asia 3862
A Chart of the Coast of Cochin - China including Turon Harbour and the Island of Callao from an actual survey in June 1793 (Vietnam's Da Nang) / J. Barrow, artist; / Staunton; Barrow, cartographer / B. Baker, engraver / 1796
   Physical Description: Inset: Entrance to Turon Bay, a panoramic off-shore view.; Harbour soundings and settlements shown.; 47 x 41.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- China -- 17th c.

Call No: E Asia 0167
L'Empire de la Chine pour servir à l'Histoire des Etablissements Europeens par N. Bellin Ingr Ordr de la Marine / Bellin, N., cartographer / 11773
   Physical Description: Watermark; 29.5 x 40 cm. Scale: 1: 10 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Guide to the Antiquarian Maps
Collection, 1493 - 1962
Call No: E Asia 0400
L'Empire de la Chine / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1748
Physical Description: Tom. VI No. 1; Notes on place names, source of information, etc.; 28.5 x 40 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 0403 a, b
(a) Carte de la Province de Quan-tong ou Lyan-tong et du Royaume de Kau-li ou Corée Copiée sur la Carte Angloise -- (b) A Map of Quan-Tong or Lea-Tonge Province and the Kingdom of Kau-li or Corea(b) T. Kitchin, engraver18th c.
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Tom. VI, No. 140; (b) published in London, Pl. 33, No. 14, p.7 ; 27 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 0404
Carte de l'Empire de Hya et Partie de Tangut / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: Tom VII No. 3 ; 22 x 31.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 0406
Carte de Katay ou Empire de Kin / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: Tom VII No. 4 ; 21 x 31.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1723
A New Map of Great Tartary and China with the adjoyning Parts of Asia, taken from Mr de Fer's Map of Asia / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / Sutton Nicholls, engraver1700?
Physical Description: Insets: Country N E of China according to Martini the Jesuit--Country N N E of China according to memoirs of Verbiest the Jesuit; Dedication to William Duke of Glocester ; 36 x 50.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1733
L'Empire de la Chine dressé d'après les Cartes de l'Atlas Chinois / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766 or Didier, 1723-86, cartographer / 1751
Physical Description: 48.5 x 52.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.
Call No: E Asia 1773
China ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1780, ca.?
  Physical Description: 35 ; 17.5 x 25.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1783
Imperii Sinarum Nova Descriptio
  Physical Description: 21 x 26 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1785
China ... Drawn from the Latest and Best AuthoritiesT. Conder, engraver1794
  Physical Description: 22 x 27.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1787
China divided into its Great Provinces, According to the best AuthoritiesW. Darton, engraver1785
  Physical Description: 34.5 x 36 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1789
ChinaNeele, engraver1799
  Physical Description: 35.5 x 39 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1792
A New and Accurate Map of the Empire of China from the Sieur Robert's Atlas with Improvements / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766, cartographer / J. Gibson, engraverpost 17517
  Physical Description: 20 x 29.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  East Asia -- China -- 18th c.
Call No: E Asia 1805
The Empire of China with its Principal Divisions; drawn from the Surveys made by the Jesuits; with Improvements and Additions, from the Maps of Monsr D’AnvilleM.
Bowen, engraver 1794

Physical Description: 47.5 x 62 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1869
A Chart of the Islands to the southward of Tchu-San on the eastern Coast of China laid down from one published by Alexander Dalrymple, Esqre with additions & Alterations by J. Barrow / Dalrymple, Barrow; Staunton, cartographer / B. Baker, engraver 1796

Physical Description: Insets: Sketch by Compass, View of island and harbor of Tchu-San and city of Ting-Hai (360° view); (Thus appeared the harbour of Tchu-san from the anchorage of the Clarence); 54 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1870
Sketch of the Pay-ho or White River and of the Road from Pekin to Geho, Taken 1793 / Staunton, Parish, H. W., Royal Artillery, cartographer / 1796

Physical Description: Route from Bo Hai by river then by road to Chengae, survey by Parish, 1793; Descriptive notes; 45.5 x 43 cm.; Scale: 1" = 10 miles ca.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1872
Sketch of a Journey from Hang-Tchoo - Foo to Quang-Tchoo-Foo or Canton in China / J. Barrow, artist; / Staunton; Barrow, J., cartographer / 1796

Physical Description: Descriptive notes and vignettes made en route on journey.; 64.5 x 45.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1873
A Sketch by Compass of the Coast of the Promontory of Shan-Tung with the track of the ships and the Soundings from the place of first making the Land to the Strait of Mi-a-Tau, by J. Barrow, 1793 / Staunton; Barrow, cartographer / 1796

Physical Description: Panel across top: View of passage between Cape Zeu-oo-Tao and Islands to the Eastward of it with the Clarence standing through it; taken from Ki-san-seu Bay; 68 x 49.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.
Call No: E Asia 1875

A Chart on Mercator's Projection, containing the Track & Soundings of the Lion, the Hindostan, and tenders from Turon Bay in Cochin - China to the mouth of the Pei-Ho river in the Gulph of Pe-tche-lee or Pekin / Staunton; Barrow, J., cartographer / 1796

Physical Description: Includes dates with barometric and temperature readings through the Taiwan Strait; 71 x 49.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 3898

China / Jefferys, T., 1695?-1791, cartographer / T. Jefferys, engraver / 1796

Physical Description: 18 x 22 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 3899

Empire de la Chine / Robert de Vaugondy fils (Didier), 1723-86, cartographer / 1749

Physical Description: 16.5 x 20 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 3901

A Map of the Empire of China / Trusler, cartographer / Neele, engraver / 1790

Physical Description: 20.5 x 21 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 3904

China from Monsr Robert's Atlas ... / Gibson, J., fl. 1750-87, after G. Robert de Vaugondy, cartographer / 1790

Physical Description: 19 x 25 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 3950

China ... The Interior chiefly from DuHalde & the Jesuits 1710 - 1718 ... Sea coast ...J. & C. Walker, engraver / 1843

Physical Description: 40 x 32.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 0482

Map of China

Physical Description: MS map; Inset: Chart of Canton River from Macao and Hong Kong to Canton; 64 x 79 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.
Call No: E Asia 1034
Map of the Route of the British Embassy upon the River Yang-tse-Kiang from Kwa-choo to Nun-chang-Foo / Abbot, Charles, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1817
Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 1553
China
Physical Description: 23 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 1732 a, b, c
A New Map of China from the latest authorities / Cary J., 1754-1835 or, 1791-1852, cartographer / (a) 1801; (b) 1819; (c) 1828
Physical Description: 3 similar maps ; 47 x 51.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 1780 a, b,
China (Contains 15 Subject Provinces including the 2 Islands of Hainan; Formosa and the Tributary Kingdoms of Corea, Tonkin) (a) J. Roper, engraver (a) 1809
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 23 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 1793 a, b OS
Empire Chinois 1890-91
Physical Description: 2 identical maps, MS : E. Bavier & Co., Lyon, 20 avril, 1891; (a) MS notes by areas of production of China silks, 10 areas keyed to map; (b) MS notes on annual export of wool, areas keyed to map. Honan Loose Wool, Northern Ball Sheeps, Northern Lamb, Tsientsin Rope, etc. ; 34 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 1803 a, b, c
A New Map of Chinese and Independent Tartary from the Latest Authorities / Cary, J., 1754-1835 or 1791-1852, cartographer / (a) 1806; (b) 1819; (c) 1824
Physical Description: 3 similar maps ; 46.5 x 50.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.
Call No: E Asia 3245
A Map to Illustrate the War in China ...1842
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Insets: Attack of Canton 1841, Attack on Forts in Canton River, Plan of City of Pekin, Plan of City of Ting Hai in Chusan, Harbour & Island of Amoy; 32.5 x 70.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3246
Map of China1848
Physical Description: 60.5 x 80 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3887
China1818
Physical Description: Inset: Loo Choo Isles; 39 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3888
China / Darton, W., fl. 1810-37, cartographer / 1812
Physical Description: 24 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3889
China from the most recent Authorities1801
Physical Description: 18.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3890
China1800
Physical Description: 19.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3896
Missions in North East China1876
Physical Description: 12 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.
Call No: E Asia 3902
China / Lizars, D., d. 1812, cartographer /
Physical Description: 20 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3903 a, b
China (a) Findlay, engraver (b) 1821
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Engraved by Cooper, published by Sherwood
Neely & J., colored, no date. ; 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3915
The Map of the Route of the British Embassy from the Mouth of the Peiho River to
Pekin and from thence to Canton in the Year 1816
Neele, engraver 1816
Physical Description: 52 x 40.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3921
[Outline of the San On District from a smaller map of the German Missionarie - Hong
Kong and mainland]
Physical Description: Signature and 1857 in MS. ; 27.5 x 40.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3934
Coast of China -- Hie che chin Bay to San Moon Bay (18 - 28° N) (Hainan Island to
He-che-chin Bay) 1858
Physical Description: 43.5 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3935
Coast of China: Nyew - tew Island to Hae - Chow, Hae - Chow to Leaotong Gulf 1858
Physical Description: 30.5 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3948
China 1818 or 1820 ?
Physical Description: 24 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- China -- 19th c.
**Call No:** E Asia 3951

**China and the Birman Empire with parts of Cochin - China and Siam**

1834

Physical Description: 32 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 3954

**China Weller, engraver**

1857

Physical Description: 43 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 3955

**China / Cruchley, G. F., fl. 1822-75, cartographer / 1842-50**

Physical Description: 37.5 x 45 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 3956

**China / Swanston, cartographer /**

Physical Description: Insets: Island of Chusan, Estuary of the Canton River ; 42 x 54.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 3957

**China**

1815

Physical Description: 58 x 51 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 4952

**China 19th c.**

Physical Description: 43 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- china -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 3912

**China and Birmah / Tallis, fl. 1850, cartographer /**

Physical Description: 6 vignettes ; 26 x 33 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China, Burma -- 19th c.
**Call No:** E Asia 1637 OS

*A General Chart, on Mercator's Projection, to shew the Track of the Lion and Hindooistan from England to the Gulph of Pekin in China, and of their return to England, with the daily statement of the Barometer and Thermometer as observed at noon; containing also the limits of the Chinese Empire, as extended by the Conquests of the present Emperor Tchien-Lung / J. Barrow, artist ; / B. Baker, engraver*

1796

Physical Description: 60 x 93.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China & England -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 0402

*La Chine avec la Corée et les Parties de la Tartarie les plus Voisines Tirée des Cartes que les Jesuites Missionaires ont levées les années 1708 jusqu'en 1717. / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1720, ca.?

Physical Description: 28 x 31.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China, etc. -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 3913

*China and the Birman Empire ... Siam1834

Physical Description: 32 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China, etc. -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 1726

*Nouvelle Carte de l'Empire de la Chine et les Pais circonvoisins / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer / after 1769

Physical Description: 25 x 33 cm..Scale: 1: 20 mill.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China & Japan -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 1729 a, b

*China, divided into its Great Provinces and the Isles of Japan / Dunn, S. d., 1794, cartographer / (a) 1774 (b) 1786

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : 29 ; 31 x 44.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China, Japan -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 3908

*The Empire of China and Island of Japan Agreeable to Modern History / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /

Physical Description: 25 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- China, Japan -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>E Asia 3945</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China, Japan, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 20 x 25.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia -- China, Japan -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>E Asia 1532</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A New Map of the North East Coast of Asia and North West Coast of America with the late Russian Discoveries1764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Tracks of Bering &amp; Tschirikow, etc.; 17 x 23.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia -- east -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>E Asia 1566</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Map Comprehending Bherings Straits, with the adjoining Coasts of Asia and America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neele, engraver1739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 20 x 21 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia -- east -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>E Asia 1025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Views on the Coast of Kamtschatska: Entrance of Awatska, Entrance of Light House, North Head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Warren, engraver18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 21.5 x 35.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia -- east coast -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>E Asia 0401</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carte de la Tartarie Orientale pour servir a l'Histoire des Voyages Tirée des Cartes levées par les P P Jesuites / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1720, ca.?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Tom. VII No 1er; 21.5 x 31.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia -- East Tartary -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>E Asia 2143</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Map of Independent Tartary Containing the Territories of Usbeck, Gasgar, Tibet, Lassa, etc. / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1780, ca.?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 17.5 x 25.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia -- north -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>E Asia 3834</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tartaria sive Magni Chami Imperium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia -- north -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: E Asia 3900
Carte Générale de l'Empire des Russes et de la Tatarie Universelle / Robert de Vaugondy fils (Didier), 1723-86, cartographer / 1749?
   Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- north -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 2113
Carte d'une Partie des Gouvernemens de Tobolsk et d'Irkoutsk depuis le lenissei jusqu'à la Selenga et au fleuve Amour / P. F. Tardieu, engraver
   Physical Description: Key to mines for 5 minerals and to fortresses. ; 28.5 x 39 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- north -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3914
Map of the Country between Pe-King and the Gulf of Pe-Chili Showing the Advance from the Taku Forts to Pe-King / E. Weller, engraver 1858-62
   Physical Description: 43.5 x 30.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- north -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3946
Thibet, Mongolia and Mandchouria
   Physical Description: 26 x 32.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- north -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 3952
Siberia and Chinese Tartary / J. & C. Walker, engraver 1838
   Physical Description: 32.5 x 40.5 cm. outline color.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- north -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 1728
A Map of Chinese Tartary with Corea / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1786
   Physical Description: 30 ; 31 x 44.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- north east -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1781
A Map of Eastern Tartary as Surveyed by the Jesuits in 1709 & 11 / Thos. Kitchin, engraver 18th c.
   Physical Description: Plate 45 No. 16 p. 10 ; 16 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   East Asia -- north east -- 18th c.
Call No: E Asia 1788

**Tartaria**

Physical Description: (Italian) ; 28 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- north east -- 18th c.

Call No: E Asia 1806 a, b

**Tartary / Thomson, cartographer / (a) N. R. Hewitt, engraver (a) 1814 (b) n d**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) No. 37 ; 50 x 59 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- north & east -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 2212

**Portions of the Russian Empire in Eastern & Western Asia: The Aral Sea, Kamchatka / Petermann, A., 19th c., cartographer / Swanston, engraver 19th c.**

Physical Description: 7 scenes: Natives, dwellings, dog-sled, falconry, fish-drying ; each 23.5 x 14 cm.; Over-all size, 32 x 47 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- north east -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 2241

**Nouvelle Carte de Moscovie ou sont représentés les Diferents Etats de sa Maiesté Czarienne en Europe et en Asia ... ordinaire**

Physical Description: Tables of information; Remarques; Over-all size, 50 x 58 cm. ; map 43 x 58 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- north east -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 2267

**Eastern Siberia 1838**

Physical Description: 34 x 40 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- north east -- 19th c.

Call No: E Asia 0188

**Nouvelle Représentation des Côtes Nord et Est de l'Asie ... Passage aux Indes par le Nord / Robert de la Vaugondy, cartographer / 1772**

Physical Description: Inset: Kamschatka, etc. ; Leyden 1726; Inset: Kamschatka, etc. ,Nuremberg; Watermark ; 30 x 36.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

East Asia -- northeast -- 18th c.
**Call No:** E Asia 0189

**Carte des Parties Nord et est de l’Asie qui comprend les Côtes de la Russie Asiatiqve le Kamschatka, le Jessco et les Isles du Japon / Robert de Vaugondy, cartographer / 1772**

Physical Description: 4 insets: I. N W Amerique, II. N Grenade, III. Conibas, IV. W Californie; Watermark; 30 x 37 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- northeast -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 0884

**Nouvelle Carte de l'Empire de Russie ... / Ides, Everard Isbrantz, ca, 1660-1705, cartographer /**

Physical Description: T. 3. P.; B M. F.; Dedication to Emperor Peter Alexander; 29 x 36 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- Russian empire -- 17th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 0598

**Chart shewing the route of Major Paulutzki, round and through the Country of the Tchuktchi ... To correspond with the memoir of Captn Dundan Cochrane to the Royal Society1825**

Physical Description: 17.5 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- Siberia -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 0088

**Tartariae sive Magni Chami Regni typus / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598**

Physical Description: French text; 38 x 47.5 cm. Scale: 1: 20 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- Tartary, etc. -- 16th c.

---

**Call No:** E Asia 0405

**Carte de Grand Thibet / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1749**

Physical Description: Tom VII No. 5; 22 x 31.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
East Asia -- west -- 18th c.

---

**Europe**

---

**Call No:** Europe 0172

**Europae Vetus Ex Conatibus Geographicis N. Sanson Abbavillae Christianiss Galliar Regis Geographi Lutetia Parisiorum / Sanson, N., 1600-67, cartographer / ca 1650**

Physical Description: Watermark; 39.5 x 55.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- ancient Europe -- antiquity
Call No: Europe 0126 A
Graecia Sophiani / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1579
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 35 c 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- ancient Greece -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0126 C
Graecia Sophiani / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1579
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 35 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- ancient Greece -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 1039
Battlefields ca 1870
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Battlefields

Call No: Europe 1499
A Correct Chart of the Bay of Biscay, Part of the Western Ocean & Mediterranean Sea; Describing the Coasts of Spain and Portugal, with Part of France. From Morlaix to Valencia; Done from the latest and best Discoveries
Physical Description: Coastal place names only ; 42 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Bay of Biscay -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1330
Europe Centrale renfermant l'Empire d'Autriche, le Royaume de Prusse et la Confédération Germanique par Drioux et Leroyjenotte, engraver
Physical Description: Inset: Supplément pour la Dalmatie ; 32 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- central

Call No: Misc 0872
Detailed Genealogy of House of Lorraine
Physical Description: text only
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- central

Call No: Europe 0130
Mappa Geographica Totius Regni Bohemiae in XII Circulos divisa, annexis Comitatus Glacensis ... / Lotter, T. C, 1717-1777, cartographer / 1760, ca.
Physical Description: 47.5 x 55.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 0870
Wallis's New Map of the Seat of War in Germany, Switzerland and Italy exhibiting at one View the Great Theatre of Contention between France, Austria and Russia / Wallis, J., fl. 1810, cartographer / 1799
   Physical Description: 70.5 x 51.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0886
Comitatus Principalis Tirolis in quo Episc. Tridentin et Brixensis ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: 48 x 57.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0888
Tabula Ducatus Carniolae Vindorum Marchiae et Histriae ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: Insets: Laybach, profile view and castle, Cirkhnitzen (Czirenizer, NW of Trieste) ; 48 x 57 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0983
A New Map of Germany, Hungary, Transilvania & the Swiss Cantons ... / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1712
   Physical Description: Inset: Large bird's eye view of the chamber of the General Diet of the Empire or its Parliament with ye order of its different Colleges; Explanatory notes; Dedicated to John Duke of Marlborough ; 61.5 x 100.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1154
Hungary & Transilvania / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0924
Carte Générale de la Chaine des Alpes19th c.
   Physical Description: Carte No. 31 ; 22 x 32.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- central -- 19th c.
A New Map of the Seat of War, or the Post Roads of Germany with the Adjacent
Kingdoms, Republics, and States -- From the Large Map Published at Vienna with
Additions and Improvements, by J. Enouy, Geogr.Wigzell, engraver

Physical Description: Post roads ; 72 x 80 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- central -- 19th c.

Carte Ancienne et Moderne des Different Etats et Pais situez au long du Danube pour
servir a l'Intelligence de l'Histoire

Physical Description: Key to many ancient place names. French text on modern
geography; Tome 2 No 40 ; map 24.5 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- central: Danube -- antiquity

[A a (Spanish Atlantic coast: Area of Fontarbie... S. Sebastian... Bilbao... Santona...)]

Physical Description: 12 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

[B b (Atlantic coast: Area of St. Andero... Lurarca...)]

Physical Description: 15.5 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

[C c (Atlantic coast: Area of Castrapol... Laxe...)]

Physical Description: 22 x 32.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

[D d (Atlantic coast: Area of Bayonne... Cap Veillane...)]

Physical Description: 17.5 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

[E e (Atlantic coast: Area of Cap de Finisterre... Setuval...)]

Physical Description: 12 x 33 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 1371
[F f (Spanish coast: Area of Cap St. Vincent... Gibraltar...)]
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1372
[G g (Mediterranean coast: Area of Partie de la Capitainerie Garde... Coste de D'Agde...)]
   Physical Description: 22 x 32.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1373
[H h (Mediterranean coast: Area of Capitainerie de Narbonne...)]
   Physical Description: 22 x 32 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1374
[H h (Mediterranean coast: Area of Partie de la Coste de Provence... Marseille)]
   Physical Description: 22 x 32 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1375
[I i (Mediterranean coast: Area of Partie de la Coste de Provence... Toulon... Porquerolles...)]
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1376
[K k (Mediterranean coast: Area of Isle du Titan... Golphe de Guimaut...)]
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1377
[L l (Mediterranean coast: Area of Partie de la Coste de Provence... Cap St. Vincent... Nice...)]
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 31.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 1398
W (Area of Rochefort - Gironde mouth)
   Physical Description: 23.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1393
Q (Area of Port Louis - Belle Isle)
   Physical Description: 27 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1388
L (Area of Mezambique - Isle d'Ouessant)
   Physical Description: 22 x 32 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1389
M (Area of Lambaul - Baye de Dovarnenez)
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 32 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1390
[Area of Baye de Dovarnenez - Baye de Hodierne (Audierne)]
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1391
[O (Area of Baye de Hodierne - R. de Quimper - Audierne)]
   Physical Description: 19 x 27 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1392
[Area of Conquernau - Isle de Groa] -- [Groix]
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Europe 1394</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td>(Area of Auray - Le Croizic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22 x 23.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Europe 1395</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
<td>(Area of St. Sebastien - Isle de Noirmoustier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22 x 29 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Europe 1396</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>T</strong></td>
<td>(Area of Isle de Bouin - L'Ance de S. Gilles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22.5 x 33 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Europe 1397</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>V</strong></td>
<td>(Area of Les Sables d'Ottone - La Rochelle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 28.5 x 32 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Europe 1399</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>X</strong></td>
<td>(Area of Gironde mouth - Cap Feret)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22 x 32.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Europe 1400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Y</strong></td>
<td>(Area of Bassin d'Arcasson - Boucault de Contis - Arcachon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22 x 32.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Europe 1401</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Z</strong></td>
<td>(Area of Boucaut de l'One - St. Jean de Luz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22 x 32.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe -- Coast (Atlantic) -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Europe 1378
A (Area of Ostend - Gravelines)
  Physical Description: 22.5 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1379
B (Area of Gravelines - Dieppe)
  Physical Description: 23 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1380
C (Area of Dieppe - Honfleur)
  Physical Description: 22.5 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1381
D (Area of Barfleur - Etrehan - Quistrehan)
  Physical Description: 21.5 x 32 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1382
E (Area of Cherbourg - Granville)
  Physical Description: 23 x 31 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1383
F (Area of Granville - Cap de Frehel)
  Physical Description: 21.5 x 30.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1384
G (Area of St. Cast - Estable(Etables))
  Physical Description: 23 x 32.5 cm.
  CNC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 1385

**H (Area of Plouzec - Isle de Gueltas)**
- Physical Description: 22.5 x 32.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1386

**I (Area of Tregastel - Plauganou)**
- Physical Description: 19 x 28 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1387

**K (Area of Morlaix - Goulven)**
- Physical Description: 22 x 32.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Coast (Channel) -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1194 a, b

**Route d'Amsterdam a Moscou et de la à Ispahan et Gamron**
- Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; each 29 x 37 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- continent

Call No: Europe 0171

**Europae / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1587**
- Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 34.5 x 46.5 cm. Scale: 1: 15 mill.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- continent -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0270

**Europ and the cheife Cities contan ed therein described; with the habits of most Kingdoms now in use. By Jo: Speed Ano Dom 1626 / Speed, J., 1552-1629, cartographer / 1676**
- Physical Description: Carte a figures; city views across top, costumed figures in side panels.; English text; Watermark ; 39.5 x 51.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 1676

**Pascaarte van alle de Zee-custen van EuropaNieulycx beschreven en verbetert door Willem, Pieter, en Joan Blaeu ... Tot Amsterdam MDCLXXVII / Blaeu, W., P., & J., 1571 --- 1673, cartographer / 1677**
- Physical Description: Sea Chart printed on vellum : Orientation: West at top; Coats of arms of reigning European monarchs (inaccurately colored); Coastal place-names only. Eastern Mediterranean area shown in the empty interior of Africa. ; 69.2 x 87.8 cm.
- Anonymous gift, 1985
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- continent -- 17th c.
Imperii Caroli Magni et vicinarum regionum Descriptio Dedicata et inscripto
Ludovico, Regi, Victorii et Defensori Ecclesiae Christi ab Auctore Petro Bertio eusdem
Cosmographe / Bertius, P., 1565-1629; Blaeu, W. & J., cartographer / 1635

Physical Description: Interesting compass rose; 64 x 98 cm. Scale: 1: 4 mill. CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 0023
Karte von Europa nach d'Anville / Hase, J. M., 1684-1742, cartographer / 1795

Physical Description: 45 x 50 cm.

Jones, R. L. bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0144
Europe, Drawn from the latest and best Authorities 1787

Physical Description: 34 x 39.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0170
Europe Corrected from the Observations communicated to the Royal Society at
London and the Royal Academy at Paris / Senex, J.; Price, cartographer / Senex,
engraver ca 1710

Physical Description: folded map: Dedication to the Honorable Sr Richard Child of
Wainsted House in Essex; 69.5 x 94 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0466
Europa ... / Hase, J. M., 1684-1743, cartographer / 1743

Physical Description: 47.5 x 54 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1004
Europe ... / Price, Charles; Senex, John, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: Table of areas of 13 countries in relation to that of British Isles;
Dedicated to Hon. Sr. Richard Child of Wainsted House in Essex Baronet; 54 x 94 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 1137 1& 2
Europe Divided into its Empires, Kingdoms, States, Republics, etc. / Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784, cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: 2 sheets : (1) northern half, (2) southern half; Side panels contain tables of information: national flags in bottom panel.; each 53 x 123 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1544
Europe Physique Politique Astronomique / de l'Isle, G. 1657-1726; Buache, P., 1700-1773, cartographer / 1761
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0415
   Physical Description: Dedication to Nicolao Roccoxio of Antwerp; Latin text, viij ; 35 x 47 cm.; Scale: 1: 15 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- continent -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 0577
Carte Historique, Cronologique et Geographique de l'Empire Romain ... 
   Physical Description: Key to ca. 2500 place names; Information tables and scattered notes.; No. 10 ; map 21 x 44 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- continent -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 0579
Imperii Caroli Magni et vicinarum regionum Descriptio ... / Bertius, P., 1565-1629, cartographer / 1619 ?
   Physical Description: 12 Winds named on compass rose; Latin names of the months ; 64 x 97.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- continent -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 3833
Europam sive Celticam Veterem / after Ortelius, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 15.5 x 20 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- continent -- antiquity
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Europe 0136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germanie, France, Italie, Espagne, Isles Britanniques Dans une Age intermédiare de l'Ancienne Geographie et de la Moderne / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1789</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 46.5 x 33.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong> Europe -- continent -- medieval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Europe 4240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe sous Charlemagne / Monin, C. V., 19th c., cartographer / 1834</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 28 x 37.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong> Europe -- continent -- medieval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Europe 1001 a, b, c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map of the Countries between England and India ... Designed to shew the Over-land and Sea-routes to the East ... / Wyld, James, 1790-1836, cartographer /</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 3 similar maps : Inset: England - China sea route; (c) Manuscript notes concerning routes &amp; distances. Publisher's advt. ; 62.5 x 93 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong> Europe -- continent, etc. -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Europe 4964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe divisée en ses Empires Royaumes et Republiques ... Revue et Corrigée suivant les Nouvelles Divisions / Delamarche, cartographer / An XII 1803</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> Panel of geographical and political explanations ; 49.5 x 67 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong> Europe -- country -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Europe 4965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe pour l’Invasion des Barbares / Drioux &amp; Leroy, cartographer / Jenette, engraver19th c.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 29 x 43.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong> Europe -- country -- medieval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Europe 4516</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cours de Danube; Totius Danubi cum adjacentibus regnis rec non Totius Graeciae et Archipelagi ... / Boehmio, A. G., 18th c., cartographer / 1766</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong> 47.5 x 55 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purchase 1991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjects and Indexing Terms</strong> Europe -- Danube -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Europe

Call No: Europe 0126
Fluviorum in Europa principis Danubii cum adiacentibus Regnis nec non totius Graeciae et Archipelagi ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1707
   Physical Description: Inset: Upper Danube ; 48.5 x 58 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Danube areas -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0578 1,2,3
Exactissima Tabula qua tam Danubi Fluvii Pars Superior -- Pars Media ...Petrum Schenk Junior -- Pars Inferior / Visscher, N. I & II, 1618 -1679 and 1618-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.
   Physical Description: 3 sheets : Verso (1 & 3) complete key to ca. 2500 towns and cities with reference grid. ; each 49 x 58 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Danube River -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 0572
A New Map of the Kingdom of Denmark with the Dutchy of Holstein 1719 / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / H. Moll, engraver1719
   Physical Description: Dedication to Lord Balhaven ; 48.5 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Denmark -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3879
A New and Accurate Map of Denmark from the Sieur Robert's Atlas with Improvements / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer / Gibson, J., engraver
   Physical Description: 20.5 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Denmark -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 4512
Carte du Royaume de Dannemarc / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1710
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 48 x 63.5 cm.
   purchase 1991
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Denmark -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2244
Nieuwe Kaart van het Koningrijk Denemarken / Bohn, F., cartographer / 1807
   Physical Description: Inset: Bornholm ; 48 x 38 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Denmark -- 19th c.
Call No: Europe 2247
A New Map of the Kingdom of Denmark ... / Cary, J., 1754-1835, cartographer / 1801

Physical Description: 46 x 57.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Denmark -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 2250
Denmark and the Duchies / Swanston, cartographer /

Physical Description: Insets: Iceland, Bornholm, Virgin Is., Faeroe Is., Santa Cruz ; 52 x 41 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Denmark -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 2334
Denmark 1802

Physical Description: Vol. 1, page 515 ; 26 x 20 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Denmark -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 4325
Denmark 1825, ca.?

Physical Description: 9.5 x 6.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Denmark -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 4326
Denmark with Holstein / Starling, Thomas, fl. 1819-1831, cartographer / 1831

Physical Description: 15 x 9.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Denmark -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 4744
Denmark

Physical Description: 18 x 14 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Denmark -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 4838
The Expedition of Hannibal General of the Carthaginians according to Livy & Cornelius Nepos 18th c.

Physical Description: Watermark ; 16 x 23 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Europe -- antiquity
Call No: Europe 4839

Carte de l'Empire de Carthage
Physical Description: Watermark ; 21.5 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Europe -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 4840

Tabula Geographica Urbium Occidentalium Quae in Nummis Continentur per C. P. D. M. P.
Physical Description: Watermark ; 28.5 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Europe -- antiquity

Call No: Mil 1037

Battle of Navarino
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece

Call No: Europe 4540

ELLAS Graecia Auctore Laurenbergio / Laurenberg; Visscher, N., cartographer / 1650?
Physical Description: 47 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 2 mill.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 0316

The Coasts of Greece and the Archipelago / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1788
Physical Description: Executed under patronage of the Duke of Orleans ; 35.5 x 46 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1350

La Grecia divisa nelle sue Provincie di nuova projezione / G. Pitteri, artist ; / Zatta, Antonio, 1757-1797, cartographer / G. Zuliani, engraver1799, ca.
Physical Description: F. 111 ; 41 x 31 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1352

A Map of Greece with part of Anatolia ... Inscribed to Alexander Urquhart of Newhall, Esq. / Senex, John, d. 1740 (reviser), cartographer / 1720
Physical Description: Inset:Bird's eye view of Constantinople & Bosphorus ; 48 x 56 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 1357
Carte de la Grece -- (outer title): Accurata Totius Archipelagi Graeciae ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1730?
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 49.5 x 59.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Greece -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1358
Greece, Archipelago and Part of Anadoli MDCCXC / de la Rochette, L. S., fl. 1795, cartographer / 1791
   Physical Description: Note cites sources: Velmer von Bottmersdorf, Stuart ; 54 x 77 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Greece -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 4578 1-11
Carte de la Grèce à l'Echelle de 1/900,000 pl. 5 servant de Tableau d'Assemblage à la Grande Carte de 20 feuilles1852
   Physical Description: 11 of 20 sheets : Present, sheets 2, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19; Lacking sheets 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 16, 20 ; each 40 x 60 cm..Scale: 1: 900,000
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Greece -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 0311
Graeciae Antiquae, Specimen Geographicum / Haywood, artist ; / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / G. Allen, engraver1788
   Physical Description: Inset: Macedonia ; 40 x 38 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 1101
Carte des environs de Palatsha -- Mileti vicinia variis temporibus / Kauffer, cartographer / Barbié du Bocage, engraver
   Physical Description: 2 maps on 1 sheet ; Pl. III ; each 16 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 1351 1&2
Craecia Antiqua Meridionale -- Graecia Pars Septentrionalis / de l'Isle, Guillaume, 1675-1726, cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: 2 sheets ; 48 x 64 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Greece -- antiquity
Europe

Call No: Europe 1353
Macedonia Alexandri Magni Patria1750, ca.
Physical Description: 42.5 x 55 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 1355 a, b
Graeciae Pars Septentrionalis / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 47 x 64 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 1356
Imperii Orientalis et Circumjacentium Regionum sub Constantino Porphyrogenito ... /
de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1721 - 78
Physical Description: 47 x 62.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 1359
Graeciae Antiquae / Price, C., cartographer / 1720 ca.
Physical Description: Dedication to Roberto Harley ; 82 x 64 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 3543
Carte Historique et Geographique de l'Ancienne Grece ...
Physical Description: References and tables of information; Over-all size, 33.5 x 44 cm.
; map 28 x 29 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 3544
Cronologie Historique des Rois et Differents Etats de l'Ancienne Grece ...
Physical Description: Insets: Athene Ancienne, Thebe Ancienne, Mont Synthus ..., Corinthe Ancienne, Megare; Over-all size, 33 x 45 cm., No. 8 ; map 12.5 x 12 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 3810
Graecia Sophiani / van den Keere, P. (17th c)., cartographer / 1620?
Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Greece -- antiquity
Call No: Europe 3812
**Thraciae Veteris Typus / van den Keere, P. (17th c.), cartographer / 1625?**
- Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 4528
**Macedonia Alexandri M. Patria Illustriiss, Autore I. Laurenbergio / Laurenberg, Johannes, 1590-1658., cartographer / post 1647?**
- Physical Description: 41.5 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 570,000
  - purchase 1991
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Greece -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 0125
**A New Map of Modern Greece with the Country Adjacent / Price, C., cartographer / ca 1710**
- Physical Description: Watermark ; 48.5 x 61 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Greece, Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0162
**Hungariae Descriptio Wolfgango Lazio auct. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598**
- Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 35.5 x 50.5 cm..Scale: 1: 3 mill.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Hungary -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0164
**Ungariae Loca Precipua Recens Emendata Atque Edita per Iannem Sambucum Pannonium / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1580**
- Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 35 x 50.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Hungary -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0846
**Regnum Hungariae in Omnes suos Comitatus ... Accurate Divisum et Editum per F. de Wit Amstelodami / de Wit, Frederick, 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680, ca.**
- Physical Description: 48.5 x 59 cm..Scale: 1:1 mill.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Hungary -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 4879
**The Mapp of Hungari ... newly augmented by John Speede Ano Dom 16t26 ... Are to be sold in Pops-head Alley by Geirge Humble Anno 1626 / Speed, John, 1552-1629, cartographer / Abraham Goos, engraver1627-31**
- Physical Description: Carte à figures: 8 figures, 4 views (Presburch, Ofen, Comorra, Raab); Watermark ; 39.5 x 51.5 cm.
  - Com. for Art., gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Hungary -- 17th c.
Call No: Europe 0129
Hungariae, Croatia, Dalmatia ... -- (outer title): Carte d'Hongrie ... / Hase, J. M., 1684-1742, cartographer / 1720 ?
Physical Description: 47 x 59 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Hungary -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0161
Hungary Corrected from the Observations Communicated to the Royal Society at London and the Royal Academy at Paris / [Senex, Price, Maxwell?], cartographer / ca 1710
Physical Description: folded ; 65.5 x 94 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Hungary -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0902
Le Royaume de Hongrie et des Pays qui en dependoient autrefois Dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires et Cartes manuscrites ou imprimées; Nova et Accurata Regni Hungariae / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 47.5 x 57 cm..Scale: 1:25 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Hungary -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2107
Carte Particuliere de la Hongrie de la Transilvanie de la Croatie de la Sclavonie / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / J. Keyser, engraver1721 - 1778
Physical Description: 49 x 58 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Hungary, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3806
Lithuania / van den Keere, P. (17th c.), cartographer / 1625?
Physical Description: 16 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Lithuania -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 3644
Carte de la Moravie, 1822
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Moravia

Call No: Europe 0131
Mappa Geographica Regni Poloniea ... -- (outer title): Carte des Etats de la Couronne de Pologne. / Mayer, Tobias, 1752-1830, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Areas taken from Poland in 1772 tinted violet. ; 44 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- North -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Europe 0995  
*A New Map of the Baltick ... Shewing all the Dominions about it With the Great or Post Roads and principal Cross Roads* / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1710?  
- **Physical Description:** Inset: A Chart of the Sound or Passes into the Baltick Seas According to a Draught lately taken.; Post roads ; 51.5 x 61 cm.  
- **CMC**  
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  Europe -- North -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Europe 1195  
*Kaert van de Terug Reize des Schryvers uit Persie nae Rusland; A. 1744, en an daer door Duitschland en de Nederlanden nae London, en het jaer 1750C.* Sepp, engraver1750  
- **Physical Description:** Inset: Gedeelte der Terug Reize van de Kaspische Zee tot den Zaritzen ; 16.5 x 48 cm.  
- **CMC**  
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  Europe -- North -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Europe 4745  
*Norway and Sweden*  
- **Physical Description:** 18 x 14 cm.  
- **CMC**  
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  Europe -- Norway, Sweden -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Europe 4745  
*Nordwag and Sweden*  
- **Physical Description:** 18 x 14 cm.  
- **CMC**  
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  Europe -- Norway & Sweden -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Europe 2142 a,b,c  
*Pologne(a) 1683*  
- **Physical Description:** 3 similar maps ; 15 x 11 cm.  
- **CMC**  
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  Europe -- Poland -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Europe 0163  
*Poland Corrected from the Observations communicated to the Royal Society at London and the Royal Academy at Paris / Senex, Price, Maxzwell, cartographer / ca 1710*  
- **Physical Description:** folded map : Dedication to Sr James Hallett Kt. Citizen of London ; 65.5 x 95.5 cm.  
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**  
  Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 2142 a,b,c

**Pologne**
- Physical Description: 3 similar maps: (a) French text; each 15 x 11 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2145

**A Map of Poland with the Appendages shewing the Partition of that Kingdom** 1772
- Physical Description: 17.5 x 20.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2147

**Poland and Prussian States**
- Physical Description: 18 x 23 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2167

**A New Map of the Western Part of the Kingdom of Poland** 1766
- Physical Description: 22.5 x 17.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2168

**Poland / Gibson, J., fl. 1750-87, cartographer / Gibson, engraver**
- Physical Description: Plate 119, No. 55, p. 567; 28 x 31.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2169

**Poland & Prussia from the Latest Authorities**
- Physical Description: 25.5 x 30 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2171

**La Pologne ... Starovolsk, Beauplan, Hartnoch ... Hevelius / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1734**
- Physical Description: 47.5 x 61.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Europe 2172

**Poland, with its Divisions before the late Partition / Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794, cartographer / 1774**

**Physical Description:** 32.5 x 44.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Europe 2231 a, b

**A New Map of the Kingdom of Poland**

**Physical Description:** 2 similar maps: (a) Published in 1794; (b) Published in 1799; 48 x 65 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Europe -- Poland -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Europe 2227 a, b

**A New Map of the Kingdom of Poland Describing its Ancient Limits with the Dismemberments; ... Congress of Vienna**

**Physical Description:** 2 similar maps: (a) Inset: Plan of Warsaw, tables of languages & religious beliefs; (b) Inset: Plan of Warsaw, Observations on First Dismemberment; 54 x 60 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Europe -- Poland -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Europe 2228

**A New Map of Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania ... Congress of Vienna ... / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1828**

**Physical Description:** 46 x 52.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Europe -- Poland -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Europe 2229

**Poland1814**

**Physical Description:** No. 32; 50 x 59 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Europe -- Poland -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Europe 2230

**Poland (Polska) Divided into Eight Palatinates or Woiwodies1831**

**Physical Description:** Brief pronunciation guide; 38 x 33 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Europe -- Poland -- 19th c.
Call No: Europe 0166
Poloniae, Litvaniaeq Descriptio Auctore Wenceslav Godreccio; et Correctore Andrea Pograbio Pilsnensi / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / ca 1600  
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 37 x 48.5 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Europe -- Poland, et al. -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 2144 a, b
An Accurate Map of Poland, Prussia and Lithuania ... Shewing their Vicinity to the German, Russian & Ottoman Empires / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 1757  
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 19 x 21 cm., on a spheroidal projection, London, 1760 ; (a) 18.5 x 27 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Europe -- Poland, et al. -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2146
Poland, Lithuania & Prussia T. Kitchin, engraver  
Physical Description: 17.5 x 21 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Europe -- Poland, et al. -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2170
A New and Accurate Map of Poland, Lithuania etc. ... Divided into its Palatinats ... / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer /  
Physical Description: No. 29 ; 35 x 42.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Europe -- Poland, et al. -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 4514 O S
Les Monts Pyrenées ou sont remarqués les Passages de France en Espagne / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1675  
Physical Description: Watermark ; 56.5 x 88 cm.  
purchase 1991  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Europe -- Pyrenees -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 0147
Orbis Romani Pars Occidentalis Auspicis Serenissmi Principiss Ludovici Philippi (Western section of Roman Empire) / Haywood, artist ; / G. S. Allen, engraver / 1790  
Physical Description: 50 x 38 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Europe -- Roman Empire -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 4837
The Roman Empire as it was in the time of Julius Caesar and it is described in his Commentaries and in Silius Italicus  
Physical Description: 15.5 x 23 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Europe -- Roman Empire -- antiquity
Call No: Europe 0165
Romaniae (qua olim Thacia dicta) Vicinarum Regionum Uti Bulgariae, Wallachiae, Syrtiae, etc. DScriptio Auctore Iacobo Castaldo MDLXXXII / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below
  Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 36.5 x 50.5 cm..Scale: 1: 2.5 mill.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Romania -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 3811
Daciarum Moesiarumque Vetus Descriptio / van den Keere, P. (17th c.), cartographer / 1625?
  Physical Description: 14.5 x 19 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Romania -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 3830
Vindeliciae et Norici ... antiqua ...
  Physical Description: 16 x 20.4 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Romania -- antiquity

Call No: Asia 2151
... European Part of Russia
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Russian area

Call No: Europe 0423
Salisburgensis Jurisdictionis locorumque vicinorum vera descriptio, Auctore Marco Secznagel Salisburgense, Cum privilegio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1573
  Physical Description: Inset: Urbis Salisburgensis genvina descriptio; Orientation: Southwest at top; Latin text; Watermark (crossed arrows) ; 34.5 x 44.5 cm..Scale: 1: 430,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Salzburg -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0150
Gemeine Beschreibung aller Mittnächtigen Lander (Schweden, Finlande, Gothia, Norwegien) / Munster, S., cartographer / 1628
  Physical Description: Woodcut; German text ; 32.5 x 36.5 cm.,
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0190
Septentrionalium partium nova Tabula / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
  Physical Description: Latin text ; 18.5 x 25.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 16th c.
Call No: Europe 0202 A
Septentrionalium Regionum Descrip / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1570
  Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 36 x 49 cm.; Scale: 1: 10 mill.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0016
A New and Correct Map of Norway, Sweden and Denmark from the Latest Geographical Improvements 1782
  Physical Description: 22 x 27 cm.
  Jones, R. L. bequest
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0312
Scandinavia complectens Sueciae, Daniae et Norvegia Regna ... / Bohemio, A. G., cartographer / 1776
  Physical Description: 48.5 x 55.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2238
Sweden, Denmark, Norway & Finland from the best authorities
  Physical Description: Plate IV page 61; 19 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3876
An Accurate Map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway from the Best Authorities ... / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1787-1810
  Physical Description: 20.5 x 27 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3878
A Map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1759
  Physical Description: 18.5 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3880
A New and Accurate Map of Sweden and Norway from the Sieur Robert's Atlas with Improvements / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer / Gibson, J., engraver
  Physical Description: Inset: Iceland; 19.5 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 3881
An Accurate Map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway from the best Authorities ... 1778
Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1778
  Physical Description: 20.5 x 27 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3882
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland from the best Authorities / Guthrie, William,
1708-1770, cartographer / 1785
  Physical Description: 34 x 37 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 4513
Les Royaumes de Suede et de Norwege, divisés en leurs Provinces ou
Gouvernements / Robert de Vaugondy, Sr. Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer /
  Physical Description: Inset: Islande; Watermark ; 49 x 57.5 cm.
  purchase 1991
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2235
Schweden, Norwegen und Dänemark
  Physical Description: Inset: Dänemark ; 21.5 x 26 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 2237
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, etc.
  Physical Description: Inset: Iceland ; 26.5 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 2245
Sweden, Norway, with Russian Finland / Swanston, cartographer /
  Physical Description: Inset: Environ of Stockholm ; 52 x 40.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 2246
Denmark with Schleswig-Holstein and Lauenberg, Iceland, Faroe Islands, Bornholm,
Copenhagen, Danish settlements on west coast of Greenland, Danish West Indies
  Physical Description: 50 x 61 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.
Call No: Europe 2248 1&2


Physical Description: 2 sheets : (b) 39.5 x 32 cm., outline color, Knight, London, 1845 ; (a) 31.5 x 40.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 2249

Darton's Map of the Baltic Sea and the Adjacent Countries / Darton, Wm., fl. 1810-37, cartographer / 1820, ca.?

Physical Description: 55 x 44.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 2333

Sweden and Norway 1802

Physical Description: Vol. 1, page 557 ; 26 x 20.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3877

Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland 1837?

Physical Description: Inset: East Greenland ; 17.5 x 21.5 cm..Scale: Europe 3877

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 4327

Sweden and Norway / Starling, Thomas, fl. 1819-1831, cartographer / 1830

Physical Description: 15 x 9.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 4660

The Northern Provinces of Sweden and Norway with Part I, of Russia. J. & C. Walker, engraver 1834

Physical Description: 31.5 x 40.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.
Call No: Europe 4661
Sweden and Norway with Russian Finland / Swanston, G.H., cartographer / Swanston, engraver
Physical Description: Inset: Environ of Stockholm; 40.5 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3832
Dania Svecia et Norvegia
Physical Description: 16 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Scandinavia -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 4836
Temps Héroiques -- Colonies Grecques, etc. -- Grèce Ancienne -- Asie Mineure, Syrie, Phénicie pour les Guerres Mediques -- Grèce au Temps de la guerre de Troie -- la Retraite des dix milejenotte, engraver
Physical Description: 6 small maps; 28.5 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 4515
Sclavonia, Croatia, Bosnia cum Dalmatiae parte / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1630 (?)
Physical Description: German text (LL II); 36 x 46 cm. Scale: 1: 1 mill.
purchase 1991
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 16th c.

Call No: Europe 0818
The States of the Turks in Europe Subdivided according to ye extent of its Governments -- The Dominions of Turky in Europe / Berry, Wm., fl. 1669-1708 (after Sanson), cartographer / 1683
Physical Description: Dedicated to Charles II; 56 x 86 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 0629
An Accurate Map of Turkey in Europe from the best Authorities / Gibson, J., fl. 1750-87, cartographer / 1760 ?
Physical Description: 18.5 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.
An Accurate Map of Turky in Europe ... Drawn from the best Authorities
G. Rollos, engraver
Physical Description: 20.5 x 28 cm.

Turkey in Europe and Hungary, Corrected and Improved from the best Authorities
1783
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) published by G. G. & J. Robinson, London, 1799, outline color; 34 x 36 cm.

Carta Geographica del Levante Veneto o sia delle Isole Ionio nella Grecia
Physical Description: Vignette; 33 x 43 cm.

Nieuwe Kaart van Europisch Turkyen / Tirion, Isaac, d. 1769, cartographer / 1733
Physical Description: 29 x 35.5 cm. Scale: 1:6 mill.

Hungary with Turky in Europe
Physical Description: 18 x 21 cm.

Hungary with Turkey in Europe
A. Bell, engraver
Physical Description: 17.5 x 21 cm.

Hungary with Turky in Europe
T. Kitchin, engraver
Physical Description: 17.5 x 22 cm.
Call No: Europe 1254
A New Map of Turkey in Europe Divided into its Provinces: with the Adjacent Countries in Europe and Asia: Drawn Chiefly from the Maps Published by the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg. F. Vivares, engraver 1794
Physical Description: 61.5 x 61 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1255 a, b
European Dominions of the Ottomans, or Turkey in Europe (a) 1795; (b) ca 1795
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; each 55 x 74 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1286
First Part of Turkey in Europe containing Moldavia with Bukovina and Little Tartary with Krimea now called Tauris to which is added the whole of the Black Sea / Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794, cartographer / 1788
Physical Description: 20; 37.5 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1287
Second Part of Turkey in Europe containing Valakia, Croatia, Dalmatia, Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria and Albania with the Roum-ilii, Morea and Archipelago / Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794, cartographer / 1786
Physical Description: 21; 44.5 x 38.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1295 a,b
Turkey in Europe
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 28.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1545
Estats de l'Empire des Turqs en Europe ... / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1700, ca.
Physical Description: 45.5 x 61.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 2107

Carte Particuliere de la Hongrie de la Transilvanie de la Croatie de la Sclavonie / de l’Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / J. Keyser, engraver1745, ca.

Physical Description: 49 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0622

Turkey in Europe. Pass, engraver1828

Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 1284

A New Map of Turkey in Europe divided into its provinces / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1825

Physical Description: Boundary line between Europe and Asia shown through the Mediterranean and Black Seas; 46 x 51.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3804

Pannoniae et Illyrici Veteris Tabula / [van den Keere, P., 1571-1649 ?], cartographer

Physical Description: 15 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South east -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 0633

Western Part of the Mediterranean Sea with the Coasts of France, Spain ... Eastern part of the Mediterranean ... Turky, Barbary ...

Physical Description: Information tables at both sides; 79 flags, with color key, across bottom. ; 52.5 x 105 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- South (Medit.) -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 0441

A New and Accurate Map of Turky in Europe / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer

Physical Description: 35 x 42 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Southeast -- 18th c.
Imperium Turcicum in Europa, Asia et Africa / Hase, J. M., 1684-1742, cartographer / 1737

Physical Description: 49.5 x 58.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Southeast -- 18th c.

Turky in Europe / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1780

Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Southeast -- 18th c.

Thraciae Veteris Typus, 1585 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1590

Physical Description: 3 cartouches: Title - Uncertain Byzantine place-names - Unknown features of Thrace; Latin text ; 35.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1:1.4 mill.
de Lemos, Pedro gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Southeast -- antiquity

Empire of Germany with the 13 Cantons of Switzerland

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland

Die erste Tafel inhaltend das Schwentzerlandt mit den anstossended Ländern / Munster, S., 1489-1552, cartographer / 1628

Physical Description: Woodcut; German text ; 32 x 36 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 16th c.

Helvetiae Descriptio Aegidio Tschudo auct. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584

Physical Description: Orientation: South at top; Watermark ; 34.5 x 46 cm..Scale: 1:1.1 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 16th c.

Exactissima Helvetiae Rhaetiae, Valesia ... / Visscher, N., 1587-1637 or 618-1679, cartographer / 1675, ca.

Physical Description: 46.5 x 56.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 17th c.
Call No: Europe 1159
Suisse or Switzerland / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3440
Switzerland Divided into its Cantons with its Allies, etc. 1776
   Physical Description: 19 x 25 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3442
Switzerland with its Subjects & Allies ... Drawn from the best Authorities Lodge, engraver
   Physical Description: 22 x 27 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3444
Switzerland / Gibson, engraver
   Physical Description: Pl. 130, No. 70, p. 135 ; 28.5 x 32.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3445
Carte du Valais et de la Vallée d'Aoste
   Physical Description: Carte No. 8; Inset: Plan de Bard (Val d'Aosta) ; 21.5 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3464
Nova et Accuratissima Helvetiae Foederatarumque Les Cantons Suisses ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1750, ca.
   Physical Description: Heraldry ; 49.5 x 59.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3469
(a) Carte Nouvelle de la Suisse avec les Routes des Voyages faites en 1776, 1779, 1785 & 1786 par William Coxe, A.M. -- (b) Reise Karte von der Schweitz (routes for ladies) / Coxe, William, 1747-1828, cartographer / (a) 1796
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 50 x 74 cm., B & W, Weimar, 1810 ; (a) 51.5 x 75 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.
Call No: Europe 3481

Carte des Grisons et des Communautez qui composent leurs Ligues ...

Physical Description: Tome 2, No. 64; 9 small maps with text for each.; 1 plan of general fortifications.; 35 x 48 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3482 a, b

Carte de Suisse ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / (a) 1715; (b) ca. 1730

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; (a) 49 x 64.5 cm.; (b) 47 x 61 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1539

[Switzerland, from western Lake Geneva to the French border and south to include Annecy]

Physical Description: left portion only of wider map: République de Geneve territory indicated.; 50 x 54 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3437

Switzerland

Physical Description: Plate XVIII; 16.5 x 21.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3438

Helvetia1808

Physical Description: 20 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3439

SwitzerlandFinlay, engraver

Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3441

Switzerland / Wyld, J., 1790-1836 or 1812-87, cartographer / 1817, ca.

Physical Description: Vignettes; 23.5 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Europe -- Switzerland -- 19th c.
Call No: Europe 3443
Switzerland with its Subjects & Allies ... Drawn from the best Authorities
  Physical Description: Plate XVI ; 17.5 x 24 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Switzerland -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3446
Switzerland and the Alps of Savoy & Piedmont
  Physical Description: Verso: map of Italy (not catalogued) ; 33 x 43.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Switzerland -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3480
Carte anciennne de la Suisse avec des Remarques Abregées ... 
  Physical Description: Insets: 6 scenes from Swiss history, including William Tell and
  apple. ; Map 19 x 20 cm., text, over-all size 35 x 44.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Switzerland -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 3829
Helvetiae ... antiquita ... 
  Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Switzerland -- antiquity

Call No: Europe 4517 O S
Estats de l'Empire des Turqs en Europe subdivisé suivant l'Estendue des
Beglerbeglicz ou Gouvernements ... (outer title lists a very large number of
administrative subdivisions, including islands.) / Sanson, N., 1600-1667,
cartographer / 1672
  Physical Description: 59 x 88 cm.
  purchase 1991
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Turkey -- 17th c.

Call No: Europe 0176
Turky in Europe Corrected from Observations Communicated to the Royal Societys at
London and Paris / Senex, Price, Maxwell, cartographer / ca 1710
  Physical Description: folded map : Dedication To the Reverend Arthur Charlett D.D.
  Master of University College Oxford and Chaplain in Ordinary to her Majesty ; 98.5 x 67
  cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Europe -- Turkey -- 18th c.
Europe

Call No: Europe 0869
**Turkey in Europe ... Drawn from many Astronomical Observations and Surveys** 18th c.?  
- Physical Description: 27.5 x 22 cm.  
- CMC  
- Subjects and Indexing Terms  
- Europe -- Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3883
**Turkey in Europe, and Hungary from the best Authorities / Guthrie, William, 1708-1770, cartographer / 1785**  
- Physical Description: 34.5 x 37 cm.  
- CMC  
- Subjects and Indexing Terms  
- Europe -- Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 3884
**A New Map of Turkey in Europe Divided into all its Provinces ... / [Laurie, Robert, 1755-1836 ca.??], cartographer / 1794**  
- Physical Description: 61 x 60 cm.  
- CMC  
- Subjects and Indexing Terms  
- Europe -- Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 1292 1&2
**Turkey Containing the Northern Provinces -- Turkey Containing the Northern Part of Greece** J. & C. Walker, engraver 1830  
- Physical Description: 2 sheets : Baldwin & Cradock, London, 1829, J. & C. Walker engr. ; (1) 31.5 x 38.5 cm; (2) 24 x 35 cm.  
- CMC  
- Subjects and Indexing Terms  
- Europe -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 3843 1&2
**Containing the Northern Provinces -- Containing the Northern Part of Greece** J. & C. Walker, engraver (1) 1845  
- Physical Description: 2 sheets : (2) published in 1852 ; each 32 x 39 cm.  
- CMC  
- Subjects and Indexing Terms  
- Europe -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Europe 0385
**Plan de l'Ile de Lobau / Th. Duvotenay, artist ; / C. Dyonnet, engraver**  
- Physical Description: 21.5 x 25 cm.  
- CMC  
- Subjects and Indexing Terms  
- Europe -- Vienna -- 19th c.

France
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 73]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Agen area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 107]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Aire area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 123]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Aix area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 17]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Alby area (Albi) -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 63]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Alençon area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 3]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Amiens area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 178]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Andere area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 98]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Angers area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 69]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Angoulême area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 167]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Antibes area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 62]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Argentan area -- 18th c.

Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Arras area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0138
Artois ... Atrebatum Regionis Vera Descriptio Iohanne Surhonio Montense auictore,
Cum Privilegio Imp et Regie Matis / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1580

Physical Description: Latin text ; 38 x 49 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Artois -- 16th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 13]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Aubusson area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 74]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Auch area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 15]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Aurillac area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 84]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Autun area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 47]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Auxerre area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 122]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Avignon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 95]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Avranches area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 76]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: Vol. VI -- Map 76, sw : (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bagnères area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 150]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Barraux area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 165]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Basle area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 94]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bayeux area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 139]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bayonne area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 105]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bazas area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 159]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Belle-Isle area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 176]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bellegarde area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 118]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Belley area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 71]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bergerac area -- 18th c.
**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 146]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Besançon area -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 103]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: s w : (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Blaye area -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 29]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Blois area -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 104]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Bordeaux area -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 22]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Boulogne area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 117]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bourgen Bresse -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 10]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Bourges area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 1578

A Plan of the Harbour of Brest / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1756

Physical Description: 11.5 x 18 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Brest -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 173]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Brest area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 151]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Briançon area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0279

Le Pais de Brie / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635

Physical Description: Latin text; 39 x 49.5 cm.. Scale: 1; 300,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Brie & Paris -- 17th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 154]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Brignolle area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0131
Duche de Bretagne Dessigné par le Sieur Hardy Mareschal de sa Maiste Amstelodami apud Ioannem Ianssonium / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / 1637?
Physical Description: 37 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 750,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Brittany -- 17th c.

Call No: France 0136
Burgundiae Comitatus Recentiss. Descriptio Dño Ferdinando Lannooyo auctore, Cum Privilegio 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Latin text ; 36 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 350,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Burgundy -- 16th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 36]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Cahors area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 21]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Calais area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 42]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Cambrai area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 19]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Carcassonne area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 169]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Carhaix area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 72]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Castillonez area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 18]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Castres area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 179]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Cauteres area -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0701
Carta Geografica del Governo dell'Isola de Francia
   Physical Description: Vignette ; 33 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0719
Carte de la Beauce, du Gatinois, de la Sologne et Pays Voisins compris dans la
Généralité d'Orléans / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726; Buache, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 50 x 62 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0720
La Province de Berry -- La Généralité de Bourges -- Les Départements de l'Indre et du
Cher1781
   Physical Description: 46 x 67 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0798
Carte Particuliere d'Anjou et de Touraine ou de la Partie Meridionale de la Généralité
de Tours / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1781
   Physical Description: 48.5 x 66 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0801
Carte Chorographique de la Généralité d'Auvergne divisée par Elections / Dezauche,
fl. 1805, cartographer / 1786
   Physical Description: 68 x 54 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0802
La Généralité de Moulins Bourbonnois et Nivernois / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712,
cartographer / 1779
   Physical Description: 46.5 x 60 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0804
Carte du Duché de Bourgogne et des Comtez en Dependans ... / de l’Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1780
   Physical Description: 49.5 x 65 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0805
Partie Septentrionale du Duché de Bourgogne / de l’Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1780
   Physical Description: 49 x 65.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0806
Carte de la Prevozé et Vicomté de Paris, actuellement Département de Paris Divisé en ses six Tribunaux / Dezauche, fl.1805, cartographer / 1782
   Physical Description: 50 x 63 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0807
Carte du Gouvernement Militaire de l’Isle de France, Divisée en ses XII Pays: ... / Dezauche, fl. 1805, cartographer / 1792
   Physical Description: Color key to Départemens ; 52.5 x 68.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0809
Carte des Provinces du Limosin, de la Marche, et de l’Angoumois Comprendant aussi La Généralité de Limoges / Dezauche, fl. 1805, cartographer / 1788
   Physical Description: 53.5 x 70.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0812
Carte du Gouvernement du Lyonnois, Divisé en Lyonnois, Forez et Beaujolais ... / Dezauche, fl. 1805, cartographer / 1787
   Physical Description: 50.5 x 67 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0813
Carte des Provinces du Maine et du Perche dans laquelle se trouve comprise la Partie Septentrionale de la Généralité de Tours / Dezauche, fl. 1805, cartographer / 1781

Physical Description: 48.5 x 66 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0829
Département de la Côte d'Or ... Décreté le 20 Janvier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale,
Divisé en 4 Arrondissements et 36 cantons (Chatillon, Semur, Dijon, Beaune)1790

Physical Description: 51.5 x 58.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0835
Département de la Creuse ... Décreté le 22 Janvier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale,
Divisée en 4 Arrondissements & 25 Cantons (Gueret, Boussac, Aubusson, Bourganeuf)1790

Physical Description: 51 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0837
Département de la Correze ... Décreté le 23 Janvier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale
... Divisée en 3 Arrondissements & 29 Cantons (Ussel, Tulle, Brive)1790

Physical Description: 51 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 80]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Chalons s Marne -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 85]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Chalons s Saone -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0332
Champagne ... Comitatus Campania Amstelodami apud Joannem Janssonium / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / post 1619
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 37.6 x 49.5 cm.Scale: 1: 800,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Champagne -- 17th c.

Call No: France 4967
Gouvernement General de Champagne ou sont divisees Les Eslections de la Generalité de Chaaiions et celles qui font partie des Generalités de Paris et Soissons ... Presenté a Monseigneur le Dauphin ... / Sanson, cartographer / ca 1690?
Physical Description: 77 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Champagne -- 17th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 68]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Charoux area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 27]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Chartres area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 3363
Carte de la Rade de Cherbourg depuis la pointe de Querqueville jusqu'à l'Isle Pelée, pour servir au Projet de la couvrir des vents du ... 17841784?
Physical Description: MS : Watermark ; 50 x 70.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Cherbourg -- 18th c.

Call No: France 3364
[Dispositions pour remoquer la 10th Caisse]
Physical Description: MS; Diagram showing scheme for ships to tow water tank; explanation : Watermark ; 37 x 49.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Cherbourg -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 125]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Cherbourg area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 52]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Clermont area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0055
[Channel, Atlantic & Mediterranean coasts of France with corrections]
Physical Description: Insets: Nova Zembla, Fig 205, Pump (key to different parts), Fig. 204; Watermark; Pl. 7, vol.1, Page 660 ; 26 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Coasts -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 163]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Colmar area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 2]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Compiègne area -- 18th c.
**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 48]

*Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815*

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Cosne area -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 137]

*Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815*

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Côte de Gascogne -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 135]

*Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815*

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Côte de Medoc -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0211

*A Map of France / Seale, artist ; / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver1785 ca.*

Physical Description: 38 x 47.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0464

*Tres nouvelle Carte du Royaume de France / Rizzi-Zannoni, G. A., 1736-1814, cartographer / S. Dorn, engraver1764*

Physical Description: 46 x 56 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0529

*Carte Physique de la France / Mentelle, Edme, 1730-1815, cartographer / Tardieu, P. F., engraver An VI*

Physical Description: 33 x 41 cm..Scale: 1:3,400,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0531
Carte Comparative des Divisions Anciennes et Modernes du Territoire actuel de la France / Mentelle, Edme, 1730-1815, cartographer / Tardieu, P. F., engraver
An VI
Physical Description: 33 x 41.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0574
La France Divisée en toutes ses Provinces avec ses Présidiaux, Bailliages, Sénéchaussées, Prévôtes,Vigueries, Chancelleries et Pays subalternes ... Pour servir d'introduction à la grande Carte Légale considerée suivant l'étendue des Coutumes, Pouvoirs et Loix Territoréales qui régissent le Royaume / After Maraldi, Cassini and l'Abbé de la Caille, cartographer / 1789
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 47 x 45.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0708
Regni Galliae seu Franciae et Navarrae / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1741
Physical Description: 51 x 56.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0709
A New Map of France ... / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / 1740
Physical Description: Dedicated to John Lord Marquis of Carnarvon ; 44.5 x 58.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0712
Carte Generale de toutes les costes de France tant de la mer Oceane que Mediterranée Avertissement ... Ces quarrés tires le long de ces costes denotent les separations des Capitainerie / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / 1740
Physical Description: 35.5 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0717
Carte de France1814
Physical Description: 51 x 62 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0767
FrancePrin. Wal., engraver
Physical Description: Inset: Corsica ; 19.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- country -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0768  
FranceBell, A., engraver  
Physical Description: Pl. CC II; 18 x 21 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0770 a, b  
A New and Accurate Map of France from the latest Improvements and Regulated by Astronomical Observations  
SubstituteBowen, T., engraver  
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 20.5 x 28 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0772  
FranceGibson, J., engraver  
Physical Description: Pl. 131 No. 74 page 159; 28 x 32.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0774  
A New Map of France Divided into Eighty three Departments According to the decree of the National Assembly in 17901794  
Physical Description: NB: The French since their Invasion of Savoy have erected that Dutchy into an 84th Department to which they give the name of Mont Blanc.; 49.5 x 57 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0775  
La France Divisée par Generalités  
Physical Description: N 25; 2 columns of text; map 32 x 35 cm.; Over-all size, 32 x 55 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0776  
La France Commerçante  
Physical Description: N 26; 2 columns of text; map 32 x 32.5 cm.; Over-all size, 32 x 54.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- country -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0777
A New Map of France ... errors of Sanson's map ... / Revised by; Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1719
   Physical Description: Inset: Catalonia; Roads and Post-stages shown; Sanson's erroneous coastlines shown; Dedicated to Earl of Stairs ; 51 x 58 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0778
A New and Exact Map of France / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1720 ca.
   Physical Description: An Alphabetical Table of the Principal Towns of France; A List of the Ports or Passes of the Pyrenean Mountains; Views of Paris & Greenwich Observatories in elaborate cartouche ; 61 x 97 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0785
   Physical Description: 48.5 x 60 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0786
La France Divisée en Provinces et en Généralités / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / De la Haye, G., engraver1774
   Physical Description: 40 x 45 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0787
France, Divided into ProvincesPalmer, W., engraver1790
   Physical Description: 52.5 x 61 cm.colored.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- country -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0788
France, Divided into Metropolitan Circles Departments & Districts as ordered by the National Assembly Jan 15th 17901792
   Physical Description: Inset: Corsica; Watermark (J Whatman 1801) ; 52 x 61 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- country -- 18th c.
**Call No:** France 0789

**A New Map of France divided into Departments, as decreed by the National Assembly MDCCXC / Cary, J., 1754-1835, or Cary, J., 1791-1852, cartographer / 1799**

Physical Description: 46.5 x 51.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 1160

**New Map of France / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /**

Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 1656

**The Post Roads of France ... Published by the order of the Duke de Choiseul, Postmaster General of the Kingdom / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1772**

Physical Description: Post roads ; 47 x 58 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 3407

**Carte des Postes de France / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1777**

Physical Description: MS notes on verso; Post roads ; 62 x 64.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 3408

**France -- To the Right Honorable Charles Boyle Earl of Orrery & Baron of Broghil in the Kingdom of Ireland and Knight of the most Ancient Order of ye Thistle / Senex, J. & Price, Maxwell, cartographer / 1708**

Physical Description: 64 x 91 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0769

**France**

Physical Description: Inset: Corsica ; 23 x 27 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0434

**Galliae Veteris Typus / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1595?**

Physical Description: Watermark - elephant ; 38.5 x 48.2 cm..Scale: 1:3 mill.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- country -- antiquity
Call No: France 0530
La Gaulle en 17 Grandes Provinces Romaines au Temps des Empéreurs / Mentelle, Edme, 1730-1815, cartographer / Tardieu, P. F., engraverAn VI
  Physical Description: 34 x 42 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- country -- antiquity

Call No: France 0710
A New Map of Ancient Gaul or Gallia Transalpina ... / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / Spofforth, R., engraver1700, ca.
  Physical Description: Insets: Gallia Divided according to J. Caesar's Commentaries Abbreviations and scale of English miles; Dedicated to William Duke of Gloucester; 36.5 x 50 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- country -- antiquity

Call No: France 0773
Gallia Antiqua ex Aevi Romani Monumentis, Paris, 1760 / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1794
  Physical Description: Inset: Provinciae Romanae; 45 x 57 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- country -- antiquity

Call No: France 3807
Galliae Veteris Typus / van den Keere, P., 1571-ca. 1646, cartographer /
  Physical Description: 16 x 20 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- country -- antiquity

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 126]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
  Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch = 1.36 mi.)
  ASUL & private gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- Coutances area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0129
Nova et accurata Descriptio Delphinatus vulgo Dauphiné Ioannes Ianssonius excudit / Mercator=Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / 1647?
  Physical Description: 37.5 x 51 cm. Scale: 1: 500,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- Dauphiné -- 17th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 23]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Dieppe area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 153]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Digne area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 114]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Dijon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 128]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Dinant area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 115]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Dole area -- 18th c.
**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 6]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Dunkerque area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** France 0207

**Alsatia Superior cum Suntgoia et Brisgoia / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1636**

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; English text ; 36.5 x 47.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- east -- 17th c.

**Call No:** France 0468

**Superioris Alsatiae nec non Alsatiae Inferioris Novissima Tabula / Visscher, N. 1587-1637, or 1618-1679, cartographer /**

Physical Description: 77 x 50 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- east -- 17th c.

**Call No:** France 0714

**Generalis Lotharingiae Ducatus Tabula ... / Visscher, N. (I), 1618-79, or Visscher, N. (II), 1649-1702, cartographer / 1690, ca.?**

Physical Description: 46.5 x 56.5 cm..Scale: 1:500,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- east -- 17th c.

**Call No:** France 0795 a, b

**Totius Alsatiae ... Sundgovia, Brisigavia, Ortenavia ... / (a) Tideman, artist ; / Visscher, N., 1587-1637 or Visscher, N., 1618-1679, cartographer / (a) Gouwen, G. V., engraver**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) colored, published in Amsterdam by Petrum Schenk ; 57 x 46 cm..Scale: 1:350,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- east -- 17th c.

**Call No:** France 3409

**Sabaudia Ducatus Savoie / Hondius, J., 1563-1611, cartographer / 1630**

Physical Description: 37.5 x 50 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- east -- 17th c.
Call No: France 0208
Carte pour l'Intelligence de l'Histoire de Lorraine ou on fait observer le Genealogie de ses Ducs et l'Ordre du Gouvernment Present Etat de la Maison de Son Altesse Royale, et l'Ordre de ses Officeurs et celui de ses differents Tribuneux de ses Etats.
Physical Description: Map of Lorraine keyed; 33 medallion portraits & 20 group listings ; 35.5 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0718 1&2
Partie Septentrionale de la Lorrain -- Partie Meridionale de la Lorraine 1790
Physical Description: 2 sheets : Inset: Color key to Departements: Moselle, Meuse, Meurthe, Vosges ; each 48 x 67 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0722
Partie Meridionale de la Franche Comté
Physical Description: 40 x 56.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0731
Mont Blanc and the Adjacent Alps
Palmer, W., engraver 1789
Physical Description: Area shown in relief, rivers, glaciers, etc.; Tables of Altitudes ; 41 x 49.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0797
L'Alsace divisée en ses principales parties -- (outer title): La Basse Alsace, partie de l'Ortnaw et le Marquisat de Bade et partie du Wirtenberg / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1784
Physical Description: 44.5 x 64 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0810
[Champagne - Lorraine] 1781
Physical Description: 1 sheet of a 4 sheet map ; 53 x 62.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- east -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0811
Le Balliage de Deux Ponts, Partie de celuy de Lictemberg, les Seigneuries de Landstoul, de Hombourg, de Grevenstein; Partie du Palatinat et de la Lorraine / Dezauche, fl. 1805, cartographer / 1785
  Physical Description: 50.5 x 66 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0831 a, b
Département de la Muerte -- Décrété le 27 Janvier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale, Divisée en 5 Arrondissements & 29 cantons (Toul, Nancy, Chau Salins, Sarrebourg, Luneville)(b) Houdan, engraver
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Révu et augmenté 1818 J. B. Delaval Paris;
  (a) Provenance, CMC ; 51 x 56 cm.
  (b) Ratner, L. & I. gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0839
Département de la Roer 4 Arrondissements & 41 Cantons, Aix la Chapelle, Cologne, Creveld, Cleves1790
  Physical Description: 64 x 49.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0840
Département de l'Escaut ... 4 Arrondissements & 41 Cantons: Gand, Audenaerde, Dendermonde, Ecloo1790
  Physical Description: 50 x 58.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0841
Département des Forêts -- 4 Arrondissements & 28 Cantons (Neufchateau, Luxembourg, Bitbourg, Diekirch)1790
  Physical Description: 51 x 60 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0903
Carte de la Souveraineté de Neuchatel et VallanginLiebaux fils, engraver
  Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Notes ; 48 x 64 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- east -- 18th c.
Call No: France 2088
3: Partie Contient les Duchés de Savoy, de Genevois, de Chablais, les Comtés de Morienne, de Tarentaise et la Baroinie de Faussigny, le Balliage de Gex et la Seigneurie de Geneve1705-59
    Physical Description: 64.5 x 48 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    France -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0732
Map of Mont Blanc and Surrounding Mountains1828
    Physical Description: Area shown in relief, rivers, glaciers, etc. ; 25 x 29.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    France -- east -- 19th c.

Call No: France 0733
Map of 60 leagues round Mont Blanc shewing also the extent of the visible Horizon ...
The Red line enclosing the space to which the actual range of sight ...1828
    Physical Description: Area enclosed in circle. ; 23.5 x 22.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    France -- east -- 19th c.

Call No: France 0746
Mont Blanc (and environs)
    Physical Description: Profile sketch of terrain noted by an ascent expedition; Ingray & Madely Lithog. ; 19 x 15 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    France -- east -- 19th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 152]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
    Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
    ASUL & private gift
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    France -- Embrun area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 12]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
    Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
    ASUL & private gift
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    France -- Evaux area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 26]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Evreux area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 7]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Fontainebleau -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 24]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Forges area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I]
Nouvelle Carte, 1714 / Cassini, cartographer / 1714
Physical Description: 59 x 91 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- France

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII]
Tableau de la France / Cassini, cartographer /
Physical Description: 39 x 48 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- France

Call No: France 0133
Galliae Regni Potentiss: Nova Descriptio Ioanne Ioliveto auctore Candido lectore ... / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
Physical Description: French text ; 35 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 3.9 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- France -- 16th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 51]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Gannat area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 148]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Geneve area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 9]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Gien area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 119]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Grenoble area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0167
Nouvelle Carte des Differents Etats de la Monarchie Françoise sous Jule Cesar, sous les Rois de la premier, de la seconde et de la troisieme race avec leurs Genealogies jusqu'a Hugues Capet. Plusieurs Observations pour l'Intelligence de l'Histoire.
   Physical Description: 4 maps, genealogies & tables of battles : 4 small historical maps; No. 26; Genealogical tables; Battle tables ; 44.5 x 94 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects
   France -- History
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 134]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- I. d'Oleron area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 160]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- I. de Noirmontier area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 172]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- I. de Ouessant area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 133]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- I. de Re area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0333
Gouvernement de l'Isle de France / Mercator, G., 1512-94, cartographer / post 1631
Physical Description: 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 300,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Isle de France -- 17th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 53]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Issoire area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 112]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Joinville area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 181]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- L'Arche area -- 18th c.

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- La Chatre area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 4934
Plan of La Hogue with Intended Works 18th c.
Physical Description: 19 x 24.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- La Hogue -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 93]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- La Hogue area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 101]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- La Rochelle area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 136]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- La Teste area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 161]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Landau area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0153


Physical Description: Latin text; 37 x 51 cm. Scale: 1: 180,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Lake Geneva -- 17th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 161]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Landau area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 113]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Langres area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 97]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Laval area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 31]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Le Blanc area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 32]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Le Dorat area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 60]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Le Havre area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 64]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Le Mans area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 89]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Le Pery -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 41]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Lille area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 33]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Limoges area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 61]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Lisieux area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 30]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Loches area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 57]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Lodeve area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 116]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Lons le Saunier -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 100]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Luçon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 175]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
   Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
   ASUL & private gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- Luxembourg area -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0127
Lutzenburgensis Ducatus veriss. descript. Iacobo Surhonio Montano auctore, Cum Privilegio Imp. & Regio Maiestatum / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 36.5 x 49.6 cm.; Scale: 1: 400,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Luxemburg -- 16th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 87]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Lyon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 86]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Mâcon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 124]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Marseille area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 14]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Mauriac area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 90]

Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Mayenne area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 45]

Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Meaux area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 55]

Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Mende area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 141]

Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Metz area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 143]

Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Mirecourt area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 20]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Mont Louis area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 99]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Montagne area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 37]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Montauban area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 109]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Montmedi area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 149]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Montmellian -- 18th c.
**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 92]

**Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Montpellier area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 168]

**Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Morlaix area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 50]

**Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Moulins area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 142]

**Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Nancy area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 56]

**Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Nant area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 131]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Nantes area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 58]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Narbonne area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 164]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Neubrisack area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 49]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Nevers area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 91]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Nismes area -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0128
Normandia Ducatus / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / 1647
Physical Description: 38 x 52 cm..Scale: 1: 500,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Normandy -- 17th c.

Call No: France 1055
Carte du Bassin et du Camp de Boulogne
Physical Description: Inset: Plan du Port de Boulogne ; 22.5 x 40.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- North

Call No: France 0209
Carte du Pays Vexin François / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1662
Physical Description: Latin text ; 44.5 x 50.5 cm..Scale: 1:150,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: France 0347
Normandia Ducatus / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1647
Physical Description: French text ; 38 x 52 cm..Scale: 1:500,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: France 0748
Carte Particuliere du Department de Dunkerque / [Nolin, I. B., 1686-1762?], cartographer / 1702
Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top ; 21.5 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: France 0721
Partie Meridionale de Champagne / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1780
Physical Description: 48.5 x 63.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0728
Différentes Projections des Cartes -- Carte Particuliere de l'Isle de France -- Levée par la Trigonométrie et assujetti à une Projection Astronomique1761
Physical Description: 2 columns of text on types of maps; Elaborate border ; 38.5 x 52.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0790
Carte de la Champagne et des Pays Voisins ou l'on voit la Généralité de Chalons partie de celle de Soissons / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1780
  Physical Description: Color key to Départemens ; 47 x 62 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0793
La France Comté divisée en Trois Grands Balliages scavoir d'Amont d'Aval, du Milieu ou de Dole ... / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1800, ca.
  Physical Description: 42.5 x 56.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0799
The Province of Artois and the Country adjacent To the Right Honorable Sir Richard Temple Baronet Lieutenant General of Her Majesties Forces This Map is humbly Dedicated and Presented / de l'Isle, G., 1657-1726; Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / 1710
  Physical Description: 48.5 x 58.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0800
Carte d'Artois et des Environs -- Départemens du Pas de Calais et la Somme / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer /
  Physical Description: 49 x 62.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0814
Carte de Normandie, Comprenant les Départemens de la Manche, du Calvados, de la Seine Inférieure, de l'Eure et de l'Orne / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer /
  Physical Description: 48.5 x 60.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0815
Partie Meridionale de Picardie / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / des Rosiers, engraver1780, ca.?
  Physical Description: 48.5 x 53 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  France -- North -- 18th c.
Département de l'Eure -- Décreté le 1er Février 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale -- Divisée en 5 Arrondissements et 36 Cantons (Pont Audemer, Louviers, Les Andelys, Evreux, Bernay) 1790

Call No: France 0830

Call No: France 0270
Carte des Côtes-du-Nord

Call No: France 0334
Carte D'Ille et Vilaine (Rennes)

Call No: France 0345
Carte des Ports D.Ambleteuse, de Wimereux, de Boulogne et d'Etaples

Call No: France 0363
Carte Générale de la Manche

Call No: France 0711
Tabula Nova complectens Praefecturas Normanniae et Britanniae, una cum Angliae parte et Manica / Visscher, N. (I), 1618-1679, or Visscher, N. (II), 1649-1702, cartographer / 1690, ca.?

France -- North -- 18th c.

France -- North -- 19th c.

France -- North -- 19th c.

France -- North -- 19th c.

France -- North west -- 17th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 43]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Noyon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 147]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Nozeroy area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 8]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Orléans area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 130]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, CésarFrançois, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Paimbeuf area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 39]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Pamiers area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 1]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Paris area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 108]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Pau area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 177]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Pericerdé area (also Puycerda) -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 70]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Périgueux area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 59]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Perpignan area -- 18th c.
France

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

**Physical Description:** (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.

Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Philisbourg area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 171]

---

**Picardiae Belgiae regionis descriptio Ioanne Surhonio auctore Cum Imp et Reg privilegio decenn. 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below**

**Physical Description:** French text; 33 x 51.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 350,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Picardy -- 16th c.

**Call No:** France 0130

---

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

**Physical Description:** (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.

Scale: 1:86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Poitiers area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 67]

---

**Poictou Pictonum vicinarumque Regionum ... auctore Nobili Dño Petro Rogiero ... Pictone, Regie Mtis Galliae consiliario etc., Cum Imp et Regie Mtis privilegio ad decennium 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1584?**

**Physical Description:** Latin text; Watermark; 36.5 x 50.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 600,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Poitou -- 16th c.

**Call No:** France 0135 A

---

**Poictou Pictonum vicinarumque Regionum ... auctore Nobili Dño Petro Rogiero ... Pictone, Regie Mtis Galliae consiliario etc., Cum Imp et Regie Mtis privilegio ad decennium 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584**

**Physical Description:** Latin text; Watermark; 36 x 50.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 600,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Poitou -- 16th c.

**Call No:** France 0135 B

---

**Provinciae, Regionis Galliae vera exactissimaq descriptio Petro Ioanne Bompario Auctore Provence, Cum Privilegio decennali Imp. Reg. et Brab. 1594 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1601?**

**Physical Description:** Latin text; 35 x 51 cm.; Scale: 1: 750,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Provence -- 16th c.

**Call No:** France 0134
Call No: France 0334
Provincia Le Prioence Am stelodami Apud Ioannem Ianssonium / Mercator, G., 1512-94, cartographer / poat 1621
Physical Description: 37.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 700,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Provence -- 17th c.

Call No: France 4962
Le Gouvernement General de Provence divisé en ses Vigueries et Terres Adjacentes / Sanson, cartographer / 1692
Physical Description: 55 x 84 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Provence -- 17th c.

Call No: France 0221
Ariège (département) / Dufour, A. H., 1798 -1865, cartographer /
Physical Description: 28 x 36 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Pyrenees -- 19th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 180]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Queyras area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 170]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Quimper area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 144]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Remiremont -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 129]  
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815  
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)  
ASUL & private gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- Rennes area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 79]  
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815  
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)  
ASUL & private gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- Rheims area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 66]  
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815  
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)  
ASUL & private gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- Richelieu area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 77]  
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815  
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)  
ASUL & private gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- Rocroi area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 16]  
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815  
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)  
ASUL & private gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
France -- Rodez area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 106]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Roquefort area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. II, Map 25]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Rouen area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 132]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Sables d'Olonne -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VIII, Map 102]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Saintes area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 35]

**Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815**

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm.; see Notes. Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Sarlat area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 78]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Sedan area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 83]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Semur area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 46]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Sens area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 44]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l’assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- Soissons area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0123


Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 36 x 47 cm: (1) 14.5 x 23 cm.; (2) 20 x 22.5 cm.; (3) 35 x 22.5 cm..Scale: (1) 1: 1 mill; (2) 1: 1.3 mill.; (3) 1: 250,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- south -- 16th c.
Call No: France 0185
Carta Geografica del Governo della Linguadocca
   Physical Description: 32.5 x 42.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0702
Carta Geografica del Governo di Guienna e Guascogna
   Physical Description: Vignette ; 33 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0794
   Physical Description: Color key to Départmens ; 49 x 64 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0808
Carte de la Province du Languedoc Divisée suivant ses différans Diocèses ... -- (outer title): Partie Meridionale du Languedoc, comprenant le Roussillon et le Comté de Foix / Dezauche, fl. 1805, cartographer / 1785
   Physical Description: 46 x 65 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0817
Carte de Provence et des Terres Adjacentes -- Départemens des Bouches du Rhône, du Var, des Basses Alpes, et le Dept. de Vaucluse / de l'Isle, G., , 1675-1726, cartographer / 1780
   Physical Description: 48 x 60.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0834
Département du Lot ... Décreté le 29 Janvier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale, Divisée en 4 Arrondissements & 29 Cantons (Montauban, Figeac, Gourdon, Cahors)1790
   Physical Description: 51 x 58 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   France -- South -- 18th c.
Département du Var ... Décreté le 10 Fevrier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale, Divisée en 4 Arrondissements & 32 Cantons (Brignolli, Draguignan, Grasse, Toulon)1790

Physical Description: 51 x 60.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0836

Département de l'Aveiron ... Décreté le 25 Janvier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale ... Divisée en 5 Arrondissements & 42 Cantons (Espalion, Milhau, St. Affrique, Rodez, Villefranche)1790

Physical Description: 51 x 65 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0838

Départements des Alpes Maritimes, 3 Arrondissements & 27 Cantons, Nice, St. Remy, Puget-TheniersTardieu, P. A. F., engraver1790

Physical Description: 46.5 x 60 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0842

Le Dauphiné Divisée en ses Principales Parties ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1781

Physical Description: Inset: Color key to Départmens de l'Isere, de la Drome et des Hautes Alpes ; 51.5 x 72 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0716

Le Diocese de L'Eveché de Nismes1705-59

Physical Description: Insets: Amphiteatre & Facade, Pont du Gard, Maison Quarrée & Facade, Temple de Diane, profiles et Plan, Plan de la Ville de Nismes ; 45.5 x 60 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- South (Nîmes) -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0713

Carte du Bearn de la Bigorre de l'Armagnac et des Pays Voisins / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer /

Physical Description: 49 x 64 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- South west -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0715
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 54]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- St. Flour area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 174]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- St. Hubert area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 127]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- St. Malo area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 88]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- St. Marcellin area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. I, Map 5]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- St. Omer area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 140]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- StJean PieddePort -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 162]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Strasbourg area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IV, Map 40]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Tarascon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 75]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Tarbes area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 82]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Tonnerre area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 111]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Toul area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 155]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Toulon area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 38]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Toulouse area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XIII, Map 182]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Tour de Camaret -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. V, Map 65]
Carte Géometrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Tours area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 156]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Treguier area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VI, Map 81]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Troyes area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 34]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Tulle area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 157]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Uzel area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 121]

Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815

Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)

ASUL & private gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Vaison area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 120]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau
de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Valence area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 158]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau
de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Vannes area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XII, Map 166]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau
de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Vence area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. III, Map 28]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau
de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Vendôme area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. IX, Map 110]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau
de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Verdun area -- 18th c.
Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. XI, Map 145]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant N E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Vesoul area -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. X, Map 138]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S W / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Vieux Boucan -- 18th c.

Call No: RBC G5830 .S86 C3 f [Vol. VII, Map 90]
Carte Géométrique de la France -- Tableau de la France, quadrant S E / Cassini de Thury, César François, 1714-1784, cartographer / 1733-1815
Physical Description: (map) Nouvelle carte ... de la France 59 x 91 cm.; (map) Tableau de la France pour servir à l'assemblage des 182 feuilles 32 x 34 cm. ; see Notes.Scale: 1: 86,000 (1 inch=1.36 mi.)
ASUL & private gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- Viviers area -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0137
Carte du Pais de Xaintonge / Le Clerc, J., 1657-1736, cartographer / Le Clerc, engraver1632-33
Physical Description: French text ; 33 x 42 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- west -- 17th c.

Call No: France 1569
Xaintonge (Saintonge) / van den Keere, P., 1571-ca. 1646, cartographer / 1620, ca.?
Physical Description: Signed Petrus Kerius ; 17 x 23.5 cm.
Sowers, Margaret C. gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 17th c.

Call No: France 0193
Plan of the Attack of Camaret Bay, Harbor of Brest / Basire, engraver1785 ca.
Physical Description: Orientation: South at top ; 36 x 47.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 18th c.
Call No: France 0747
A Plan of Rochefort with the Harbour and Roads, and the Islands of Oleron and Re with a Chart of the Basque Roads
Lodge, J., engraver
1782
Physical Description: Soundings in feet or fathoms; 31.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0803
Carte Itinéraire de la Bretagne contenant les Départemens du Finistere, du Morbihan, des Côtes du Nord, d'Isle et Vilaine ...
Dezauche, fl. 1805, cartographer
An 8 (1799)
Physical Description: 52 x 69.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0816
La Province de Poitou et le Pays d'Aunis La Généralité de Poitiers ...
Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer
1640-1712, cartographer / 1782
Physical Description: 48 x 73 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0832
Département du Finisterre ... Décreté le 22 Janvier 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale, Divisée en 5 Arrondissements & 42 Cantons (Brest, Morlaix, Chateaulin, Quimper, Quimperlé)
1790
Physical Description: 51 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0833
Département de la Charente Inférieure ... Décreté le 6 Février 1790 par l'Assemblée Nationale, Divisée en 6 Arrondissements et 39 Cantons (La Rochelle, Rochefort, St. Jean d'Angely, Saintes, Jonsac, Marennes)
1790
Physical Description: 58 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0250
Carte de la Loire Inférieure
Physical Description: 22.5 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
France -- West -- 19th c.
**Call No:** France 0294

**Carte de Morbihan**

Physical Description: 22.5 x 28.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- West -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0303

**Carte de Finistère**

Physical Description: 22.5 x 28.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- West -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0373

**Dépt. de la Sarthe / Levasseur / Combotte, cartographer /**

Physical Description: Small map; Engraved portraits, landscapes; Trade & Industry; 30 x 42.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- West -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** France 0782

**A Correct Chart of the Bay of Biscay ... Engraved for Malham's Naval Gazeteer1801**

Physical Description: 24.5 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

France -- West -- 19th c.

---

**Germany**

---

**Call No:** France 0714

**Lotharingiae Ducatus**

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany

---

**Call No:** Germany 0139

**Pomeraniae, Wandalicae, Regionis Typ. -- Livoniae Nova descriptio Ioanne Podantis auctore -- Ducatus Oswieczensis, et Zatoriensis Descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / poat 1573**

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 38.5 x 50 cm.; Scale: see Notes

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- (3 areas) -- 16th c.

---

**Call No:** Germany 2084

**Landgraviatus Alsatiae Inferiors Novissima Tabula ... Badensis ... Ortenavia ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680?**

Physical Description: 46.5 x 56 cm.; Scale: 1: 300,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Alsatia -- 17th c.
Germany

Call No: Germany 1855
Alsatia Landgraviatus cum atroque Marchionatu Badense, Sundgovia Brisgovia magno tractu Hereiniae Silvar et ditione ... IV Urbium Silvestrium ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or, 1729-60, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 57.5 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Alsatia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0288 a, b
Principatus Anhaltinus / Blaeu, W. & J., 1571-1638 & 1596-1673, cartographer / post 1662
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Dutch text, outline color; (b) watermark ; 39 x 53 cm.Scale: 1: 525,000
(b) C M C
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Anhalt -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0108
S. R. I. Circulus Austriacus ... le Cercle d'Autriche consistant dans l'Archiduché d'Autriche, le Duché de Stirie, de Carinthie, de Carniole, dans le Comté de Tyrol, et les Pays Autrichiens Anterieurs, dans la Souabe, avec ses confins dessiné avec justesse ... / Mayer, T., 1752-1830, cartographer / 1747
Physical Description: 45 x 52.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Austria -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0887
Physical Description: 48.5 x 56.6 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Austria -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0907
Partie Septentrionale du Cercle d'Autriche ... la haute Partie de Stirie ... / Robert de Vaugondy fils (Didier), 1723-1786, cartographer / 1762
Physical Description: 48 x 61.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Austria -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0908
Partie du Cercle d'Autriche, ou sont Les Duchés de Stirie, de Carinthie, de Carniole ... / Jaillot, C. H. A., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1782
Physical Description: 46 x 64.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Austria -- 18th c.

Physical Description: 46 x 65 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Austria -- 18th c.

Bavariae, olim Vindeliciae, Delineationis compendium Ex Tabula Philippi Apiani Math / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1608

Physical Description: Italian text; Watermark ; 38.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 600,000
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bavaria -- 16th c.

Bavariae olim Vindeliciae, Delineationis compendium Ex Tabula Philippi Apiani Math / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1573

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 38.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 600,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bavaria -- 17th c.

Bavariae Pars Inferior ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 1729-1760, cartographer / 1720, ca.?

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Outer title: La Cercle de Baviere qui comprend ; each 57.5 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bavaria -- 18th c.

Bavariae Circulus et Electoratq / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1720, ca.?

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Outer title: La Cercle de Baviere qui comprend ; each 57.5 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bavaria -- 18th c.

Le Cercle de Baviere subdivisé en tous les Estats qui le composent / Jaillot, C. H. A., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1783

Physical Description: 65 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bavaria -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 1130
A New map of the Electorate of Bavaria, comprehending the Dutchy of Bavaria divided into Upper & Lower Bavaria: the Upper Palatinate, the Palatinates or Dutches of Neuburg and Salzbach, the Principality of Mindelheim, etc.1794
Physical Description: 48.5 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bavaria -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1337
A New Map of the Circle of Bavaria according to the Congress of Vienna / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1825
Physical Description: 46 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bavaria -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 2102
Physical Description: 49 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bohemia -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 2086
Regni Bohemiae Ducatus Silesiae Marchionatus Moraviae Lusatiae ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /
Physical Description: 48 x 56 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bohemia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3449
An Accurate Map of the Kingom of Bohemia ... Drawn from the best AuthoritiesRollos, G., engraver
Physical Description: 19.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bohemia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3451
Le Royaume de Boheme Duché de Silesie, les Marquisats de Moravie et de Lusace -- (outer title): Estats de la Couronne de Boheme ou sont le Royaume de Boheme le Duché de Silesie, les Marquisats de Moravie ... / Schenk, P., cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 48.5 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 1.1 mill.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bohemia -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0844
Marchia Media vulgo Mittel Marck in March: Brandenb: XII / Jansson, J., 1596-1664;
Mercator G., cartographer / 1658 or 1680-83
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Lettering removed from upper cartouche; 39.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 500,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0140
Brandeburgensis Marchae Descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598,
see note below
Physical Description: French text; Watermark; 36 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 300,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 16th c.

Call No: Germany 0435
Marchia Nova Vulgo New Marck in March Brandenburg, Pl. XIII / Jansson, J.,
1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: 49.5 x 38 cm..Scale: 1: 480,000?
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0470
Marchia Vetus vulgo Alte Marck in March Brandenburgico Pl. XI To the Rt Worll Ralph Macro M Dr This Plate is Humbly Dedicated by Moses Pitt / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al.,
cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: 50 x 38 cm..Scale: 1: 1 mill.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0843
Brandenburgum Marchionatus cum Ducatibus Pomeraniae et Meklenburgi ...
Excudebat Ioannes Janssonius / Mercator, G., 1512-1594; Hondius, J., 1563-1611,
cartographer / 1634
Physical Description: 39 x 51.5 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0973
A Map of Part of Brandenburg, including Berlin, and the Country Pillaged by the Russians1760
Physical Description: 20.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 2093
Tabula Geographicae Principatus Brandenburg Culmb. sive Baruthini Pars Inferior ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or, 1729-1760, cartographer /
Physical Description: 49.5 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2100
Tabula Principatus Brandenburgico - Culmbacensis sive Baruthini ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or, 1729-1760, cartographer /
Physical Description: 57.5 x 49.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brandenburg -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0851
Ducatus Bremae et Ferdae ... Ducatus Stormariae ... Comitatus Oldenburgi ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.?
Physical Description: 46 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 350,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Bremen -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0142
Episcopatus Hildesiensis descriptio novissima Ioanne Gigante D. Med. et Math. / Mercator, Jansson, cartographer / post 1533
Physical Description: 41 x 44 cm..Scale: 1: 310,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brunswick -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 2095
A New and Exact Map of the Electorate of Brunswick - Lunenburg ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /
Physical Description: Insets: Part of England, United Provinces & King's German Dominions, Dutche of Saxon Lauwenburg; Heraldry: King's coat of arms before accession to crown of Great Britain, Crown as Arch-Treasurer of Empire, Apr. 12, 1710 ; 61 x 101.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Brunswick -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0854
Regionum Coloniense Electoratu et Archiepiscopatus subditarum peraccurata Tabula / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.?
Physical Description: 57 x 45 cm..Scale: 1: 250,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 17th c.
Call No: Germany 0855
Exactissima Palatinatus ac Ducatus Bipontini Tabula ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680 ca.?
Physical Description: 46 x 57.5 cm..Scale: 1: 350,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0856
Exactissima Tabula Sedis Belli Palatinatus ad Rhenum ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680 ca.?
Physical Description: 45 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0857
Ducatus Wurtenbergensis cum adjacentibus quibusdam Sueviae Regionibus ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680 ca.?
Physical Description: 56 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 2085
Juliacensis Cliviensis, et Montensis Ducatus, nec non Coloniensis Archebispopatus, et aliae Regiones proxime Rhenum Fluvium adjacentes ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680?
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Inset: Rhine & Moselle ; 46 x 54 cm..Scale: 1: 400,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0295
S. R. I. Circulus Rhenanus Superior / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1760, ca.
Physical Description: Heraldry ; 49 x 57.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0399
Der Rhein die Maass und Mosel ... / Güssfeld, F. L., fl. 1797, cartographer / 1783
Physical Description: Inset: Charte über den Ursprung des Rheins; (Rhine source in Switzerland) ; 61 x 48.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0892
S. R. I. Comitatus Henneberg secundum Praefacturas & Modernas Dynastias ... --
(outer title): La Carte du Comté de Henneberg ... Coburg ... / Küsl, J. G., artist ; /
[Zinchio, J. J.], cartographer / 1743
   Physical Description: 50.5 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0893
Inferioris Comitatus Cattimelibecensis -- (outer title): Carte geographique du Comté
Inferieur de Cazeneinbogen1745
   Physical Description: 43 x 55.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0898
Marchionatus Lusatiae Inferioris Bohemiae olim Regno ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or
1729-1760, cartographer / Lotter, T. C., engraver
   Physical Description: 48.5 x 56.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0906
The Seat of War on the Rhine being a New Map of the Course of that River from Basil
to Bonn with the Adjacent Countries / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1750,
ca.?
   Physical Description: 96 x 58 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0967
A Map of the Seat of War on the Rhine and parts adjacent, in Germany, 17591759
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1340
Geographische Lage der südlichen Braunschweigischen Reichsgebiete ...  
Wolfenbüttel ...1762
   Physical Description: 47.5 x 54 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 1343
**Sectio Superior Thuringae Orientalis in qua Comitatus Schwarzburgicus superior ...** / Zollmann, J. W., cartographer / 1747
  - Physical Description: 35 x 46.5 cm.
  - CMC
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
    - Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1344
**Sectio Inferior, Ducatum Vinariensem nec non Isenacsensis Partes Boreales et Orientales ... Erfurtense ... Beichlingen ... 1747, ca.**
  - Physical Description: 35 x 46 cm.
  - CMC
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
    - Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1528
**[Meissen]**
  - Physical Description: Keyed gazetteer and detailed identification of some 60 symbols.; 56 x 49.5 cm.
  - CMC
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
    - Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2089
**Delineatio Geographica Territorii Celsissinorum, S. R. I. Comitum Ruthenorum de Plauen ... Vogtlandiae ...**
  - Physical Description: 47.5 x 53 cm.
  - CMC
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
    - Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2105
**Chorographia Territorii Naumburgo - Citiensis / Schreiber, J. G., 1676-1745, cartographer / 1732**
  - Physical Description: 45 x 54 cm.
  - CMC
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
    - Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2375
**Mosellae Fluminis ... Archiepiscopatus et Electoratus Trevirensis ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1748?**
  - Physical Description: 49 x 57.5 cm.
  - CMC
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
    - Germany -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 3375
Circulus Saxoniae Superioris in quo Ducatus & Electoratus Saxoniae Marchionatus Missniae et Landgraviatus Thuringae ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Leipzig vignette in cartouche ; 48 x 56 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3448
Les Départements du Haut et du Bas Rhin du Haut Rhin: Colmar, Béfort, Altkirch du Bas Rhin:Strasbourg, Benfeld, Haguenau, Weissemburg -- (Outer title): La Haute Alsace, le Suntgau, Partie de l'Ortnau, le Brisgau et les Quatre Villes Forestieres
   Physical Description: 43.5 x 64 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3452
Le Marquisat et Electorate de Brandebourg qui fait partie du Cercle de la Haute Saxe / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1780?
   Physical Description: 46 x 65 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3466
La Basse Partie du Cercle du Haut Rhein ...Estats et Souverainettes / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / Cordier, engraver
   Physical Description: 46 x 64 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3468
Martis Area et Alea per Tractum Rheni et Mosellae ac Mosae ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or, 1729-1760, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Inset: Part of Switzerland ; 58 x 49.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3472 a, b
(a) Le Cours du Rhin au dessus de Strasbourg ... (Basel - Strasbourg) -- (b) Théatre de la Guerre ou Nouvelle Carte de Le Cours du Rhin ... Strasbourg (Basel - Strasbourg) / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / (a) 1745
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 49.5 x 59 cm., colored, published by R. & J. Ottens, Amsterdam, ca. 1750 ; (a) 48.5 x 63 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 3473 a, b
(a) Le Cours du Rhin depuis Strasbourg jusqu’a Worms -- (b) Théâtre de la Guerre ou Carte Nouvelle de Le Cours du Rhin ... Worms ...(Strasbourg-Worms) / de l’Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 49 x 59 cm., color, published by Reinier & Ottens, Amsterdam, ca. 1740 ; (a) 48 x 63 cm..Scale: 1: 250,000?
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3474 a, b
Le Cours du Rhin depuis Worms jusqu’a Bonne ... / de l’Isle, G., , 1675-1726, cartographer / (b) post 1757
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 50 x 63 cm., B &W, published by Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, after 1757 ; (a) 49 x 63 cm..Scale: 1: 250,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3475
Les Archesveschés et Eslectorats de Mayence et de Treves, Le Palatinat et Eslectorat du Rhein, le Duché de Wirtenberg, etc. -- (Outer title): L’Archevesche et Eslectorat de Mayence, le Landgraviat de Hesse Darmstadt, le Territoire de Franconie,les Comtés de Wertheim, d’Erpach (II) / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1785
Physical Description: 50 x 66 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3476
Partie du Palatinat du Rhein, le Duché de Wirtenberg les Marquisats de Bade & Durlac, les Eveschés de Worms de Spire et le Comté de Linange, IV / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1785
Physical Description: 50 x 66 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3477
Parties des Archevesches et Eslectorats de Mayence, de Treves; du Palatinat et Eslectorat du Rhein / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1785
Physical Description: 50 x 66 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3690
Exactissima Palatinatus ad Rhenum ... / Homan, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1748, ca.?
Physical Description: 49 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Germany 0877  
**Germany South of the Mayn** / Pinkerton, J., 1758-1826, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1811  
Physical Description: 52 x 70.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0878 a, b  
**Germany South of the Mayn**(a)1816 (b) (date erased)  
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : No. 29 ; 51 x 59.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0882  
**A New Map of the Circles of the Upper and Lower Rhine ... According to the Congress of Vienna**1825  
Physical Description: 46.5 x 52 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0916  
**Carte du Champ de Bataille de Moesskirch**  
Physical Description: Carte No. 6 ; 21.5 x 23.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0918  
**Carte du Champ de Bataille de Hohenlinden**  
Physical Description: Carte No. 16 ; 21 x 23.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0920  
**Carte du Pays compris entre le Rhin et le Danube**  
Physical Description: Carte No. 29 ; 21.5 x 28.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0921  
**Carte du Pays compris entre le Danube et l'Isar, de Ratisbon a Landshut**  
Physical Description: Carte No. 46 ; 22.5 x 27.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- central -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Germany 0922

**Carte des Environs d'Eckmühl**

Physical Description: Carte No. 47; 22.5 x 27 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0928

**Carte du Cours du Danube, au-dessus et au-dessous d'Hochstett**

Physical Description: Carte No. 10; 22 x 29.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0867

...Herciniae Metalliferae ...

Physical Description: Keyed references to mines and ores; Area is between Rhine and Carpathians; 48.5 x 55.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- central: Mines -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Germany 4944

**The German Empire** 19th c.

Physical Description: 23.5 x 31 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- country -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Germany 4880

[Pomerania, Prussia, Dantzig] 18th c.

Physical Description: a part of a larger map; 62 x 71 cm. (dissected and folded to 11.5 x 21.5 cm.).
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Danzig area -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0845

**Lusatia Superior, Pl. XXIII (Auth. Bartholomaeo Sculteto Gortitio) / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1638 and 1680-83**

Physical Description: 37.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 275,000
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- east -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Germany 2083

**Ducatus Silesiae Wolanus, Authore Iona Sculteto Sprotta Silesio / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1641**

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 39.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 175,000
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- east -- 17th c.
Call No: Germany 0894
Carte du Cercle de Budissin dans le Marggrafiat de la Haute Alsace tirée des Morceaux géométriquement levés ... Publiée par les Heritiers de Homann l’An 1746 Avec Privil Imperial Geographische Verzeichnung des Budissinischen Creises ...
(outside border)1746
Physical Description: Watermark ; 47 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3447
The Kingdom of Bohemia with the Dutchy of Silesia and the Marquises of Moravia and Lusatia / Jefferys, T., 165?-1771, cartographer / 1794
Physical Description: 47.5 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3450
Le Royaume de Boheme le Duché de Silesie les Marquisats de Moravie Lusace et Misnie / Muller, J. C., 1673-1721, cartographer / 1790
Physical Description: Insets: Plan de Breslaw, Plan d'Egra; Watermark ; 48 x 61.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3454
Marchionatus Misniae primaria Elector Saxoniae ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 1729-1760, cartographer / Lotter, T. C., engraver
Physical Description: 50 x 58.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 4197
Nobilis Fluvius Albis maxima cura ex variis famosisq Autoribus collectus et in lucem editus / [Jansson?], cartographer / 17th c.
Physical Description: Orientation: South at top ; 18 x 52 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Elbe & Hamburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0850
S. Imperium Romano-Germanicum oder Teutschland mit seinem Angrantzenden Konigreichen und Provincien ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / Hogeboom, A., engraver1760, ca.?
Physical Description: 47.5 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 2.5 mill.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Empire -- 17th c.
Guided Tour of the Antiquarian Maps Collection, 1493 - 1962

Call No: Germany 0873
Principal Fundamental Laws of the German Empire -- Division of the Circles, Changes produced by the Treaty of Westphalia, Luneville, etc.
  Physical Description: 2 small maps show Germany before and after the Treaty of Westphalia; Extensive text; 21 x 39.5 cm.; overall size of sheet 46.5 x 66.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Germany -- Empire -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0964
A New and Correct Map of the Empire of Germany, from the Latest Improvements and Regulated by Astronomical Observations. Eng’d for Millar’s New Complete and Universal System of Geography
  Physical Description: 22.5 x 29.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0965
A New Map of the Empire of Germany Divided into Circles, Drawn from the best Authorities, Engraved (by the King’s Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary
Rollos, G., engraver
  Physical Description: 20.5 x 28.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0982
The Empire of Germany Divided into its General and Particular Parts ... / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1715, ca.?
  Physical Description: Revis’d by J. Senex; Dedicated to Lord Christopher Martin, Count de Degenfeldt, Count of ye Holy Roman Empire, Knight of ye most Noble Order of ye Black Eagle; 42 x 53.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0984 1, 2
Map of the Empire of Germany, including all the states comprehended under that name: with the Kingdom of Prussia, etc. / Delarochette, L., fl. 1795, cartographer / 1794
  Physical Description: 2 sheets (northern and souther halves); each 52 x 120 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1328
A New Map of the Empire of Germany from the latest Improvements and Regulated by Astronomical Instruments
  Physical Description: 20.5 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 1331
The Empire of Germany with the 13 Cantons of Switzerland from the best Authorities 1785
Physical Description: 44.5 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1348
A New Map of the German Empire and the Neighboring States with their Principal Post Roads, originally published by the Royal Academy of Berlin ... 1788
Physical Description: 63 x 75 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 4518
Carte de l'Empire d'Allemagne où sont marquées exactement les Routes des Postes / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766 or D. 1723-1786, cartographer / 1757
Physical Description: 48 x 55 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0875
Germany, its Duchies & History ... German Empire, Origins of Principal States XXVII
Physical Description: Extensive text ; maps each 21.5 x 38 cm.; overall size 46 x 67 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Empire -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 2094
Postarum seu Veredarum Stationes per Germaniam et Provincias adiacentes -- (outer title): Carte exacte des Postes et Routes de l'Empire de l'Allemagne divisé en ses Cercles / [de l'Isle, G. ?], cartographer / 1730?
Physical Description: 46.5 x 58.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Empire Post Roads -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0467 a, b
Circuli Franconiae Pars Orientalis ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1700, ca.
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 56.5 x 48.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Franconia -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0822
Partie Orientale du Cercle de Franconie dressé sur les Mémoires les plus Nouveaux; Prima Maximaque Totius Illustriissimi Circuli Franconiae pars ...1740, ca.?
Physical Description: 56 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Franconia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1127
Le Cercle de Franconie subdivisé en tous Estats qui le composent / Jaillot, C. H. A., 1640-1712, cartographer / Cordier, engraver 1757
Physical Description: 45.5 x 65 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Franconia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1325
An Accurate Map of the Circle of Franconia, Drawn from the best Authorities
Physical Description: 19.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Franconia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2090 a, b
(a) Circuli Franconiae Pars Occidentalis ... Electoratum Moguntinum -- (b) Electoratus Moguntin is ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / (b) 1747?
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 56 x 48.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Franconia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2092
A New Map of the Circle of Franconia according to the Congress of Vienna, 1821 / Cary, J., 1754-1835, cartographer / 1821
Physical Description: 46 x 51.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Franconia -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 2091
S. R. I. Principatus Fuldensis in Buchonia / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /
Physical Description: 48 x 56 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Fulda -- 18th c.
Neu-vermehrte Post-Charte durch gantz Teutschland nach Italien Franckreich Niederland Preussen Polen und Ungarn ... -- (outer title): Postarum seu Veredariorum Stationes per Germaniam et Provincias Adjacentes / [Homann, J. B. & Nell?], cartographer / 1720, ca.?

- Physical Description: Key to varied postal services.; Dedicated to Carolo Josepho by Nell (Postmaster General) ; 48 x 58 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Germany -- Germ. Postroads -- 18th c.

The Empire of Germany divided according to the Extent of all the Estates and that are or have been comprehended under the name of Germany / Sanson, N.; Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708, cartographer / 1680, ca.

- Physical Description: Dedication to James II ; 57 x 86 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Germany -- German Empire -- 17th c.

Tabula Europae III (Germany) / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561

- Physical Description: Latin text ; 18.5 x 25 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Germany -- Germany -- 16th c.

Germania / Cloppenburgh, E., 17th c., cartographer / 1630

- Physical Description: Border: city views, equestrian figures costumed figures, coats of arms ; 45 x 55.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Germany -- Germany -- 17th c.


- Physical Description: 47 x 55.5 cm..Scale: 1: 2.7 mill.
- de Lemos, Pedro gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Germany -- Germany -- 17th c.

Accuratissima Germaniae Tabula denuo in lucem edita / Danckerts, J., 1635-1701, cartographer / post 1696

- Physical Description: 48 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 2.5 mill.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Germany -- Germany -- 17th c.
Call No: Germany 0849
Germaniae Generalis Tabula Prae aliis maxima clarissima in lucem edita per Nicolaum Visscher cum Privilegio / Visscher, N., 1649-1702, cartographer / 1689, ca.
   Physical Description: 47 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0141
Germany Corrected from the Observations of the Royal Society at London and the Royal Academy at Paris / Senex, Price, Maxwell, cartographer / Senex, engraver1710
   Physical Description: folded ; 65.5 x 95 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0905 a, b
L'Allemagne Dressée sur les Observations de Tycho Brahé de Kepler de Snellius ...; (a) 1780 rev. & augmentée 1788; Nova Imperii Germanici ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / (b) Condet, engraverpost 1757
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Published by Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam ; 49 x 61 cm..Scale: 1: 2.5 mill.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0911
Allemagne par Cercles en 1789 / Giraldon, artist ; / Chamouin, engraver1789
   Physical Description: 23 x 31 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0963
Germany
   Physical Description: 18 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0970
A Compleat Map of Germany comprehending in one view the different Seats of War, 17591759
   Physical Description: 28.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0971
A New Map of Germany Divided into Circles from the Best Authorities
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0972
A New and Correct Map of Germany
   Physical Description: 20 x 28.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1155
Germany / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1720, ca.?
   Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1322
Germany
   Physical Description: 18 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1332
Germany 1799
   Physical Description: 35 x 39 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1349
Germany ... Corrected from the Observations of the Royal Society of London and the Royal Academy at Paris / Senex, John, d. 1740; Price & Maxwell, cartographer / 1710
   Physical Description: 65 x 95.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2080
A New Map of Present Germany / Wells, Edward, 1667-1727, cartographer / Nicholls, Sutton, engraver 1700, ca.
   Physical Description: Dedicated to William Duke of Glocester ; 37 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3828
Germania
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Germany -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0383

**Germania cum adiacentibus regionibus**

Physical Description: Heraldry; 14.5 x 20 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0862

**Nouvelle Carte de l'Alemagne avec des Tables des Branches de la Noblesse et les lieux les plus Remarquables de leur Residence**

Physical Description: Keyed tables and grid at each side of map.; Tome 2 No. 22; 46.5 x 61.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0863

**Nouvelle Carte des Cercles de l'Empire avec des Tables des Diverses Souverains qui Composent ses Dietes et ses Differents Coleges.**

Physical Description: Keyed tables and grid at each side of map.; Tome 2 No. 23; 47 x 62.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0864

**Nouvelle Carte de l'Empire divisé selon ses differents etats: avec des Tables pour trouver facilement les etats de chaque Prince par les lettres alphabetiques**

Physical Description: Keyed tables and grid at each side of map.; Tome 2 No. 24; 46 x 62 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0874

**Legislative Map of Germany -- Political Map of Germany, XXXIV**

Physical Description: Extensive text; 21 x 17.5 & 21 x 33 cm.; overall size 46.5 x 67.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0883 a, b

**A New Map of Germany Divided into its Circles; viz. The Upper & Lower Rhine, Swabia, Austria, Bavaria, Upper & Lower Saxony, Franconia and Westphalia, with the Kingdom of Bohemia(a) 1825 (b) 1828**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 46 x 51.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.
Call No: Germany 0910
Carte élémentaire et statistique de l'Allemagne, Conformément au traité de paix de Luné ville de l'an 9 - 1801 et au recez de la diète de l'Empire de l'an 11 - 1803 Carte comprenant, de plus, Les Etats Autrichiens et Prussiens hors de l'Allemagne
Physical Description: Notes and keys to colors. ; 57 x 68 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0919
Carte Générale d'Allemagne
Physical Description: Carte No. 28 ; 26 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 1323
Carte d'Allemagne moderne, pour servir à son Histoire
Physical Description: 21.5 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 1327
Germany
Physical Description: 7 vignettes: Landscapes, etc. ; 35 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 1334
The Confederated States of Germany and the Empire of Austria and the Kingdoms of Prussia and Poland / Wyld, James, 1790-1836 or 1812-1887, cartographer / Stockley, engraver
Physical Description: Inset: Statistical table ; 36 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 1540
Physical Description: Explanatory notes ; 47 x 65.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany -- 19th c.
Call No: Germany 1324

**Carte de l'Ancienne Germanie; pour servir àl'Histoire d'Allemagne**

Physical Description: 21 x 33 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Germany -- antiquity

---

Call No: Germany 2081

**A New Map of Antient Germany: Rhaetia, Vindelicia and Noricorum ... / Wells, Edward, 1667-1727, cartographer / Nicholls, Sutton, engraver1700, ca.**

Physical Description: 36 x 48.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Germany -- antiquity

---

Call No: Germany 3805

**Germaniae Veteris Typus / van den Keere, P., 1571-ca. 1646, cartographer /**

Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Germany -- antiquity

---

Call No: Germany 3826

**Populorum Germaniae: (1) J. Caesar; (2) Caesar & Trajan**

Physical Description: 16 x 21 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Germany -- antiquity

---

Call No: Germany 0272

**Comitatus Marchia et Ravensberg, Pl. XLI / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83**

Physical Description: 38 x 49.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Germany, central -- 17th c.

---

Call No: Germany 0284 a, b

**Imperii Romano Germanici in suo status ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /**

(a) 1740, (b) 1741

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Outer title: L'Allemagne distinguée en ses Cercles & subdivisée en ses Etats contenant son Etendue présente rectifiée & methodiquement enluminée suivant les Elements de Geographie de Mr. Schatz. (b) A 1741 avec Privilege Imperial ; 45 x 51.5 cm.

(b) CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Germany, empire -- 18th c.

---

Call No: Germany 0300

**S. R. I. Circulus Rhenanus Inferior sive Electorum Rheni / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1745, ca.**

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 57.5 x 48.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- Germany, north -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0387
A Correct Map of the North East part of Germany / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /
Physical Description: 34.5 x 40 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany, north east -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0290
A Correct Map of the North West part of Germany / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /
Physical Description: 34.5 x 42.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany, north west -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0298
A Correct Map of the South East part of Germany / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /
Physical Description: 34.5 x 42 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany, south east -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0299
A New and Correct Map of the South West Part of Germany ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /
Physical Description: 35 x 42.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Germany, south west -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0282
Comitatus Glatz ... Authore Jona Sculteto / Blaeu, W. & J., 1571-1638 & 1596-1673, cartographer / post 1638
Physical Description: French text ; 41.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 250,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Glatz -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0895
Mappa Specialis Principatus Halberstadiensis ... Riese ... Majero ... -- (outer title):
Carte de la Principauté de Halberstadt, y compris les pays incorporés, savoir la
Comté de Reinstein, Dynastie de Derenburg, l'Abbaye de Quedlinbourg, Comté de
Wernigerode, Principauté de Blankenbourg / Riese ed. by Mayer, T., 1752-1830 or
Mayer, J. T., 1723-1762, cartographer / 1750
Physical Description: 48 x 53.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Halberstadt -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0890
S. R. I. Imp. Comitatus Hanau ... Solms Budingen et Nidda cum reliqua Wetteravia / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724 & Zollmann, F., cartographer / 1728
Physical Description: Inset: Bird's eye view of Hanau; Panel containing historical notes ; 48 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Hanau -- 18th c.
Germany

Call No: Germany 0885
Episcopatus Hildesiensis, XVII ... Descriptio Novissima ... Authore Ioanne Gigante D. Med et Math / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: 41 x 44 cm..Scale: 1: 310,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Hildesheim -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0474
Coloniensis Archiepiscopatus. Pl. XXXVIII / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 37.5 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 550,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Koln -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0143
Germania / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / ca 1600
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 37 x 52 cm..Scale: 1: 3 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Low Countries & Germany -- 16th c.

Call No: Germany 0269
Ducatus Luneburgensis Adiacentium. regionum delineatio, Pl. VI / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: 38 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 500,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Luneburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 2101
Marchionatus Lusatiae Superioris ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 1729-1760, cartographer / Lotter, T. C., engraver
Physical Description: 48.5 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Lusatia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0306 a, b
(a) Mansfeldia Comitatus Auctore Tilemanno Stella Sig. -- (b) Comitatus Mansfeldiae Descriptio Auctore Tilemanno Stella Sig. Pl. XX / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / (a) 1642 (b) 1680-83
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Dutch text; (b) no text ; (a) 41x50 cm. (b) 38x48.Scale: 1: 175,000
(b) CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Mansfeld -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 0750
Plan of Operations Moselle & Saar, June 1705
Physical Description: detailed relief
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Moselle, Saar
Call No: Germany 2087

Tabula Geographica Archi-episcopatum Trevirensis et Coloniensis / Visscher, N., 1618-79 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 17th c.

Physical Description: 47 x 57 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 3458

Basse Partie de l'Evesché de Munster et le Comté de Benthem ... / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1692

Physical Description: 43.5 x 57 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 3459

Nova Totius Westphaliae Desc. / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680, ca.

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 47 x 53.5 cm..Scale: 1: 860,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 3461

S. R. I. Westphaliae Circulus ... subjacentes provincias ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.

Physical Description: 58.5 x 50 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 3457

Le Cercle de Westphalie divisé en tous ses Estrats et Souverainetés / Sanson, N. 1600-1667, cartographer / Cordier, engraver

Physical Description: 65 x 45 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- North -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Germany 0388 a, b

Regnum Borussiae / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1752?

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Dedication to Friderici III in elaborate title cartouche with portrait ; each 48 x 56.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0860

Circulus Westphaliae cum Omnibus suis Subjacentibus Provinciis ...1725 -50

Physical Description: 50.5 x 58 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Germany -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0896
Electoratus Hanoverani ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 1729-1760, cartographer / 
Physical Description: 57.5 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0897
Nova et Accurata Descriptio Ducatus Bremae et Ferrae ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 
1729-1760, cartographer / 
Physical Description: 49.5 x 67 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0901
Saxoniae Inferiores Circulus exhibens Ducatus Brunswic ... / Lotter, T. C., 1717-1777, 
cartographer / 1761
Physical Description: 48.5 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0974
A New Map of His Majesty's Hanover Dominions
Physical Description: Plate 106, No. 46, page 475 ; 23 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0976
The North Part of GermanyGibson, J., engraver
Physical Description: Plate 116, No. 52, page 461 ; 27.5 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1333
A Map of the Electorate of Brandenburg, Including Western Pomerania and the 
Greatest Part of the Dutches of Mecklenburg and Magdeburg1794
Physical Description: 47 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1339
Episcopatus Hildesiensis / Arenholdum, Gerhard Iust, cartographer / 1750, ca.
Physical Description: 2 Insets: Ichnographia Hildesiae, Scenographia Urbis Hildesiae ab 
occidente (bird's eye view of Hildesheim from the west) ; 48 x 56 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 1341
Ducatus Luneburgicus cum Comitatus Dannebergensi ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 1729-1760, cartographer /
Physical Description: 50 x 58.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1342
Ducatus Luneburgici ... / Bohemio, A. G., cartographer / 1765
Physical Description: 49 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1346 a,b,c
A Map of the King of Great Britains Dominions in Germany or the Electorate of Brunswick-Luneburg ... / Jefferys, Thomas, 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / (a) 1781
Physical Description: 3 similar maps : Inset: Plan of Battle of Minden, 1st Aug. 1759; (b) Published by Faden, London, 1789; (c) Published by Laurie & Whittle, London, 1794; 59.5 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2103
Ducatus Meklenburgici ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /
Physical Description: 48.5 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 2104
Ducatus Pomeraniae ... Coronis Sueciae et Borussiae ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /
Physical Description: 48 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3453
La Cercle de la Haute Saxe ... / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1785
Physical Description: 46 x 64.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 3456
Le Duché de Pomeranie ...Cordier, engraver
   Physical Description: 46 x 65 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3460
Charta Ducatus Megapolensis ... Outer title: Carte Generale de Duché de Meklenburg
   Schmidt, L. M., engraver 1781
   Physical Description: 46 x 56 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3463
Le Cercle Eslectoral du Rhein ... / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / Cordier, engraver
   Physical Description: 65.5 x 46 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0871 a, b
A Map of the Dutchy of Holstein, with the Territories of the Imperial Towns of Hamburg & Lübeck also the Bishopric of Eutin Laid down from Fischer's map and Corrected by B-(a) 1804 (b) 1840
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 46.5 x 58 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0876
Germany North of the Mayn / Hebert, J., artist ; / Pinkerton, J., 1758-1826, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1810
   Physical Description: 52 x 62 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0879
Prussian Dominions 1817?
   Physical Description: 50.5 x 60.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0912
Empire d'Allemagne
   Physical Description: 20 x 23.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- North -- 19th c.
Germany

Call No: Germany 0913
Gr. Duché de Varsovie / Prusse / Aubert fils, artist ; / Chamouin, engraver
Physical Description: 23 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 1335
A New Map of the Circle of Upper Saxony: with the Duchy of Silesia and Lusatia; divided according to the Congress of Vienna / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1825
Physical Description: 47 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 1329
The Northern and Central States of Germany
Physical Description: 5 inset plans: Coblenz, Cologne, Dresden, Hamburg, Leipsic ; map 24 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- north, central -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0977
The North East Part of Germany ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1720, ca.?
Physical Description: 18 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North East -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0969
A New and Accurate Map of the North West Part of Germany containing the Circles of Lower Saxony properly divided into sovereignties & other states, exhibiting the present seat of war.Seale, R. W., engraver1758
Physical Description: 28.5 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North West -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1156
The North west Part of Germany ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /
Physical Description: 18 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- North West -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0289


Physical Description: Benedictine houses identified; Watermark; Heraldry; Dutch text; 37.5 x 49.5 cm.. Scale: 1: 200,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Paderborn -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0655

**Nova Comitatus Pappenheimensis Tabula ... Dynastia Bellenberg ...1745, ca.**

Physical Description: Inset: Bird's eye view of Pappenheim Herrschaft Bellenberg an der Filler in Schwaben liegend; 46 x 56 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Pappenheim -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0138

**Tabula Generalis Totius Pomeraniae / Lotter, Tobias, 1717-1777, cartographer / 1744, ca.**

Physical Description: 48.5 x 58 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Pomerania -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0865

**A New Map of the Kingdom of Prussia and Polish Prussia from the best AuthoritiesLodge, J., engraver1786**

Physical Description: 28 x 36 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0866 a, b

**A New Map of Prussia from the best Authorities(a) Harrison, engraver(a) 1794**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; each 23 x 29 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0881 a, b

**A New Map of the Kingdom of Prussia with its Divisions into Provinces and Governments(a) 1799 (b) 1825**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 46 x 51.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 18th c.
A New and Accurate Map of the Kingdom of Prussia and Polish Prussia from the Sieur Robert's Atlas with Improvements / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer / Gibson, J., engraver

Physical Description: 21.5 x 29 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 18th c.

La Prusse divisée en Royaume de Prusse proprement dit, et en Prusse Polonoise

Tardieu, P. F., engraver

Physical Description: 48.5 x 57.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 18th c.

La Prusse divisée en Prusse Ducale la quelle a été érigée en Royaume par l'Empereur Leopold en faveur de Frederic I Electr de Brandebourg ... couronné en Janvier 1701 / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766, cartographer / Delahaye, G., engraver

Physical Description: Watermark ; 45.5 x 62 cm.
purchase 1991

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 18th c.

Prussia

Archer, J., engraver(a) 1808 (b) 1814

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Text: brief history of Prussia ; each 23.5 x 28.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 19th c.

Prussia

Rapkin, engraver

Physical Description: 5 vignettes: Buildings and figures ; 26 x 33 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Prussia -- 19th c.

Theatrum Belli Rhenani ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1702

Physical Description: Inset: Source of the Rhine ; 56 x 48.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Rhine -- 17th & 18th c.
Call No: Germany 2099

S. R. I. Principatus Archiepiscopatus Salisburgensis ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /

Physical Description: Inset: Danube detail (area of Mauttern) ; 49 x 58.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Salzburg -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 3376

Circuli Saxoniae Superioris Pars Meridionalis ... Ducatus Saxoniae ... Episcopatus Hallensis / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer /

Physical Description: 49 x 57.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0880

A New Map of the Circle of Lower Saxony ... According to the Congress of Vienna1821

Physical Description: 47 x 52 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0847

Circulus Saxoniae Inferioris in quo sunt Ducatus Holsatiae, Meklenburgi ...
Episcopatus Hildesiae et Halberstad / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1690, ca.

Physical Description: CMC ; 49.5 x 57.5 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony, lower -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 1345 a, b

Le Cercle de la Basse Saxe subdivisé en Tous les Estats et Principautés qui le composent / (a) Sanson, N., 1600-1667; (b)Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / (a) 1681 (b) 1783

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; (a) 68 x 88, (b)45 x 64 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony, lower -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0281 a - b

Circulus Saxoniae Inferioris in omnes suos Status et Principatus accurate divisus ex conatibus. / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer /

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 47 x 56.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony, lower -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Germany 0012

Saxoniae Inferioris Circulus ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 1729-60, cartographer / 1740, ca.

Physical Description: 50 x 58 cm.
Jones, R. L. bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony, lower -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0276
Saxonia Superior, Pl. XXI / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: 38 x 49.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony, upper -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0305
Saxonia Superior, cum Lusatia et Misnia / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1664
Physical Description: Dutch text; Watermark ; 39.5 x 51 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony, upper -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0307
Circuli Super. Saxoniae pars Meridionalis sive Ducatus Electoratus ... / Zürner, A.
1680-1742, after Zollman, fl. 1717, cartographer / 1760, ca.
Physical Description: 47.5 x 54.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Saxony, upper -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0271
Ducatus Silesiae Grotganus cum Districtu Episcopali Nissensi Pl. XXX To John Nicholls Esq. of Trewane in Cornwall this Mapp is Humbly Dedicated by Moses Pitt / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: 50 x 39 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Silesia -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 1180
Ducatus Silesiae Grotganus cum Districtu Episcopali Nissensi Delineatore Iona Sculteto Silesio / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, cartographer / 1645
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Dedication to D. Ottoni Henrico de Radschin ; 39.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 200,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Silesia -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0291
Ducatus Silesiae -- (outer title): Tabula geographica generalis, Statui hodierno, ei nempe qui post pacem Dresdensem locum obtinet, adapta instaque Graduatione rectificata. / Mayer, Tobias, 1752-1830, cartographer / 1780, ca.
Physical Description: 46 x 54.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Silesia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0859
Sups et Inferioris Ducatus Silesiae in suos XVII Minores Principatus et Dominia -- (outer title): Carte Generale du Duche de Silesie ...1741
Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Breslaw ; 49.5 x 56.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Silesia -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 0900

Nova Mappa Geographica Totius Ducatus Silesiae / Lotter, T. C., 1717-1777, cartographer / 1758

Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Breslau with 38 keyed locations ; 48.5 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Silesia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0858

Superiores Alsatiae nec non Brisigaviæ et Suntgaviæ ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.?

Physical Description: 46 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 300,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- South -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0386

Circuli Sveviae / Hasius, J. M., 1684-1742, cartographer / 1743

Physical Description: 50.5 x 54.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0962

A Map of the Seat of War in the Southern part of Lusatia with part of Saxony etc. / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer /

Physical Description: 11.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0975

The South Part of GermanyGibson, J., engraver

Physical Description: Plate 117, No. 53, page 461 ; 27 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0915

Carte des Environs d'Engen et Stokach

Physical Description: Carte No. 5 ; 21 x 31 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- South -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0953

Carte du Pays compris entre l'Isar et l'Inn

Physical Description: Carte No. 15 ; 22 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- South -- 19th c.
Germany

**Call No:** Germany 0979  
**The South East Part of Germany ... / Moll, H., 1686-1745, cartographer / 1720, ca.?**  
Physical Description: 18 x 25 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- South East -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0978  
**The South West Part of Germany ... / Moll, H., 1686-1745, cartographer / 1720, ca.?**  
Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- South West -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0122  
**Stiria / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1636**  
Physical Description: English text ; 31 x 41.5 cm..Scale: 1:500,000  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- Stiria -- 16th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0155  
**Stiria Steyrmarchk / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1663**  
Physical Description: Spanish text; Watermark ; 37.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 400,000  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- Stiria -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Germany 1128  
**Le Cercle de Souabe subdivisé en tous les Estats qui le component / Sanson, N, 1600-1667, cartographer / Cordier, engraver**  
Physical Description: 46 x 65 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- Swabia -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Germany 0904  
**Partie Septentrionale de la Souabe / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1745?**  
Physical Description: 49 x 62.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- Swabia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Germany 2082  
**Circulus Suevicus in quo Ducatus Wirtenbergensis ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or, 1729-1760, cartographer /**  
Physical Description: 50 x 57 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Germany -- Swabia -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 3827
*Totius Sveviae*...

Physical Description: 14.5 x 20.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Swabia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0914
*Carte de la Souabe*

Physical Description: 22 x 31.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Swabia -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 1338
*A New Map of the Circle of Swabia Divided according to the Congress of Vienna*
*Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1825*

Physical Description: 46 x 52 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Swabia -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0106
*Nova et Accurata Transylvania Descriptio, Pl. XVI / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83*

Physical Description: 39.5 x 49.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Transylvania -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0389
*Nova et accurata Territorii Ulmensis cum Dominio Wainensi / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1740, ca.*

Physical Description: Inset: Grundund Abriss der Ulmischen Herrschaft zu Wain ; 48.5 x 57.5 cm..Scale: 1: 100,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Ulm -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0331
*Saxoniae Superioris Lusatiae Misniaeque Descriptio / Mercator, G., 1512-94; Jansson, cartographer / post 1585*

Physical Description: 35 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Upper Saxony -- 16th c.

Call No: Germany 0966
*A New Map of the Circle of Westphalia, Drawn from the best Authorities, Engraved (by the King's Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary* *Rollos, G., engraver*

Physical Description: 29 x 19 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Westphalia -- 18th c.
Call No: Germany 1123
Archiepiscopatus et Electoratus Trevirensis Novissima delineatio Exacte divisa in Omnes Suas Praefecturas in hac quoq. Tabula accurate describitur Eyfalia Tractus ...
/ de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680?
Physical Description: 48.5 x 59 cm., Scale: 1: 300,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- West -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0891
Waldecciae ac Finitimorum & Cansteiniani ... Eimelnodensis ... 1733
Physical Description: Dedicated to Carolo Augusto Friderico by I. Nicolai; 55 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- West -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 4943
Germany (Western) / Lowry, cartographer / 19th c.
Physical Description: Inset: Completion of Kingdom of Saxony; 43 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- western -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0472
Totius Circuli Westphalici Accurata descriptio, Pl. XXIV / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680-83
Physical Description: 40 x 54.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Westphalia -- 17th c.

Call No: Germany 0292 a, b
Circuli Westphaliae ...(a) n d (b) 1761
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 57 x 49 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Westphalia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 1563
Nova et Exacta Mappa Geographica exhibens Circulum Westphalicum ... / Lotter, T. C., 1717-1777, cartographer / 1758
Physical Description: 58 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Westphalia -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 4541
Nova Ducatus Westphaliae Tabula Accurate descripta et in Satrapiae Patriae Dedicata Ao 1706 / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1706
Physical Description: Latin text in panel and explanation of symbols; 47 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Germany -- Westphalia -- 18th c.
Germany

Call No: Germany 1336
A New Map of the Circle of Westphalia according to the Congress of Vienna / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1825
   Physical Description: 45.5 x 51.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Westphalia -- 19th c.

Call No: Germany 0390 1, 2
Ducatus Wurtenbergici / Mayer, M. J., 1608-1674, cartographer / 1710
   Physical Description: 2 sheets : (1) Ob der Staig, small view of Tubingen and 18 blazons; (2) Unt. der Staig, small view of Stuttgart and 14 blazons; Inset: Sylvae Hercinia (Basel east to Bodensee) Heraldry Magnetic variation of compass, Sept. 16, 1705; Dedication to Eberhardo Ludovico ; each 58 x 48.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Wurtemberg -- 18th c.

Call No: Germany 0304
Wirtenberg Ducatus / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1636
   Physical Description: English text ; 37 x 44.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Germany -- Wurttemburg -- 17th c.

Indies

Call No: Misc 3845
Hypsographische voorstelling van Java en Sumatra
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies

Call No: Indies 1974
An Accurate Map of India beyonf the Ganges with the Oriental Islands generally call'd East India: from the latest improvements / R. W. Seale, artist ; / R. W. Seale, engraver1762
   Physical Description: Several notes on Anson, 1743 ; 28 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- archipel,Malay -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3930 a, b
Eastern Islands or Malay Archipelago (ca. 1836)
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- archipelago

Call No: Isl 3932
Indian Archipelago (from Br. & Dutch Govts & Royal Geog. Society)
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- archipelago
**Call No:** Indies 0095

**Carte d'une Partie de la Chine, les Isles Philippines, de la Sonde, Moluques, de Papoesi, etc.** Condet, engraver post 1757

- Physical Description: 54 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 8 mill.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- archipelago -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 3412

**Archipel des Indes Orientales, qui comprend les Isles de la Sond, Moluques et Philippines tirée des Cartes du Neptune Oriental par le Sr Robert ... / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer / Guill. Delahaye, engraver 1750

- Physical Description: Inset: Isles Marianes ou des Larons; Watermark ; 48 x 59 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- archipelago -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 4803

**A New and Accurate Map of Bengal Drawn from the best Authorities, by Thos. Kitchin Geographer / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1760

- Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- Bengal -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 4951

**Burmah, Siam, Annam, etc. / Weller, cartographer / Weller, engraver 19th c.

- Physical Description: 45 x 30.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3931

**East India Islands

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- East India Isl.

**Call No:** Indies 1638

**To the Officers in the Honorable East India Company's Service This Outline Chart intended for their Use to prick off a Ship's Track Is most respectfully dedicated by their Obliged and most Grateful Servant W. Heather / Heather, W., fl. 1795-1801, cartographer / Stephenson, engraver 1797

- Physical Description: MS note: Sailed from Portsmouth 12th March 1800 Arrived at Madras 17 July 1800; Track shown ; 64.5 x 120.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- hemisphere -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 1124
Sinus Gangeticus vulgo Golfo de Bengala Nova Descriptio / (Mercator, Hondius); Jansson, J., 1596-1664, cartographer / 1650
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 47 x 54 cm. Scale: 1: 4 mill.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 17th c.

Call No: Indies 1858
Presqu'Isle de l'inde deça la Gange, ou sont les Royaumes, de Decan, de Golconde. de Bisnagar, et le Malabar.. Par N. Sanson d'Abbeville le Geographe du Roy / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer /
Physical Description: Inset: Le Malabar avec Tous les Royaumes qui sont sur sa Coste, dans la Terre et dans les Montagnes; 19 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 17th c.

Call No: Indies 0153
Coromandel / Haywood, artist ; / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / Bowen, engraver1788
Physical Description: 46.5 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 0272
Partie Occidentale d'une Partie d'Asie ou sont Iles de Zocotora, de l'Amirante Carte Particulièr d'une Partie d'Asie ou sont Andmaon, Ceylan, les Maldives / Sanson, N., cartographer / 1708 ?
Physical Description: 60 x 85 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1512 1, 2 OS
The East Indies, with the Roads / Jefferys, T., 1695 (?) -1771, cartographer / 1768
Physical Description: 2 sheets [Upper half, Lower half]: (2) 54.5 x 139 cm.; (1) 53 x 136.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1513 1 ab, 2 ab
(a - 1, 2) Coromandel -- (b - 1, 2) Bowles's New Pocket Map of the Coromandel Coast... / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782; Bowles, (?) Carrington, 1724-93, cartographer / (a) 1753
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 4 sheets: (a) each sheet 48.5 x 50 cm., B & W, published in Paris, 1753; (b) each sheet 48 x 56 cm., B & W, published in London, n.d. (? 1785); see below.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 1592

A Map of the Peninsula of India ... Madras, Pondicherry, Carnatic or Nabob of Arcots ... Mysore or Hyder Allys ... Tanjore; Tonjimans ... Provinces of Madura, Tinivelly, Great & Little Morawar, Kingdom of Vissiapoor with Island of Ceylon

No Lodge, engraver

Physical Description: 38 x 27.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1593

An Accurate Map of the Coast of Coromandel from the River Pennar, to Pondicherri

Physical Description: 25.5 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1594

An Accurate Map of the Coast of Coromandel, from Fort St. David to Cape Comorin

Physical Description: 33.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1595

The Carnatic from the Pennar to the Colenoon ... With the Western Mountains and part of Mysore. Cheevers, engraver

Physical Description: Writing by W. Harrison; 48.5 x 44.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1596

A New and Accurate Map of Bengal ... Drawn from the Best Authorities / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer

Physical Description: 18.5 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1597

Map of the Zemidarry of Benares, with the Adjacent Parts of Bahar, Owd and Boon Del Cund

No Lodge, engraver

Physical Description: 24.5 x 34.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.
Indies

Call No: Indies 1598

Nieuwe Kaart van T Keyzer Ryk van den Grooten Mogol / ? Keyzer, artist ; / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer / 1730?
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 29 x 37 cm..Scale: 1: 12.5 mill.?
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1601

A Description of East India Containing the Empire of the Great Mogul
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 27 x 30.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1602

A Map of the Upper Provinces of India, taken from Golconda, from the best Authorities J. Lodge, engraver 1786
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 41.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1603

Bengal with its Division, and the Adjacent Countries
   Physical Description: 36.5 x 52 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1604

A Correct Map of Bengal and the Adjacent Countries mostly from Actual Surveys 1785
   Physical Description: 39.5 x 55.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1605

Stato del Mogol con l’Isole di Ceilan e Maldive / Zatta, A., 1757-1797, cartographer / 1785
   Physical Description: 42 x 32 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 1609
The Countries of Indostan East of Delhi by Major James Rennell late Surveyor General to the East India Company in Bengal / Rennell, Major James, fl. 1773-84, cartographer / J. Cheevers, engraver 1778
   Physical Description: Writing by W. Harrison; 30 x 38 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1610
A Map of Part of the River Ganges, Jumna, Goomty and Gogra with the Names of the several places from whence the Views where taken in this work. Copied by permission of Major Rennall from his most Valuable Map / Rennell, Major James, fl. 1773-84, cartographer / 1780, ca.
   Physical Description: Watermarks (very good); 32 x 46.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1622 1, 2
A Map of the Coast of Coromandel, from the River Gadevari to Cape Comorin (incl. Ceylon) / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782; Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / T. Kitchin, engraverpost 1758
   Physical Description: 2 sheets; each 50 x 39.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1636
Hindoostan / Rennell, Major James, fl. 1773-84, cartographer / J. Phillips, engraver 1782
   Physical Description: Writing by J. Harrison; 79 x 79.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1674 a, b
Hind, Hindoostan or India / de la Rochette, L. S., fl. 1795, cartographer / Wm. Palmer, engraver(a) 1788 (b) 1800
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Credits given in advertisement; 70.5 x 53 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1706
A Chart of the Coast of Persia, Guzarat, Malabar ... Drawn from the French Chart of the Eastern Ocean Publish'd in 1740 by Order of the Count de Maurepas G. Child, engraverpost 1740
   Physical Description: Watermark; Pl. 93 No. 34 p. 149; 25.5 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 1712
Plan of Nagercoil and Neyoor Districts South Travancore
Physical Description: 21 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1817 a, b
Carte des Côtes de Malabar et de Coromandel -- (b) outer title: Orarum Malabariae / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1700-1740, ca.
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, outline color ; 45 x 56.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1818
Indostan, etc.post 1792?
Physical Description: Key to divisions numbered on map ; 13.5 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1819 a, b
(a) Indoustan or Etats du Mogol (b) (added to above title) Avec les établissements Français / Robert de Vaugondy, G. or D. (?), cartographer / (a) 1749 (b) 1750?
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) outline color Pl. 116, Pag. 582 ; 20.5 x 16.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1822
An Accurate Map of Hindoostan Shewing the Territories ceded by Tippoo to the different Powers
Physical Description: 27.5 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1823 a, b, c
India Proper or the Empire of the Great Mogul / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1712 - 1729
Physical Description: 3 similar maps ; 25 x 18.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 1827
A Map of Hindoostan or the Mogul Empire from the latest Surveys
J. Cary, engraver
1792
Physical Description: 29.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1830 1, 2
Carte de l'Inde en deçà du Gange comprenant L'Indoustan etc Suivant les Cartes les plus recentes Conciliees avec les Relations et les Détails Géographie enserés dans l'Histoire Général des Voyages e Feuille ... 1752 -- Suite de la Carte de L'Inde en deçà du Gange Ile Feuille, Comprendant la Presqu'Isle de l'Inde Pour servir à l'Histoire Générale des Voyages / Bellin, N., 1703-1702, cartographer / 1752
Physical Description: 2 sheets : (2) Watermark ; (1) 23.5 x 34.5 cm.; (2) 22.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1833
A Map of Indostan or the Great Mogul's Empire / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer
Physical Description: Watermark ; 29 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1834
Hindoostan
Neele, engraver
1799
Physical Description: 40.5 x 34.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1836
A General Map of Indostan or the Great Mogul's Empire with the Adjacent Countries
Thos Kitchin, engraver
Physical Description: 37.5 x 36 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1837
Map for Mr Pennant's View of Hindoostan
Palmer, engraver
Physical Description: 43.5 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 1839
A General Map of India within the Ganges
T. Kitchin, engraver 1779
Physical Description: 34.5 x 34.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1841
The East Indies including more particularly the British Dominions on the Continent of India ... supplement to his Tables of Chronology / Blair, Rev. John, cartographer / T. Kitchin, engraver 1773
Physical Description: After No. 56; Watermark (Whatman) ; 43 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1868
The Peninsula of India, from the Kistnah river to Cape Comorin; from the latest Authorities. Exhibiting its Political Division according to the Partition Treaty made at Seringapatam / Rennell, J., fl. 1773-84, cartographer / 1792
Physical Description: Colors explained: Red, cessions to the British; Orange, to Nizam; Green, to Mahrattas; Those of 1799 shewn by a continuous line, and of 1792 by a broken line of color, Mysore, purple ; 49 x 43.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 3249 OS
The Kingdoms of Bengal, Bahàr, and parts of Orissa ... Conquered Provinces of Ilahabâd, Owd & Banâras ... Mogul Emperor ... Nabôb ... / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Dedication to Lord North, Harley, et al. by William Bolts ; 59.5 x 102.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 3250 a, b OS
A Map of Bengal, Oude & Allahabad with part of Agra and Delhi ... Ganges -- To John Stables Esqr One of the Supreme Council of Bengal this Map is Engraved from the Original Drawing on the same scale in the Possession of the Honble East India Company...late Mr Dury... respectfully... William Faden / (b) Rennell, James, F.R.S., cartographer / (a) 1786 (b) 1837
Physical Description: 3 sheets : (b) This Map is Engraved from the Original Drawing, on the same scale, in the Possession of the Honble East India Company ; 71 x 106 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 18th c.
Indies

Call No: Indies 3858

Sketch to illustrate the "Defense of British India from Russian Invasion".

Physical Description: 38 x 53.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 3885

[Asia; Part of India, Persia, Tibet, and Tartary Examined and Rectified by Mr Bolton] / Bolton, cartographer /

Physical Description: only the upper right section of a larger map; plate 5 part 1 ; 40 x 42 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 9300

The Countries of Coromandel from the Coleroon to Cape Comorin Madura and Tinivelly from Maps composed for the East India Company / Call, John, Chief Engineer, cartographer / 1778

Physical Description: Watermark ; 49 x 44.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 3875 1,2 a,b OS

Map of the Peninsula of India from the 19th Degree of North Latitude to Cape Comorin(a) 1795-1800

Physical Description: 2 similar 2-sheet maps ( 4 sheets ) : (b) published 1835-36 ; sheet 49 x 82.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 18th-19th c.

Call No: Indies 1627

Map of GujeratE. Whymper, engraver

Physical Description: 20.5 x 27 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 1675 OS

[India] -- To the Right Honorable John Sullivan, M.P. one of His Majesty's Commissioners for the Affairs of India, whose Life has been devoted to the improvement of the British Interests in the East ... This Map of India is inscribed by his sincere and affectionate friend, A. Allan, Baker Street London March 1818 / Arrowsmith, cartographer / 1818

Physical Description: Note: This map is a reduction from Arrowsmith's improved Map of India corrected up to this date and to which this may be considered an Index. ; 78.5 x 66.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Indies 1764  
**Bokhara, Cabool, Beloochistan, etc. 1838**  
Physical Description: 40.5 x 33.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1820  
**A Map of the Parts of India mentioned in Dr. Fryars Travels**  
Physical Description: Page 50; 28 x 18 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1821 a, b  
**Hindoostan(b) A. Findlay, engraver**  
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Inset: I. of Ceylon; 25 x 20 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1824  
**India / Wm. Hughes, artist; / Wm. Hughes, engraver**  
Physical Description: 31 x 22.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1825  
**British India / Wray, artist; / Rapkin, J., cartographer / Greatbach, engraver**  
Physical Description: 4 vignettes; 34 x 25 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1826 1, 2  
**Northern India including the Residency of Calcutta -- Southern India including the Residencies of Bombay & Madras / Wray&Kernot, artist / Rapkin, cartographer /**  
Physical Description: 2 sheets; (1) 25 x 32 cm.; (2) 33.5 x 23.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1832  
**Hindoostan or India from the best Authorities**  
Physical Description: Plate XXI; 19 x 21.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Indies -- India -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Indies 1838

*A New Map of Indostan or East Indies agreeable to the latest Authorities, by T. Kitchin Geogr Hydrographer to his Majesty / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer /

Physical Description: 34 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1843

*India from Authorities principally for the use of Officers of the Army of India 1831 / J. Dower, artist ; / J. Dower, engraver1831*

Physical Description: 66 x 45 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1844

*HindoostanJ. & G. Menzies, engraver1817*

Physical Description: Inset: Isle of Ceylon; Panel:Section of the Ganges (panel 46 x 21 cm.) - View of Course of Ganges through the dry season - Inland Navigation of the River Ganges; ; map 46 x 39.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1845

*India shewing the Post Roads and Dawk Stations. / Wyld, James, 1790-1836 or 1812-1837, cartographer /

Physical Description: 77 x 52.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1846

*HindoostanNeele, engraver1811*

Physical Description: Drawn by Hobert under Mr. Pinkerton's direction ; 62 x 50.5 cm. .

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1982

*A Plan of Bombay Harbour principally Illustrative of the Entrance:Constructed from measured Bases and a Series of Angles, taken in 1803 & 4 / Horsburgh, J., 1762-1836, cartographer / 1806-21*

Physical Description: Inset: Silhouette view of land from harbour entrance from Extensive explanations; Dedication to Hon. Jonathan Duncan, Esq., Governor of Bombay ; 61.5 x 94.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Call No: Indies 3248 O S
Map of India ... Civil & Military Stations... / Grindlay, cartographer / 1837
   Physical Description: Table of distances; Military & Civil Stations, Collectorates, Zillahs; Dedication to Sir James Rivett Carnac ; 94 x 66 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 3922
The British Possessions in the East Indies with the Dependent States and Countries Adjacent / Johnson, J. Hugh, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Inset: So. India & Ceylon ; 41.5 x 53 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 3928
Farther India or Chin India and N. W. Oceanica or Malaysia
   Physical Description: 20 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 3999 a, b
India I and Ceylon(a) 1831 (b) 1852
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Cox, London ; 28 x 35 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4000
[India II (south) -- Madras Presidency]1831
   Physical Description: 26.5 x 34.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4001
[India III (west central) -- Bombay Presidency]1831
   Physical Description: 27 x 36.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4002 a, b
[India IV (east central)](a) 1832
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Cox, 1852 ; 28 x 36 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Indies

Call No: Indies 4003 a, b, c

[India V (upper west central)](a) 1833
   Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (b) published by Chapman & Hall, 1833; (c) published by Cox, 1852 ; 36.5 x 29.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4004 a, b

[India VI (central)](a) 1833
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Cox, 1852 ; 28 x 36.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4005 a, b, c

[India VII (upper east central)](a) 1832
   Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (b) published by Chapman & Hall, 1832; (c) published by Cox, 1852 ; 28 x 37.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4006 a, b

[India VIII (east)](a) 1831
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Chapman & Hall, 1831 ; 36.5 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4007 a, b

[India IX (northwest)]1833
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Cox, 1852 ; 28 x 36 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4008 a, b, c

[India X (north central)]1834
   Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (b) published by Chapman & Hall, 1834; (c) published by Cox, 1852 ; 28 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India -- 19th c.
[India XI (north)](a) 1834
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Chapman & Hall, 1836 ; 27 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

The Countries between British India and Russian Asia 1878
Physical Description: 24 x 36 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

A Language Map of India 1875
Physical Description: Insets (drawn on the same scale), Part of Malay Peninsula, England ; 19 x 11.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

India
Physical Description: 29 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

India
Physical Description: 30 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Hindoostan 1856, ca.
Physical Description: 30.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Hindoostan
Physical Description: 28.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Call No: Indies 4076

Northern India / Rapkin, cartographer /

Physical Description: 6 vignettes; 25.5 x 32 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4077 a, b

Cabool, The Punjab and Beloochistan

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: 3 vignettes; (b) published by London P. & P. Co.; 27 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4078

Hindoostan

Physical Description: 37 x 27 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4079

[Panoramic, or bird's eye view of India]

Physical Description: Tables of distances - from Calcutta, from Bombay, from Madras; 38 x 30.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4080

India (1842 with additions to 1850) / Cruchley, G. F., fl. 1822-75, cartographer / 1842-50

Physical Description: 24; 46.5 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4081

India Section I (Northwest)

Physical Description: 42.5 x 32.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4081

India (Section 1)

Physical Description: 42.5 x 32.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Call No: Indies 4082
India Section II (Northeast)
Physical Description: Inset: Hugli River, Calcutta and northward; 33 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4082
India (Section 2)
Physical Description: Inset: Hugli River, Calcutta and northward; 33 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4084
The Panjab with part of Afghanistan, Kashmeer, Sinde, etc. 1839
Physical Description: 41 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4085
Vorder - Indien oder das Indo - Britische Reich 1855
Physical Description: 35 x 40.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4086
Simla and the Hills as far as Koonawur
Physical Description: 2 maps; 39.5 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4087
Map of India shewing the Proposed Route of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales for London Illustrated News
Physical Description: 46 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Call No: Indies 4088

India with References to the Calcutta Gazettes Extraordinary from August to December 1803 -- (outer title): Bengal Papers relative to the Marhatta War in 1803 / [Arrowsmith?], cartographer / 1803?

Physical Description: Keys to military operations by district, commander and date.; Explanation of identifying numbers.; See Calcutta Gazettes Extraordinary, pp 266 - 296.6 ; 53 x 51.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4089

British India Northern Part1817

Physical Description: Large insets: Cabul, Nepaul ; 51 x 59.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4090

British India Southern Part1817

Physical Description: 51 x 59.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4091

The Great Indian Peninsula Railway Company

Physical Description: Large inset: Island of Bombay; shows Great Indian Peninsula Railway; other railways; under construction State Railways in progress and surveyed ; 73 x 53 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4093

(a) Damão (Portuguese) -- (b) Ilha de Diu (verso)

Physical Description: (a) 14 x 14 cm.; (b) 9 x 14 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4095

Province of Tinnevelly, India1876

Physical Description: 18 x 11.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Call No: Indies 4098
India
  Physical Description: Inset: Scale sample; 20.5 x 24.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4099
North India
  Physical Description: Inset: Scale sample; 20 x 25 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4100
South India
  Physical Description: Inset: Scale sample; 19.5 x 25.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4101
South India
  Physical Description: 26.5 x 20.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4102
The Bombay Presidency -- The Madras Presidency with Ceylon / Hughes, cartographer /
  Physical Description: 2 maps; 22.30.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4103
The Bengal Presidency
  Physical Description: 24.5 x 30 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4104
The Afghan Border Lands and the Passes to India 1892
  Physical Description: 20.5 x 25.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Tea Districts of India
Call No: Indies 4105
Physical Description: 21 x 28 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Peninsula of India 1808
Call No: Indies 4107
Physical Description: 35.5 x 26.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Hindoostan / [Lizars?], cartographer / Menzies, engraver
Call No: Indies 4109
Physical Description: Inset: Isle of Ceylon; No. 41 ; 45.5 x 39 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

A New Map of Hindoostan from the Latest Authorities / Cary, J., 1754-1835 or 1791-1852, cartographer / (a)1806 with corrections to 1821; (b)1821
Call No: Indies 4110 a, b
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 47 x 51 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

India / Weller, cartographer / 19th c.
Call No: Indies 4950 I, II
Physical Description: 2 sheets ; 30 x 44 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

An Improved Map of India compiled from the latest documents corrected to 1838 / Major James Rennell, cartographer / J. & C. Walker, engraver 1838
Call No: Indies 4968
Physical Description: 92 x 81 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.

Map of the Routes in India, with Tables of Distances between the Principal Towns & Military Stations 1857
Call No: Indies 4969
Physical Description: Tables: Bengal & Agra, Bombay Presidency, Madras Presidency ; 78.5 x 64 cn.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- 19th c.
Call No: Indies 0148

Ad Antiquam Indiae Geographiam Tabula / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1788

Physical Description: Inset: Taprobana (Sri Lanka) ; 45 x 38 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- antiquity

Call No: Indies 1709

India Vetus intra et extra Gangem / Sanson, N., cartographer /

Physical Description: on same sheet as Indies 1710 ; 21 x 27.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- antiquity

Call No: Indies 1842 a, b, c

(a) Ad Antiquam Indiae ... -- (b) Ancient India -- (c) Indiae / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (b) Neele; (c) B. Davies, engraver(a) 1788; (b) 1791

Physical Description: 3 similar maps : Inset: (a b c) Ptolemaicae Tabulae ; (a) 45.5 x 38 cm.; (b) 36 x 37 cm.; (c) 43.5 x 37.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- antiquity

Call No: Indies 3822

India Vetus

Physical Description: 14.5 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India -- antiquity

Call No: Indies 0038

India Tercera Nuova Tavola / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 16th c.

Call No: Indies 0a86

A New Map of East India / Speed, J., 1552 1629, cartographer / F. Lamb, engraver1676

Physical Description: English text ; 38.5 x 50.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 17th c.

Call No: Indies 0092

A New Map of India and China From the latest Observations / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1720, ca.

Physical Description: Watermark; Wall of China shown; Pacific islands identified by references to Dudley and his Arcano del Mare; Dedication To the Honourable the Directors of the East India Company, This Map is Humbly Inscribed ; 49.5 x 59 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 0335 OS
A Map of the East Indies and the adjacent countries ... Settlements, Factories and Territories / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1715, ca.
   Physical Description: Insets: Views of Goa and Surat, Plans of Bantam, Batavia, Fort St. George & city of Madras; Many explanatory notes ; 61.5 x 102 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 0433 1, 2
Carte des Indes Orientales: India, China, Malaysia--China, Borneo, Philippines, Molucca, Celebes, etc. / Mayer, T., 1752-1830; D'Apres de Mannevillette 1707-80, cartographer / 1748
   Physical Description: 2 sheets : Watermark on sheet 1 ; 52 x 43.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1429 1, 2 OS
Carte de l'Inde Dressée pour la Compagnie de l'Inde / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1752
   Physical Description: 2 sheets : Insets: (1) Negraïs, Riv. d'Aracan & Sirian, Archipel. de Morghi, Environs de Junk Selon; (2) Entrée du Gange, Environs de Goa & d'Ashem ; (1) 41 x 103.5 cm.; (2) 49.5 x 104 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1535
A General Map of the East Indies from the Latest Surveys1762
   Physical Description: 30.5 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1606
Le Indie Orientali e il loro Arcipelago ... Venezia 1784 con Privilegio dell'Ecc ~ mo Senato / Zatta, A., 1757-97, cartographer / 1784
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 33.5 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1607 1, 2, 3, 4
Indie Orientali de quà e di la dal Gange col loro Arcipelago Title cartouche on Foglio III / Zatta A., 1757-1797, cartographer / G. Pitteri, engraver1784, ca.
   Physical Description: 4 sheets : Watermark on each sheet ; each 31 x 41 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.
Indies

Call No: Indies 1759

A New Map of the East Indies Taken from Mr de Fer's map of Asia Shewing their Chief Divisions, Cities, Towns, Ports, Rivers, Mountains, etc. / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / Sutton Nichols, engraver 1700, ca.

Physical Description: Dedication to William Duke of Glocester; 36 x 48.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1850 a, b

East Indies

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; each 18 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1862

A New Map of the East Indies / Bayly, J., cartographer / 1782

Physical Description: Inset: Ganges mouths and delta; 23.5 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1865

A Map of the East Indies from the best Authorities / Lodge, engraver 1780

Physical Description: Watermark; 28 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1976

A General Map of the East Indies from the Latest Surveys / Blair, J., cartographer / 1762

Physical Description: 30.5 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1977

Les Indes Orientales et leur Archipel ... / Bonne, R., 1727-95, cartographer / 1780

Physical Description: No. 26; 32.5 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1804

A Map of the East Indies by John Blair L.L.D. & F.R.S. as a Supplement to his Tables of Chronology / Blair, J., cartographer / 1780

Physical Description: Inset: Philippine Islands; Watermark; 42.5 x 56 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 19th c.
Indies

Call No: Indies 3874
[Indian Ocean, India, Malaysia, archipelago] / Muhlen, cartographer / van Baarsel, engraver
Physical Description: 29 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 1972
Indiae Orientalis et Insularum Adiacentium Antiquae Nova Descriptio
Physical Description: Tab. 38 ; 22 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, archipelago -- antiquity

Call No: Indies 5001
Undecima Asiae Tabula (India, Burma, Malay Peninsula) / Waldseemuller, M., b. ca 1470, cartographer / 1513
Physical Description: Woodcut; Watermark ; 39 x 52 cm.
Margaret C. Sowers gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Burma... -- 15th c.

Call No: Indies 1840
[This Great Promontory, or Mogul Peninsula, was by the Antients called the West Peninsula of India, that of Malaya being the East. Otherwise called the West or East of the Ganges] / Bolton, cartographer / R. W. Seale, engraver
Physical Description: only the lower right section of a larger map; plate 4 part 1 : Note: That called Adam's Bridge is a long Bank of Rocks and Sand, supposed to be the Ruins of a Storm which in that manner parted Ceilon from ye Continent ; 38.5 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India: Ceylon -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 4010
[India XII (Index Map)]1835
Physical Description: (index map to Nos. 1399 - 4009 inclusive) ; 40 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India: index -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 1599
Les Indes Orientales où sont distingués les Empires et Royaumes qu'elles contiennent tirées du Neptune Oriental par le Sieur Robert / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766, cartographer / Delahaye, engraver1751
Physical Description: Watermark ; 48.5 x 56.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Indies 1831

**An Accurate Map of India / Rollos, G, fl. 1759-79, cartographer /**

Physical Description: Watermark ; 27 x 33 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1835 a, b

(a) Present East Indies -- (b) India in General, 1793

(a & b) Neele, engraver(a) 1791; (b) 1793

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Inset: References to the Sea Fights; (b) Drawn by J. Haywood; Watermark on (a) ; each 34.5 x 37 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1974

**An Accurate Map of India beyond the Ganges, with the Oriental Islands: generally call'd East India: from the latest Improvements / R. W. Seale, artist ; / R. W. Seale, engraver1762**

Physical Description: Notes on Anson, 1743 ; 28 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 3411

**A New General Map of the East Indies ... T. Jefferys ... with additions from the Actual Surveys made by Majr James Rennell FRS / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1794**

Physical Description: 56.5 x 69.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1829

**An Accurate Map of the East Indies from the latest Improvements and Regulated by Astronomical Observations**

Physical Description: 20.5 x 29 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1861 a, b

**An Accurate Map of the East Indies from the latest Improvements and Regulated by Astronomica; Observations**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Watermark ; 20.5 x 29 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 19th c.
Call No: Indies 1864 a, b, c
(a & c) Route Exacte de Gamron à Batavia et de Batavia à Gamron -- (b) De Nette Koers Wysing van de reys van Gamron na Batavia ...

Physical Description: 3 similar maps ; (a & b) 24 x 31 cm.; (c) 17 x 22 cm. .

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 3821

India Orientalis

Physical Description: 19 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4083

Johnson's Hindoostan or British India

Physical Description: Inset plans of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras; Vignette: Calcutta Government House & Treasury ; 31.5 x 42 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 4108

Hindoostan or India / Russell, J., cartographer /

Physical Description: 17 historical references ; 39.5 x 45 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 1828

Carte de l'Inde Primitive

Physical Description: 21.5 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Malaysia -- antiquity

Call No: Indies 3947

Orientis Tabula (Suez to Ganges)1807

Physical Description: 22.5 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India, Mid East -- antiquity

Call No: Indies 4659

Bradshaw's Railway Map of India10th c.

Physical Description: Inset: Continuation of the Eastern Provinces (Further India); Keyed references ; 61 x 50 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- India railways -- 19th c.
Indies

**Call No:** Indies 1635 1, 2 OS
**Strait of Malacca To Capt. Charles Christopher McIntosh; and Commanders of Ships Trading from Bombay to China, in testimony of the assistance afforded by a liberal communication of their Journals and Remarks; this Chart is inscribed by their most Obliged James Horsburgh / Horsburgh, J., 1762-1836, cartographer / J. Walker, engraver 1806-21

- Physical Description: 2 sheets : Descriptive Notes on sheet 2 ; 61.5 x 78 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- Malacca Strait -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1859
**Partie de l'Inde au delà du Gange -- Presqu' - Isle de l'Inde au delà du Gange / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer /

- Physical Description: 1 sheet, 2 maps ; 19 x 25 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- Malaysia -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1507
**Seconde Partie de la Carte d'Asie contenant la Chine et partie de la Tartarie, l'Inde au de là du Gange, les Isles Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Moluques, Philippines, et du Japon, MDCCCLII / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1752

- Physical Description: Lower half only ; 48 x 69.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- Malaysia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1530
**India beyond Ganges Agreeable to Modern History / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1715, ca.?

- Physical Description: 26 x 20.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- Malaysia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1848
**Presqu'Isle de l'Inde au dela du Gange, où sont les Rmes d'Ava, de Siam, de Tong - king, de Cochinchine, de Camboge, etc., Par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy Fils de Mr Robert Géog. ord. du Roi Avec Privilege 1749 / Robert de Vaugondy, fils (Didier), 1723-1786, cartographer / 1749

- Physical Description: 20.5 x 16.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- Malaysia -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Indies 1866
**A General Map of India, including the Empire of Hindostan, with the Kingdom of Bengal & its other dependencies / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1778

- Physical Description: 34 x 38.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Indies -- Malaysia -- 18th c.
Call No: Indies 3886

The East Peninsula of India; Second Part of Asia Being China, part of India and Tartary; the Islands of Sonda. Molucka, Philippin, Japan etc. Performed by Mr Danville under the Noble Favor of the Duke of Orleans. Revised and Improved by Mr Bolton MDCCCLV / d’Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782; Bolton, cartographer / Seale, engraver1755

Physical Description: lower left section only; plate 8 ; 49 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- Malaysia -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 3928

Farther India or Chin India and N. W. Oceanica or Malaysia

Physical Description: 128 ; 20 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- Malaysia -- 18th c.

Call No: Indies 1567

Carte de l’Inde au-delà du Gange comprenant les Royaumes de Siam, de Tunquin, Pegu, Ava, Aracan etc.

Physical Description: Tome IX in 4o No. 8; Tome 6 in 8o page 1 ; 26 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 1863

A Sketch of the Birman Empire from a Map of India extra Ganges by Dalrymple, Communicated for this work by the Author / Dalrymple, A., 1737-1808, cartographer / J. Walker, engraver1800

Physical Description: 24 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 3916

South Eastern Asia Birmah China Japan1848

Physical Description: 34 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 3953

China and the Eastern Peninsula or Indo - China / Stanford, E., 19th c., cartographer / 19th c.

Physical Description: Inset: Mouth of the Yang - tse - Kiang ; 32 x 24 cm..Scale: 1:16,000,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Indies -- Malaysia, China -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Indies 1710</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persarum seu Parthorum Imperium in Duodeviginti Regna / Sanson, N., cartographer /</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: on same sheet as 1709 ; 21 x 27.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indies -- Persia -- antiquity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Indies 4835</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overland Routes to India: Upper half: England to Suez and Aleppo; Lower half: Suez and Aleppo to Bombay, Ceylon, Madras and Calcutta1850, ca.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Vignettes: London Post Office, Suez, Bombay, Gibraltar, Aden, Madras, Malta, The Mail crossing the Desert (camels) ; 33 x 25 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indies -- routes to India -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Indies 1045</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harbour of Trincomalay1803</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 24 x 34 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indies -- Sri Lanka -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Indies 4068</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chart of the Pearl Fishery in the Gulf of Manaar on the Island of Ceylon1803</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 23 x 34.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indies -- Sri Lanka -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Wat 3846</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strait of Sunda</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indies -- Sunda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Islands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Isl 1112</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sketches of the Island of Santo Paulo, commonly called Amsterdam, in the Indian Ocean -- View of the Island of Santo Paulo, or Amsterdam, the Conical Rock near the entrance of the Crater bearing West, distant one Mile / Barrow, J., cartographer / W. Skelton, engraver1796</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Keyed references ; 39.5 x 51 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Call No:** Isl 3823

Insular Aliquot Aegaei Antiqua Descrip Ex Conatibus geographicis Abrahami Ortelij
[Sardinia & Corsica -- Euboea -- Rhodus -- Rhenia -- Icarea -- Chios -- Lemnos -- Samus
-- Ceos -- Lesbos] / after Ortelius, cartographer /

Physical Description: 16 x 21 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Aegean -- antiquity

---

**Call No:** Isl 0122

Insular aliquot Aegaei Maris Antiqua Descrip. Ex conatibus geographicis Abrahami
Ortelij Antwerpiani Cyprus...cum privilegio decennali 1584 (Rhenia, Chios, Rhodes,
Icaria, Lemos, Lesbos, Samus et al.) / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1624

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 36 x 47.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.5 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Aegean islands -- 17th c.

---

**Call No:** Isl 1116

A Correct Map of the African Islands of Bourbon, Mauritius or the Isle of France
Lodge, engraver1781

Physical Description: Watermark ; 28 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- African -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Isl 3287

Map of the Island of Antigua for the History of the West Indies by Bryan Edwards
Esqr. / Edwards, B., 1743-1800, cartographer / 1794

Physical Description: 18.5 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Antigua -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Isl 1172

Antigua

Physical Description: lower right corner of larger map ; 26.5 x 35.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Antigua -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Isl 3268

AntiguaKirkwood & Son, engraver1816

Physical Description: 26 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Antigua -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Mil 3625

Carte des Antilles, 1822

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Antilles
Chart of the Asiatic Islands ... Exhibiting the several Passages between the Indian and Pacific Oceans / [Arrowsmith?], cartographer / Lowry, engraver 1802

Physical Description: 21 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Asiatic -- 19th c.

Islands in the Atlantic: Madeira, Bermuda, Azores, Canary, Cape Verde / H. Winkler, artist ; / Rapkin, J., cartographer /

Physical Description: 5 vignettes ; 35.5 x 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Atlantic -- 19th c.

Islands in the Atlantic: Azores, Canary, Falkland, Cape de Verde, Faeroe, Madeira, Princes, Fernando Po, Anno Bon, St. Thomas, Bermuda, Trinidad, Fernando Noronha, Ascension, St. Helena, Tristan d'Acunha, & C. Walker, engraver 1836

Physical Description: Information about discoveries, population, etc. ; 40 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Atlantic Ocean -- 19th c.

Chart of Port Mornington (Bother'em Bay) and Adjacent Islands / Outhett, cartographer / Cooper, engraver 1809

Physical Description: 22.5 x 38 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Australia -- 19th c.

 Açores Insulae ... / Ortelius, A., 1527-1592, cartographer / 1592

Physical Description: Watermark; Latin text ; 33 x 46.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.7 mill.

Jones, R. L., bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Azores -- 16th c.

 Açores Insulae ... Anno A Christo Nato (I) I) LXXXIII, Privilegio Imp. et Reg. Maest. nec non Ordinum Belgicot ad decennium ... / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598

Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 33 x 47 cm..Scale: 1: 1.7 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Azores -- 16th c.

 Açores Insulae ... Anno A Christo Nato MDLXXXIII, Privilegio Imp. et Reg. Maiest. nec non Ordinum Belgico, ad decennium ... / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598

Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 33 x 47 cm..Scale: 1: 1.7 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Azores -- 16th c.
**Call No:** Isl 1978  
**Les Isles Terçeres / Duval, Pierre d'Abbeville, 1619-1683, cartographer / Somer, engraver 1670, ca.**  
Physical Description: Inset: Description particulière de la Terçere; Note concerning various names given these islands.; Watermark (grapes) See Heawood #2427; 32.5 x 44 cm.

CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Islands -- Azores -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3493  
**Insulae Balearides et Pytiusae ... Joannes Janssonius Excutid / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, cartographer / Sijmons, engraver 1637**  
Physical Description: 38.5 x 50 cm; Scale: 1: 1 mill.

CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Islands -- Balearic -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3495  
**Carte des Isles de Maiorque Minorque et D'Yvice ... Grave par Tobie Conrad Lotter Geographé / [Bellin, N.; Lotter, T. C., 1717-1777?], cartographer / Lotter, engraver 1744?**  
Physical Description: Insets: Plan de Port et Ville de Mahon, du Fort St. Philippe et ses Fortifications; 32 keyed references; Watermark; 48.5 x 56.5 cm.

CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Islands -- Balearic -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3496  
**Baleares seu Gymnésiae et Pityusae insulae dictae Maiorca, Minorca et Yvice / Ottens, R. & J., 18th c., cartographer / 1750, ca.**  
Physical Description: Genealogy of Balearic Kingdom after expulsion of Moors & historical note; 49 x 58 cm.

CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Islands -- Balearic -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0180  
**Insulae Balearides et Pytiusae / Blaeu, W. & J., 1571-1638, 1596-1673, cartographer / post 1635**  
Physical Description: French text; Watermark; 38 x 50 cm; Scale: 1: 1 mill.  
de Lemos, Pedro, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Islands -- Balearic Islands -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Isl 1966  
**I. Bali**j  
Physical Description: Insets: Building & Courtyard, Multi-storeyed circular structure; Orientation: South at top; 14 x 21.5 cm.

CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Islands -- Bali -- 19th c.
Call No: Isl 1263
**Barbados / Speed, J., 1552-1629, cartographer / 1627?**
Physical Description: lower half of larger map which included Jamaica : English text; Watermark ; 19 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Barbados -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 1264
**An Accurate Map of the Island of Barbadoes in which the different Parishes are laid down: with a Plan of Bridge-Town and Carlisle Bay. Lodge, engraver1782**
Physical Description: Inset: A Plan of the Bridge-Town; Orientation: East at top; Watermark ; 29 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Barbados -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1424
**Carta dell’Isola della Barbada**
Physical Description: 20 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Barbados -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3269
**BarbadoesKirkwood & Son, engraver1816**
Physical Description: 50.5 x 29.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Barbados -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1044
**The Bermudas or Summer Islands1817?**
Physical Description: Upper right corner of large map ; 27.5 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Bermuda -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3848
**Kaart van de Kust-en Binnenland en van Banjemasing ... Borneo / Müller, Salomon, cartographer / 1845**
Physical Description: 35 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Borneo -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3849
**Banjemasing, Martapoera, en een gedeelte der Lawut-Lnden / Müller, S., cartographer / 1845**
Physical Description: 35.5 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Borneo -- 19th c.
Call No: Isl 1117
A Map of the Isle of Bourbon, formerly Mascarenhas, belonging to the French East India Co. 1762
   Physical Description: Watermark; 23.5 x 28.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Bourbon -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1104
Carta dell'Isole Canarie Delineata sui giornali de'Navigatori da Mr. Bellin Geogra della Marina Anno 1781 / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / post 1781
   Physical Description: Tom. I p. 187; 20 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Canaries -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1105
Carta dell'Isole de Capo Verde Delineata a norma de'giornali ed osservazioni de' più valenti navigatori dal Signor Bellin Ingegnere della Marina, 1781 / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / post 1781
   Physical Description: Tom. II p. 36; 21 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Cape Verde -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1106
A Map or Chart of the Cape de Verde Islands ... Drawn chiefly from that of Captn Roberts which is corrected and improved / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / post 1781
   Physical Description: Pl. 155, No. 90 Vol. 2 p. 360; 20 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Cape Verde -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1108
A Map of the Cape de Verd Islands, with the Adjacent Coast of Africa, the Settlements of Senegal, Gambia and Goree, also a Plan of Port Praya in St. Jago / Lodge, engraver 1781
   Physical Description: Inset: A Correct Plan of Port Praya, in the South Part of St. Jago where the French Fleet attacked Commodore Johnstone; 22 x 42.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Cape Verde -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1110
Insulae de Cabo verde olim Hesperides, sive Gorgades: Belgice de Loute Eylanden
   Physical Description: 43.5 x 54.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Cape Verde -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 4699

Archipelago de Cabo Verde

Physical Description: Verso:Portuguese text ; 15 x 17.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Cape Verde -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 0013

Insulae Americanae in Oceano Septentrionali cum terris adiacentibus / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1662

Physical Description: Dedication to Dr. A. C. van den Burg; Latin text; Watermark ; 38 x 52.5 cm..Scale: 1: 10 mill.

Jones, R. L., bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 0282

Insulae Americanae in Oceano Septentrionali cum Terris adiacentibus / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1540

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; Dedication to van den Burgh ; 38 x 52.5 cm..Scale: 1: 10 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 0993

A New Map of the English Empire in the Ocean of America or West - Indies -- A General Chart of the West Indies - Antego, St.Christophers, Tobago, Barbados, Bermudas -- A New Map of the Island of Jamaica - Harbour of Port Royal, St. Michaels or the Bridge Town / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1730 ca. ?

Physical Description: Watermark ; 51 x 61.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1166

Carta del Golfo del Messico e dell'Isole Antille / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1781

Physical Description: 27 x 37 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1167

An Accurate Map of the West Indies from the Latest ImprovementsW. Harrison, engraver1794

Physical Description: 19 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 1168
West Indies
  Physical Description: 18 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1169
Les Iles Antilles et la Golfe du Méxique / Bonne, R, 1727-1795, cartographer /
  Physical Description: Inset: Les Bermudes; Liv. VI, X No. 26 ; 22 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1170 a, b
The West Indies 1785
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Color: (b) B & W ; 30 x 53.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1175 a, b
A Compleat Map of the West Indies containing the Coasts of Florida, Louisiana, New Spain, and Terra Firma with all the Islands / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / (a) 1786
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Laurie & Whittle, London, 1791 ; 31 x 45 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1198
The Dutch Islands of St. Eustatia, Saba, and St. Martins; The French Island of St. Bartholomew, the English Islands of St. Christopher, Nevis, and Anguilla; with the Smaller Islands and Keys adjoining /n. Lodge, engraver 1781
  Physical Description: 27.5 x 21.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1260
West Indies from the best Authorities
  Physical Description: 19 x 32 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 1261

An Accurate Map of the West Indies from the Latest Improvements
  Physical Description: 22 x 26 cm.
  CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1262

West Indies on Mercator's Projection A. Findlay, engraver
  Physical Description: 25 x 38.5 cm.
  CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1266

A New and Correct Map of the American Islands, now called the West Indies, with the whole Coast of the Neighbouring Continent / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1762
  Physical Description: Prevailing winds shown ; 39 x 35.5 cm.
  CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1267

A New Map of the Caribee Islands in America 1761
  Physical Description: 25 x 19.5 cm.
  CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1269

A Map of the Island of St. Lucia and Martinique, with the Part of Dominica and St. Vincent; shewing the Two Passages between Martinique and St. Lucia and Martinique and Dominica, to Port Royal Bay and Harbour, the Station of the French Fleets in the West Indies; and to Illustrate the Late Engagement between Sir Saml Hood and the Count de Grasse 1781
  Physical Description: Watermark ; 38 x 27.5 cm.
  CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1270

A Map of the West Indies from the best Authorities 1799
  Physical Description: 25 x 40 cm.
  CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 1271

Carte des Isles Antilles ou du Vent, avec la partie orientale des Isles sous le Vent / Bonne, R., 1727-1795, cartographer / 1785, ca.?

Physical Description: Liv. X, XII, et XIV No. 36 ; 33.5 x 22 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1272

Map of the Islands of Martinico, Dominico, Guadalupe, St. Christophers, etc. Shewing the place of Adml Rodney's late Victory over the French Fleet. 1782

Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top ; 25 x 28.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1274

A Map of the English, French, Spanish, Dutch & Danish Islands in the West Indies, taken from an Improved Map of the Geographer to the King of France; with the Tract of the last West India Fleet through the Windward Passage 1781

Physical Description: Watermark ; 28 x 36 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1296

Supplément pour les Isles Antilles extrait des Cartes Angloises (Les Isles Vierges, Dominique, St. Vincent, Antigua, Baroube, Sainte Lucie, Grenade, St. Christophe, Barbade, Tabago / Bonne, R., 1727-1795, cartographer / 1780?

Physical Description: Liv X, XII, XIII, XIV No. 43 ; 33 x 21.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1298

An Accurate Map of the West Indies with the Adjacent CoastJ. Gibson, engraver 1762

Physical Description: 18.5 x 29.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1299 a, b, c

The West Indies Exhibiting the English, French, Spanish, Dutch and Danish Settlements with the adjacent Parts of North and South America from the best Authorities(a) 1777

Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (b) from Middleton's C. S. G. nd ; each 18.5 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.
An Accurate Map of the West Indies Exhibiting not only all the Islands possessed by the English, French, Spaniards & Dutch, but also all the Towns and Settlements on the Continent of America adjacent thereto. / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / (a)1740

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (a & b) Prevailing winds shown; (b) published by D. Henry Redding; (a) Watermark; each 30 x 38.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

West Indies agreeable to the most approved Maps and Charts / (Kitchen) Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer /

- Physical Description: 34.5 x 38.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

A Chart of the West Indies, from the latest Marine Journals and Surveys / [Guthrie, W., 1708-70?], cartographer / W. Barker, engraver 1795

- Physical Description: 28.5 x 40.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

An Accurate Map of the West Indies with the adjacent Coast of America / Russell, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1794

- Physical Description: 36 x 50.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

A New and Correct Map of the West Indies, Drawn from the Best Authorities / J. Gibson, engraver

- Physical Description: Information notes; Watermark; 28 x 35.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

An Accurate Map of the West Indies, from the Latest Improvements

- Physical Description: 22 x 24 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 1313
West Indies
  Physical Description: 18 x 29.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1316
An Accurate Map of the Caribby Islands, with the Crowns etc. to which they severally belong ... T. Kitchin, Geogr. / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / Kitchin, engraver 1759
  Physical Description: 24.5 x 18.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1317
West Indies ... Drawn and Engraved from the best Maps and Charts T. Kitchin, engraver 18th c.
  Physical Description: 18.5 x 38 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1318
West Indies from the best Authorities B. Baker, engraver
  Physical Description: 19 x 24 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1319
West Indies from the best Authorities / Russell, artist ; / Russell, engraver 18th c.
  Physical Description: Watermark ; 19 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3286
A Map of the Caribbee Islands Shewing which belong to England, France, Spain, Dutch & Danes by Thos Jefferys Geographer to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales / Jefferys, T., 1995(?)- 1771, cartographer / 1756
  Physical Description: 33 x 20.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 3292

An Accurate Map of the West Indies for General Magazine of Arts & Sciences / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1758

Physical Description: 19 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3293

The West Indies Exhibiting the English French Spanish Dutch & Danish Settlements including parts of Florida, Central and South America... Geographer to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1775

Physical Description: right half of larger sheet ; 47 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3294

Ruatan or Rattan Surveyed by Lt. Henry Barnsley, Improvements by T. Jefferys / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1775

Physical Description: Insets: Old Providence & Sta Catalina, New Port Royal Harbour when the English took possession of it in 1742; Observations; Watermark ; 47 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3296

A New and Complete Map of the West Indies Comprehending all the Coasts and Islands Known by that Name vy Monsr D'Anville with Several Emendations and Improvements / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1794

Physical Description: 46 x 84.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4816

West Indies18th c.

Physical Description: 6.5 x 9.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1315

West IndiesW. Darton Junr, engraver1800, ca.

Physical Description: 19.5 x 31 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th-19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Isl 3254</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>West - Indien und Centro - America nebst dem Meerbusen von Mexico</strong> 1845, ca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 19 x 24 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Isl 3255</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Indies</strong> J. C. Russell, engraver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: XXII ; 18 x 24 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Isl 3256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Indies</strong> / W. &amp; D. Lizars, artist ; / Lizars, cartographer / J. C. Russell; W. &amp; D. Lizars, engraver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22 x 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Isl 3257</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Indies</strong> / Wyld, cartographer / Hewitt, engraver 1819?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Vignette: Natives ; 23.5 x 29.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Isl 3258</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>West Indies</strong> / Findlay, A. G., 1812-1875, cartographer / Findlay, engraver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 22.5 x 26.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Isl 3259</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dutch Possessions in South America &amp; West Indies; Curaçao, Saba, St. Martin, et al. In the Leeward Group &amp; on North Coast of South America Colonised portion of Dutch Guiana or Surinam 19th c.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Vignettes: Curaçao Island profile, Plan of Paramaribo, Various others ; 45 x 32.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Isl 3260

The British Islands in the West Indies: Jamaica, Virgin Is., Leeward Is., Trinidad, Grenadines, Grenada, St. Lucia, New Providence, Anguila, Dominica, St. Vincent, Grand Cayman, Roatan, Tobago, Barbadoes. & C. Walker, engraver

Physical Description: 32 x 39 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3261

Windward Islands -- (outer title): Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of the Windward Islands 1815, ca.?

Physical Description: Extensive descriptive and historical text.; map 30 x 25.5 cm.; Overall size, 42.5 x 52.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3272

West Indies / Arrowsmith, cartographer / 1803?

Physical Description: 21 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3273

West Indies / Lizars, W., 1788-1859 & Lizars, D., d. 1812, cartographer / 1803?

Physical Description: 19.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3274

The West India Islands with the adjacent part of the Spanish Continent Jones & Smith, engraver 1801

Physical Description: 19.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3275

The West Indies and coast adjacent 1815

Physical Description: Reduced from the Sheet Map; 22.5 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.
**Islands Guide to the Antiquarian Maps Collection, 1493 - 1962**

**Call No:** Isl 3276

**West Indies**

Waltis, engraver

Physical Description: 23 x 27.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3277

**West Indies**

1808

Physical Description: 27 x 35.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3278

**A New Map of the West India Isles from the Latest Authorities**

1803

Physical Description: 46.5 x 51.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3279

**West Indies**

Kirkwood & Son, engraver

1816

Physical Description: 50.5 x 59.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3280

**The West Indies**

Physical Description: Insets: The Most Important of the Lesser British Islands on an Enlarged Scale - Virgin Is., 4 Leeward Is., 7 Windward Is., Bermudas; 41.5 x 53 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3281

**The Antilles or West - India Islands**

J. & C. Walker, engraver

1835

Physical Description: 32 x 39.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3282

**West Indies ... / Russell, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1801**

Physical Description: 36 x 47.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.
Islands

Call No: Isl 3283

West Indies 1831
   Physical Description: 34.5 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3284

West Indies Islands / J. Rapkin, artist ; / J. Rapkin, engraver
   Physical Description: Vignette: Kingston, Jamaica ; 26 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3285

The West India Islands 1811
   Physical Description: 24.5 x 28.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3288

West Indies
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3290

West Indies 1806
   Physical Description: Vol. III page 381 ; 21 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3298 a, b

West Indies(a) Clerk Edin, engraver(b) 1809
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 50 x 69 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3308

Carte Particulière des Antilles et du Golfe du Mexique avec l'Isthme de Panama / [Vivien de Saint Martin, L. 1802-1877], cartographer / Giraldon Bovinet, engraver 1825
   Physical Description: No. 34 ; 28.5 x 40.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Caribbean -- 19th c.
Call No: Isl 1970

Carte de l’Isle Célèbes ou Macassar Pour servir à l’Histoire Générale des Voyages / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer /
    Physical Description: No. 4, Tome X in 4°, page 457; Tome 4 in 8°, page 247; 21 x 15 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Islands -- Celebes -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3851

Celebes nd the Moluccas / Weller, cartographer / 1863
    Physical Description: 32 x 44.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Islands -- Celebes,Molucca -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 5003

Corsica -- Palmosa & Elba (verso) / Bordone, B., 1466-1531, cartographer / 1528
    Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Italian text ; map 8.5 x 14.5 cm.; size of sheet 29 x 19 cm.
    Margaret C. Sowers gift
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Islands -- Corsica -- 16th c.

Call No: Isl 0635

Map of the Island of Corsica1796
    Physical Description: 23 x 17 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Islands -- Corsica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0791

Insula Corsica olim Regni Titulo insignis nunc Genuensis Reipublicae ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757, cartographer / 1730 ca.?
    Physical Description: 58 x 49.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Islands -- Corsica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0792

A New Map of the Island and Kingdom of Corsica / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1794
    Physical Description: 63 x 48.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    Islands -- Corsica -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 4946

A New and Accurate Map of the Island of Corsica, Divided into Pieves [parishes] from a late Survey18th c.

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 25 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Corsica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3808

Creta ex deliniatone Ubonis Emmii / van den Keere, P, 17th c., cartographer / 17th c.

Physical Description: 13.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Crete -- antiquity

Call No: Isl 0124

Insula Candia ejusque Fortificatio edita par R. de Wit Gedrokt tot Amsterdam bij frederick de Wit ... Witte Paskaert / de Wit, F., 1616-98, cartographer / 1688?

Physical Description: Insets: Canea, Candia, Spina Longa, Retimo, Thine, Suda ; 40 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 475,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Crete, et al. -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 0124

Insula Candia ejusque Fortificatio edita par F. de Wit Gedrukt tot Amsterdam by Frederick de Wit inde Kalverstraat inde Witte Paskaert / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1688?

Physical Description: Insets: Candia, Spina Lunga, Canea, Retimo, Thine, Suda ; 46 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 475,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Crete, et al. -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 1288

A New and Accurate Map of the Island of Cuba Drawn from the most approved Maps and Charts and Regulated by Astron. Observations / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /

Physical Description: 18 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Cuba -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3267

Island of Cuba, 1816Neele, engraver1816

Physical Description: 24 x 60 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Cuba -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3271

Curaçao

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Curaçao
Call No: Isl 3809

Cyprus ex deliniatone Ubonis Emmii / van den Keere, P., 17th c., cartographer / 17th c.

Physical Description: Watermark ; 13.5 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Cyprus -- antiquity

Call No: Isl 0122

Insular aliquot Aegaei Maris Antiqua Descrip. Ex Conatibus Geographicis Abrahami Ortelij Antwerpiani ... Cyprus ... cum privilegio decennali 1584 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1624

Physical Description: Latin text, p. xxxiiij; Watermark ; 36 x 47.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.5 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Cyprus, et al. -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 0224

Cypri Insulae Nova Descript. 1573 ... Ioannes a Deutecum f. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below

Physical Description: Inset: Lemnos Insulae descriptionem ex Petri Bellonij libro de Avibus ...[7.5 x 10 cm., scale 1:400,00]; French text; Watermark ; 35.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 570,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Cyprus, Lemnos -- 16th c.

Call No: Isl 1289

Les Isles Antilles par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy Fils de Mr Robert ... / Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-86, cartographer / 1749

Physical Description: 16.5 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Caribbean -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1309

Dominica from an actual survey compleated in the Year 1773 / Sayer, R., fl. 1780-1810, cartographer / 1773

Physical Description: 63 x 48 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Dominica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1417

Map of the Island of Dominica for the History of the West Indies by Bryan Edwards Esqr / Edwards, B., 1743-1900, cartographer / J. Cooke, engraver1794

Physical Description: 23.5 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Dominica -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 1418
A Map of the Island of Dominica taken from an actual Survey; also part of Martinico and Guadalupe shewing their true bearing and distance from each other, By Thos Bowen / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: 20.5 x 19.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Dominica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3297
Dominica from an Actual Survey Compleated in the Year 17731794
   Physical Description: 62 x 48 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Dominica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3263
Dominica / Kirkwood & Son, engraver / 1816
   Physical Description: right section of larger sheet ; 50 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Dominica -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1285
L'Isle St. Domingue par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy Fils de Mr Robert Geogr. ordin. du Roi, avec Privilege 1749 / Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786, cartographer / 1749
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 16.5 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Dominican Republic -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1306
The Island of St. Domingo, called by the Spaniards Hispaniola, subject to France and Spain, from the best Authorities / Jno Lodge, engraver / 1783
   Physical Description: 34 x 47.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Dominican Republic -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1280
Carta dell'Isola San Domingo / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1781?
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Dominican Republic -- 19th c.
**Ile de St. Dominique**

**Physical Description:** Carte No. 22 ; 23 x 37.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- Dominican Republic -- 19th c.

**A Map of the Island of St. Domingo 1800**

**Physical Description:** 46 x 91 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- Dominican Republic -- 19th c.

**Les Isles de la Sonde, Moluques, Philippines, Carolines et Mariannes, Par le S. Robert de Vaugondy / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766, cartographer / E. Dussy, engraver 1760, ca.**

**Physical Description:** 24.5 x 26.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- East Indian -- 18th c.

**A Map of the East Indian Islands agreeable to the most approved Maps and Charts, by Mr. Kitchen / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / (a & b) Kitchin, engraver (c) 1778**

**Physical Description:** 3 similar maps : (b) Engraved for Millar's New Complete & Universal System of Geography; (c) Engraved for Moore's New and Complete Collection of Voyages and Travels by Thos Conder 1778 ; 33.5 x 37 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- East Indian -- 18th c.

**The East India Islands, comprehending the Isles of Sunda, the Moluccas, and the Philippine Islands by Samuel Dunn, Mathematician / Dunn, S., d. 1790, cartographer / (a) 1774 (b) 1789**

**Physical Description:** 2 similar maps : Watermark (a) & (b) ; 30 x 42.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- East Indian -- 18th c.

**Les Isles de la Sonde / Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786, cartographer / 1749**

**Physical Description:** 16.5 x 20 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Islands -- East Indian -- 18th c.
The Archipelago of the East, being the Sunda, the Molucca, and Philipps Islands --
The Chief Settlements of the Dutch in India are in the Sunda and Molucca Islands.

Lodge, engraver 1781
Physical Description: Watermark; 28 x 38 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- East Indian -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1851
East India Islands on Mercator's Projection
Findlay, engraver 19th c.
Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1852
Les Isles de la Sonde, Moluques, Philippines, Carolines et Mariannes
Physical Description: 19.5 x 23 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1983 a, b
A New Map of the East India Isles / Cary, J., 1754-1835 or, 1791-1852, cartographer /
(a) 1801 (b) 1819
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 46.5 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3847
East India Islands / Lizars, artist ; / Lizars, W., 1788-1859 & D., d. 1812, cartographer /
Lizars, engraver
Physical Description: 22.5 x 29 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3927
East India Islands / Starling, Thos., fl. 1819-1831, cartographer / 1831
Physical Description: Pl. LXIV; 9.5 x 14.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3929
East India Islands
Physical Description: 28 x 34.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.
Call No: Isl 3930 a, b

**Eastern Islands or Malay Archipelago / Horsburgh, J. (1762-1836), et al., cartographer / J. & C. Walker, engraver(a) nd (b) 1836**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Published by Baldwin & Cradock ; 32 x 40.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3931

**East India Islands / Lizars, D., cartographer /**

Physical Description: 43 x 52 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3932

**Indian Archipelago compiled from the various Surveys of the British and Dutch Governments & Royal Geographical Society / Bartholomew, J. Jr., cartographer / 19th c.**

Physical Description: 41.5 x 54 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3933

**East India Isles1813**

Physical Description: 51.5 x 69 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- East Indian -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1059

**A Map of the East Indies**

Physical Description: Track of Dampier ? 1697 ; 15.5 x 28.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- East Indies -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3610

**Carte de l’Ile d’Elbe**

Physical Description: Inset of Porto-Ferraio area ; 25 x 37 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Elba

Call No: Isl 0407

**Formosa**

Physical Description: MS : Only place names shown - Fort Zelandia, Formosa, Quilang ; 31 x 20.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Formosa -- 19th c.
Call No: Isl 1576
A Plan of the Island and Fortifications of Goree on the Coast of Africa1759
   Physical Description: Orientation: Southwest at top; 12 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Goree, near Africa -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0679
Isola del Gozzo (near Malta)
   Physical Description: Mounted on verso: small engraved map of Isle de Gozo; Lower left section of large dissected map (Carte Générale des îles de Malte et du Goze); 51.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Gozo -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1415
   Physical Description: 24 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Grenada -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1416
Carta dell'Isola Grenada
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 16 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Grenada -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3271
Grenada: Tobago, Curaçao, Trinidad1816
   Physical Description: Orientation (Grenada): East at top; 50 x 59 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Grenada -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1297
Carte de l'Isle de la Guadaloupe (also Marie Galante) / [Bonne, R.?], cartographer / 1758
   Physical Description: Watermark; Tom XV in 4° No. 13; Tom 15 in 8° page 436; 21.5 x 31 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Guadaloupe -- 18th c.
Sketch of Guadalupe Island West Coast of Lower California / U.S Coast Survey, Str. Gedbey, cartographer / 1897
Physical Description: By Officers of the U.S. Coast Survey Str. Gedney Lt. Comdr. A. P. Osborn U.S. Navy Commanding June 1897 ; 42.5 x 38.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Guadalupe Calif -- 19th c.

Carte Générale de la Guadeloupe, 1802
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Guadeloupe

Carta dell'Isola della Guadelupa, 1781 / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1781
Physical Description: Watermark ; 20.5 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Guadeloupe -- 18th c.

Guadeloupe, Marie Galante, etc.1816
Physical Description: upper right section of larger sheet ; 50 x 59 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Guadeloupe -- 19th c.

Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. & G. Menzies, engraver1816
Physical Description: 28 x 60.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms

Isola Spagnola Nova / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 19 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Haiti, S. Dom. -- 16th c.

A New Chart of the Sandwich Islands; including Owhyhee; where Captn Cook was killed on Sunday the 14th of February 17791784
Physical Description: 19 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Hawaii -- 18th c.
# 13: Chart of the Sandwich Islands, ... Boussole & Astrolabe ... Captain Cook -- Chart of Part of the Sandwich Islands visited in March 1786 by the Boussole & Astrolabe / la Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798

Physical Description: 26 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Hawaii -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1300

A Map of the Island of Hispaniola or St. Domingo ... Drawn from the best Authorities / T. Kitchin Geo. / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / Kitchin, engraver 1758

Physical Description: 18.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Hispaniola -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0048

Islandia Privilegio Imp et Belgico decennali A. Ortel. excudit / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598 ?

Physical Description: French text; Numerous sea monsters keyed to names in the verso text; Dedication to Frederico II Daniae ... Andreas Velleius Describ et Dedicabat ; 33.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 1.7 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Iceland -- 16th c.

Call No: Isl 1114


Physical Description: Information about discoveries, population, etc.w ; 32 x 39 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Indian Ocean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1854

Carte des Isles de Java, Sumatra, Borneo et les Détroits de la Sonde, Malaca et Banca Golphe de Siam, &c / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1750, ca.?

Physical Description: Tome 4 in 8°, page 132; Tome 2 in 4°, No. 2 ; 25.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Indonesia -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0223

Ischia quae olim Aenaria Ab Aeneae classe hic appulsa sic nominata ... Iulius Iasolinus describ / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below

Physical Description: Orientation: South at top; French text; Details of adjacent mainland : 36 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 100,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Ischia, Cumae -- 16th c.
Call No: Isl 1303

Jamaica / Speed, J., 1552-1629, cartographer / 1627?

Physical Description: Upper half of sheet which included Barbados; English text on verso; 19.5 x 50.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Jamaica -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 1174

Island of Jamaica, Divided into Counties and Parishes according to the best Authorities by Thos Kitchin, Geogr. Hydrographer to his Majesty / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1774

Physical Description: to face title page Vol. 2d Plate V; 32 x 64 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1268

A Draught of the Harbour at Port Royal and Kingston, in Jamaica, with the Fortifications correctly laid down; also all the Keys and Shoals adjacent / Jno. Lodge, engraver 1782

Physical Description: Watermark; 26.5 x 37 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1273

A Chart of the Island of Jamaica, with its Bays, Harbours, Rocks, Soundings, etc. / Jno. Lodge, engraver 1780

Physical Description: Watermark; 26.5 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1276

Plan of the Harbours of Port Antonio in the Island of Jamaica Survey'd A.D. 1771 / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / Kitchin, 1774, engraver 1774?

Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top; References; Watermark; 18 x 29.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1279

Carta dell'Isola Giammaica di Mr Bellin Inge della Marina / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1781?

Physical Description: 20.5 x 31.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Isl 1301

**The Island of Jamaica Divided into its Principal Parishes with the Roads, etc. / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1715, ca.?**

Physical Description: References and information notes; Watermark; 20.5 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 1310

**Jamaica from the Latest Surveys; Improved and Enlarged by Thomas Jefferys ... / Jefferys, T., 1695 (?)-1771, cartographer / 1775**

Physical Description: Insets: Harbour of Bluefields, Harbours of Kingston & Port Royal; Watermark; 47 x 62 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 1425

**A Map of the Island of Jamaica. Gibson, engraver1762**

Physical Description: 11 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 1426

**A Correct Map of JamaicaH. Gavin, engraver**

Physical Description: 11 x 29 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Jamaica -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 4945

(a) *Jamaica* -- (b) *Hayti*Weller, engraver19th c.

Physical Description: 1 sheet; (a) 12 x 43 cm.; (b) 18 x 43 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Jamaica, Haiti -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0543

**Iapan Descriptio Insularum Iapan / Langenes, B., fl. late 16th c., cartographer / 1616**

Physical Description: Latin text; (Langenes: Caert Thresoor, 1598) ; 10.5 x 14 cm.

Spiegelberg, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Japan -- 17th c.
**Carte de l'Empire du Japon Pour servir a l'Histoire Générale des Voyages / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1762**

Physical Description: reproduction : N. 5, Tome X in 4° Page 484, Tome 9 in 8° Page 230 ; 22 x 31.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.

**Iapon et Terre d'Eso -- (outer title): Descriptio Insularum Iapan / [Aa, P. van der?], cartographer / ? 1712**

Physical Description: 15 x 19 cm.

Spiegelberg, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.

**A New and Accurate Map of the Empire of Japan Laid down from the Memoirs of the Portuguese and Dutch and particularly from the Jesuit Missionaries as published by the Sr Bellin at Paris Being adjusted by Astronomical Observations by Emanuel Bowen / Bowen, E., d. 1767, after Bellin, cartographer / 18th c.**

Physical Description: No. 42 ; 35.5 x 43.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.

**Iapon or Niphon The Land of Iesso and Straits of the Vries, etc. / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1716, ca.**

Physical Description: Inset: Ladrone Islands ; 13 x 18 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.

**L'Empire du Japon, divisé en sept principales parties, et subdivisé en soixante et six Royaumes, Par le Sr Robert / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer / 1750**

Physical Description: Watermark ; 48.5 x 53.5 cm..Scale: 1750

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.

**The Empire of Japan Divided into Seven Principal Parts and Subdivided into Sixty-six Kingdoms; with the Kingdom of Corea from Kempfer and the Portuguese1794**

Physical Description: 48 x 63 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.
**Carte des Isles Kouriles d'après la Carte Russe Dressée et Gravée par Laurent** / Laurent, cartographer / Physical Description: Tome XIX in 4°, p. 338; Tome 75 in 12, p. 78; Tome 18 in 8°, p. 32; 25 x 26 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.

**Le Japon par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy Fils de Mr Robert** / Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-86, cartographer / 1740 Physical Description: 16.5 x 16 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Japan -- 18th c.

**Part of Empire of Japan 1865 ca.?** Physical Description: MS: Short text relates to opening of ports to British by treaty.; In margin, pencilled note concerning extent of good road; 43 x 46 cm. Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Japan -- 19th c.

**Empire of Japan. & C. Walker, engraver(a) 1835** Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Insets: Nagasaki Harbour, Eastern Point of Yeso; (b) published by Chas. Knight, London, n.d.; 39 x 32 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Japan -- 19th c.

**Japan, Mandshuria -- (outer title): Islands of Japan** / Bartholomew, engraver19th c. Physical Description: Vignettes: Port of Nagasaki, Japanese nobleman & fisherman, Japanese women of the higher and lower class, Port of Simoneseke (Japan); 37 x 30.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Japan -- 19th c.
Islands

**Call No:** Isl 3925
**Japan1809**

*Physical Description:* Korea included; 51 x 65 cm.

CMC

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Islands -- Japan -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 4558
**Karte vom Japanischen Reiche ... die Inseln Kiusiu, Sikok und Nippon, 1840 / von Siebold, P. F., cartographer / 1930**

*Physical Description:* facsimile reproduction; Insets: Jezo, Baai van Nagasaki, 1828, 2 areas in profile; Cloth-backed, dissected, folding to 32 x 27 cm.; 65 x 81 cm.

CMC

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Islands -- Japan -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0185
**Iaponiae Insulae Descriptio -- Ludovico Teisera auctore ... Cum Imperatorio, Regio, et Brabantiae privilegio decennali, 1595 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1609**

*Physical Description:* Latin text; Watermark; 35.5 x 48.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 4.5 mill.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Islands -- Japan, Korea -- 16th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0541
**Carte du Japon et de la Corée / LeRouge, G. L., fl. 1741-79, cartographer / 1748**

*Physical Description:* (lower left) Je donne simplement une partie des positions, ou le peu d'Interest qu'a le public de sçcavoir les noms des Villages du Japon.; 21 x 27.5 cm.

Spiegelberg, gift

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Islands -- Japan, Korea -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3926
**Corea and Japan / CMC, artist / 1815**

*Physical Description:* 50.5 x 62.5 cm.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Islands -- Japan, Korea -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0287
**Insulae Javae Pars Orientalis edente Hadriano Relando, Amsterdam by Gerard van Keulen aan de Nieuwe brug met Privilegio / Van Keulen, G., d. 1726, cartographer / J. Keyser, engraver 1728**

*Physical Description:* Top panel is a view of Batavia; 51.5 x 59.5 cm.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Islands -- Java -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3850
**Java / Weller, cartographer /**

*Physical Description:* 22 x 31.5 cm.; Scale: 1863

CMC

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Islands -- Java -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Isl 1282

**Carta Particolare dell'Isola di Giovan Fernandes Tratta del Viaggio dell'Ammiraglio Anson**

Physical Description: Inset: (view of island) Via dell'Isola de Giovan Fernande's venendo dalla parte dell'Est - Nord - Est ; 19 x 27.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Juan Fernandez -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 1193

**A Plan of Juan Fernandes Island in the South Sea, lying in the Latitude of 33d 40m South and West from the Continent of Chili 110 Leagues Variation of the Compass 10d 00m E**

Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top ; 24 x 49 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Juan Fernandez -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 4785

# 44: **Plan of Part of the Islands or Archipelago of Corea seen in May 1787 by the Boussole & Astrolabe / la Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798**

Physical Description: 38.5 x 49 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Korean archipel. -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 4800

# 69: **Plan of the Kurile Islands and Lands little known situate in their vicinity, from a manuscript chart in the Archives of Ochotsk, communicated to Mr Lesseps in 1788 / la Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798**

Physical Description: Inset: Part of the Aleutian Islands, little known, from manuscript chart ... Mr Lesseps ; 49 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Kurile -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 4688

**Madagascar (Malagasy Rep.)19th c.**

Physical Description: Insets: 2 central districts enlarged, England & Wales on same scale ; 19.6 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Madagascar -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0365

**Geo-Hydrographic Survey of the Island of Madeira and its Dependencies / Wyld, James, 1790-1836 or 1812-87, cartographer / 1844**

Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Town & Bay of Funchal; Observations on Anchorage; Directions for Anchorage of Vessels; Dedication to Thomas Murdoch Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A., etc. ; 56.5 x 75 cm.

Newberry, Todd & L., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Madeira -- 19th c.
Islands

Call No: Isl 0378

Portuguese Islands in the Atlantic Ocean / Fullarton, cartographer / 1850-51

Physical Description: Madeira and 11 small maps of adjacent islands; 2 views, birds, animals, peasants; 47.5 x 33 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Madeira, et al. -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3854

Bitang Island -- Tannah Baintanj. & C. Walker, engraver

Physical Description: 62 x 91 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3855

... Chart of Islands and Channels ... S W extremity of China Sea ... To James Carnegy and R. Scott Esqurs of Prince of Wales Island ... As a tribute for their valuable Communications which have been of great Assistance in the construction of this Chart of the Islands and Channels at the Southwest Extremity of the China Sea ... It is now Inscribed by their Obliged Friend James Horsburgh ... Hydrographer to the Hon. India Company Dec 21 1821 corrected to 1850 / Horsburgh, James, 1762-1836, cartographer / 1850?

Physical Description: 95 x 63.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Malaysia -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1968

Carte des Maldives Pour servir à l'Histoire Générale des Voyages / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1750

Physical Description: Tome VIII in 4°, No. 2; Tome 4 in 8°, page 59; 22 x 15.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Maldives -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0364

Mapa de la Isla de Mallorca y de la de Cabrera / Lopez, D. Tomas, 18th-19th c., cartographer / 1773

Physical Description: Various religious order locations identified; 38.5 x 71 cm.

Newberry, T. & L., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Mallorca -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 0008, 2625, 2636

Isle of Man

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Man
# 65: Plan of Part of the Island of Maouna Visited by the Boussole & Astrolabe in December 1789 -- Plan of Massacre Cove on the North West Side of Maouna, one of the Navigators Islands / la Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798

Physical Description: each 18.5 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Maouna -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1314

Sketch of the Marquesas de Mendoça (Pacific O.). Russell, engraver 1777

Physical Description: Inset: Resolution Bay or Port Madre de Dios ; 18.5 x 15.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Marquesas -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1173

Carta dell'Isola di Martinica / Bellin, R., 1703-1772, cartographer /

Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top ; 19 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1277

Martinico 1798

Physical Description: Inset: Cul de Sac Royal ; 25.5 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1413

An Accurate Map of the Island of Martinico for the London Magazine by T. Kitchin Geogr / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer /

Physical Description: 18.5 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1414

A Map of the Island of Martinico; Drawn from the best Authorities by Geo. Rollo, Geographer / Rollos, G., 18th c., cartographer /

Physical Description: 18.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1421

A Map of Martinico from the latest and best Authorities 1759

Physical Description: Inset: Map of that part of Guadaloupe where the English made their Descent Jan 23, 1759. ; 19 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.
The Island of Martinico with its Towns, Forts and Batteries ... Drawn from the best modern French Maps etc. by Eman. Bowen for the General Magazine of Arts & Sciences / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / E. Bowen, engraver / 1759

- Physical Description: 12 x 19 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

A Plan of Martinique

- Physical Description: 13.5 x 16 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

Martinico, done from Actual Surveys made by English Engineers whilst the Island was in their Possession, by Thomas Jefferys, Geographer to the King / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1775

- Physical Description: Inset: Cul de Sac Royal; Watermark ; 46.5 x 61.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

Martinico

- Physical Description: 11.5 x 15.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Martinique -- 18th c.

Carte des Isles de Maiorque Minorque et Yvice, Dediée a Mr le Comte de Maurepas ... par N B ... -- (b) [Same title] ...Par Mr. Bellin Ingénieur ... / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / (a) post 1757; (b) 1756

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Insets on each: Western Mediterranean, Plan du Port et de la Ville de Mahon et de ses Forts (Southwest at top); Watermark on each sheet ; each 40.5 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 450,000
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Islands -- Mediterranean -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 3510
(a) Corsica and Sardinia -- Balearic Islands -- (c) Valetta, capital of Island of Malta. & C. Walker, engraver 1831
   Physical Description: 3 maps on 1 sheet; (a) 31 x 18 cm.; (b) 13.5 x 18 cm.; (c) 17 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Mediterranean -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3492
A Correct Map of the Island of Minorca, with an Accurate Plan of Fort St. Philip & its Environ and the French approaches and Batteries in 1756 and 1781
   Physical Description: Inset: Fort St. Philip & suburbs; Watermark; 28 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Minorca -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3511
A Correct Map of the Island of Minorca by John Armstrong, Esq, Engineer in Ordinary to his Majesty / Armstrong, J., cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: Insets: Western Mediterranean, Mahon Harbour, North Prospect of Mahon, North East Prospect of St. Philip's Castle; Watermark; map 29 x 55 cm.; overall size 44.5 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Minorca -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1483
A Map of the Island of Minorca / Various, including E. Bowen, cartographer / 1803
   Physical Description: Plate 5; 21 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Minorca -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1969
Carte Particuliere des Isles Moluques / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: Tome VIII in 4°, No. 5; Tome 4 in 8°, page 190 ; 22 x 15.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Moluccas -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1120
Particular Draughts of some of the chief African Islands in the Mediterranean, as also in the Atlantic and Ethiopic Oceans. (Cape de Verde, Goze & Cuming, Bay of Agoa de Saldanha, St. Hellena, Teneriffe, Table Bay & Dutch Fort, Malta, Madeira at Cape of Good Hope) / Various, including E. Bowen, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: Watermark; 35.5 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- near Africa -- 18th c.
# 38: Chart of Necker Island ... and of the Basse des Frégates Françaises or French Frigate Shoal Discovered in November 1786 / la Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798

Physical Description: 38 x 49 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Necker -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1111

Norfolk Island S. End of Norfolk Island / Bradley, artist; / Harrison & Reid, engraver 1788

Physical Description: Watermark; 46.5 x 42.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Norfolk I. -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 2233

Danish Islands in the North Atlantic Ocean: Iceland, Faroe Islands

Physical Description: 9 vignettes: geysers, natives, birds, etc.; (Iceland) 13 x 23.5 cm. (Faroe Islands) 21 x 14 cm.; 47.5 x 32.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- North Atlantic -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 2127 a, b

Chart of the New Northern Archipelago discovered by the Russians in the Seas of Kamtschatka & Anadir; Various Charts of Islands &c in the Atlantic & Pacific Oceans

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Insets: Chart of Azores & Western Isles, Canary Isles, Madera Isles, Cape Verde Isles; (b) Engraved for Moore's New and Complete Collection of Voyages & Travels; 30.5 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- North Pacific -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 2130

The Northern Archipelago or New Discover'd Islands in the Seas of Kamtschatka & Anadir / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1775

Physical Description: 17.5 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- North Pacific -- 18th c.

Call No: France 0746

Oleron

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Oleron

Call No: Nor Am 3399

A Map of the Island of Orleans with the Environs of Quebec; (Canada)

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Islands -- Orleans -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 1971

Carte de l'Archipel de St Lazare ou les Mariañes ... Sur les Cartes de P. Alonso Lopez et le Memoire du P. Morales, Jesuites Espagnols, Missionaires dans ces Isles Pour servir à l'Histoire Générale des Voyages / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / Physical Description: Inset: Isle de Guahan ou Isle de St. Jean; No. 2 Tome X in 4°, page 364; Tome 4 in 8°, page 359 ; 22 x 15.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Pacific Islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4662

Chart of the Pelew Islands and Adjacent Seas / Wilson, Capt. H., cartographer / 1788 Physical Description: 28.5 x 54 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Pelew -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0980

A Chart of the Channel in the Philipino Islands through which the Manila Galeon passes, with a Map of Manila Island1763 Physical Description: Watermark ; 26 x 21.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Philippine -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1856

A New Map of the Philippine Islands ... Drawn from the best Authorities / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / Physical Description: 23 x 17 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Philippine -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3853

A Chart of the Channel in the Phillippine Islands through which the Manila Galeon passes together with the adjacent Islands / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver1750? Physical Description: 70.5 x 54 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Philippine -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0073

Carte des Isles Philippines Celebes et Moluques / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773 Physical Description: 22.5 x 15.5 cm. Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Philippine, et al. -- 18th c.
Call No: Isl 1853
The Philippine Islands and others of the East Indies, According to ye Newest Observations / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1750, ca.?
   Physical Description: Watermark; 18.5 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Philippine et al -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1639
Les Isles Philippines Islas de los Ladrones ou Isle des Larrons, par le Sr Sanson d'Abbeville / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1652, ca.
   Physical Description: 19 x 24.5 cm.
   Hanna, Paul (gift)
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Philippines -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 1973
Carte des Isles Philippines ... Dressée sur la Carte Espagnole du R. P. Murillo de Velarde, 2e Feuille, 1752 ...Pour servir à l'Histoire Générale des Voyages / Bellin, 1703-1772, cartographer / 1752
   Physical Description: Watermark; No. 3 Tome X in 4° page 377, Tome 4 in 8°, page 285, 2e partie ; 21.5 x 30.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Philippines -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1847
Isles Philippines et Moluques / Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786, cartographer / 1749
   Physical Description: 21 x 16 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Philippines et al -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0073
Carte des Islea Philippines Celebes et Moluques -- (outer title): Kaart an de Filippynse, Celebes, en Molukse Eilenden / Bellin, N., cartographer / 1773
   Physical Description: Short French & Dutch text; Watermark ; 22.5 x 15.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Philippines, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4767
A Chart and Views of Pitcairn Island
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 20.5 x 44 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Islands -- Pitcairn -- 18th c.
Islands

Call No: Isl 4815

Procida18th c.

Physical Description: Extensive text in Italian, recto & verso ; map 4 x 12.5 cm.; Size of sheet, 13.5 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Procida -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1118

Queen Charlotte Islands; (Canada)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Queen Charlotte

Call No: Isl 4778

# 45: Part of the Island of Quelpaert -- Plan of the Island Hoapinsu -- Plan of the Isle Dagelet -- Plan of the Island of Botol -- Plan of the Island of Kumi / la Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798

Physical Description: 36 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Quelpaert, et al. -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1191

Quibo (at entrance to Montijo Bay, Colombia)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Quibo

Call No: Mil 3618

Carte Générale de l'Ile de St. Dominique (1802)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Santo Domingo

Call No: Mil 3619

Carte de la Partie Francaise de St. Dominique (1802)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Santo Domingo

Call No: Isl 4817 a,b,c,d

Scilly Islands18th c.

Physical Description: (a) Note indicates area of several shipwrecks including that of Sir Cloudsley Shovel in the Association Oct. 22, 1707 ; each 10 x 10 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Scilly Islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0218

La Sicile divisée en ses trois Provinces ou valées sçavoir Valle du Demona, Valle di Noto, et Valle di Mazara ... Presentée a Monseigneur le Dauphin / Sanson, N., cartographer / 1692

Physical Description: 42 x 53.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Sicily -- 17th c.
| Call No: Isl 0383 |
| **Siciliae Veteris Typus ... Ex Conatibus geographicis Ab. Ortelii Cum Privilegio decennali imp. Reg. & cancellarie Brabantiae 1584 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584** |
| Physical Description: Inset: Territorij Syracusani loca incertae positionis: Acrillae, Echetla, Magella; Latin text; Watermark; Panel of place-names; 37.5 x 49 cm; Scale: 1: 800,000 |
| Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| Islands -- Sicily -- antiquity |

| Call No: Isl 0383 |
| Physical Description: Inset: Teritorij Syracusani loca incertae positionis: Acrillae, Echetla, Magella (scale 1: 160,000), 11 x 9.5 cm.; Latin text; Watermark; Panel of place-names; 32.5 x 49 cm.; Scale: 1: 800,000 |
| Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| Islands -- Sicily (ancient) -- antiquity |

| Call No: Isl 0225 |
| **Insularum aliquot Maris Mediterranei Descriptio ... cum privilegio ... Sicilia insula descripta à Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano cosmographo / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1574** |
| Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; insets: Corfu, Zerbi, insula olim Lotophagitis, Sardinia, Elba, Malta olim Melita Insula; 36 x 47.5 cm. |
| Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| Islands -- Sicily, et al. -- 16th c. |

| Call No: Isl 0399 |
| **[Sicily, Sardinia] / Frisius, Laurentius, fl. 1522, cartographer / 1541** |
| Physical Description: Woodcut; 30 x 42 cm. |
| Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| Islands -- Sicily, Sardinia -- 16th c. |

| Call No: Isl 0399 |
| **[Sicily and Sardinia] / Ptolemy-Frisius, L., cartographer / 1541** |
| Physical Description: Woodcut (Block used by Frisius in Strasburg in 1522); Latin text; 30 x 42 cm. |
| Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| Islands -- Sicily, Sardinia -- 16th c. |

| Call No: Indies 4068 |
| **Pearl Fishery in Gulf of Manaar** |
| Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| Islands -- Sri Lanka |

| Call No: Isl 1608 |
| **Nouvelle Carte de l'Ile de Ceylon / [Guedeville, ca., 1654-1721?], cartographer / 1708-14?** |
| Physical Description: Remarques (text at top & bottom); Tom VI No. 38 pag. 159; Watermark; map 29.5 x 42.5 cm; Overall size 38.5 x 44 cm. |
| Subjects and Indexing Terms |
| Islands -- Sri Lanka -- 18th c. |
Ceylan et les Maldives Par N. Sanson d'Abbeville Geo: ordre du Roy / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / Physical Description: Inset: Ceylan Isle qui est la Taprobane des Anciens; Watermark ; 18.5 x 24.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- Sri Lanka, et al. -- 17th c.

Call No: Isl 1275
An Accurate Map of the Island of St. Christophers from an Actual Survey; also the Shewing the Parishes, Churches and Rivers; also the Bays, Rocks, Shoals and Soundings that Surround the Whole.1782 / Physical Description: Watermark ; 28.5 x 37 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- St. Christopher -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1278
Carta dell'Isola di S. Cristoforo / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1781? / Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top ; 19.5 x 29 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- St. Christopher -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1291
Map of the Island of St. Christopher's for the History of the West Indies, by Bryan Edwards Esqr / Edwards, B., 1743-1800, cartographer / 1794 / Physical Description: 19 x 23.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- St. Christopher -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 0680
St. Helena / Physical Description: Insets: West Zyde, Nort Zyde, 5 laarge ships; A 44; ; 14 x 21 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- St. Helena -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1199
St. Lucia / Physical Description: 11.5 x 15.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms Islands -- St. Lucía -- 19th c.
Islands

Call No: Isl 1283

Carta dell'Isola di Santa Lucia di Mr Bellin Ingege della Marina / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1781?

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 20 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- St. Lucia -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3270

St. Lucia1816

Physical Description: 50 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- St. Lucia -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1290


Physical Description: 24 x 18.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- St. Vincent -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1308

St. Vincent from an actual survey made in the Year 1773 after the Treaty with the Caribs / Sayer, R., fl. 1780-1810, cartographer / 1773

Physical Description: This Island of St. Vincent is 18 Miles 1/8 Long and 11 Miles 1/3 Broad, has 22 Rivers capable of turning Sugar Mills and contains 84,286 Acres. ; 63 x 46.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- St. Vincent -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3262

St. Vincent1816

Physical Description: left section of larger sheet ; 50 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- St. Vincent -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 1032

De Kraters van den Goenong Merapi in Agam / Müller, cartographer / 1836

Physical Description: Elevations shown; Dutch text ; 25 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Sumatra -- 19th c.
Call No: Isl 4770

Carta dell’Isola d’Otaiti fatta dal Luogotenente G. Cook 1769 / Cook, John, cartographer /

Physical Description: Watermark ; 23 x 40 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Tahiti -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 2125

A Special Map of the Isle of Taman

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Taman -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1102

Island of Teneriffe

Physical Description: Fig. 1 ; 12.5 x 15 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Teneriffe -- 19th c.

Call No: Isl 3271

Tobago

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Tobago

Call No: Isl 1419

Map of the Island of Tobago for the History of the West Indies, by Bryan Edwards Esqr / Edwards, B., 1743-1800, cartographer / 1794

Physical Description: 18.5 x 23 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Tobago -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 1420

A Map of the Island of Tobago ... Drawn from an Actual Survey by Thos Bowen, 1779 / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1778

Physical Description: 19 x 24 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Tobago -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3793

Sketch of Tongataboo HarbourT. Bowen, engraver1777, ca.

Physical Description: Orientation: South at top ; 22.5 x 35 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Tonga -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 3271

Trinidad

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Islands -- Trinidad
Islands

**Call No:** Isl 3295

**Turks Islands, from a Survey in 1753 by Sloops I'Aigle & l'Emeraude by order of the French Governor of Hispaniola with improvements from Observations made in the Sir Edw Hawke, Kings Schooner1775**

- Physical Description: Watermark ; 47 x 31.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Islands -- Turks Islands -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 4769

**View of Sir Charles Saunders Island, Osnaburg Island, Adml Keppels Island, Boscowens Island, Wallis's Island**

**Walker, engraver**

- Physical Description: Watermark ; 20 x 32 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Islands -- various -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 1200

**Map of the Virgin Islands for the History of the West Indies, by Bryan Edwards, Esqr. / Edwards, B., 1743-1800, cartographer / 1794**

- Physical Description: 18 x 22.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Islands -- Virgin Islands -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Isl 3291

**Virgin Islands: Profiles - physical features of Tortola et al.1832**

- Physical Description: 13 x 21 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Islands -- Virgin Islands -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0192

**A New Map of the West Indies for the History of the British Colonies / Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800, cartographer / 1818**

- Physical Description: each 70 x 56.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Islands -- West Indies, coast -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Isl 0192

**A New Map of the West Indies for the History of British Colonies / Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800, cartographer / 1818**

- Physical Description: 2 folded sheets ; each 70 x 56.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Islands -- West Indies & U. S. coast -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Br Isl 1444, 1446, 1447

**Isle of Wight**

- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Islands -- Wight

**Italy**
Italy

Call No: Italy 0117

Aprutii Ulterioris Descriptio 1590 Natalis Bonifacius Sebenjcensis describeb / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below

Physical Description: French text; Watermark; 33 x 43 cm. Scale: 1: 350,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Abruzzi -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0653

Le Golfe de Venise, avec ses Principaux Caps, Promontoires, et Ports de Mer plus nouveaux du P. Corneli & autres par le Sr Sanson Geographe du Roy / Sanson, N., 1600-1667; Coronelli, V., 1650-1718, et al., cartographer /

Physical Description: Elaborate title cartouche includes fortifications of 22 cities and bird's eye view of Venice; 55.5 x 74 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Adriatic coasts -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0381

Thusciae Descriptio Auctore Hieronymo Bellarmato / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1574

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 32 x 47 cm. Scale: 1: 750,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- ancient Tuscany -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0372

Apuliae, quae olim Iapygia, nova corographia ... Calabriae Descrip. per Prosperum Parisium Consent. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1602?

Physical Description: German text; Watermark; Apuliae: Orientation, East at top, 31 x 21.5 cm. Scale 1: 600,000; Calabriae: 31 x 21.5 cm. Scale 1: 900,000; 31 x 46 cm. Scale: see below

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Apulia, Calabria -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0409

Golfe de Naples / Roux, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1779

Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; Plate 34; 12.5 x 19.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Bay of Naples -- 8th c.

Call No: Italy 1152

Il Cadorino (Belluno area) / Magini, G. A., 1555-1617, cartographer / 1620

Physical Description: 35.5 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Belluno area -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 1502

Piano del Territorio di Bologna / Magini, G. A., 1555-1617, cartographer / 1599

Physical Description: Lengthy dedication; 35 x 47.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Bologna -- 16th c.
Call No: Italy 0661
Territoire de Bologne / Probably Blaeu, J. & C., 1596-1673, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Orientation - West at the top; 44 x 54 cm..Scale: 1:300,000
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Bologna -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0389
Bresciano Brixian Agri Typus Brixia et Cygnea supposita in specula, Cum privilegio
   Imperiali Regio, et Belgico 1590 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1592
   Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Latin text; Watermark ; 37.5 x 48.5
   cm..Scale: 1: 300,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Brescia -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0647
Carte Particuliere du Bressan Faisant Partie des Etats de la Republique de Venise
   Levée par Ordre Exprès à l'Usage des Armées en Italie. / Sanson, N., 1600-1667,
   cartographer / 1737, ca
   Physical Description: Information notes. ; 57 x 50.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Brescia -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0691
Carta Geographica del Territorio Bresciano
   Physical Description: 33 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Brescia -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0418
Plan de la Port et de Ville de Brindisi / Roux, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1779
   Physical Description: Orientation: Soutwest at top; Plate 76; Watermark ; 13 x 19 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Brindisi -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0124
Contado di Molise et Principato Ultra / Jansson, J., 1596-1664; (Orig. Mercator),
   cartographer / 1636 ?
   Physical Description: French text ; 38 x 49 cm..Scale: 1:350,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0349
Abruzzo Citra et Ultra / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / post 1636
   Physical Description: Dutch text ; 38 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- 17th c.
Call No: Italy 0659
Umbrie ou Duché de Spolete / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638 & Blaeu, C., d. 1642, cartographer / 1704
  Physical Description: 38 x 49.5 cm. Scale: 1:270,000
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- central -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0588
Topografia della Provincia del Mugello situata alle Falde degli Appenini in Toscana / Pozzi, Joseph, artist ; / Brocchi, Giuseppe, cartographer / Fanni, Carol., engraver / 1747
  Physical Description: Dedication to Mons. Ubaldino Ubaldini; 88 keyed references; 35.5 x 53 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0623
Estates of the Church, Grand Duchy of Tuscany, Republic of Lucca, ... / [Wilkinson, Robert, fl. 1785?], cartographer / 1809
  Physical Description: Lists of legations, etc.; 30 x 23 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0649
Status Ecclesiatici nec non Magni Ducatus Toscanae ... Nova Tabula Geographica ... Les Etats de l'Eglise ... / Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762, cartographer / 1748
  Physical Description: 49.5 x 54 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0685
Carta Geographica della Terra di Lavoro o sia della Campagna Felice
  Physical Description: Vignette; 33 x 43 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0695
Carta Geographica del Stato della Chiesa
  Physical Description: Vignette; 33 x 43 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- central -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0700
Carta Geographica della Campagna di Roma Patrimonio di S. Pietro e Ducato di Castro
   Physical Description: 31.5 x 42.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 1503
Carta del' Stato del Papa et del Gran Duca di Toscana / Todeschi, Pietro, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 35.5 x 47 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0595
Tuscany and the States of the Church / Thomson, John, fl. 1814-69, cartographer / 1817
   Physical Description: 60.5 x 50 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0630
Regionum Italiae Mediarum Tabula Geographica / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1776, cartographer / 1712
   Physical Description: Inset: 7 hills of Rome ; 45.5 x 59.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3532
A New Map of Latium, Etruria ... / Wells, Edward, 1667-1727, cartographer / Sutton Nicholls, engraver 1700
   Physical Description: Dedication to William Duke of Glocester ; 36.5 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3537
Italia Media sive Propria / Seale, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Tab. XVI ; 21 x 31 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- central -- antiquity
Call No: Italy 3538
Latii utriusque delineatio / Seale, cartographer /
Physical Description: Tab. XVIIIb ; 21 x 31 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- central -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3800
Latium, Vestini, Campani / van den Keere, P., cartographer / 17th c. ?
Physical Description: 16 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- central -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3801
Tusciae sive Hetruriae Antiquae Typus / van den Keere, P., cartographer / 17th c. ?
Physical Description: 15.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- central -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 0125
Territorio di Orvieto / Blaeu, Johan, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1650
Physical Description: Dutch text ; 38 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1:750,000
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- central Italy -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0222
Italiae Novissima Descriptio Auctore Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano / Ortelius, A.,
1527-1598, cartographer / 1574
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Latin text; Watermark ; 36 x 51 cm..Scale: 1: 3 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- country -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0398
Tabula Nova Italiae / Ptolemy; Frisius, L., fl. 1522, cartographer / 1541
Physical Description: Block used in 1522 Strasbourg edition; Watermark ; 27 x 34 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- country -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0110
A New Map of Italy Corrected from the Observations communicated to ye Royal Society at London and ye Royal Academy at Paris / Price-John Senex, cartographer / 1708
Physical Description: folded ; 65 x 95 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- country -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 4942
Italy: General Map including Switzerland, Tyrol and the Alps / J. Dower, artist ; / J. Dower, engraver 19th c.
Physical Description: 43 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- country -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0413
Europae Tabula VI (ancient Italy) / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1599
Physical Description: Italian text ; 18.5 x 24 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- country -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 1135
La Romagne par Mr. Blaeu ... / Blaeu (17th c.), cartographer / 1704
Physical Description: 38 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 270,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- East Ravenna -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0636
L'Isle D'Elbe / Blaeu, cartographer / 1704
Physical Description: 19 x 24.5 cm..Scale: 1: 135,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Elba -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0120 A
Florentini Domini fidelissima et nova, D. Stephano monacho montisoliveti / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1595
Physical Description: Latin text ; 34.5 x 46.5 cm..Scale: 1: 600,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Florence -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0120 B
Florentini Domini fidelissima et nova, D. Stephano monacho montisoliveti / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 34.5 x 47 cm..Scale: 1: 600,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Florence -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0694
Carta Geographica della Provincia del Friuli
Physical Description: Vignette ; 33 x 43 c.m.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Friuli -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0417
Ville et Baye de Gayeté / Roux, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1779
  Physical Description: Plate 27; Watermark ; 12.5 x 19.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Gaeta -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0118
Reipublicae Genuensis Ducatus et Domini nova discrip / Mercator-Hondius- Jansson, cartographer / 1630
  Physical Description: 37 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Genoa -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0615
Mappa Geographica Status Genuensis / Mayer, Tobias, 1752-1830, cartographer / 1749
  Physical Description: 49 x 76 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0684
Carta Geographica del Governo della Liguria o sia dello Stato della Republica di Genova
  Physical Description: 33.5 x 40.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 1407
Etats de la Seigneurie et Republique de Gènes Dressée sur les meilleures cartes1783
  Physical Description: 47.5 x 67.5 cm.
  Purchase, 1986
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Genoa -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0395
Ducatus Ferrarensis, finitarumque partium descriptio auctore Ioan Baptista Aleotti, alias l'Argenta / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1608
  Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 44 x 51.5 cm..Scale: 1: 500,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Gerrara -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0671
Geographical & Statistical Map of Italy: Map of Italy including the Places rendered Celebrated by Battles & Sieges; intended for the Elucidation of Lavoisne's Historical Atlas, 1828]. Walker, engraver1828
  Physical Description: Extensive tables of information on three sides of map. ; map 35.5 x 29 cm.; Over-all size, 42 x 52 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Italy
Tabula Italiae Corsicae Sardiniae ...
Physical Description: 15 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy

Call No: Italy 0604
Carte Generale de l'Italie et des Isles et Pays Circonvoisins Nouvellement dressée apres Magin et autres auteurs les meilleurs de ce temps / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1658
Physical Description: 41.5 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0109
Nova Totius Italiae cum adjacentibus Insulis / Seutter, G. Matthew, 1678-1757, cartographer / 1760, ca
Physical Description: Elaborate title cartouche combines mythological, religious and royal figures. ; 48.5 x 57 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0119
Italia Cursoria / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1700 ca.
Physical Description: Main roads shown. ; 48 x 56.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0120
L'Italie divisée en ses differentes etats, royaumes et republiques / Janvier, Antide, 1751-1835, cartographer / 1800 ca.
Physical Description: No. 10 ; 31 x 44 cm.
Ratner, L. & I., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0128
A Map of Italy with its Kingdoms, States ... / Seale, artist ; / Bowen, Emanuel(?), d. 1767, cartographer / 1750, ca.
Physical Description: 38 x 47 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0457
Italia ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1742
Physical Description: 49.5 x 56.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.
An Accurate Map of His R. H. the Duke of York's Journey thro' Italy in 1763 - 1764.

Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

A New Map of Present Italy ... / Wells, Edward, 1667-1727, cartographer / 1700, ca.

Physical Description: 37 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

L'Italie, Dressée sur les Observations de Mrs. de l'Academie Royale des Sciences sur celles du R. P. Riccioli de la Compagnie de Jesus, et autres Astronomes du pays, et sur plusieurs autres memoires. / de l'Isle, Guillaume, 1675-1726, cartographer / Ruyter, engraver 1750?

Physical Description: Ornamental explanatory sheet (Dutch text, 29 x 16 cm.) attached as flap. ; 50 x 60 cm..Scale: 1:2.5 mill.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Ie Carte d'Italie, 1755 -- 2e Carte d'Italie, 1755 Kitchin, T., engraver 1755

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; each 47.5 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

A New Map of Italy, including the Islands of Sicily, Sardinia & Corsica with the Post Roads from the latest authorities. / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1799

Physical Description: Post roads ; 45.5 x 51.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

A New Map of Italy / Senex, John, d. 1740 Maxwell & Price, cartographer / 1708

Physical Description: Lines depict Sanson's errors in outline of southern Italy. ; 64.5 x 93.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0609
Suitte de la Carte D'Italie depuis Mont Argentan jusqu'a Messine ... Les Côtes du Nord de Sicilie et celles de l'Est de Corce et Sardaigne / Michelot et Bremond, cartographer / Starck-man, engraver 1718
Physical Description: Orientation (south at top); 47.5 x 68.5 cm. 
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0627 a, b
Italy divided into its several Dominions ... Post Roads / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782; Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / (a) 1776; (b) 1786
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) Post roads; 59 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0628 a, b
L'Italie ... / Riccioli, J. B., fl. 1651; d'Anville, J. B. B. 1697-1782, cartographer / (a) 1700; (b) 1780
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 49 x 63 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0631
A New Map of Italy / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1794
Physical Description: 69 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0632 162
Italy with the addition of the Southern Parts of Germany ... Dalmatia ... Illyric Islands / de la Rochette, L. S., fl. 1795, cartographer / 1800
Physical Description: 2 sheets: northern part & southern part; each 63 x 109 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0634 O S
A New Map of Italy ... with the Post Roads ... and many remarks ... / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1714
Physical Description: Insets: Mt Etna erupting in 1669, Mt Vesuvius and eruptions, Mt Aeolius and its cataracts of wind, Post roads(The Post Roads in this Map are taken from Iacobo Cantelli da Vignola the Duke of Modena's Geographer); Dedicated to Francisco Eugenio of Savoy; 60.5 x 110 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0638
Regni & Insulae Siciliae Tabula Geographica 1747
Physical Description: 46.5 x 54.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0674
Italy Divided into its States with their Subdivisions ... by Samuel Dunn / Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794, cartographer / 1774
Physical Description: 30.5 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0681
Carta Geographica Generale dell'Italia
Physical Description: 32.5 x 43.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0994 a,b
Italy with the Islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica: by Mr. D'Anville, Geographer to the French King: Engraved from the Original, Publish'd at Paris at Expence of the Duke of Orleans, First Prince of the Blood, by R. W. Seale / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (b) 1759
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (below cartouche) The Author accounts for the Construction of this Map in a Work intitled A Geographical Analysis of Italy ; 80.5 x 68.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 1161
Italy According to the Newest Observations / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1720?
Physical Description: 17.5 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 3535
Italy and Sardinia ... 1785
Physical Description: 34.5 x 37.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 3542
**Nouvelle Carte de l'Etat Present de l'Italie pour parvenir par une Methode nouvelle a la Connoissance de la Geographie et de l'Histoire et tres utile pour les Voiiages**

Physical Description: Inset: Sicile; Information and references; map 33 x 44.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 4806
**Italy / Kitchin, T. 1718-1784, cartographer / 18th c.**

Physical Description: 18.5 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0593
**The States of Italy, with their Islands, Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily & Malta ... Describing the New Limits, as confirmed by the Definitive Treaty of Paris 1815 / Wyld, James, 1790-1836, cartographer / 1815 ?**

Physical Description: 63.5 x 55.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0618 16263
**Italy: North -- Central -- South / Stucchi, artist ; / J. & C. Walker, engraver1830 - 32**

Physical Description: 3 sheets; ca. 29 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0663
**A New Map of Italy including the Islands of Sicily, Sardinia & Corsica with the Post Roads according to the Congress of Vienna / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1825**

Physical Description: Post roads; 46 x 51.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0664 162
**Italy / Hughes, W., 1817-1876, cartographer / Bartholomew, engraver1870, ca.**

Physical Description: 2 sheets: North Sheet & South Sheet; Insets: 1. Rome & environs, Turin & environs; 2. Malta & dependencies, Naples & environs; each 52.5 x 63 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.
Call No: Italy 0667

Italy ... Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New General Atlas Scott, R., engraver 1814
Physical Description: Inset: Island of Elba; 59.5 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0668 1&2

North Italy -- South Italy / Hall, Sidney, fl. 1818-1860, cartographer / 1840, ca.
Physical Description: 2 sheets: Inset on South Italy: Sardinia; each 41.5 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0670

Italy according to Kiepert, etc. Swanston, G. H., engraver 1850, ca.?
Physical Description: Insets: Malta, Sicily, Bay of Naples, Strait of Messina, Rome & Environs; 41.5 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0678

Italy ... drawn and engraved for Dr. Playfairs Atlas / Macpherson, artist; / Cooper, engraver 1821
Physical Description: 56 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 3534

Italy Gibson, engraver
Physical Description: Plate 129, No. 67, page 87; 28 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 4807

Italy / Arrowsmith; Boscovich-Zannoni, cartographer / Lowry, engraver 1802
Physical Description: 21 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0112

L'Italie ... 3 eras ... sous la Republique Romaine ... C. Augustus ... present
Physical Description: 3 maps + I of ancient Rome: French text; Key to cities, towns, rivers, lakes. Triumphal processions & ceremonies of ancient Rome depicted in detail. Pl. 9; 33.5 x 43.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Italy -- antiquity
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cartographer/Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Subjects and Indexing Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0465</td>
<td>Tabula Italiae Antiquae / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1789</td>
<td>1697-1782</td>
<td>Insets: 7 hills of Rome, Environs of Rome; 48 x 38 cm.</td>
<td>Italy -- Italy -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0473</td>
<td>Map of Italy with the ancient and modern names compiled from Cramer ... by Pierre Tardieu / Tardieu, P., 1746 -1816, cartographer / 1832</td>
<td>1746-1816</td>
<td>50 x 40 cm.</td>
<td>Italy -- Italy -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0585</td>
<td>A New Map of Antient Italy together with the Adjoyning Islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, shewing their Principal Divisions, Cities, Towns, Rivers, Mountains, etc. / Wells, Edward, 1667-1727, cartographer / 1700 ca.</td>
<td>1667-1727</td>
<td>Dedicated to His Highness William Duke of Glocester; 37 x49 cm.</td>
<td>Italy -- Italy -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0605</td>
<td>Tabula Italiae Antiquae in Regiones XI ab Augusto divisae et tum ad mensuras itinerarias tum ad observationes astronomicas exactae / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer /</td>
<td>1675-1726</td>
<td>48.5 x 62 cm.</td>
<td>Italy -- Italy -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0619 1&amp;2&amp;3</td>
<td>Ancient Italy: North -- Central -- South. &amp; C. Walker, engraver1829 - 32</td>
<td>1829 - 32</td>
<td>3 sheets; ca. 29 x 38 cm.</td>
<td>Italy -- Italy -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0666</td>
<td>Tabula Italiae Antiquae Geographica / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1800, ca.</td>
<td>1697-1782</td>
<td>Insets: Urbs Septicollis; Rome &amp; environs; Dedication to Duc de la Rochefoucauld; 62 x 49.5 cm.</td>
<td>Italy -- Italy -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Italy 3533

A New Map of Gallia Cisalpina, Graecia Magna ... / Wells, Edward, 1667-1727, cartographer / Sutton Nicholls, engraver

Physical Description: Dedicated to William Duke of Glocester ; 48 x 36.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Italy -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3536

Italia Antiqua / Seale, cartographer / 1742 ?

Physical Description: Tab. XIV ; 21 x 30.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Italy -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3540

Regiones Italie ex Augusti Caesaris divisione / Seale, cartographer /

Physical Description: Tab. XIX ; 20.5 x 30.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Italy -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3541

L'Italie dans son premier etablissement sous la Republique Romaine, Cesar Auguste, sous les Papes

Physical Description: Insets: Rome Ancienne, Triomphes, Pompe et Ceremonies, Extensive information tables; No. 9 : map 25 x 27.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Italy -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 4842

Carte de l'Italie Ancienne ...19th c.

Physical Description: 33 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Italy -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 4843

Italie Ancienne / Giraldon ?, artist ; / J. B. Tardieu, engraver

Physical Description: Small circular inset: Rome & environs ; 22.5 x 30.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Italy -- antiquity
Call No: Italy 4844 a, b
(a) Map for the Expedition of Hannibal into Italy and his Principal Marches are marked ... Rollin ... 1739 -- (b) Carte pour l'Expedition d'Annibal ... Rollin ...
(a) Seale, engraver(a) 1739
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 30 x 48 cm. B & W ; (a) 29.5 x 48 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Italy -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 0689
Carta Geographica del Ducato di Mantoua
  Physical Description: 33 x 43 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Mantua -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0650
Ducatus Mediolani una cum Confinys accurata Tabula exhibitus auctus et emedatus 1748 (?) / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1748?
  Physical Description: 47 x 56 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Milan -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0687
Stato di Milano e suoi Confini
  Physical Description: 33 x 40 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Milan -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 4805
Carta dello Stato di Milano e suoi Confini del Tenente Genle et Ingre D. Gio. Battista Sesti
  Physical Description: 20.5 x 31.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Milan -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0382
Ducatus Mediolanensis Finitarumque Regionii Descriptio, auctore Ioanne Georgio Septala Mediolanense / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1574
  Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Latin text; Watermark ; 35.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 1.3 mill.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Milano -- 16th c.

Call No: Mil 3646
Carte du Royaume de Naples
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- Naples
Call No: Italy 0697

Carta Geographica del Regno di Napoli

Physical Description: Vignette; 33 x 43 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Naples -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0583

Sardinia, Piedmont, Savoy, Parma, Modena (war map) / Dower, cartographer / 1858-62

Physical Description: 32.5 x 43.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North

Call No: Italy 0108

Fori Iolii accurata Descriptio Ez Biblotheca Nobilis et doctissimi Ioannis Sambuci, Imperatoriae Mats Historici 1573 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1573, see note below

Physical Description: French text; Watermark; 36 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 500,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- north -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0610

Pedemontium et Reliquae Ditiones Italiae Regiae Celsitudini Sabaudicae Subditae cum Regionibus adjacentibus / Borgonius, artist; / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / de Broen, engraver1682

Physical Description: Heraldry; 51 x 60.5 cm..Scale: 1: 350,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0612

Reipublicae Genuensis et Ducatus Mediolanensis Parmensis et Montisferrati Novissima Descriptio per F. de Wit / de Wit, Frederick, 1616-1698, cartographer / 1690 ca.

Physical Description: 49.5 x 57.5 cm..Scale: 1:600,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0654

Accuratissima Dominii Veneti in Italia Ducatus Parmae, Placentiae Modenae Regii et Mantuae Episcopatusque Tridentini Tabula quae est Lombardia Inferior / de Wit, Frederick, 1616-1698, cartographer / 1690 ca

Physical Description: 49 x 61.5 cm..Scale: 1:800,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North -- 17th c.
Call No: Italy 0656
Ducato di Parma et di Piacenza / Mercator, G., 1512-1594; Hondius, H., 1587-1638, cartographer / 1636
  Physical Description: Sumptibus Henrici Hondii ; 38 x 48 cm..Scale: 1:250,000
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 3555
La Savoye et le Piémont Divisez en Leurs Provinces Particulieres, Duchez ... Baronies ... / Ponza, D. G., cartographer / M. Bertin, engraver 1684
  Physical Description: 44.5 x 32.5 cm.
  Greenwood gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- North -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0586
Carte Historique et Geographique pour introduire à l'Intelligence de l'Histoire de Savoye ...
  Physical Description: Tome 2 No. 68; Map of Savoy, plan of Torino, bird's eye view of Palais de la Venerie ...; Information tables ; 35.5 x 48 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0589
The North Part of Italy: Dominions of King of Sardinia Estates of Parma, Modena, Genoa, Venice & Lucca, Dutchies of Milan & Mantua / Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794, cartographer / 1774
  Physical Description: 31 x 44 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0590
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendûe ... Divisé en ses Principales Parties: avec les Estats et Frontieres ... qui l'environnent / Rizzi-Zannoni,G. A., 1736-1814, cartographer / 1783
  Physical Description: 54 x 68 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0591
Carte Générale des Etats du Roi de Sardaigne, reduite d'après La Grande Carte Pour trouver facilement ce qu'on a envie de chercher dans celle-là ... MDCCCLXXXIII1783
  Physical Description: Keyed references to 100 towns and cities. ; 51.5 x 54.5 cm. 
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Italy -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0592

Carte du pays ajoutés aux Etats du Roi de Sardaigne depuis l'an 16821783?

Physical Description: L'Echelle de Cette Carte est différente de Celle de Borgonio ; 49.5 x 55 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0602

A New Map of Piedmont, the Duchies of Savoy & Milan and the Republic of Genoa with their Subdivisions from the latest authorities / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1799

Physical Description: 46 x 52 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0608

A New Map of the Upper Part of Italy... / Moll, Hermann, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1750, ca.

Physical Description: Insets: Italy in Europe, Civitavecchia, Leghorn town & harbor Outline of Venice, Mantua, Milan, Turin, Genoa, Piacenza, Parma, Modena, Florenza, Rome; Dedication to George II ; 61 x 120.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0613

A New Map of Savoy & Piedmont / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / I. Harris, engraver1721 ca.

Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Turin, View of Verrue ; 55.5 x 41.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0614

Les Estats de Savoye et de Piemont / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1705-59

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 58.5 x 50 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0621 a, b

The North East Part of Italy, Comprising the Estates of Venice, the Dutchies of Milan, Mantua, Modena, & Parma: with Part of the Estates of Genoa.(a) T. Conder; (b) Froggett, engraver(a) 1794; (b) 1810

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 20.5 x 29 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0626
Regiae Celsitudinis Sabaudicae Status in quo Ducatus Sabaudiae ... Pedemontium ... Montisferrati / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1735, ca.
Physical Description: 50 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0645
A New Map of the Dominions of the King of Sardinia / De Carolyi, Francis, cartographer / Baker, engraver 1799
Physical Description: Insets: Isle & Kingdom of Sardinia, Mont Blanc in Francigni & the Subjacent Alps & Glaciers, Altitude Table ; 69.5 x 50.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0646 1a,1b,2,3,4,5
La Source du Po et les Passages de France en Piémont -- Le Cours du Po dans le Piémont et le Montferrat -- Le Cours du Po dans le Milanex -- Le Cours du Po dans le Duche de Mantoue -- Le Cours du Po dans le Duche de Ferrare et La Source du Po / Placide de Sainte Hélène, Père, 1649-1734, cartographer / 1735
Physical Description: 5 maps attached horizontally ; 43 x 238 cm. Scale: 1:250,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0648
Carte Nouvelle du Padouan, et le Polesin de Rovigo, de la Republique de Venise, Levée par Ordre Exprès à l’Usage des Armées en Italie où sont Exactement Marqués les Grands Chemins, les Routes des Imperiaux, etc. / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1737, ca
Physical Description: 49 x 56 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0652
Dominii Veneti cum vicinis Parmae Mutinae Mantuae et Mirandole Statibus Nova Descriptio ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1740?
Physical Description: 49 x 57.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 1036
Carte du Théatre de la Guerre entre le Mincio et l'Adige pour servir à l'intelligence de la campagne de 1796
Physical Description: 23.5 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0582
Savoy & Piedmont with the Isle of Sardinia 1802
   Physical Description: Inset: Sardinia ; 22.5 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0642
Sardinia, Piedmont, Savoy, Parme & Modena / Dowe, John, fl.1838, cartographer / 1850-62
   Physical Description: 31 x 43.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0644
A New Map of Kingdom of Sardinia ... Congress of Vienna / Cary, John, 1754-1835, cartographer / 1824
   Physical Description: 46.5 x 53 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0672
Northern Italy / Hebert, J., cartographer / Neele, engraver 1809
   Physical Description: 52 x 70 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 1012
Carte des Environs d'Alexandrie et de la Plaine de Marengo
   Physical Description: 21 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 4804
Viaggio da Antibo a Genova e a Torino
   Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top ; 17.5 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 4808
Carte de la Rivière de Gènes
   Physical Description: Inset: Environs de Gènes ; 22 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- North -- 19th c.
Call No: Italy 4809

**Carte du Piémont**

Physical Description: 22 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 4810

**Piedmont & Savoy with part of the South of France 1808**

Physical Description: 27 x 36 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0611

**Italia Gallica sive Gallia Cisalpina ... / van den Keere, P. (Kaerius), fl. 1620, cartographer** /

Physical Description: 35 x 46 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 0660

**Le Bellunese et le Feltrino / Probably Blaeu, J. & C., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1704**

Physical Description: 38 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 190,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- North (Belluno) -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0625

**A New Map of the Middle and Upper Parts of Italy ... State of the Church ... Tuscany, Austrian Lombardy, States of Parma, Modena, Republics of Venice, Genoa, Lucca, etc. ... Corsica / d’Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1788, cartographer / Jones & Smith, engraver 1799**

Physical Description: 68.5 x 50 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- north, central -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0599

**North & Central Italy and the Island of Corsica / [Johnston, Keith, 1804-71?], cartographer** /

Physical Description: No. 13; Inset: Environs of Rome ; 45 x 58 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- north, central -- 19th c.
Call No: Italy 0675
Northern and Middle Italy 1808
Physical Description: 27 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- north, central -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0392
Romagna oli, Flaminia Auctore Ioan Antonio Magino / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1608
Physical Description: Imset: Rhodiginae peninsulae descriptio Auctore Gaspare Bonifacio; Latin text; Watermark ; 37 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 300,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- north east -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0581
The North East Part of Italy ...Jas. Tyrer, engraver 1819
Physical Description: 22 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North East -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0132
Territorio di Pavia, Lodi, Novarra, Tortona, Alessandria & altri Vicini dello Stato di Milano / Jansson, J., 1596-1664 (Orig. Mercator), cartographer / post 1639
Physical Description: French text ; 37 x 47.5 cm..Scale: 1:350,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North Italy -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0485
Territorium Vicentinum / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1633
Physical Description: French text ; 38 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1:280,000
Leighton, P., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North Italy -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0296
Tabula Geographica in qua integri Ducatus Mediolanensis et Mantuanis ... / Seutter, Matthew, 1678-1757, cartographer / 1730 ca.
Physical Description: 46.5 x 56.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0397 O S
Carte Routiere du Théâtre de la Guerre Dans la partie Septentrionale de l'Italie ... par C. Chaumier, en 1793 / Jaillot, Hubert, 1640-1712, cartographer / 1793
Physical Description: 50 x 96 cm.
Ratner, L. & I., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North Italy -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0412

A New and Accurate Map of the Northern Parts of Italy -- A Draught of the Road of Leghorn, copy of that ordered by C. de Maurepas / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 1753?

Physical Description: 2 maps on 1 sheet; 32 x 22.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0415

A New and Accurate Map of Savoy, Piemont and Montferrat / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 1752?

Physical Description: Insets: Coni (Cuneo), Nice & Villafranca; 22 keyed references; 34.5 x 42.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0525 BOX


Physical Description: 30 sheets, linen-backed, folded into 5 slip-cases, boxed: L'an 6 de la Republique; Abridged map 41.5 x 41.5 cm. and explanation of source, purpose, scale, history of Italian campaigns. Areas shown: Italy, Switzerland, parts of France, Germany, Austria & Dalmatian coast; each 51.5 x 64.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North Italy -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0111

(1) Larii Lacus vulgo Comensis descriptio auct, Paulo Iovio -- (2) Territorii Romani descrip -- (3) Fori Iulii vulgo Friuli typus

Physical Description: French text; Watermark; (1) 15 x 49 cm.; (2) 19 x 24.5 cm.; (3) 19 x 24.5 cm. Scale: (1) 1: 180,000; (2) 1: 350,000; (3) 1: 1.5 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- north & Rome -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0606 1&2

L'Italie publieé sous les Auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d'Orleans -- Prémier Prince du Sang MDCCXLIII / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1743

Physical Description: 2 sheets; see below.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- North & South -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0692

Carta Geographica del Territorio Padovano

Physical Description: Vignette; 33 x 43 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Padua -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0114
(1) Patavini territorii corographiae Iac Castaldo auct -- (2) Apuliae quae olim Iapygia nova corographia Iacobo Castaldo auctore / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
Physical Description: French text; Watermark; (1) Orientation: West at top; (2) Orientation East at top ; 31 x 48 cm.: (1) 31 x 22 cm.; (2) 31 x 22 cm..Scale: (1) 1: 300,000; (2) 1: 660,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Padua - Apulia -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0394
Parmae et Placentiae Ducatus / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1608
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 36.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 270,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Parma -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 3558
Status Parmensis sive Ducatus Parmensis et Placentini una cum Ditione Buxetana et Valle Tara ...1731
Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Parma, Plan of Piacenza ; 48 x 56 cm.
Greenwood gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Parma, Piacenza -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0688
Carta Geographica dei Territori di Pavia di Lodi e di Piacenza
Physical Description: Vignette ; 33 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Pavia, Piacenza -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0112
Perusini agri; exactissima novissimaque descriptio auctore Egnatio Dante / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 33 x 47 cm..Scale: 1: 200,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Perugia -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 1505
Territorio di Perugia / Spada, Valerio, cartographer /
Physical Description: Publisher's note states that the map is for sale in Negroponte. ; 35.5 x 45.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Perugia -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0113 A
Pedemontanae vicinorumque regionum auctore Iacobo Castaldo descrip. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 37 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 450,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Piedmont -- 16th c.
Call No: Italy 0113 B
Pedemontanae vicinorumque regionum auctore Iacobo Castaldo descrip. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1608
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 37 x 49.5 cm. Scale: 1: 450,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Piedmont -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 1133
Pedemontanae vicinorumque Regionum Auctore Iacobo Castaldo descrip. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1570
Physical Description: 37 x 50 cm. Scale: 1:450,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Piedmont -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0686
Carta Geographica dello Stato di Piemonte
Physical Description: Vignette; 33 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Piedmont -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0699
Carta Geographica dell'Isola di Sardegna
Physical Description: 2 vignettes; 33 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sardinia -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0587
Carte de Geographie des differents etats de la Republique de Venise, l'Abregé de son Gouvernement Politique, et Ecclesiastique et les Etats ou elle a porté la Gloire de ses Armes.
Physical Description: Tome 2 No. 73; 3 maps: Golphe de Venise, Po delta, Eastern Mediterranean; Tables of Information; Heraldry; 30 x 61.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- see Notes -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0123
Sicilia Regnum / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
Physical Description: Apud Guglielmum Blaeu; 38 x 50 cm. Scale: 1:900,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0419
Sicilia (port of Trapano) / Roux, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1779
Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; Plate 32; 13 x 19.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0548

[A Map of Sicily]

Physical Description: Descriptive MS notes ; 49.5 x 79.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Sicily -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0549 a, b

Carte de l'Isle et Royaume de Sicile: (a) Paris, 1717 -- (b) Venice, Santini, 1779 / de l'Isle, Guillaume, 1675-1726, cartographer /

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Inset: Isle de Malte et des Isles Voisines; Explication des Marques ; 48 x 60 cm. ca.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Sicily -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0552

Siciliae Regnum cum adjacente Insula Sardinia et maxima parte regni Neapolitani ... / Seutter, Matthew, 1678-1757, cartographer / 1700, ca.

Physical Description: Insets: Mt. Etna and Catania, Messina plan and harbor ; 49 x 58 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Sicily -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0658

A Map of the Island and Kingdom of Sicily A Particular Map of the Island of Malta and the Neighbouring Islands / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / 1710, ca.

Physical Description: Dedication to Montague Garrard Drake Esqr ; 49.5 x 58 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Sicily -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0698

Carta Geographica dell'Isola di Sicilia

Physical Description: Vignette ; 33 x 43 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Sicily -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 3478 a,b,c

The Island and Kingdom of Sicily -- Map of Baron de Schmettau, Quarter Master General of the Imperial Army in the War of 1718-19-20 from maps of Ventimiglio, D'Aedone, Danville etc. By Robert Mylne, F.R.S. on a journey in MDCCLVII / Mylne, R., cartographer / (a) 1788; (b) 1799

Physical Description: 3 similar maps ; 48 x 68 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Italy -- Sicily -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0547
Map of Sicily / CMC, artist ; / J. Walker, engraver 1824
Physical Description: 22 x 35 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0639
Carte Physique et Routière de la Sicile et des Iles de Malte et Gozo 1854
Physical Description: 53.5 x 81.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily -- 19th c.

Call No: Italy 0546
Carte de la Sicile, pour servir à l'Histoire de la Grèce
Physical Description: 21 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 0640
Siciliae Antiquae Tabula Muller, Leopold, engraver 1854
Physical Description: Insets: Sicilia Tabulae Peutingerianae (Peutinger Table Sicily), Islands of Gaulus & Melita, (Gozo & Malta) ; 32.5 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 3802
Siciliae Veteris Typus / van den Keere, P., cartographer / 17th c. ?
Physical Description: 16 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily -- antiquity

Call No: Italy 0551
I Regni di Sicilia, e Sardegna, colle Adiacenti Isole di Corsica, Elba, Malta, e o di Vulcano, non men che parte delle Spiagge Septen-trionale dell'Africa e delle Meridionali d'Italia / Rizzi-Zannoni, G. A. B., 1736-1814, cartographer / 1762
Physical Description: 46 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Sicily, et al. -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0683
Carta Geographica del Territorio Senese
Physical Description: Vignette ; 33 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Siena -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0335

(1) Senensis Ditiones Accurata Descriptio -- (2) Corsica -- (3) Marcha Anconae olim Picenum / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1612?

Physical Description: Latin text; (2) Orientation: East at top; (3) Orientation South at top; (2) 33 x 24.5 cm.; (2) 16.5 x 23 cm.; (3) Scale: (1) 1: 400,000; (2) 1: 850,000; (3) 15.5 x 23 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Siena, et al. -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0657

Regnum Neapolis in quo sunt Aprutium Ulterius et Citerius, Comitatus Molisius, Terra Laboris, Capitaniata, Principatus Ulterior et Citerior, Terra Bariensis et Hidruntina Basilicata Calabria ... / de Wit, Frederick, 1661-1725, cartographer / 1680, ca

Physical Description: 58 x 48.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- South -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 0603

A New Map of Sicily the First or the Kingdom of Naples ... Drawn with Several Additions from Zannoni's Map Published by Order of the King of the Two Sicilies / Rizzi-Zannoni, G. A., 1736-1814, cartographer / B. Baker, engraver1799

Physical Description: 65 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0616

Neapolis Regnum quo continentur Aprutium Ulterius et Citerius, Comitatus Molisius, Terra Laboris, Capitaniata ... / Seutter, Matthew, 1678-1757, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,, cartographer / 1740 ca.?

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 58 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0617

Plan du Golphe de Naples et des Environs ... / Michelot et Bremond, cartographer / 1718

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 47 x 68.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0651

Novissima et exactissima Totius Regni Neapolis Tabula praesentis belli statui accommodata et exhibita / Homann. J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1747?

Physical Description: 56.5 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- South -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italy 3557</td>
<td>Le Royaume de Naples divisé en douze Provinces: par Sanson Corrigée après les nouvelles Observations du Sr. d'Anville et autres Geographes</td>
<td>44 x 54 cm..Scale: 1:1.4 mill.</td>
<td>Greenwood gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0594</td>
<td>Naples and Sicily / Thomson, John, fl. 1814-69, cartographer / 1817</td>
<td>27 part 4 ; 61 x 50 cm.</td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0600</td>
<td>South Italy and the Island of Sardinia / [Johnston, Keith, 1804-71?], cartographer /</td>
<td>Inset: Bay of Naples ; 45 x 58 cm.</td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0620</td>
<td>Southern Italy / Rapkin, J., cartographer / Rapkin, engraver</td>
<td>5 vignettes: Benevento, Vesuvius, festivals, etc. Illustrated by A. H. Wray; engraved by J. Rogers ; 25 x 32.5 cm.</td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0673</td>
<td>Southern Italy / Hebert, J., cartographer / Neele, engraver 1809</td>
<td>Inset: Islands of Malta &amp; Gozo ; 52 x 70 cm.</td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 0676</td>
<td>South Italy 1808</td>
<td>37 x 26.5 cm.</td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 3539</td>
<td>Graecia Magna sive pars ultima Italiae / Seale, cartographer /</td>
<td>Tab. XVIII ; 20.5 x 31 cn.</td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Call No: Italy 0116


Physical Description: 2 maps on 1 sheet : Latin text; Calabria scale, 1:900,000 ; each 31 x 21.5 cm ..Scale: Apulia 1:600,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- South Italy -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0624

Cratere Maritimo, o parte del Golfo di Napoli, 1754 / Weber, Liberati, de Alcubierre, cartographer / Gaultier, P., engraver1754

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Secondo le misure itinerarie, e le osservazioni di Monsig're Ottavio Ant. Bayardi ; 43 x 47.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- South (Vesuvius) -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0109 A

Regni Neapolitani verissima secundum antiquorum et recentorum traditionem descripito Pyrrho Ligorio auct / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1587

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Latin text; Watermark ; 36.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 25 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- southern half -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0109 B

Regni Neapolitani verissima secundum antiquorum et recentorum traditionem descripito Pyrrho Ligorio auct / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; French text; Watermark ; 37 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 25 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- southern half -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0109 C

Regni Neapolitani verissima secundum antiquorum et recentorum traditionem descripito Pyrrho Ligorio auct / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584?

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Latin text; Watermark ; 36.5 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 25,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- southern half -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0118

Neapolitanum Regnum / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / 1633

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 42 x 51 cm..Scale: 1: 1.5 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- southern half -- 17th c.

Call No: Italy 6420

Calabre Port de Tarante / Roux, J., fl. 18th c., cartographer / 1779

Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top ; 13 x 19 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Taranto -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0693
Carta Geographica del Territorio Trevigiano
   Physical Description: Vignette waterwheel ; 33.5 x 40 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Treviso -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0267
Toscana Nuova Tavola / Ptolemy- Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
   Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 18 x 25.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Tuscany -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0696
Carta Geographica del Gran Ducato di Toscana
   Physical Description: Vignette ; 33 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Tuscany -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0384
   Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 34 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 1 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Tyrol, Istria -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0391
Ducatus Urbini Nova et Exacta Descriptio M D C V I / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1608
   Physical Description: Italian text; Watermark ; 38 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 450,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Urbino -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0690
Carta Geographica dell'Stato Veneto in Italia
   Physical Description: Vignette of Venice ; 33 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Venice -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0025
Dominium Venetum / Seutter, G. Matthew, 1678-1757, cartographer / 1729
   Physical Description: Heraldry ; 49.5 x 57.5 cm. .
   Jones, R. L. bequest
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Italy -- Venice area -- 18th c.
Call No: Italy 0115
Veronae urbis territorium, à Bernardo Brognolo descriptum 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Watermark ; 33 x 47 cm..Scale: 1: 330,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Verona -- 16th c.

Call No: Italy 0662
Vesuvius: Principal Eruptions / Wyld, Jas. Jr., 1812-1887, cartographer / 1872
Physical Description: List of eruptions A.D. 79 - 1872; Diagram; Lava flows colored ; 27 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Vesuvius -- 1st-19th c.

Call No: Italy 0408
Topographia dell'Agro Napoletano con le sue Adiacenze ... Delineata del R. Geografo G. A. Rizzi Zannoni, MDCCXCIII / Rizzi Zannoni, G. A., 1736-1814, cartographer / 1793
Physical Description: Dissected and folded to 23 x 15 cm. in slip-case. Elegant cartouche.; Entire bay area with much detail and many volcanic craters clearly shown. ; 58 x 87 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Vesuvius Naples -- 18th c.

Call No: Italy 0116
Agri Cremonensis typus Antonius Campus pictor Cremonensis descripsit 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below
Physical Description: Inset: Cremae Ditionis Descriptio ; 35 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 250,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Italy -- Vremona -- 16th c.

Low Countries

Call No: Low C 4925 a, b
Agri Zypani Nova Descript / Blaeu, cartographer / (a) 1662
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; modern reproduction : Orientation: Northwest at top; (b) P. Kaerius excudit 1617. This plate doubtless acquired by Blaeu. See MS note about source in upper right on (a); polder map ; 38 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 30,000
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Agri Zypani -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4876
Kaart van het Westelyk YEtusfchen Amsteldam en Spaerdam ...1783
Physical Description: Watermark ; 21.5 x 61.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Amsterdam -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 4877

*Kaart van het YE, omtrent De Stad Amsterdam, ...1773*

Physical Description: Watermark; 27 x 58.5 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Amsterdam -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4855

*Nieuwe Kaart van de Ambagts Heerlykheden der Stad Amsterdam, in Rynland, Kennemerland en Amsteland Waar in ook de groote ring van Amsteland ... (area south of Amsterdam, including Utrecht) 18th c.*

Physical Description: polder map; 34.5 x 43 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Amsterdam area -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0215

*Artesia Descriptio Johanne Surhonio Montensi auctore 1651 / Visscher, C. J., 1587-1652, cartographer / 1651*

Physical Description: Inset: View of Atrebatum (Arras), flanked by human figures, animals, including a turkey.; In earlier editions the title carried the date 1624.; 37 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 325,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Artois -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0826

*Tabula Comitatus Artesiae emendata A. Frederico de Wit / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1651*

Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; 46 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 195,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Artois -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4873

*Belgium and Holland late the Kingdom of the Netherlands 19th c.*

Physical Description: 46 x 34.5 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Belgium & Holland -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 4928

*Generale Beschryving Kaart des Marquisaats van Bergen op den Zoom / van der Loef, J. P., cartographer / 18th c.*

Physical Description: Watermark; polder map; 19.5 x 21 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Bergen op den Zoom -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 1917

Beringen par Le Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France 18th c.?

Physical Description: No. 22 in series; 28 x 44 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Beringen -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1049

Perfecte Kaerte van t'Berger en Broucborger Ambacht mitsgaders de Wateringen ende de Vier Dycken ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: Platte grond van de Stad Kasteel en Haven van Duynkercke 15 x 24 cm.; 40.5 x 76 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Bourbourg -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0497

Novissima et Accratissima Brabantiae Ducatus Tabula ... 1629 / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1633

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text; 39.5 x 49.5 cm.. Scale: 1: 700,000

Leighton, Phil, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Brabant -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0455

Brabantiae Batavae pars Occidentalis ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / post 1705

Physical Description: 49 x 57.5 cm.. Scale: 1: 150,000

Low Countries -- Brabant -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Low C 0351

Brabantiae Ducatus ...

Physical Description: 57 x 48.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Brabant -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0355 1, 2

Le Duché de Brabant qui comprend les Quartiers de Louvain; Bruselas; Antwer; Bois le duc divisé en leurs principales jurisdictions La Seigneurie de Malines et le Marquisat du Saint Empire / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / Revue ... 1784

Physical Description: 2 sheets [Partie Meridionale Partie Septentrionale]; 47.5 x 78.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Brabant -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 1435

Carte du Brabant ... Dressée sur plusieurs Cartes particulières Manuscrits ou imprimées levées sur les lieux Rectifiées per quelques Observations et autres Memoires par Guillaume De l'Isle / de l'Isle, G., 1657-1726, cartographer / Liébaux le fils, engraver

1780

Physical Description: 63 x 64 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Brabant -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0206

Archiepiscopatus Cameracensis Archevesché de Cambray / Blaeuw, G. 1571-1638, cartographer / 1644

Physical Description: Dedication to Archbishop van den Burgh by Johannes Blaeu ; 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 200,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Cambray -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4849 a, b

T Hoogeheemraedschap van Delflant, Ao MDCCXII:(a) printed on fabric (b) printed on paper; (includes Delft, s Gravenhage & Schiedam)1752

Physical Description: 2 maps, same plate : Dus Verhelderd Ao 1750; Heraldry (10 coats of arms); polder map ; 52.5 x 59.5 cm.Overall 60.5 x 69.5 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Delflant -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4870

Plan van Delfshaven mit een Gedeelte van Schoonderloo / Conrad, F. W., artist ; / Conrad, F. W., cartographer / 1784

Physical Description: MS : Orientation: Southwest at top; 21 keyed references ; 80 x 103 cn.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Delfshaven -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1677 1, 2 ,3, 4

Nieuwe Kaarte van het Dykgraafschap van Dregterland Dedic. 17231775?

Physical Description: 4 sheets : 2 elaborate cartouches; coats of arms of 8 officials; polder map ; each 48.5 x 59 cm.

Anonymous gift,, 1985

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Drechterland -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0244

Drentia Comitatus Transisulaniae Tabula II, Pl. XI ... Auctore Cornelio Pynacker I.C., A. van den Broeck fecit / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / van den Broeck, engraver

1680 - 83

Physical Description: 39 x 53 cm..Scale: 1: 200,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Drente -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 4913

Carte des environs d’Eyndhoven par Ls Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France18th c.?  
Physical Description: No. 6 in series ; 28 x 44 cm.  
Conrad  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Low Countries -- Eyndhoven -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4860

Les Provinces Confedérees du Pays Bas avec les Terres adjacentes18th c.  
Physical Description: folded : Orientation: West at top ; 103 x 122 cm.  
Conrad  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Low Countries -- Federation -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0186

Flandriæ Comitatus Descriptio Ad autographum Gerardi Mercatoris ... / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1608  
Physical Description: Inset: Walcheren, Borselle, etc.; Italian text ; 37.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 400,000  
de Lemos, Pedro, gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Low Countries -- Flanders -- 16th c.

Call No: Low C 0205

Flandriæ Comitatus pars Australis ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.  
Physical Description: 49.5 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 140,000  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Low Countries -- Flanders -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0265

Pars Flandriæ Teutonica Occidentalior / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638 & Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / post 1631?  
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top ; 39.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 165,000  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Low Countries -- Flanders -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0352

Flandriæ Comitatus Pars Media / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.  
Physical Description: 47 x 56.5 cm..Scale: 1: 500,000  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Low Countries -- Flanders -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 0828

Flandriae Partes duae quorum altera Proprietaria altera Imperialis vulgo diditur / Blaeu, G. & J., 1571-1638 & 1596-1673, cartographer / 1635

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Dedication to D. Iacobo Wiits; 41.5 x 52 cm.; Scale: 1: 170,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Flanders -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 2096

Flandriae Comitatus Pars Septentrionalis Comprehendens Franconatum Brugensem et ejusdem subjacentia Territoria / Visscher, N., 1649-1702, cartographer / after 1705?

Physical Description: 49.5 x 57 cm.; Scale: 1: 125,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Flanders -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 2097

Flandriae Comitatus Pars Occidentalis in Terram Francam et Ejusdem Subjacentia Officina ... / Visscher, N., 1649-1702, cartographer / after 1705?

Physical Description: 51.5 x 56.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 125,000

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Flanders -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0340

The Spanish Netherlands Commonly called Flanders, ca 1719 ... Revised by J. Senex ... Most humbly inscribed to the Right Honble the Lord Glenorchy / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1719, ca.

Physical Description: 40 x 53 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Flanders -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0358

Carte du Comté de Flandre ... Département du Nord / de l'Isle, G., 1657-1726, cartographer / 1780

Physical Description: 49 x 64.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Flanders ... -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1158

Flanders or the Spanish Netherlands, Archbishopric of Cambresis and Bishoprick of Lyege / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1668-1745

Physical Description: 18 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Flanders -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 0489
Fossa Sanctae Mariae quae et Eugeniana dicitur vulgo De Nieuwe Grift / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
Physical Description: Latin text; 38.5 x 51 cm..Scale: 1: 6,000?
Leighton, Phil, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Fossa Eugeniana -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0452
Dominii Frisiae Tabula, inter Flevum et Lavicam, Auctore B. Schotano à Sterringa ex officina Nicolai Visscher / Schotanus van Sterringa, B. Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1639-1709, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 47.5 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 300,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Friesland -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0245
Typus Frisiae Orientalis / van den Keere, P., b. 1571, cartographer / 1622
Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Emden; French text; 39.5 x 50.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Friesland, East -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0498
Geldriae Ducatus et Zutfania Comitatus / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Latin text; 38.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 550,000
Leighton, Phil, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Gelderland, Zutphen -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0235
Ducatus Geldriae novissima descriptio, Pl. III / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83
Physical Description: 38.5 x 51.5 cm..Scale: 1: 700,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Gelderland -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0236
Ducatus Gelriae pars Tertia Quae est Comitatus Zutphianniensis Pl. VI / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83
Physical Description: 36 x 51 cm..Scale: 1: 130,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Gelderland -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0450
Ducatus Geldriae et Zutfaniae Comitatus / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1750 ca.
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 46 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 500,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Gelderland -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 0526
Ducatus Gelriae pars secundus quae est Ruremondensis, Pl. V / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83

Physical Description: Watermark (Lister # 17, ca 1680-1702) ; 38.5 x 51.5 cm..Scale: 1: 300,000

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Gelderland -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 1715
Ducatus Geldriae et Comitatus Zutphaniae Nova Tabula in Tetrarchias Noviomagi, Arnemii, Ruremondae et Zutphaniae distincta et edita a Covens & Mortier ...post 1757

Physical Description: 58.5 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 350,000

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Gelderland & Zut. -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0453
Groningae et Omlandiae Dominium vulgo De Provinciae van Stadt en Lande / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or, 1649-1702, cartographer / Hogeboom, A., engraver1750, ca.

Physical Description: Dedication to Ludolpho Tjardae à Starkenburg ; 46 x 56 cm..Scale: 1: 100,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Groningen -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0490
Groninga Dominium Auctore Bartholdo Wicheringe ... / Mercator, G., 1512-1594; Jansson, J., 1596-1664, cartographer / Hamersfeldt & Rogeri, engraver1633

Physical Description: French text ; 38.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 175,000
Leighton, Phil, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Groningen -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0852
Comitatus Hannoniae Tabula emendata per Alexandrum Penez et edita per Nicolaum Visscher / Visscher, N.1618-79 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.

Physical Description: 46.5 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 170,000

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Hainaut -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0210
A New Map of Hainault, Namur and Cambray / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1710

Physical Description: Dedication to Rt. Hon. John R. Webb ; 47.5 x 64 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Hainaut, et al. -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 4915
**Pays Sud-Ouest de No. 4, environs d'Hammont par Ls Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France 18th c.**?
- Physical Description: No. 14 in series; 28 x 44 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Hammont -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4914
**Carte des environs de Helmond par Ls Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France 18th c.**?
- Physical Description: No. 7 in series; 28 x 44 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Helmond -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4857
**Wapenen der wel Edele Heerem Dyckgraven & Hoogbaliuwen, Hoogheemraden & Rentmeesters, en Secretarissen van Rhynland 18th c.**?
- Physical Description: 91 identified shields, no maps: Dyckgraven, 31 named shields; Hoogheemraden, 60 named shields, 3 blank; Heraldry; Watermark; 32 x 49.5 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- heraldry, Dutch -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0249
**Hollandiae pars Septentrionalis vulgo Westvriesland en 't Noorder Quartier / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638 and; Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / post 1631?**
- Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; polder map; 38.5 x 50 cm. Scale: 1: 125,000
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Holland -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 1720
**Kaart van 'T Graafschap Holland ... -- (outer title): Hollandiae Comitatus una cum Ultraiectino ... Geldriae Ducatus / Specht, C., cartographer / 1750, ca.**
- Physical Description: Inset: Kaart von Texel, Vlieland; 52.5 x 58 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Holland -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4893
**Kaart van den Anna Paulowna Polder in Noord Holland / Eskes, H. P., cartographer / 1856**
- Physical Description: MS: polder map; 32.5 x 36 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Holland -- 19th c.
Call No: Low C 4949
Holland and Belgium 19th c.
Physical Description: 31 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Holland & B. -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 3462 O S
Holsatiae Ducatus, vernaculé Das Herzogtum Holstein Peraccuratè divisus sive partes nempe in Ducatus Holsatiae Propriae Ditmarsis Stormariae et Wagriae cum Adjacentibus -- Amst: Bat: cum Privil: Ordin: General Belgii Foederati / Visser;
Visscher, N., cartographer /
Physical Description: 50 x 87 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Holstein -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 3455
Tabula Generalis Holsatiae complectens Holsatiae Dithmarsiae Stormariae et Vagriae Ducatus / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1760, ca.?
Physical Description: 48.5 x 57.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Holstein -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0277
Juliacensis Ducatus, Pl. XIV / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 40.5 x 56.5 cm..Scale: 1: 250,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Julich -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0456
Carte tres-particuliere du Pays de Waes, ou sont marqués les Lignes depuis Anvers jusques a Gand, 1706 / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1712
Physical Description: 45 x 57 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Land van Waes -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 2098
Lovaniensis Tetrarchia una cum Arscotano Ducatus in eiusdem ditiones subiacentes Accuratissima divisa ... / Visscher, N., 1649-1702, cartographer / 1680, ca.
Physical Description: 58 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1:140,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Leuven -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0821
Dioecesis Leodiensis Accurata Tabula / Allardt, Hugo, 1628-1666, cartographer / 1697
Physical Description: 45.5 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Liege -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 1716
Leodiensis Comitatum Lossensem et Hornamun / Visscher, N., 1618-79 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 17th c.
  Physical Description: 49 x 58.5 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Liége -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 2108
Leodiensis Episcopatus Pars Media comprehendens Hasbaniae Comitatum Franchimontis Marchionatum Stabulensem Principatum et Condruisium / Visscher, N., 1649-1702, cartographer / after 1705?
  Physical Description: 49 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 150,000
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Liége -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0536
Nouvelle Carte de l'Evêché et Principauté de Liége ...1785
  Physical Description: 63 x 47 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Liége -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0516
Ponts et Chaussées: Provinces de Limbourg et d'Anvers Projet des travaux à exécuter pour l'irrigation des Bruyères` et l a Canalisation des Rivières et Ruisseaux de la Campine1835
  Physical Description: MS : Fait et dressé par l'ingénieur en service général, sousigné; Anvers le 11 novembre 1835 ... Masui; Vu et présenté par l'Inspecteur Général ... ; 51 x 66 cm.
  Conrad?
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Limbourg,Anvers -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 0496
Limburgensis Ducatus Nova Descriptio Auctore Aegidio Martini Anno Domini, 1603 / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1633
  Physical Description: French text ; 39.5 x 45.5 cm..Scale: 1: 210,000?
  Leighton, Phil, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Limburg -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 1256
Gueldre Espagnole, ou Quartier de Ruremonde dans le Duché de Gueldre ... / Sanson, N., 1600-67, cartographer / 1693-96
  Physical Description: 42 x 54.5 cm.
  CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Limburg -- 17th c.
**Call No:** Low C 0144

**Descripition Germaniae Inferioris / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1570, see note below**

- Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Latin text; Watermark; 38 x 31 cm.; Scale: 1:11 mill.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Low Countries -- 16th c.

**Call No:** Low C 0237

**Ducatus Lutzenbergensis Nova et Accurate Descriptio, Pl. XXXI / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al, cartographer / 1680 - 83**

- Physical Description: 39.5 x 50.5 cm.; Scale: 1:400,000
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Luxembourg -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Low C 0043

**Ducatus Luxemburg ... / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or, 1729-1760, cartographer /**

- Physical Description: Inset: Ichnographia munitissima Metropolis Luxemburgi; 50 x 59 cm.
  - CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Luxembourg -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 0361 a, b

(a) **Carte des Environs de Luxembourg -- (b) Carte des Environs de Corrigée au Nouveau en 1745 / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / (a) before 1745 (b) 1745**

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 42.5 x 54 cm.
  - CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Luxembourg -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 0537 1, 2, 3

**Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en Quartier, Walon et Allemand dans chacun desque sont diviséz les Seigneuries, Prevostés et Comté. Le Duché de Bouillon, le Comté de Namur et le Pays entre Sambre et Meuse / Jaillot, H., , 1640-1712, cartographer /**

- Physical Description: 3 sheets of 4: Sheet 1 = lower right quarter; Sheet 2 = upper right quarter; Sheet 3 = upper left quarter; (Lacks lower left quarter); each 53 x 62 cm.
  - CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Luxembourg -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4875

**Kaart van de Beneeden Rivier de Maas en de Merwede van de Noord Zee tot Hardinksvel**

- Physical Description: Diagrams; 37.5 x 58 cm.
  - Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Maas - Merwede -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 0448
Carte Topographique des Environs de la Ville de Maestrich / Dheulland, G., 1700-1770, cartographer / 1748
   Physical Description: 52.5 x 65 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Maastricht -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4920
Mastricht et Aix la Chapelle par Ls Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France18th c.?
   Physical Description: No. 31 in series ; 28 x 44 cm.
   Conrad
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Maastricht, Aix IC -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0234
Mechlinia Dominium et Aerschot Ducatus Auctore Michaele Flor: a Langren Regis Catholici Mathematico / Langren, M. F., 17th c., cartographer / 1635
   Physical Description: 41 x 52 cm..Scale: 1: 145,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Mechelen -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 3559
[Gennep section of River Maas; Blad 18]
   Physical Description: polder map ; 82.5 x 53 cm.
   Greenwood gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Meuse river -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 0264
Namurcum Comitatus Auctore Johann Surhonio / Blaeu G., 1571-1638, cartographer / post 1635
   Physical Description: 39 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 150,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Namur -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0706
Comté de Namur / Fricx, E. H., cartographer / 1705-59
   Physical Description: 43 x 55 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Namur -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0823
Partie de l'Evesché de Liege ou sont les environs des villes de Liege et de Huy et les environs de Maastricht et du Duché de Limbourg, etc.
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Netherlands
[Unidentified city plan]

Physical Description: MS ; c. 46 x 53 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Netherlands

Call No: Low C 0146

Zelandicarum Insularum Exactissima et Nova Descriptio Auctore D. Jacobo A.

Daventria / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598

Physical Description: French italic text; Watermark ; 34 x 47 cm..Scale: 1: 250,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 16th c.

Call No: Low C 0147

Gelriae, Cliviae, Finitorumque Locorum Verissima Desvcriptio Christiane Schrot

Auctore cum privilegio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; French italic text; Watermark ; 37.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 400,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 16th c.

Call No: Low C 4847

Kaart van Rynland: T'Hoogheymraedshap van Rhynland Vervaardigd 1687 -- Mr Johan Sylvius Rentmeester van Rhynland Gecorrigeerd 1746 -- Mr Johan Hulshout

Secretariss van Rhynland Gecorrigeerd 1746 -- (8 other officials listed)17th & 18th c.

Physical Description: 12 map sheets & 3 sheets of officers : Officers listed on 3 sheets (45 x 46 cm.), elaborately engraved names & coats of arms; Small plans of The Hague, Leyden, Haerlem & Amsterdam on map sheets; polder map ; maps 45 x 57 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th & 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0187

Belgium Foederatum emendatè auctum et novissimè editum ... / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1690, ca.

Physical Description: 47 x 55.5 cm..Scale: 1: 600,000

de Lemos, Pedro, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0241

Kaarte van de Buyck-slooter -- Kaerte van Waterland Caerte van de Burmer 1622 -- Byllemer Meer 1626 / Blaeu, J., 1571-1638, , , , , , , , , , , ,, cartographer / 1662

Physical Description: 4 maps on one sheet : Buyck-s. 27 x 27 cm., 1:20,000, southeast at top; Waterland 9 x 18 cm., 1: 100,000, north at top; Burmer 18 x 30 cm., 1: 35,000, northwest at top; Byllemer 17 x 23 cm., 1: 40,000, northwest at top; polder map ; Overall 55x65 cm..Scale: see below

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 0252
Agri Bietemani Descriptio L. I. S. / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1664
  Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Dutch text; polder map; 37 x 48 cm.; Scale: 1: 25,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0253
Novissima et Accuratissima XVII Provinciarum Germaniae Inferiore Tabula Ex Officina
Frederici de Wit / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680?
  Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Dedication to Dr. J. Munter; 47.5 x 55 cm.; Scale: 1: 950,000
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0257
XVII Provinciarum Belgicarum sive Germaniae Inferioris / Allard, C., 1648-1709, cartographer / 1679
  Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 47 x 56 cm.; Scale: 1: 1.5 mill.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0258
Delflandia, Schielandia. et Insulae trans Mosam illis objacentes ut sunt Voorna, Overflackea, Goerea, Yselmonda, etc / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / post 1631
  Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; polder map; 38.5 x 49.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 130,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0273
Comitatuum Hannoniae et Namurci Descriptio, Pl. XXXIII / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83
  Physical Description: 38 x 49.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 350,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0275
  Physical Description: 38 x 49.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 150,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0446
Hollandiae Comitatus In Eiusdem Subjacentes Ditiones ... / Visscher, N., 1618-79 or 1649-1702, cartographer / Gouwen, G., engraver1750, ca.
  Physical Description: polder map; 74 x 56 cm.; Scale: 1: 500,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 0447
Belgium distributum in septendecem Provincias Artesiam, Flandriam, Hanoviam ... / Valck, Geraldo (1652-1726) & Valck, Leonardo (1675-1755), cartographer / 1720 ca.
   Physical Description: 60 x 49 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0454
't Meerderdeel van 't Oost - Vrye in Vlaenderen ... 1648 / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1656
   Physical Description: Dedication to Henrico Thibaut & Adriano van Hecke; polder map ; 46 x 63.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0853
Tabula Geographica qua Pars Septentrionalis sive Inferior Rheni Mosae et Mosellae ... / Visscher, N., 1618-79 or 1649-1702, cartographer / 1750, ca.
   Physical Description: Border grid ; 47 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 1 mill.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 1565
De Baronny en Kasselry: Castelliae sive Baronat Bornhemii Accurata delineata
   Physical Description: Orientation: Southeast at top; Dutch text; polder map ; 16 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 1717
Nova XVII Provinciarum Descriptio apud Frederico de Widt / [de Wit, F., 1616-1698?], cartographer / 1652
   Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 38.5 x 53 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 3465
Tabula Geographica partem Inferioris Rheni continens in qua sunt Ducatus Clivensis, Archiepiscopatus Coloniensis, Ducatus Montensis et Comitatus Marchiensis ... / Visscher, N., 1649-1702, cartographer / after 1705
   Physical Description: 47.5 x 57 cm..Scale: 1:300,000
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.
**Call No:** Low C 3681

*T 'Sas van Gendt ...?... July 1644 ...?... Frederick ...?... 6 Sept ... / [Visscher, C. J.]*, cartographer / 1645

**Physical Description:** (damaged areas include parts of title) : Despite damage to the plate, extensive military encampments and manoeuvres are depicted. ; 44 x 63 cm.

*CMC*

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4900

**Provinces Unies des Pays-Bas avec leurs Acquisitions dans la Flandre, le Brabant, le Limbourg, et le Lyege et les Places qu'elles tiennent sur le Rhin dans le Duché de Cleves, et dans L'Archevesché et Electorat de Cologne / Valck, G., 1651/2-1726, cartographer / 17th-18th c.**

**Physical Description:** 47.5 x 58 cm..Scale: 1:700,000

*Conrad*

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4911

**De Staten van Hollandt en de Westfrieslandt17th c.**

**Physical Description:** text only (preliminary page of atlas?) : Text carries incomplete date - 16... ; text 25 x 32 cm.; sheet 30 x 48.5 cm.

*Conrad*

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4912

**'T Hoogh-Heemraetschap van de Uytwaterende Sluysen in Kennemerlant en de West-Frieslant / Louw, Johannes, cartographer / 1670?**

**Physical Description:** Orientation: East at top; Heraldry; polder map ; 53 x 66.5 cm.

*Conrad*

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4921

**[Middelburch and environs]17th c.?**

**Physical Description:** section of a larger map : Orientation: Southwest at top ; 60 x 48 cm.

*Conrad*

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4931

**Caart ... Nieuwe Plantage ... Muider Poort, 1682 / de Leth, A. & H., cartographer / 1682**

**Physical Description:** Orientation: South at top; Keyed references; polder map ; 35.5 x 40 cm.

*Conrad*

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 4933

Figuratevi Kaart van de Situation van Gelderland, Holland, Uytrecht in OverYzel, rwn regarde van Zee Rivieren1611

Physical Description: Watermark ; 29.5 x 35.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4938 a, b

Wieringer-Waert / (b) Anthonii, Adrianus, cartographer / (a) Geraerd Coeck, engraver(b) 1611

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 61.5 x 73 cm., B & W; Heraldry (16 coats of arms of officials); polder map ; (a) 16.5 x 19.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0028

Carte des Pays Bas Catholiques / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1780

Physical Description: 47 x 62 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0212

Septem Provincias seu Belgium Foederatum / Mayer, T., 1723-1762, cartographer / 1743

Physical Description: Heraldry; Watermark ; 47.5 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0213

Belgii Universi seu Inferiors Germaniae quam XVII Provinciae ... -- (outer title): Carte des XVII Provinces de l'Allemagne Inférieur / Mayer, T., 1723-1762, cartographer / Nauer, D. I., engraver1748

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 47 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0214

Belgium Catholicum seu Decem Provinciae Germaniae Inferiors -- (outer title): Carte des Pais Bas Catholiques ou des X Provinces ... / Mayer, T., 1723-1762, cartographer / 1747

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 48 x 50.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
A New and Correct Map of the Netherlands or Low Countries / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1785 - 89?

Physical Description: N.B. The Dutch Barrier Towns (according to the Treaty concluded at Antwerp 1715) are distinguish'd thus [circled by dots] see Ypres, Namur et al.; 34.5 x 42.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

A New and Correct Map of the Seven United Provinces / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1785 - 89?

Physical Description: 34.5 x 42 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

La Flandre, le Hainaut, le Brabant, l'Artois une partie de la Picardie et du Luxembourg Campagne de Louis XV en 1745 ou les Pays Bas Catholiques / Le Rouge, G. L., fl. 1741-49, cartographer / 1745

Physical Description: 49.5 x 63 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Les Provinces des Pays Bas Catholiques ou ... A Most Exact Map of Flanders or Austrian Netherlands ... To His Grace James Duke of Ormond / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1730, ca.

Physical Description: Insets: Plan for fortifications and attacks, Main roads to Paris, Luxembourg; Numerous notes24 keyed references; 61.5 x 100.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Carte des Comtéz de Hainaut, de Namur et de Cambresis ... avec Partie du Département du Nord / de l'Isle, G., 1657-1726, cartographer / 1781

Physical Description: 47.5 x 67 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Carte particuliere des environs de Louvain, Aerschot, Diest, Tirlemont, Leau, Iudogne, Malines et de partie du pays de Liege, 1706 / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1745

Physical Description: 42.5 x 55 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 0643
Carte Particuliere des Environs de Philippeville, Charlemon, Marienbourg, Rocroy, Charleville, Mezieres, Sedan Corrigée de nouveau en 1745 / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1745
  Physical Description: 42.5 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 117,000
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0703
Carte Particuliere des environs d'Avesnes, Landrecy, la Capelle, Guise / Fricx, E. H., d.1733, cartographer / 1745
  Physical Description: 43 x 55 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0704
Carte Particuliere des environs de Menin, Courtray, Ypre, Dixmude, et Deynse / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1745
  Physical Description: 43 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 115,000
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0705
Carte Particuliere des environs de Mons, d'Ath, de Charleroy, de Maubeuge, du Quesnoy, de Condé etc. / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1745
  Physical Description: 43 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 115,000
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0740
Carte Particuliere des environs de Liege, Limbourg et partie de Luxembourg / Fricx, E. H., d. 17330, cartographer / 1745
  Physical Description: 43.5 x 54 cm..Scale: 1: 115,000
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1050
Carte du Pays Bas Catholiques / de l'Isle G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1702
  Physical Description: 47 x 62 c.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 1157
A New Map of the United Provinces or Netherlands, etc. / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /
Physical Description: Inset: (no title) Continuation of Meuse south of Roermont ; 18 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1714
Carte Particuliere des Environ de Roermonde, Venlo, le Marais de Peel, 1714 / CMC, artist ; / Fricx, E. H., d. 1733, cartographer / 1745
Physical Description: 43 x 54.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1718
Carte des Provinces unies des Pays Bas / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer /
Liébaux le fils, engraver1702
Physical Description: 47.5 x 61.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1719
Les Provinces des Pays Bas Catholiques distinguées suivant qelles sont presentement partagees entre le Roy de France le Roy d'Espagne et les Estats Generaux des Provinces Unies ... / Sanson, N., cartographer / post 1719
Physical Description: 48.5 x 58.5 cm.Scale: 1: 750,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 1721
Physical Description: Inset: Detailed diagram of a Citadel with defensive forces and equipment; NB warns against errors in Jaillot and P. Mortier maps imported into England; Dedication to the Right Honoble Charles Earl of Sunderland ; 62.5 x 93.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 3467
Les Duchés de Cleves, de Iuliers, de Limbourg, de Comté de Meurs, le Quartier de Ruremonde, dans le Duché de Gueldres, l'Archevesché et Electorat de Cologne ... / Jaillot, H., 1640-1712, cartographer / 1690, ca.?
Physical Description: 50.5 x 71 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 3470
Ducatus Iuliaci & Bergensis ... / [Homann, J. B., 1663-1724?], cartographer / 1740, ca.
Physical Description: Inset: small unidentified area ; 56 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 3471
Ducatus Iuliacensis Clivensis et Montensis ... / Seutter, M. 1678-1757 or, 1729-60, cartographer /
Physical Description: 57 x 49.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 3546
Carte de Théâtre de la Guerre comprenant les Pays-Bas avec partie des Provinces-Unies ou de la Hollande, de l'Allemagne et de la France1792
Physical Description: 56 x 90 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 3562 ROLL
Kaart Figuratif van alle de Operatien en Marssen der Konytingke Pruijssche Troupes onder Commando van Lyne Hoogheijd de Regeerende Hertogh van Brunswijk van Weesel aff tot inde Provintie van Holland en Amsterdam un der Jaare 1787 ...
Physical Description: MS; rolled map ; 2 columns of text in Dutch, closing with "... Capiteijn Ingenieur D. P. B. Dalhoff 1788" ; MS; 1787 Duke of Brunswick ; map 70 x 137 cm.
Greenwood gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4872
Netherlands from the best Authorities18th c.
Physical Description: 18 x 23 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4896
The Catholic Netherlands, or the Low Countries Comprehending the Provinces of Brabant, Gelderland, Limburg, Luxemburg, Haynaut, Namur, Flanders, Cambresis & Artois / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1787
Physical Description: Watermark ; 30.5 x 43.5 cm.
Cpnrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 4897

The Seven United Provinces with their Dependencies 18th c.
Physical Description: 22 x 26.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4898

New and Accurate Map of the Seven United Provinces including the Dutch Netherlands 18th c.
Physical Description: 21.5 x 28 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4899

A Map of the Seven United Provinces: with the Dutch, Austrian and French Netherlands / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 21 x 27 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4902

A New Map of the Netherlands or Low Countries Shewing their Principal Divisions, Cities, Towns, Rivers, etc. / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / Sutton Nichols, engraver 1700?
Physical Description: Inset: A Draughr of the Sea Coasts of Holland and Parts Adjoining as they are Supposed to have been in Antient Times; Watermark; Dedication to His Highness William Duke of Glocester; 36.5 x 48 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4905

Delflandia, Schielandia et circumjacentes Insulae ut Voorna, Overflackea, Goerea, Yselmonda, et aliae / Visscher, Nicolai, cartographer / 18th c.?
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Dedication to Doc. Iacobo Dussen; 46 x 56.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4906

Le Provincie di Zelandia, Utrecht, Gheldria, E Brabante Ollandese con la parte meridionale dall'Olanda di nuova Proiezione / Zatta, A., 1757-97, cartographer / 1777
Physical Description: 31.5 x 42 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Low C 4907

**A Map of the Austrian Possessions in the Netherlands or Low Countries with the Principalities of Liège, and Stavelo etc Reduces from the Trigonometric Survey made by order of H R H Prince Charles of Lorraine 1789**

*Physical Description:* Explanation of complicated political divisions below lower border; 54.5 x 66 cm.

*Conrad*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Low C 4908 1,2,3,4

**Kaart Figuratief -- Bataasch Braband -- Hendrik Verhees -- Boxtel 1794**

*Physical Description:* 4 sheets: each sheet 56 x 67 cm; maps 48 x 56 cm.

*Conrad*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Low C 4909 1,2,3,4

**Transislania Provincia; vulgo Over-Yssel Auct. N. Ten-Have Sch. Zwol. Correct Vermeerderd en Verbeetert door Jan de Lat 1743 cum Privilegio / Ten-Have, N., cartographer / Gerdus Coeck, engraver 1743**

*Physical Description:* 4 sheets: Inset: ... Kaartje ... OverYssel ... Groningen en Leeuwarden; each sheet 56 x 66 cm; maps 43 x 53 cm.

*Conrad*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Low C 4910

**Nieuwe en Nette Aftekening van de Door Gravinge die erstaat Geschwieden van de Stadt Utrecht tot aen Spakenborg in de Zuyder Zee ...18th c.**

*Physical Description:* 1 map in two section: Orientation: Northwest at top; Watermark; polder map; 37 x 34.5 cm.

*Conrad*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** Low C 4922

**Belgii pars Septentrionalis communi nomine vulgo Hollandia nuncupata Continens Statum Potentissimae Batavorum VII Foederatas / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 18th c.**

*Physical Description:* Insets: Batavorum Coloniae Occidental, Indies Septentrionalis Americae ..., India Orientalis Batavorum Commercus Potentia & Colonii celeberrima, Maastricht area detail; 47.5 x 54 cm.

*Conrad*

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*

Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
Low Countries

**Call No:** Low C 4923

Belgium Foederatum emendate auctum et novissima editum per Nicolaum Visscher / Visscher, N., cartographer / c. 1740

- Physical Description: 47 x 56.5 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4924 a, b

Kaart van het eiland Zuidbeveland / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer / 1753

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) 33 x 82.5 cm., colored, includes MS eastern extension of map; polder map; (a) 33 x 61.5 cm. Scale: 1:50,000
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4929

Dykgraaf en Hoogheemraetschap der Zeeweeringen van den Honds bosse en Duynen tot Petten1730?

- Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; MS notes with date 1730; polder map; 16 x 21 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4930

Kaart van het Oost eynde van Aelsmeer ... 17721772

- Physical Description: MS : inen-backed, folded; Orientation: Northwest at top; polder map; 31 x 120 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4932

Nieuwe Kaart van Staats Vlaanderen en haare Liemieten18th c.

- Physical Description: MS notes; Watermark; polder map; 47 x 122 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Low C 4935

Loop de Rivieren de Rhyn de Maas enz in de Landschappen Gerlderland, Holland en Utrech18th c.

- Physical Description: 20 x 29.5 cm.
- Conrad
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Low C 4936</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kaart van het Atrand by Petten en de Hondsbosschen, en 't Concept van en Inleg-Waker Dyk en Hoofden aldaar 1674 (MS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Shorelines of 1669 - 1670 indicated the name Bolstra in MS; polder map; 16.5 x 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Low C 4939</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>[Areas of Amsterdam- Alkmaar - Hoorn - Edam] 18th c.?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: MS; 27.5 x 44 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Low C 4940</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>La Grande Echelle des Pays-Bas Unis qui Montre du premier coup d'Oeil la distance de villes principales ou repone sur 5780 demandes, pour savoir de quelle distence une ville est eloignée de l'autre Compose et donné au Jour par Jean de Lat / de Lat, Jan, cartographer / 18th c.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Distance table (?!) 46 x 46 cm., sheet 46 x 55 cm.; map 27 x 24 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Low C 0534</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topographische Kaarte - Spoorweg - Amsterdam - 's Gravenhagen 1842</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: small roll; 22 x 228 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkins, Timothy, gift</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Low C 4895</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kingdom of the Low Countries A. Findlay, engraver 19th c.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 37 x 54 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Low C 4901</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nouvelle Carte du RoijJaume de Hollande Ou l'on trouve la route Itineraire, ainsi que celle des Postes établies pour la Commodité des Voyageurs / Maaskamp, E., cartographer / 19th c.?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 42.5 x 52.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Low C 4903

A New Map of the Netherlands, also of that part of Germany Westward of the Rhine as ceded to the French Divided into their several Departments from the latest authorities / Cary, J., cartographer / 1804

Physical Description: 45.5 x 51 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 4904

Nieuwe Kaart van het Koningrijk Holland verdeeld in X Departementen / 1807

Physical Description: 48 x 61 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 0019

Gallia Belgica et Germania utraque Cisrhenana Superior et Inferior / Weigel, C., d. 1746, cartographer / 1720 - 1760

Physical Description: Watermark ; 31 x 38.5 cm.
Jones, R. L., bequest
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Netherlands -- antiquity

Call No: Low C 4848

[Estuary Tidal Chart North Sea, Mond, Maas Nov. 1738-39, Nov. 1739-41 area includes Dordrecht, Rotterdam, Schiedam, Brielle] / Bolstra, Melchior, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: 5 sheets and 1 duplicate : Pencilled notations on sheet 1. ; each c. 50 x 73 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- North Sea tides -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0527

Ditio Trans - isulana, Pl. X / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 38.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 480,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Overijssel -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4616

Venlo et Ruremonde par Ls Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France / 18th c.

Physical Description: No. 15 in series ; 28 x 44 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Ruremonde -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 0354
Carte des Bouches de l'Escaut / Duvotenay, Th., 19th c., cartographer / Dyonnet, engraver
  Physical Description: Carte No. 51 ; 22 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Schelde -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 4874
Nieuwe Kaart van Schieland en Krimper Waard / Tirion, Isaac, d. 1769, cartographer / 18th c.
  Physical Description: Panel of printed explanation fixed to wide margin.; Watermark ; 33 x 37.5 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Schieland -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4878
Kaart van de Merwede of Nieuwe Maas van Rotterdam tot Schiedam ..., 1771.
Schenk, Jansz, engraver1772
  Physical Description: Watermark ; 31 x 71.5 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Schieland -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4918
Stocken par Ls Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France18th c.?
  Physical Description: No.23 in series ; 28 x 44 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Stocken -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4919
Tongres par Ls Capitaine Premier Ingr de la Carte générale de la France18th c.?
  Physical Description: No. 30 in series ; 28 x 44 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Tongres -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0267 a, b
Transisalania Provincia; vulgo Over-Yssel ... Auctor N. ten Have Sch. Zwol. Conrect. ...
/ Visscher, C. J., 1587-1637, cartographer / (a) 1680 ca. (b) 1770, ca.
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) colored, published by P. Schenk Jr. ; each 45 x 57 cm..Scale: 1: 180,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Transylvania -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4192
De Provincie van Utrecht / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer /
  Physical Description: Watermark; polder map ; 32 x 43 cm..Scale: 1: 175.000
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Utrecht
Call No: Low C 0266
*Ultrajectum Dominium / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1630*
  Physical Description: 38.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 150,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Utrecht -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0445 a, b
*Tabula nova Provinciae Ultrajectinae quam jussu Nob. hujus Dominii Ordinum Emeusus est Bernardus du Roy ... Nicol. Visscher / Bernardus du Roy ed. by Visscher, N., 1618-79 or, 1649 -1702, cartographer / van Anse, L., engraver1718, ca.*
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) has eastern third in MS; (b) 47 x 57 cm., printed area ; (a) 47 x 89.5 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Utrecht -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0528
*Episcop Ultrajectinus, Pl. XX (Auct. Balthazario Florentio Berkenrode) / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83*
  Physical Description: 37.5 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 150,000
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Utrecht -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4892
*De Provincie van Uitrecht18th c.*
  Physical Description: Watermark; polder map ; 32 x 43 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Utrecht -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 4858
*[Area east of Walcheren]*
  Physical Description: water color drawing, MS : Notes: Leon Rulg 1568; K. Brdtebroer 1783; Dollestelle 1811 ; 40.5 x 56.5 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Walcheren -- 16th-19th c.

Call No: Low C 0274
*Waldeck Comitatus, Pl. XXXII / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83*
  Physical Description: 38 x 50 cm.Scale: 1:200,000
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- Waldeck -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4890
*Nieuwe Kaarte van het Dykgraafschap van 'T ooster Baljuwschap van West-Vriesland genaamt Medenblick en de Vier Noorder Coggen / de Leth, Hendrik, cartographer /*
  Physical Description: 3 sheets of 4 : Heraldry; polder map ; each 46 x 58 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Low Countries -- West Friesland -- 18th c.
Call No: Low C 4891
'T Hoog=Heemraetschap van de Uytwaterende Sluysen in Kennemerlant en de West-Frieslant
   Physical Description: 4 sheets: Orientation: West at top; Heraldry; polder map; 43.5 x 56.5 cm.
   Conrad
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- West Friesland -- 18th c.

Call No: Low C 0285
Nassovia Comitatus / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1636
   Physical Description: English text; Watermark; 38 x 49 cm. Scale: 1: 300,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Westerwald -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 0499
Zelandia Comitatus / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1633
   Physical Description: French text; Watermark; 34.5 x 49 cm. Scale: 1: 300,000
   Leighton, Phil, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Zeeland -- 16th c.

Call No: Low C 0449 a, b
Comitatus Zelandiae Novissima Delineatio ... / Visscher, N., 1618-1679 or 1649-1702, cartographer / (a) 1680 ca. (b) 1750, ca.
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Dedication to Adriano Vets; polder map; each 46 x 54.5 cm. Scale: 1: 100,000
   (a) CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Zeeland -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4859
Reiskaart der Provincie Zeeland door J. de Kanter, 18231823?
   Physical Description: 54 x 58 cm.
   Conrad
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Zeeland -- 19th c.

Call No: Low C 1679
Afbeelding van de ZYP and Dyk Graaf en Heemraadschap van de Zyp & Haze-polderR. A. Persyn,Alc., engraver1665?
   Physical Description: 6 sheets: Orientation: Northwest at top Heraldry; elaborate coats of arms of 9 dike officials; sheet: 1, 2, 3; diagram: 4, 5, 6; polder map; each 46 x 53 cm.
   Conrad (title, Anon. gift)
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Low Countries -- Zyp -- 17th c.
Call No: Low C 4926 a, b

De Zype / (b) van den Keere, P., 1571-c.1646, cartographer / (a) 1620?
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Orientation: Northwest at top; 15.5 x 22.5 cm. Petrus Kaerius Caelavit; MS note (a) Pencilled note with date; polder map; (a) 17 x 23 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Zype -- 17th c.

Call No: Low C 4927 a, b

Afbeeldingh van de Zype op nieus gemeeten en gekaerteet door Jan Dirckss Zoutman 1644 (a) 1664 (b) 1665 / Zoutman, D., cartographer / (b) 1665
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Orientation: Northwest at top; (b) 44 x 65.5 cm., B & W; polder map; (a) 24.5 x 39.5 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Low Countries -- Zype -- 17th c.

Middle East

Call No: Mid E 4841

Ad Numismatum Intelligentiam delineabat Augustinus Lubin Geographer Regius
Physical Description: 18.5 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 0411

Alexandri Magni Macedonis Expeditio Cum Privilegio Imp. et Ordinum Belgicor ad decennium 1595 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1595
Physical Description: Inset: Jovis Ammonis Oraculum Area shown, Greece to Indus; Latin text, xxxvili; List of place names of unknown position; Dedication to Henrico Schotto of Antwerp; 36 x 46.5 cm.; Scale: 1:14 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Alexander expd. -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1529 a,b

Alexandri Magni Macedonis Expeditio18th c.?
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 16 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Alexander expd. -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1647 a, b

The Expedition of Alexander the Great: (a) According to Quintus Curtius, Arrian & others -- (b) Alexandri Magni Expeditio ...1739?
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; (a) 15.5 x 25 cm.; (b) 15.5 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Alexander expd. -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 1681
Alexander's Expedition ... Drawn for Rollin's Antient History / d'Anville, J. B. B.,
1697-1782, cartographer / E. Bowen, engraver
   Physical Description: Plate X ; 25.5 x 42.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Alexander exped -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1684
Antiquor ? Imperiorum Tabula ... Macedonicum seu Alexander Magni Imperium et
Expeditiones / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1683-1766 or (D. 1723-86), cartographer /
   Physical Description: Inset: India ; 47 x 62 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Alexander exped -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1690
Expeditionis Alexandri Magni per Europam, Asiam, et Africam / du Val, P., 1619-1683,
cartographer /
   Physical Description: 31.5 x 50 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Alexander exped -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1699
Alexandri Magni Macedonis Expeditio
   Physical Description: 37 x 47 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Alexander exped -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 0177
Arabia Felice Nuova Tavola / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
   Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 19 x 25 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 16th c.

Call No: Mid E 1668
L'Arabie, Petrée, Deserte et Heureuse / Sanson, N., cartographer /
   Physical Description: 19 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 17th c.

Call No: Mid E 0779
Nieuwe Kaart van Arabia ... / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer / 1744
   Physical Description: 29 x 36 cm..Scale: 1: 11 mill.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.
Call No: Mid E 1517
A Map and Chart of Arabia in the Red Sea & Persian Gulf drawn from this Chart of the Eastern Ocean publish'd in 1740 by order of ye Count de Maurepas ...G. Child, engraver1740, ca.
   Physical Description: Key to natural features; Pl. 97, No. 36, page 319 ; 22.5 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1523 a, b,c
Arabia according to its Modern Divisions / Dunn, Samuel, d. 1794, cartographer / (a) 1794
   Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (b) Published by Sayer, London, 1786; (c) Published by Sayer, London, 1774 ; 30.5 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1558
A New Map of Arabia divided into its several regions & districts ... Niebuhr / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782; Niebuhr, K., 1733-1815, cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: 46.5 x 59.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1665
L'Arabie / Robert de Vaugondy, D., 1723-86, cartographer / 1749
   Physical Description: 16 x 18.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1666 a, b
Arabia According to the Newest and most Exact Observations / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Pag. 383; (b) outline color ; each 18 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1667 a, b
Arabia Agreeable to Modern History / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Pag. 162; (b title) Arabia Agreeable to ... ; each 20 x 25.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.
Call No: Mid E 1794 a, b
(a) Arabia and its Several Districts -- (b) A New Map of Arabia Divided into its Several Regions and Districts ...with Additions and Improvements from Mr Niebuhr / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (a) 1794

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) colored ; 46.5 x 59.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Arabia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 3836
Map of Arabia Engraved for the Modern Traveller1825

Physical Description: 17 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Arabia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3837
Arabia1850, ca.

Physical Description: 4 vignettes: Arabs, Arab women, Mt. Sinai, Camel ; 26.5 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Arabia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3959
Arabia / [Archer, J., fl. 1841-61 ?], cartographer /

Physical Description: 24 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Arabia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3960 a, b
Arabia / Darton, W., fl. 1810-37, cartographer / (a) 1812

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 24 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Arabia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3962 a, b
A New Map of Arabia including Egypt, Abyssinia, the Red Sea, etc(a) 1804 (b) 1819

Physical Description: 46.5 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Arabia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3963 a, b
Arabia, Egypt, Abyssinia, Red Sea, etc.1814

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 46 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Arabia -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Mid E 3964  
**Arabia / Pinkerton, J., 1758-1826, cartographer / 1813**  
Physical Description: 52.5 x 70 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Arabia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 1662  
**Arabia, Petreaea et Deserta / W. H. Toms, engraver**  
Physical Description: Tab. XXVI ; 20.5 x 30.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Arabia -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 1664  
**Carte de l’Arabie Primitive**  
Physical Description: Tom V pag. 197 ; 22.5 x 30.5 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Arabia -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 3835  
**Arabia Eudaemon ex Plinio Lib VI cap 28**  
Physical Description: 16 x 20.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Arabia -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 1669  
**Carte de l’Arabie du Golfe Persique, et de la Mer Rouge, avec l’Egypte, la Nubie, et l’Abissinie / Bonne, R., 1727-95, cartographer / André, engraver**  
Physical Description: Liv. I Ill No. 14; Longitudes of both Paris & Isle de Fer shown ; 22.5 x 32.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Arabia, etc. -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 3961  
**Persia and Arabia / Dower, engraver**  
Physical Description: 34 x 41.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Arabia, Persia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 0277  
**The Turkish Empire Newly Augmented by J. Speed 1526 / Speed, John, 1652-1629, cartographer / 1676**  
Physical Description: A carte à figures map, city views across top, costumed figures on sides.; Watermark ; 39.5 x 52 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Arabia, Turkey -- 17th c.
Call No: Mid E 1663
Kaert van de Landen aen de Kaspische Zee ... Russiesch Gezantschap nae Persia ...1745 .. Enschede ... BoschG. Sepp, engraver 1754

Physical Description: Tracks shown; 1 Deel bladz 390 ; 45 x 49 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 4527
Carte des Pays voisins de la Mer Caspienne / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / post 1757

Physical Description: Many descriptive notes ; 46 x 61 cm..Scale: 1: 3 mill.
purchase, 1991

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 4825
[Area of the Middle East and Arabia with Biblical descriptive notes for many places]

Physical Description: Watermark ; 31 x 38.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- central -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4524
Taurica Chersonesus nostra aetate Przecopsca, et Gazara dicitur / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638 & Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / post 1635

Physical Description: Watermark; German text ; 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 1 mill.
purchase, 1991

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Crimea -- 17th c.

Call No: Mid E 4525
Theatre de la Guerre dans la Petite Tartarie, la Crimée, la Mer Noire ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / post 1757

Physical Description: 49 x 61.5 cm.
purchase, 1991

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Crimea, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 3971
Eastern Persia 1848

Physical Description: No. 34 ; 43.5 x 32.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- East Persia -- 19th c.
Call No: Mid E 3968 a, b
The Eastern Part of the Ancient Persian Empire / Long, G., cartographer / (a) 1831
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Published by Chapman & Hall, London, 1831 ;
   each 30 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- East Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1739
A New Map of the Eastern Parts of Asia Minor Shewing their Antient Divisions ... / Wells, E., 1667- 1727, cartographer / 1700, ca.
   Physical Description: Dedication to William Duke of Gloucester ; 37 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- eastern -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 0086
Orbis Romani Pars Orientalis ... Auspicis Serenissini Principis Ludovici Philippi Aurelianorum Ducus Publici juris Facta1790
   Physical Description: 49.5 x 38 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Eastern Roman Empire -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1430
Orbis Romani Pars Orientalis, 1764 / d’Anville, G. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: 67 x 54.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Eastern Roman empire -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1651
Partie Orientale de l’Empire Romain
   Physical Description: 33 x 20.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Eastern Roman empire -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1758
Imperium Romanum Pars Orientalis / Bonne, R., 1727-95, cartographer / André,
   engraver18th c.
   Physical Description: 35.5 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Eastern Roman empire -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3815
Natolia sive Asia Minor / van den Keere, P., 1571-(?) 1646, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 18.5 x 25.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- general -- 17th c.
Call No: Mid E 1683

Nieuwe Kaart van Irak Arabi, Kurdistan, Diarbek, Turkomannia, Syrie en het Heilige Land / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer / J. Keyser, 1732, engraver

Physical Description: 27.5 x 34 cm. Scale: 1: 1.5 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1687 a,b,c,d

Asiae quae vulgo Minor dicitur et Syriae ..., MDCCLXIV / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (d) Davies, engraver

Physical Description: 4 similar maps: 2 insets: Troas, Bospourus; (a) no publisher or place of publication noted; (b) published by Laurie & Whittle, London, 1794; (c) published by Richd Holmes Laurie, London, 1821; (d) B & W, no publisher, place or date; each 50 x 61 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1754

An Accurate Map of Asia Minor as Divided into its Provinces, before it became possess'd by the Turks ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer

Physical Description: No. 36; 33 x 23 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1766

Outline Map to illustrate a Plan for Steam Navigation between Europe and India via Egypt / Head, C. F., cartographer

Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Temple of Carnac, plan of Temple of Luxor; 35 x 55 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3247

Map of the Ottoman Dominions in Asia ... Russian and Persian Empires / Wyld, J., 1790-1836 or 1812-87, cartographer / 1840, ca.

Physical Description: 51.5 x 69.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3838

Arabia with Egypt, Nubia and Abyssinia / & C. Walker, engraver

Physical Description: 35.5 x 45.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- 19th c.
Call No: Mid E 3864

Asia Minor and the Adjacent Countries
  Physical Description: 19.5 x 25 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3866

Asia Minor 1850, ca.
  Physical Description: Vignettes: Olympus, Rhodes; 25.5 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3868 a,b,c

(a) Turkey containing the provinces in Asia Minor -- (b) Asia Minor -- (c) Asia Minor (a,b) 1830
  Physical Description: 3 similar maps: (c) 29.5 x 38.5 cm., engraved by J. & C. Walker, published in 1833; All of the place names are entered in MS.; (a,b) 30.5 x 41 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3870

Johnson's Turkey in Asia Persia Arabia ...
  Physical Description: Vignettes: Muscat, Trebisond, Castle & Port of Smyrna; 30.5 x 41 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3872

Asia Minor 1848
  Physical Description: 33.5 x 41 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4052

Map to Illustrate the Route of David Roberts, Esq: R. A. in the Holy Land, Petrea & Syria
  Physical Description: 51 x 36 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- general -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 1650

Regiones quas devicit Demetrius cognomine Poliorcetes
  Physical Description: 15.5 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- general -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 1652
The Retreat of the ten Thousand Greeks according to Xenophon
Physical Description: (23) ; 16.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1653
Carte de la Retraite des Dix Mille, pour servir à l'Histoire de la Grèce
Physical Description: 20.5 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1654
A Map of the Retreat of the ten Thousand Greeks under Xenophon [ sic ]
Physical Description: Vol. 7, Page 438 ; 23.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1655
A Chart of the Expedition of Cyrus the Younger and the Return of the ten Thousand Greeks, according to Xenophon / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer /
Physical Description: Plate VIII ; 23 x 33.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1658
Carte de l'Asoe Mineur, pour servir à l'Histoire de la Grèce
Physical Description: 21 x 32.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1659
Carte de la Navigation des Argonautes Grecs ou l'Expedition de Jason Pour servir à l'Histoire de la Grèce
Physical Description: 21 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1688
Tabula Geographica Urbium Orientalium quae in Nummis Antiquis continentur per C. P. D. M. P.
Physical Description: 28.5 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- general -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 1689
**Ancient Asia Minor.** Neele, engraver 1783
- Physical Description: Watermark (Whatman, very clear); 37.5 x 37 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1756
**Asie Mineure Ancienne Dressée par P. Lapie Geographe** / Lapié, Pierre, 1777-1851, cartographer / 1816
- Physical Description: 8; Adam et Giraldon dirext; 23.5 x 30 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- general -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 0154
**Asiae quae vulgo Minor dicitur et Syriae ...** / Haywood, artist; / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / G. Allen, engraver 1788, ca.
- Physical Description: Insets: Troas, Bosporus; 38.5 x 46 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- general area -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3545
**Carte Historique, Cronologique, Geographique de l'Empire Grec ...19th c.?**
- Physical Description: Extensive references, information; map 17 x 43.5 cm.; Overall size 33.5 x 43.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Greece empire -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1179
**Carte Historique, Cronologique, Geographique de l'Empire Grec avec des Remarques sur les Conquestes d'Alexandre le Grand, Fondateur de cet Empire**
- Physical Description: Reference tables and text; map 17 x 44 cm.; Overall size 33.5 x 44 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Greek Empire -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4966
**II Charte fur die allgemeine Geschichte von Trojas Zerstörung bis auf den Anfang der Perserkriege ... 1184 bis 501 vor Christus** / Benicken, F. W., cartographer / 19th c.?
- Physical Description: Insets: Phoenicen, Klein Asie, Griechenland, Palaeastina, Aegypten; 60.5 x 56.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- history -- antiquity

Call No: World 4245
**Settlement of the Descendants of Ham**
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Holy Land
Call No: Mid E 0315
*Terra Sancta sive Promissionis, olim Palestinæ recens delineata, et in lucem edita per Fredericum de Wit / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680, ca.*

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Inset: Temple, etc.; 46 x 55.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- 17th c.

Call No: Mid E 1547
*Terra Sancta, sive Promissionis, olim Palestinæ recens delineata, et in lucem edita per Nicolaum Visscher anno 1659 / Visscher, N, cartographer / 18th c.*

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Inset: Israelites' fortress; 46 x 55 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- 17th c.

Call No: Mid E 0494 a, b
*Iudaeæ seu Terræ Sanctæ quæe Israelitarum ... [outer title: Iudææ seu Terræ Sanctæ quæe Hebraeorum sive Israelitarum ...] / Sanson, G., d. 1703, cartographer / (a)*
Cordier, engraver(a) 1709

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) Plate published by P. Schenk, Amsterdam, ca
1700; (a) 45.5 x 64.5 cm.; (b) 49 x 58 cm. Scale: 1: 700,000
(a & b) CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 3936
*Supposed Situations of Paradise / Conder, T., fl. 1780-1891?], cartographer /*

Physical Description: 17 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 3863
*The Countries embraced within the Travels of St. Paul / Hughes, W., 1817-1876, cartographer / 1843*

Physical Description: LX; 19 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3987
*Tableau Spéciale de l'Histoire Sainte, a l'Usage des Collèges, par A. Lesage (Comte de las Cases) / de las Cases, E., 1766-1842, cartographer / 1829*

Physical Description: Chiefly text: Inset map: La Terre Promise (11.5 x 9 cm.); 31 x 49
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Mid E 4023 a, b  
**Palestine(a) 1814**  
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Insets: The Tribes, Jerusalem, Plan to show the Positions of the different Roads; (b) Margin has enlarged coastline in pencil. ; 39 x 43 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Holy Land -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 0391  
**The Place of Paradise and Habitation of Adam and Seth and the Land of Nod**  
Physical Description: 28.5 x 19 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 0408  
**A Mapp of the Travels and Voyages of the Apostles in their Mission and in particular of Saint Paul**  
Physical Description: The worshipfull William Lowther of Swillington in Yorkshire, esq. eldest son of Sir William Lowther of Preston in said County Knight and Baronet For advancement of this worke contributed this Plate ; 21.5 x 46.5 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 0411  
**An Accurate Map of the Holy Land Divided into the XII Tribes of Israel / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /**  
Physical Description: 32.5 x 23 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 0502  
**Carte de la Situation du Paradis Terrestre et des Pais Habitez par les Patriarches ... par ... Pierre Daniel Huet / Huet, P. D., cartographer / 1705**  
Physical Description: Several small illustrations with Biblical references ; 40 x 47.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 1518  
**A Map of the Journey in the Wilderness and of the Conquest and Partition of the Land of Canaan by the Children of Israel**  
Physical Description: 30.5 x 36.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 1519
A Map of the Journey in the Wilderness by the Children of Israel according to this History
Physical Description: Pl. opposite p.592 ; 28.5 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1520
A Map of the Holy Land or Land of Promise ... Twelve Tribes ... with Scripture References etc.
J. Harris, engraver
Physical Description: Very many Scripture references ; 28 x 55 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1522
A New Map Shewing the Travels of the Patriarchs ... to the Land of Canaan / Wells,
E., 1667-1727, cartographer / 1700 ?
Physical Description: Inset: Atlantic to Caspian ("This Draught shews the several Countries or People lying most remote from the Holy Land and mentioned in the Old Testament"); Watermark ; 36.5 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1523
A New Map of the Land of Canaan ... Tribes of Israel / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / Sutton Nicholls, engraver1700?
Physical Description: Inset: Kingdom of Zobah; Watermark ; 36 x 49 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1525
The Land of Canaan ... Travel'd over by O. S. Jesus Christ and by his Apostles19th c.?
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Elaborate cartouche with vignettes ; 36 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1548
Palaestina / Seutter, M., 1678-1757 or 1729-60, cartographer /
Physical Description: 49.5 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 1550 1,2 a,b,c
   Physical Description: Part 1: Northern half - 3 similar maps; Part 2, Southern half - 2 similar maps; 5 sheets altogether; each 33 x 47.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1554
A New Map Shewing all the several Countries, Cities, Towns and other Places mentioned in the New Testament Holy Land; Greece, Cyprus, Asia etc. Remote areas such as Italy, Mesopotamia / Wells, E., , 1667-1727, cartographer / Sutton Nicholls, engraver1700?
   Physical Description: 3 sections: Watermark; Dedication to William Duke of Glocester; 35.5 x 47.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1555
Palestinae ... Facies Antiqua ... Itinerum Israelitarum ... Egypti et Syriae ... / Blair, J., cartographer / T. Kitchin, engraver18th c.
   Physical Description: Watermark; 42.5 x 57.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1556
Palestinae ... Facies Vetus ... / Blair, J., cartographer / I. Bayley, engraver
   Physical Description: Watermark; 42.5 x 57 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1557 a, b
(a) Bowles's New Pocket Map of the Land of Canaan or Holy Land ... -- (b) A Map of the Land of Canaan or Holy Land ... 1760 / (a) Bowles; (b) Roberts, cartographer / 1785?
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Insets: (a) A Map of Forty Years Sojourning, (b) A map of Fourty Years Sojourning (map colored; engraved by R. Reynolds); 48 x 58 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1559
Palestina in XII Tribus divisa ... -- (outer title): Carte de la Terre Sainte divisée selon les Douze Tribus D'Israel / Harenberg, J. C., cartographer / 1750
   Physical Description: Inset: Palestine's early divisions; 45 x 53 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 1560
A Map of the Terrestrial Paradise according to Mr Huet with improvements from Dr Wells / Huet, P. D.; Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / 1700, ca.?
  Physical Description: 30.5 x 31 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1561
1e Carte de la Judée ou Terre Saint divisée en ses douze Tribes ... 1755 J. Gibson, engraver 1755
  Physical Description: Inset: 1e Carte du Pais de Canaan ; 47.5 x 58.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1562 a, b, c
A Map of the Countries and Places mentioned in the New Testament, by Samuel Dunn ... / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / (a) 1774; (b) 1786; (c) 1794
  Physical Description: 3 similar maps : Insets: Plan of Jerusalem in the Time of our Saviour, Map of Judea under Herod ; 30 x 44 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1670
Iesu Christi Salvatoris Nostri et Apostolarum Petri et Pauli Mansiones, Itinera, Peregrinationes etc. / Sanson, N., cartographer / 18th c.
  Physical Description: Insets: Keyed plan of Jerusalem, Palestine with itineraries ; 37 x 55.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1752
Scriptural Geography Containing the Places mentioned in the Old & New Testaments
  Physical Description: (25) ; 16.5 x 33.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1768
A Map Shewing the most Remarkable Places to which the Apostles Travel'd to Preach the Gospel: as also St. Paul's Voyage to Rome. Design'd for the better Understanding of the Evangelick History (Acts Chap. I)
  Physical Description: 36 x 42 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 1876
An Accurate Map of the Journies of the Israelites Adapted to Sacred History / Rollos, G., fl. 1759-79, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: Num. Ch XXXIII Plate 15 ; 17 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3813
Palaestinae sive Totius Terrae Promissionis / van den Keere, P., 1571- (?) 1646, cartographer /
Physical Description: 15.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3839
Settlements of the Descendants of Shem19th c.
Physical Description: 28.5 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4011
A Map exhibiting the position of Paradise and Mount Ararat
Physical Description: 14.5 x 15.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4013
General Map of the Tribes1833
Physical Description: 23 x 13.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4014
Palestine according to the Ancient Itineraries / Hughes, cartographer / 1849
Physical Description: 25 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4016
Palestine or the Holy Land
Physical Description: References; 171 ; 26 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 4019
Palestine in the Time of our Saviour 1843
   Physical Description: Inset: Ancient Jerusalem ; 41 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4021
Palestine in the Time of our Saviour 1842
   Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Ancient Jerusalem ; 46.5 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4024 a, b
Judea or the Holy Land (a) 1812; (b) 1836
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Inset: City of Jerusalem ; 20 x 20.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4025
A Map of the Journeyings of the Israelites ... Land of Canaan ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1739
   Physical Description: p. 133 ; 23 x 15.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4027
A Map of Canaan describing the Travels of Jesus Christ 19th c.?
   Physical Description: to face Book VIII ; 14.5 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4028
A Map of the Travels and Voyages of St. Paul ... New Testament / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1739
   Physical Description: p.205 ; 16 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4029
A Map of the Travels & Voyages of St. Paul ... New Testament ... Gospels 19th c.?
   Physical Description: Inset: New Testaments places away from Holy Land ; 17.5 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 4030
Kingdoms of David and Solomon 1833
Physical Description: 23 x 14 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4031
Canaan / Conder, cartographer / 18th c.? 
Physical Description: 23.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4032 a, b
The Countries Travelled by the Apostles (a) 1798 
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 20 x 25 cm., B & W, published by Edwards, London, 1813 ; (a) 22.5 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4033
Map to illustrate St. Paul’s 2nd Missionary Journey, representing the Roman Provinces about 50 A. D. 1850
Physical Description: 18 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4034
A Map of Palestine or the Holy Land with the Divisions into Tribes 19th c.? 
Physical Description: 25.5 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4036
Holy Land 1818
Physical Description: 64 ; 28.5 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4039
A Map of Canaan Divided among the Twelve Tribes 19th c.? 
Physical Description: Pl. 54, Page 535 ; 30 x 20.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 4040
A Map of the Terrestrial Paradise according to M. Huet's draught of it. / Stackhouse, T., 1706-84, cartographer / 18th c.?
   Physical Description: Pl II Page 26; Dedicated to Thomas, Bp of Ely ; 31 x 21 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4041
An Accurate Map of the Holy Land Divided into the XII Tribes of Israel ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: No. 37 ; 33 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4042
Canaan or the Land of Promise to Abraham and his Posterity1798
   Physical Description: V 2 ; 29 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4043
Palæstina seu Terra Sancta1806
   Physical Description: 28 x 22.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4044
Canaan from the Time of Joshua to the Babylonian Captivity1819
   Physical Description: 44 x 28.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4045
Map of the Countries adjacent to the North-east Corner of the Mediterranean ... St. Paul's Life ... journey / Hughes, W., 1817-76, cartographer / 1844?
   Physical Description: 33 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 4046
Judée ou Terre Sainte, Par Robert de Vaugondy corrigée par Delamarche, Geog. son successeur / Robert de Vaugondy, 1688-1766; Delamarche, C. F., 1740-1817, cartographer

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 25 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4048
Carte du Pays d'Israel / Van de Velde, C. W. M., cartographer / 1858

Physical Description: 37 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4053
Turkey in Asia -- Biblical Regions -- The Holy Land and its Borders including Ancient Phoenicia, the Hauran and adjacent districts: showing Jewish, Roman and modern divisions and Topography / Johnson, Hugh, cartographer / 19th c.

Physical Description: References ; 54 x 40.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4243
A Map shewing the general Dispersion and settling of the Nations / 19th c.

Physical Description: Pl. 13; Keyed references ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land -- antiquity

Call No: Africa 4707 a, b
Map to Illustrate the Route of David Roberts, Esq: R. A. in the Holy Land, Petrea and Syria

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Holy Land, etc.

Call No: Mid E 0309
Map of Phoenicia / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / G. Terry, engraver 1787

Physical Description: 48.5 x 34.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Lebanon -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 4037
Carte de l'Ancienne Phénicie / 19th c.

Physical Description: 22.5 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Lebanon -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 0077

**Euphrates et Tigris / Hasius, J. M., 1684-1742 (after d'Anville), cartographer / 1792**

Physical Description: Insets: 3 diagrams - Babylonian walls, gates & tower with Egyptian pyramid as contrast; German text ; 42 x 39 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Mesopotamia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 0083 a,b

(a) L'Euphrate et le Tigris, MDCCLXXIX -- (b) The Euphrates and Tigris ... from D'Anville's Atlas / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (a) G. de la Haye, engraver(a) 1779

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) 33 x 39 cm.; B & W, Published by Harrison, London, 1788.; Drawn by Haywood, engraved by Bowen ; (a) 43 x 51 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Mesopotamia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1660

**Carte de l'Assyrie ... Pour servir à l'Histoire des Trois Monarchie.. de Ninive, de Babylone et de l'Ecbatane**

Physical Description: 21.5 x 35.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Mesopotamia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1753

**Mesopotamia et Babylonia, Fluminibus Secundum Veterem Tabulam Ductis** / W. H. Toms, engraver

Physical Description: Tab. XXVII ; 20.5 x 31 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Mesopotamia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1680

**A Map to explain the History of the Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes and Persians ... / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / E. Bowen, engraver1739**

Physical Description: Plate V ; 27 x 40.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Mesopotamia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4579 1-4

**Specialkarte Westlichen Kleinasien / Kiepert, Heinrich, cartographer / 1890**

Physical Description: 4 sheets [I,II,IV,V] ; each 51 x 63.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Middle East -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4824

**A Map of the places mentioned in Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History18th c.**

Physical Description: 15.5 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- North Mediterr. -- antiquity
Call No: Europe 1101

Palatsha (near Ephesus)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palatsha

Call No: Mid E 0150 a,b,c,d,e
(a) La Palestine [Inset: Ancient Jerusalem] -- (b) Palaestina [Tribes] -- (c) Palestine [Small map] -- (d) Palaestina [Judaic, Roman, Greek -- (e) Palaestina & Turkish measures / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (a) 1667
Physical Description: 5 similar maps : (b) published in London, 1767; (c) published in London, 1788 by Harrison, B & W; (d) published in London, 1794 by Laurie & Whittle, B & W; (e) published in London, by Paulus, B & W ; (abcd) 38 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 4038
Carte de la Palestine / Liébaux, cartographer / Bailleul, engraver1729
Physical Description: Watermark ; 22 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 4244
The Kingdom of Jerusalem with its Environs at the time of the Crusades19th c.?
Physical Description: Inset: Chrono - genealogical chart: Kings of Jerusalem & Cyprus ; 22.5 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 4012
Palestine
Physical Description: Inset: Ancient Jerusalem; 23 ; 24 x 15.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4015
Palestine with part of Syria
Physical Description: Vignette ; 25 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4018
Modern Palestine1850, ca.
Physical Description: 35 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 19th c.
Call No: Mid E 4020

A Map of Palestine

Physical Description: Inset: Area of Jerusalem; 45.5 x 26 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4047

Palestine with the Hauran and the adjacent districts / Hughes, W., 1817-76, cartographer / 1843

Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Jerusalem (modern); 42 x 33 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4049

Johnson's Palestine

Physical Description: Inset: City of Damascus, Jerusalem; 39 x 32 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4559

Karte von Palastina Deutsche Aufgabe nach der Zweiten Auflage der :Map of the Holy Land" / van de Velde, C. W. M., cartographer / 1866

Physical Description: Inset: Plan von Jerusalem, Karte der Umgegend von Jerusalem, Profiles of several areas, including Beirut to Damascus; 131 x 83 cm. Scale: 1: 315,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4017

Ancient Palestine1850, ca.

Physical Description: 5 vignettes; 34.5 x 24.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4022

Palestine - Ancient, Modern -- Jerusalem Ancient, Modern19th c.

Physical Description: 83 & 84; 32 x 42.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 4035

Palestine19th c.?

Physical Description: 2 insets: Royaume des Israelites sous David et Salomon, Les Douze Tribes; 22.5 x 30 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Palestine -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 0400
Persici sive Sophorum Regni Typus cum privilegio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598
Physical Description: Dutch text, p. 78 ; 35 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia

Call No: Mid E 1685
Regnum Persicum Imperium Turcicum in Asia ... 18th c.
Physical Description: 50 x 88.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1694
Carte de l'Empire de Perse / Bonne, R., 1727-1795, cartographer / 1771
Physical Description: XXIII B 25 ; 32 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1697
Persia / Gibson, cartographer / 
Physical Description: Plate 86 No. 31, page 240 ; 29 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1698
Persia Divided into its Provinces / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1786
Physical Description: 31.5 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1700
A New and Accurate Map of Persia ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1745?
Physical Description: 35 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1701
Persia / Wilkie, G. & T., cartographer / 1785
Physical Description: 27 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.
Call No: Mid E 1702 a, b

Persia ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1716?
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) No date, B & W ; 19.5 x 45 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1703

Royaume de Perse / Robert de Vaugondy, D., 1723-1786, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 37 ; 16.5 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1711

A New Map of the Empire of Persia / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer /
1794
   Physical Description: 51 x 57 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Persia -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1516

PersiaS. Hall, engraver
   Physical Description: Plate CCCCV - 2 ; 27 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3966

Persia
   Physical Description: 4 vignettes ; 35 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3967

Persia1808
   Physical Description: 27 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3969

Persia with part of the Ottoman Empire / Long, cartographer / 1831
   Physical Description: 30 x 36 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.
Middle East

**Call No:** Mid E 3972

**Persia / Weller, cartographer / 1857**

- Physical Description: 43 x 30.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 3973 a, b

**Persia(a) 1821**

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 19.5 x 24 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 3974

**Persia / from Arrowsmith, cartographer / 1802**

- Physical Description: Vol. II page 397 ; 21 x 25 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 3975 a, b

**Persia(a) 1811**

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 25.5 x 29 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 3976

**Persia1848?**

- Physical Description: 30 x 37 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 3977

**Persia19th c.**

- Physical Description: 39.5 x 49 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 3978

**Persia19th c.**

- Physical Description: 45 x 50.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.
Call No: Mid E 3979 a,b,c

**A New Map of Persia**
(a) 1801; (b) 1825; (c) 1828

Physical Description: 46.5 x 52 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3980

**Persia1811**

Physical Description: 51.5 x 69.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 1710

**Persarum seu Parthorum Imperium**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 0491

**Persia sive Sophorum Regnum,**

Physical Description: 28 x 34.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1661

**Persia sive Sophorum Regnum cum Armenia Assuria Mesopotamia et Babilonia**

Physical Description: 21 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1704

**The Empire of Cyrus the Great first King of Persia**

Physical Description: 18 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1705

**Carte de l'Ancienne Perse Divisée en XX Satrapies**

Physical Description: Tom VI, Pag. 7 ou 343 : 22.5 x 31 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1742

**The Persian Empire Divided into Twenty Governments, by Darius son of Histaspes**

Physical Description: (28) ; 16 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 3817
Sophorum Regnum
Physical Description: 15 x 19 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3965
Imperium Persicum Antiquam IV1817
Physical Description: 23 x 30.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3981
Plan Générale de la Plaine de Kirmanschah -- Perse Ancienne, Pl 1ere -- (outer title):
Tak - I - Bostan / Coste, cartographer /
Physical Description: 45 x 30 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3982
Plan des Abords des Ruines de Bi - Sutoun -- Perse Ancienne, Pl 15 -- (outer title): Bi - Sutoun / Coste, cartographer /
Physical Description: Orientation: NW at top ; 45 x 30 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3983
Physical Description: 43 x 30 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 3984
District de Firouz - Abad -- Perse Ancienne, Pl 34 -- (outer title): Firouz - Abad / Coste, cartographer /
Physical Description: 32 x 43 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 3985</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plan Itinéraire -- Perse Ancienne, PI 57 -- (outer title): Persepolis et Passargade / Coste, cartographer /</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Orientation: NW at top ; 32 z 50.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 3986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ruines de Babylone -- Perse Ancienne, PI 219 -- (outer title): Babylone / Coste, cartographer /</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Inset: Itinéraire de Bagdad a Babylone ; 33.5 x 43.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Persia -- antiquity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1709</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persia, the Caspian Sea Done by ye Czar and Part of Independent Tartary ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer /</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 24 x 26 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Persia etc. -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 3861</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map of the Eastern Part of Persia with Afghanistan, Bactriana, Trans-Oxiana, etc.1817</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 52 x 41 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Persia etc. -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 0024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Chart of the Red Sea from Geddah to Suez ... From surveys made by C. Niebuhr in 1762 &amp; 1763 / d'Après de Mannevillette, J. 1707-80, cartographer / 1794</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Insets: Harbour of Suez, Harbour of Tor; Coasts only, no land features shown. ; 49 x 67.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, R. L., bequest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Red Sea -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 0149</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arabian Gulf or Red Sea, from D'Anville's Atlas / Haywood, artist ; / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / Bowen, engraver1788</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 4 insets: Suakem, Matzua, Al Babo, Giddah ; 46 x 33.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Red Sea -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Mid E 1767
Map of Roads to the Mountains of the Emeralds and Berenice of the Red Sea / Belzoni, cartographer / 1819, ca.
  Physical Description: 49 x 38 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Red Sea area -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3688
Map of the Country from Sues to Mount Sinai 1802
  Physical Description: Inset: View of Mount Sinai from Tör; Shows tracks of Niebuhr & Shaw; 20 x 29 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Red Sea area -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 1696
Erythraei sive Rubri Maris periplus olim ab Arriano descriptus nunc vero ab Abrah. Ortelio ex eodem delineatus / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1741
  Physical Description: Insets: North polar hemisphere, Annonis Periplus; 39.5 x 47 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Red Sea area -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1749
A Map of the Eastern Parts of the Roman Empire Adapted to the Ecclesiastical Histories of Eusebius, Socrates and Euagrius / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / 1700, ca.
  Physical Description: To the Truly Honourable, because Truly Pious Robert Nelson, Esq. this MAP, as a; token of my Extraordinary Esteem for his Extraordinary Zeal in promoting the Glory of GOD and ye Salvation of Men, by his Good Example, Excellent Writings, & Diffusive Charity, is humbly Dedicated by me EDWARD WELLS, D.D.; Dedication to Robert Nelson; 21 x 41.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Roman empire -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1757
Mr. Ives's Route from Bassora to Latichea ... 1751Jno. Lodge, engraver 1783
  Physical Description: Journal kept by Mr Carmichal; 28.5 x 36 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Syria -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 2037
Syria or Barr El Sham
  Physical Description: Shows Pach of Acre, Pachalic of Damascus, Pachalic of Tripoli; 29 x 21.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Syria -- 19th c.
Call No: Mid E 4026
Map of Syria1824
  Physical Description: 20 x 16.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Syria -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4051
Syria / Hughes, W., 1817-76, cartographer / 1843
  Physical Description: Inset: Continuation from Dead Sea to Mount Sinai ; 40 x 32 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Syria -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 4050q
Ancient Syria / Hughes, W., 1817-76, cartographer / 1843
  Physical Description: Inset: Part of Arabia including Mount Sinai ; 40 x 31.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Syria -- antiquity

Call No: Mid E 1741
Syria and Assyria According to the Description of Ptolemy and other Authors
  Physical Description: (24) ; 16 x 23 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Syria, Assyria -- antiquity

Call No: Isl 2125
Isle of Taman
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Taman

Call No: Mid E 2125
A Special Map of the Isle of TamanJ. Russell, engraver
  Physical Description: 19 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Taman Island -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1649
The Seat of the Trojan War According to Dictis Cretensis and Dares Phrygius
  Physical Description: 16 x 23 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Middle East -- Trojan War -- antiquity
Call No: Mid E 0379
(a) Natoliae -- (b) Aegypte -- (c) Carthaginis / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1601 or 1603
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; (a) 33 x 21 cm.; (b) 18 x 23.5 cm.; (c) 34.5 x 23.5 cm. Scale: (a&b) 1:6 mill.; (c) 1:1 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turk., N.Africa -- 16th c.

Call No: Mid E 5000
Tabula Prima Asiae (Turkey, etc.) / Waldseemuller, M., b. ca 1470, cartographer / 1531
Physical Description: Woodcut; 39 x 55 cm.
Margaret C. Sowers gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey -- 16th c.

Call No: Mid E 1294
La Turquie d'Europe et celle d'Asie hors la partie située dans l'Arabie ... Par M. Bonne, Ingénieur Hydrographe de la Marine / Bonne, R., 1727-1795, cartographer / André, engraver 1780, ca.?
Physical Description: Longitude of both Paris & Isle de Fer meridians shown; Liv. I No. 7 ; 22 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1686
A New Map of Turkey in Asia / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1794
Physical Description: 53 x 71.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1740
Turquie Asiatique / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766, cartographer / 1748
Physical Description: 16.5 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1745 a, b
Turkey in Asia ... Drawn from the most respectable authorities (b) T. Conder, engraver
Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 21.5 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey -- 18th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1751</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The North Part of Turky in Asia containing Asia Minor, Armenia, Syria, Diarbeck Irac - Arabick, etc</strong> / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1716?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Turkey -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1755</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>An Accurate Map of Turky in Asia</strong> / Rollos, G., fl. 1757-79, cartographer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 26 x 33 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Turkey -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1761</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plaine d’Ephese -- Levée par F. Kauffer en 1776</strong> / Perrier, engraver 1776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Pl. 120 ; 35.5 x 23 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Turkey -- 18th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1692</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turkey in Asia</strong> 1817, ca.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: XLVI ; 39.5 x 49.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1693 a, b</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A New Map of Turkey in Asia ...</strong> / Cary, J., 1754-1835 or 1791-1852, cartographer / 1801, 1825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) 1801; (b) 1825 ; 47 x 53 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1695</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turkey in Asia</strong> 1813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 51.5 x 69.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mid E 1743 a, b</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turkey in Asia</strong> (a) Findlay, engraver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 19.5 x 24.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Middle East

Call No: Mid E 1746
Turkey in Asia

Froggett, engraver

1808

Physical Description: 22.5 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 1747

A New Map of Turkey in Asia

Darton, W., fl. 1810-37, cartographer

1811

Physical Description: 24.5 x 29 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 1750

Turkey in Asia

Jones & Smith, engraver

1801

Physical Description: 20.5 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 1746

Turkey in Asia

1850, ca.

Physical Description: Vignettes: Jerusalem, Castles of Europe & Asia ; 26.5 x 32.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3867

Turkey in Asia

1831

Physical Description: 34 x 41 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3869

[Turkey: Central Mediterranean Regions, Grecian Archipelago (Peterman), Constantinople (Dufour)] / Peterman; Dufour, cartographer / Swanston, engraver

Physical Description: 10 vignettes ; 46 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3871

Turkey in Asia

1831

Physical Description: 34 x 41 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3873

Turkish Empire

Physical Description: Insets: Dardanelles, Bosporus, Part of Upper Egypt ; 43 x 53.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Mid E 1744 a, b

**Chersonesi quae hodie Natolia Descriptio**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Tab 40; (a) p. 351; (b) p. 35 ; 20 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey -- antiquity

**Call No:** Mid E 0184 A

**Turcici Imperii Descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598**

Physical Description: French text ; 31.5 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 12 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey, Arabia -- 16th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 0184 B

**Turcici Imperii Descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1572**

Physical Description: French text ; 38 x 50.5 cm..Scale: 1: 12 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey, Arabia -- 16th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 0022

**Estats de l'Empire du Grand Seigneur des Turqs ou Sultan des Ottomans en Asie en Afrique et en Europe / Sanson, N., 1600-1679, cartographer / 1679**

Physical Description: Watermark ; 41 x 54.5 cm.

Jones, R. L., bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey empire -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 0413

**A New and Accurate Map of Turky in Asia, Arabia ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /**

Physical Description: 34.5 x 42.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 0440

**A New and Accurate Map of Anatolia or Asia Minor with Syria and such other Provinces of the Turkish Empire as border thereupon ... / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer /**

Physical Description: 34 x 42 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Mid E 0495

**Carte de la Turquie de l'Arabie et de la Perse ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / H. van Loon, engraver1701**

Physical Description: Extensive informational notes ; 47 x 62.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.
Call No: Mid E 0677 a,b
A Correct Map of the Ottoman Empire Including all the Countries, Possess'd by, or Tributary to the Turks, in Europe, Asia & Africa, with part of the Adjacent Territories according to the latest Observations / Bowen, Thomas, d. 1790, cartographer / (b) 1777
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 32 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1265
The Whole Turkish Empire With the Countries and Territories bordering upon it ... Agreeable to Modern History
Physical Description: Vol. I, Page 557 ; 47 x 44.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1546
A Map of Turky, Arabia and Persia ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, revised by Senex, J., cartographer / 1720, ca.?
Physical Description: Watermark: Informational notes; Dedication to Honble James Steuart of Goodtrees Bartt ; 46.5 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1671
La Turchia d'Asia che comprende l'Anatolia, la Giorgia, l'Armenia, il Curdistan, il Diarbec, l'Irak-Arabi, la Siria, etc / Zatta, A. (1757-97) e Figli, cartographer / 1784
Physical Description: 31.5 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1672 a,b,c
A Map of Turkey in Asia, containing the Countries of Anadoli ... Syria etc. / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / (a) 1774
Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (b) published by Sayer, London 1788; (c) published by Laurie & Whittle, London, 1794 ; 31 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1673 a, b
Etats du Grand Seigneur en Asie ... Empire de Perse, Pays des Usbecs Arabie et Egypte / Robert de Vaugondy fils (Didier), 1723-1786, cartographer / (a) 1753
Physical Description: (b) no date ? 1757 ; each 48 x 55 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.
Call No: Mid E 1682
*Nieuwe Kaart van het Turksche Ryk gelegen in Europa, Asia en Africa* / Tirion, I., d. 1769, cartographer / J. Keyser, 1732, engraver

Physical Description: 28.5 x 35.5 cm. Scale: 1: 17.5 mill.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1537
Asia, Plate 4, including North Arabia, the Turkish Dominions with most of Persia, Revised and examined by Mr Bolton (Part 1) / Bolton, cartographer

Physical Description: only upper left corner of map ; 40 x 36.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3865
*Caucasian Countries and Turkey in Asia*

Physical Description: 20 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- Turkey, etc. -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 3970
*Western Persia* 1848

Physical Description: No. 33 ; 43.5 x 31.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- W Persia -- 19th c.

Call No: Mid E 1760
*Carte Détaillée de la Route de l'Auteur depuis le Méandre jusqu'au Golfe d'Adramytti Rédigée sur les lieux par le Cte de Choiseul Gouffier.* Perrier, engraver

Physical Description: 117; Les Dénominations anciennes sont soulignées ; Ecrit par L. J. Beauble ; 34 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- W Turkey -- 18th c.

Call No: Mid E 1748
*The Western Half of the Hellespontine Phrygia* Neele, engraver

Physical Description: 26 x 56 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Middle East -- W Turkey -- 19th c.

Military

Call No: C & T 4937
*Plan de la Ville D'Ostende*

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military
Call No: Mil 3563
Pl. I Plan pour l'intelligence des opérations Militaires entre le Lahn et la Sieg du 14 au 21 Juin 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: 38.5 x 58.5 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3564
Pl. II Affaire de Malsch le 9 Juillet 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: 38.5 x 58.5 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3565
Pl. III Bataille de Neresheim le 11 Août 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: 41 x 54 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3566
Pl. IV Carte pour la Bataille d'Amberg et les combats de Teiningen et de Neumarck en 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: Orientation: N W at top ; 37 x 56.5 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3567
Pl. V Bataille de Wurzburg Livrée le 5 Septembre 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 45 x 59 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3568
Pl. VI Bataille de Biberach Livrée le 2 Octobre 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: 38.5 x 51.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3569
Pl. VII Bataille près d'Emmendingen le 19 Octobre 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: 39 x 52.5 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 3570
Pl. VIII Affaire de Schliengen Livrée le 24 Octobre 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; 31.5 x 43 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3571
Pl. IX Plan du Siege de Kehlen 17961800, ca.?
   Physical Description: Orientation: N W at top; 48.5 x 63.5 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3572
Pl. XI Siege de la tête de pont de Huningue en 17971800, ca.?
   Physical Description: Orientation: S W at top; 30 x 50 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3573
Pl. XII Théatre de la guerre en 1796 en Allemagne1800, ca.?
   Physical Description: 49.5 x 75 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3574
Pl. XLII Répartition et Etablissement d'une Armée dans ses quartiers d'hiver
   (Germany)1800, ca.?
   Physical Description: 27 x 29 cm.
   see below
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1796 Germany -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3575
Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 1: Treves - Strasbourg - Nancy -
   Chalons - Mezieres) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu,
   1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1816-26
   Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a
   l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.
   Maillard, J. W., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3576
Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 2: Nuremberg - Ulm - Mannheim) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3577
Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 3: Prag - Wessel - Regensburg) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3578
Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 4: Colmar - Neuchatel - Dijon) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3579
Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 5: Augsburg - Munich - Innsbruck - Lucerne) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3580
Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 6: Melk - Spital - Salzburg - Hohenlinden) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3581</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 7: Lac Leman - Simplon - Turin - Lyon) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillard, J. W., gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3582</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 8: Bolzano - Mantua - Pavia - Lake Maggiore) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillard, J. W., gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3583</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 9: Klagenfurt - Fiume - Trieste - Venice) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillard, J. W., gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3584</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 10: Asti - Coni - Ventimiglia - Toulon - Aix - Gap) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillard, J. W., gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Mil 3585</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 11: Bologna - Florence - Livorno - Genoa) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillard, J. W., gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Mil 3586
Theâtre de la Guerre en Allemagne et en Italie (No. 12: Adriatic - Ancona - Comacchio) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 25 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3587
Carte Topographique des Environs d'Engen et de Stokach, T. 1er / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 19 x 32 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3588
Plan de la Défense du Pont du Var ... Suchet ... Mai 1800, T. 1er / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 16 x 20 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3589
Plan topographique et militaire de Gènes, T. 1er / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 18 x 21 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3590
Plan Topographique des Environs de Marengo, T. 1er / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-26
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 17.5 x 26 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3591
Carte Topographique des Environs d’Ulm, T. 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26

- Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 20.5 x 28 cm.
- Maillard, J. W., gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3592
Plan des Positions de la Ville de Feldkirch, T. 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26

- Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 18 x 21 cm.
- Maillard, J. W., gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3593
Carte de la Haute Egypte, T. 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26

- Physical Description: Inset: Baie de Kosseir; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte ; 34 x 23 cm.
- Maillard, J. W., gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3594
Carte de la Basse Egypte, T. 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26

- Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 18.5 x 25.5 cm.
- Maillard, J. W., gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3595
Plan du Kaire et ses Environs, T. 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-26

- Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 18.5 x 25 cm.
- Maillard, J. W., gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
- Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Mil 3596

**Plan d’Alexandrie T. 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826**

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Recueil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 18.5 x 27.5 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1800 campaign -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Mil 3597

**Carte Topographique des Environs de Hohenlinden / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826**

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Recueil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24.5 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Mil 3598

**Plan du Passage du Mincio a Pozzolo par la Division de l’Armé d’Italie, Commandé par le Général Dupont / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826**

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Recueil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 36.5 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Mil 3599

**Plan du Passage de l’Adige a Bussoleengo / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826**

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Recueil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 25 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** Mil 3600

**Plan du Passage du Mincio a Monzambano / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826**

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Recueil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3601
Plan de la Ville de Peschiera / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: 33 keyed references; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte ; 25.5 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3602
Carte du Passage du Mont Splügen: Plan des Retranchements su le Mont Tonal, Plan des Retranchements de Pieve di Buono / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3603
Plan du Fort de la Pietra / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3604
Carte Topographique du Pays Compris entre le Lac de Garda, le Mincio, le Po et la Brenta, comprenant le Cours de l'Adige depuis Roveredo / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 48 x 35.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3605
Carte Topographique d'une Partie de la Grande Chaine des Hautes Alpes comprise entre les Sources du Rhin, de l'Inn, et de l'Adda / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 47.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3606

Carte Topographique du Cours du Mayn / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24.5 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3607

Carte pour servir a l'Intelligence des Marches de l'Armée des Grisons de la Valteline à la Vallée de l'Adige / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24.5 x 37.5 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3608

Plan de la Ville et de la Rade de Copen - Hague / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24.5 x 37.5 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3609

Carte du Détroit du Sund, et d'une Partie des Côtes de la Skanie et de l'Ile de Seeland / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 25.5 x 74 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3610

Carte de l'Ile d'Elbe / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: Inset: Porto - Ferraio area; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 25 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1801 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3615
Carte du Portugal, Tome 1er / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 47 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3616
Plan du Combat Naval d'Algesiras, Tome 1er / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 46.5 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3617
Plan de l'Attaque de la ligne de défense devant Boulogne par l'Amiral Nelson le 16 Thermidor (July 16), Tome 1er / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3618
Carte Générale de l'Ile de St. Domingue, Tome 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3619
Carte de la Partie Française de St. Domingue, Tome 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 47 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3620

Plan de la Rade et des Passes du Cap, Tome 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3621

Plan des Environs de la Crête à Pierrot, Tome 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 25 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3622

Carte Générale de la Guadeloupe, Tome 2d / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 46 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1802 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3512

Carte du Camp d'Utrecht commandé par le Général en chef Marmont / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1803-4 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3611

Plan du Camp d'Ambleteuse / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Watermark; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1803-4 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3613
Carte pour l'Intelligence de l'Invasion de l'Electorat d'Harouvre / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
   Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
   Maillard, J. W., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1803-4 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3614
Plan de la Ville du Port et des Camps de Boulogne / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
   Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 46 cm.
   Maillard, J. W., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1803-4 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3623
Plan de la Ville et Citadelle d'Anvers / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
   Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46 cm.
   Maillard, J. W., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3624
Carte des Bouches de l'Escaut ... Dessinée et Gravée d'après la Carte des Côtes des Pays bas de Mr Beautemps Boupvre / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
   Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46 cm.
   Maillard, J. W., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3625
Carte des Antilles / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
   Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 46.5 cm.
   Maillard, J. W., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3626
Plan de la Ville et de la Citadelle d'Alexandrie d'après les projets du Gal. Chasseloup de Laubat (Italy) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3627
Plan Général du Port de Boulogne avec les Dispositions proposées par le Chef Militaire pour sortir du Port dans une Marée, 300 Batimens portant une Armée de 66,000 hommes / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 98 keyed references ; 37.5 x 47 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3628
Plans d'Arrimage des Batimens de Transport de ;a Flotille d'Ecuries / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: Diagrams of 6 vessels with available spaces for various supplies, men and horses.; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 38 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3629
Vue et Plan du Cirque formé par les Troupes des Camps de Boulogne pour la première distribution des Croix de la Légion d'Honneur / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: 2 Diagrams for the positioning of forces; 1 plan and 1 bird's eye view.; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 23.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3630
Carte d'une Partie de l'Allemagne pour l'Intelligence des Premières Opérations de la Campagne de 1805 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
  Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 47 x 37 cm.
  Maillard, J. W., gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3631
Plan des Environs d'Elchingen et d'Albeck / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
  Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 23.5 cm.
  Maillard, J. W., gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3632
Plan des Environs d'Ulm / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
  Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
  Maillard, J. W., gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3633
Théâtre de la Campagne d'Italie en 1805 dressé par le Maréchal de Camp Pelet alors Capitaine Aide-de-Camp de Maréchal Massena / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
  Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
  Maillard, J. W., gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3634
Plan du Champ de Bataille de Caldiero ... Gravé d'après le Dessin fait sur les Lieux par le Maréchal de Camp Pelet / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
  Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 23.5 x 37 cm.
  Maillard, J. W., gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3635
Plan du Brulot Anglais Trouvé sur la Laisse de basse-mer au nord du port de Wimereux Le 11 Vendémiaire An 13 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Diagrams with elevations, cross-sections, etc. of device and missile; 37.5 x 46 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3636
Carte pour l'Intelligence de la bataille de Castel-Franco / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3637
Plan du Combat Naval de Trafalgar Premier mouvement, second ..., troisième ..., quatrième ... / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 47.65 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3638
Plan des Retranchemens de Scharnitz / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 23.5 x 36.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3639
Carte pour l'Intelligence de l'Affaire de Maria-Zell Dessinée et Gravée d'après des Etats Majors Autrichiens / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1822
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 37.5 x 48 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3640
Combat de Diernstein / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
Physical Description: Note refers to source of this plate.; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3641
Carte pour l'Intelligence de l'Affaire Diernstein ... Dessinée et Gravée d'après la Carte Autrichienne des Etats-Majors / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3642
Plan de la Ville et des Environs de Vienne / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.B & W.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3643
Carte pour l'Intelligence du Combat d'Hollabrunn ... Dessinée et Gravée d'après la Carte des Etats-Majors Autrichiens / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 38 x 23.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3644
Carte de la Moravia / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1822
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3645
Plan du Champ de Bataille d'Austerlitz / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 14 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1805 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3653
Plan du Champ de Bataille de Saalfeld / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3646
Carte du Royaume de Naples / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 46.5 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3647
Carte des Environs de Gaëte / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3648
Carte des Environs de Gaëte / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3649
Plan du Siège de Gaète en 1806 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 50 keyed references; Watermark ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3650
Carte des Bouches de Cattaro / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1824
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Inset: Carte des Bouches de Cattaro et des Provinces Voisines (Dalmatian coast) ; 38 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3651
Carte du Théâtre de la Guerre en Saxe, en Prusse et en Pologne pendant les Campagnes de 1806 & 1807; Premiere partie (entre Rhin et Oder) / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1824
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 46 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3652
Schleitz et ses Environs / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 26 x 55 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3654
Plan Général des Champs de Bataille d'Iena et d'Auerstedt / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 47.5 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3655

Champ de Bataille d'Iena / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3656

Plan du Champ de Bataille d'Auerstedt / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3657

Halle et ses Environs / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 37 x 46 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3658

Plan de Lubeck et ses Environs / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826

Physical Description: Orientation: N E at top; 15 keyed references; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte ; 47 x 37 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1806-07 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3659

Carte du Théâtre de la Guerre en Saxe, en Prusse et en Pologne pendant les Campagnes de 1806 & 1807 ... Seconde partie (entre Oder et Niemen), Pl. 1ère / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 46.5 cm.

Maillard, J. W., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3660

Plan pour l'Intelligence du Passage de la Wkra et du Combat de Czarnowo, Pl. 2 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3661

Plan des Environs de Nasielsk, Pl. 3 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24.5 x 37.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3662

Plan de Champ de Bataille de Pultusk Ce Plan a été réduit d'après le plan manuscrit du Dépot général des Cartes de la Guerre, Pl. 4 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24.5 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3663

Plan des Environs de Golimin Ce Plan a été levé sur les lieux par les officiers Ingénieurs-Géographes Véron et Darnaudin, Pl. 5 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3664

Carte des Environs de Pultusk et Golymin, Pl. 6 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826

Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3665
Plan des Environs de Soldau ... Ce Plan a été levé sur les lieux par les Officiers Ingénieurs-Géographes Véron et Darnaudin, Pl. 7 / A. Tardieu, artist; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3666
Plan du Siège de Breslau, Pl. 8 / A. Tardieu, artist; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3667
Plan du Siège de Stralsund, Pl. 9 / A. Tardieu, artist; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 24 x 37 cm. B & W.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3668
Carte de la Prusse Orientale, Pl. 10 / A. Tardieu, artist; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte;
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3669
Plan des Environs de Mohrungen ... Ce champ de Bataille a été levé par le Capitaine Ingénieur-Géographe Pressat, attaché au premier corps de la Grande Armée, Pl. 11 / A. Tardieu, artist; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; 24 x 36.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3670
Plan du Champ de Bataille de Bergfried, Pl. 12 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 24 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3671
Plan du Champ de Bataille de Hoff ... Dessiné et Gravé par Ambroise Tardieu d'après la plan levé par le Capitaine Ingénieur-Géographe LeRouge, Pl. 13 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3672
Plan du Champ de Bataille d'Eylau, Pl. 14 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 38 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3673
Plan du Champ de Bataille d'Ostrolenka, Pl. 15 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3674
Plan du Champ de Bataille de Braunsberg, Pl. 16 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 24.5 x 37 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3675
Plan des Environs de Dantzick, Pl. 17 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37.5 x 47 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3676
Plan du Siège de Dantzick en 1807, Pl. 18 / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: Pl. 18; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 39 keyed references ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3677
Carte pour l'Intelligence des Combats de Spanden, Lomitten, Deppen, Dietrichsdorf et Guttstadt / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: Pl. 19; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; ; 37 x 24 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3678
Plan du Champ de Bataille de Heilsberg / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: Pl. 20; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 37 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3679
Plan du Champ de Bataille de Friedland / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / AmbroiseTardieu, engraver1818-1826
Physical Description: Pl.21; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
Maillard, J. W., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 3680
Plan des Environs de Königsberg / A. Tardieu, artist ; / Dumas, Mr le Générale Comte Mathieu, 1753-1837, cartographer / Ambroise Tardieu, engraver 1818-1826
   Physical Description: Pl. 22; 22 keyed references; (source cont'd) Receuil de Plans et Cartes, pour servir a l'intelligence des opérations militaires décrites dans la texte; Watermark ; 37.5 x 46.5 cm.
   Maillard, J. W., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1807 campaign -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 0825
Chart of the Belgic Campaign of 181519th c.
   Physical Description: 23.5 x 17 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- 1815 -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1948
Plan de la Bataille d'Aboukir Le 27 Juillet 1799 post 1799
   Physical Description: North Africa ; 43 x 26.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Aboukir -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1486
Plan of the Battle of Albuera Gained by the Allied Army under the Command of Marshall Sir William Beresford K B 16 May 1811 Sketched and engraved by Capt. C. C. Michell 1811?
   Physical Description: 43 x 59 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Albuera -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1487
Plan of the Battle of Albuera Gained by the Allied Army under the Command of Marshall Sir William Beresford 16 May 1811 / L. J. Hebert, artist ; / lithog., engraver
   Physical Description: Keyed references ; 41 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Albuera -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 4629
Plan of the City and Castle of Alicant besieged by the Chevalier D'Asfeldt Nov 30th, 1708 and surrendered by capitulation Apr 19th 1709 Basire, engraver 1744-47
   Physical Description: Keyed references ; 36.5 x 47 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Alicant -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 1040
Plan of the Heights & Bay of Alma from Spitfires Survey, Battle of AlmaSept. 20, 1854
Physical Description: Inset (top panel) : Profile view of shore & battle in progress ; 40 x 53.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Alma (Crimea) -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 4636
Plan of the Country and Camps of Almanar, the one under Charles III and the other of the Enemy under the D. of Anjou, who was defeated by 16 Squadrons commanded by Lieut. Genl. Stanhope, July 27, 1710
Basire, engraver 1744-47
Physical Description: Orientation: South at top ; 36 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Almanar -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3561
... Attack on Amstelveen Oct. 1787
Physical Description: MS : Extensive text in Dutch ; map 42 x 24 cm.; Overall size 48 x 64 cm.
Greenwood, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Amstelveen -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2192
Plan of the Battle at Anrat in the Plaine of Creefeld the 23 of Junw between the allied army under Pr. Ferdinand of Brunswick, and the French army under Count de Clermont 1758
Physical Description: 11 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Anrat -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2196
Operations of the Campaign of 1711 (Marlborough & Eugene Arras region)Neele, engraver post 1711
Physical Description: C. H. Smith Major ; 24 x 57.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Arras area 1711 -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2268
Plan of Balaklava shewing the Cavalry Action of Oct 25 1854 / Becker, L. M., cartographer / post 1854
Physical Description: References; Battle statistics ; 27.5 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Balaklava -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 4646
Draught of the Bay of Bulls between the Town of Rotta and Fort St. Catherine, under the command of his Grace the Duke of Ormond; with the disposition of the Frigates which were ordered to stand in by the Shore, to favour the Landing; as also the Situation of the Ground and Bay, with that of the Enemy's Batteries and Troops
Basire, engraver
1744-47

Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; Keyed references; 45.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Bay of Bulls -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0216
Plan of the Battle of Bergen not far from Francfort Between the MS French Army under the command of the Duke of Broglio the Hannovarian Army commanded by Prince of Braunsw. 15 April 1759 ...
/ Sotheron, Wm., cartographer / 1771

Physical Description: MS: Watermark; 18 x 31 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Bergen, Ger.-- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4870
The Marquisate and Plan of Bergen op Zoom with the French Camp and Attacks, By an Engineer, 1747

Physical Description: Keyed references; 25.5 x 20 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Bergen op Zoom -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4871
Plan of Bethune A Strong Town in Artois Besieged by the Allies
DuBosc, engraver
18th c.

Physical Description: Keyed references; 35 x 44 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Bethune -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2193
Plan of the Battle of Blenheim or Hochstadt ... 13th Aug 1704
Neele, engraver
1817

Physical Description: Overlays to depict troop movements; Orientation: N W at top; 24 x 55 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Blenheim -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2194
Plan of the Movements of the Confederate Armies under the Command of the Duke of Marlborough and Prince Louis of Baden ...
Blenheim
1818

Physical Description: References; 23.5 x 50.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Blenheim -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 4851

A Plan of the Town of Bouchain Besieged & taken by ye Allies in 171118th c.

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 36 x 43.5 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Bouchain -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4852

Plan of the Passage of thd lines of Brabant forced July ye 18th 1705 by the Army of the Allies Commanded by ye Duke of Marlborough and M. D Auverquerque ... Drawn on the Spot by Mr d'Ivoy Coll. & Quart. Mast. Gen. of the Armies of the States General ...DuBosc, engraver18th c.

Physical Description: Keyed references; Watermark ; 35 x 43 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Brabant -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4802

Plevna (1877)

Physical Description: 37 x 50 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Bulgaria -- 10th c.

Call No: Mil 2345

Attack of the Castle of Burgos between the 19th Sept. & 21st October 18121827

Physical Description: Plate VIII ; 27 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Burgos -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3501

Plan of the Intended Attack on Cadiz by Lord Keith & Sir R. Abercromby in 18001805

Physical Description: 19 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Cadiz -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1984

A Plan of the Investment of Grand Cairo by the British Forces commanded by Gen'l Lord Hutchinson K B etc and the Ottoman Troops under the command of the Grand Vizier and the Captain Pacha / Marlay, W., cartographer / 1801

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top ; 37.5 x 50.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Cairo -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 4643

Plan of Cardona a strong City and Castle of Catalonia; upon the River Cardoner as besieged by the French and defended by the Allies

Basire, engraver

1744-47

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 36 x 47 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Cardona -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1484

Bataille de Castiglione (near Lake Garda)

P. Tardieu, engraver

Physical Description: 10 x 14 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Castiglione -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 0504

A Plan of Charles Town the Capital of South Carolina, with the Harbour Islands and Forts; the Attack on Fort Sulivan, by His Majesty's Ships under Sir Peter Parker in 1776; the Position of the Land Forces under General Clinton and the Rebel Camp and Intrenchments exactly delineated

J. Lodge, engraver

1780

Physical Description: 14 x 28.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Charleston -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2348

A Scheme of the Posture of the Dutch - Fleete, and Action at Sheer - nesse & Chatham 10th 11th & 12th June 1667 Taken upon the place by I ESidy Hall,

engraver

1825

Physical Description: Orientation: N E at top; 28 keyed references ; 23.5 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Chatham -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 2184

Plan of the Battle of Chiari (Italy)

DuBosc, C., cartographer

Physical Description: 32.5 x 44 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Chiari -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1477

Great Breach of Ciudad Rodrigo ... Bridge at Almaraz ...

Physical Description: Inset: 7 diagrams from Egerton's M. L. ; 20 x 39.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Ciudad Rodrigo -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1641

Situs Oppidi Coloas of 1655

Physical Description: Poland, Sweden & Poland ; 29.5 x 37.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Colo, Poland -- 17th c.
Call No: Mil 1038
of the Fortifications of Cronstadt Master of HMS Liffey, July 1820
Physical Description: MS : Inset: Tolbeacon Lighthouse N E about 3 miles; References & soundings ; 31 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Cronstadt -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 0196
Plan et Siege de Damvilliers, Assiegee par Monsr le Mareschal de Chastillon le 1 jour de Septembre MDCXXXVII, et pris le XXV jour d'Octobre suivant / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1649
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Watermark ; 41.5 x 52 cm..Scale: 1: 14,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Damvilliers -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 4630
Plan of different Movements of ye Army of ye Allies under Prince Eugene of Savoy, and of ye French Army under Marshal Villars from ye beginning of ye Campaign, to ye 24th of July, 1712, when ye French attacked ye entrenched Camp at Denain commanded by the E. of Albemarle1744-47
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 36 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Denain -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4853
Plan of the Camp & Retrenchments of Denain Attack'd in 1712 by the FrenchDuBosc, engraver18th c.
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 30 x 42 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Denain -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4637
Plan of the City of Dendermonde, and the manner in which it was blocked by the troops of the AlliesBasire, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: Inset: Prospect of the City of Dendermonde ; 36 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Dendermonde -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2183
Battle of Donanvert fought July 2 1704 betwixt a Detachment from ye Army of the Allies & a body of French & Bavarian Troopspost 1704
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 32 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Donanvert -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 4639
Battle of Donawert fought on the 2d of June 1704 between a Detachment of ye Allies, and a Body of French and Bavarian TroopsBasire, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 36 x 46.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Donawert -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4641
Intrenchment of the Army of the Allies to cover the Siege of Douay against the French Armies, that came to raise it in June 1710Basire, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Much detail including station of each Battalion ; 36 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Douai -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0500
The Plan of the Situation and remarkable Manuvers of the English, and the Combin'd Fleets of France & Spain during their Stay in the Channel from Aug 29 1779 ... 1st September ...Sudlow, engraverpost 1779
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 22.5 x 38 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- East Channel -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4638 a, b
(a) Eckeren A Village in the Netherlands, in Brabant, in the County of Ryem, at which the Confederates were attacked by ye French, 30 June 1703 -- (b) Plan of the Battle of Eckeren ... the Sketch of it drawn by Mr. Ivoys Quarter M. General(a) 1744-47
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 36 x 48.5 cm.
(a) CMC (b) Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Eckeren -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0925
Plan of the Action by Ellenbach near Cassel between the Corps of the Pr. of Ysemburg & part of the army under P. Soubise and the Dk. de Broglio1758
Physical Description: Explanatory notes across bottom ; 12.5 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Ellenbach, Cassel -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2329
Plan of the Battle of Fellinghausen alias Kirch Denkern on the 15th & 16th of July 1761 between the Allied army under P. Ferdinand and the whole French Army under Marshal Broglio and the P. of Soubize1761
Physical Description: 18.5 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Fellinghausen -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 1713

Plan de la Bataille Navale du Ferrolpost 1805
Physical Description: Carte No. 26; French & English vessels are identified by name and are positioned in movements 1, 2 and 3; 21.5 x 36 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Ferrol -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 2370

Fontenoy Battle. Cary, engraver 1745, ca.
Physical Description: 16 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Fontenoy -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0336

Attack of Rebels upon Fort Penobscot in the Province of New England in which their Fleet was totally destroyed and their Army dispersed the 14th August 1779 by an Officer present 1785
Physical Description: Watermark; 35.8 x 37.8 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Fort Penobscot -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1039

Map of the Battlefields (ca 1870) / Falkner, George, cartographer / 1870?
Physical Description: Insets: Saarlouis, Metz, Portraits of Napoleon III & Bismarck; 26 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Franco-Prussian -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 0461

Premier Tableau des Campagnes des Français Depuis le 8 Septembre 1793, répondant au 22 fructidor de l'an 1er de la République française, jusqu'au 15 pluviôse, an 3 Imprimé en execution de la loi du 30 brumaire, an 5 de la République française, une et indivisible. 19th c.
Physical Description: no map, all text: (Chronological tables of French campaigns, armies, commands, duration and results.) 52.5 x 79 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- French campaigns -- 18th-19th c.

Call No: Mil 0927

Map of that Part of Hannover where the late Battle between the Duke of Cumberland and Marshal D'Etrees was fought July 25, 26, 27 (1757) 1757
Physical Description: 26 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Hannover -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 1052

A Plan of the Siege of the Havana Drawn by an Officer on the Spot 1762
J. Cary
engraver 1781

Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Havana -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0929 a, b, c

Plan of the Glorious Battle of Hochstet gained by the Allies on August 13th 1704
(Blenheim)(a) Basire, engraver 1704?

Physical Description: 3 similar maps: Orientation: S W at top; (a) English text; (b) Dutch text with French & Dutch references, revised cartouches; (c) English text; (a) 47.5 x 37.5 cm.; (b) 48 x 43 cm.; (c) 43.5 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Hoch.-Blenheim -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4862

Plan of Hulst with its Forts Outworks and of the French Attack 18th c.

Physical Description: 20 keyed references; 30 x 43.5 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Hulst -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2182

(Huy)Taken by ye Army of the States General Aug 25 1703 / DuBosc, C., cartographer / post 1703

Physical Description: Watermark; 26 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Huy -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4106

[India:] Jhelum River, Darapoor, Chung, Khwar, Heylah, Seik, Position, White's Brigade Cavalry 1849

Physical Description: 22.5 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- India -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1060

Plan of the Battle of Inkerman Nov. 5th 1854
Becker process, engraver 1855?

Physical Description: Orientation: S W at top; Battle statistics; 28.5 x 48 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Inkerman -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 1035
A Prospect of the Late Engagement at Sea between the English & the French Fleets on Monday the thirtieth of June 1690 ... The wind from NNE to ENE with an exact list of ye English Dutch & French Ships ... Engraven by the Earl of Torringtons order & approbation

Physical Description: Orientation: S W at top; List of French Fleet; List of English & Dutch Fleet & captains' names ; 19 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- June 1690 -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 2177
An exact Plan of the last Attack against Landaw in Novbr 1704 / DuBosc, C., cartographer /

Physical Description: Keyed references and explanation of the attack. ; 35.5 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Landaw -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4628
Plan of the Town and Castle of Lerida, with the Approaches made before it by the French & Spanish Armies under the command of the D. of Orleans during the Siege began Oct 2 1707Basire, engraver1744-47

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 36 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Lerida -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0749
Plan of the Operations to Cover the Siege of LilleNeele & Sons, engraver1818

Physical Description: 19 keyed references ; 42.5 x 55 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Lille -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 4647
Plan of the Lines of Brabant Forced July 18, 1705 by the Army of ye Allies commanded by His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, & Felt-Marshals D'Auverquerque. Designed upon the Spot by Monsr D Ivoy Colonel and Quarter-master General of the Army of the States GeneralBasire, engraver1744-47

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 36.5 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Lines of Brabant -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3393
Siege of Louisburg

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Louisburg
Call No: Mil 4832

Military Sketch of the Campaigns of the Duke of Marlborough 19th c.

Physical Description: 16.5 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Low Countries -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2181

Plan of the Battle of Luzzara (Italy) / duBosc, C., cartographer /

Physical Description: Orientation: (?) South at top; Watermark ; 25 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Luzzara -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4642

Plan of the Camp of the Army of the Allies, commanded by Monsr. D'Auverquerque, and the manner in which it was drawn up in Battle, when the Army of the Two Crowns advanced to Attack it May 14th 1703 -- (outer title): Battle of Maastricht

Basire, engraver 1744-47

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 37 x 47 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Maastricht -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1616

Sketches of action near Maharajpoor, 1843 -- Diagrammed military positions of Generals Blackwell, Valiant, Dennis, Littler et al

1844

Physical Description: Explanation of sketch. ; 31 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Maharajpoor area -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1617

Sketch of the Operations of the Centre Column under Maj. Gen'l Valiant ...1844

Physical Description: Keyed references ; 31 x 35 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Maharajpoor area -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 2191

Plan of the Battle of Malplaquet Sept 11 1709

Neele, engraver 1818

Physical Description: Overflaps to depict movements; Orientation : N W at top; C. H. Smith Major ; 42 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Malplaquet -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 4645
Plan of the Battle of Malplaquet gained by the Allies Sep. 11, 1709 Basire, engraver 1744-47
   Physical Description: 37 x 47 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Malplaquet -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4658
Battle of Manila Bay, May 1st 1898 ... J. J. Vanderveer, U.S.S. Baltimore 1898?
   Physical Description: "Description of Battle "; U.S. Ships & Spanish Forces listed ; 37.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1 inch = 1 mile
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Manila Bay -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1551
Memoranda of Marches, Distances, etc. (Information from Alexander to Buonaparte; Europe to Ganges); Map - Hellespont to India. Wyld, engraver 19th c.
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 32.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- marches -- survey

Call No: Mil 2179
Plan of the Battle of Marsaille in which the Allies were beaten by the French Kings commanded by Marshal Catinat Oct. 4 1693 / DuBosc, C., cartographer /
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 35 x 45 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Marsaille, Italy -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 4865
Mastricht avec les Attaques Levé sur les Lieux en Juin 1748 1748?
   Physical Description: 37 keyed references; Watermark ; 31 x 47 cm.
   Conrad
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Mastricht -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0752
Military Sketch of Metz with the Fortifications and Country Around & the Sites of the Battle Fields 1870, ca.
   Physical Description: 35 x 52 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Military -- Metz -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 1134

[Metz area]1870?

Physical Description: 20 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Metz -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 2158 10

Planche X Manoeuvres de Cavalerie contre l'infanterie dont l'une se fait avec de l'Artillerie volante, et l'autre par attaque d'Escadrons, pour venir ensuite se reformer en Bataille, sur le flanc droit de l'Ennemi.Croisey, engraver18th c.

Physical Description: Watermark ; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2158 12

Planche XII Marches de deux armées qui arrivent en Colonnes sur un Terrein s'emparer d'une Position avantageuse; Manoeuvres qu'elles font pour prendre un ordre de Bataille et s'attaquer l'une et l'autre.Croisey, engraver18th c.

Physical Description: Watermark ; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2158 8

Planche VIII Manoeuvres et contres manoeuvres de deux armées suivies d'une attaque de Cavalerie suivant l'ordre ObliqueCroisey, engraver18th c.

Physical Description: Watermark ; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2185 1

Planche I Manoeuvres d'une Colonne d'Infanterie composée de deux Regiments, de quatre Bataillons chacun et qui ont un Pays difficile a traverser et un Ennemi a combattreCroisey, engraver18th c.

Physical Description: Watermark ; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2185 11

Planche XI Manoeuvres et contre manoeuvres de deux armées dont l'une marche par son flanc, et l'autre se replie en Colonne pour venir se former en ordre de, et s'attaquer ensuite des manoeuvres obliques.Croisey, engraver18th c.

Physical Description: Watermark ; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. Exercises -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 2185 2
Planche II Marche de front d'une armée sur cinq Colonnes, pour aller reconnoître l'Ennemi, et l'attaquer s'il se découvre sur quelques points de la position avantageuse ou il est Croisey, engraver 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2185 3
Planche III Manoeuvres de Guerre pour attirer l'Ennemi hors de son Camp et menaçant sa droite et sa gauche l'obliger a faire un mouvement qui puisse donner prise sur lui Croisey, engraver 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2185 4
Planche IV Ouverture d'une Marche de flanc suivie d'un ordre de Bataille parallele; et d'une attaque de l'Aile droite de l'Ennemi suivant l'Ordre Oblique Croisey, engraver 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2185 6
Planche VI Pasage d'un défilé en ordre de marche de flanc suivie d'un ordre de Bataille pris d'apres une Marche dérobé de l'Ennemi qui vient pour attaquer la tête des colonnes, de front, dans leur marche de flanc Croisey, engraver 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2185 7
Planche VII Manoeuvres de deux Armées, l'une defend l'entrée d'un Pays, et l'autre fait de vaines efforts pour lui faire abandonner sa Position Croisey, engraver 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2185 9
Planche IX Armée marchant sur cinq colonnes pour aller attaques l'Ennemi en se déployant avec rapidité sur son aile gauche a la faveur des Bois qui cachent la Manoeuvre Croisey, engraver 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 40 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Mil. Exercises -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 4866

Plan de la ville de Mons en Hainaut Assiegee par l‘armee du Roy, commandee par sa Majesté en personne le 21 Mars 1691 et rendue en obeissance le 8 Avril en suivant 18th c.

Physical Description: Inset: Carte du Gouvernement de Mons; Keyed references; Watermark; 45.5 x 54 cm.

Conrad

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Mons -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 2195

Siege de Mons Attaque de Bertamont L‘Ouverture de la Tranchée se fit le nuit du 24 au 25 Juin arboré le Drapeau blanc le 10 Juillet 1746 Marc de couleurs de chaque nuit post 1746

Physical Description: Watermark; 24.5 x 35.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Mons -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0750

Plan of the Operations of the Confederate and French Forces on the Moselle & Saar during the month of June 1705 Neele, engraver 1817

Physical Description: C. H. Smith Major; Detailed relief; Watermark; 43.5 x 36 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Moselle, Saar -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4067

A Plan of the Attack of the French, Mysore & Morattoe Camps, by Major Laurence, Sept. 21 1754 T. Kitchin, engraver 1754?

Physical Description: Explanation of symbols; 20 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Mysore, Morattoe -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1037

Plan of the Port of Navarino (Greece) 1827

Physical Description: 17 x 16.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Navarino -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 2180

Camp of the Army of the Allies Commanded by Genl Auverquerque & its in Battle Array ... The Army of the two Crowns under the Marshalls Villeroy & Bouflers come to attack it May 14 1703 / Mosburger, G. I., cartographer / DuBosc, C., engraver post 1703

Physical Description: Watermark; 31 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- near Maestricht -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 2185 5
Planche V Manoeuvres pour forcer l'Ennemi a se replier, et faciliter à l'armée campée en G G le moyen de passer la riviere H sans être inquietée par l'ennemie, et l'empecher de jeter des troupes dans la Ville BCroisey, engraver 18th c.
  Physical Description: Watermark; 40 x 54 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Nil. exercises -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2189
Map of the Siege of Ostend 1706 and for the Affair of Wynendale 17081818
  Physical Description: 24 x 28 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Ostend -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4635
Plan of the Investiture of Ostend Surrendered, 6 July 1706Basire, engraver 1744-47
  Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Keyed references; 36 x 47 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Ostend -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4633
Plan of the Battle of Oudenard fought July 11th 1708Basire, engraver 1744-47
  Physical Description: 37 x 48 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Oudenard -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4867
Plan of Oudenard a Fortified Town in the Earldom of Flanders Situate on ye River Scheld 7 leagues from TournayDuBosc, engraver 18th c.
  Physical Description: Keyed references; Watermark; 32 x 42 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Oudenard -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4868
Plan of the Battle of Oudenard July 11 1708Neele, engraver 1818
  Physical Description: 25 x 31.5 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Oudenard -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0337
Plan of Siege of Plattsburg. Capture of British Fleet on Lake Champlain the 11th of Sepr 1814 to Accompany B. Tanner's Print of Macdonough's Victory
  Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Plattsburg -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 4598
A New & Exact Plan of the Harbour of Port Louis with ye Attack on Fort St. LouisTaken by Admiral Knowles, Mar 8, 1747/8, by F. ValnighValnigh ?, engraver1748
  Physical Description: 19.5 x 10.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Port Louis (Carib) -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4640
Plan of the Incampment of the Allies at Prats del Rey under the command of Count Staremberg; and of ye Enemy under the Duke of Vendosme; where ye two Armies lay from ye 17th of Septemr to ye 25th of Decemr 1711 N.S. when ye Enemy decamped, and ye Allies the 27thBasire, engraver1744-47
  Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top; Keyed references ; 45.5 x 37.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Prats del Rey -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0751
Plan of the Operations of the Confederate Armies Commanded by Marlborough & Eugene & the French under Marshal Villars from the 4th to 11th of Sept. 1709Preparatory to the Battle of MalplaquetNeele & Son, engraver1817 ?
  Physical Description: C. H. Smith Major; 19 keyed positions of forces ; 38 x 48.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- pre-Malplaquet -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1949
Plan de la Bataille des Pyramides1801, ca.
  Physical Description: Eygpt : Pl. CVIII ; 25.5 x 38 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Pyramides -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3358
An Authentic Plan of the River St. Lawrence, from Sillery to the Fall of Montmorenci with the Operations of the Siege of Quebec under the Command of Vice-Admiral Saunders & Major- General Wolfe down to the 5 Sept 1759
  Physical Description: Drawn by a Captain in his Majesties Navy ; 19 x 24 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Quebec -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4869
Plan of the Town of Quesnoy Invested June 8 by General Fagel ... The French opened the Night between ye 19th and 20th of the same month Imperial Attack conducted by the Director Sas Van Den BosDuBosc, engraver18th c.
  Physical Description: Keyed references; Watermark ; 32.5 x 42 cm.
  Conrad
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Military -- Quesnoy -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 2190

Plan of the Battle of Ramelies May 23 1706
Neele, engraver1818

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Keyed references; C. H. Smith Major; 31.5 x 34.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Ramelies -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4634

Plan of the Situation where the Battle of Ramillies was fought May ye 23d 1706:
Designed upon the Spot by G. L. Mosburger, Officer in General Dopf's Regiment of Dragoons
Basire, engraver1744-47

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Keyed references; 36 x 47 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Ramillies -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4644

Plan of the Battle of Saragossa, fought Augt 9, 1710 between the troops of the Allies under Lieutt Genl. Stanhope and the Marshal Count Staremburg, and the French under the D. of Anjou; The Emperor Charles, and the D. of Anjou (King Philip) being both Present
Basire, engraver1744-47

Physical Description: Keyed references; 36 x 48 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Saragossa -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2197

Plan of the Intrenched Camp on the Schellenberg Taken by Storm by Detachments of the Allied Armies under the Command of the Duke of Marlborough and Prince Louis of Baden 2nd of July 1704
Neele, engraver1817

Physical Description: Orientation: South at top; 17 keyed references; 25 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Schellenberg -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2350

Platte Grond van den Stryd op den Schellenberg by Donauwaert, door den Hertog van Marlborough en den Prins van Baden den 2 July 1704 gewonnen
post 1704

Physical Description: 14.5 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Schellenberg -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2269

Plan of the Defences of Sebastopol with the lines of attack of the Allied Armies previous to the final assault on the 8th of Sept 1855
Post 1855

Physical Description: Copied by permission from the Plan of Sir Harry Jones G. C. B.; Scale 6 inches = i mile; 43.5 x 60.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Sebastopol -- 19th c.
Military

Call No: S & P 1232
Bay of Bulls - Duke of Ormond
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Spain

Call No: Mil 2198
Plan de la Bataille de St. Antoine Donnée le 5 Juillet 1652 ...
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Watermark; Tome I Liv III Page 3 ; 24.5 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- St.Antoine , Paris -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 2178
Plan and Attack of the Town of St. Leeuw / Du Bosc, cartographer /
Physical Description: (1704?) : 16 keyed references; Watermark ; 33.5 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- St. Leeuw -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2186
The Lines of Stolhoffen in Alsacia betwixt Strasburg & Fort Lewis Attack'd by the French April the 23 1703 Part of the Marquisate of Baden / DuBosc, C., cartographer / post 1703
Physical Description: Keyed references; Watermark ; 35 x 44.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Stolhoffen -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1475
Plan de Champ de Bataille de Talavera / Duvotenay, artist ; / Dyonnet, engraver19th c.
Physical Description: 22 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Talavera (Spain) -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 4631
Plan of the Camp of TarragonaBasire, engraver1744-47
Physical Description: 36 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Tarragona -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4620
Plan of Toulon, with a View of its Road, and the Situation of its Towns &c ... Duke of Savoy, Sir Cloudesley Shovel, Aug 1, 17071744-47
Physical Description: Inset:Plan of defensive troop posting in Mountains; Keyed references and detailed notes ; 37 x 46.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Toulon -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 4861
A Plan of Tournay Besieged by ye Allies July ye 7 1709
Physical Description: Watermark; 35 x 43 cm.
Conrad
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Tournai -- 18th c.

Call No: C & T 4622
Plan of the Siege of Tournay
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Tournay

Call No: Mil 1495
Plan de la Bataille de Trafalgar; 1er mouvement; 2e mouvement post 1805
Physical Description: Inset: Map of Strait of Gibraltar & adjacent Spain; Carte No. 30; 20.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Trafalgar -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3727
Champlain's Attack on Indian Fort in Western N. Y. J. E. Gavin, engraver
Physical Description: 15 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Champlain -- 18th c.

Call No: [various]
[Maps relating to the Civil War in the United States- See (area) North America & (subject) Civil War]
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Civil War

Call No: Mil 3729
A North View of Fort Frederic or Crown Point
Physical Description: 19 x 23.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Crown Point -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0036
Attaque de l'Armée des Provinciaux dans Long Island du 27 Aoust 1776. Dessin de l'Isle de New York et des Etats Publié a Londres par acte du Parlement du 24 8 bre 1776 et à Paris ...1776?
Physical Description: 11 keyed references; Watermark; 36 x 32.5 cm.
Hopkins, Timothy, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Long Island -- 18th c.
Call No: Mil 1081
A Plan of York Island, part of Long Island, etc., shewing the Position of the American and British Armies, before, at, and after the Engagement on the Heights August 27, 1776? J C, engraver
Physical Description: 41 x 26 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Manhattan -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1074
Plan of the Northern part of New Jersey Shewing the Positions of the American and British Armies after crossing the North River in 1776. Yeager, engraver
Physical Description: 24 x 17 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. New Jersey -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1080
A Map of the Country from Rariton River in East Jersey, to Elk Head in Maryland the several operations of the American and British Armies in 1776 & 1777 Neele, engraver
Physical Description: 26 x 39 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. New Jersey & Maryland -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 1073
Map of part of Rhode Island shewing the Positions of the American & British Armies at the Siege of Newport and the subsequent Action on the 29th of August 1778. Yeager, engraver
Physical Description: 24 x 15.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Newport, R.I. -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3728
A View of Niagara Fort taken by William Johnson on the 25th of July 1759 ... Drawn on the Spot in 1758
Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Niagara -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 4160
Plan of the Naval Attack and Capture of Port Royal by the Federal Fleet under Com. S. F. Dupont, Nov. 7, 1861 ... Inscribed by James Barnes
Physical Description: Inset views: Fort Walker, Beauregard Battery; Keyed references; 30 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- U. S. Port Royal SC -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Mil 0038

*Carte de la Partie de la Virginie ou l’Armée Combinée de France & des Etats-Unis de l’Amérique a fait prisonniere l’Armée Anglais commandée par Lord Cornwallis le 19 Octbre 1781 avec Plan de l'Attaque d'Yorktown & de Glocesterpost 1781*

Physical Description: Watermark; 46.5 x 61 cm.

Hopkins, Timothy, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- U. S. Yorktown, etc. -- 18th c.


**Call No:** Mil 0952

*Plan of the Imperial Town & Fortress of Ulm - attacked - General Baron Thungendu*

Bosc, engraver

Physical Description: 35 x 43 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Ulm -- 19th c.


**Call No:** Mil 1008

*A Plan of the Battle of Vimiera (coast of Portugal) 1808, ca.*

Physical Description: 24.5 x 15 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Vimeiro -- 19th c.


**Call No:** Mil 1196

*Plan of the Battle of Waterloo, near 8 o'clock p.m. Sunday June 18th 1815 by Maj. E. Cotton; Guide Mont St. Jean Brussels, 1846 / Cotton, cartographer / 1846*

Physical Description: 71 keyed references and extensive explanations; 33 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Waterloo -- 19th c.


**Call No:** Mil 2188

*Plan de la Bataille de Waterloo ou Mont St. Jean Livrée le 18 Juin 18151842*

Physical Description: References in 2 columns; 36 x 47 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Waterloo -- 19th c.


**Call No:** Mil 3554

*Plan de la Bataille de Waterloo ou Mont St. Jean le 18 Juin 1815post 1815*

Physical Description: 35 x 44 cm.

Greenwood, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Waterloo -- 19th c.


**Call No:** Mil 4115

*The Battle of Waterloo -- Napoleon Bonaparte ordering the Imperial Guards to Charge the centre of the British Army - June 18th 18151837*

Physical Description: 18.5 x 29 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Military -- Waterloo -- 19th c.
Call No: Mil 4575
Champ de Bataille de Waterloo, 18 Juin 1815, vers 1 heure de l'après-midi 1806
Physical Description: Keyed references to Batteries Anglo-Néerlandaises; 37 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Waterloo -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 4632
Physical Description: Keyed references; 35.5 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Wynendale -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 0339
MS Plan D'York en Virginie avec les Attaques faites par les Armées Françoise et Américaine en 8 bre 1781 post 1781
Physical Description: MS : Keyed references; Watermark; 36 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Yorktown -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 2174
Plan of the Battle of Zenta; Fought by P. Eugene Sept. 11, 1697
Physical Description: Watermark; 34 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Zenta -- 17th c.

Call No: Mil 0926
A Plan of the Battle of Zorndorf in the New Marche fought Augt 25 1758 between the Prussian and Russian Armies 1758
Physical Description: 11 x 18 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military -- Zorndorf -- 18th c.

Miscellaneous
Call No: Misc 3844
Track of the Barge & Cutter belonging to His Majestys late Ship Alceste with His Excellency the Right Hon. Lord Amherst & Suite on Board from the Wreck to Batavia by Mr John R. Mayne, Master of the Alceste 1817 (area of the Java Sea) / Mayne, J. P., cartographer / Neele, engraver 1817
Physical Description: 24 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Amherst, Alceste -- 19th c.
Call No: Misc 0943
Carte des Differentes Operations Faites pour Determiner la Figure de la Terre
(France - Polar Circle - Peru - South Africa) Berger, engraver
Physical Description: 4 maps and French text; 34.5 x 38 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Arc of the Meridian -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 0064
Planisphaerium Copernicam Sive Systema Universi Totius Creati ex Hypothesi
Copernici in Plano Exhibitum / Cellarius, Andreas, b. 1630 ca., cartographer / 1708
Physical Description: California shown as island in the small central map.; 44 x 52 cm.
Bailey, Prof. Margery, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0311
Haemisphaerium Scenographicum Australe Coeli Stellati Et Terrae / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Southern sky superimposed upon a terrestrial globe.; 43 x 50 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0312
Haemisphaerium Stellatum Boreale Cum Subiecto Haemisphaerio Terrestri / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Northern sky according to the knowledge of the ancients superimposed upon a terrestrial globe.; 41.5 x 50.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0313
Hemisphaerii Borealis Coeli Et Terrae Sphaeri Casceno Graphia / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Traditional constellations of the northern sky are superimposed on a smaller terrestrial globe.; 43.5 x 50.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0314
Haemisphaerium Stellatum Australe Aequali Sphaerum Proportione / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Southern sky according to the ancients' knowledge superimposed upon a terrestrial globe.; 43 x 51 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.
Call No: Misc 0316

Haemispherium Stellaturn Boreale Antiquum / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1550 & 1661

Physical Description: Northern sky in constellations that originated in ancient times including Leo, Aries, Gemini, Taurus, Aquarius, Virgo, Libra, Cancer and Capricorn. ; 44 x 52 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0317

Planisphaerium Ptolemaicum, Sive Machina Orbium Mundi Et Hypothesi Ptolemaica In Plano Disposita / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661

Physical Description: Illustrates the Ptolemaic or Aristotelian theory of the universe, with the earth at its center, surrounded by bands of the remaining three elements (air, fire, water). Beyond are the orbits of the various planets, each represented by elaborate allegorical figures. ; 44 x 53 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0318

Typus Selenographicus Lunae Phases Et As[ectus Varios Adumbrans / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661

Physical Description: Designed to illustrate phases of the moon. ; 43 x 51.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0319

Hemisphaerium Orbis Antiqui, cum Zonis Circuluc et Situ in Populorum diverso / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661

Physical Description: Designed to illustrate theories of the ancients. ; 42 x 52 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0320

Typus Aspectuum, Oppositionum et Coniuctionum Etc In Planetis / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661

Physical Description: Shows positions of the earth in relation to signs of zodiac; California as island on small globe ; 43.5 x 52 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0321

Solis Circa Orbem Terrarum Spiralis Revolutio / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661

Physical Description: Globe containing eastern hemisphere is set at the center of the larger hemisphere and encircled by a band containing the signs of the zodiac. ; 43 x 50 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.
Call No: Misc 0322
Situs Terrae Circulus Coelestibus Circundatae / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Globe suspended in the central hemisphere, and surrounded by bands depicting the zodiac and horizon circle; 43 x 51 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0323
Orbiou Planetarum Terram Complectentium Scenographia / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1708
Physical Description: Three-dimensional model of the universe according to the Ptolemaic system. Subsidiary hemispheres compare Tycho Brahe's theory with that of Ptolemy.; 42.5 x 49.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0325
Haemisphaeria Sphaerarum Rectae Et Obliquae Utriusque Motus Et Longitundines Tam Coelestes Quam Terrestris Ac Stellarum Affectiones Monsrantia / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: 43 x 51 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0326
Theoria Solis Per Eccentricum Sine Epicyclo / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Deliates the supposed eccentric rotation of the sun about the earth according to Ptolemaic astronomy.; 43.5 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0327
Theoria Veneris et Mercurii / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Illustrates the supposed erratic orbits of Venus and Mercury; 43 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0328
Tychonis Brahe Calculus, Planetarum Cursus Et Altitudines Oboculos Ponens / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
Physical Description: Illustrates the position of the moon in relationship to the earth during the course of the year.; 43 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0329
Theoria Lunae Eius Motum Per Eccentricum Et Epicyclo Demonstrans / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 or 1661
Physical Description: Illustrates the position of the moon in relationship to the earth during the course of the year.; 43 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.
Call No: Misc 0330
Theoria Trium Superiorum Planetarum / Cellarius, Andreas, 17th c., cartographer / 1660 & 1661
   Physical Description: Illustrates certain aspects of planetary movement. ; 43.5 x 52 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 1029
Solar System - Diagram showing planetary orbits ... periods of time, etc.
   Physical Description: 21 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Astronomy -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 0394
A Way of the Passage of ye Moon's Shadow over England etc in ye Annular Eclipse of the Sun which will happen April the 1st 1764 by G. Witchell Teacher of the Mathematics. To the Revd Nathaniel Bliss F.R.S. Astronomer Royal at Greenwich and Savilian Professor of Geometry in the University of Oxford This Plate is (with his Permission) most Humbly Inscribed / Witchell, G., cartographer / 1764?
   Physical Description: Map of England and continental coast.; Considerable text and many diagrams ; 53.5 x 39 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Astronomy, eclipse -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 0493
The Geography of the Great Solar Eclipse of July 14 MDCCXLVIII. Exhibiting an accurate Map of all parts of the Earth in which it will be Visible with the North Pole according to the latest Discoveries, by G. Smith Esqr / Smith, G., cartographer / T. Jefferys, engraver1748
   Physical Description: 24 diagrams showing extent of eclipse in different places. ; 30.5 x 44 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Astronomy, eclipse -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 1980
A Map Exhibiting the Dark Shadow of the Moon over England and other parts of Europe, in the Five Great Solar Eclipses of the Years 1715, 1724, 1737, 1748 & 1764.1787
   Physical Description: 31 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Astronomy, eclipse -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 2396
A Description of the Passage of the Shadow of the Moon over England in the Total Eclipse of the Sun, on the 22d Day of April 1715 in the Morning Text by Edmund Halley1715?
   Physical Description: 40 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Astronomy eclipse -- 18th c.
Call No: Misc 4612

Map of the Submarine Telegraph between America & Europe, with its various communications on the two continents

Physical Description: Inset: Harbour of St. John's Newfoundland; Distance tables; The Great Atlantic Cable (natural size, elevation & cross section); Profile of bottom of Atlantic as sounded 1856 by the U.S. Steamer "Arctic"; Steamer tracks shown; 18 x 47.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Atlantic Cable -- 19th c.

Call No:


Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- book -- 16th c.

Call No:


Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- book -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 2386

Plans of Tickhill and Tunbridge Castles / Basire, engraver

Physical Description: Vol. VI Pl XXXI p. 267; 22.5 x 17 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Castles -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 3841 O S

A New Chart of History / Priestley, Joseph, cartographer / 1769

Physical Description: Dedicated to Benjamin Franklin; (Reprinted with additions, 1805); 62 x 94 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Chart of history -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 3842 O S

The Temple of Time (A scheme of universal chronology starting with Creation in 4000 BC) / Willard, Emma, cartographer /

Physical Description: 65 x 92 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Chart of history -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4149

Tablettes Chronologiques contenant la suite des Papes Empereurs et Rois, qui ont regné depuis la naissance de J. Chr. jusqu'à present 1706

Physical Description: Entirely text; 51.5 x 61 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- chronological rulers
Call No: Misc 2387
Bromley Church
  Physical Description: ground plan; 36.5 x 46.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous -- Church -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 0729
Pour les Vents (Différentes Projections des Cartes) 1761
  Physical Description: World map showing winds with explanatory text, elaborate border; map 30 x 27 cm.; Overall size 38.5 x 52.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous -- Climatology -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 0730
Zônes (Différentes Projections des Cartes) [Eastern hemisphere showing zones, columns of text within elaborate borders] 1761
  Physical Description: Une Zône est une espace de Terre, diversement appelé de la différente Température de l'Air qu'on y respire. Il y en a Cinq. Une Torride, deux Tempérées et deux Glaciale; 38.5 x 52.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous -- Climatology -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4531
Discovery Route of Christopher Columbus, Grand Turk to Cuba (Modern reconstruction) / Power, R. H., cartographer / 1990
  Physical Description: Accompanying explanatory notes; 37.5 x 55 cm.
  gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous -- Columbus -- 15th c.

Call No: Misc 2781
[Death Penalty for Forgery? -- 1830 public opinion -- Map showing distribution of petitions against death penalty for forgery sent to Parliament, including totals from Ireland and Scotland] 1830
  Physical Description: 41 x 36 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous -- Death penalty -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 0072
Schematismus Geographiae Mathematicae ... Schazio ... 17531753
  Physical Description: Diagrams - Math., Geog., Copernican solar system, etc.; 46 x 55 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous -- Diagrams, various -- 18th c.
Call No: Misc 0134

Tabula Poliometrioa Germaniae ac Praecipuorum Quorundam Locorum Europae
(Cities of Germany & Europe) 1731

Physical Description: Neu vermehrter Curioser Meilen-Zeigen ; 46 x 53 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Distance tables -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 1813

Gouvernement de la Compagnie des Indes Orientales tant en ces Provinces que dans les Indes

Physical Description: No. 45; Text with 11 illustrations depicting officials and various offices ; 33 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Dutch East India Co. -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4772

Gramer hath two parts A decorative chart of parts of speech, punctuation, etc., within a border containing letters of the alphabet. / Blome, Richard, d. 1705, cartographer / 17th c.

Physical Description: Vox literata, et articulata, debito Modo pronuntiata; Dedication to Charles, Earle of Wiltshire ; 38 x 23 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- English grammar -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 4148

[Genealogical chart of major and minor rulers and nobility of Europe]

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 53.5 x 65 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy

Call No: Misc 4132

A Genealogical Table of the Posterity of James I, King of Scotland
Clark, engraver 18th c.

Physical Description: A Short Table which shews at one view how the Branches are formed, and contains likewise the Names of the several Houses descended from K. James I To be placed at the End of King James's Reign ; 35 x 54 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Misc 3799

Carte Genealogique de la Maison d'Autriche avec les Branches des differents Princes de l'Europe qui en sont issus jusqu'es à l'An 17081708?

Physical Description: Heraldry Tome 2 No. 7 ; 61.5 x 51.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 18th c.
Call No: Misc 4056
Genealogie de la Maison Palatine et de Baviere, leurs differentes Branches, leurs Armes, leurs Titres, leurs Pretensions et leurs Alliances
   Physical Description: Heraldry Tome 2 No. 10 ; 36 x 52 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4057
Carte Genealogique de la Maison de Brandebourg, avec celle de la Maison d'Ascanie, les differentes Branches qu'elles ont formé, leurs Armes et leurs Alliances
   Physical Description: Heraldry Tome 2 No. 34 ; 38 x 92 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4058
Nouvelle Carte Genealogique de la Maison de Saxe ou l'on fait remarquer distinctement, ses differentes Branches, ses Armes, ses Titres, ses Pretensions, et ses Alliances
   Physical Description: Heraldry Tome 2 No. 11 ; 38 x 89 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4136 1, 2
A Genealogidal Table of the Noble Family of Wentworth, Earl of Strafford etc
   Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 42 x 23 cm.
   SUL
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4141
Carte Genealogique des Rois de France avec l'Etat des Principaux Officiers de la Maison du Roy
   Physical Description: Heraldry; No. 29; About 76 small portraits, including Louis XIV ; 34 x 45 cm.
   SUL
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 0872
Detailed Genealogy of the House of Lorraine or Modern Austria1810, ca.
   Physical Description: text only ; 46.5 x 66.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.
Call No: Misc 4133
1st Genealogical Table of the Royal Family of Scotland from Malcolm II to Robert II ...
The Scots pretend that Malcolm II was the 83 King of Scotland from Fergus I

Physical Description: 22 x 36 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4134
Genealogies of William the Conqueror and Henry II, the First King of ye House of Anjou Plantagenet

Physical Description: 22 x 36.5 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4135
Genealogy of the King of Wessex and of the Kings of England after the Dissolution of the Heptarchy

Physical Description: 22 x 36 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4137
Carte Genealogique de la Maison de Stuart dans laquelle l'on fait observer son origine, ses branches, ses armes, et ses alliances

Physical Description: Heraldry Tome 2 No. 48 ; 38 x 46.5 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4138
Carte Genealogique de la suite des Empereurs d'Orient de Trebisonde, d'Andrinople et Ottomans comme aussi des Rois de Jerusalem, de Cypre, et d'Armenie, et leurs alliances (Map: Carte de l'Empire des Turcs en Europe et Asie)

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 38.5 x 95 cm.; map at 11 x 16 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4139
Nouvelle Carte Genealogique de la Maison Royale de France, les differentes Branches quelle a formée. les Armes, les Alliances, avec des Remarques Historiques pour l'Intelligence de l'Histoire

Physical Description: Heraldry ; 38 x 92 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.
Call No: Misc 4140
Carte Genealogique de la Maison de Lorraine, ses Armes, ses Titres, ses Pretensions, et ses Alliances
Physical Description: Heraldry Tome 2 No. 70 ; 37 x 46 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4145
Carte Genealogique de Tous les Souverains de l'Europe, Issus de Charles-Magne Roi de France et Empereur d'Occident
Physical Description: Tome 2 No. 2A ; 37.5 x 48 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4146
Carte Genealogique des Principaux Souverains de l'Empire Issus de Witikind le Grand
Physical Description: Tome 2 No. 2B ; 37.5 x 48 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Genealogy -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 1030
The Terms & Principles of Geography ... Engraved for Middleton's Complete System of Geography 19th c.
Physical Description: 4 sections: Orrery, Goegraphical Circles, Solar System, Nominal Parts of Earth ; 30 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Geography -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4648
Rough Hunting Map of the Country near Gibraltar ... Reproduced from the Maps of Captain Harvey, together with other data supplied by Major E. D. Mansel, 2nd Bn. Royal Garrison Regiment January 19051905
Physical Description: Fox hunting; List of Meets of the Calpe Hounds, with their distances from the Post Office, Gibraltar; 76 keyed references ; 53 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Gibraltar Hunt -- 19th-20th c.

Call No: Misc 0078
Terrestrial & Celestial Globes and 7 diagrams ... Engraved for Middleton's Complete System of Geography 19th c.
Physical Description: 17 x 27 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Globes -- 19th c.
Call No: Misc 4143
Carte des Differentes Colleges de l’Empire, de l’Ordre de l’Election du Sacre et du Couronnement de l’Empereur
Physical Description: 7 illustrations ; 34.5 x 45 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Government -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4142
La France Divisée en ses douze Anciens Gouvernements et en ses vingt quatre Nouveaux
Physical Description: Heraldry ; 34 x 44.5 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Government (Fr.) -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 4144
Carte du Gouvernement Civil de France, Chambres des Comptes, Universitez, Academies et al.
Physical Description: 10 illustrations ; 33.5 x 43.5 cm.
SUL
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Government (Fr.) -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 1679 1, 2
Dyk Graaf en Heemraadschap van de Zyp & Haze-polder18th c.?
Physical Description: 2 sheets : 9 coats of arms, names and titles of Dike-master and colleagues. ; 20.5 x 153 cm.
Anonymous gift, 1985
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Heraldry -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Low C 4857
Wapenen der wel Edele Heerem Dyckgraven &Hoogbaijuwen, Hoogheemraden & Rentmeesters, en Secretarissen van Rhynland (91 shields)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- heraldry -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 0133
Kort Begryp van Duytsland, dedrie Ryx Collegien in hunne Wapens en Zittingen Kreits Verdelingen en Aantekeningen door C. Specht ‘t Utrecht (Tables Historique et Geographique d’Allemagne)1740, ca.
Physical Description: Dutch text , small map of Germany 16.5 x 17 cm., colored; information concerning Church and State. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Heraldry -- 18th c.
Call No: Misc 4197 1, 2, 3

T’HOOGHEYMRAEDSHAP VAN RHYNLAND (Title strip for wall map)

Physical Description: 3 sheets : Officials include: Mr Johan Sylvius Rentmeester van Rhynland; Mr Johan Hulshout Secretaris van RhynlandHeer Jacob Baron van Wassenaer...; D’Heer Jacob van der Maes...; Heer Johan Baron van Wassenaer...; D’Heer Michiel Ten Hove...; D’Heer Adrian van Rosvelt ...D’Heer Gasper Fagel ...; Heer Jacob Baron van Wassenaer ...; D’Heer Gerard Bicker ...; each 35 x 57 cm.

CMC (Conrad?)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Heraldry, Dutch -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Misc 2155

Plan, Section & Elevation of the Poo-Ta-La or Temple of the Lama at Zhe-Hoi in Tartary, by H. W. Parish of the Royal Artillery, 1793. J. Baker, engraver 1796

Physical Description: 37 x 28.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Lama temple -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4537

Native Means of Transportation in the Pacific Area / Covarrubias, Miguel, cartographer / 1939

Physical Description: 2 copies : Part of series created as murals in Pacific House, Theme Building of Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco, 1939 ; 35 x 56 cm.

Knoles, George H., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- P. Transportation -- modern

Call No: Misc 4533

Fauna & Flora of the Pacific / Covarrubias, Miguel, cartographer / 1939

Physical Description: Part of series created as murals in Pacific House, Theme Building of Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco, 1939 ; 54 x 86 cm.

Knoles, Prof. George H., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Pac. Fauna, Flora -- modern

Call No: Misc 4536

Native Dwellings of the Pacific Area / Covarrubias, Miguel, cartographer / 1939

Physical Description: 2 copies : Part of series created as murals in Pacific House, Theme Building of Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco, 1939 ; 34 x 56 cm.

Knoles, Prof. George H., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Pac. N. Dwellings -- modern
Call No: Misc 4534
Art Forms of the Pacific Area / Covarrubias, Miguel, cartographer / 1939
Physical Description: 2 copies : Part of series created as murals in Pacific House, Theme Building of Golden Gate International Esposition, San Francisco, 1939 ; 54 x 86 cm.
Knoles, Prof. George H., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Pacific Art Forms -- modern

Call No: Misc 4535
Economy of the Pacific / Covarrubias, Miguel, cartographer / 1939
Physical Description: 2 copies : Part of series created as murals in Pacific House, Theme Building of Golden Gate International Esposition, San Francisco, 1939 ; 54 x 86 cm.
Knoles, Prof. George H., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Pacific Economy -- modern

Call No: Misc 4532
Peoples of the Pacific / Covarrubias, Miguel, cartographer / 1939
Physical Description: 54 x 86 cm.
Knoles, Prof. George H., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Pacific Peoples -- modern

Call No: Misc 0422
Engraved portrait of Abraham Ortelius c. 1579
Physical Description: Verso: Latin texts of Rhedinger, Vackerus. & Miraei. ; 32 x 22 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- portrait -- 16th c.

Call No: Misc 2445
Triumphum Jovis Capitolini XL Porta Triumphalis (Panel depicting 40 processions, monuments, participating group identified)
Physical Description: 35 x 84 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Processions -- antiquity

Call No: Misc 2240
Carte du Gouvernement Civil et Eclesiastique de Moscovie, l'Etat des Revenus de l'Ordre de la Justice et des Officiers de la Cour (small plan of Moscow included)
Physical Description: Heraldry; Coats of arms of Czar and nobility, extensive text ; 35 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Russian statistics -- 18th c.
Call No: Misc 0388

Nomenclator Ptolemaicus ... Omnia Locorum Vocabula, quae in tota Ptolemaei Geographia ... MDXCI / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1591

Physical Description: Verso: Candido Lecxtori (Latin text) colored foliate initial; large colored printer's mark ; 42 x 28 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- section title -- 16th c.

Call No: Misc 4147

Carte Cronologique et Historique pour servir a l'Histoire d'Espagne

Physical Description: 158 tiny portrait medallions No. 35 ; 34 x 44 cm.

SUL

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Spanish history

Call No: Misc 0071

Orbis in Tabula d. i. Geographische Karte18th c.

Physical Description: Tabulated guide to countries, cities, etc. of Europe, Asia, Africa, America; A gazetteer-like offering of information about the known and the unknown; Symbols indicate natural and man-made features. ; 49 x 57 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Synoptic table -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 0211

Cosmographie in foure Books Contayning the Chorografie & Historie of the whole World and and all the Principal Kingdoms, Provinces, Seas and Isles Thereof by Peter Heylyn ... the 3d Edition Corrected & Inlarged by the Author / Heylyn, Peter, 17th c., cartographer / Jo Fillian, engraver1667

Physical Description: Watermark ; 29 x 18 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0244


Physical Description: MDCXXXV ; 39 x 23 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0245

Guil. et Ioannis Blaeu ... Theatrum Orbis Terrarum sive Atlas Novus, Pars Quarta, Apud Joannem Blaeu / Blaeu, W. & J., 1571-1638, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1646

Physical Description: MDCXLVI; Printed center panel pasted onto engraved sheet. ; 41 x 24 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 17th c.
Call No: Misc 0246
Guil. et Ioannis Blaeu -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum sive Atlas Novus ... Partie Prima ... Pars Altera / Blaeu, W. & J., 1571-1638, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1640
Physical Description: MDCXL; Printed center panel pasted onto engraved sheet. ; 32.5 x 19.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0247
Physical Description: MDCXL; Printed center panel pasted onto engraved sheet. ; 41 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0248
Physical Description: MDCLX; Printed center panel pasted onto engraved sheet. ; 41 x 24.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0249
Tooneel des Aerdrycx, oft Nieuwe Atlas, uytghheven door Wilhelm Joan Blaeu Derde Deel / Blaeu, W. & J., 1571-1638, 1596-1673, cartographer / 1642, see note below
Physical Description: MDCLII (see note below); Printed center panel pasted onto engraved sheet. ; 40.8 x 27.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 17th c.

Call No: Misc 0243
Atlas Antiquus Sacer et Profanus ... Disposuit et Emendavit Tabulas ... Joannes Clericus ... cum privilegio / Le Clerv, Jean, 1657-1735, cartographer / post 1721
Physical Description: 44.5 x 25.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- title page -- 18th c.

Call No: Misc 4054
Complete Body of Ancient Geography / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1804
Physical Description: 51 x 34.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Title page -- 19th c.
Call No: Misc 0338

A Comparative View of the Heights of the Principal Mountains and Lengths of the Principal Rivers in the World. J. Dower, engraver 1832

Physical Description: (Shows relative length of rivers & relative heights of selected cities, etc., also heights attained by condors & by balloonist Guy Lusach.) ; 40.5 x 32.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Topog. diagram -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 0478

Comparative View of the Heights of the Principal Mountains in the World Eastern hemisphere Western hemisphere Gardner, engraver 1816

Physical Description: Diagrammatic depiction of world's mountains with keys to location, height, etc.; Third edition ; 50 x 63 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Topog. diagram -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 1028

Comparative View of the Principal Buildings in the World / J. Emslie, artist ; / John Emslie, engraver 1850

Physical Description: 30 references ; 21 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Topog. diagram -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 3243

A Comparative View of the Heights of the Principal Mountains of Scotland / D. McKenzie, artist ; / Lizars, engraver 1831

Physical Description: 50.5 x 66.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Topog. diagram -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 3244

A Comparative View of the Lengths of the Principal Rivers of Scotland (18 rivers) / Lizars, cartographer / 1851

Physical Description: Insets: Comparative View of the Height of Fall of Foyers and Corra Linn ; 45.5 x 63 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Topog. diagram -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 3798

New and Improved View of the Comparative Heights of the Principal Mountains and Lengths of the Principal Rivers of the World / Gardner, W. R., cartographer / 1823

Physical Description: 28.5 x 36.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous -- Topog. diagram -- 19th c.
**Hypsographische Voorstelling van Java en Sumatra (Comparative heights of mountains)** Bayly & Huart, engraver

- **Physical Description**: Dutch text Pl. 83; 24.5 x 34.5 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**: Miscellaneous -- Topog. diagram -- 19th c.

**Route de Vienne a Paris** 19th c.

- **Physical Description**: 7 natural features on bird's eye diagram; 10 x 9 1/2 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**: Miscellaneous -- Topography -- 19th c.

**Florida, Senegal, Minorca, Tabago -- Britain, France, Spain -- Treaty of 1783 concessions**

- **Physical Description**: 4 small maps: text; maps 12.5 x 17 cm.; Overall size 17 x 17 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**: Miscellaneous -- Treaty of 1783 -- 18th c.

**Dutch canal scene, "Prince Albert" and moored boats, barge, crew.**

- **Physical Description**: Some information in Dutch.; 32 x 48.5 cm.
- **Anonymous gift**, 1985
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**: Miscellaneous -- Water color drawing -- 19th c.

**Trade Winds - Atlantic & Indian Oceans**

- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**: Miscellaneous -- Winds

**North America**

**Map of Alabama and Georgia** 19th c.

- **Physical Description**: Inset: Plan of Savannah; 25 x 39.5 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**: North America -- Alabama & Georgia -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0095

Carte qui represente les differentes Connoissantes que l'on a eues de Terres Arctiques depuis 1660 jusqu'en 1747 ausquelles il fait comparer la Carte suivante Cc 10 Par M De Vaugondy 1773 Carte de la Bay d'Hudson parcourt en 1746 et 1747 par Henri Ellis pour la recherche du passage par le Nord-Ouestc. 1772

Physical Description: 4 maps: 1600 Sanson, 1703 de l'isle; 1700 de l'Isle, 1746-7 Ellis; Watermark; 30 x 34.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Arctic -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0046

Carte des Nouvelles Découvertes entre la partie Orientale de l'Asie et l'Occidile de l'Amerique Avec des Vues sur le Grde Terre reconnue per les Russes en 1741 ...
Présentée à l'Academie des Sciences le 9 Août 1752 et approuvée dans son Assemblée du 6 Septembre suivant / Buache, P., 1700-73, cartographer / 1752

Physical Description: Watermark; 21.5 x 32 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Arctic -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0094

Carte des Nouvelles Découvertes ... Extrait d'une Carte Japonoise de l'Univer apportée en Europe par Kaempfer et deposée dans le cabinet du feu Mr Hans Sloane président de la Société royale de Londres / Buache, P., 1700-73, cartographer / c 1772

Physical Description: Watermark; 30 x 38 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Arctic -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3791 O S

Graphic Chart of the Comstock Mines, State of Nevada1876

Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top. Across top: panoramic view of mountains; Many mining claims clearly identified, Virginia City, Silver City, Virginia & Truckee Railroad, Virginia & Gold Hill Water Flume; Boundaries & line of Sutro Tunnel and note about "present workings"; 61 x 90 cm. Scale: 1000 ft. to 1 inch

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 10th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0093

Carte de la Californie [I:1604, Pecci, Florence; II:1656, Sanson, Paris; III:1700, de l'Isle, Paris; IV:1705, Kino; V:1767, Société des jésuites] / various, cartographer / c. 1772

Physical Description: 5 maps, 1604-1767: California as island; Watermark; 29.5 x 37 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 17th-18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1098 OS inset

The Passage by Land to California by Father E. Kino

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4202

Plan of the Port of San Francisco registered by the packet boat of H. M. San Carlos under the command of the Lieutenant of Brigade of Royal Navy, Don Juan Manuel de Ayala, in the year of 1775

Physical Description: photographic copy of ms ; 25 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4203

Plan del Puerto de San Francisco ...From Gen. Archives of Indes Mexico 487

Physical Description: photographic copy of MS ; 30 x 20 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4204

Plano del Puerto de San Francisco From Madrid Minwar 9a-2a-a-27-33-5x4

Physical Description: photographic copy of MS ; Orientation: Northeast at top ; 28 x 21 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4205

Plan del Gran Puerto de San Francisco by Don Jose de CanizaresManuel Villavicencio, engraver1781

Physical Description: Photographic copy ; 29 x 21 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4209

Plan of the Port of San Francisco, California From a Spanish MS Communicated by John Henry Cos Esq.1789

Physical Description: photographic copy ; 43 x 46 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4210

Plan of Port of St Francisco in California1798

Physical Description: Photographic copy ; 37 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.
Carte de la Californie et du Pays Nord-oest serparés de l'Asie par le Détroit d'Anian extraité de deux Cartes publiées au commencement du 17e Siècle par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy, Géog du Roi, du feu Roi de Pologne Duc deLorraine et de Bar et de l'Academie Royale des Sciences et Belles-Lettres de Nanci, et Censeur Royal 1772 / Robert de Vaugondy, cartographer / 1780, ca

Physical Description: 30.4 x 37.7 cm.

Sowers, Margaret C., gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 18th c.

County Map of the State of California / Mitchell, S. Augustus, 1792-1868, cartographer / 1871

Physical Description: Insets: S. F. Bay & Vicinity, S. F street plan ; 54 x 38.5 cm.

purchase, 1978

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Map of Central California showing the Different Railroad Lines Completed and Projected Compiles by L. G. Elliott, C.E., 1860 / Elliott, L. G., cartographer / 1860?

Physical Description: Inset views: Auburn, Folsom, Nevada City, Sacramento, Grass Valley; Locomotives and cars; Numerous statistical tables of population, distances, US railroads, etc.; Profiles of road and railroad ; 72 x 58.5 cm.

see below

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

[Surveyor's MS map of San Joaquin Valley Suisun Bay to Tulare Lake, ca 1872-75]post 1872

Physical Description: West Side Irrigation District pencilled on verso : Drawn on tracing cloth, this map shows elevations and social information only on the west side of the valley. The Central Pacific Railroad is shown as far south as Merced which it reached about 1872. Map may have been involved in the projected irrigation use of Tulare Lake waters ; 30” x 9 feet.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Map of the vicinity of Grass Valley & Nevada City, Nevada County, California, Compiled from U.S. Government surveys and personal observation in the field / Uren, Chas. E., C. E., cartographer / 1897

Physical Description: Patented lands and many mining claims identified. ; 113 x 94 cm..Scale: 20 chains = 1 inch

Lampman, Mrs. Ann, gift 1985

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 1443
Official Map of the Washoe Mining Region with relative distances from the principal places of California. The Claims are located by Parker H. Pierce, Recorder of Carson City Designed and drawn by R. M. Evans / Evans, R. M., cartographer / Physical Description: 46 x 55 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1564 Roll
C. P. R. R. (California Pacific Rail Road) - from Lithane to New England Mills Physical Description: MS : Drawn on tracing cloth ; 52 x 218 cm..Scale: 1000 ft. = 1 inch Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4198
The Coasts of Guatimala and Mexico from Panama to Cape Mendocino with the principal Harbours in California1839 Physical Description: reproduction : Insets: Port Bodega, Harbour of San Francisco, Puerto de S. Diego, Monterrey Harbour, St. Barbara, Port S. Gabriel or S. Pedro ; 37.5 x 49.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4199

Call No: Nor Am 4200
Topographical map of the Mineral Districts of California Being the first Map ever published from Actual Survey by John Trask Lithogr & Published by Britton & Rey San Francisco / Trask, J., cartographer / 1853 Physical Description: reproduction : El Unico Mapa de los Districtos Minerales de California ... (title also in French) ; 33 x 44.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4201
Britton & Rey’s Map of the State of California compiled from the U. S. Land and Coast Surveys / Goddard, cartographer / 1850, ca. Physical Description: reproduction : 1960 reproduction by Inst. of Historical Cartography ; 59.5 x 48 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- California -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4206

Plano del Puerto de San Francisco Mexico 1825

- Physical Description: MS : Keyed references ; 48 x 34 cm.B & W.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4207

San Francisco Harbour, Surveyed by Capt F. W. Beechey R.N., F.R.S., 1827-28J. & C. Walker, engraver1833

- Physical Description: Photographic copy : Insets: Silhouette bearings, Entrance of S. F. Harbour ; 32 x 48.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4208

A Correct Map from Actual Surveys and Examinations embracing portions of California between Monterey and the Prairie Butes in the Valley of the Sacramento shewing the Placeres, 18491849

- Physical Description: lower half of map; photographic copy ; 43 x 42.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4211

Map of the Sacramento River and Bay of San Pablo with Harbour of San Francisco by the U. S. Exploring Expedition, 1841

- Physical Description: Photographic copy : Inset: Entrance to the Harbour of S. F.; No. 161 ; 58.5 x 41 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4212


- Physical Description: Photographic copy ; 40 x 38 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4213

Bay of San Francisco -- Progress Sketch J, U. S. Coast Survey,18501850

- Physical Description: Photographic copy ; 24 x 25 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- California -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4214
San Francisco Bay & Vicinity -- Sketch J No. 2, Showing the Progress of the Survey
Section X from 1850 to 1852 -- U. S. Coast Survey 1852

Physical Description: Photographic copy ; 27 x 26 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4216
Chart of the Bay of San Pablo Straits of Carquines and part of the Bay of San
E. Blunt, U. S. N. / Ringgold, Cadwalader, cartographer / 1850

Physical Description: Photographic copy ; 59 x 39.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4217
Chart of Suisun & Vallejo Bays with the Confluence of the Rivers Sacramento & San
Joaquin California, 1850 / Ringgold, Cadwalader, Commander, U. S. Navy, cartographer / 1850

Physical Description: Photographic copy : Profile views of 3 sections of coast ; 40 x
58.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4218
A New Map of the Gold Region of California by Charles Drayton Gibbes, From his own
and other Recent Surveys & Explanations, Stockton / Gibbes, C. D., cartographer / 1851

Physical Description: Photographic copy ; 59 x 43 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4221 a ,b
General Chart embracing Surveys of the Farallones Entrance to the Bay of San
Francisco and San Pablo Straits of Carquines and Suisun Bay and the Sacramento
and San Joaquin Rivers to the cities of San Francisco and San Joaquin / Ringgold, Cadwalader, Commander, U. S. Navy, cartographer / 1850

Physical Description: photographic reproduction : (b) Photographic reproduction, reduced, of Map (a) 40.5 x 60 cm. This copy was used in connection with the 1931 litigation (Mare Island Case) US vs O'Donnell ; 51 x 77 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.
North America

**Call No:** Nor Am 4232  
**Railroads:** Route of the Pacific and Atlantic Railroad Between San Francisco and San Jose As located by Wm J Lewis, Chief Engineer, in Sept., Oct. & Nov. 1851  
Physical Description: Orientation: Southwest at top ; 19.5 x 70 cm.  
Hitchcock, Jeannette M., gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- California -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4233  
**Railroads:** Map of the San Francisco and San Jose Railroad As located by the Board of Directors, William J. Lewis, Chief Engineer. Drawn by J. F. Allardt. MS signatures of T. Dame, President, Chas. W. Sanger, Secretary, Wm. J. Lewis, Chief Engineer1862  
Physical Description: MS : Linen-backed; Distances by railroad; Tabular exhibit of land occupied by the San Francisco - San Jose Railroad Co. ; 30 x 125 cm.  
Hitchcock, Jeannette M., gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- California -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4246  
**Map of an Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842 and to Oregon and North California in the Years 1843 - 44 by Brevet Capt. J. C. Frémont of the Corps of Topographical Engineers under the orders of Col. J. J. Abert, Chief of the Topographical Bureau / Frémont, J. C., cartographer / 1844?**  
Physical Description: Across top: Profile of Route from mouth of the Kansas to the Pacific in 1843(June - October); Clothbacked, pencilled note beneath title "Belongs to Sen. doc. 174 (Serial 461)" ; 78 x 130 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- California -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4247 a, b  
(a) **Map of Oregon and Upper California from the Surveys of John Charles Frémont and other authorities, Drawn by Charles Preuss under the Order of the Senate of the United States, Washington City, 1848 -- (b) is a photocopy of the lower left part of (a)** / Charles Preuss, artist ; / Frémont, J. C., cartographer / 1848  
Physical Description: Across top of map: Profile of the travelling route from the South Pass of the Rocky Mountains to Bay of San Francisco; Cloth-backed ; 84 x 68 cm..Scale: 1: 3,000,000  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- California -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4249 O S  
**Pacific Wagon Roads -- Map of the Fort Ridgely & South Pass Road to accompany the report of William H. Nobles, Superintendent, by Samuel Medary, Engr1858**  
Physical Description: Cloth-backed ; 47 x 82 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- California -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4250 1, 2 OS
Physical Description: Cloth-Backed ; (1) 57 x 92.5 cm.; (2) 56 x 89 cm..Scale: 1 : 600,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4538
An Improved Topographical Map of the Northern &Middle Mines...Atlantic & Pacific Railroad through the Sierra Nevada at Fredonyers Pass ... / Milleson, M., cartographer / 1854
Physical Description: reproduction ; 32.5 x 39 cm.
Sowers, Margaret C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4544
Map of an Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842 Oregon & North California in the Years 1843-44 by Brevet Capt. J. C. Frémont of the Corps of Topographical Engineers under the orders of Col. J. J. Abert, Chief of the Topographical Bureau / Frémont. J. C., Gibbs, Smith, Jedediah, cartographer / 1848
Physical Description: reproduction : Across top: Profile of Route from mouth of the Kansas to the Pacific in 1843 (June - October ); Smith's notable additions & MS notes on the earlier map (Nor Am 4246) ; 76 x 120 cm..Scale: 1:3,000,000?
Wheat, Carl, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4546
Californies, par C. Arnaud, 1849 / Arnaud, C., cartographer / Physical Description: reproduction ; 33 x 21 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4547
Map of the Emigrant Road from Independence Mo. to St. Francisco California, by T. H. Jefferson (Part IV) / Jefferson, T. H., cartographer / Physical Description: reproduction ; 23.5 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4739 O S
Map of California (surrounded by advertisements of early Palo Alto businesses) 1900, ca.
Physical Description: Insets: Enlarged S. F. Bay & L.A. areas, 19 illustrated advertisements of Palo Alto merchants and providers of services; 51 x 34.5 cm.
Jordan, C. E., gift. 1947?
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4835
The Passage by Land to California Discovered by Father Eusebio Francis Kino; between the Years 1698 and 1701, before which and for a Considerable Time Since California has always been described in all Charts and Maps as an Island. / Kino, Eusebio Francis, S.J., cartographer / 1777
Physical Description: Watermark; 21.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- California Kino map -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0052 A
Amerique Septentrionale divisible en ses principales parties, ou sont distingués les uns des autres Les Estats suivant qu'ils appartiennent presentement aux Francois, Castilans, Anglois ... / Sanson, N., cartographer / 1674
Physical Description: California as island; 1st state; Dedication to Monseigneur le Dauphin; Dedication to Monseigneur le Dauphin; 56.5 x 87.5 cm.; Scale: (McL. ca 1:16 mill.)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0017 A
Partie d'Amerique Septent. qui comprend la Nouvelle France ou le Canada , par le S.Robert de Vaugondy Ordinaire du Roy Avec Privilege, 1755 / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles 1688-1766, cartographer / 1757
Physical Description: Inset: Supplement pour les Lacs du Canada; Watermark; 49 x 60 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0058
Carte Nouvelle contenant la Partie d'Amerique la plus Septentroniale ou sont exactement decrites les Provinces suivantes comme le Canada ou Nouvelle France, la Nouvelle Ecosse, la Nouvelle Angleterre ... / Visscher, N., cartographer / c. 1775
Physical Description: Inset: Plan des Fortifications de la Ville de Louisbourg dans l'Isle de Cap. Breton; Keyed references; 59.5 x 47.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0066
Carte de l'Acadie et Pays Voisins / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Watermark; 20.5 x 32.5 cm.; Scale: 1: 2.3 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0068 A
Carte du Cours du Fleuve de St. Laurent Depuis son Embouchure jusqu'au dessus de Quebec / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Watermark; 18.5 x 29.5 cm. Scale: 1: 3 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0068 B
Suite du Cours du Fleuve de St. Laurent Deouis Quebec jusqu'au Lac Ontario / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Watermark; 18.5 x 28 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0069
Carte du Golphe de St. Laurent et Pays Voisins / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Watermark; 22 x 35.5 cm. Scale: 1: 4 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0070
Carte de la Baie de Hudson / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Watermark; 22 x 30 cm. Scale: 1: 9 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0074
Carte des Lacs du Canada / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Watermark; 19 x 28.5 cm. Scale: 1: 7 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0195
Partie Occidentale de Canada et Septentrionale de la Louisiane avec une Partie de la Pensilvanie / d'Anville, G. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1775
Physical Description: Watermark; 48 x 57 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0475
Partie de l'Amérique Septent? qui comprend le Nouveau France ou le Canada Par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy, Geog? Ordinaire du Roy avec Privilege 1755 / Robert de Vaugondy, G. 1688-1766, cartographer / Chaussard, engraver1755
Physical Description: Inset: Lacs du Canada (Great Lakes); Watermark; 47.6 x 60.5 cm.
Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0997

A Plan of the Harbour of Chebucto and Town of Halifax / Mosco Harris ?, artist / 1750

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Heraldry; Drawings on Plate: Musk Beetle, Porcupine, 2 Butterflies(White Admiral, Underwing Tyger); Nova Scotia ensign & 7 family coats of arms ; 22 x 27 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1000

An Exact Chart of the River St. Lawrence from Fort Frontenac to the Island of Anticosti shewing the Soundings, Rocks, Shoals etc. ... navigating that River to Quebec / Jefferys, T., 1695(?) -1791, cartographer / 1775

Physical Description: Insets: The Seven Islands, Road of Toussac, Mountains of Notre Dame, Traverse ... Cape Torment ... Orleans Island, View of Lands from Cape Torment to Butt; "A continuation of the River from Quebec to Lake Ontario taken from the original published at Paris by Mr. D'Anville in 1755." ; 60.5 x 95 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1076

An Authentic Plan of the River St. Lawrence from Sillery to the Falls of Montmoency). Gibson, engraver1759

Physical Description: 11 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1118

{Queen Charlotte's Islands: Profile, north side of largest island: Map, Swallow's Bay; Map, Byron's Harbour}Walker, engraver

Physical Description: 20 x 33 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3383

A New and Accurate Map of the Province of Canada, in North America; from the latest and best Authorities1782

Physical Description: Watermark ; 26 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3384

A New and Accurate Chart of Hudson's Bay, in North AmericaLodge, engraver1782

Physical Description: 18 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3386
The British Possessions in North America from the best Authorities, by Samuel Lewis, 1791 / Lewis, Samuel, fl. 1831, cartographer / 1791
Physical Description: Inset: Hudson's Bay, Baffin's Bay Labrador & Greenland; 39 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3389
Partie Septentrionale des Possessions Angloise en Amerique ou se trouvent l'Isle de Terre Neuve le Canada et la Nouvelle Ecosse / [Bellin?], cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 21.5 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3390
A New and accurate Map of the Province of Nova Scotia, in North America, from the latest Observations / 18th c.
Physical Description: Watermark; 28.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3391
A New Chart of the Coast of New England, Nova Scotia New France or Canada with the Islands of Newfoundld, Cape Breton St. John's etc Done from the Original Publish'd in 1744 at Paris, by Monsr N. Bellin, Enginier to the Marine Office / Bellin, N., 1703-1702, cartographer / post 1744
Physical Description: Insets: North Atlantic; Plan of the City and Port of Louisbourg; This Chart is most humbly Dedicated to the British Merchts trading to North America by the Editor; 34 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3392
A New and Accurate Map of Quebec and its Boundaries; from a late Survey / 1781
Physical Description: Watermark; 27 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3393
A Plan of the City & Harbour od Louisburg; shewing that part of Gabarus Bay in which the English landed, also their Encampment during the siege in 174518th c.? Physical Description: Inset: Map of the Island of Cape Breton; 19.5 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.
An Accurate Map of the Islands of New Found Land, Cape Breton etc with the Adjacent Province of Nova Scotia
Gibson, engraver
18th c.

Physical Description: 19.5 x 25.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

A New and Correct Map of Canada with a Perspective View of the Town of Montreal on the River St. Lawrence
Bennett, engraver
18th c?

Physical Description: Inset: Profile view of Montreal ; 19.5 x 24 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

A Sketch of the River Exploits of the East End of Lieutenant's Lake and Parts Adjacent in Newfoundland
Cartwright, cartographer / G. J. & J. Neele, engraver
1768

Physical Description: Vignettes of wigwam, boat, figures, forest, etc. Taken on the Spot by Lieutenant Jno Cartwright of His Majesty's Ship Guernsey 1768 ; 18.5 x 24 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

A Map of the Island of Orleans with the Environs of Quebec
1759

Physical Description: Orientation: N W at top ; 11 x 18.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

A Plan of the Fort and Bay of Frontenac with the adjacent Countries
1758

Physical Description: 12 x 18 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

A New Map of the only useful and frequented part of New Found Land
Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1762

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 18 x 24.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3404
A New Chart of the River St. Lawrence from the Island of Anticosti to Lake Ontario / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1759
   Physical Description: Insets: The Traverse or passage from Cape Torment into the south channel of Orleans Isle; A continuation of the River St. Lawrence from Quebec to Lake Ontario; Crown Point; The Seven Islands ; 18.5 x 26 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3405
Cours du Fleuve Saint Laurent depuis la Mer jusqu'à Quebec / [Bellin?], cartographer /
   Physical Description: Tome I No. 5; Watermark ; 22 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3406
   Physical Description: 33.5 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3756
   Physical Description: For Guthrie's New System of Geography ; 40 x 45.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Canada -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0043
Canada and Nova Scotia / Thomson, cartographer / 1817 ?
   Physical Description: 50 x 60 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Canada -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0432
Fraser River, 1827 & , 1828 / Simpson, Emilius, cartographer / 1858
   Physical Description: 3 insets: Continuation of river, 2 on diminished scale. ; 50 x 62 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Canada -- 19th c.
A Chart of the Discoveries and Route of the Northern Land Expedition, under the command of Captain Franklin, R. N, in the Years 1820 & 21. Laid down under his inspection by the Officers Assisting in the Expedition. J. Walker, engraver 1823

Physical Description: 81.5 x 48 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3379
Dominion of Canada 19th c.?

Physical Description: Western sheet; Verso: North America ; 32.5 x 42.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3387
British America, comprehending Canada, Labrador, New-Foundland, Nova Scotia, etc. 1808

Physical Description: 35 x 39 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canada -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4723
Plan du Canal de jonction du Mississippi au Lac Pontchartrain -- Canal de la Chesapeake a la Delaware
Adam, engraver

Physical Description: 2 maps on 1 sheet : Diagrams include profiles of both canals plus that of Louisville ; each 26 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Canals -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4192
A New Map of Part of the United States exhibiting Northwest Michigan, Indiana and Illinois Territory the States of Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania from the Latest Authorities by John Cary Engraver 1828 / Cary J., cartographer / 1828

Physical Description: 46.5 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- central -- 19th c.
Die Staaten von Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky & Tennessee, United States of North America, 1852

Physical Description: Insets: Umgebung von Nashville, Lexington area, Cincinnati area enlarged; 27 x 20 cm.

Jones, R. L., bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- central -- 19th c.

Utah and New Mexico 1857

Physical Description: Proposed railroads shown, very broad area of Utah; 13 x 15.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- central -- 19th c.

Map of Polk County Iowa

Physical Description: 20 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- central -- 19th c.

Map of the Bay of Honduras shewing the Situation of the Spanish Town and Fort of St. Fernando de Omoa Taken by Honble John Luttrell & Wm Dalrymple Esq Oct 20 1779 / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1779

Physical Description: 19 x 23.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Central America -- 18th c.

A Map of the Isthmus of Panama drawn from Spanish Surveys 1783

Physical Description: 17.5 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Central America -- 18th c.

Guatemala, ou Provinces-Unies de l'Amérique Centrale Carte Géographique, Statistique & Historique, Gravé par B. de Beaupré, les Montagnes par Orgiazzi, Ecrit par Arnoul / Buchon, J. A. C., 1789-1846, cartographer / 1825

Physical Description: Extensive French text; map 32 x 34 cm.; Overall size 44 x 65 cm.

de Lemos, Pedro, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Central America -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3301
Central America namely the late Confederate States of Central America the Mexican States of Chiapa, Tabasco & Yucatan and Br. Honduras according to Squier Keipert, etc. / Mac Nab, John, cartographer / J. Bartholomew, engraver 1850, ca.
Physical Description: 52.5 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Central America -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3302
Mexico and Central America shewing the Position of the Mines 1835
Physical Description: 34 x 79.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Central America -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3304
Central America 1850, ca.
Physical Description: Vignettes: Volcano of Isalco, Antigua, Guatemala, Belize ; 26 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Central America -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3305
Central America ...J. & C. Walker, engraver 19th c.
Physical Description: S. D. U. K ; 32.5 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Central America -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4576 O S
Panorama of the Seat of War -- Birds Eye View of Virginia Maryland Delaware and the District of Columbia / Bachman, artist ; / Bachman, engraver 1861
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 46.5 x 71 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Civil War -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4577 O S
Panorama of the Seat of War -- Birds Eye View of Virginia Maryland Delaware and the District of Columbia / Schedler, artist ; / 1861
Physical Description: Inset: Eastern U. S ; 57 x 76.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Civil War -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4581
Map of the Seat of War Showing the battles of July 18th & 21st 1861
Physical Description: 45 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Civil War -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4582
The Great Battle Field of the Union -- Virginia from Harper's Ferry to Petersburg ...1862
Physical Description: Map on verso, news despatches on recto : Page 1 of the New York Herald, Aug. 4, 1862 ; 41.5 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Civil War -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4583 a, b
Military Map of South-Eastern Virginia
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) lists 7 sources of information; Both maps use the same scale and are from the same or similar plates. (b) covers a smaller area , has more detail and 3 additional sources of information. ; (a) 82.5 x 74 cm.; (b) 47 x 83.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Civil War -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4653
Historical Sketch of the Rebellion1862
Physical Description: Colored lines show - Limits of Loyal States July 1861, limits of loyal states occupied by US forces March 1862, limits of loyal states occupied by US forces May 15 1862 ; 47 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Civil War -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1573
Descrittione dell'Isola et Terra di Santo Croce, overo Mondo Nuovo / Porcacchi, T. 1530-1585, after Zaltieri, fl. 1566-70, after Gastaldi, cartographer / 1572, ca.
Physical Description: lower half of sheet, with text, missing : Italian text on verso concerns various names given to the Mondo Nuovo. ; 10.5 x 14.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 16th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0018
L'Amerique Septentrionale ou la Partie Septentrionale des Indes Occidentales ... / Coronelli, P. Vincenzo, 1650-1718, cartographer / 1689
Physical Description: California as island; Watermark; 1st state; Dedication to Pierre Venier, Venetian ambassador to France's Louis le Grand ; 45 x 59 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:14.4 mill.)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 17th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0022
Amerique Septentrionale par N. Sanson d'Abbeville ... 1650, Avec Privilege du Roy pour vingt Ans / Sanson, N., 1600-67, cartographer / Peyrounin, engraver

Physical Description: California as island; Watermark; 2nd state ; 38 x 55 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:21 mill.)

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0029
Amerique Septentrionale, par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, Geog du Roy / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1650

Physical Description: 3rd state; California island; Watermark ; 39 x 55.5 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:21 mill.)

Hopkins, Timothy, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0034
America Septentrionalis / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, cartographer / 1636

Physical Description: 47 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 15 mill.

Hopkins, Timothy, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0301
America Septentrionalis / Jansson, J, 1596-1664, cartographer / 1645 (2nd state) ?

Physical Description: Dutch text; California as island; 2nd state ; 46.5 x 55.5 cm..Scale: 1: 15 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4055
Tables Geographiques des Divisions de l'Amerique Septentrionale / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1681

Physical Description: No Map, Text only : Provinces, areas, towns, inhabitants, etc.; ; Watermark ; 58 x 46 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0012
America Septentrionalis Cincinnata juxta Observationes Dnn Academiae Regalis Scientarum et nonnullorum aliorum et juxta annotationes recentissimas Per G. de L'Isle Geographum Venatis prostat Augustae Vindelicorum apud Tobiam Conr. Lotter Geogr. et Calcogr. / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / Lotter, engraver. 1780

Physical Description: 46 x 58 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0040
A Map of North America with the European Settlements & whatever else is remarkable in ye West Indies from the latest and best Observations / Seale, artist ; / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver 1744 - 47
Physical Description: Prevailing winds indicated.; Watermark; California island ; 37.5 x 47 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:23 mill.)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0042
North America / Jefferys, T. (?), 1695-1771, cartographer / 1765, ca.?
Physical Description: Verso; MS note ; 18.5 x 23 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0051
Amerique Septentrionale Divisee en ses Principales Parties Presente a Monseigneur le Duc de Bourgogne -- (outer title): America Septentrionalis ... / Jaillot, Hubert, 1640-1712, cartographer / 1740, ca.
Physical Description: California island; 2nd state ; 48.5 x 59 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:19 mill.)
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0053
A New Map of North America Shewing its Principel Divisions, Chief Cities, Townes, Rivers, Mountains, etc. / Wells, Edward, 1667-1727, cartographer / M. Burg, engraver 1700
Physical Description: Dedicated to His Highness William Duke of Glocester ; 37 x 49.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0058 O S
North America / B. Lens, artist ; / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / Vertue, engraver 1720
Physical Description: Insets: 10 harbors in North & South America, Cod-fishing, curing, etc., California island; Dedication to John Lord Sommers ; 58 x 96.5 cm.
jones, R. L., bequest
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0198
Canada Louisiane et Terres Angloises MDCCLV / d'Anvillw, G. B. B., 1697-1732, cartographer / 1755
Physical Description: 4 sheets : Great Lakes; Lonf Island - Newfoundland; Virginia - Florida; St. Lawrence River ; each c.48 x 60 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0532
North America / Gravelot, artist ; / Bolton, S., cartographer / Seale; Walker, engraver

Physical Description: Inset: Hudson's Bay, Greenland, New Britain or Labrador; Dedicated to Martin Folkes, Esqr., President of the Royal Society ; 83 x 85 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1088
A New Map of North America agreeable to the most approved Maps and Charts / Conder, Thos., fl. 1780-1801, cartographer / 18th c.?

Physical Description: 34 x 37.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1096
A New and Accurate Map of North America; Drawn from the most Authentic & Modern Maps and Charts by Thos Bowen / Bowen, Thos., d. 1790, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: 27.5 x 43.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1097 1, 2 OS
Amérique Septentrionale Publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d'Orleans Premier Prince du Sang / see below, artist ; / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / see below, engraver

Physical Description: Inset: Baffin & Hudson's Bay & Labrador; (each) Du dessin du Sr Gravelet père de l'Auteur; (1) Gravé par le Sr Major; (2) Gravé par le Guille Delahaye ; each 46 x 86 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1098 O S
A New and Correct Map of North America, with the West India Islands, Divided According to the last Treaty of Peace, Concluded at Paris 10th Feby 1763 wherein are particularly Distinguished the Several Provinces and Colonies which Compose the British Empire Laid down according to the Latest Surveys, and Corrected from the Original Materials of Govern Pownall, Member of Parliament 1777 / Pownall, cartographer / 1777

Physical Description: Insets: A particular map of Baffin and Hudson's Bay, The Passage by Land to California Discovered by Father E. Kino ..., Peace Treaty Articles IV, V, VI, VII, IX, XVII, XVIII, XX ; 101.5 x 117 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3371

[North & Central America]
Physical Description: French: Watermark; In western US, "l'on place ici les Provinces de Quivira et Teleguio"; 50 x 56.5 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4167

A Particular Map of the American Lakes, Rivers, etc. / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1790
Physical Description: Thematic map showing only waterways and no political boundaries.; 51 x 73 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0011

North America 1832
Physical Description: 51 x 41.5 cm.
Jones, R. L., bequest

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0479 0 S

Map of the United States and Mexico including Oregon, Texas and the Californias / Haven, John, cartographer / 1846
Physical Description: Inset: Seat of War map, borders of state seals; Text includes statistics on geography, population, military information, etc., A laudatory section is devoted to Oregon.; map 57 x 39 cm.
Hopkins, Timothy, 1894 gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0937

America 19th c.
Physical Description: LVIII LIX; 39 x 90 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3366

A New Map of North America / Cary, J., 1754-1835 or 1791-1852, cartographer / 1806
Physical Description: 47 x 52 cm.
CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3367
North America / Swanston, cartographer / 1650, ca.
Physical Description: 49 x 42 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3368
North America / Ettling, cartographer / 1850, ca.
Physical Description: 63 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3369
North America / J. & C. Walker, engraver1853
Physical Description: S. D. U. K.; 39.5 x 31.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3374
North America1848?
Physical Description: MS note concerning latitudes NW of Hudson's Bay; 40 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3778
Geographical Statistical and Historical Map of North America19th c.
Physical Description: Extensive text; map 35.5 x 34 cm.; Overall size 42 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3780
North America / J. & C. Walker, engraver1843
Physical Description: S. D. U. K.; 39 x 31 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3786
North America / Darton, William, fl.1810-37, cartographer / 1834
Physical Description: 23 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3895 O S
The American Continent: United States, British Possessions, West Indies, Mexico and Central America 1869
   Physical Description: Inset: Central America; 1860 census population of States and Territories, white, free & slave. ; 95 x 119.5 cm.
   Hartog, Floris, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4195
Map of the United States of North America, Upper & Lower Canada New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & British Columbia Mexico Cuba Jamaica St. Domingo and the Bahama Islands ...Supplement to the Illustrated London News, June 1, 1861 / Ettling, T., cartographer / 1861
   Physical Description: Shows proposed railroad from Council Bluffs to Benicia & from Westport to San Francisco ; 66 x 95 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4234
North America
   Physical Description: 9 vignettes ; 31.5 x 25 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4235
North America
   Physical Description: 38.5 x 31 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4734 BOX
Lloyd's New Map of the United States the Canadas and New Brunswick from the latest Surveys showing every Railroad Station finished before 1862 1863
   Physical Description: Inset: Lower half of Florida; Folksy anti-abolitionist essay in small type; Advertisements for maps available and proposed ; 96 x 127 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4957
North America Sidney Hall, engraver 19th c.
   Physical Description: 23 x 18 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4958
North America / Bartholomew, J., cartographer / 19th c.
   Physical Description: 30 x 24 cm..Scale: 19th c.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4959
N. America19th c.
   Physical Description: California missions named along the coast.; 26 x 39.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0174 O 5
A New and Exact Map of the Dominions of the King of Great Britain on ye Continent of North America, Containing Newfoundland, New Scotland, New England, New York, New Jersey, Pensilvania, Maryland, Viegina and Carolina ... / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1715
   Physical Description: reproduction: Insets: Cataract of Niagara & beavers of Canada, Improved Part of Carolina, Charles-Town, New France & Louisiana, Principal Part of North America; Keyed references; Post roads; (map known as "Beaver" map); Dedication to Walter Dowglass ... Leeward Islands 1711 ; 93 x 56 cm.
   Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0324
A New and Accurate Map of North America from the latest Authorities (eastern half).J. Cary, engraver
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 22.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0325
A Map of the present Seat of War in North America
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0998
Canada, Louisiane et Terres Angloises / d'Anville, G. B. B., 1698-1782, cartographer / 1755
   Physical Description: Inset: Le Fleuve Saint Laurent (scale 4 times that of large map); 87 x 114 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- east -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Nor Am 3388

**A Map of the British and French Settlements in North America 1755**

- Physical Description: Inset: Ft. Frederick at Crown Point built by the French 1731; Watermark; 28 x 38 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- east -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 3395

**An Accurate Map of the British Empire in Nth America as settled by the Preliminaries in 1762**

- Gibson, engraver 1762
  - Physical Description: Inset: Chart of Entrance of the Mississippi; Shading shows extent of Canada according to Bellin's 1755 map; 21 x 24.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- east -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 2916

**A Map of the United States of America with Part of the Adjoining Provinces from the latest Authorities**

- Physical Description: 21.5 x 27.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 0213

**Carte Générale de l'Océan Atlantique ou Occidental, Dressée Au Dépôt général des Cartes Plans et Journaux de la Marine et Publiée par Ordre de Ministre de la Marine pour le service des Vaisseaux Français en 1786 revue et corrigé en 1792 1er An de la République / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1792 3d edn.**

- Physical Description: Side panels: Lat. & long. of coasts of Africa & Europe, Lat. & long. of coasts of America; Watermark; 63 x 91 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- east coast -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 0014

**Carte Générale du Canada et de la Louisiane, de la Floride, de la Caroline, de la Nouvelle Angleterre etc par le S. D'Anville a Venise par P. Santini 1776 / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1762, cartographer / 1776**

- Physical Description: Inset: Hudson's Bay, Labrador, etc.; Watermark; 47 x 65.6 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- eastern -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 0281

**The United States of America with the British Possessions of Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Newfoundland divided with the French, also the Spanish Territories of Louisiana and Florida according to the Preliminary Articles of Peace signed at Versailles the 20th of Jany 1783**

- Physical Description: Treaty excerpts regarding fishing appear next to the cartouche.; 48.5 x 50.5 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- eastern -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4724
Plan du tracé du Canal Erie et du Canal Champlain: Profile du Canal Erie, Profile du Canal Champlain
Adam, engraver
Physical Description: Insets: Plan du Port de Presqu’île, Bridge construction, Landscape incl. bridge ; Map 38 x 40 cm.; Sheet 38 x 64 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Erie Canal -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4742
Map of Polk County Iowa
Physical Description: 20 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Iowa -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4749
Map of a Portion of Kansas showing Kansas State Agricultural College Lands in Washington, Marshall, Clay, Riley and Dickinson Counties
Physical Description: (Land sale advt.) L. R. Elliott Agent K. S. A. C. Lands, Manhattan, Kansas; Detailed prices listed for specific parcels available. ; 50 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Kansas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4749
Map of a Portion of Kansas showing Kansas State Agricultural College Lands in Washington, Marshall, Clay, Reilly and Dickinson Counties (Land sale advt. L. R. Elliott Agent, KSAC Lands, Manhattan, K.)
Physical Description: Detailed lists of prices for specific parcels available. ; 50 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Kansas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4751 1, 2
Map of the States of Kansas and Texas and Indian Territory, with parts of the Territories of Colorado and New Mexico From the most recent official surveys and explorations and other authentic information, 2nd edn. corrected in 18741867
Physical Description: 2 folded sheets ; each 60 x 87 cm..Scale: 1: 1,500,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Kansas, Texas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4961
Map of the States of Kentucky and Tennessee 1831
Physical Description: 25 x 39.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Ken. & Tenn. -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4551
Kentucky, Reduced from Elihu Barker's Large Map / Barker, E., cartographer / W. Barker, engraver 1795
   Physical Description: facsimile reproduction : Engraved for Carey's American Edition of Guthrie's Geography improved ; 25 x 51.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Kentucky -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4552
A General Map of the New Settlement called Transilvania, November, 1776 / W. Barker, engraver 1776?
   Physical Description: facsimile reproduction : Route from Hillsborough to Boonsborough ...; Route of Rutherford's army ...; Route of Col. Williamson's troops ...; Route of Col. Christians troops ... ; 27 x 53.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Kentucky -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0016 A
Hispaniae Novae sive Magnae, recens et vera descriptio, 1579, Cum Imp et Mts privilegio decennali / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1592
   Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 35 x 51 cm. Scale: 1: 2 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Mexico -- 16th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0016 C
Hispaniae Novae sive Magnae, recens et vera descriptio, 1679, Cum Imp et Mts privilegio decennali / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1580, see note below
   Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 35 x 51 cm. Scale: 1: 2 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Mexico -- 16th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0102
Hispania Nova / Wytfliet, C., fl. 1597, cartographer / 1597
   Physical Description: 23 x 29 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Mexico -- 16th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0035
Nova Hispania et Nova Galicia ... Guilielmus Blaeuw excudit / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
   Physical Description: German text; Watermark ; 38.5 x 50 cm. Scale: 1: 2 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Mexico -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0035 B
Nova Hispania et Nova Galicia ... Guilielmus Blaeuw excudit / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / post 1635
   Physical Description: French text ; 38.5 x 50 cm. Scale: 1: 2 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- Mexico -- 17th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0036 A
Nova Hispania et Nova Galicia ... Guiljelmus Blaeuw excudit / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / post 1635
Physical Description: French text ; 38.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 2 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0078
Carte du Mexique -- (outer title): Kaart van het Mexico / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / Schley, engraver1773
Physical Description: Watermark ; 21 x 29 cm..Scale: 1: 5 mill
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1249
Partie Méridionale de l'Ancien Méxique ou de la Nouvle Espagne par Mr Bonne, Ingénieur - Hydrographe de la Marine / Bonne, R., 1727-1795, cartographer / André, engraver1780-85?
Physical Description: 22.5 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3253
Plano del Puerto de Vera Cruz en la Costa Ocidental del Seno Mexicano por Dr. Bernardo de Orta, Capitan de Navio graduado de la Rl Armada y de dicho Puerto, Año de 1798, Deposito Hidrografico / de Orta, Bernardo, cartographer /
Physical Description: Inset: Coast profile ; 44 x 57 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3306
Map Showing Sacred Places Visited by the Huichol Indians
Physical Description: 18 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3309
Carte Générale du Méxique et des Provinces-unies de l'Amérique Centrale ou Guatemala / Vivien de Saint-Martin, L., 1802-97, cartographer / Giraldon, engraver1826
Physical Description: No. 34 ; 31 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3311

The Inter-Oceanic Railway of Mexico Acapulco to Vera Cruz, Limited

Physical Description: Routes shown for various types of railways including Horse Tramway near Vera Cruz ; 36 x 53 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3312

Map to Illustrate Carl Lumholtz's Travels in Mexico

Physical Description: 32.5 x 38.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3313

The Tribes of Mexico according to Orozco y Berra, and the Best Known Ruins / Lloyd, H. B., cartographer /

Physical Description: Color key to tribes ; 33 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3315

Mapa de la red telegráfica y de los itinerarios generales de la República Mexicana formado según datos oficiales por F. A. Labadie / Labadie, Felipe A., cartographer / 1884

Physical Description: Key to rail & wagon roads, telegraph & steamship lines; Britton & Rey ; 54 x 70 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4227

Railroads -- Carta General de la República, Indicando las líneas del proyectado Ferrocarril Internacional de México ... Ferrocarril Internacional de Texas1872

Physical Description: Distance tables ; 17.5 x 23 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1321

The Form of cruising off Acapulca on the Coast of Mexico in the South Seas, in the Year 1742 by his Majesty's Ships Centurion Gloucester, Tryall Prize, Carmila Prize, Carmin Prize ...1742?

Physical Description: 24.5 x 43.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Mexico coast -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3252
The Coast of Mexico from Laguna de Esmotes to Punta Brava / Jeffrys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1775
    Physical Description: Watermark ; 49 x 63 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    North America -- Mexico coast -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0016 B
Hispaniae Novae siveae Magnae, recens et vera descriptio , Cum Imp et Mts privilegio deçcnnavi / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / post 1580, see note below
    Physical Description: French text ; 35 x 51 cm. Scale: 1: 2 mill.
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    North America -- Mexicp -- 16th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3380
A Plan of the Straits of St. Mary, and Michilimackinac to Shew the Situation & Importance of the two Westernmost Settlements of Canada for the Fur Trade
    Physical Description: 42 x 32.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    North America -- Mid -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4615 O S
Bird's eye View of the Mississippi River From the Mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico / Edward Molitor, artist ; / Edward Molitor, engraver 1883
    Physical Description: 43 x 79.5 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    North America -- Mississippi R. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0196
Amérique Septentrionale Publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc D'Orleans, Premier Prince du Sang Par le Sr D'Anville MDCCXLV / d'Anville, G. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / Delahaye, engraver 1746
    Physical Description: 2 sheets : Inset: Hudson 's Bay, Labrador, etc. ; eaxh 45 x 87 cm.
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    North America -- N & C America -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3403
A Map of New England, and Nova Scotia; with part of New York, Canada, and New Britain and the adjacent Islands of New Found Land Cape Breton etc., by Thos Kitchin Geogr / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1758
    Physical Description: Watermark ; 27.5 x 34 cm.
    CMC
    Subjects and Indexing Terms
    North America -- N E -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0045

A Map of the Discoveries made by Capts Cook & Clerke in the years 1778 & 1779 between the Eastern Coast of Asia and the Western Coast of North America when they attempted to Navigate the North Sea also Mr. Hearn's discoveries to the North westward of Hudson's Bay

Physical Description: 19 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- N W -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0105

Chart of the N W Coast of America and N E Coast of Asia explored in the Years 1778 and 1779 / Cook, J., 1728-79, cartographer / Harmar, engraver 1784

Physical Description: Portions of Asiatic coast from MS Russian chart : Watermark (Whatman) ; 39 x 76 cm.
Newberry, Todd & Louise, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- N W -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1033

Chart of Cooks River in the N. W. part of America / Hogg, Alexr., 18th c., cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: Shown: Prince William Sound, Smokey Bay, Whitsuntide Bay, Comptroller Bay, Mount St. Augustine ; 22 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- N W -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0049

Nouvelle Carte de la Partie Septentrionale du Globe comprise entre le Kamchatka et la Californie ... / Buache de la Neuville, J. N., 1741-1825, cartographer / 1781

Physical Description: Fontes place names underlined; Wytfliet place names double underlined; French text ; 27 x 40 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- N W & Asia -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4655

Historical Map of Nantucket, Surveyed and Drawn by the Rev. E. C. Ewer D. D., 18691869

Physical Description: Extensive historical information listed under: Seventeenth Century, Eighteenth Century, Ninteenth Century ; 22 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Nantucket -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3365

Carte Reduite des Parties Septentrionales du Globe Situées entre l'Asie e l'Amerique / Bellin, N., 1703-1702, cartographer / 1758

Physical Description: Mid-continent: "On ignore si dans toute cette Partie ce sont des Terres ou des Mers"; Notes of Russian 1728 & 1741 discoveries and others of 1592 & 1603 are scattered around the continent along with "Tout ceci est inconnu" ; 22 x 34.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3382
Carte des Parties du Nord-Ouest de l’Amerique suivant les voyages de Middleton et d’Ellis en 1742 et 1746 Pour chercher un Passage dans la Mer du Sud / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1753
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 21.5 x 27.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3385
A Map shewing the communication of the Lakes and the Rivers between Lake Superior and Slave Lake in North America 1790
   Physical Description: 20 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3378
Chart shewing the North West Passage discovered by H.M.S. Investigator also the Explored in search of Sir J. Franklin by Ross, Richardson, McClure, Austen, Rae, Kennedy, Inglefield. From 1848 to 1853 By E. A. Inglefield Commander HMS Phoenix / Inglefield, E. A., cartographer / 1853
   Physical Description: Drawn by W. H. Fawckner, 2nd Master Walker Litho; MS notes ; 47 x 96 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3381
North America (Plate I: New Mexico, Hudson’s & Baffin Bay, etc.) 19th c.? 
   Physical Description: Upper left section of larger map : Inset: Hudson’s Bay & part of Greenland, Note concerning Drake & California ; 44 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0042
Tierra Nueva (east coast of North America - Florida to Labrador) / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
   Physical Description: Latin text verso ; 15.5 x 26 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- north east -- 16th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1077
A Map of the District of Maine with New Brunswick & Nova Scotia
   Physical Description: 18 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- north east -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3372
A Description of the Bay of Fundy Observed by Nat. Blackmore in ye Years 1711 - 1712 / Blackmore, N.; Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1729
Physical Description: Inset: Harbour of Annapolis Royal by Nathaniel Blackmore, Esqr ; 21 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Northeast -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3398
A Particular Map to Illustrate Gen. Amherst's Expedition to Montreal with a Plan of the Town and Draught of ye Island 1760
Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Montreal, Map of Island ; 18 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Northeast -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3377
Chart of the N. W. Coast of America and N. E. Coast of Asia, Explored by Capt. Cook and Capt. Clerke in the Years 1778 & 1779 1780?
Physical Description: 24.5 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Northwest -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4776
Chart of the Northern Passage between Asia and America Neele, engraver 1816
Physical Description: 40 x 59 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- northwest -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4560
A Map of Some of the South and east bounds of Pennsylvania in America being partly Inhabited / Penn, William, cartographer / 1681
Physical Description: facsimile reproduction : 11 different varieties of trees are drawn and identified by name; The accompanying modern notes concerning map are missing. ; map 42 x 52.5 cm.; Overall size 62 x 51.5 cm..Scale: 1 : 400,000
Dunn, Mrs. H. L. H., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Pennsylvania -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0080
Carte du Golphe du Mexique et des Isles de l'Amerique -- (outer title): Kaart van de Golf van Mexico en van de Amerikaanse Eilanden / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / Schley, engraver 1773
Physical Description: Tracks of Ponce de Leon, 1512; Tracks of Cortez, 1519; Tracks of Hernandez de Cordoue, 1517; Watermark ; 28 x 37.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- south -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4735 BOX

A Map of South Carolina Constructed and Drawn from the District Surveys Ordered by the Legislature by John Wilson, late Civil and Military Engineer of So. Car. Astronomical Observations by Professor Geo: Blackburn & L. M. Melford H. G. Tanner, engraver 1822

Physical Description: Inset: Charleston Harbour ; 110 x 150 cm..Scale: 6 miles = 1 inch

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- South Carolina -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0302

Virginiae partis australis et Florisae partis orientalis, interjacentiumq regionum Nova Descriptio / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / post 1640

Physical Description: framed : French text ; 38.5 x 50.5 cm..Scale: 1: 2.5 mill

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- south east -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0049

Partie Méridionale de la Louisiane avec la Floride, la Caroline et la Virginie par le Sr D'Anville / d'Anville, G. B. B., 1597-1782, cartographer / 1776

Physical Description: Watermark ; 48 x 58 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- south east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0067

The Coast of West Florida and Louisiana -- The Peninsula and Gulf of Florida or Channel of Bahamas with the Bahama Islands / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1775

Physical Description: folded : Watermark ; 40 x 124 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- south east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0079

Carte de la Virginie et du Maryland, ou de la Baie de Chesapeake et Pays Voisins / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / Krevelt, engraver 1773

Physical Description: Watermark ; 19 x 28.5 cm..Scale: 1: 4 mi.;

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- south east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1082 1,2 a,b

North America [lower half only]

Physical Description: 2 similar maps (4 sheets) : Plates III & IV (2 sheets); ; Pl.III 46.5 x 28 cm.; Plate IV 44 x 59 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- South (Mexico, Lower California, Caribbean) -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4743
Texas
Physical Description: 21 x 27 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Texas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4752
Military Map of Western Texas 1884
Physical Description: 56.5 x 86 cm..Scale: 80 miles = 1 inch
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Texas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4752 O S
Military Map of Western Texas, 1884
Physical Description: 56.5 x 86 cm..Scale: 1 inch = 80 miles
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Texas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4753
Military Map of South Western Texas 1881
Physical Description: 53 x 80.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Texas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4753 O S
Military Map of South Western Texas 1881
Physical Description: 53 x 80.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Texas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4754
Surveys of Western Texas, 1883 - 188419th c.
Physical Description: 7 sheets : Natural features, railroads. Few, if any, place names. ; 41 x 53 cm..Scale: 1: 253,400
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Texas -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0083
Carte de la Louisiane et Pays Voisins / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / 1773
Physical Description: Watermark ; 21.5 x 30 cm..Scale: 1: 9 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0103
United States of America / Wilkes, J., fl. 1810-28, cartographer / 1797
  Physical Description: 20 x 24 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4732
A New and Correct Map of the United States of North America Layd down from the
Latest Observations and best Authorities ... Peace of 17831783?
  Physical Description: facsimilie reproduction : Dedication to Governor and Company of
  Connecticut ; 42 x 47 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0056
Ornamental Map of the United States & Mexico / Phelps, Humphrey, cartographer / 1847
  Physical Description: Portraits, historical information, statistics. ; 40 x 30 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3760
United States1835, ca.?
  Physical Description: 19.5 x 25.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3761
Map of the United States of America and Nova Scotia1832
  Physical Description: Inset: Continuation of Western Teritoryn ; 26 x 39.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3762
United States1848
  Physical Description: 33.5 x 43 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3770
Verein-Staten von Nord-Amerika, Mexico, Yucatan u. A.1856
  Physical Description: Inset: Plateau von Mexico ; 32 x 40 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Nor Am 3771</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United States</strong> / Hall, S., fl. 1818-60, cartographer / 1828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Insets: Continuation of Western Territory on a reduced scale, So. Florida; XLIV ; 41 x 52 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Nor Am 3779</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United States including California, Texas, etc.</strong> 1851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: Railroad shown ; 51 x 61 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Nor Am 4174</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United States</strong> 1857?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 17 x 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Nor Am 4184</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>States of America ... Drawn from the Best Authorities by J. Russell</strong> / Russell, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 40.5 x 45.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Nor Am 4185</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outline Map of the Provinces of the Catholic Church in the United States</strong> 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 35.5 x 53.5 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>Nor Am 4194</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illustrated Times Map of the United States of North America ... Supplement Gratis to the Illustrated Times Oct 11 1862</strong> 1862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 50 x 74 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Nor Am 4225 a, b
Railways Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and its connections (Southern Pacific)
1876
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: MS notes showing existing and proposed lines; 33 x 87 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4230
Railways: Map Showing the Line of the True Southern Pacific Railway and the Short Link necessary for its Completion When the Short Link is completed, will give every Gulf City and every Atlantic City direct rail communication with the whole Pacific Coast 1900, ca.?
Physical Description: 22 x 61 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4231 a, b
Railroads: Map Showing the Line of the Cairo & Fulton Railroad and its connections 1871
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Inset: Part of U.S. & Mexico showing NE & SW connections; Colored MS notes show finished & projected routes; 60 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0039
Le Nouveau Mexique et la Floride / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1656
Physical Description: California island; Watermark; 31 x 54.5 cm. Scale: (McL. ca 1:13 mill.)
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. California -- 17th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4196 O S
Map of the United States from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean ordered by the Hon. Jeff'n Davis, Secretary of War, to accompany the Report of the Explorations for a Railroad Route ... Lt. Warren, Major Emory, Capt. Humphrey 1854-5-6-7-8
Physical Description: 4 sheets: War Dept., Office of Pacific R. R. Surveys under direction of Bvt. Major Emory in 1854 and of Capt. A. A. Humphreys 1854-5-6-7-8; 110 x 117 cm. Scale: 1: 3000,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. central & west -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 3727
Champlain's Attack ...
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east
Niagara Fort, 1759
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east

Nova Anglia Novum Belgium et Virginia / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, cartographer / 1639
Physical Description: Verso: French text, MS notes ; 39 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 1.5 mill.
Hopkins, Timothy, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 17th c.

[British Colonies in North America: Newfoundland, Nova Scotia; Virginia, Maryland; New England; Caroline, Florida / Homann Heirs, cartographer / post 1730
Physical Description: 4 maps : German notes; Watermark ; 51 x 56 cm.
Goodman, George L., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. East -- 18th c.

A Map of the Province of Massachusets Bay, and Colony of Rhode Island, with Part of Connecticut, New Hampshire and Vermont1782
Physical Description: Watermark ; 26 x 37 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Baye de la Delaware avec les Ports, Sondes, Dangers, Bancs, etc . depius les Caps Jusqu'a Philadelphia d'après la carte de Joshua Fisher publiée à Philadelphia (1756) / Fisher, Joshua, 18th c., cartographer / 1777
Physical Description: Inset: Philadelphia area; Orientation: West at top ; 47 x 64 cm.
Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

A Draught of New York from the Hook to New York Town ... Printed for W. Mount & T. Page upon Tower Hill London / Tiddeman, Mark, 18th c., cartographer / 1737
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 45.5 x 57 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Map of Hudson's River, with the adjacent Country (Crown Point to Philadelphia)18th c.
Physical Description: 30 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 1062
**A Map of Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Maryland with part of New Jersey, etc.1755**
Physical Description: 22.5 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1063
**A Map of the United States of America As settled by the Peace of 17831783**
Physical Description: 21.5 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1064
**Cape Fear River with the Counties Adjacent and the Towns of Brunswick and Wilmington, against which Lord Cornwallis detached a Part of his Army, the 17th of January lastJno Lodge, engraver1781**
Physical Description: 24.5 x 18 xm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1067
**United States of AmericaNeele, engraver1797**
Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1068
**A Map of the North Parts of America claimed by France under ye Names of Louisiana, Mississippi, Canada & New France, with the Adjoining Territories of England and Spain / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1729**
Physical Description: 20 x 27.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1079
**A New and Accurate Map of the Present Seat of War in North America, Comprehending New Jersey, Philadelphia, Pensylvania, New York etc1777**
Physical Description: Watermark ; 37 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 1084

A Correct Map of the United States of North America including the British and Spanish Territories, carefully laid down agreeable to the Treaty of 1784 / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1784

Physical Description: 31.5 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1091

A New and Correct Map of North America in which the Places of the Principal Engagements during the Present War are accurately Inserted and the Boundaries as Settled by Treaty in 1783, Clearly Marked. Lodge, engraver 1783

Physical Description: Watermark ; 28.5 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1095

A Map of the United States of America Agreeable to the Peace of 1783 Wm. Darton, engraver 1783?

Physical Description: 35.5 x 39 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3373

Map of the Middle States of America ... Comprehending New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Territory N. W. of Ohio / Russell, J., 18th c., cartographer / 1794

Physical Description: Inset: Long Island ; 36.5 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3401

A Map of the British & French Plantations in North America 1755

Physical Description: 21 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3695

A New and accurate Map of the Province of Pennsylvania in North America from the Best Authorities 1780

Physical Description: Watermark ; 27.5 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.
A Map of the Country between Will's Creek & Monongahela River Shewing the route and Encampments of the English Army in 1755

Physical Description: From the map in Capt Orme's Journal ; 15.5 x 9 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

A New Map of Part of the United States of North America containing those of New York ... Virginia / Cary, J., cartographer / colored

Physical Description: 46 x 51.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Carte de la Partie nord des Etats unis de l'Amérique Septentrionale, Par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine / Bonne, R., 1727-1795, cartographer / 1775, ca.?

Physical Description: No. 47; Liv XVII et XVIII ; 22.5 x 32.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

[XXXV Canada--Ile Feuille--Eastern United States included]

Physical Description: Shown are all areas east of the Mississippi. ; 30 x 43.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Part of the Counties of Charlotte and Albany in the Province of New York; being the Seat of War between the King's Forces under Lieut. Gen. Burgoyne and the Rebel Army / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1778

Physical Description: 25.5 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

A Map of the present Seat of War in North America18th c.?

Physical Description: 19.5 c 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4179

A Map of the British American Plantations extending from Boston in New England to Georgia; including the respective Provinces as far as the Mississippi by Eman. Bowen Geogr. to His Majesty / Bowen, E., d. 1790, cartographer / 1783

Physical Description: 22 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4181

A Map of the British and French Settlements in North America Lodge, engraver1755

Physical Description: Extensive text ; 28 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4555

A New Chart of the English Empire in North America Engraved and Printed by Fra Dewing Boston New England, 1717 / Southack, Cyprian, cartographer /

Physical Description: facsimile reproduction : Some text on map & modern notes concerning the map accompany it.; 69 x 79 cm..Scale: 1 inch = 60 miles

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3697

Pennsylvania ... Drawn from the best authorities by Cyrus Harris / Harris, Cyrus, cartographer / A. Doolittle, engraver1812, ca.

Physical Description: 19.5 x 33.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3698

Pennsylvania / Finley, Anthony, 19th c., cartographer / J. H. Young, engraver1831

Physical Description: 32.5 x 46.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3699

Map of the States of Pennsylvania and New Jersey1832

Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Philadelphia ; 26 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3700

A Map of that Part of America where a Degree of Latitude was Measured for the Royal Society by Cha. Mason & Jere. Dixon (Maryland)19th c.

Physical Description: 16.5 x 10 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3707

Map of the States of Virginia and Maryland1831

Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Washington and Georgetown ; 26 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3752

Map of the State of New York compiled from the latest authorities1850

Physical Description: Insets: Vicinity of New York, Albany, Rochester, Falls of Niagara, Hudson River from N. Y. to Albany, 1850 census statistics, etc. ; 41 x 66 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3753

Geographical, Statistical & Historical Map of Rhode Islandj. Yeager, engraver19th c.

Physical Description: Extensive text ; map 29 x 21.5 cm.; Overall size, 42 x 52 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3757

United States1820

Physical Description: 20.5 x 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3758

Etats-Unis de l'Amérique Septentrionale / Lapié, cartographer / 1800, ca.

Physical Description: 23 x 30 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3759

United States / Wyld, artist ; / Hewitt, engraver1800, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: Falls of Niagara ; 23 x 29.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Nor Am 3763 a, b  
**United States 19th c.**  
*Physical Description:* 2 similar maps: (a) 20 x 21 cm., colored; (b) 27 x 20 cm., outline color, profile of Alleghany mountains with peaks identified and Iowa & Wisconsin shown as states; see below.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Nor Am 3764  
**Etats-Unis et Grandes Antilles**  
*Physical Description:* 30.5 x 22.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Nor Am 3765  
**United States, exhibiting the Railroads & Canals**  
*Physical Description:* Symbols explained; 19 x 25 cm.  
cmc  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Nor Am 3766  
**United States 1808**  
*Physical Description:* 28.5 x 35.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Nor Am 3767  
**General Map of the United States Showing the area and extent of then Free & Slave-holding States and the Territories of the Union 1857**  
*Physical Description:* 33.5 x 41 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Nor Am 3768  
**A New Map of the United States of America ... / Cary, John, cartographer / 1806**  
*Physical Description:* 46 x 51 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.  

**Call No:** Nor Am 3774  
**A Geological Map of the United States 1832**  
*Physical Description:* 25 x 39 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3777

The United States of North America with the British Territories, 1835

Physical Description: 54 x 64 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3781

United States of America Northern Part, by Neele, engraver, 1828

Physical Description: 51 x 69.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4155

Der Bundesdistrict Columbia, Virginien, Nord-Carolina, Maryland, Delaware, 19th c.

Physical Description: der Bundesdistrict Columbia; Blatt IV; 22.5 x 27 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4165 O S

Chesapeake Bay, 1861-62

Physical Description: 65 x 80 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4168

The United States of North America

Physical Description: 20 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4170

United States, 1820

Physical Description: 21 x 25 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4171

United States

Physical Description: 3 vignettes; 2 portraits; 25.5 x 34 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Nor Am 4172

**United States**
- Physical Description: 22.5 x 27.5 cm.
- Smith, Mrs. W. S. T., gift

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4173

**The United States**
- Physical Description: 22 x 27 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4175

**United States**
- Findlay, engraver
- Physical Description: 19 x 24.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4180

**Part of North America comprehending the Course of the Ohio, New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Carolina, & Georgia**
- Physical Description: Inset: Supplement to Carolina ; 21.5 x 29.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4186

**New Map of the United States1862, ca.**
- Physical Description: Supplement to the Sunderland Herald ; 45 x 35 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4191

**United States of America -- Course of the River St. Lawrence from Lake Ontario to Manicouagan Pt.1800 ca.**
- Physical Description: 2 maps on 1 sheet : St. Lawrence is B & W; Orientation: Northeast at top ; US: 41 x 38 cm.; St. Lawrence 41 x 23 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4226

**Railroads -- Part to the Maps of New York Connecticut Rhode Island & Massachusetts showing the proposed route of the N.Y. Providence & Boston Railroad19th c.**
- Physical Description: 36 x 57 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Nor Am 4228

**Railroads: United States, exhibiting the Railroads and Canals**
- Physical Description: 19 x 25 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4229

**Railroads Map of the St. Louis Iron Mountain and Southern Railway**
- Physical Description: MS notes ; 26 x 36 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- U. S. east -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4193

**United States of North America (eastern & central)1863**
- Physical Description: 43 x 63.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms

**Call No:** Nor Am 3370

**Amérique Septentrionale / Meissas & Michelot, cartographer / 1852**
- Physical Description: Insets: Guadeloupe, Martinique ; 38 x 48.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms

**Call No:** Nor Am 1065

**A Map of the Five Great Lakes with part of Pensilvania, New York, Canada and Hudsons Bay Territories etc1755**
- Physical Description: 21.5 x 26.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- U. S. middle -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 3740

**Indiana und Ohio19th c.**
- Physical Description: 22 x 27 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 3741

**Map of Indiana and Ohio with part of Michigan Territory19th c.**
- Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Cincinnati ; 25 x 39.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3742
Iowa, Missouri u. Illinois 19th c.
  Physical Description: 27 x 22 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3743
Kentucky / Melish, John, 1771-1822, cartographer / 1815, ca
  Physical Description: Watermark; 19.5 x 37.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3744
Map of Kentucky and Tennessee 1831
  Physical Description: 25 x 39.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3745
Kentucky und Tennessee 19th c.
  Physical Description: Blatt VII; 22 x 27 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3747
Michigan 19th c.
  Physical Description: Insets: Lake Superior, Geological Map of Isle Royale; Blatt X; 23 x 27 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3748
Minnesotta und Wisconsin 19th c.
  Physical Description: Inset: Southern Wisconsin; 23 x 27 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3751
Map of Missouri and Illinois 1850
  Physical Description: 28 x 36.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.
**Tennessee and Kentucky**

*Physical Description:* 20 x 26 cm.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*
North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

**United States North America The South Central Section Comprising Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Western Territory and part of Missouri / Swanston, cartographer / 19th c.**

*Physical Description:* 52 x 40 cm.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*
North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

**United States South West 1848**

*Physical Description:* 41 x 31.5 cm.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*
North America -- U. S. middle -- 19th c.

**Nova Belgica et Anglia Nova / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, & Blaeu, J. 1596-1673, cartographer / 1635**

*Physical Description:* Orientation: East at top; 39 x 50.5 cm..Scale: 1: 3.3 mill.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*
North America -- U. S. N E -- 17th c.

**A New and Accurate Map of the present Seat of War in North America ... Engraved for the Royal Magazine G. Rollos, engraver 18th c.**

*Physical Description:* 17 x 22 cm.

*Subjects and Indexing Terms*
North America -- U. S. N E -- 18th c.

**A Map of the Seat of War in the Southern Part of Virginia, North Carolina, and the Northern Part of South Carolina / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1781**

*Physical Description:* 28 x 34.5 cm.
A New and accurate Map of the present Seat of War in North America from a late Survey 1775

Physical Description: Watermark; 29 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 18th c.

An Accurate Map of Rhode Island, Part of Connecticut and Massachusetts, shewing Admiral Arbuthnot's Station Blocking up Admiral Ternay Jno Lodge, engraver 1780

Physical Description: 28 x 38 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 18th c.

The State of Massachusetts Compiled from the best Authorities / Lewis, Samuel, cartographer / 1795

Physical Description: 36.5 x 47.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 18th c.

A New ans Accurate Map of New Jeesey, Pensilvania, New York and New England with the adjacent Countries. Drawn from Surveys, assisted by the most approved Modern Maps and Charts and regulated by Astronomical Observations / Bowen, Eman., d. 1767, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: Watermark; No. 62; 35 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 18th c.

Nova Anglia Septentrionali Americae implantata Anglorumque coloniis florentissima / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1720, ca.

Physical Description: Watermark; 49 x 58 cm.
Timothy Hopkins gift?
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 18th c.

Rhode Island and Connecticut / Harris, H., cartographer / Hill, engraver19th c.?

Physical Description: 20 x 33.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.

Northern Provinces of the United States 1817

Physical Description: Vignette: Great Falls of Niagara; 50 x 58 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.
North America

Call No: Nor Am 3795
Cape Cod--Cape Cod Bay--Barnstable Bay / Abbot, Charles, R. N., cartographer /
Physical Description: MS ; 23 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3796
Chart of Long Island Sound / Abbot, Charles, R. N., cartographer /
Physical Description: MS ; 21 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4169
The North Eastern Part of the United States 19th c.
Physical Description: Inset: Part of Virginia & Maryland ; 19 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4176
New England and New York in 16971830
Physical Description: 19.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4182
Map of the State of New York with Part of Upper Canada 1831
Physical Description: Inset: New York (city plan) ; 25 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4183
United States North East 1848
Physical Description: 32 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4189
United States ... North America ... The North Eastern States ... / Swanston, The North Eastern States ... / Swanston, cartographer / 19th c.
Physical Description: 40 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. N E -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Nor Am 3726  
**View of the Country round the Falls of Niagara / Melish, artist ; / Melish, John, 1771-1822, cartographer / Vallance, engraver1815, ca.**  
Physical Description: 17 x 10.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. north -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 0031  
**Nova Virginia Tabula / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1642**  
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Verso: Dutch text; Inset: Powhatan & council in his dwelling ; 37.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 1.2 mill.  
Hopkins, Timothy, gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. E -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 0033  
**Virginiae Item et Floridae Americae Provinciarum, nova Descriptio / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1628**  
Physical Description: Verso: Latin text and a MS note about a date apparently erroneous. ; 34.5 x 45.5 cm..Scale: 1: 3 mill.?  
Hopkins, Timothy, gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. E -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 1066  
**La Floride / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 17th c.?**  
Physical Description: Watermark (Lister 140, ca. 1696) ; 17.5 x 25 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. E -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 1071  
**A New Map of North & South Carolina, & Georgia. Drawn from the best Authorities ... For the London Magazine / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1765**  
Physical Description: 17.5 x 23 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. E -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 1085  
**A New and Accurate Map of North Carolina in America1779**  
Physical Description: Watermark ; 27 x 35.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- U. S. E -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 1093

Map of the Southern States of America, comprehending Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, Territory S th of the Ohio, North Carolina Tennessee Governmt, South Carolina & Georgia / Russell, artist ; / Russell, J., cartographer / Russell, engraver1795

Physical Description: 36.5 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1094

A New Mapp of Carolina (Some title lettering removed)

Physical Description: Inset: A Large Draught of Ashley & Coopers River ; 42.5 x 51.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3701

Virginia

Physical Description: 20.5 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3701

Virginia from de l’Amerique

Physical Description: Tome IV Figure CXXV p. 289 ; 20.5 x 16 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3704

A New Map of Virginia from the best Authorities / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1761

Physical Description: 18.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3705

A New and Accurate Map of Virginia and Part of Maryland and Pennsylvania J. Lodge, engraver1780

Physical Description: 28 x 37.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3708

A New and Accurate Map of the Province of South Carolina in North America

Physical Description: Watermark; 33.5 x 28 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3709

A New and Accurate Map of the Chief Parts of South Carolina and Georgia from the Best Authorities

J. Lodge, engraver

Physical Description: Watermark; 28 x 38 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3711

A Map of Part of West Florida, from the Pensacola to the Mouth of the Iberville River with a view to shew the proper Spot for a Settlement on the Mississippi

J. Lodge, engraver

Physical Description: Inset: Plan for a New Settlement; Attached sheet of relevant text: Letter from J.P. to Mr. Urban "Sketch for a Settlement on the Mississippi"; 19.5 x 34.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3712 a, b

A New and Accurate Map of East and West Florida ...

Drawn from the best Authorities

(a) Prockter, engraver

(b) 1765

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; (a) 18.5 x 22 cm.; (b) 17.5 x 22.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3713

Floride from l'Amerique

Physical Description: Figure CXXVIII p. 295; 15.5 x 11.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3715

Map of the Province of West Florida / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer

1781

Physical Description: Inset: Enlarged Plan of Pensacola; 19.5 x 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3716

A Map of the New Government of East & West Florida. Gibson, engraver 1763

Physical Description: Inset: Plan of the Harbour and Settlement of Pensacola; 19.5 x 25.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3717

A Map of East and West Florida, Georgia and Louisiana with the Islands of Cuba, Bahama and the countries surrounding and Gulf of Mexico, with the tract of the Spanish Galleons, and of our fleets thro' the Straits of Florida, from the best authorities. Lodge, engraver 1781

Physical Description: Watermark; 28 x 37 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3721

A Plan of Amelia Harbour and Barr in East Florida, Survey'd in Jany 1775 by Jacob Blamey Master of his Majesty's Schooner St. John 1794

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Keyed references; Watermark; 60 x 40 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4166 1, 2

The Peninsula and Gulf of Florida, or the New Bahama Channel, with the Bahama Islands / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1794

Physical Description: map split into 2 sheets; 91 x 63 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 1078

The State of North Carolina from the best Authorities / Lewis, Samuel, fl. 1831, cartographer / Vallance, engraver 19th c.

Physical Description: 28 x 47.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3703

Virginia Hill, engraver 1812, ca.

Physical Description: 12 x 19.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 3706
A Map of those parts of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina & Georgia which were the scenes of the most important Operations of the Southern Armies ...
Engraved for the Life of Washington 1806
Physical Description: 37 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3710
Map of the States of North & South Carolina
Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Charleston; 25.5 x 38.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3714
Florida
Physical Description: Inset: Istokpoga Tract Plan of Estate (central Florida); 30.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3718
Map of the State of Florida 1832
Physical Description: 21 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3720
Map of Florida 1850
Physical Description: Insets: Pensacola, Tallahassee, Harbour of St. Augustine; Information on Water Routes; References; 37 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3737
Map of Alabama and Georgia 1831
Physical Description: 26 x 39 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.
**A New Map of Alabama with its Roads & Distances from place to place, along the Stage and Steam Boat Routes**

**Physical Description:** 36.5 x 19.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

---

**Geographical, Statistitical, Historical Map of South Carolina**

**Physical Description:** Extensive text ; map 32 x 37.5 cm.; Overall size, 42 x 52 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

---

**United States of America Southern Part**

**Physical Description:** 51 x 69.5 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

---

**Southern Provinces of the United States**

**Physical Description:** Vignette: Characteristic Scenery of the Hudson River ; 50.5 x 59 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

---

**The Southern States -- United States of North America (South Eastern Division) / Bartholomew, cartographer / 19th c.**

**Physical Description:** 50 x 61 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

---

**Southern Georgia and Part of South Carolina**

**Physical Description:** 63.5 x 90 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

---

**Northern Part of Florida**

**Physical Description:** 43 x 59 cm.

**CMC**

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 4164 O S

[South Carolina]1865
   Physical Description: Inset: South Carolina coast & Charleston ; 59 x 83 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4187

United States South East1848
   Physical Description: Inset: So. Florida ; 41 x 31.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4190

United States ... North America ... The South Eastern States / Swanston,
cartographer / 19th c.
   Physical Description: 40 x 51.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. S E -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3719

Map of Louisiana from D'Anville's Atlas / Haywood, artist ; / Bowen, engraver1788
   Physical Description: Inset: Upper Louisiana - For a more accurate Knowledge of which
   we must refer to our Map of North America ; 31 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3734

A New Map of the River Mississippi from the Sea to Bayagoulas1761
   Physical Description: 18 x 24 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4178

Louisiana as formerly claimed by France and now containing part of British America
to the East & Spanish America to the West of the Mississippi River from the best
Authorities ... T. Kitchin, Geogr / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1765
   Physical Description: 18 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 3739

Arkansas, Louisiana und Mississippi19th c.
   Physical Description: 28 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Nor Am 3746</th>
<th>A New Map of Louisiana with its Canals, Roads &amp; Distances from place to place along the Stage and Steam Boat Routes 1850</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Inset: New Orleans; 30 x 36.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Nor Am 3749</th>
<th>Map of Mississippi, Louisiana and the Arkansas Territory 1832</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 41 x 27 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Nor Am 3750</th>
<th>A New Map of Mississippi with its Roads &amp; Distances 1850</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 36 x 29.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Nor Am 4151</th>
<th>Georgia 1851?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 13 x 15.5 cm. Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Nor Am 4152</th>
<th>North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 20 x 26 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Nor Am 4153</th>
<th>Georgia &amp; Florida 1856</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Inset: Continuation of Florida; 37.5 x 27.5 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: Nor Am 4154</th>
<th>Map of the States of North and South Carolina 19th c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Inset: Plan of Charleston; 25 x 40 cm. CMC Subjects and Indexing Terms North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: Nor Am 4156
Alabama, Georgia, Süß Carolina und Florida 19th C.
   Physical Description: Blatt V; 33 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4157
Arkansas, Louisiana und Mississippi 1962
   Physical Description: Blatt VI; 28 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4158
Seat of War in Virginia (sheet 2) 1862
   Physical Description: 46 x 31 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4159
Seat of War in Virginia (sheet 3) 1863
   Physical Description: 31 x 46 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. south -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0075
A New Map of Virginia 1738
   Physical Description: Dedication to Thomas Lord Fairfax; 33.5 x 21.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. South East -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0521
Oregon, Washington, California, Utah & New Mexico 1858
   Physical Description: Inset: Vicinity of San Francisco; 32.5 x 27 cm.
   purchase, 1978
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. west -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0535
Map of California, Oregon, Texas and the Territories adjoining with routes, etc. / Colton, J. H., cartographer / 1849
   Physical Description: 53 x 46 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   North America -- U. S. west -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 2529
Map of the proposed Humboldt Canal F. Lauteren, Engineer / Lauteren, F., cartographer /
Physical Description: Orientation: Northwest at top ; 22.5 x 60 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. west -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4188
United States of North America (Western States) / Johnston, Keith, F. R. S. E., cartographer / 19th c.
Physical Description: 46 x 57.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. west -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4220
Pacific Wagon Roads: Map of the Western Division of the Fort Kearney South Pass and Honey Lake Road Surveyed under the direction of John Kirk by F. A. Bishop Engineer Supdt1857
Physical Description: 54 x 88 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. west -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4248
Map of the Territory of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean Ordered by the Hon. Jeff'n Davis, Secretary of War...Explorations for a Railroad Route, 1853 - 57
Physical Description: reproduction (1960) : List of surveys used ; 48 x 52.5 cm..Scale: 1 : 3,000,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. west -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4553
Map of the Trans - Mississippi Territory of the United States during the period of the American Fur Trade as conducted from St. Louis between the years 1807 and, 1848 ... Showing the location of Indian TribesTrading Posts, Routes of Travel and other features of interest. / Paul Burgoldt, artist ; / 1901
Physical Description: 51.5 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- U. S. west -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4746
Physical Description: 22.5 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Utah -- 19th c.
**Call No:** Nor Am 4747  
**The Great Salt Lake (Mormon) City and surrounding Country (on an Enlarged Scale)** / Weller, E., cartographer / 1863  
Physical Description: Welsh settlement identified; 21.5 x 30.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- Utah -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4741  
**Utah and New Mexico 1857?**  
Physical Description: Early extended area, proposed railroads; 13 x 15.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- Utah, New Mex -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4550  
**Routes of the Pioneers -- Modern map of Utah with routes of various pioneer expeditions and dates superimposed**  
Physical Description: reproduction (adv.); 65 x 52 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- Utah-California -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4549  
**Virginia, Discovered and Discribed by Captain John Smith, 1612; Graven by William Hole** / Smith, J., cartographer / Hole, engraver  
Physical Description: reproduction; Orientation: West at top; 37 x 52.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- Virginia -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 4733  
**Lloyd’s Official Map of the State of Virginia From an actual Survey by order of the Executive, 1828 & 1859 ... Corrected and revised 1862** / J. T. Lloyd  
Physical Description: Several advertisements for other Lloyd publications, transport information, geology, etc., as well as a long extreme anti-abolitionist and pro-South statement reprinted from another Lloyd publication; This is the only map used to plan campaigns in Virginia by Gen. McClellan; 77 x 120 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- Virginia -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 0279  
**Nova Mexico / du Val, P., 1619-1683, cartographer / 1679**  
Physical Description: California island; 3rd state; 10 x 12 cm.; Scale: (McL. ca 1:33 mill.)  
Jones, R. L., bequest  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
North America -- West -- 17th c.
Map of the Oregon Territory by the U. S. Exploring Expedition, Charles Wilkes, Esq. Commander, 1841 / Wilkes, Chas., 1798-1877, cartographer / 1856
Physical Description: 58.5 x 89.5 cm.
Buck gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- West -- 19th c.

Mexico, California and Texas1850, ca.
Physical Description: Vignettes: Ruins at Uxmal (Yucatan), Gold washing, Mexican Oeasantry; 25.5 x 33 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- West -- 19th c.

Physical Description: 22.5 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- west -- 19th c.

The Great Salt Lake (Mormon) City and surrounding Country (on an Enlarged Scale) / Weller, E., cartographer / Weller, engraver1863
Physical Description: Welsh Settlement identified; 21.5 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- west -- 19th c.

Territory of Wyoming1888
Physical Description: folded; 71 x 85 cm..Scale: 12 miles = 1 inch
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- west -- 19th c.

Map of the States of Kansas and Texas and Indian Territory, with parts of the Territories of Colorado and New Mexico From the most recent official surveys and explorations and other authentic information, 2nd edition corrected in 18741867
Physical Description: 2 folded sheets; each 60 x 87 cm..Scale: 1: 1,500,000
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- west -- 19th c.
Call No: Nor Am 0044

**A New and Accurate Map of Mexico or New Spain Together with California, New Mexico, etc. ... Drawn from the best Modern Maps & Chart & Regulated by Astron'l Observations by Eman Bowen / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 1750, ca.**

Physical Description: Inset: The Gallipago Islands Discovered & Described by Capt. Cowley in 1684; Watermark; 35.5 x 42 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- West & Mexico -- 18th c.

Call No: Nor Am 0041

**Map of Mexico, Texas, Old and New California and Yucatan / Kellogg, F. B. & E. C., cartographer / 1847**

Physical Description: Insets: Plan of Battle of Monterey, Sept. 1846, Battle of San Juan d'Ulloa, Map of San Juan d'Ulloa & Vera Cruz; 44 x 60 cm.

Quigley, Margaret, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- West & Mexico -- 19th c.

Call No: Nor Am 4748

**Territory of Wyoming 1888**

Physical Description: folded; 71 x 85 cm. .Scale: 1 inch = 12 miles

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
North America -- Wyoming -- 19th c.

Oceania

Call No: Wat 4758 a,b

**Pacific Ocean on Mercator's Projection**

Physical Description: Australia maps

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceania -- Australia

Call No: Oceania 0673

**Chart of New Holland with the Adjacent Countries and New Discover'd Islands 1787**

Physical Description: Inset: Botany Bay on the Eastern Coast of New Holland with the Adjacent Harbours; 16 x 36.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceania -- Australia -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4774

**A Chart of Australia shewing the Depth of the Sea**

Physical Description: 28 x 48.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceania -- Australia -- 19th c.
Call No: Oceania 4782
# 51: Plan of the Baie d'Estaing on the Eastern Coast of Tchoka ...de la Pérouse and de Langle / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
   Physical Description: 36 x 24 cm.
   CMCN
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Oceania -- Baie d'Estaing -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4781
# 49: Plan of the Baie de Langle on the West side of the Ile of Tchoka / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
   Physical Description: 38 x 24 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Oceania -- Baie de Langle -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4780
# 48: Plan of the Baie de Ternai Situate on the Coast of Tartary ... This Bay was discovered the 22nd of June 1787 by the French Frigates la Boussole & l'Astrolabe The Variation of the Compass was found to be only 4 East / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
   Physical Description: 36 x 24.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Oceania -- Baie de Ternai -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4762
A New and Accurate Chart of the Discoveries of Capn Cook and other later Circumnavigators exhibiting Norfolk Island and Port Jackson ... Whole Coast of New South Wales ... Nootka Sound ... Pelew ... J. Lodge Jr., engraver
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 42.5 x 34 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Oceania -- Cook & misc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4801
# 10: (a) Cook's Bay on the West side of Easter Island -- (b) Plan of Easter Island taken in April 1786 -- (c) View of Easter Island on the scale of two Inches to a League / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
   Physical Description: 4 views ; (a) 36.5 x 24.5 cm.; (b) 22.5 x 23 cm.; (c) 12.5 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Oceania -- Easter Island -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4768
Chart of the Friendly Islands
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Oceania -- Friendly Islands -- 18th c.
# 68: Part of the Great Pacific Ocean shewing the Route of the Spanish Frigate la Princesa commanded by Don Franco Antonio Maurelle in 1787 / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798

**Physical Description:** 24 x 38 cm.
**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Oceania -- la Princesa -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4798

# 64: Chart of the Archipelago of Navigators Discovered by Mr de la Bougainville in May 1768 and explored by the Boussole and the Astrolabe in December 1787 / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798

**Physical Description:** Inset: Extract from the Charts of Mr de Bougainville's voyage round the World in 1768 ; 38 x 49 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Oceania -- Navigators arch. -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4763

Carte de l'Océanie par S. Vivien, Géographe et Gravée par Giraldon-Bovinet / Vivien, cartographer / 1824

**Physical Description:** 30 x 40.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Oceania -- Oceania -- 19th c.

Call No: Oceania 4759

Plan of Englishmen's Harbour in Oroolong, one of the Pelew Islands, by Hy Wilson Junr May 1st 1788

**Physical Description:** 24 x 20 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Oceania -- Pelew Islands -- 19th c.

Call No: Oceania 4771

Polynesia Islands in the Pacific Ocean / J. Rapkin, artist ; / J. Rapkin, engraver

**Physical Description:** Vignettes: Kalakakooa, Sandwich Islands, Otaheite, Resolution Bay, Marquesas, Harbour of Dory, New GuineaNOceania ; 26 x 35.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Oceania -- Polynesia -- 19th c.

Call No: Oceania 4775

Oceania, or Islands in the Pacific Ocean, on Mercator's Projection, comprising Polynesia, Malaysia and Australasia / Johnson, Hugh, cartographer /

**Physical Description:** 40.5 x 50.5 cm.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**
Oceania -- Polynesia, et al. -- 19th c.
Call No: Oceania 4773

A Chart of the Track of the Alexander Her Homeward Passage from Port Jackson, East Coast of New South Wales to Batavia; Performed in the Year 1788 under the Direction of Lieut. John Shortland, by Thomas George Shortland

Harrison Reid, engraver 1789

Physical Description: 27 x 36 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceania -- Port Jackson, etc. -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4765

Chart of the Society Islands discovered by Lieut. J. Cook 1769

J. Cheevers, engraver

Physical Description: Watermark; 28.5 x 44 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceania -- Society Islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4766

Matavia Bay in Otaheite -- Owharre Harbour in Huaheine -- Ohameno Harbour in Ulietea -- Oopoa Harbour in Ulietea

Hatchet, engraver

Physical Description: 4 maps on 1 sheet; each 10.5 x 14.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceania -- Society Islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4761

A Chart of a Track of Land in the Southern Pacific Ocean, Discovered by Lieut. John Shortland; in his Homeward bound Passage from the Eastern Coast of New South Wales By Thomas Geo. Shortland of the Royal Navy August 20th 1788

Physical Description: Watermark; 32.5 x 36.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceania -- south Pacific -- 18th c.

Call No: Oceania 4760

Part of the Tropical Discoveries of the Resolution Sloop, Captain J. Cook in 1774

Physical Description: Views: (mounted, from another source) Cook's ship, Endeavor River, Ice Islands; map 21 x 12.5 cm.; sheet 23.5 x 36.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceania -- various -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4778

[Boussole & Astrolabe voyage: Hawaii, Kurile, Maouna and others] / La Pérouse, cartographer /

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceania -- various islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4779

[Boussole & Astrolabe voyage: Hawaii, Kurile, Maouna and others] / La Pérouse, cartographer /

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Oceania -- various islands -- 18th c.
Oceania

Call No: Isl 4784
[Bousole & Astrolabe voyage: Hawaii, Kurile, Maouna and others] / La Pérouse, cartographer /
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceania -- various islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4785
[Bousole & Astrolabe voyage: Hawaii, Kurile, Maouna and others] / La Pérouse, cartographer /
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceania -- various islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4787
[Bousole & Astrolabe voyage: Hawaii, Kurile, Maouna and others] / La Pérouse, cartographer /
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceania -- various islands -- 18th c.

Call No: Isl 4800
[Bousole & Astrolabe voyage: Hawaii, Kurile, Maouna and others] / La Pérouse, cartographer /
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oceania -- various islands -- 18th c.

Russia

Call No: Russia 2264
Aratov
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Aratov -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2259
Russia in Europe Part II: Olonetz, Vologda, Saroslavl, Viatka, Arkhangel, Perm1834-35
Physical Description: 32 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- areas listed -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2260
Russia in Europe Part III: Kourland, St. Petersburg, Livonia, Vilna, Pskov, Esthonia, Vitebsk1834
Physical Description: 32 x 40 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- areas listed -- 19th c.
Call No: Russia 2261
[Russia in Europe Part IV: Novgorod, Iaroslav, Tver, Moskva (Moscow), Smolensk, Vladimir, Vologda] 1834
  Physical Description: 33 x 41 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- areas listed -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2262
Russia in Europe Part V: Vilna, Minsk, Grodno, Kiev, Volhynia, Tchernigow, Podolia, Smolensk 1835
  Physical Description: 40 x 33.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- areas listed -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Russia in Europe Part VI: Kalouga, Moskva, Riazan, Orlov or Orel, Toula, Voronej, Kharkov or Ukraine, Koursk 1835
  Physical Description: 40.5 x 32.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- areas listed -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2265
Russia in Europe Part VIII: Podolia, Iekaterinoslav, Bessarabia, Taurina, Kherson, Krimea 1835
  Physical Description: Inset: Index map for Plates I - IX ; 32.5 x 41 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- areas listed -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2266
Russia in Europe Part IX: Caucasus, Astrakhan, Circassia, Georgia 1835
  Physical Description: 32 x 40.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- areas listed -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2259
Arkhangel
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- Arkhangel -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2294
Armenia, Colchis, Iberia, Albania / S. Hall, artist ; / S. Hall, engraver 1829
  Physical Description: 18.5 x 24 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- Armenia, et al. -- 19th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E Asia 1591</td>
<td>Russia -- Asiatic Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia 2264 &amp; 2266</td>
<td>Astrakhan Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Astrakhan -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia 2265</td>
<td>Bessarabia Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Bessarabia -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wat 2225</td>
<td>Panoramic View of the Black Sea &amp; Surrounding Country, 1858 Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Black Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wat 2270</td>
<td>Black Sea &amp; Surrounding Country Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Black Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wat 4526</td>
<td>Carte Réduite de la Mer Noire, 1772 Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Black Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wat 2138</td>
<td>Black Sea / Rapkin, J., cartographer / Rapkin, engraver19th c.? Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Black Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wat 2139</td>
<td>Caspian Sea Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Caspian Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wat 2239</td>
<td>Révolution de la Mer Caspienne Subjects and Indexing Terms Russia -- Caspian Sea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Caspian Sea
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Caspian Sea

Call No: Russia 2266
Caucasus
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Caucasus -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2200
Casanie Regnum cum adiacentibus Provinciis et Parte Fluvii Volgae
Physical Description: No. 9 ; 48.5 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- central

Call No: Russia 4521
Ukrania quae et Terra Cosaccorum cum vicinis Wallachiae, Moldaviae, ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1720 , ca.
Physical Description: Watermark ; 48 x 67.5 cm.
1991 purchase
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- central -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2266
Circassia
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Circassia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2265
Krimea
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Crimea -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2295
The Crimea
Hughes, engraver
Physical Description: Inset: Enlarged plan of Sevastopol ; 23 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Crimea -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 1136
Tractus Borysthenis vulgo Dniepr ... Pontum Euxinum ...
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Dnieper River
Call No: Russia 1136
**Tractus Borysthenis vulgo Dniepr et Niepr dicti à Kiovia ad Urbum Aczakow ubi in Pontium Euxinum se exonerat / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83**

Physical Description: 45.5 x 54 cm.
Williams, Rona, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Dniepr river -- 17th c.

Call No: Wat 0471
**Dwinae Fluvii ca 1680**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Dvina River

Call No: Russia 0471
**Dwinae Fluvii nova descriptio / Jansson, J., 1596-1664, et al., cartographer / 1680 - 83**

Physical Description: Plate IX ; 46.5 x 54.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Dvina River -- 17th c.

Call No: E Asia 1708
**Russia in Asia ...**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- east

Call No: Asia 0212
**Russian Empire**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: Asia 0760
**Russian Empire**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: Asia 0796
**Russian Empire**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: Asia 2112
**Russian Empire**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: Asia 2117
**Russian Empire**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire
Call No: Asia 2151
European Part of Russian Empire
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: E Asia 0308 a, b, c
Russian Empire & Tartary
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: E Asia 0451
Russian Empire
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: E Asia 0755
Russian Empire
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire

Call No: Russia 2110
New and Accurate Map of the Whole Russian Empire contained both in Europe and Asia / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: No. 40 ; 35 x 46.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2115
An Accurate Map of the Russian Empire both in Europe and Asia / Bowen, Thomas, d. 1790, cartographer / 1785
Physical Description: 33.5 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2116
The Russian Empire, in Europe & Asia, wuth the Northern Discoveries Between Asia & North America / Bowen, Thomas, d. 1790, cartographer / 1750 ca.
Physical Description: 32.5 x 45 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2133
The Russian Empire in Europe & Asia / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: 22 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Empire -- 18th c.
Call No: Russia 2232
The Whole Russian Empire -- European Part with the Several Countries ... Asiatic Part ... Coast of North America / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1772
   Physical Description: 49 x 128.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2285
Carte de l'Empire de Russie: European Russia -- Asiatic Russia / Aubert, cartographer / Tardieu, P. F., engraver 1800, ca.
   Physical Description: 2 sheets ; 54 x 60 cm. ca.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Empire -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 0010
Russian Empire / Thomson, John & Co., fl. 1814-69, cartographer / N. R. Hewitt, engraver 1814
   Physical Description: 49 x 59 cm.
   Jones, R. L. bequest
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Empire -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2209
Russian Empire
   Physical Description: 25 x 40.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Empire -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2260
Esthonia
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Esthonia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2266
Georgia
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Georgia -- 19th c.

Call No: Misc 2240
Carte du Gouvernement Civil et Ecclesiastique de Moscovie ...
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Government

Call No: Misc 2240
Carte du Gouvernement Civil et Ecclesiastique de Moscovie ... Officiers de la Cour
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Government
Call No: Russia 2262
Grodno
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Grodno -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2261
Iaroslav
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Iaroslav -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2265
Iekaterinoslav
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Iekaterinoslav -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Kalouga
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Kalouga -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Kazan
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Kazan -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Kharkov
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Kharkov -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2265
Kherson
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Kherson -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2262
Kiev
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Kiev -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Kostroma
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Kostroma -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2260
Kourland
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Kourland -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Koursk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Koursk -- 19th c.
Call No: Russia 2260
Livonia
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Livonia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2262
Minsk
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Minsk -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2261, 2263, 2264
Moskva
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Moscow -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 0168
Moschovia nuova Tavola / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
Physical Description: Latin text ; 18.5 x 24 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Moscow, Tartary -- 16th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Nijnii Novgorod
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Nijnii Novgorod -- 19th c.

Call No: Mil 1038
Cronstadt fortifications 1820
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- North

Call No: Russia 2131
Carte des Pais Habités par les Samojedes et Ostiacs
Physical Description: Tome S Page 118, Carte 24 ; 17 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2149
...Eastern Part of Northern States ... includes Eastern Part of Sweden, European Russia ...
Physical Description: Tables of information at right. ; 51 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- North -- 18th c.
Call No: Russia 4522

Carte Nouvelle de Moscovie represente la partie Septentrionale / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1719-50
- Physical Description: 41.5 x 55.5 cm.
- purchase 1991
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- North -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2219

Partie Septentle de la Russie d'Europe / Giraldon, fl. 1815, cartographer / Chamouin, engraver
- Physical Description: 23 x 30 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2292

Northern Part of Russia, in Europe
- Physical Description: Pl. V ; 19.5 x 22 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 4529

Northern Part of Russia, in Europe
- Darton Jun., engraver
- Physical Description: 19 x 21 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- North -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2136

Scythia et Serica
- Toms, W. H., engraver
- Physical Description: Tab. XXI ; 20.5 x 30 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- North -- antiquity

Call No: Russia 4520

Ingermanlandiae seu Ingriae, MDCCXXXIV1734
- Physical Description: Inset: View of St Petersburg; 13 keyed references to St. Petersburg area. ; 47.5 x 56 cm.
  - 1991 purchase
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- North St. Petersb. -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2261

Novgorod
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Russia -- Novgorod -- 19th c.
Russia

Call No: Russia 2259
Olonetz
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Olonetz -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Orel
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Orel -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Orenbourg
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Orenbourg -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Orlov
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Orlov -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Penza
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Penza -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2259, 2264
Perm
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Perm -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2262, 2265
Podolia
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Podolia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2260
Pskov
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Pskov -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Riazan
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Riazan -- 19th c.

Call No: Asia 2114
Russia & its Governments
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia
Russia

Call No: Russia 0269
Russiae, Moschoviae et Tartariae Descripto Auctore Antonio Jenkinsono Anglo edita
Londoni Anno 1562 et dedicata illustriss: D, Henrico Sydneo Wallie presidi / Ortelius,
A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below
Physical Description: French text; Watermark; 36 x 45 cm. Scale: 1: 12 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 16th c.

Call No: Russia 4523 OS
La Russie Blanche ou Moscovie Divisée suivant l'Estendue des Royaumes. Duchés,
Principalités, Provinces et Peuples qui sont Presentement soubs la Domination du
Czar de la Russie ... (outer title lists almost 40 distinct subdivisions.) / Sanson, N.,
1600-1667, cartographer / 1670, ca.
Physical Description: 58.5 x 80 cm.
purchase 1991
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 17th c.

Call No: Russia 0487
Nieuwe Kaart van Muskovie of Rusland ... 1734 / Tirion, Isaac, d. 1769, cartographer / 1744
Physical Description: 28.5 x 35 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 1002 a, b
Map of Moscovy, Poland, Little Tartary and ye Black Sea Corrections by Capt. John
Perry / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 1713, ca.
Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Insets: North Part of Russia; Assof and Mouth of
Don; Mouth and lower reach of Volga; Dedication to Peter Alexovitz, Absolute Lord of
Russia; each 61 x 98 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 1003
A Correct Map of Moscovy / Price, Charles, fl. 1658-1701, cartographer / 1711
Physical Description: Dedicated to Sir Thomas Powell; 96.5 x 64 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 1153
The Dominions of Moscovy in Europe / Moll, Herman, 1688-1745, cartographer / 18th
c.
Physical Description: 25 x 16 cm. Scale: 1715 ca.?
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.
Call No: Russia 2119
Russia or Moscovy in Europe. Lodge, engraver1783
Physical Description: 34 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2121
A Map of Moscovy or Russia in Europe ... / Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1767, cartographer / 1759
Physical Description: 19 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2128 a, b
Russia in Europe with its Dismemberments from Poland in 1773, 1793 and 1795George Allen, engraver(a) 1799 (b) 1809
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 31.5 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2134
A Map of the present Seat of War between the Russians, Poles, and Turks18th c.
Physical Description: 26 x 35.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2135
Russia
Physical Description: Plate 120 No. 56 page 589 ; 28 x 32.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2141
Moscovoy in Europe / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / 1720 ca.
Physical Description: Dedication to Abel Ketelbey ; 59.5 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2213
Moscovia o Russia
Physical Description: 28 x 34 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.
Call No: Russia 2215
The Russian Empire in Europe from the Sr. D'Anville ... / Bayly, J., cartographer / 1780 ca.
   Physical Description: 48.5 x 56 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2217 1&2
Carte de Russie: Northern half, Southern half / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1780
   Physical Description: 2 sheets: Dedication to Monseigneur André Artémonidès de Matueof; each 49.5 x 65.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2274
Russia / Russell, J. C., 18th c., cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: VI; 23 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2277
Russie d'Europe / Tardieu, J. B., 1746-1816, cartographer /
   Physical Description: 30.5 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2282
Partie Septentrionale et Meridionale de la Russie Europeenne Tartarie Russienne et Petite Tartarie
   Physical Description: 5; 24 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2291
Russia in Europe, divided into Governments ... Drawn from the latest Authorities / Wilkinson, R., fl. 1785, cartographer / T. Conder, engraver 1794
   Physical Description: NB. The Governments are named from the principal Town in each.; 27.5 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.
Call No: Russia 3831
Russia cum confiniis
Physical Description: 14.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2120
Muscovy or Russia in Europe Barlow, engraver 1806
Physical Description: 37 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2211
Russia in Europe
Physical Description: 7 vignettes ; 35 x 24.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2214
Russia / Hall, Sidney, fl. 1818-1860, cartographer /
Physical Description: 10 ; 52 x 41 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2216
Russia in Europe / Pinkerton, J., 1758-1826, cartographer / 1811
Physical Description: 61.5 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2220
Russia in Europe / Wyld?, artist ; / Thomson, cartographer / Hewitt, engraver 1814
Physical Description: Inset: Statue of Peter the Great at St. Petersburg ; 31 x 22.5 cm. .
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2251 1&2
The Russian Dominions in Europe ... Russian Atlas of 1806 (Southern half and Northern half) / Nantiat, Jasper, 18th, 19th c., cartographer / 1806-08 ?
Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 55 x 93 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.
Call No: Russia 2253 a, b
(a) Russia in Europe -- (b) European Russia / Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826, cartographer / 1811
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Published in Edinburgh ; 60 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2254
Russia in Europe
Physical Description: 61.5 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2255
Russia in Europe / Swanston, cartographer /
Physical Description: 54 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2256
Map of Russia in Europe -- Geog. and Statistical Map of Russia / Gros, C., 18th, 19th c., cartographer / J. Walker, engraver1828
Physical Description: Extensive text ; map 34 x 26 cm.; Overall size of sheet, 42 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2275
Russia / Lizars, W. H, 1788-1859, cartographer / Lizars, engraver1828
Physical Description: 15 ; 22.5 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2276
Russia European Part / CMC, artist ; / Lizars, cartographer /
Physical Description: 28 x 22.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2278
Russie d'Europe / Lapié, Pierre, 1777-1851, cartographer / 1816
Physical Description: 26 ; 30.5 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.
Call No: Russia 2279

Russia

Physical Description: 27 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2281

European Russia

Physical Description: Russia 16 ; 26 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2283

Russia in Europe

Neele, engraver 1814

Physical Description: 23 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2284

Russia in Europe

Physical Description: 26.5 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2285

Russia in Europe / [Cary?], cartographer / 1822

Physical Description: 9 ; 23 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2286

Russia in Europe

Jones & Smith, engraver 1801

Physical Description: 25.5 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2287

Russia in Europe / Darton, W., fl. 1810-1837, cartographer / 1811

Physical Description: 29 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.
Russia

Call No: Russia 2288
Russia in Europe 1820
   Physical Description: 31 ; 35 x 27 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2289 1&2
(1) Northern Part of Russia in Europe -- (2) Southern Part of Russia in Europe (1)
   1804; (b) 1803
   Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 17 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Russia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2259
Saroslavl
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Saroslavl -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Simbirsk
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Simbirsk -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2261, 2262
Smolensk
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- Smolensk -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2123
Map of the Country between the Black and the Caspian Seas
   Physical Description: Orientation: South at top ; 17 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2124
The Sea of Azof or Lacus Maeotis. Russell, engraver
   Physical Description: III ; 17 x 36.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2126
Map of the Steppe between the Lower Volga and the Don Where the Caspian Sea was formerly united with that of Azof. Russell, engraver
   Physical Description: I ; 18 x 35.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Russia -- South -- 18th c.
Call No: Russia 2199

... Present Seat of War between the Russians, Poles and Turks ... To His Excellency the Count of Czernichew Commander in Chief of her Majesty the Empress of all the Russias Fleet and Gallies Lieutenant General of her Armies, one of the Lords of her Admiralty, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to his Majesty the King of Great Britain ... / Dury, Andrew, 18th c.; Bell, P., cartographer / (map) T. Bowen, engraver 1769

Physical Description: 84.5 x 126 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2242

Nouvelle Carte des Etats du Grand Duc de Moscovie en Europe Partie Meridionale

Physical Description: Tome 4 No. 31; 36 x 46 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2208

Southern Part of Russia in Europe 19th c.?

Physical Description: 19 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2224

Caucasus and Crimea / Crimea according to Huot & Demidoff ..., cartographer /

Physical Description: Inset: Sebastopol; 10 vignettes; 2 panoramic scenes; 8 human figures and animals; 45.5 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2226

Carte des Landes Situées entre le Volga et l'Oural, et des Contrees Voisines

Physical Description: Tom 1, Pl 29, Pag 706; 37.5 x 44 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2293

Southern Part of Russia, or Muscovy in Europe

Physical Description: Pl. VI; 19.5 x 22 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South -- 19th c.
Call No: Russia 2137
**Bosporus, Maeotis, Iberia, Albania et Sarmatia Asiaticus**
Toms, W. H., engraver

Physical Description: Tab. XXV ; 20.5 x 31 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South -- antiquity

Call No: Mil 1040
**Heights and Bay of Alma 1854**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South Crimea

Call No: Mil 1060
**Battle of Inkerman 1854**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South Crimea

Call No: Russia 2111
**A Map of the Roads of Crim Tartary, the Ancient Chersonesus Taurica 18th c.?**

Physical Description: 28.5 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South Crimea -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2223
**The Crimea**
Rapkin, engraver

Physical Description: Inset: Sebastopol before the investment by the Allies; 4 vignettes: Banks of the Alma, Eupatoria, Balaklava Harbour, Sebastopol ; 23.5 x 33 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South Crimea -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 1188
**Tabula Geographica continens Despotatus Wallachiae atque Moldavia ... Bessarabiae ... Podaliae / Hase, J. M., 1684-1742, cartographer / 1769**

Physical Description: 46.5 x 50.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South east -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
**Russia in Europe Part VII: Kostroma, Kazan, Orenbourg, Moskva, Viatka, Simbirsk, Voron, Astrakhan, Perm, Tambov, Aratov, Nijnni Novgorod, Vladimir, Penza, Toula, Zemlia Boiska Don 1835**

Physical Description: Note: Areas of Perm & Orenbourg extend across Oural mountains and are, therefore, in Asia. ; 31 x 40.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- South east -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2260
**St. Petersburg**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- St. Petersburg -- 19th c.
Russia

- **Tambov**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Tambov -- 19th c.

- **Taurina**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Taurina -- 19th c.

- **Tchernigow**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Tchernigow -- 19th c.

- **Toula**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Toula -- 19th c.

- **Tver**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Tver -- 19th c.

- **Ukraine**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Ukraine -- 19th c.

- **Viatka**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Viatka -- 19th c.

- **Vilna**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Vilna -- 19th c.

- **Vitebsk**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Vitebsk -- 19th c.

- **Vladimir**
  - Subjects and Indexing Terms
  - Russia -- Vladimir -- 19th c.
Russia

Call No: Russia 2118
Carte des Colonies Allemandes etablies sur le Volga dans le territoire de Saratof / Tardieu, A., cartographer / Tardieu, P. F., engraver 18th c.
Physical Description: Tom V Pi XIII P 251 et suivant ; 28.5 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Volga area -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2109
Naeukeurige Kaert van der Loop der groote Riviere Volga ... St. Petersburg ... 1754G. Sepp, engraver 1754
Physical Description: 38 x 28.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Volga river -- 18th c.

Call No: Russia 2262
Volhynia
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Volhynia -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2259, 2261
Vologda
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Vologda -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Voron
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Voron -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2263
Voronej
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- Voronej -- 19th c.

Call No: Russia 2264
Zemlia Boiska Don
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Russia -- ZemliaBoiskaDon -- 19th c.

South America

Call No: So Amer 0041
Brasil Nuova Tavola / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Latin text; Watermark ; 18.5 x 26 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil -- 16th c.
Call No: So Amer 0027  
Novus Brasiliae Typus -- Guiljelmus Blaeuw excudit Amstelodami / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635  
Physical Description: Inset: Baya de Todos Santos; Orientation: West at top; German text; Watermark; 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 7 mill.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
South America -- Brazil -- 17th c.  

Call No: So Amer 0028  
Brasilia: Excudebat Johannes Blaeu / Blaeu, J., 1586-1673, cartographer / post 1642  
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text; Watermark; Dedication to Christoph : A B Artischav Arciszewski ; 38.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1; 11 mill.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
South America -- Brazil -- 17th c.  

Call No: So Amer 0097  
Praefecturar Paranambucae pars Meridionalis (Section 2 of Marcgraf map of Brasil) / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1662  
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Inset: Natives with seine net, one lookout at top of laddered tower to warn of approaching fishermen with catch. ; 41.5 x 44 cm..Scale: 1: 450,000  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
South America -- Brazil -- 17th c.  

Call No: So Amer 0098  
Praefecturae Paranambucae pars Borealis una cum Praefectura de Itâmaraca (Section 3 of Marcgraf map of Brazil) / Blaeu, J., 1596-1673, cartographer / 1662  
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Inset: Sugar mill, Sea battle, Dutch & Spanish, 1640; Keyed references ; 41.5 x 53 cm..Scale: 1: 450,000  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
South America -- Brazil -- 17th c.  

Call No: So Amer 0428  
Carte der Provinz Goyaz ... Surveyed by Thos. Souza, Cavalry Major, in 1777 / von Eschwege, W., cartographer / 1777  
Physical Description: 27 x 37.5 cm.  
Branner, J. C, gift  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
South America -- Brazil -- 18th c.  

Call No: So Amer 1203  
Continuazione del Bresil Fol. II (12° - 24° )  
Physical Description: 23 x 17 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
South America -- Brazil -- 18th c.  

Call No: So Amer 1204  
Continuazione del Bresil (Fol. 3)  
Physical Description: 23 x 17 cm.  
cnc  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
South America -- Brazil -- 18th c.
Call No: So Amer 1213
South America. The Coast of Brazil Being Corrected by Mr. John Adams Anno 1772 / Adams, J., fl. 1670-1696, cartographer / Thos. Bowen, engraver 1772
Physical Description: Pl. III to face title Vol.I ; 26 x 23.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1243
Carte de la Partie Méridionale du Bresil, avec les Possessions Espagnoles voisines qui en sont a l'Ouest / Bonne, R., 1727-1795, cartographer / Dior, engraver 1785, ca.?
Physical Description: Prevailing winds indicated.; Liv. VIII No. 34 ; 21.5 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0103
Carte Géographique, Statistique et Historique du Brésil 19th c.
Physical Description: Extensive French text ; map 29 x 27.5 cm.; Overall size 46 x 60.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 0427
Carte eines Theils de Provinz Matto Grosso / von Eschwege, W., cartographer / 1828
Physical Description: Taf. IV ; 27 x 25 cm.
Branner, J. C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 0429
Carte des Golddistrictes ... S. Paolo ... Minas Geraes / von Eschwege, W., cartographer / 19th c.
Physical Description: 23.5 x 32 cm.
Branner, J. C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 0431
Theil der neuen Karte der Capitania von Minas Geraes / von Eschwege, W., cartographer / 1822
Physical Description: Taf. II ; 52 x 46 cm.
Branner, J. C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil -- 19th c.
The Great River Marañon or of ye Amazons, With the Mission of the Society of Jesus, Geographically describ'd by Samuel Fritz settled Missioner on ye said River F. I. de N of ye Society of Iesu late Missioner on this River Marañon Engrav'd it at Quito 1707 ... / (Fritz); Senex, J., cartographer / 1715, ca.?

Physical Description: Note: These inland Parts of South America being but little if at all known, wee thought it not proper to continue ye course of these Rivers further than they are in the Original.; Dedicated to Philip V. ; 23.5 x 41.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil: Amazon -- 18th c.

Planta Geral da Estrada de Ferro Central de Pernambuco

Physical Description: MS roll ; 29 x 363 inches.Scale: 1: 20,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Brazil (railroad) -- 19th c.

Le Chili: Tiré de Alf de Qualle de la C. d. I. et dive se en treize iurisdictions par N. Sanson / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1635

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; German text; Watermark ; 35.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 5 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Chile -- 17th c.

Coquimbo Bay and Port Herradura from 1868 British and 1853 French surveys

Physical Description: Part of Hydrographic Office; U S N Chart 1326 ; 26 x 42 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Chile -- 19th c.

Map of South America / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1777

Physical Description: Vol. I ; 46 x 33 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

A Plan of the East End of the Island of Quibo (entrance of Montijo Bay)

Physical Description: Orientation: S W at top; Pl.XXV D ; 22 x 50 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Colombia -- 18th c.
South America

Call No: So Amer 0052 B
Amerique Meridionale divisée en ces principales Parties ou sont distingués les uns des autres les Estats suivant qu'ils appartiennent présentement aux François, Castillans, Portugais, etc. / Sanson, N., cartographer / 1674
Physical Description: Dedication to Monseigneur le Dauphin Outer title: L'Amerique Meridionale ... la Terre Ferme, le Perou, le Chili ... ; 58 x 89 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0233
Amerique Meridionale par N. Sanson d'Abbeville ... 1650 / Sanson, N., 1600-67, cartographer / Peyrounin, engraver1650
Physical Description: Watermark ; 39.5 x 54 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0026
L'Amerique Meridionale dressé sur les Observations ee Mrs de l'Academie Royale des Sciences et quelques autres et sur les memoires les plus recens / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / c. 1700
Physical Description: Tracks of Magellan, Le Maire, Mentana, Schouten, Gallego ; 45.5 x 59.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0096
L'Amerique Meridionale -- (outer title): America Meridionalis in Suas Praecipuas Partes Divisa ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1730, ca.?
Physical Description: Shows tracks of Drake, Magellan, Mendana, Schouter, leMaire, Sarmiento Gallego, Olivier; Branner autograph on verso ; 47.5 x 58 cm.
Branner, J. C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0102
A Map of South America with all the European Settlements & whatever else is remarkable from the latest Observations / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-1775, cartographer / 18th c.
Physical Description: Key to mines & settlements; Prevailing winds indicated ; 47 x 38 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0104
South America / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / G. Terry, engraver1787
Physical Description: 34 x 39 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: So Amer 0210
Amerique Meridionale divisée en ses Principales Parties ou sont distingués les uns des autres Les Estats ... Dedié au Roi / Sanson, N., cartographer / Cordier, engraver 1719

Physical Description: Watermark; 41 x 64.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0211
Amerique Meridionale dressée sur les Observations de Mrs de L’Academie Royale des Sciences ... Avec Privilege -- (outer title): America Meridionalis in suas Praecipuas Partes Divisa ad usum Serenissimi Burgundiae Ducis / de l’Isle, G., 1675-1725, cartographer / 1730

Physical Description: Watermark; 47.5 x 58 cm.. Scale: 1: 14 mill.? 
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0231

Physical Description: 48 x 60.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0234
America Meridionalis / de l’Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / 1730

Physical Description: Watermark; 32 x 41.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0417 1, 2
A Map of South America: Southern half -- Northern half / d’Anville, G. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1775

Physical Description: 2 sheets: Inset on sheet 2: Falkland Islands with historical note; Trade information on sheet 1.; Sheet 2 verso carries Branner autograph and cost. ; each 50 x 119 cm.
Branner, J. C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1131
A Map of South America ... Published under the Patronage of the Duke of Orleans by Monsr D’Anville, drawn & engraved for for J. Harrison / d’Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1791

Physical Description: 72.5 x 51 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: So Amer 1206
South America / Wilkes, cartographer / 1796
   Physical Description: 24 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1207 a, b, c
South America / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1766
   Physical Description: 3 similar maps ; each 18 x 23 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1209 a, b
An Accurate Map of South America ... Drawn from the Sieur Robert ... / Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766, cartographer / G. Rollos, engraver
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 19.5 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1210
South America from the best Authorities / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: 15 x 19 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1214
South America According to the Latest Observations
   Physical Description: front Page 360 ; 16 x 20 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1215
An Accurate Map of South America from the Best Authorities / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 18th c.
   Physical Description: 19.5 x 24 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1216
South America / Russell, artist ; / Russell, engraver18th c.
   Physical Description: 19 x 22 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.
Call No: So Amer 1217
South America from Monsr Bonne's Atlas
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1218
A New and Correct Map of South America from the latest Improvements and regulated by Astronomical Observations
Physical Description: 19 x 29.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1223
South America ... Drawn from the best Maps by T. Jefferys, Geographer to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: 26 x 24 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1226
A New Map of South America drawn from the latest discoveriesL. Puke, engraver1794
Physical Description: 29 x 20.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1227
A new and accurate map of South America ... Drawn from the latest and best ObservationsR. W. Seale, engraver1762
Physical Description: 35 x 26.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1230
South America agreeable to the most approved Maps & Charts / (Kitchen) Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1749
Call No: So Amer 1231 a, b

An accurate Map of South America from the best Modern Maps and Charts / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer /

Physical Description: 2 similar maps; 33.5 x 46 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1233

South America ... Drawn from the Best Authorities / Russell, J., cartographer / 1799

Physical Description: 40.5 x 45 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1234

A Map of South America According to the best Authorities ... Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography Improved / Jno Lodge, engraver 1780

Physical Description: Watermark; 28 x 29 cm.

CMV

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1235

A Map of South America ... Drawn from the Latest and Best Authorities / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: 28 x 37 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1236

South America, Drawn and Engrav'd from the best Maps and Charts / 1718-1784, cartographer / 18th c.

Physical Description: 33.5 x 37 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1237

A Map of South America According to the best Authorities / 1785

Physical Description: Watermark; 34.5 x 37 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.
South America agreeable to the most approved Maps and Charts, by Thos Conder, 1778 / Conder, T., fl. 1780-1801, cartographer / 1778
   Physical Description: 34 x 38 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

South AmericaNeele, engraver1797
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 34.5 x 39.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

A General Map of South America From the Best SurveysB. Tanner, engraver1796
   Physical Description: 36.5 x 45 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

South America with its Several Divisions according to the Possessions of the European Powers / Kitchin, T., 1718-1784, cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: 43.5 x 53 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Amérique Méridionale -- Publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d'Orleans -- North -- Prémier Prince du Sang MDCCXLVIII / d'Anville, G. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / G. Delahaye, engraver1748
   Physical Description: 3 sheets ; (1) 42 x 77.5 cm.; (2) 48 x 77 cm.; (3) 39 x 77 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.

A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guyana, New Granada, Amazonia, Brasil, Peru, Paraguay, Chaco, Tucuman, Chili and Patagonia from Mr D'Anville with Several Improvements and Additions and the Newest Discoveries: North-- South / d'Anville, G. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1794
   Physical Description: 2 sheets : Inset: Chart of the Falkland Islands ... Hawkins 1593; Explanatory text ; each 50 x 118 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 18th c.
South America

Call No: So Amer 3314 1,2,3
South America: Performed under the Patronage of Louis Duke of Orleans First Prince of the Blood...Sieur d'Anville Improved by Mr Bolton for Mr. Postlethwayt's Dictionary of Commerce / d'Anville, G. B. B., 1679 -1782 Bolton, cartographer / Kitchin, engraver1755
Physical Description: 3 sheets [Noth, Middle, South] ; (1) 42 x 76 cm.; (2) 47 x 75 cm.; (3) 38.5 x 75.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 4881
South America
Physical Description: 11 x 12 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1125 1, 2
Colombia Prima or South America Drawn from the Large Map in Eight Sheets by Louis Stanislas D'Arcy Delarochette: Northern half -- Southern half / de la Rochette, L. S. d'A., fl. 1795, cartographer / 1811
Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 54 x 67.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1208
South America agreeable to the most approved maps and charts including the latest Discoveries of the most Eminent Navigators along the Coast and in the Seas contiguous theirtoFlynn, engraver1830, ca.
Physical Description: Tracks of explorers shown.; Vol. II to face p.447 ; 19 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1211
South AmericaW. Darton Jun., engraver1829, ca.
Physical Description: 19 x 21.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1212
South AmericaBell, engraver
Physical Description: 19 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: So Amer 1219
South America
Physical Description: 22 x 18 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1220
South America
Findlay, engraver
Physical Description: 25 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1221
South America
G. Aikman, engraver
Physical Description: Plate XXIII ; 25.5 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1222
South America
from Arrowsmith, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver
Physical Description: 25.5 x 19.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1224
A New Map of South America ... Drawn from the latest Discoveries
Physical Description: 17.5 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1225
South America
Physical Description: Inset: Chimborazo ; 25.5 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1228
South America
Hewitt, engraver
Physical Description: Inset: Rope bridge near Penipe; XLI ; 31 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- continent -- 19th c.
Call No: So Amer 1242
Amérique Méridionale / Delamarche, F. fils, 19th c., cartographer / 1811
   Physical Description: 26.5 x 29.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1246
Amérique Méridionale / Chamounin, engraver
   Physical Description: 29.5 x 21.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 1247
Amérique Méridionale
   Physical Description: Inset: Iles Galapagos; Vignettes: Forêt Vierge, Mountain, shore, village ; 39.5 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 3307
Carte de l'Amérique Méridionale / Vivien de Saint Martin, L., 1802-1897, cartographer / Giraldon-Bovinet, engraver 1825
   Physical Description: No. 36 ; 40 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- continent -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 0232 B
Carte du Paraguay, du Chili, du Detroit de Magellan etc. Dressée sur les Descriptions des P. P; Alfionse d'Ovalle, et Nicolas Techo ... Avec Privilege -- (outer title): Tabula Geographica Paragaiae, Chilis ... / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / post 1757
   Physical Description: Watermark; Tracks of explorers; Lower right: Steamer duck identified and described ; 49.5 x 57.5 cm..Scale: 1: 9 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- lower half -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0237
Typus Geographicus Chili Paraguay Freti Magellanici etc., MDCCXXXIII / de l'Isle, G., 1657-1726, cartographer / 1733
   Physical Description: Inset: Plan de la Ville de Santiago; Watermark ; 48.5 x 56.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- lower half -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0239 B
Carte du Paraguay, du Chili, du Detroit de Magellan / C. Simoneau, artist ; / de l'Isle, G., 1657-1726, cartographer / Liebaux et fils, engraver 1703
   Physical Description: Tracks of explorers; Steamer duck identified and described ; 49.5 x 65 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- lower half -- 18th c.
Call No: So Amer 1185
Le Perou et le cours de la Rivre Amazone / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1650, ca.
   Physical Description: 20.5 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 1186
Guiane divisée en Guiane et Caribane / Sanson, N., 1600 = 1667, cartographer / 1657
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 20 x 27.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0484 OS
Carte Generale & Particuliere de la Colonie d'Essequebe & Demerarie située dans la
Guiane en Amerique redigée et dediée au Comité des Colonies & Possessions de la
Republique Bataveen Amerique, & a la Côte de Guinée par le Major F. von
Bouchenroeder, 1798 / von Bouchenroeder, F., cartographer / J. Turpin,
engraver1798
   Physical Description: Insets:Continuation de la Riviere Demerarie, Essequebe et
   Mazaronie Carte Generale (section of continent's coast), Keys to structures, crops and
   land use; Orientation: S W at top ; 62.5 x 97.7 cm.
   Sowers, Margaret C., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1202
A Map of the Dutch Colonies of Surinam and Barbutius, and the French Colony of
Cayenne; between the Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, in South America1763
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 19.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1241
A Map of the Dutch Settlements of Surinam, Demerary, Issequibo, Berbices, and the
Islands of Curassoa, Aruba, Bonaire, etc. with the French Colony of Cayenne, and the
adjacent Spanish Countries, taken from a Map Executed under the Patronage of the
Court of France.1781
   Physical Description: Pages 283-86 of Political Magazine remain attached.; Watermark
   ; 27.5 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north -- 18th c.
Call No: So Amer 1251
Carta della Guyana / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer /
   Physical Description: Tratta della Carta dell’America da Mr Bellin ; 22.5 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 3684
New Granada (Panama, Venezuela, Colombia, Equador)1811
   Physical Description: 71.5 x 50.5 cm.
   Krakauer, Eliz., gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north -- 19th c.

Call No: So Amer 0065 A
Terra Firma et Novum Regnum Granatense et Popayan / Blaeuw, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
   Physical Description: French text ; 37.5 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 4 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north east -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0065 B
Terra Firma et Novum Regnum Granatense et Popayan Guilijelmus Blaeuw excudit Amstelodami / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
   Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 38 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 4 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north east -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0235
Novae Hispaniae, Chili, Peruviae et Guatimalae Littorae / de Wit, F., 1616-98, cartographer / c. 1680
   Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Elaborate cartouche; Watermark ; 49 x 56.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- north east -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0032
Guiana Amazonum Regio -- Guilijelmus Blaeuw excudit Amstelodami / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
   Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 37.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 5 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- northeast -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0033
Paraguay, O Prov. de Rio de la Plata cum regionibus adiacentibus Tucuman et Sta Cruz de la Sierra / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
   Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 37.5 x 48 cm..Scale: 1: 10 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   South America -- Paraguay -- 17th c.
Call No: So Amer 0034
Paraguay, O Prov. de Rio de la Plata cum regionibus adiacentibus Tucuman et Sta Cruz de la Sierra / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
Physical Description: German text; Watermark; 37.5 x 48.5 cm. Scale: 1: 10 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Paraguay -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 1205
Le Paraguay ... Par le Sr Robert de Vaugondy, Fils de Mr Robert, Geog. du Roi ...
1749 / Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-86, cartographer / 1749
Physical Description: 16.5 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Paraguay -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0059
Tractus Australior Americae Meridionalis a Rio de la Plata per Fretum Magellanicum ad Toraltum / de Wit, F., 1616-98, cartographer / post 1688
Physical Description: Elaborate cartouche & sea battle; 40 x 55 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Patagonia -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0060
Peru -- Guijelmus Blaeuw excudit Amstelodami / Hondius, J., 1563-1611; Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1630
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; French text; Watermark; 38 x 49.5 cm. Scale: 1: 7 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Peru -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0099
Peru / (Hondius, J., 1563-1611); Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; German text; Watermark; 38 x 49.5 cm. Scale: 1: 7 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Peru -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0343
Perou / [Mallet, A. M., 1630-1706?], cartographer / 1686?
Physical Description: French text; 14.5 x 10 cm.
Sowers, Margaret C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Peru -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0344
Peru / du Val, Pierre, 1619-1683, cartographer / 1678?
Physical Description: 10.2 x 12.4 cm.
Jones, R. L., bequest
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Peru -- 17th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: So Amer 0342</th>
<th>Peru -- (outer title): Description de Peru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: French text ; 18.8 x 25.7 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jones, R. L., bequest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America -- Peru -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: So Amer 0018</th>
<th>Chica sive Patagonica et Australis Terra / Wytfliet, C., fl. 1597, cartographer / 1597</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Watermark ; 23 x 29 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jones, R. L., bequest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America -- south -- 16th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: So Amer 0430</th>
<th>Chart of S.E. Part of Terra del Fuego, including Strait of LeMaire and part of Staten Land by Captn Cook 1769 -- Plan of Success Bay in Strait of LeMaire / Cook, Capt. James, 1728-1779, cartographer / 1780, ca.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 2 maps : Orientation: (Success Bay plan) East at top ; 21 x 34 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America -- south -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: So Amer 1184</th>
<th>A Chart of the Straits of Magellan / Bowen, Thos., d. 1790, cartographer / 18th c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 17 x 30 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America -- south -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: So Amer 1187</th>
<th>A Map of Chili, Patagonia, la Plata and ye South Part of Brasil / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1713, ca.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Watermark ; 28 x 20.5 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America -- south -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: So Amer 1245</th>
<th>Carte de la Terre de Feu et des Detroits de Magellan et de LeMaire avec les Nouvelles Isles d'Anycan et de Beauchène</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 13 x 26 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America -- south -- 18th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No: So Amer 1027</th>
<th>Stretto de le Maire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Watermark ; 19 x 27 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America -- south -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call No: So Amer 0002
Exquisita & magno ... Freti Magellanici (Tierra del Fuego) / (Mercator, G., 1512-1594); Hondius, J., 1563-1611, cartographer / 1623
Physical Description: Inset: Islands; Orientation: South at top; Watermark; Latin text; 34 x 46.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.7 mill.
Jones, R. L., bequest
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- south tip -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0061
Freti Magellanici ac novi Freti vulgo Le Maire exactissima delineatio ... Guiljelmus Blaeuw excudit / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / D. Grijp, engraver1635
Physical Description: German text; Watermark; Penguins, Patagonian giant; 37.5 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 2 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Strait of Magellan -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0062 A
Tabula Magellanica qua Tierra del fuego, cum celeberrimus fretis a F. Magellano et I. Le Maire detectis novissima et accuratissima descriptio exhibetur / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
Physical Description: French text; Watermark; Ships; Dedication to D. Constantino Hugenio ... ; 41.5 x 54 cm..Scale: 1: 2 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Strait of Magellan -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0062 B
Tabula Magellanica qua Tierra del fuego, cum celeberrimus fretis a F. Magellano et I. Le Maire detectis novissima et accuratissima descriptio exhibetur / Blaeu, W., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; Ships; Dedication to D. Constantino Hugenio ... ; 41,5 x 53.5 cm..Scale: 1: 2 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Strait of Magellan -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0232 A
Physical Description: Watermark; 49 x 57 cm..Scale: 1: 9 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- upper half -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0236
Physical Description: Watermark; 48.5 x 57 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- upper half -- 18th c.
Call No: So Amer 0238
Carte de la Terre Ferme du Perou, du Bresil et du Pays des Amazones ... 1703 / de l'Isle, G. 1657-1726, cartographer / 1745
Physical Description: A 1745 re-issue of 1703 plate (So Amer 239 A), date partially removed; Watermark; 48.5 x 65.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- upper half -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0239 A
Carte de la Terre Ferme du Perou, du Bresil et du Pays des Amazones / de l'Isle, G., 1657-1726, cartographer / 1703
Physical Description: Watermark; 48.5 x 66 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- upper half -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 0063 B
Venezuela cum parte Australi novae Andalusiae Guilijelmus Blaeuwe excudit
Amstelodami / Blaeuw, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1630
Physical Description: German text; Watermark; 37.5 x 48.5 cm.. Scale: 1: 3 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- Venezuela -- 17th c.

Call No: So Amer 0426
Carte Nouvelle et exacte de la Mer Pacifique ... 1744 (Coastline: Mexico to Cape Horn)1744?
Physical Description: Inset: Plan de la Baye de St. Francois with keyed references; Orientation: East at top; Watermark; Right & left: Longitude by Paris & Lima meridians, respectively.; 33.5 x 54 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- West -- 18th c.

Call No: So Amer 1201
[Western South America - Lake Titicaca to Valparaiso]Neele, engraver1806
Physical Description: 12°-37°; 25.5 x 19.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
South America -- west -- 19th c.

Spain & Portugal

Call No: S & P 0107 B
Hispalensis conventus Delineatio Auctore Hieronijmo Chiaves / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1612?
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark; 35 x 46 cm.. Scale: 1: 600,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Andalusia -- 16th c.

Call No: S & P 0106
Andaluzia continens Sevillam et Cordubam / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / 1638
Physical Description: 35.5 x 50 cm.. Scale: 1: 1.2 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Andalusia -- 17th c.
Spain & Portugal

Guide to the Antiquarian Maps Collection, 1493 - 1962

Call No: S & P 0107 A
Hispalensis conventus Delineatio Auctore Hieronijmo Chiaves / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below
Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 35 x 46 cm..Scale: 1: 600,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Andalusia -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0158 a,b
Andaluzia continens Sevillam et Cordubam / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / (a) 1635? (b) 1640
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) French text; (b) Latin text ; each 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 1.2 mill.
de Lemos / Leighton
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Andalusia -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0142 a, b
Arragonia Regnum Auctore Joanne Baptiste Labanna / Blaeu, G. & J., 1571-1638 &, 1596-1673, cartographer / (a) 1640
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Orientation: West at top; (a) Watermark, French text ; each 42 x 52 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000
de Lemos, Pedro, gifts (both maps)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Arragon -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0488
Novissima Arragoniae Regni Tabula, Authore Ioanne Baptista Labanna / Mercator, G., 1512-1594, cartographer / 1633
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Many names in dedication panel ; 44.5 x 55.5 cm..Scale: 1:700,000
Leighton, Philip, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Arragon -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0179
Biscaia et Guipuscoa Cantabriae Veteris Pars / Blaeu, G., 1527-1638, cartographer / 1635
Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 38.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 600,000
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Biscay, Guipuzcoa -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0380
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 39 x 49 cm.: (1) 17 x 23.5 cm.; (2) 17 x 23 cm.; (3) 23 x 46.5 cm..Scale: (1) 1:250,000; (2) 1:300,000; (3) 1:100,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- CarpetaniaCadiz -- 16th c.
Call No: S & P 0162
Utriusque Castiliae nova descriptio / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
Physical Description: French text ; 41.5 x 50.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.7 mill.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Castille -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0337
Utriusque Castellae nova descriptio / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / post 1637
Physical Description: 41 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 1.7 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Castille -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0163
Catalonia / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640
Physical Description: 38.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 750,000
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Catalonia -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0166
Gallaecia Regnum descripta a F. Fer Ojea Ord. et postmodum multis in locis emendata et aucta / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
Physical Description: French text; Bar of music in one cartouche ; 37.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Galicia -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0346
Le Royaume de Galice Divisé en plusieurs Territoires et les Asturies Divisees en Asturie d'Oviedo et de Santillana Dressez sur les Memoires de Rodrigo Mendez Silva ... / Nolin, J. B., 1689-1724, cartographer / 1704
Physical Description: French text & table of information; Watermark (Lister 144) ; 44.5 x 71.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Galicia, Asturias -- 18th c.

Call No: Mil 3794
Gibraltar Strait
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Gibraltar

Call No: S & P 0165
Granata et Murcia Regina / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635
Physical Description: French text ; 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 1.3 mill.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Granada -- 17th c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>S &amp; P 0159</th>
<th>Legionis Regnum et Asturiam Principatus / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1635</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>de Lemos, Pedro, gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal -- Leon &amp; Asturias -- 17th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>S &amp; P 4665</th>
<th>Carta Geográfica Descriptiva de la Provincia de Lugo. Alfaro, engraver 1881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Extensive Spanish text; Keyed symbols ; map 25 x 23 cm.; Sheet 31 x 46 cm..Scale: 1: 750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal -- Lugo -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>S &amp; P 0132</th>
<th>Navarra Amstelodami sumptibus Ioannes Janssony- / Mercator-Hondius-Jansson, cartographer / post 1636</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 38 x 49 cm.Scale: 1: 420,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal -- Navarra -- 17th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>S &amp; P 0176</th>
<th>Navarra Regnum / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / 1640</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text ; 42 x 50 cm..Scale: 1:650,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>de Lemos, Pedro, gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal -- Navarra -- 17th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>S &amp; P 4664</th>
<th>Carta Geográfica Descriptiva de la Provincia de Orense. Alfaro, engraver 1882</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Extensive Spanish text; Keyed symbols ; map 18 x 20 cm.; Sheet = 31 x 43 cm. .Scale: 1: 750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal -- Orense -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>S &amp; P 4666</th>
<th>Carta Geográfica Descriptiva de la Provincia de Oviedo. Alfaro, engraver 1881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Extensive Spanish text; Keyed symbols ; map 15.5 x 34 cm.; Sheet = 31 x 43 cm. .Scale: 1: 750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal -- Oviedo -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No:</th>
<th>S &amp; P 4667</th>
<th>Carta Geográfica Descriptiva de la Provincia de Pontevedra. Alfaro, engraver 1881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: Extensive Spanish text; Keyed symbols ; map 18.5 x 20 cm.; Sheet = 31 x 43 cm. .Scale: 1: 750.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjects and Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal -- Pontevedra -- 19th c.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spain & Portugal

**Call No:** Mil 3615

**Carte du Portugal, 1802**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal

**Call No:** Mil 3615

**Carte du Portugal**

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal

**Call No:** S & P 0100

**Portugalliae que olim novissima & exaltissima descriptio Auctore Vernando Alvaro Secco, Cum privilegio Guidoni Ascanio Sfortiae S.R.E., Card. Camer. ... Vale Rome XIII Calendias Junias Anno MCCCCCLX / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below**

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text; Watermark; 34 x 51.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.2 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 16th c.

**Call No:** S & P 0157 a, b

**Portugallia et Algarbia quae olim Lusitania Auctore Vernando Alvero Secco / Blaeu, G., 1571-1638, cartographer / (a) 1635? (b) 1636**

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Orientation: West at top; French text; Watermark; MS note of de Lemos family tombs at Atrofa ; each 38.5 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.6 mill.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift of both maps

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 17th c.

**Call No:** S & P 0181

**Novissima Regnorum Portugalliae et Algarbiae Descriptio emendata a J. Danckerts / Danckerts, cartographer / 1680, ca.**

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 42.5 x 54.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.1 mill
de Lemos, Pedro, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 17th c.

**Call No:** S & P 3530

**Portugalliae et Algarbiae Regna per Nicolaum Visscher / Visscher, N., 1587-1637 or 1618-1679, cartographer / 1680?**

Physical Description: 46.5 x 56.5 cm..Scale: 1: 1.5 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 17th c.
Call No: S & P 0169
Portugalliae et Algarbiae (quae olim Lusitania) Novissima Descriptio; Nieuwe ende perfecte Caerte van het Coningryck Portugael ende Algarve ende nabuirige grensen Getrocken uyt de beste Auctoors Geographi ... / Allard, Carel, 1648-1709, cartographer / 1700 ca.
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 44.5 x 56.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 0172
Regnum Portugalliae divisum in Quinque Provincias Majores ... / Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1689-1762, cartographer / 1736
Physical Description: 60 x 47 cm.
Ratner, L. & I., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 0184
Nova Regni Portugalliae et Algarbiae / de la Feuille, Jacobo, b. 1668, cartographer / 1750, ca.
Physical Description: 49.5 x 69 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 1491
Carta Topografica: Detailed map of area N of Tagus R. to Torres Nova / Vidal, Lt. J. M., cartographer / 1817
Physical Description: MS map : Orientation: East at top; Portuguese text ; 52.5 x 120 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 1492
A Sketch of the Scene of Action in Portugal Intended to illustrate the Operations ... Wellington ... Massena ... / Luffman, cartographer / 1811
Physical Description: 38 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 3490
A New Map of the Kingdom of Portugal Divided into its Provinces ... 1825 / Cary, J., 1754-1835, cartographer / 1825
Physical Description: 47 x 51.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 19th c.
Call No: S & P 3491
Portugal / Pinkerton, cartographer / 1813
Physical Description: 69.5 x 48.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 3531 a,b
Portugal / C. Walker, engraver(a) 1831 (b) 1845
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Published by C. Knight ; each 35 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 0520
Carta Geografica que contiene los Caminos, Rios, Pueblos de alguna consideracion de las Provincias de Avila, Segobia, Salamanca, Zamora, Toro, Valladolid y Palencia aumentada del maps general ...
Physical Description: MS map ; 81 x 82.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain

Call No: S & P 3792
Nuova Carta della Spagna
Physical Description: 28.5 x 36 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain --

Call No: S & P 3803
Hispanien Veteris Des. / van den Keere, P., 1571-1646 ca., cartographer / 1640, ca.
Physical Description: 16 x 20 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain --

Call No: S & P 0097
Hispania Nova Tabula / Ptolemy-Ruscelli, cartographer / 1561
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 18.5 x 25 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 16th c.

Call No: S & P 0099 A
Regni Hispaine Post Omnium Editiones Locuple'ssimamDescriptio cum privilegio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584
Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 3.5 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 16th c.
Regni Hispaniae Post Omnium Editiones Locupletissima Descriptio cum privilegio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1592
   Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 3.5 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 16th c.

Call No: S & P 0170
Regni Hispaniae Post Omnium Editiones Locupletissima Descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1572
   Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 38 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 3.5 mill.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 16th c.

Call No: S & P 1404
Von dem Mechtigen Keonigreich Hispanien (The Great Kingdom of Spain) / Munster, cartographer / 1570 ?
   Physical Description: woodcut ; 8 x 13.5 cm.
   Jones, R. L., bequest
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 16th c.

Call No: S & P 0168
Spaine: Newly described, with many adictions, both in the attires of the people & the setuations of their cheifes Cityes by John Speed 1626 / Speed, John, 1552-1629, cartographer / 1676?
   Physical Description: Top border: 9 small city views; Side borders: costumed figures ; 41.5 x 53.5 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0336
Hispanien nach aller seiner gelegenheit in Bergen, Stetten, Volckeren, Konigreichen, Wasseren und Inseln / Munster, S., 1489-1552, cartographer / 1628
   Physical Description: Woodcut ; 32 x 36.5 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 1497
Carte d'Espagne et des Principaux Etats Appartenans a Cette Monarchie dans les 4 Parties du Monde
   Physical Description: No. 38; French text and 14 inset maps of Spanish possessions in Europe, North and South America and islands ; Spain 14 x 16 cm.; Overall size, 33.5 x 44 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 17th c.
**Call No:** S & P 3527  
*Regnorum Castellae Novae, Andaluaiae, Granadae, Valentiae et Murciae ... / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1690, ca.*  
Physical Description: Watermark ; 49.5 x 59 cm..Scale: 1: 1.4 mill.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 17th c.

**Call No:** S & P 3528  
Physical Description: 50 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 1.4 mill.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 17th c.

**Call No:** S & P 3529  
*Novissima Arragoniae Regni Tabula Edita Per Fredericum de Wit / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1690, ca.*  
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top ; 44.5 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 700,000  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 17th c.

**Call No:** S & P 0027  
*L'Espagne Divisée en Tous ses Royaumes et Principautés ... Ferdinand VI ...Dediée a Messire Camille Perrichon Ancien Prevôt des Marchands et Commandant de la de Lyon ... 1750 ... N. Bailleul le jeune / Bailleul, N., cartographer / 1750*  
Physical Description: 2 watermarks; French text ; 49 x 69.5 xm.  
Jones, R. L., bequest  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 18th c.

**Call No:** S & P 1403  
*España Dividida segun costumbran los Geografos por D. Thomas Lopez Año 1772 / Lopez, D. Thomas, 18th / 19th c., cartographer / 1772*  
Physical Description: 9.5 x 11.5 cm.  
Jones, R. L., bequest  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 18th c.

**Call No:** S & P 3517  
*De l'Espagne en Général*  
Physical Description: No. 28; French text in 2 columns; Watermark ; map 31.5 x 32.5 cm; overall size 31.5 x 54 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 18th c.
**Call No:** S & P 3518

*De l'Espagne divisée par Provinces*

Physical Description: No. 29; French text in 2 columns; Watermark; map 31 x 32.5 cm.; overall size 31 x 55 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** S & P 3521 a,b

*L'Espagne (after Rodrigo Mendez Sylva) / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / (a) Simoneau, engraver(a) 1701*

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) Published by Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, 48 x 60 cm., engraved by Joan van Lugtenburg; (a) & (b) Watermark; (a) 45 x 62 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** S & P 3526

*A Map of Old and New Castile from the Observations of Rodrigo Mendes Silva and others / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1710, ca.*

Physical Description: 44.5 x 54.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 18th c.

---

**Call No:** S & P 1482

*Plan de la Baie d'Algésiras19th c.*

Physical Description: Carte No. 19; 21.5 x 24.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** S & P 3519-1,2,3, a,b

*Spain (España)(a) 1831 (b) 1845*

Physical Description: 6 sheets including 2 similar maps: (b) Published by C. Knight, London; Each map, (sheet 1) 24.5 x 30 cm. (2) 26 x 34.5 cm. (3) 30 x 39.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- 19th c.

---

**Call No:** S & P 3493

*Carte de l'Espagne Ancienne*

Physical Description: 20.5 x 33 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain -- antiquity
Call No: S & P 1232
Draught of the Bay of Bulls between Rotta and Fort St. Catherine ... Under the Command of his Grace the Duke of Ormond with the disposition of the Frigates which were ordered to stand in by the Shore to favor the Landings; as also the Situation of the Ground and Bay, with that of the Enemy's Batteries of Troops
   Physical Description: Part of Bay of Cadiz; Watermark ; 44.5 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain (Cadiz) -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 0156
Descripción del Reyno de Galizia Auth. F. Fer Ojea ... / Ortelius, A., 1527 -1598, cartographer / 1608
   Physical Description: Italian text; Watermark ; 38 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 900,000
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 16th c.

Call No: S & P 0015
Hispaniae et Lusitaniae complura pia loca Immaculatae Virginij dicata Eiusdemq Beneficijs inclyta1699
   Physical Description: 23 x 35 cm.
   Jones, R. L., bequest
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0182
Spain and Portugal / Lea, Philip, fl. 1666-1700, cartographer / 1695?
   Physical Description: Elaborate cartouche ; 49 x 57.5 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0348
Totius Regnorum Hispaniae et Portugalliae descriptio auct: F. de Wit / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680, ca.
   Physical Description: Heraldry ; 46 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 2.4 mill?
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 1488
Hispaniae et Portuagalliae Regna / Visscher, N., 1587-1637 or 1618-1679, cartographer / 1680?
   Physical Description: 45.5 x 55.5 cm..Scale: 1: 2.5 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 17th c.

Call No: S & P 0017
Les Royaumes d'Espange et de Portugal / Bonne, R., 1727-95, cartographer / André, engraver
   Physical Description: Liv 1 V VI No. 8 ; 22 x 32 cm.
   Jones, R. L., bequest
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.
Spain & Portugal

Call No: S & P 0164
Regnorum Hispaniae et Portugalliae -- (outer title): El Reyno di Espana dividido en dos grandes Estados di Aragon y de Castilla ... / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / 1740 ca.
   Physical Description: 47.5 x 58 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 0192
Los Reynos de España y Portugal Segun las ultimas y nuevas observationes de las Accademias y de Paris y de Londres1721 ?
   Physical Description: Spanish text; Short descriptive text and lists of provinces, cities, etc.; 47 x 63.5 cm.
   (see notes)
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 0439
A New and Exact Map of Spain and Portugal / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1711
   Physical Description: Advt. complains of misleading maps by others; Dedicated to John, Duke of Argile & General of her Majesty's Forces in Spain ; 62 x 98 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 0443
Nieuwe Kaart van Spanje en Portugal / Tirion, Isaak, d. 1769, cartographer / 1744
   Physical Description: 33.5 x 38 cm..Scale: 1: 4 mill.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 0459
A Map of the Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver1785, ca.
   Physical Description: 38 x 47 cm.
   de Lemos, Pedro, gift
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 1543
Royaume d'Espagne divisé par ses différents Etats. Avec le Royaume de Portugal à l'Occident / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / Elizab. Savouré, engraver1761
   Physical Description: 17 x 23.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.
Spain & Portugal

Call No: S & P 3485
Spain and Portugal 1787
   Physical Description: 22 x 30 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3486
A Map of Spain & Portugal Drwn from the Best Authorities
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 26.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3487 a,b
A New and Accurate Map of Spain and Portugal Drawn from the best Authorities, by Thos Bowen, 1778 / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1778
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 19 x 29 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3488
Spain and Portugal
   Physical Description: Plate 136 No. 78 Vol. 2 p. 235; Watermark ; 28.5 x 32.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3489
A Map of Spain and Portugal Drawn from the best Authorities 1783
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 34.5 x 37 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3516 a,b
Spain and Portugal from the best Authorities (a) 1785; (b) 1799
   Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) Watermark; ; each 34 x 39 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3520
A New Map of Present Spain & Portugal ... / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / R. Spofforth, engraver 1700
   Physical Description: Watermark; Dedicated to William Duke of Gloucester ; 37.5 x 49.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.
Call No: S & P 3522
Spain and Portugal divided into their respective Kingdoms and Provinces from the Spanish and Portuguese provincial maps / Faden, cartographer / 1796
Physical Description: 50.5 x 72.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3523
The Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal ... / Sayer, R., fl. 1780-1870, cartographer / 1772
Physical Description: Watermark ; 47 x 54.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 3524
A New Map of the Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal ...1794
Physical Description: Watermark ; 48 x 64 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th C.

Call No: S & P 3525
Spain and Portugal Distinguish"t into their Kingdoms and Principalities ... / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1719
Physical Description: Watermark ; 48.5 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 18th c.

Call No: S & P 0183
Spain and Portugal / Thomson, John & Co., fl. 1814-69, cartographer / 1815
Physical Description: 53 x 65 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 0460
Spain and Portugal / Pinkerton, J., 1758-1826, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1810
Physical Description: 50.5 x 70.5 cm.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 1485
Spain and Portugal Hall, engraver
Physical Description: XXX - XXIX ; 38 x 50.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.
Call No: S & P 1489
Spain and Portugal / Wyld, J., 1790-1836, cartographer / 1812
Physical Description: reduced from the large map in 4 sheets ; 54.5 x 77 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 1490
Spain and Portugal / Swanston, cartographer /
Physical Description: Inset: Balearic Islands ; 42.5 x 53.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 1493 a,b
A New and Accurate Map of Spain and Portugal, from the best Authorities
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 22.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 1494
Spain and Portugal/W. Train, engraver
Physical Description: Pl. CCCCXCVIII ; 20 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 1496
Fairburn's Map of Spain & Portugal intended to Illustrate the Operations of the Spanish Patriotic Forces (aided by the British) Against the French Armies. In the Heroic Attempt to Rescue their Country from Bonaparte the Tyrant of the Continent With Particular Plans of Cadiz, Gibraltar, Corunna, etc. / Fairburn, John, cartographer / 1808
Physical Description: 12 insets of harbors, fortifications, and plan of Gibraltar; English text ; 61 x 100 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 3484
A New and Accurate Map of the Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal / Cary, J., 1754-1835, cartographer /
Physical Description: 21 x 24 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.
Spain & Portugal

Call No: S & P 3512
Spain and Portugal
Physical Description: Plate XXI; 19 x 22.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 3513
Spain and Portugal
Physical Description: 20 x 25.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 3514
Spain and Portugal 1827
Physical Description: 21.5 x 26.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 3515
Spain and Portugal
Physical Description: 8 vignettes; 26 x 32 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 4963
Spain and Portugal 19th c.
Physical Description: Inset: Minorca; 35 x 44.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Spain & Portugal -- 19th c.

Call No: S & P 0021
Valentiae Regni olim contestanorum si Ptolemaeo, edetanorum si Plinio credimus typus; Cum privilegio ad decennium 1584 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1592
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Latin text; 34.5 x 49 cm..Scale: 1: 700,000
Jones, R. L., bequest
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Valencia -- 16th c.

Call No: S & P 0104 A
Valentiae, olim Contestanorum si Ptolemaeo, Edentanorum si Plinio credimus Typus, cum privilegio ad decennium 1584 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584
Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; Latin italic text; Watermark; 35 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 700,000
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Valencia -- 16th c.
Call No: S & P 0104 B

Valentiae, olim Contestanorum si Ptolemaeo, Edentanorum si Plinio credimus Typus, cum privilegio ad decennium 1584 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1584, see note below

Physical Description: Orientation: West at top; French text; Watermark; 35 x 49 cm.; Scale: 1: 700,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Spain & Portugal -- Valencia -- 16th c.

Waters

Call No: Wat 1192

A Plan of the Harbour of Chequetan or Seguatanoe Lying in the Latd of 17° 36m No

Physical Description: Orientation: Northeast at top; Pl XXXI E; Watermark; 29 x 49.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4729

A Chart of the Atlantic Ocean 1782

Physical Description: 1 sheet; 50 x 64 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4725

Nord-Atlantische Ocean 1868

Physical Description: Inset: Atlantische Telegrafen Westend-Ostend; 34.5 x 41.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 4726

Der Atlantische Ocean 1866

Physical Description: Many crossing details shown - ship, captain, days logged; 32.5 x 41.5 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 4727

North Atlantic Ocean 1851-63

Physical Description: folded; 61 x 95 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic -- 19th c.
Call No: Wat 4728
Pilot Chart of the North Atlantic Ocean 1898
Physical Description: folded : Insets: Explanations of symbols, etc., Extensive text and information ; 55 x 81 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 4730
Chart of the North Atlantic Ocean with Track of the Shipping to West Indies, North America. Moffat, engraver 1817?
Physical Description: 50 x 63.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 1107
A New Map or Chart of the Western or Atlantic Ocean, with part of Europe, Africa & America: Shewing the Course of the Galleons, Flota etc. to and from the West Indies / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1740
Physical Description: Inset: Portraits of Adm. Robert Blake & Vice-Adm. Edward Vernon; Watermark ; 35.5 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic Ocean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 1109 a, b
A New and Accurate Chart of the Western or Atlantic Ocean Drawn from the most approved Modern Maps etc., 1778 / Bowen, Thos., d. 1790, cartographer / (a) 1778; (b) 1788
Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; each 22 x 27.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic Ocean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 1121
A New Chart of the Vast Atlantic Ocean; Exhibiting the Seat of War, both in Europe & America, likewise the trade winds and course of sailing from one continent to the other; with the banks, shoals and rocks: drawn according to the latest discoveries and regulated by astronomical observations. / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / E. Bowen, engraver 1755
Physical Description: Watermark ; 31 x 43 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic Ocean -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 1122
A New Map or Chart in Mercator's Projection of the Western or Atlantic Ocean, with part of Europe, Africa and America 1781
Physical Description: Lower right: Silhouette of Isle of St. Paul by Sir Robert Barker on Board the Kent, Aug. 25, 1764; 41 x 52 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic Ocean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 1171
The Western Ocean (showing parts of Africa, western Europe, eastern North America, South America) 18th c.?
Physical Description: Coastal place names only; 43.5 x 53 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Atlantic Ocean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4786
# 3: Chart of the Great Pacific Ocean or South Sea to Illustrate the Voyage of Discovery made by the Boussole and Astrolabe in the Years 1785, 86, 87 & 88 / La Pérouse, J. F. de G., cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
Physical Description: 35 x 48.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- B. & A. voyage -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 1985
A Chart of the Straits of Bab el Mandell and Moha / Thornton, John, cartographer / Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Inset: Moha Harbor; 44.5 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Bab el Mandel Strait -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4797
# 52: Plan de la Baie de Castries située sur la côte orientale de Tartarie ... Juillet 1787 / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
Physical Description: 35.5 x 50 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Baie de Castries -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 2249
Baltic Sea
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Baltic

Call No: Wat 0310
A Correct Chart of the Baltick or East Sea from ye Sound to Petersburg / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver 1785, ca.
Physical Description: Inset: Harbour of Petersburg; 38 x 47.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Baltic Sea -- 18th c.
**Call No:** Wat 2252

**A General Chart of the Baltic or East Sea including the Gulfs of Botnia and Finland ... Compiled from Surveys made by order of the Admiralities of Copenhagen, Stockholm and St. Petersburgh**

1803

- Physical Description: Insets: Gulf of Finland ; 80 x 61 cm.

- Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Baltic Sea -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Wat 4882

**A Correct Chart of the Baltic Sea ... engraved for Malham's Naval Gazetteer 1801**

- Physical Description: 23.5 x 19 cm.

- Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Baltic Sea -- 19th c.

**Call No:** Wat 5002

**Carta quarta generale di Europa -- Baia di Biscaia / Dudley, Sir R., 1573-1649, cartographer / Lucini, engraver 1646-7**

- Physical Description: 37 x 49.5 cm.

- Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Bay of Biscay -- 17th c.

**Call No:** Wat 4613

**A correct Chart of the Bay of Biscay, Part of the Western Ocean & Mediterranean Sea Describing the Coasts of Spain and Portugal, with Part of France From Morlaix to Valencia: Done from the latest and best Discoveries**

R. W. Seale, engraver 1744-47

- Physical Description: Watermark ; 47.5 x 37 cm.

- Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Bay of Biscay, etc. -- 18th c.

**Call No:** Nor Am 1248

**Bay of Honduras**

- Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Bay of Honduras

**Call No:** Wat 2210

**Chart of Norton Sound and of Bhering Strait made by the East Cape of Asia and the West Point of America**

T. Conder, engraver 1790, ca.

- Physical Description: 21 x 32.5 cm.

- Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Bering Strait -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 4526
Carte Réduite de la Mer Noire dressée pour le Service des vaisseaux du Roy par Ordre de Mr de Boynes, Secrétaire d'Etat ayant le Département de la Marine, par le S. Bellin Ingénieur de la Marine, 1772 / Bellin, N., 1703-1772, cartographer / Croisy, engraver1772
Physical Description: Pont Euxin aujourd'hui Mer Noire, en Turc Kara Degrizi, en Russe et Polonais Czarne; More Splendid compass rose with Torkish names for 16 Black Sea winds.; Watermark ; 55 x 83 cm.
Purchase 1991
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Black Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 0771
Black Sea / Rapkin, J., cartographer / Rapkin, engraver19th c.? Physical Description: Vignettes: Varna, Sin ope, Sebastopol, Silistria, Odessa, Constantinople ; 25 x 32.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Black Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 2225
Panoramic View of Black Sea and Surrounding Country1855 Physical Description: 93 keyed references ; 26 x 30.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Black Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 2270
[The Black Sea and Surrounding Countries]19th c. Physical Description: 21.5 x 29.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Black Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 4651
Bird's Eye View of Boston Harbour and South Shore to Provincetown Showing Steamer Routes1905 Physical Description: 35 keyed references ; 44.5 x 53 cm.
Millicent Sears
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Boston -- 19th-20th c.

Call No: Wat 1197
A Plan of the Straights of Bahama through which the Expedition Fleet was Conducted in the Year 1762 against the Havana1763 Physical Description: 11 x 19 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Caribbean -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 0152
A New Chart of the Caspian Sea / d’Anville, J. B. B., 1697-17892, cartographer / G. Terry, engraver1788
  Physical Description: 51.5 x 25 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Waters -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 2138
  Physical Description: Six different compass variations shown; Watermark ; 44.5 x 23 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Waters -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 2139
A New and Accurate Map of the Caspian Sea Laid down from the Memoirs of Soskam Sabbas, a Georgian Prince, assisted by some late Improvements by Emanl Bowen / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1750, ca.?
  Physical Description: 32.5 x 22.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Waters -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 2239 1,2,3,4
Révolution de la Mer Caspienne (4 stages of the Caspian Sea): Population primitive -- Carte de Ptolomée -- Carte d’Abulfeda -- Carte de Czar Pierre le Grand Rectifiée par Mr d’Anville18th c.
  Physical Description: 4 sheets : Watermark on each sheet ; each 22 x 30.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Waters -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 2239 1,2,3,4
Révolution de la Mer Caspienne: Population primitive -- Carte de Ptolomée -- Carte d’Abulfeda -- Carte de Czar Pierre le Grand Rectifiée par Mr d’Anville18th c.
  Physical Description: 4 sheets : Watermark on each sheet ; each 22 x 30.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Waters -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 2243
Maris Caspii (Western shore)1728
  Physical Description: Watermark ; 49.5 x 39 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Waters -- Caspian Sea -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 4889
A Chart of the British Channel and the Bay of Biscay, with a Part of the North Sea, and the Entrance of St. George's Channel, By Monsr L. Abbé Diquemare with Several Emendations and many Useful Additions by L. S. de la Rochette, 3d Edition, MDCCXCIV / Diquemare & de la Rochette, cartographer / 1794
Physical Description: Keyed references ; 51 x 88.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Channel, Biscay -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 1891 1, 2
China Sea--Tongeen Gulph, Hainan--Coasts of Malay Peninsula, Cambodia, Borneo / Horsburgh, J., 1762-1836, cartographer / J. Walker, engraver1806-21 ?
Physical Description: 2 sheets : Dedication to James Drummond Esq. ; each 61.5 x 90 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- China Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 1891 1, 2
China Sea: Tongeen Gulph, Hainan--Coasts of Malay Peninsula, Cambodia, Borneo / Horsburgh, J., 1762-1836, cartographer / J. Walker, engraver1806-21 ?
Physical Description: 2 sheets : Dedication to James Drummond Esq. ; each 61.5 x 90 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- China Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 4777
# 4: Plan of the Bay of Conception in Chili ... Engraved for the Voyage of La Pérouse / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798
Physical Description: 25 x 36.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Conception Bay -- 18th c.

Call No: Europe 0578 1, 2, 3
Danube River
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Danube

Call No: Europe 578
Danube River
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Danube

Call No: Russia 1136
Tractus Borysthenis vulgo Dniepr et Niepr
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Dniepr River
Call No: Russia 0471

Dvina River
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Dvina River

Call No: Russia 471

Dvina River
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Dvina River

Call No: Germany 4197

Nobilis Fluvius Albis
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Elbe river

Call No: Wat 0328

A Correct Chart of the English Channel from the No. Foreland to the Lands End on the Coast of England, and from Calais to Brest on the Coast of France / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver 1785, ca.
Physical Description: Insets: Isles of Scilly, Plymouth Sound, Falmouth Haven, Isle of Wight and adjacent Harbours; 38 x 48 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- English Channel -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4887

Chart of the British Channel with the opposite Coast of the United Kingdom and France 1816
Physical Description: Keyed references to 38 invasions of England ; Schedule of Packet sailings from several ports. ; 33.6 x 41.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- English Channel -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 3794

The Strait of Gibraltar from the Spanish Survey of Brigr Don Vincent Tofiño / Abbot, Charles, R.N., cartographer / 19th c.
Physical Description: MS : Fine watermark ; 19.5 x 29 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Gibraltar Str. -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 2336

[Gulf of Finland, 12 x 23 cm--Ladoga, 11 x 9 cm--Cronstadt, 11 x 14 cm]
Physical Description: 3 maps on 1 sheet ; 23 x 23 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Gulf of Finland -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 2258

Gulf of Finland -- Revel Road (from a Russian Survey of 1846)1853

Physical Description: Soundings in fathoms ; 48 x 63 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Gulf of Finland -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 2258 a, b

Gulf of Finland ... Revel Road from a Russian Survey of 1846(a) J & C. Walker, engraver1853

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) Views: The Domberg at Revel, The Domberg Town and Mole at Revel ; Soundings in fathoms ; 48 x 63 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Gulf of Finland -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 1119

Chart of the supposed Course of the Florida Stream1804

Physical Description: 16 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Gulf Stream -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 4883

A Correct Chart of the Irish Sea or St. George's Channel ... engraved for Malham's Gazetteer1801?

Physical Description: 24 x 19 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Irish Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Indies 1635

Strait of Malacca

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Malacca

Call No: Indies 1635 1, 2

Strait of Malacca

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Malacca

Call No: Wat 1979

A Plan of Soundings from Pulo Aor to the Southward ... Sincapour Strait ... 1806 / Horsburgh, J., 1762-1836, cartographer / J. Walker, engraver1806 - 21?

Physical Description: Insets: View of Saddle Hill, etc., View to the Northward of the Reef; Notes ; 74 x 53 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Waters -- Malaysia -- 19th c.
Call No: Wat 1320

A Plan of the Bay of Manila -- A Plan of the Harbour of Acapulco
R. W. Seale, engraver 18th c.

Physical Description: 2 plans: Inset: Profile view of 2 Ladrone Islands; Watermark; Pl. XXXIII; 26.5 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Manila & Mexico -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 0781

Carte de la Mediterranée ... Presentée a Monseigneur Le Chevalier de Noailles
Lieutenant General des Galeres de France, Par ses Tres humbles Serviteurs Henry Michelot et Nicolas Therin 1689

Physical Description: Key to 65 identified islands; 47.5 x 65 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Mediterranean -- 17th c.

Call No: Wat 0444

A Correct Chart of the Mediterranean / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, engraver 1785, ca.

Physical Description: Inset: Road of Leghorn; 34.5 x 72 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Mediterranean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4833

The Mediterranean & Turkish Empire / Findlay, engraver 1840

Physical Description: 19.5 x 39 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Mediterranean -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 1354 a, b

Tabula Geographica continens Vestigia et Processum Itineris tam Maririmi quam Terristris (Mediterranean Sea) / de Bruin, Cornelii, cartographer /

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: Inset: Principium Itineris Maritimae ex Italia; (b) 22 x 36.5 cm., a reduced version of (a); (a) 31.5 x 58 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Mediterranean -- antiquity

Call No: Wat 4788

# 15: Chart of the Coasts of America & Asia from California to Macao according to the Discoveries made in 1786 & 1787 by the Boussole & Astrolabe / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798

Physical Description: 37.5 x 49 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- N. Amer. - Asia -- 18th c.
# 39: Chart of Discoveries made in 1787 in the Seas of China and Tartary between Manilla and Avatcha by the Boussole & Astrolabe / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798

Physical Description: 49 x 38 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- NE Pacific -- 18th c.

# 43: Chart of Discoveries made in 1787 in the Seas of China and Tartary by the Boussole and Astrolabe, from their leaving Manilla to their arrival at Kamtschatka / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798

Physical Description: Sheet I ; 37.5 x 49 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- NE Pacific -- 18th c.

# 46: Chart of Discoveries made in 1787 in the Seas of China and Tartary by the Boussole and Astrolabe, from their leaving Manilla to their arrival at Kamtschatka / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798

Physical Description: Sheet II ; 36 x 49 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- NE Pacific -- 18th c.

# 47: Carte des Découvertes au Nord du Japon Faites en 1643 par Vaisseaux Hollandais le Kastrickum et le Breskens, Comprenant la Terre de Jeso l'Ile des Etats et la Terre de la Compagnie, dont partie a été reconnue en 1787 par les Frégates Francoises le Boussole et l'Astrolabe / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver1798

Physical Description: Insets: Extraits de la Carte de Scheuchzer et Kampfer, Vue de la Terre de la Compagnie (across bottom) ; 38 x 49.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- North Pacific -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 1162
A Chart of Part of ye Seacoast of England, Holland & Flanders, etc. / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1715, ca.
   Physical Description: 20 x 27 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- North Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4881
A Chart of the German Ocean or North Sea, from the Shetland Islands to Start Point, on the Coast of Great Britain, and from The Coast of Norway, to Cape La Hogue including Denmark and Holland and Part of Baltick Sea. 18th c.
   Physical Description: 34 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- North Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4886
A Correct Chart of the North Sea, with the Adjacent Coasts of Britain, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, the Islands of Orkney and Shetland, the Entrance to the Sound and Baltic Sea. 1781
   Physical Description: Watermark ; 32 x 27.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- North Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4888
The North Sea with the Kattegat from the Chart of Messrs Deverdun, de Borda, and Pingré made public, in 1777, by order of Louis XVI; Constructed on a Larger Scale, and with Considerable Additions and Emendations, by L. S. de la Rochette / (several), cartographer / 1796
   Physical Description: 65 x 61 cm.,
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- North Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4789
# 16: Chart of Part of the North West Coast of America Explored by the Boussole & Astrolabe ... every day at noon ... Mr Dagelet / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver / 1798
   Physical Description: 49 x 38 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- NW America -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4790
# 17: Carte Particuliere de la Côte du Nord-Ouest de l'Amérique ... Boussole et l'Astrolabe en 1786 (1er Feuille) / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver / 1798
   Physical Description: 36 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- NW America -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 4663
A Chart of the Pacific Ocean from the Equinoctial to the Latitude of 29 1/2 d. North
(includes coast of California & Mexico)
R. W. Seale, engraver

Physical Description: Tracks: Acapulco - Teniam - China - Nostra Seigniora de Cabadonga from Acapulco - Guam - Philippine Islands where she was taken by Commodore Anson in the Centurion the 30th of June 1743 ; 27.5 x 88 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Pacific Ocean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4758 a, b
Pacific Ocean on Mercator's Projection
A. Findlay, engraver

Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (a) No southern coast on Australia; (b) names of New Holland and Australia, coastline completed and additional information ; 19 x 35 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Pacific Ocean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4764
A Chart establishing the New Discoveries in the North and South Pacific Ocean, also those on the Northwest Coast of America

Physical Description: Watermark ; 43 x 34.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Pacific Ocean -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4756
A Chart exhibiting the New Discoveries in the North & South Pacific Ocean, also those on the Northwest Coast of America, and on the Eastern Coast of Tartary

Physical Description: Watermark ; 41 x 34.5 cm.

CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Pacific Ocean -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 0151
Persian Gulph from the original by D'Anville / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / G. Terry, engraver

Physical Description: 29 x 43 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Persian Gulf -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 1707 a, b
(a) Sinus Persicus maximam partem ad observationes proprias, MDCLXV ... -- (b) Carte du Golfe de Perse / Niebuhr, C., cartographer /

Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 21 x 30 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Persian Gulf -- 18th c.
Call No: Wat 4791
# 19: Plan of the Port des Français on the North West Coast of America Discovered July 1786 by the Boussole & Astrolabe / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
   Physical Description: 37.5 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- Port des Français -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 4792
# 26: Plan of the Entrance to the Port of Buscarelli on the North West Coast of America / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
   Physical Description: 38 x 49 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- Port of Buscarelli -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 0819
Golfe Arabique ou Mer Rouge, MDCCLXV / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1765
   Physical Description: Insets: Port de Giddah, Metzua et Arkiko, Suakem, Al Babo (ou la Porte) et ses environs; Watermark ; 67 x 48 cm.
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- Red Sea -- 18th c.

Call No: Wat 1954 1, 2
Chart of the Red Sea: Part 1st: Straits of Bab-el-Mandel to Salaka ... Western Channel ... Actual Survey ... Honorable Company's Cruiser Panther ... A.D. 1804-5; Part 2nd: ... African & Arabian Coasts from Salaka and Jiddah to Suez 1804-5 / Cooper, engraver 1809
   Physical Description: 2 sheets ; each 74.5 x 60 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- Red Sea -- 19th c.

Call No: Wat 4799
# 67: Part of the Pacific Ocean between California and the Phillipine Islands -- (upper) From the Spanish Chart ... Anson ... Manilla and Acapulco -- (lower) From the Spanish Chart shown to la Pérouse ... / La Pérouse, cartographer / Neele, engraver 1798
   Physical Description: 35 x 48 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- Spanish charts -- 18th c.

Call No: Br Isl 3235
A Correct Chart of St. George's Channel and the Irish Sea
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   Waters -- St. George Channel
Chart with the Entrances of the English, St. George's and the Bristol Channel with part of the Atlantic Ocean. Shewing the relative Situations to Milford Haven & likewise those of the principal Ports on the South of England and Ireland as connected with that Haven, including likewise parts of the Coast of France nearest to it. c. 1800

Physical Description: 31 x 39 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- St. George's Chan. -- 19th c.

Chart of the Strait of Sunda ... To Captain Krusenstern of the Imperial Russian Navy, As a Tribute for his laudable Exertions to benefit Navigation and Maritime Science, this Chart of the Strait of Sunda is Inscribed by his Faithful and Affectionate Friend James Horsburgh / Horsburgh, J., 1762-1836, cartographer / 1818 & 1853 additions

Physical Description: Insets: Sketch of Nangga Harbour; Plan of Merak Harbour on the North side of Java; Plan of Batavia Road and the adjacent channels; French MS notes concerning voyage; 78 x 62 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Sunda Strait -- 19th c.
Répresentation du Cours ordinaire des Vents de Traverse, qui règnent le long des Côtes dans la Mer Atlantique & celle des Indes[J. B. Schley?], engraver

Physical Description: 19 x 30 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- trade winds -- 19th c.

An Exact Draught of the Bay and Harbour of Vigo1744-47

Physical Description: Orientation: East at top; Keyed references ; 36 x 47 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- Vigo -- 18th c.

Corisco Bay (west coast of Africa) ... Surveyed by Capt. Vidal & Lt. Bedford 1836 - 38 in HMS Aetna. & C. Walker, engraver1838?

Physical Description: 62.5 x 48 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Waters -- West Africa coast -- 19th c.

Western Hemisphere

Statistics and information concerning the governments North America Mexico and New Mexico--1 small map South America]18th c.

Physical Description: 4 small views; 1 small map : 4 small views: Conseil des Indes de Madrid, Conseil de Terre Ferme, Conseil de l'Amerique Septentrionale, Conseil de l'Amerique Meridionale, California island ; 33.5 x 44.5 cm.
Sowers, Margaret C., gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Conseil des Indes -- 18th c.

Culiacanae, America Regionis Descriptio -- Hispaniolae, Cubae, aliarumque insularum circumiacentium, delineatio; Cum Imp. et Regio. privilegio decennali, 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598

Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; (a) 20 x 46 cm.; (b) 22 x 49.5 cm. (sheet)36 x 50 cm..Scale: (a) 1: 1.7 mill.; (b) 1: 8 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Islands & Mex. -- 16th c.

Culiacanae, America Regionis Descriptio -- Hispaniolae, Cubae, aliarumque insularum circumiacentium, delineatio; Cum Imp. et Regio. privilegio decennali, 1579 / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1580

Physical Description: Latin text; Watermark ; (a) 20 x 46 cm.; (b) 22 x 49.5 cm. (sheet 36 x 50 cm.).Scale: (a) 1: 1.7 mill.; (b) 1: 8 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Islands & Mex. -- 16th c.
Call No: W Hem 0026
The Isthmus of Panama with the Coast from Great River on the Moskito Shore to Cartagena, by Thomas Jefferys Geographer to His Majesty / Jefferys, T., 1695(?)-1771, cartographer / 1775
Physical Description: Shows track of Gallions from Cartagena & Portobello and return and track from Cartagena to Havanna; Watermark; 48 x 63 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Isthmus -- 18th c.

Call No: W Hem 0044
A New General Map of America Drawn from Several accurate particular Maps and Charts, and Regulated by Astronomical Observations by Emanuel Bowen / Bowen, E., d. 1767, cartographer / 1762
Physical Description: 35.5 x 43 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

Call No: W Hem 0011
Americae sive Novi Orbis, Nova Descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1587
Physical Description: French text; Watermark; 35.5 x 48.5 cm..Scale: 1: 40 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 16th c.

Call No: W Hem 0001
Novissima et Accuratissima Totius Americae Descriptio per I Danckerts Amstelodami / Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701, cartographer / 1680
Physical Description: California as island; 1st or 2nd state ; 49.5 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 22.5 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 17th c.

Call No: W Hem 0002
Novissima et Accuratissima Septentrionalis ac Meridionalis Americae Descriptio multis Loci recentibus aucta et correcté divisa in Omnes Partes Hodierna per Fredericum de Wit; Amsterdami cum Privilegio D.D.Ordinum Westfris ... / de Wit, F., 1616-98, cartographer / de Wit, engraverc. 1680
Physical Description: California as island; Watermark; 3rd state ; 49 x 58 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:37 mill.)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 17th c.

Call No: W Hem 0015
America / Hondius, J., 1563-1611, cartographer / 1623
Physical Description: Inset: Modus conficiendi et bibendi potum stration (7 x 22 cm.) ; 37.5 x 50 cm..Scale: 1: 40 mill.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 17th c.
Call No: W Hem 0035
America noviter delineata Auct Judoco Hondio / Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1611, cartographer / 1630
Physical Description: Insets: Polus Arcticus, Terra Australis Incognita, Views of Pomiooc, Carolina, S. Augustin, Havana Portus, S. Domingo, Cartagena, native figures; Watermark; 41 x 55 cm..Scale: 1: 100 mill.
Hopkins, Timothy, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 17th c.

Call No: W Hem 0048
Novissima et Accuratissima Totius Americae Descriptio per N. Visscher, Cum Privil: Ordin:General Belgii Federati / Visscher, N., 1618-79 or 1639-1709, cartographer / 1670
Physical Description: California island (flat top); 44 x 54 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:42 mill.)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 17th c.

Call No: W Hem 0050
Novissima et Acuratissima Totius Americae Descriptio per F. de Wit / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680, ca?
Physical Description: Californis island (indented top); Several Great Lakes are shown; Watermark; 49 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 40 mill.
de Lemos, Pedro, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 17th c.

Call No: W Hem 0020
Americae Mappa Generalis ... MDCCXXXXVI / Hasius, J. M., 1674-1742, cartographer / 1746
Physical Description: 46 x 53 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

Call No: W Hem 0052
Americae Mappa Generalis ... MDCCXXXXVI / Hase, J. M., 1684-1742, cartographer / Seb. Dorn, engraver1746
Physical Description: 47 c 53.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

Call No: W Hem 0054
America / [Morden, R., d. 1703?], cartographer / 1705
Physical Description: California as island; Watermark; 36 x 50 cm..Scale: (McL. ca 1:49 mill.)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.
Western Hemisphere

**Call No:** W Hem 0054 O S

**Carte d'Amérique divisée en ses principaux Pays Dressée sur les Mémoires les plus récentes, et sur différents voyages et asujettie aux Observations Astronomiques de Mrs de l'Académie Royale des Sciences Par Mr l'Abbe Clouet de l'Académie Rle de Rouen 1787 / Clouet, J., b. 1730, cartographer / 1787

- Physical Description: Inset: Carte des Nouvelles Découvertes (polar projection of half N. hemisphere); Tracks of explorers shown as well as a large bay or Sea of the West; 47 x 63 cm.
- Golder, Prof. F., gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 0199

**L'Amerique Meridionale et Septentrionale Dressée selon les dernières Relations et suivant les Nouvelles Découvertes dont les points principaux sont placez sur les Observations de Mrs de l'Académie Royale des Sciences par N de Fer Dressée et Dediée a nos seigneurs les Enfans de France / de Fer, N., 1646-1720, cartographer / H. van Loon, engraver / 1717

- Physical Description: California as island; Watermark; 46.5 x 60 cm.. Scale: (McL. ca 1:30 mill.)
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 0214

**Hémisphere Occidental ou du Nouveau Monde ..., MDCCXI -- Revu et augmenté des Nouvelles découvertes en 1786 par M. Barbié du Bocage / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1786

- Physical Description: folded; 65 x 61 cm.
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 0341

**L'Amerique America noviter delineata / after Hondius, J., cartographer /**

- Physical Description: French text; 18.7 x 24.7 cm.
- Jones, R. L., bequest
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 0522

**A Map of America According to ye Newest and most Exact Observations / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1716

- Physical Description: 26.5 x 18 cm.
- de Lemos, Pedro, gift
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 1436

**Hémisphère Occidental ou du Nouveau Monde ... Publié sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe Duc d'Orléans, premier Prince du Sang, MDCCXI / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / 1761

- Physical Description: 66 x 61.5 cm.
- CMC
- Subjects and Indexing Terms
  Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.
**Call No:** W Hem 3191

*Americae tam Septentrionalis quam Meridionalis...* / Zurner, A. F., 1680-1742, cartographer / 1709

Physical Description: California as Island ; 50 x 58 cm. Scale: (McL. ca 1:38 mill.)

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3413

*N. & S, America with tracks of Bougainville, Byron, Mouat, Cook, Drake, Carteret, Wallis]* T. Bowen, engraver

Physical Description: 26 x 21 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3415

*The Western Hemisphere from the Latest Discoveries*

Physical Description: 27 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3431 a, b, c

*America North and South: with the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans...* / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / (a) 1774, (b) 1786

Physical Description: 3 similar maps : (c) published by Laurie & Whittle, London, 1794; Watermark (a & b) ; each 30 x 44 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3435

*A Map of America or the New World wherein are introduced all the known parts of the Western Hemisphere, From the Map of D'Anville; with the necessary alterations, and the addition of the Discoveries made since the year 1761.* / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (a) 1786, (b) 1797

Physical Description: 52.5 x 59 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3436 a, b 1,2

*A New Map of the Whole Continent of America divided into North and South and West Indies from the Original Materials of Governor Pownall / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (a) 1786; (b) 1794*

Physical Description: 2 similar maps on 3 sheets : Inset: Sup. to N. America (Baffin & Hudson Bays); (b) on 2 sheets, each 55 x 120 cm. ; (a) 104 x 120 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 18th c.
A New Map of America exhibiting its Natural & Political Divisions Compiled from Discoveries and Surveys of Sir Alexr Mackenzie, Don Juan de Langara, Vancouver, Ellicott, Falconer etc. 1824

Physical Description: Published by Robert Wilkinson, London, 1824. Re-publ. by William Darton; Note lists additional authorities consulted. ; 100 x 120 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

The New World or Western Hemisphere with the addition of all the New Discoveries 1801

Physical Description: Tracks of Cook and La Perouse ; 20 x 19 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Western Hemisphere 1820, ca.?

Physical Description: 21 x 21 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Western Hemisphere / Wyld, artist ; / Hewitt, engraver 1819, ca.

Physical Description: 26 x 23 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Western Hemisphere or New World

Physical Description: 22.5 x 21 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Western Hemisphere / [Bradford?] cartographer / 1835?

Physical Description: 22 x 20 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Western Hemisphere / A. Findlay, artist ; / A. Findlay, engraver

Physical Description: 24 x 21 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.
**Western Hemisphere**

**Call No:** W Hem 3422

**The Western Hemisphere 1841**

- Physical Description: 36.5 x 36 cm.
- CMC

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

- Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3423

**[North and South America]. & C. Walker, engraver 1831**

- Physical Description: 29 x 28 cm.
- CMC

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

- Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3424

**Western Hemisphere. & C. Walker, engraver**

- Physical Description: 34.5 x 33 cm.
- CMC

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

- Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3425

**The Western Hemisphere or New World 1811**

- Physical Description: Watermark ; 24 x 23 cm.
- CMC

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

- Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3426

**Western Hemisphere 1855**

- Physical Description: No. X ; 37 x 34 cm.
- CMC

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

- Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3427 a,b

**Geographical, Historical and Statistical Map of America(a) 1817**

- Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) published by Carey, Philadelphia, 1821, 3rd edn.; Extensive text at sides and bottom ; map 22 x 39 cm; overall size 42 x 52 cm.
- CMC

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

- Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

**Call No:** W Hem 3428

**De l'Amérique Moderne en 18121824**

- Physical Description: Extensive text in French; Watermark; XXXIII ; map 42 x 28 cm.; overall size 49 x 65 cm.
- CMC

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

- Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.
Call No: W Hem 3429

Amérique Historique, Physique et Politique en 18251825 - 26

Physical Description: Extensive text in French; XXXIII bis ; map 48 x 27 cm.; overall size 49 x 65 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Call No: W Hem 3430

Geographical Map of America

Physical Description: Extensive text; XIII ; map 40 x 36 cm.; overall size 47 x 67 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Call No: W Hem 3432

America divided into North and South with their Several Subdivisions ...1800

Physical Description: 49.5 x 53 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Call No: W Hem 3433

America1817

Physical Description: 50.5 x 60 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Call No: W Hem 3434

A New Map of America Exhibiting its Political Divisions ... / Cary, J., 1754-1835 or 1791-1852, cartographer / 1830

Physical Description: 45.5 x 63 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- N & S America -- 19th c.

Call No: W Hem 0010 A

Maris Pacifici, (quod vulgò Mar del Zur) cum regionibus circumacentibus insulisque in eodem passim sparsis, novissima descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1592

Physical Description: Latin text; Magellan's "Victoria" depicted; Watermark (crossed arrows); Dedication: ... Dr. Nicolao Roccoxio, patricio Antwerpiensis ... 1589 ; 34.5 x 48.5 cm...Scale: 1: 40 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Pacific Ocean -- 16th c.
Maris Pacifici, (quod vulgô Mar del Zur) cum regionibus circumcentibus insulisque in eodem passim sparsis, novissima descriptio / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1598, see note below

Physical Description: French text; Magellan's "Victoria" depicted; Watermark (crossed arrows); Dedication: ... Dr. Nicolao Roccoxio, patricio Antwerpiensis ... 1589 ; 34.5 x 49.5 cm..Scale: 1: 40 mill.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Pacific Ocean -- 16th c.

Canal de Panama, Plan Général -- Visite des Travaux, Fevrier 1886 (verso) (Calendar of events)

Physical Description: French text; 5 vignettes ; 35.5 x 58 cm..Scale: 1: 200,000

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Panama Canal -- 19th c.


Physical Description: French text; Watermark ; 34 x 46.5 cm..Scale: see above

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Peru - Florida -- 16th c.

[West Indies, including gulf, South American & Central American coasts] / Jefferys, T. (?), cartographer /

Physical Description: 49 x 69.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- West Indies, etc. -- 18th c.

A New Projection of the Western Hemisphere of the Earth on a Plane (shewing the proportions of its several parts nearly as on a globe), by J. Hardy (Teacher of Mathematics and WritingMaster) at Eton College / T. Bowen, artist ; / Hardy, J., cartographer / T. Bowen, engraver1776

Physical Description: 23 x 22.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Western Hemisphere -- Western hemisphere -- 18th c.

Orbis Tabula ad justinum -- Italia ad Justinum -- Grecia ad Justini Historiam1739 ?

Physical Description: 3 maps on 1 sheet ; 15.5 x 26 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- antiquity
Call No: World 3340
The Roman Empire in the Augustan Age, A. D. 1 (Br. Isles, Europe, N. Africa, Tartary, India, Malaysia, East Asia, coasts of Pacific, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
Physical Description: No. 8 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3346
Period of the First Crusade, A. D. 1100 (Greenland, Iceland, Br. Isles, Europe, Russia, N. Africa, Arabia, India, Asia, coasts of Pacific, surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1829
Physical Description: No. 14 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 c.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1100 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3347
Exhibiting the Empire of Kublai Khan, A. D. 1294 (Greenland, Iceland, Br. Isles, Europe, Russia, N. Africa, Arabia, India, Asia, coasts of Pacific, surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1829
Physical Description: No. 15 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1294 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3339
At the End of the Third Punic War, B. C. 146 (Europe, N. Africa, Arabia, India, Tartary, Malaysia, coasts of Pacific, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
Physical Description: No. 7 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 146 B. C. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3334
The Exodus of the Israelites, B. C. 1491 (Canaan, Syria, Armenia, Assyria, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
Physical Description: No. 2 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1491 B. C. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3348
The Discovery of America, A. D. 1498 (Greenland, N. America, northern S. America, Europe, Africa, India, Asia, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1830
Physical Description: No. 16 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1498 A. D. -- 19th c.
Call No: World 3349
At the Death of Charles V, A. D. 1551 (Greenland coast, N. & S. America, Europe, Africa, Asia, Japan, Indonesia, surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1830
Physical Description: No. 17 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1551 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3350
At the Restoration of the Stuarts, A. D. 1660 (Greenland, eastern & western hemispheres, New Holland, surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1830
Physical Description: No. 18 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1660 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3351
Independence of the United States, A. D. 1783 (both hemispheres) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1830
Physical Description: No. 19 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1783 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3352
Empire of Napoleon Bonaparte, A. D. 1811 (both hemispheres) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1830
Physical Description: No. 20 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1811 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3353
End of the General Peace, A. D. 1828 (both hemispheres) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1830
Physical Description: No. 21 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 47.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 1828 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 0047
Mappe - Monde ou Carte Generale du Globe Terrestre Representée en deux Plan-Hemispheres Reveiie et changé en plusieurs endroits Suivant les Relations les plus recentes Par le Sr Sanson Geographe ordinaire de sa Majesté / Sanson, N., 1600-1667, cartographer / 1669
Physical Description: California island; Watermark ; 42.5 x 56.5 cm.
Sutro, Adolph, gift (see Notes)
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 17th c.
Call No: World 0066
Harmonie ou Correspondance du Globe avec la Sphere par les Points, Lignes, Circles, etc qui se descrivent en la Surface des Globes Terrestres et des Mappemondes pour répondre a ceux qui sont imaginés dans la Sphere coeleste ... 1659 / Sanson, N., cartographer / 1659
  Physical Description: California as island; Watermark ; 41 x 53 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 17th c.

Call No: World 0200
Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis Tabula ex officina Iustis Danckerts Amstelodami / Danckerts, J., 1635-1701, cartographer / c. 1680
  Physical Description: Insert: 2 polar hemispheres, elaborately engraved corners and background; California as island ; 42.5 x 55.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 17th c.

Call No: World 0205
A New and Accurat Map of the World Drawne according to ye truest Descriptions latest Discoveries & best Observations ty have been made by English or Strangers, 1651 / Speed, John, 1552-1629, cartographer / 1676
  Physical Description: Insets: 2 celestial hemispheres, The 4 elements, eclipses, portraits, etc.; Information notes; California as island ; 29.5 x 52.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 17th c.

Call No: World 1527
Novissima Totius Terrarum Orbis Tabula Auctore Nicolao Visscher / Visscher, N. (I), 1587-1637, or Visscher (II), 1618-1679, cartographer / 1680, ca.? / Hopkins, T. (probably)
  Physical Description: Small polar hemispheres, zodiacal figures, elaborately engraved background, etc.; California island ; 43 x 53 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 17th c.

Call No: World 0003
Mappe-Monde dressée sur les Observations de Mrs de l'Academie Royale des Sciences et quelques autres et sur les memoires les plus recens. A son Altesse Royale Monseigneur le Duc de Chartres par son tres humble et tres obeissant serviteur G. de l'Isle Geographe / de l'Isle, G., 1675-1726, cartographer / [1700]
  Physical Description: Watermark ; 43 x 66 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0005
Planibglobii Terrestris cum utroq Hemisphaerio Caelesti Generalis Representatio / Homann, J. B., 1663-1724, cartographer / c.1702
  Physical Description: 2 celestial hemispheres; 2 astronomical hemispheres; Mt. Etna, rainbow, vortex, tides, etc. ; 47.5 x 54 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.
Call No: World 0006 A

A New Map of the Terraqueous Globe according to the Ancient Discoveries and most general Divisions of it into Continents and Oceans / M. Burghers, artist ; / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / M. Burghers, engraver 1700

Physical Description: California island; Vignettes: Sheldonian T. & Bodleian Lib. ; 37 x 51 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0006 B

A New Map of the Terraqueous Globe according to the latest Discoveries and most general Divisions of it into Continents and Oceans / M. Burghers, artist ; / Wells, E., 1667-1727, cartographer / M. Burghers, engraver 1700

Physical Description: California as island; Watermark ; 37 x 50.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0007

L'Hydrographie ou Description de l'Eau c'est a dire des Mers, Golfes, Lacs, Destroits, et Rivieres principales qui sont dans la Surface du Globe Terrestre / Sanson, N., 17th c., cartographer / 1752

Physical Description: California as island; Watermark ; 40 x 53.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0009

Orbis Vetus et Orbis Veteris utraque Continens Terrarum qe Tractus Arcticus et Antarcticus ex Platone ... / Sanson, N., 17th c., cartographer / 1705

Physical Description: Insets: World of Strabo, 3 wind diagrams; California as island ; 39.5 x 54 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0021

A New Map of the World from the Latest Observations, Revis'd by J. Senex, Most Humbly Inscribed to his Royal Highness George Prince of Wales / Senex, John, d. 1740, cartographer / 1721

Physical Description: 1 armillary sphere; 4 polar hemispheres; California as island ; 42.5 x 54 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0025

Planisphaerium Terrestre cum utroque Coelesti Memisphaerio, sive diversa orbis Terraquei / Zurner, A. F., 1680-1712, cartographer / c.1700

Physical Description: 2 celestial and 6 small terrestrial hemispheres; 2 armillary and 18 small diagram spheres; Natural phenomena, volcano, tides, vortex, rainbow, etc.; California as island ; 50 x 57.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.
Call No: World 0039
Mappe-Monde ou Description du Globe Terrestre dressée d’apres les Observations les plus exactes. Pour servir à l’Intelligence de l'Histoire Philosophique des Etablissemens Europeens dans les deux Indes, 1773 / A. V. Krevelt, artist ; / Bellin, N., 1703-72, cartographer / A. V. Krevelt, engraver 1773
Physical Description: 25.5 x 38 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0063
A New Map of the World with the latest Discoveries Sudlow, engraver 1788
Physical Description: Tracks of Cook and Anson ; 26 x 49 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0065
Planiglobii Terrestris - Mappe Monde / Lowitz, artist ; / Hase, J. M., 1684-1742, cartographer / S. Porn, engraver 1746
Physical Description: 2 solar diagrams; 2 small hemispheres, Arctic & Antarctic; 2 small oblique hemispheres, horizons of Nuremberg & Antipodes ; 44.5 x 52 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0070
Orbis Vetus in utraque continente ... / Robert de Vaugondy, G., 1688-1766, or D., 1723-1786, cartographer / 1752
Physical Description: references to the classics, Plato, Seneca, etc. ; 47.5 x 71 cm.
Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave, gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0204
Planiglobii Terrestris Mappa Universlis ... MDCCXXXXVI / Lowitz, M.G., 1722-74 (after Hase), cartographer / 1746
Physical Description: Insets: 4 polar hemispheres (2 oblique from Nuremberg), 2 astronomical & spherical diagrams; Watermarks ; 46 x 54.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0344
A New Map of the World (shewing the First Principles of Geography and the Use of the Globes) on the Globular Proj. of the Sphere / Richmond, M., cartographer / S. Pyle, engraver 1779
Physical Description: Cloth-backed ; 65 x 128 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0384 1, 2
Scientia Terrarum et Coelorum: Northern hemisphere -- Southern hemisphere / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1772
Physical Description: 2 sheets : 5 hemispheric diagrams, charts of moon, seasons, etc.; Extensive astronomical and geographical text ; each 54 x 126 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.
Call No: World 0424

An Accurate Map of the World Comprehending all the New Discoveries in Both Hemispheres; carefully drawn from the Best Authorities by T. Conder ... Engraved for Moore's New and Complete Voyages and Travels / Conder, T., fl. 1780-1801, cartographer / 1790?

Physical Description: 29 x 45 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3326

A New Map of the World Including All the Modern Discoveries 1782

Physical Description: 20 x 37.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3331

The World in Three Sections describing the Polar Regions to the Tropics with all the Tracks of Lord Mulgrave and Captain Cook towards the North and South Poles and the Torrid Zone or Tropical Regions with the New Discoveries in the South Seas 1784?

Physical Description: 2 hemispheres plus strip of Torrid Zone; 24 x 39.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3691 OS

A New and Correct Map of the World laid down according to the newest Discoveries and from the most exact Observations / Moll, H., 1688-1745, cartographer / 1709

Physical Description: Small north polar hemisphere and several spheres and diagrams illustrating Ptolemaic and Copernican theories; trade winds California as island; Dedication to His Royal Highness George Prince of Denmark Lord High Admiral Great Britain & Ireland etc.; 58 x 98 cm.

Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3723

A New Map of the World / Senex, J., d. 1740, cartographer / 1719

Physical Description: 2 small polar hemispheres and other projections and diagrams; Watermark; California island; Dedication to George Prince of Wales; 42 x 64 cm.

de Lemos, Pedro, gift

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3176

Map of the World from the best Authorities / Barlow, engraver 1807

Physical Description: 19 x 35.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- 2 hemispheres -- 19th c.
Call No: World 3319
Mappe Monde en deux Hémisphères / Brué, A. F., 1786-1832, cartographer / 1820
  Physical Description: 31 x 56 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3327
The World with the latest Discoveries from the best Authorities / Jn. Lodge, engraver
  Physical Description: Inset: Small polar map showing countries from Lat. 50 to the North Pole. ; 28 x 50.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3328 a, b
The World from the Discoveries & Observations made in the Latest Voyages & Travels / Arrowsmith, A., cartographer / (a) J. Lodge, engraver / 1800, ca.?
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps ; 23 x 44.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3329
The World from Arrowsmith's Map of the World / 1802
  Physical Description: 21 x 39.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3330
Western Hemisphere, or New World -- Eastern Hemisphere, or Old World / Neele, engraver / 1807
  Physical Description: 20 x 38.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3332 a, b
The World with the Tracks and Discoveries of the latest Navigators / Findlay, A., 1812-1875, cartographer / 1800, ca.?
  Physical Description: 2 similar maps : (b) shows more details ; 22 x 42 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- 2 hemispheres -- 19th c.
Call No: World 3333
The Deluge, B.C. 2348 (Garden of Eden surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 1 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 2348 B. C. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3338
Exhibiting the Partition of the Empire of Alexander, B. C. 301 (S. Europe, N. Africa, N. Arabia, Scythia, N. India, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 6 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 301 B. C. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3337
Exhibiting the Empire of Alexander, B. C. 323 (S. Europe, N. Africa, Middle East, N. India, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 5 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 323 B. C. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3341
At the Death of Constantine, A. D. 337 (Br. Isles & Europe across to the Pacific Ocean surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 9 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm. Scale: 1828
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 337 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3342
The Division of the Roman Empire, A. D. 395 (Br. Isles, Europe, Asia, India, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1703/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 10 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 395 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3343
The Dissolution of the Western Empire, A. D. 476 (Br. Isles, Europe, N. Africa, Arabia, Asia, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 11 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 476 A. D. -- 19th c.
Call No: World 3336
Exhibiting the Empire of Cyrus, B. C. 529 (S. Europe, N. Africa, Persia, Scythia, surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 4 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 529 B. C. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3335
The Foundation of Rome, B. C. 753 (S. Europe, Egypt, Middle East, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 3 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 753 B. C. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3344
Exhibiting the Empire of Charlemagne, A. D. 814 (Br. Isles, Europe, N. Africa, Arabia, Asia & Corea, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1829
   Physical Description: No. 12 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 814 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3345
Dissolution of the Empire of Charlemagne, A. D. 912 (Br. Isles, Europe, N. Africa, Arabia, Asia & Corea, etc., surrounded by dark clouds) / Quin, E., 1793/4-1828, cartographer / S. Hall, engraver 1828
   Physical Description: No. 13 in series of 21 maps ; 33 x 28 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- 912 A. D. -- 19th c.

Call No:
Theatro d’Abrahamo Ortelio, Ridotto in Forma Piccola In Anversa nelle Stamparia Plantiniana MDXCIII a le spese di Philippo Galle / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1593
   Physical Description: 106 maps
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- atlas (book) -- 16th c.

Call No:
Theatro del Mondo di Abraamo Ortelio Nel quale distintamente si dimostrano, in Tavole, tutte le Provincie, Regni, & Paesi del Mondo. / Ortelius, A., 1527-1598, cartographer / 1667
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- atlas (book) -- 17th c.
**Call No:** World 4755

**New General Atlas of the World; ... / Dower, John, fl. 1838, cartographer / 1832**

Physical Description: 22 of 47 maps listed below: Disbound; 49 x 40 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

World -- atlas (part only) -- 19th c.

**Call No:** World 4557

**A Letter from Olivier Van Noort Circumnavigator, pertaining to the first Dutch voyage around the world, 1598 - 1601 / Van Noort, Olivier, cartographer / 1930, ca.?**

Physical Description: reproduction with modern text: Introduction by John Parker, Curator, James F. Bell Library; Translated, with historical commentary by Jan O. M. Broek; 14 leaves including 2 double-page maps; 31 x 26 cm. booklet.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

World -- Circumnavig'n -- 16th-17th c.

**Call No:** World 1536

**The Countries of the Ancient World Exhibiting the probable settlement of the descendants of NoahR. Scott, engraver**

Physical Description: Inset: Bering Strait area; 19.5 x 24 cm.

CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

World -- eastern hemisphere -- 19th c.

**Call No:** World 1542

**Eastern Hemisphere1802**

Physical Description: 59 x 57.5 cm.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

World -- eastern hemisphere -- 19th c.

**Call No:** World 0062 a, b

(a) Orbis Veteribus Novus, 1763 -- (b) Orbis Veteribus Novus Drawn and Engraved from D'Anville's Map of the Antient World / (b) Haywood, artist; / d'Anville, J. B. B., 1697-1782, cartographer / (b) G. Allen, engraver(a) 1794 (b) 1788

Physical Description: 2 similar maps: (b) 38 x 50 cm., published by Harrison (copy on reduced scale); (a) 54 x 74.5 cm.

(b) CMC

Subjects and Indexing Terms

World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity
Call No: World 4236
Carte de la Navigation des Argonautes du Monde Primitif suivant les Periples de Timée, d’Hecatée, d’Apollonius, et d’Onomacrite ...19th c.?
   Physical Description: 21.5 x 33 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity

Call No: World 4237
Terra Veteribus Nota1814
   Physical Description: 22.5 x 28.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity

Call No: World 4238
Imperiorum AntiquorumE. Bourne, engraver1800
   Physical Description: Inset: Tabula Regnorum Chronologica (Table of empires & rulers);
       22.5 x 28.5 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity

Call No: World 4239
Carte de l’Empire Romain sous Auguste / Dussieux, cartographer / 1849
   Physical Description: 28 x 39 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity

Call No: World 4241
Orbis Antiqui Mappa Nova / Delamarche, F., 19th c., cartographer / Barrière Frères, engraver1818
   Physical Description: 28.5 x 42 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity

Call No: World 4242
The World according to the Idea of Herodotus as far as can be collected from his History ... Copied from Major Rennell by Permission / Rennell, J., fl. 1773-1784, cartographer / 1802
   Physical Description: 29 x 43 cm.
   CMC
   Subjects and Indexing Terms
   World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity
**Call No:** World 4245

**Settlements of the Descendants of Ham** 19th c.

- **Physical Description:** 28 x 43 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity

**Call No:** World 4543

**Pinnocks Union Map ... Exhibiting at one View the Ancient and Modern Divisions of that Part of the Eastern Hemisphere Known to the Ancients** 1817

- **Physical Description:** 21.5 x 31 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - World -- eastern hemisphere -- antiquity

**Call No:** World 4948

**The World on Mercator's Projection -- The Approximate Original Distribution of the Three Great Groups of the Human Race, viz: Caucasian, Mongoloid and Negroid** 19th c.

- **Physical Description:** 18 x 24 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - World -- human race -- 19th c.

**Call No:** World 4970

**Chart of the World showing Distances Saved by the Interocean Canal of Nicaragua and Costa Rica** 19th c.

- **Physical Description:** 54 x 84 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - World -- interocean canal -- 19th c.

**Call No:** World 4567

**Nova et aucta orbis terrae descriptio ad usum navigantium emendate accommodata 1569 / Mercator, Gerardus, 1512-1594, cartographer / 1961**

- **Physical Description:** modern reproduction; 14 sheet; map of the world in atlas style: Published by Maritime Museum "Prins Hendrik" Rotterdam-The Hague; (Contents of the 14 sheets are listed below under "Notes").
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - World -- Mercator proj. -- 16th c.

**Call No:** World 5008

**A Map of all the Earth and how after the Flood it was divided among the Sons of Noah by J. Moxon Hydrographer to the Kings most Excellent Majestyisho / Moxon, J., 1627-1791, cartographer / 1671**

- **Physical Description:** 14 Biblical scenes form border; Keyed references; California as island; Dedication to Gilbert Sheldon Archbishop of Canterbury; 32 x 47 cm.
- **Subjects and Indexing Terms**
  - World -- Mercator proj. -- 17th c.
Call No: World 0046
A New General Chart of the World exhibiting the DISCOVERIES made by Captains Jas Cook, Drake, Anson, Mulgrave, King, Wilson, Meares, Portlock, Dixon, Phillip, Hunter, etc. T. Conder, engraver 1794
Physical Description: 31 x 47 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0057
Carte des Variations de la Boussole et des Vents Généraux que l'on Trouve dans les Mers les plus Frequentés (compass variations) / Bellin, J. N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1765
Physical Description: 56.5 x 88 cm.
Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0059
Essay d'une Carte Réduite Contenant les Parties Connues de Globe Terrestre ... Dedié a M le Comte de Maurepas / Bellin, J. N., 1703-1772, cartographer / 1748
Physical Description: Watermark; (uncertain coast in NW America: "Vraisemblant l'Amerique s'étend jusqu'ici") ; 50 x 70 cm. .
Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0060
Chart of the World shewing the latest Discoveries of Capt. Cook / Guthrie, W., 1708-1770, cartographer / 1792?
Physical Description: Tracks of Cook in Resolution ; 22.5 x 28 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0061
Chart of the Track of the Dolphin, Tamar, Swallow & Endeavor through the South Seas & the Track of M. Bougainville round the world / T. Bowen, engraver 1785?
Physical Description: 25.5 x 62.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0422
New and Complete Mercator Chart of the World
Physical Description: 18.5 x 28 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0423
A Compleat Chart of the Coast of Asia and America with the Great South Sea / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-75, cartographer / Seale, R. W., engraver
Physical Description: 24.5 x 40.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.
A New and Complete Chart of the World Displaying the Tracks of Captn Cook and other modern Navigators / T. Bowen, artist ; / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / T. Bowen, engraver(a) 1790, ca.?  
Physical Description: 2 similar maps : Tracks & logs of Endeavor, Resolution, Racehorse & Carcass; (a) Engraved for Bankes's New System of Geography ; each 34 x 46.5 cm.  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3320  
A Chart of the World according to Mercator's Projection ... / Dunn, S., d. 1794, cartographer / 1781  
Physical Description: Watermark ; 30.5 x 41 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3321  
A Chart shewing the Track of the Centurion round the World / R. W. Seale, artist ; / Seale, R. W., fl. 1732-1775, cartographer / R. W. Seale, engraver  
Physical Description: 33.5 x 40.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3323  
A Mercator Chart of the World / Bowen, T., d. 1790, cartographer / 1778  
Physical Description: Tracks of Cook and Furneaux ; 34 x 45 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 3324  
A New Mercator's Chart Drawn from the Latest Discoveries1794  
Physical Description: Cook's track ; 26.5 x 43.5 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 4539  
A New General Chart of the World ... Exhibiting Discoveries of Cook, Drake, Anson, Mulgrave, Meares, Mortlock, Dixon, Phillip, Hunter, etc.1794  
Physical Description: 31 x 47 cm.  
CMC  
Subjects and Indexing Terms  
World -- Mercator proj. -- 18th c.
Call No: World 0067 O S
Chart of the World on Mercator's Projection / Lizzars, D., d. 1812, cartographer / 1831?
  Physical Description: Tracks of Cook, Tasman, Quiros, Bougainville, Furneaux, Bouvet, et al. ; 53 x 80 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- Mercator proj. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 0425
The Terraqueous Globe1802
  Physical Description: 19 x 26 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- Mercator proj. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3322
The World on Mercator's Projection
A. Findlay, engraver
  Physical Description: 25 x 40.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- Mercator proj. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3325
The World on Mercator's Projection with all the latest Discoveries1805
  Physical Description: 26.5 x 34 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- Mercator proj. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3689
Chart of the World on Mercator's Projection
  Physical Description: Pl. XXVIII ; 19 x 26 cm.
  World -- Mercator proj. -- 19th c.

Call No: World 3988
Map of the Principal Countries of the Ancient World extending from the Alps to the Southern Frontier of Egypt and from Carthage to Persepolis / Hughes, W., 1817-1976, cartographer / 19th c.
  Physical Description: Insets: Roman Empire, Persian Empire ; 43 x 60 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- Mercator proj. -- antiquity

Call No: Map Group A BOX 1
[27 maps of various countries, probably from "Illustrated Atlas"]c. 1850
  Physical Description: Several colored vignettes on each plate ; 36.5 x 26.5 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- miscellaneous -- 19th c.
Call No: Map Group B BOX 1
[13 maps of various countries]19th c.
  Physical Description: 21 x 35 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- miscellaneous -- 19th c.

Call No: Map Group C BOX 1
[22 maps of various countries]c. 1817
  Physical Description: 24 x 30 cm.
  CMC
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- miscellaneous -- 19th c.

Call No: Map Group D BOX 1
[12 maps of various countries]19th c.
  Physical Description: 19 x 22 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- miscellaneous -- 19th c.

Call No: World 5007
La Terre du Nord / van der Aa, P., 1659-1733, cartographer / 1710, ca
  Physical Description: Map and border, 23 x 39 cm. ; map 14.5 x 20 cm.
  Margaret C. Sowers gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- North polar -- 18th c.

Call No: World 5006
A Physical Planisphere wherein are represented the known Lands and Seas with the
Great Chains of Mountains which traverse the Globe from the North Pole. Adapted to
Monsr Buache's Memoire Read at the R. Academy of Sciences. The Superior
Hemisphere of the Globe bounded by the Equator, is done according to the rules of
Projections: but it was not thought proper to follow them for the inferior
Hemisphere, / Cole, Benjamin, fl. 1695-1709, cartographer / Cole, engraver1757
  Physical Description: (title cont'd) because it would have given the several Countries a
  very different figure from what they really have. ; 32 x 29 cm.
  Margaret C. Sowers gift
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- North Polar projection -- 18th c.

Call No: World 0145
[German north polar map]
  Physical Description: Watermark (upper left corner) ; 18.5 x 18.5 cm.
  Subjects and Indexing Terms
  World -- northern hemis. -- 18th c.
**Call No:** World 0139

*Mappemonde ou Carte Générale de l'Univers sur une Projection nouvelle d'une Sphère ovale pour mieux entendre les Distances entre l'Europe et Amerique avec le Tour du Monde du Lieut. Cook et tous les Découvertes Nouvelles / Lotter, M. A., 1741-1810, cartographer / 1778*

Physical Description: 47.5 x 93.5 cm.
Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- oval projection -- 18th c.

**Call No:** World 0066

*Northern Hemisphere -- Southern Hemisphere W. Faden, engraver 1775*

Physical Description: Watermark ; 36 x 70 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- polar projections -- 18th c.

**Call No:** World 4554

*World Map from MS portolan atlas of 1511 in the John Carter Brown Library of Providence, Rhode Island / Maggiolo, Vesconte, 16th c., cartographer / 1963*

Physical Description: reproduction ; 38 x 55.5 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- portolan -- 16th c.

**Call No:** World 4561

*Map of the World by Vicont de Maiollo 1527: Reproduced in facsimile from photographs obtained by Arthur James Weise in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of Milan in April 1903 / Maggiolo, Vesconte, 16th c., cartographer / 1905*

Physical Description: reproduction; 4 sheets : (A type of portolan chart) ; 61 x 181 cm.
Hispanic. S. of America gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- portolan atlas -- 16th c.

**Call No:** World 0029

*Ptolemeisch General Tafel de halbe Kugel der Welt begreissende / Munster, S., 1481-1552, cartographer / 1628*

Physical Description: German text; Verso - diagram of winds, their names, etc.; Woodcut ; 32.5 x 36 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Ptolemaic world -- 16th c.

**Call No:** World 0045

*Ptolemaei Typus / Ruscelli, 16th c. (after Ptolemy), cartographer / 1561*

Physical Description: Verso, Universalis Orbis Descriptio, Latin text; Watermark ; 15.5 x 26 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- Ptolemaic world -- 16th c.
Call No: World 0101

[South Pole at center, originally Polus Antarcticus] / de Wit, F., 1616-1698, cartographer / 1680

Physical Description: 43.5 x 49 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- southern hemis. -- 17th c.

Call No: World 0359

Chart of the Antarctic Polar Circle with the Countries adjoining, According to the New Hypothesis of M. Buache From the Memoirs of the Royal Academy at Paris / Buache, P., 1700-1773, cartographer / 1763

Physical Description: 19.5 x 22.3 cm.
Sowers, Margaret Cosgrave. gift
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- southern hemis. -- 18th c.

Call No: World 4947

Map Showing the Distribution of Vegetation / after A. Engler, cartographer / 19th c.

Physical Description: 15 x 25 cm.
CMC
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- vegetation -- 19th c.

Call No: World 0023

[World map] / [Schedel, H.?], cartographer / 1493

Physical Description: woodcut : Panels of monsters recto & verso & rubricated initials Latin text on recto, German text on verso Watermark Woodcut ; 31.5 x 44 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- world -- 15th c.

Call No: World 0030

Die Erst General Tafel die Beschreibung und den Circkel des gantzen Erdtrichs und Meers inhaltende / Munster, S., 1461-1552, cartographer / 1628

Physical Description: Woodcut ; 32.5 x 35.5 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- world -- 16th c.

Call No: World 0040

Universi Orbis Descriptio / Magini, G. A, 1555-1617, cartographer / 1596

Physical Description: 6 wind boys, etc. ; 13 x 17 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- world -- 16th c.

Call No: World 0105

Carta Marina Nuova Tavola / Ruscelli, after Ptolemy, cartographer / 1561

Physical Description: 18 x 24 cm.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
World -- world -- 16th c.